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PREFACE

-i

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1968, to December 31, 1968. It includes
the most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that
were rendered by officials of the Department during the period.
The Honorable Stewart L. Udall served as Secretary of the Interior
during the period covered by this volume; Mr. David S. Black served
as Under Secretary; Messrs. Harry R. Anderson, Stanley A. Cain,
Frank C. Di Lusio, Max N. Edwards, Kenneth Holum, J. Cordell
Moore, Robert C. McConnell, and Clarence F. Pautzke served as
Assistant Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. George E. Robinson served
as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Administration; Messrs. Frank J.
Barry and Edward Weinberg served as Solicitor of the Department of
the Interior and Messrs. Edward Weinberg and Richmond F. Allan
as Deputy Solicitor.
This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior
as "75 I.D."

Secretary of the Interior
II~~~~~~~~:
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ERRATA
Page 28-Footnote 25, should read Footnote 36 Appellant's claim letter,
attached as Exhibit A" to the Findings of Fact, Exhibit No. 1.
Page 32-Footnote 62, should appear as 67.
Page 72-Appeal of Galland-Henning Manufacturing Company, IBCA-53412-65, Decided March 29,1968, the following insert should appear after Headnote,
Layne and Bowler Export Corporation, IBCA-245 (Jan. 18, 1961), 68 I.D. 33,.
Overruled, insofar as it conflicts with Schweigert, Inc. v. United States, Ct. C1.

No. 26-66 (Dec. 15, 1967), and Galland-Henning Manufacturing Company,
IBOA-534-12-65 (Mar. 29, 1968).
Page 77-Paragraph 2, Lines 4 and 5, the word compoments should appear
as components.
Page 108-I concour should appear as I concur.

Page 122-Topical Index Heading Bureau of Reclamation: EBess Lands
should appear as Execess Lands.
Page 185-Appeal of Power City Construction & Equipment, Inc. July 18,
1968, should appear as July 17,1968.
Page 185-2d Topical Index Heading: Contract: Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras should appear as Contracts.
Page 199-Footnote 53, Robert B. Lee and Company, Inc., Crosland-Roof Co.
v. United States, 164 Ct. C1. 365, 271-72, should appear as 365, 371-72.
Page 223-4th Paragraph-Line 8 position does no evince should appear
as position does not evince.
Page 289-First Syllabus-Line 2, 40 Stat. 383 (1935), and Paragraph 3,
Line 2, should appear as 49 Stat. 383 (1935).
Page 303-Paragraph 3-Line 2 attempting to obtain for sand should read:
attempting to obtain a permit for sand.

Page 312-Syllabus-Line 1, A prudent man could not reasonableshould appear as reasonably.
Page 316-Paragraph 2, Line 4 Castle v. Womble, 19 L.D. 445, should appear
as 455.
Page 320-Footnote 4-Line 4, 1950, 64 Sat. 798, should appear as 1950,
64 Stat. 798.
Page 332-Footnote 2-Line 2, CFR 3217.3 should appear as CFR 127.3.
Page 445-Topical Index Heading should read: Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Damages: Liquidated Damages.
Page 459-Mining Claims: Discovery-Fourth Syllabus should appear as
instead of 1.
IV

See cso 75 I.D. No. 8-Page 256, Paragraph 2, Line f-change the
word providing to proving.
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FEOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according
to the last name of the first party named in the Department's decision,
all the departmental decisions published in the Interior Decisions,
beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was ought by
one of the parties concerned. The name of the action is listed as it
appears on the court docket in each court. Where the decision of the
court has been published, the citation is given; if not, the- docket
number and date of final action taken by the court is set out. If the
court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is -indicated;
otherwise no opinion was written. Unless otherwise indicated, all
suits were commenced in the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Finally
if judicial review resulted in a further departmental decision, the
departmental decision is cited. Actions shown are those taken prior
to the end of the year covered by this volume.
Adler Constrmction:Co.,67 I.D. 21 (1960) (Reconsideration)
Adler Construction Co. v. United States, Cong. 1060. Suit pending.

State of Alaska, Andrew Kalerak, Jr., 73 I.D. 1 (1966)
Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr. et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. A-35-66,
D. Alas. Judgment for Plaintiff October 20, 1966. Appeal filed November 15,
1966, 9th (Cir. Reversed 396 F. 2d 746 (1968).

Allied Contractors,Inc., 68 I.D. 145 (1961)
Allied Contractors, Inc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 16343.
Stipulation of settlement filed March 3, 1967. Compromised.

Leslie N. Baker et al., A-28454 (October 26, 1960). On reconsideration
Autice C. Copeland, 69 I.D. 1 (1962)
Autrice Copeland Freenan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 1578.
D. Ariz. Judgment for Defendant, September 3, 1963 (opinion). Affirmed, 336
F. 2d 706 (1964). No petition.

Max Barash, The Texas Company, 63 I.D. 51 (1956)
Maw, Barash v. Douglas McKay, Civil Action No. 939-56. Judgment for
Defendant, June 13, 1967; reversed and remanded, 256 P. 2d 714 (1958)
339-307-69
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judgment for plaintiff, December 18, 1958. Supplemental Decision, 66 I.D.
11 (1959). No petition.

Barnard-CurtissCo,, 64I.D. 312 (1957), 65 I.D. 49 (1958)
Barnard-CurtissCo. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 491-59. Judgment for Plaintiff, 301 F. 2d 909 (1962).

EugeniaBate,69I.D.230 (1962)
Katherine S. Foster & Brook H. Duncan, II v., Stewart L. Udall, Civil
Action No. 5258, D. N. M. Judgment for Defendant, January 8, 1964. Reversed, 335 F. 2d 828 (1964). No petition.

Sam Bergesen,62 I.D.-295. Reconsideration denied, IBCA-ll: (Decern-

ber 19,X1955)

-

--

Sam Bergesen v. United States, Civil Action No. 2044, D. Wash. Complaint dismissed March 11, 1958. No appeal.

BLM-A -5569,70

I.D. 231 (1963)

New York State Natural Gas Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No.
210943.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil Action
No. 2109L63. Judgment for Defendant, September 20, 1965. Affirmed, April 28,
-196,6 :petition.
0
- -i
--

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)
Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 3352-62. Judgment
for Defendant, September 17, 1963. Judgment reversed, 335 F. 2d 706 (1964).
No petition.

R. C. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)
R. C. Buch v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 68-1358-PH, C.D. Cal.
Suit pending.

The CaliforniaCompany, 66 .D. 54 (1959)
The California Company v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 980-59.
Judgment for Defendant, October 24, 160 (opinion). Affirmed, 296 F. 2d
384 (1961)
i
:

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana Cameron ParishPolice
Ju~ry antidCameronParish
0Sch1o
Board, June 3, 1968, approved by
Secretary July 5, 1968,75 I.D. 289.
Cameron Parish Police Jury v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil Action No.
14, 206, W.D. La. Suit pending.

CarsonConstructionCo., 62 I.D. 422 (1955)
Carson Construction Co. ve. United States, Court of Claims No. 487-59.
Judgment for Plaintiff, December 14, 1961. Noappeal.
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Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Ofers, 71
I.D. .337 (1964) Shell Oil Company, A-30575 (October 31, 1966)
Shel Oil Companty v. Udall, Civil Action No. 216-67. Suit pending. Stipulation of dismissal filed August 19, 1968.

Chtemi-Cote,Perlite Corp. v. Art hurC. Wf. Bowen, 72 I.D. 403 (1965)
Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite, Arizona Court of Appeals, Div. Two,
Afflrmed decision of lower court which found against this Department, 423
P. 2d 104 (1967). Supreme Court of: Arizona Reversed, Motion for Rehearing
denied, November 21,1967.432 P. 2d 435 (1967).

Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)
Hannah and Abram Colten v. United States, Civil Action No. 3158, D.
R.I. Compromised.

Barney R. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963)Barney B. Colson et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. '63-26-Civ.Oc. M.D. Fla. Suit pending. Dismissed with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826
(1968). Appeal docketed.

Columbian Carbon Company, Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 323346. Judgment
for Defendant, January 9, 1958. Appeal dismissed for want of prosecution,
September 18,1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Appeal of ContinentalOil Company, 68 I.D. 337 (1961)
Continental Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall. et al., Civil Action No. 366-62.
Judgment for Defendant, April 29, 1966. Affirmed, February .10, 1967, Cert.
den., 389 US. 839 (1967).

Autrice C. Copeland.
See Leslie N. Baker et al.
Appeal of Cosmo Construction Company, 73 I.D. 229 (1966)
Cosmo Construction Co. et al. v.. United; States, Ct. Cl.l No- 119-68. Suit
pending.

John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82' (1956)
Patrick A. McKenna . Clarence 4. Davis, Civil Action No. 2125-56. Judgment for Defendant, June 20, 1967; aff'd, 259 F. 2d 780 (1958);)cert.: den.,
358 U.S. 385 (1958).

The Dredge Corporation,64 I.D. 368 (1957), 65 I.D. 336 (1958)
The Dredge Corporationv. J. Russell Penny, Civil Action No. 475, D. Nev.
Judgment for Defendant, September 9, 1964. Aff'd, 362 F. 2d 889 (9th Cir.
1966). No petition. See also Dredge o. v. Husite Co., 369 P. 2d 676 (1962).
Cert. den., 371 U.S. 821 (1962).
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John J. Farrellyet al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)
John J. Farrelly and The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKap, Civil Action No. 3037-55. Judgment for Plaintiff, October 11, 19.55; no appeal.

T. Jack Foster,75 I.D. 81 (1968)
Gladys H. Foster, Bxecutrise of the Estate of T. Jack Foster v. Stewart L.
Udall, Boyd L. Rasmussen, Civil Action No. 7611, D. NXV. Suit pending.

Franco Western Oil Company et al., 65 I.D. 316, 427 ('1958)
Ra'ymond.J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 2810-59. Judgment
for Plaintiff, August 2, 1960- (opinion). No appeal taken.
See Safarik v. Udall, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962). Cert. den., 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Gab 1bs EaplorationCo., 67 I.D. 160 (1960)
Gabbs Exsploration Company v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 219-61.
Judgment for Defendant, December 1, 1961. Affirmed, 315 F. 2d 37 (1963),
cert. den., 375 U.S. 822 (1963).

Stanley Garthofner, Duval Brothers, 67 I.D. 4 '(1960)
Stanley Garthofnerv. Stewart L. Udall. Civil Action No. 4194-60. Judgment
for Plaintiff, November 27, 1961. No appeal.

GenecralEm'cavating Co., 67 I.D. 344 (1960)
General Excavating Co. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 170-62. Dismissed with prejudice December 16,1963.

Nelson A.. Gerttula,64 I.D. 225 (1957)
Nelson A. Gerttula v. StewartVL. Udall, Civil Action No. 685-60.)Judgment
for Defendant, June 20, 1961; motion for rehearing denied, August 3, 1961.
Affirmed, 309 F. 2d 653 (1962). No petition.

Charles B. Gonsales et al., Western Oil Fields, Inc. et al., 69- I.D. 236
(1962)
Pan American PetroleuinCorp. di Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L. Udall,
Civil Action No. 5246, D. N.M. Judgment for Defendant, June 4, 1964.
Affirmed, 352 F. 2d 32 (1965) ; no petition.

Gulf Oil.Corporation,69 I.D. 30 (1962)'
Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 220962. Judgment for Defendant, October 19, 1962. Affirmed, 325 F. 2d 633 (1963).
No petition.

GuthrieElectricalConstruction,62 I.D. 280 (1955), IBCA-22 (Supp.)
(March 30, 1956)
Guthrie Electrical Construction Co. v. United States, Court of Claims No.
129-58. Stipulation of settlement filed September 11, 1958. Compromise offer
accepted and case closed October 10, 1958.
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l. H. Hagoodet al., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)
Edwin Still et al. v. United States, Civil Action No. 7897, D. Colo. Compromise accepted.

Raymond J. Hansen et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)
Raymond J. Hansen et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 3902-60.
Judgment for Defendant, June 23, 1961. Affirmed, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962).
Cert. den., 371 U.S. 901 (1962).
Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 4131-60. Judgment
for Defendant, June 23, 1961. Affirmed, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962). No petition.

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148 (1961)
Kenneth Holt, etc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 162-62. Stipulated
judgment, July 2, 1965.

Hope Natural Gas Company, 70 I.D. 228 (1963)
Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 2132-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil Action No.
2109-63. Judgment for Defendant September 20, 1965. Per curiam decision,
April 28, 1966. No petition.

Boyd L. Hulse v. William H. Griggs, 67 I.D. 212 (1960)
William H. Griggs v. Michael T. Solan, Civil Action No. 3741, D. Idaho.
Stipulation for dismissal filed May 15, 1962.

Idaho Desert Land Entries-IndianHill Group, 72 I.D. 156 (1965)
Wallace Reed et al. v. U.S. Department of the Interior et al., Civil Action
No. 1-65-86, D. Idaho. Order denying preliminary injunction, September 3,
1965. Appeal, 9th Cir., 20350, September 20, 1965. Dismissed, November 10,
1965. Suit pending.

Interpretationof the Submerged Lands Act, 71 I.D. 20 (1964)
Floyd A. Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action-No.,,3089-63. Suit pending. Dismissed with prejudice, March 27, 1968.

J. A. Terteling & Sons, Inc., 64 I.D. 466 (1957)
J. A. Terteling & Sons, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 114-59. Judgment for Defendant, 390 P. 2d 926 (1968).

J. D. Armstrong Co., Inc., 63 I.D. 289 (1956)
J. D. Armstrong, Inc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 490-56.
Plaintiff's motion to dismiss petition allowed. June 26,1959.

-Anquita L. I luenter et al., A-30483, November 18, 1965. See Bobby
Lee Moore et al.
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Leo J. Kottas, Earl LutzenAiser,-73 I.D. 123 (1966)
Earl M. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v. Stewart L. Udalz et at., Civil
Action No. 1371, D. Mont. Suit pending. Judgment for Defendant June 7,
1968. Appealed docketed.

Maa L. Krueger,Vaug1an B. Connelly,.65 I.D. 186 (1958)
Max Krueger v. Fred A.'Seaton, Civil Action No. 3106-58. Complaint dismissed by Plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

W. Da7ton La Rue, Sr.,69 I.D.120 (1962)
W. Dalton La Rue, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 2784-62.
Judgment for Defendant, March 6, 1963. Affirmed, 324 P. 2d 428 (1963).
Cert. den., 376 U.S. 907 (1964).

L. B. Sa'mford, Inc., 74 I.D. 86 (1967)
L. B. Samford, Inc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 393-67. Suit
pending.

CharlesLewellen, 70 I.D. 475 (1963)
Bernard B. Darling v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 474-64. Judgment for Defendant, October 5, 1964. Appeal voluntarily dismissed,
March 26, 1965.

Milton . Lichtenwalner et at., 69 I.D. 1 (1962)
i

Kenneth McGahan v. Stewart L. UdaZZ, Civil Action No. A-21-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed on merits, April 24, 1964. Stipulated dismissal of appeal with
prejudice, October 5, 1964.

AferwinE. Liss et al., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)
Hope Natural Gas Company v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 2132-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart-L. Udall et al., Civil Action No.
2109-63. Judgment for Defendant, September 20, 1965. Affirmed, April 28,
1966. No petition.

Elgin A. McKenna, Executi, Estate of PatrickA. McKenna, 74 I.D.
133 (1967)
Mrs. Blgin A. McE enna as Ececutrix of the Estate of Patrick A. McKenna,
Deceased v. Udall, Civil Action No. 2001-67. Judgment for Defendant,
February 14, 1968. Appeal docketed.

A. G. MeKinnon, 62 LD. 164 (1955)
A. G. McKinnon v. United States, Civil No. 9833, D. Ore. Judgment for
Plaintiff, December. 12, 1959 (opinion); reversed, 289 F. 2d 908 (9th Cir.
1961).
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Wade McNeil et al., 64 I.D. 423 (1957)
Wade Mc.Neil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 648-58. Judgment for
Defendant, June 5, 1959 (opinion); reversed, 281, F. 2d 931 (1960). No
appeal.

Wade McNeil v. Albert K. Leonard et al., Civil Action No. 2226, D. Mont.
Dismissed, November 24, 1961 (opinion). Order, April 16, 1962.
Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 662.
Judgment
for Defendant, December 13, 1963 (opinion). Affirmed, 340 F. 2d 801 (1964).
Cert. den., 381 U.S. 904 (1965).

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip.T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)
Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No.
468-58. Judgment for Plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration denied, December 2, 1959. No appeaL
Philip T. Garipan v. Stewart L. UdalZ, Civil Action No. 1577 Tus., D.
Ariz. Preliminary injunction against defendant, July 27, 1966. Supplemental
decision rendered September 7, 1966. Judgment for Plaintiff, May 16, 1967.
No appeal.

DuncanMiller,Louise Ouccia,66 I.D. 388 (1959)
Louise Cuccia and Shell Oil Company v. Stewart L. UdalZ, Civil Action No.
562-60.
Judgment for Defendant, June 27, 1961; no appeal taken.

Duncan Miller, 70 I.D. 1 (1963)
Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 931-63. Dismissed
for lack of prosecution, April 21,1966. No appeal.-

DuncanMiller, Samuel W. MeIntosh, 71 I.D.121 (1964)
Samuel W. McIntosh v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 1522-64. Judgment for Defendant. June 29, 1965. No appeal.

Duincan Miller, A-30546 (August 10, 1966), A-30566 (August 11,
1966), and 73 I.D. 211 (1966)
DuncanMiller v. Udall, Civil Action No. C-167-66, D. Utah. Dismissed with
prejudice, April 17, 1967. No appeal.

Bobby Lee Moore et al., 72 I.D. 505 (1965), Anquita L. Kluenter at al.,
A-30483 (November 18, 1965)
Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al., v. General Services Administration et al.,
Civil Action No. 3253 S.D. Cal. Judgment for Defendant, April 12, 1965.
Affirmed, 377 F. 2d 499 (1967). No petition.
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Henry S. Morgan et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)
Henry S. Morgan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 3248-59. Judgment
for Defendant, February 20, 1961 (opinion). Affirmed, 306 F. 2d 799 (1962);
cert. den., 371 U.S. 941 (1962).

Morrison-KnudsenCo., Inc., 64 I.D. 185 (1957)
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 239-61.
Remanded to Trial Commissioner, May 14, 1965, 170 Ct. Cl. 757. Commissioner's report adverse to U.S. issued June 20, 1967. On appeal to Court.

RichardL. Oelschlaeger,67 I.D. 237 (1960)
Richard L. Oelschlaeger v.
Dismissed, November 15, 1963.
April 4, 1967. Appeal taken.
enter judgment for Appellant.
(1968).

Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 4181-60.
Case reinstated, February 19, 1964. Remanded,
Reversed and remanded with directions to
389 r. 2d 974 (1968). Cert. den., 392 U.S. 909

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Emecutive Orders for
Indian Purposesin Alaska, 70 I.D. 166 (1963)
Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 760-63, D. Alas.
Withdrawn April 18, 1963.
Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett. Civil Action No. A-17-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed, April 23, 1963.
Native Village of Tyonek v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil Action No. A-15-63,
D. Alas. Dismissed, October 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. A-20-63, D.
Alas. Dismissed, October 29, 1963. (Oral opinion). Afflrmed, 332 F. 2d 62
(1964). No petition.
George L. Gucker v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. A-39-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed without prejudice, March 2, 1964. No appeal.

Paul Jarvis,Inc., 64 I.D. 285 (1957)
Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 40-58. Stipulated
judgment for Plaintiff, December 19, 1958.

PeterKiewit Sons' Company, 72 I.D. 415 (1965)
Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U.S. Ct. Cl. No. 129-66. Judgment for Plaintiff,
May 24, 1968.

HaroldLadd Pierce,69 I.D. 14 (1962)
Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 1351-62. Judgment for
Defendant, August 2, 1962. Affirmed, 317 F. 2d 573 (1963). No petition.

PortBlakely Mill Company, 71 I.D. 217 (1964)
Port Blakely Mill Company v. United States, Civil Action No. 6205, W.D.
Wash. Dismissed with prejudice, December 7, 1964.
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Ray D. BolanderCo., Inc., 72 I.D. 449 (1965),
Bay D. Bolander Co., Inc.-v. U.S., Ct. Ci. No. 51-66. Judgment for Plaintiff,
December 13, 1968.

Richfield Oil Corporation,62I.D. 269 (1955)
Richfield Oil Corporation v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3820-55.
Dismissed without prejudice, March 6, 1958. No appeal.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111 (1965)
Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 2615-65. Suit
pending.

San CarlosMineralStrip,69 I.D. 195 (1962)
James Houston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 105-63.
Judgment for Defendant, June 16, 1965. Affirmed, sub nom. S. Jack Hinton,
et. al. . Stewart L. Udall, 364 . 2d 676 (1966). Petition for rehearing
Denied, August15, 1966. No petition.;

Seal and Company, 68 I.D. 94 (1961)
Seal and Company, Inc. v. U.S., Court of Claims No. 274-.62. Judgment
for Plaintiff, January 31,1964. No appeal.

Shell Oil Company, A-30575 (October 31, 1966), Chargeability of
Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Offers, 71 I.D. 337 (1964)
Shell Oil Company v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulated dismissal August
19, 1968.

Sinclair Oil and Gas Company,75 I.D. 155 (1968)
Sinclair Oil and Gas Company v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior et al., Civil Action No. 5277, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

Southwest Welding and Manufacturing Division, Yuba Consolidated
IndustriesInc.,69I.D. 173 (1962)
Southwest Welding v. U.S., Civil Action No. 68-1658-CC, CD. Cal. Suit
pending.

Southwestern Petroleum Corporationet al., 71 I.D. 206 (1964)
Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 5773,
D. N.M. Judgment for Defendant, March 8, 1965. Affirmed, 361 1. 2d 650
(1966). No petition.

StandardOil Company of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)
California Oil Company v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No.
5729, D. N.M. Judgment for Plaintiff, January 21, 1965. No appeal.

James K. Tallman, 68 I.D. 256 (1961)
James K. Tallman et al. v, Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 1852-62.
Judgment for Defendant, November 1, 1962 (opinion). Reversed, 324 F. 2d
411 (1963). Petition for rehearing denied, October 16, 1963. Cert. granted,
376 U.S. 961 (1964). Dist. Ct. Affirmed, 380 U.S. 1 (196)5). Rehearing denied,
380 U.S. 989 (1965).
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TUDICIAL REVIEW

-

Te~aco;In., a o rp. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No. 446-68.
Suit pending.

Texas Construction Co., 64 I.
IBGA-73 (June.18, 1957)

97 (1957), Reconsideration denied,

Te.Tas Construction Co. v. United States, Court of Claims No. 224-58.
Stipulated judgment for Plaintiff, December 14,1961.

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and Estate
of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, UmatillaAllottee No. 877, 64 I.D. 401

(1957)
Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No.
859-581. On September 18, 1958, the court'entered an order granting Defend-

ant's motion for judgment on the pleadings or for summary judgment. The
Plaintiffs appealed and on July 9, 1959, the decisi'on of the District Court
was affirmed, and on October 5, 1959, petition for rehearing en bane was
denied, 270 F. 2d 319. A petition for a writ of certiorariwas filed January 28,
1960, in the Supreme Court. Petition denied, 364 U.S. 814 (1960), rehearing
denied, 364 U.S. 906 (1960).

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc., 70 I.D. 134 (1963)
Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No.
5343, D. N.M. Dismissed with prejudice June 25, 1963.
See also:

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stowart L. Udall et al., Civil Action
No. 2406-61. Judgment for Defendant, March 22, 1962. Affirmed, 814 F. 2d
257 (1963). Cert. den., 373 U.S. 951 (1963).

RichardK. Todd et al., 68 I.D. 291 (1961)
Bert F. Duesing v. Stewart,L. Udall, Civil Action No. 290-62. Judgment
for Defendant, July 17, 1962 (oral opinion). Affirmed, 350 F. 2d 748. (1965).
Petition for rehearing en bane denied. Cert. den., 883 U.S. 912 (1966).
Atwood et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Actions 293-62-299-62, inl.
Judgment for Defendant, August 2, 1962. Affirmed, 350 F. 2d 748 (1965).
No petition.

Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 228, Brazos Area, Texas Offshore Sale,

75 I.D. 147 (1968)
The Superior Oil Co. et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 1521-68.
Judgment for Plaintiff, July 29, 1968, modified, July 31,1968. Appeal docketed
August 2, 1968.

Union Oil Company of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245
(1958)
Union Oil Company of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No.'
3042-58. Judgment for Defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion). Affirmed; 289 F.

2d 790 (1961). No petition.
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Vnion Oil Company of California et al., 71 I.D. 169 (1964), 72 I.D.
313 (1965)
Penelope Chase Brown et al. v. Stewart Udall, Civil Action No. 9202, D.
Colo. Judgment for Plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966). Appeal docketed.
Bquity Oil Company v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 9426, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.
Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L Udall, Civil Action No. 9464, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.
HarlanH. Hugg et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 9252, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.
Barnette T. Napier et al.-v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No.
8691, D. Colo. Judgment for Plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966). Appeal taken.
John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 9458, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.
The Oil Shale Corporation et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action
No. 8680, D. Colo. Judgment for Plaintiff, 261 F. Supp 954 (1966). Appeal
taken.
The Oil Shale Corp. .et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 9465, D.
Colo. Order to Close Files, and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.
Joseph B. Umpleby et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 8685, D.
Colo. Judgment for Plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966)._Appeal taken.
Union Oil Company of California, a Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action
No. 9461, D. Colo. Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25,
1967.

Union Oil Company of California,71 I.D. 287 (1964)
Union Oil Company of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No.

2595-64. Judgment for Defendant, December 27, 1965. No appeal.

Union Pacific RailroadCompany, 72 I.D. 76 (965)
The State of Wyoming and Gulf Oil Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil
Action No. 4913, D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 F. Supp. 481 (1966).
Affirmed, 379 F. 2d 635 (1967). Cert. den., 389 U.S. 905 (1967).

United States v. Alonzo A. Adands et al., 64 I.D 221 (1957), A-27364
(July 1, 1957)
Alonzo A. Adams et al. v. Paul B. Witmer et al., Civil Action No. 122257-Y, SD. Cal. Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion) ; reversed
and remanded, 271 F. 2d 29 (1958); on rehearing, appeal dismissed as to
Witmer; petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 P. 2d 37 (1959).
United States' v. Alonzo Adams, Civil Action No. 1874&6WM, S.D. Cal.
Judgment for Plaintiff, January 29, 1962. (opinion). Judgment modified, 318
F. 2d 861 (1963). No petition.

UnitedStates'v.FordM.Converse,72I.D.141 (1965)
Ford M. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil Action No. 65-581, D. Ore.i Judgment for Defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966). Affirmed, 399 F. 2d 615 (1968).

United States v.Alvis F. Denison et-al., 71 I.D. 144 (1964)
Marie W. Denison, Individually and as Eceecutrio, of the Estate of Alvis F.
Denison, Deceased v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 963, D. Ariz. Remanded, 248 F. Supp. 942 (1965).
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Leo B. Shoup v.. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 5822-Phx., D. Ariz.
Suit pending.
Reid Snmith v. Stewart L. Udall etc., Civil Action No. 1053, D. Ariz. Suit
pending.

United States v. Everett Fosteret al., 65 J.D. 1 (1958)
Everett Foster et al. v. Fred 4. Seaton, Civil Action No. 344-58. Judgment
for Defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion); affirmed, 271 F. 2d 836 (1959).
No, petition.

UnitedStates v. Henault Mining Co.,73 I.D. 184 (1966)
Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk et al., Civil Action No. 634, D. Mont.
Judgment for Plaintiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967). Appeal taken, October 23,
1967.

United States v. Charles H. Henrikson et al., 70 I.D. 212 (1963)

9-

Charles H. Henrikson et al. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil Action No.
41749, N.D. Cal. Judgment for Defendant, May 28, 1964. Affirmed, 350 F. 2d
949 (1965) rehearing den. October 28, 1965. Cert. den., 38A U.S. 940 (1966).

United States v. Independent Quick Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965)
Independent Quick Silver Co., an Oregon Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil
Action No. 65-590, D. Ore. Judgment for Defendant, 262 F, Supp. 583 (1966).
Appeal dismissed (closed).

United States v. Richard Dean Lance, 73 I.D. 218 (1966)
Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil Action No. 1864, D.
Nev. Judgment for Defendant, January 23, 1968. No appeal.

United States v. Mary A. Mattey, 67 I.D. 63 (1960)
United States v. Edison R. Nogulira et al., Civil Action No. 65-220-PH,
C.D. Cal. Judgment for Defendant, November 16, 1964. Reversed and remanded November 4, 1968.

United States v. Kenneth MoClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964)
Kenneth McClarty v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil Action No. 2116, E.D.
Wash. Judgment for Defendant, May 26, 1966. Appeal taken, July 13, 1966.

United States v. New Jersey Zinc Company, 74 I.D. 191 (1967)
The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action
No. 67-C-404, D. Colo. Suit pending.

United States v. E .V. Pressentin and Devisees of the H. S. Martin.
Estate,71 I.D.447 (1964)
B. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admzin. of H. A. Martin Estate v. Stewart
L. Udall and Charles Stoddard, Civil Action No. 1194-65. Suit pending.
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United States v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al., 73 I.D. 386 (1966)
United States v. Hood Corporation et al., Civil Action No. 1-67-97, S.D.
Idaho. Suit pending.

United States v. C. F. Snyder et al., 72 I.D. 223 (1965)
Ruth Snyder, Administratrie of the Estate of C. . Snyder, Deceased
et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 66-C-131, D. Colo. Judgment for
Plaintiff, 27 p. Supp. 110 (1967). Reversed, May 24, 1968; rehearing
granted.

U.S. v. Alfred N. Verrue, 75 I.D. 300 (1968)
Alfred N. Verrue v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No. 6898 Phx.,
D. Ariz. Suit pending.

United States v. Vernon 0. & Ina C. White, 72 I.D. 522 (1965)
Vernon 0. White
Ina C. White v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No.
1-65-122, D. Idaho, Judgment for Defendant, January 6, 1967. Judgment
for Defendant, June 17, 1968. No petition.

E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956)
E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 1744-56. Dismissed by
stipulation, April 18, 1957. No appeal.

Bwrt A. Wackerli et al., 73 LD. 280 (1966)
Burt & Lueva G. Wackerli et al. v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil Action
No. 1-66-92, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

Weardco ConstructionCorp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)
Weardco Construction Corp. v. United States, Civil Action No. 278-59-PH,
S.D. Cal. Judgment for Plaintiff, October 26, 1959. Satisfaction of judgment
entered February 9, 1960.

Frank Winegar, Shell Oil Co. and D. A. Shale Inc., 74 I.D. 161 (1967)
Shell Oil Co. et al. v. Udall et al., Civil Action No. 67-C-321, D. Colo.
Judgment for Plaintiff (September 18, 1967). No appeal.

Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 1927, 65 I.D. 436
(1958)
Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah,
Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred Tabbytite, J. R. Graves, E~caminerof Inheritance, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Department of the Interior of the U ited States of America, and
Earl R. Wiseman, District Director of Internal Revenue, Civil Action No.
8281, W.D. Okla. The court dismissed the suit as to the Examiner of Inheritance, and the plaintiff dismissed the suit without prejudice as to the
other Defendants in the case.
Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-IKah-Nah
v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Action No. 2595-60. Judgment for Defendant,
June 5, 1962. Remanded, 312 F. 2d 358 (1962).
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427)'.
Hull et al. v. Ingle (24 L.D. 214); overruled, 30 L.D. 258.
Huls, Clara (9 L.D. 401) 'modified, 21

L.D. 377.
Humble Oil &Refining Co. (64 I.D. 5);
distinguished, 65 I.D. 316.
Hunter, Charles H. (60 I.D. 395); distinguished, 63 I.D. 65.
Hurley, Bertha C. (TA-66 (Ir.)),
March 21, 1952, unreported'; overruled, 62 I.D. 12.
Hyde, F. A. (27 L.D. 472); vacated, 28
L.D. 284.
Hyde, P. A. et al. (40 L.D. 284) overruled, 43 L.D. 381.
Hyde et al v. Warren et a :(14 L.D.
576; 15 L.D. 415) (See 19 L.D. 64).
Ingram, John D. (37 L.D. 475) (See
43 L.D. 544).
Inman v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(24 L.D. 318); overruled, 28 L.D. 95.
Instructions (32 L.iD. 604); overruled
so far as in conflict, 50 L.ID. 628; 53
I.D. 365; Lillian'M. Peterson et al.
(A-20411), August 5, 1937, unreported (See 59 I.D. 282, 286).
Instructions (51 L.D. 51) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 54 I.D. 36.
Interstate Oil Corp. and Frank 0. Chittenden (50 L.D. 262); overruled so
far as in conflict, 53 I.D. 228.
Iowa Railroad Land Co. (23 L.D. 79;
24 L.D. 125); vacated, 29 L.D. 79.
Jacks v. Belard et al. (29 L.D. 369)
vacated, 30 L.D. 345.
Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific Ry.
Co. (40 L.D. 528); overruled, 42 L.D.

317.
Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L.D. 411);
overruled so .far as in conflict, 41 L.D.
22.
Jones, James A. (3 L.D. 176); overruled, 8 L.D. 448.
Jones v. Kennett (6 LD. 688); overruled. 14 Tfl. 429.
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Kackmann, Peter ( L.D. 86); overruled, 16 L.D. 464.
Kanawha Oil and Gas Co., Assignee (50
L.D. 639) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D. 371.
Kemp, Frank A. (4T L.D. 560); overruled so far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417,
419.
Kemper v. St. Paul and Pacific R.R. CO.
(2 C.L.L. 805); overruled, 1S. L.D.
101.
Kilner, Harold E. et at. (A-21845);
February 1, 1939, unreported; overruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
258, 260.
King v. Eastern' Oregon Land Co. (23
L.D. 579) ; modified, 30 L.D. 19.
Kinney, E. C. (44 L.D. 580); overruled
so far as in conflict, 53 ID. 228.
Kinsinger v. Peck (11 L.D. 202) (See
39 L.D. 162,225).
Kiser v. Keech (7 L.D. 25); overruled,
23 L.D. 119.
Knight, Albert B. et al. (30 L.D. 227);
overruled, 31 L.D. 64.
Knight v. Heirs of Knight (39 L.D. 362,
491; 40 L.D. 461; overruled, 43 L.D.
242.
Kniskern v. Hastings and Dakota R.R.
Co. (6 C.L.O. 50); overruled, 1 L.

362.
Kolberg, Peter F. (37 L.D. 453); overruled, 43 L.D. 181.
Krigbaum, James T. (12 L.D. 617);
overruled, 26 L.D. 448.
Krushnic, Emil L. (52 L.D. 282, 295);
vacated, 53 I.D. 42, 45 (See 280 U.S.
306).
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Lasselle v. Missouri, Kansas and TexasRy. Co. (3 C.L.O. 10) ;overruled, 14
L.D. 278.
Las Vegas Grant (13 L.D. 646; 15 L.D_
58) ; revoked, 27 L.D. 683.
Laughlin, Allen (31 L.D. 256); over-ruled, 41 L.D. 361.
Laughlin v. Martin. (18 L.D. 112);
' modified, 21 L.D. 40.
Law v. 'State of Utah (29 L.D. 623);
overruled, 47 L.D. 359;.
Layne and Bowler Export Corp.,
IBCA-245 (Jan. 18,1961), 68 I.D. 33,.
overruled, in so far as it conflicts.
with Schweigert, Inc. v. United
States, Court of Claims No. 26-66(Dec. 15, 1967), and Galland-Henning Manufacturing
Company,
IBCA-534-12-65 (Mar.29,1968).
Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 L.D. 37);.
overruled, 26 L.D. 398.
Leonard, Sarah (1 L.D: 41); overruled,

16 L.D. 464.
Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L.D. 95).; modified, 4 L.D. 299.
Lindermann v. Wait (6 L.D. 689); overruled, 13 L.D. 459.
*Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co
(36 LD. 41); overruled, 41 L.D. 284
(See 43 L.D. 536).
Little Pet Lode (4 L.D. 17); overruled,.
25 L.D. 550.
Lock Lode (6 L.D. 105); overruled so
far as in conflict, 26 L.D. 123.
Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L.D. 361);
modified, 21 L.D. 200.
Lonnergran v. Shockley (33 L.D. 238);
overruled so far as in conflict, 34 L.D.
314; 36 L.D. 199.
Louisiana, State of (8 L.D. 126) ; modified, 9 L.D. 157.
Louisiana, State of (24 L.D. 231); vacated, 26 L.D. 5.
Louisiana, State of (47 L.D. 366) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 291.
Louisiana, State of (48 L.D. 201) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.

Lackawanna Placer Claim (36 L.D. 36);
overruled, 37 L.D. 715.
La Follette, Harvey M. (26 L.D. 453);
overruled so far as in conflict, 59
I.D. 416,422.
Lamb v. Ullery (10 L.D. 528) ; overruled, 32 L.D. 331.
Largent, Edward B. et al. (13 L.D.
397) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
291.
42 L.D. 321.
Larson, Syvert (40 L.D. 69) ; overruled, Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L.D. 93).; overruled, 25 L.D. 495.
43 L.D. 242.
339-307-69-5
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Luse, Jeanette L. et al. (61 I.D. 103)
distinguished by Richfield Oil Corp.,
71 I.D. 243.
Iuton, James W. (34 L.D. 468) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 35 L.D.
102.
Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L.D. 493) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D. 221.
Lynch, Patrick (7 L.D. 33) ; overruled
: so far as in conflict, 13 L.D. 713.
Madigan, Thomas (8. L.D. 188); overruled, 27 L.D. 448.
Maginnis, Charles P.; (31 L.D. 222)
overruled, 35 L.D. 399.
Maginnis, John S. (32 L.D. 14); modifled, 42 L.D. 472.
Maher, John M. (34 LiD. 342).; modifled, 42 L.D. 472.
Mahoney, Timothy (41 L.D: 129) ; overruled, 42 L.D. 313.
Makela, Charles (46 L.D. 509)
extended, 49 L.D. 244.
Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L.D.
511) ; overruled, 32 L.D. 650.
Malone Land and Water Co. (41 L.D.
138); overruled, in part, 43 L.D. 110.
Maney, John J. (35 LD. 250); modifled, 48 L.D. 153.
Maple, Frank (37 L.D. 107); overruled,
43 L.D. 181.
Martin v. Patrick (41 L.D. 284); overruled, 43 L.D. 536.
Mason v. Cromwell (24 L.D. 248) ; vacated, 26 L.D. 369.
Masten, F C. (22 L.D. 337) ; overruled,
25 L.D. 111.
Mather et at. v. Hackley's Heirs (15
L.D. 487) ; vacated, 19 L.D. 48.
Maughan, George W. (1 L.D. 25) ; overruled, 7 L.D. 94.
Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301) ; modified, 48
L.. 88.
McBride v. Secretary of the Interior
(S C.L.O. 10) ; modified, 52 L.D. 33.
McCalla v. Acker (29 L.D. 203) ; vacated, 30 L.D. 277.
McCord, W.
. (23 L.D. 137) ; overruled to extent of any possible inconsistency, 56 I.D. 73.
McCornick, William S. (41 L.D. 661,
666) ; vacated, 43 L.D. 429.

;-McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L.D.
21) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).
McDonald, Roy (34 L.D. 21); overruled, 37 L.D. 285.
*McDonogh School Fund (11 L.D. 378)
* overruled, 30 L.D. 616
(See 35 L.D.
399).
McFadden et al. v. Mountain View Mining and Milling Co.. (26 L.D. 530)
vacated, 27 L.D. 358.
McGee, Edward D. (17 L.D. 285) ; overruled, 29 L.D. 166.
McGrann, Owen (5 L.D. 10) ; overruled,
24 LiD. 502.
McGregor, Carl (37. L:D. 693) ; overruled, 38 L.D. 148.
McHarry v. Stewart (9 L.D. 344) criticized and distinguished, 56 I.D. 340.
*McKernan
v.. Bailey (16- LD. 368)
overruled, 17 L.D. 494.
*McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific
R.R. Co. (37 L.D. 243): overruled so
far as in conflict, 40 L.D. 528 (See
42 L.D. 317).
MaMicken, Herbert et al. (10. L.D. 97;
11 L.D. 96) ; distinguished, 58 I.D.
257, 260.
McNamara et al. v. State of California
(17 L.D. 296) ; overruled, 22 L.D. 666.
McPeek v. Sullivan et at. (25 L.D. 281)
. overruled, 36 L.D. 26.
*Mee v. Hughart et al. (23 L.D. 455)
vacated, 28 L.D. 209. In effect reinstated, 44 L.D. 414, 487, 46 L.D. 434;
48 L.D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L.D. 660.
t
Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut (35 L.D.
335) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).
Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35 L.D.
119) ; overruled, 35 L.D. 649.
Meyer v. Brown (15 L.D. 307) (See 39
T
t,2..
210).,.A,
Ag
Meyer, Peter (6 L.D. 639) ; modified,
12 L.D. 436.
Midland Oilfields Co. (50 L.D. 620)
overruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D.
371.
Wikesell, Henry D., A-24112 (Mar. 11,
1946) ; rehbearing denied (June 20,
1946), overruled to extent inconsistent, 70 I.D. 149.
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Miller, D. (60 I.D. 161); overruled in
part, 62 I.D. 210.
Miller, Edwin J. (35 LD. 411); overruled, 43 L.D. 181.
Miller v. Sebastian (19 Li.D. 288); overruled, 26 L.D. 448.
Milner and North Side R.R. Co. (36 L.D.
488) ; overruled, 40 L.D. 187.
Milton et al. v. Lamb (22 L.D. 339)
overruled, 25 L.D. 550.
Milwaukee, Lake Shore, and Western
Ry. Co. (12 L.D. 79); overruled, 29
L.D. 112.
Miner v. Mariott et al. (2 L.D. 709)
modified, 28 L.D. 224.
Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Company (30 L.D. 77) ; no longer followed, 50 L.D. 359.
*Mitchell v. Brown (3 LD. 65) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 396 (See 43 L.D. 520).
Monitor Lode (18 L.D. 358); overruled,
25 L.D. 495.
Monster Lode (35 L.D. 493); overruled
so far as in conflict, 55 I.D. 348.
Moore, Charles H. (16 L.D. 204); overruled, 27 L.D. 482.
Korgan v. Craig (10 C.L.O. 234); overruled, 5 L.D. 303.
Morgan, Henry S. et al. (65 I.D. 369)
overruled to extent inconsistent, 71
L. 22.
Morgan v. Rowland (37 L.D. 90); overruled, 37 L.D. 618.
Nloritz v. Hinz (36 L.D. 450) ; vacated,
37 L.D. 382.
Morrison, Charles S. (36 L.D. 126)
modified, 36 L.D 319.
Morrow et al. v. State of Oregon et al.
(32 L.D. 54); modified, 33 L.D. 101.
Moses, Zelmer R. (36 LD. 473); overruled, 44 L.D. 570.
Mountain Chief Nos. 8. and 9 Lode
Claims (36 L.D. 100).; overruled in
part, 36 L.D. 551.
Mt. Whitney Military Reservation (40
L.D. 315) (See 43 L.D. 33).
Muller, Ernest (46 L.D. 243) ; overruled,
48 L.D. 163.
Muller, Esberne K. (39 L.D. 72) ; modified, 39 L.D. 360.
YMulnix, Philip, Heirs of (33 LD. 331)
overruled, 43 L.D.432.
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Myll, Clifton 0., 71 I.U. 458. (1964).; as
supplemented, 71 I.D. 486 (1964), vacated (72 I.D. 536) (1965).
Nebraska, State of (18 L.D. 124); overruled, 28 L.D. 358.
(2
Nebraska, State of v. .Dorrington
C.L.L. 647); overruled, 26 L.D. 123.
Neilsen v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. et
al. (26 L.D. 252); modified, 30 L.D.
216.
Newbaniks v. Thompson (22 L.D, 490);
overruled, 29 L.D. 108.,
Newlon, Robert C. (41 L.D. 421); overruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.
364.
New Mexico, State of (46 L.D. 217)
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.
I
New Mexico, State of (49 L.D. 314)
overruled, 54 I.D. 159.
Newton, Walter (22 L.D. 322) ; modifled, 25 L.D. 188.
New York Lode and Mill Site (5 L.D.
513) ; overruled, 27 L.D. 373.
*Nickel, John R. (9 L.I. 388) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 129 (See 42 L.D. 313).
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (20 L.D.
191) ; modified, 22 L.D. 224; overruled so far as in conflict; 29 L.D.
550.*
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (21 L.D. 412;
.23 L.D. 204; 25 L.D. 501) ; overruled,
53 I.D. 242 (See 26 L.D 265; 33 L.D.
426; 44 L.D. 218; 117 US. 435).
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bowman
(7 L.D. 238) ; modified, S L.D. 224.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Burns (6
L.D. 21); overruled, 20 L.D. 191.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Loomis (21
L.D. 395); overruled, 2 L.D. 464.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Marshall
et al. (17 L.D. 545); overruiled 28
L.D. 174.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Miller (7
L.D. 100) overruled so far as in conflict, 16 L.D. 229.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. t. Shcrvood
(28 L.D. 126) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 550.
Northern Pacific R.R. o. v. Symons
(22 L.D. 686) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 95.
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Opinion of Solicitor, June15, 1934 (54
I.D. 517) ; overruled in part, February 1i, 1957 (M36410).
Opinion of Solicitor, May 8, 1940 (57
IUD. 124) ;, overruled in part, 58 I.D.
562, 567.
Opinion of Solicitor, August 31, 1943
(M-33183); distinguished, 58 I.D.
726, 729.
Opinion of Solicitor, May 2, 1944 (55
I.D. 680) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 141.
Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 22, 1947
(M-34999) ; distinguished, 68 I.D.
'433.
Opinion of Solicitor, March 28, 1949
(M-35093); overruled in part, 64 I.D..
70.
O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L.D. 214); Opinion of Solicitor, 60 I.D. 436 (1950)
will not be followed to the extent that
overruled; 35 L.D. 411.
it conflicts with these views, 72 I.D]
Olson v. Traver et al. (26 L.D. 50,
628) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
92 (1965).
Opinion of Solicitor, Jan. 1, 1956 (M29 L.D. 480; 30 L.D. 382.
36378) ; overruled to extent inconOpinion A.A.G. (35 L.D. 277) ; vacated,
sistent, 64 I.D. 57.
36 L.D., 342.
Opinion of Acting Solicitor, June 6, Opinion of Solicitor, June 4, 1957 (M1941; overruled so far as inconsistent,
36443) ; overruled in part, 65 I.D. 316.
Opinion of Solicitor, July 9, 1957 (M60 I.D. 333.
Opinion of Acting Solicitor, July 30,
36442); withdrawn and superseded,
65 I.D. 386, 388.
1942; overruled so far as in conflict,
Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 30, 1957, 64
58 I.D. 331 (See 59 I.D. 346, 350).
Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-36512
I.D. 393 (M-36429) ; no longer followed, 67 I.D. 366.
(July 29, 1958) ; overruled to extent
inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159.
Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 351 (1957)
overruled, M-36706, 74 I.D. 165
Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-36463,
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Urquhart
(8 LED.365) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 126.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v'. Walters et
al. (13 L.D. 230); overruled so far
as in conflict, 49 L.D. 391.
Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Yantis (S
L.D. 58) ovefruled, 12 L.D. 127.
Northern Pacific Ry. C. (48 L.D. 573)
'overruled so far as in conflidt, 51 L.D.
196 (See 52 L.D. 58).
Nunez, Roman C. and Serapio (56 I.D.
363) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
57 I.D. 213.
Nyman . St. Paul, Minneapolis, and
Manitoba Ry. Co. (5 L.D. 396) ; overruled, 6 L.D. 750.

64 I.D. 351 (1957) ; overruled, 74 I.D.
165 (1967).
Opinion of Associate Solicitor, Oct. 22,
1947 (M-34999) ; distinguished, 68
I.D. 433-(1961).
Opinion of Chief Counsel, July 1,' 1914
(43 L.D. 339) ; explained, 68 I.D. 372.
Opinion of Solicitor, October 31, 1917
(D-40462) ; overruled so far as inconsistent, 58 I.D. 85, 92, 96.
Opinion of Solicitor, February 7, 1919
(D-44083) ; overruled, November 4,
1921 (M-6397) (See 58 I.D. 158,
160.).
Opinion of Solicitor, August 8, 1933 (M27499) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D. 402.
Opinion of Solicitor, 54 I.D. 517 (1934)
overruled, M-36410 (Feb. 11, 1957).

(1967).
Opinion of Solicitor, July 29, 1958 (M36512) ; overruled' to extent inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159.
Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 27, 1958 (M36531) ; overruled, 69 I.D. 110.
Opinion of Solicitor, July 20, 1959 (M36531, Supp.) ; overruled, 69 I.D. 110.

Opinion of Solicitor, 68 I.D. 433 (1961);
distinguished and limited, 72 I.D. 24a
(1965).
Opinions of Solicitor, September 15,
1914, and February 2, 1915; overruled, September 9, 1919 (D-43035,
May Caramony) (See 58 I.D. 149,
154-156).
Oregon and California R.R. Co. v. Puckett (39 L.D. 169) ; modified, 53 I.D.
264.
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Oregon Central Military Wagon Road Prange,: Christ C. and William C.
Braasch (48 L.D. 488) ; overruled so
Co. v. Hart (17 L.D. 480); overruled,
far as in conflict, 60I.1. 417, 419.
18 L.D. 543.
tOwens* et al. v. State of California (22 Premo, George.-(9 L.D. 70) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).
L.D. 369) ;overruled, 38 L.D. 253.
Prescott, Henrietta P. (46 L.D. 486)
Pace v. Carstarphen et al. (50 L.D.
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.
369).; distinguished, 61 L.D. 459.
Pringle, Wesley (13 L.D. 519); overPacific Slope Lode (12 L.D. 686),; overruled, 29 L.D. 599.
ruled so far as in conflict, 25 L.D. 518. Provensal, Victor H. (30 L.D. 616)
Papina v. Alderson.(1 B.L.P. 91); modioverruled, 35 L.D. 399.
I
fied, 5 Li.i 256.
Prue, Widow of Emmanuel (6 L.D.
Patterson, Charles E. (3 L.D. 260);
436) ; vacated, 33 L.D. 409.
modified, 6 L.D. 284, 624.
Pugh, F. M. et al. (14 L.D. 274); in
Paul Jarvis, Inc. Appeal of (64 I.D.
effect vacated, 232 U. S.. 452.
.285) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 388.
157)
Puyallup: Allotment (20 L.D. 1
Paul Jones Lode (28 L.D. 120); modimodified, 29 L.D. 628.
fled, 31 L.D. 359.
Ramsey, George L., Heirs of Edwin C.
Paul v. Wiseman (21 L.D. 12); overPhilbrick (A-16060), August 6, 1931,
ruled, 27 L.D. 522.
unreported; recalled and vacated, 58
Pecos Irrigation and Improvement Co.
I.D. 272,275,290.
(15 L.D. 470) ; overruled, 18 L.D. 168,
Rancho Alisal (1 L.D. 173) ; overruled,
268.
' LD.
. 320.
Pennock, Belle L. (42 L.D. 315) ; vaRankin,
James D. et 'al. (7 L.D. 411);
cated, 43 L.D. 66.
overruled, 35 L.D. 32.
Perry v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. (39
L.D. 5); overruled so far as in con- Rankin, John M. (20 L.D. 272); reversed, 21 L.D. 404.
flict, 47 LID. 304.
Phebus, Clayton (48 L.D. 128) ; over- Rebel Lode (12 L.D. 683); overruled,
20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.
ruled so far' as in conflict, 50 L.D.
281; overruled to extent inconsistent, *Reed v. Buffington (7 L.D. 154); over70 I.D. 159.
ruled 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).
Phelps, W. L. (8 C.L.O. 139); over- Regione . Rosseler (40 L.D. 93); varuled, 2 L.D. 854.
cated, 40 L.D. 420.
Phillips, Alonzo (2 L.D. 321); over- Reid, Bettie H., Lucille H. Pipkin (61
ruled, 15 L.D. 424.
I.D. 1) ; overruled, 61 I.D. 355.
Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 LD. Rialto No. 2 Placer Mining Claim (34
573) ; overruled, 39 L.D. 93.
L.D. 44) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 250.
Pieper, Agnes C. (35 LD. 459) ; overRico Town Site (1 L.D. 556); modified,
ruled, 43 L.D. 374.
5 L.D. 256.
Pierce, Lewis W. (18 LD. 328) ; vaRio Vferde Canal Co. (26 L.D. 381); vacated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled so far
cated, 27 L.D. 421.
as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 442.
Pietkiewicz et al. v. Richmond (29 L.D. Roberts v. Oregon Central Military
'Road C. (19 L.D. 591); overruled,
195) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 145.
31 L.D. 174.
Pike's Peak .Lode (10 L.D. 200); overRobinson,
Stella G. (12 L.D. 443) ; overruled in part, 20 L.D. 204.
ruled, 13 L.D. 1.
Pike's Peak Lode (14 L.D. 47); overRogers v. Atlantic &Pacific R.R. Co. (6
ruled, 20 L.D. 204.
L.D. 565) ; overruled so far as in conPopple, James (12 LID. 433); overruled,
flict, 8 L.ID. 165.
13 L.D. 588.
Powell, D. C. (6 L.D. 302); modified, Rogers, Fred B. (47 LID. 325) ; vacated,
53 I.D. 649.
15 L.D. 477.
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Rogers, Horace B. (10 L.D. 29); over- Sipchen v. Ross (1 L.D. 634) ; modified,
ruled, 14 L.D. 321.
4 L.D. 152.
*Rogers v. Lukens (6 L.D. 111); over- Smead v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (21
L.D. 432); vacated; 29 L.D. 15.
ruled, 8 LD. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).
Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L.D. 32); iSnook, Noah A., et at. (41 L.D. 428);
overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L.D.
overruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.
364.
244.
Roth; Gottlieb (50 L.D. 196); modified, Sorli v. Berg (40 L.D. 259); overruled,
50 L.D. 197.
42 L.D. 557.
Rough Rider and Other Lode Claims Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (15 L.D. 460);
(41 L.D. 242, 255)-; vacated,:42 L.D.
reversed, 18 L.D. 275.
584. St .>5S Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (28 L.D. 281);
: recalled, 32 LD; 51.
St. Clair, Frank (52 L.D. 597l; modi- *Southern Pacific R;R. Co. (33 L.D. 89)
fied, 53 I.D.. 194.
recalled, 33 L.D. 528.
*St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Southern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bruns (31
Ry. Co. (8 L.D. 255); .modified, 13
L.D. 272) ; vacated, 37 LD. 243.
L.D..354 (See 32 L.D..21).
South Star Lode (17 L.D. 280); overSt. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry.
ruled, 20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.
Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L.D. 291); va- Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co.
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Willingbeck, Christian P. (3 L.D. 383); Witbeck v. Hardeman (50 L.D. 413);
overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
modified, 5 L.D. 409.
36.
Willis, Cornelius et a. (47 L.D. 135);
Wright et a. v. Smith (44 L.D. 226);
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NOTE.-The abbreviations used in this title refer to the following publications:
"B.L.P." to Brainard's Legal Precedents in Land and Mining Cases, vols. 1 and
2; "C.L.L." to Copp's Public Land Laws edition of 1875, 1 volume; edition of
1882, 2 volumes; edition of 1890, 2 volumes; "C.L.O." to Copp's Land Owner,
vols. 1-18; "L. and R." to records of the former Division of Lands and Railroads;
"L.D." to the Land Decisions of the Department of the Interior, vols. 1-52;
"I.D." to Decisions of the Department of the Interior, beginning with vol. 53.EDITOR.
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Contracts: Construction and Operation: Drawings and SpecificationsContracts: Construction and Operation: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras
Where under a contract for the erection of transmission line towers
of a new type the specifications required that the guy lines supporting
the towers be drawn "snug but not excessively tight" and that thereafter
there should be "no visible deformation of the tower," and where early
in contract performance the parties by their conduct evidenced agreement
that bringing the guy lines to a tension of 7,000 pounds would: satisfy the
requirements imposed by the general language of the specifications but subsequently the Government increased the tension requirements to 12,000
poundsjthb Board finds that the imposition of the latter requirement constituted a constructive change 'and, pursuant to a stipulation of the parties,
remanded the case to the contracting officer for determination of the amount
of the equitable adjustment.
BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

The, contractor has timely appealed the contracting officer's denial 1
of its claim for additional compensation for bringing the guy lines
supporting the type 28Q towers covered by the instant contract to
a specific tension of 12,000 pounds. By stipulation between the parties,
the issues presently before the Board relate only to the question of
liability.
-The contract was awarded on June 29, 1965, having been prepared
on the standard forms for construction contracts including the General Provisions of Standard Form 23-A (June 1964 Edition). It
,covered clearing the right-of-way and construction of the GrizzlyFoster Butte Section of the 500 KV Line No. I in Jefferson, Crook,
Deschutes and Lake Counties, Oregon,. as called, for in Schedule I of
Invitation No. 92, dated May 3, 1965, and Addenda I, 2 and 3 thereto.
'The contract was on a lump sum and unit price basis with an estimated
'contract price of $2,972,310. Included among the items of work was a
'Findings of Fact of April 21, 1966, Exhibit No.
of appeal file. Except as otherwise
specifically noted, all references to exhibits are to the appeal file.

75 I.D. No. 1
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requirement for the erection of 273 type 28Q towers. Notice to proceed was issued on July 9,1965.
At the time the initial 19 towers of the 28Q type were erected, there
was no requirement that the. guy lines supporting the towers be installed to any specific tension. It appears that prior to the time the
contractor commenced erecting towers the Government knew that it
would be imposing a specific tension requirement and that, insofar as
the Government was concerned, the only question open was the amount
of tension to be required. 2 There is no indication in the record, however, that the contractor or other prospective bidders were aware of
the Government's intentions in this respect. It is undisputed that a
short time after erection of the towers commenced the Government
inspector was provided with a tensiometer and the guy lines on 19
towers erected thereafter were required to have a tension of 7,000
pounds. Some time prior to November 15, 1965, the Government made
an engineering study, and concluded that the guy lines for the 28Q
type towers should be installed at a tension of 12,000 pounds. Within a
relatively short time the contractor was advised of the results of the
study and, subsequently, a directive was issued requiring the contractor to meet a 12,000-pound tension requirement on all of the guy
lines for the 28Q type towers thereafter installed. In addition, the
contractor was required to bring the guy lines on the initial 19 towers
erected to a tension of 12,000 pounds. It also appears that additional
work was done on at least some of the towers for which the guy lines
had been tensioned to ,000 pounds so as to satisfy the new tension
requirement of 12,000 pounds. From the exchanges between counsel
at the hearing, it is understood that the Government has paid or
agreed to pay the contractor additional compensation for as many of
the first 38 towers erected as were subsequently brought to a tension of
12,000 pounds. This appeal concerns the remaining 235 towers for
which the contractor is claiming an equitable adjustment of $15 per
guy line or $60 per tower.
The principal question presented is the proper interpretation to be
placed upon the section of the contract specifications quoted below:
8-108. GUY INSTALLATI0. Guys shall initially be cut to a length of a little
more than will be required, and attached to the tower before the tower is erected.
Guys shall then be cut to such length that not more than one-half the available
take-up on the turnbuckle is used. Guys shall be pulled up snug but not excessively tight. After gqys are properly installed there shall be no visible deforma2 The following colloquy took place between the Hearing Officer and the Government inspector: "[Q] Mr. Toliver, do you know why you didn't have a tensiometer for the first 19
towers? * * * [Al It was-Design brought it out to us and Bonneville personnel tensioned
the first tower that they had se-t and the man from Design took the machine back into town
to recheck calibration and everything, .to make sure that it was giving us what we were
getting in the field; and it was tied up, I guess, in the laboratory or in Portland or someplace until it got back on the job. Q] Did you know when you first went on this job that
you would be using tensiometers to test tension on the towers? [A] You mean do I know
it when they started setting towers? The Board : Yes, [A] I knew it, yes." (Tr. 85, 86)
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tion of the tower. Cross-guy clamps shall be installed on the guys in the manner
shown on the drawings after all guys on a tower have been installed.3

Briefly stated the appellant's contentions are: (i) the general nature
of the language employed 4 and the visual test suggested in the clause
for determining proper guy installation preclude the Government
from requiring the guy lines to be installed to a specific tension as
part of the original contractual obligation; and (ii) the imposition of
such a requirement after the award of contract and subsequent to the
commencement of performance constituted a constructive change entitling the contractor to additional compensation to the extent ithat its
costs were increased thereby. For its part the Government contends
that under the language of the specification provision it could properly
require that the guy lines be.installed to meet a specific tension so long
as the tension specified was reasonably related to a demonstrated Government need.6 The Government also denies that the appellant would
be entitled to any additional compensation even if it were to be assumed
that a constructive change did occur. This is because, in the Government's view, the requirement that the guy lines be installed at a tension
of 12,000 pounds did not significantly or measurably increase the appellant's costs.7
The sweeping assertions of the parties concerning the obligation imposed by the contract in the respects noted must be viewed, however,
in the light of their conduct during the early months of contract performance. When so viewed, we find that we are unable to accept the
contentions of either party at face value.
The appellant's position gives no effect whatever to the fact that
the general language in which the- contractual obligation is couched
clearly connotes some leeway for the exercise of discretions on the part
Contract, Part VIII, ERECTION OF STEEL TOWERS, pp. 75, 76.
" * * Snug is a very general term and would not require the use of special gauging
equipment, or pulling guys to specific tensions." (Notice of Appeal, p. 1; Exhibit No. 9.)
5 "* * * The specifications prescribed only a simple, visual standard: that the guys be
snug and the tower be without visible deformation." (Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 8.)
"3 * *
The type 28Q tower was a novel and unusual tower first used by Bonneville
Power Administration on this contract (Tr. 14). BPA had no guyed towers similar to this
type in general use nor had it previously utilized this design (Tr. 15). In those guyed
towers previously used on transmission lines erection of the tower to plumb and stringing
of the conductor automatically resulted in proper tension on the supporting guys (Tr. 15,
26, 30, 33). The tensions specified by BPA (12,000 pounds) are comparable in terms of
ultimate tensile strength with those established for other guyed towers (Tr. 15, 21). Introduction of tension of this magnitude was not unreasonable, but was in fact necessary to
maintain these towers in plumb when loaded." (Tr. 30) (Post-Hearing Brief of the
Government, pp. 3, 4.)
Statement of Government's Position, pp. 4, 5.
3See Cameo Curtains, Ic., ASBCA No. 3574 (December 30, 1958), 58-2 BCA par. 2051,
in which the Board stated: " *
t is apparent that the evaluation of particular
irregularities against the contract requirement of a 'comparatively uniform surface free
from excessive irregularities' * * and the classification of defects as major and minor
required the exercise of individual judgment. This latter circumstance, however, in our
opinion, does not entitle the contractor to additional compensation, if, indeed, relief is
claimed for it. * * *"
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of the Government personnel charged with responsibility for determining compliance with the specification requirements. In proposing
that the eventual Government order for 12,000 pounds of tension on

the guys be accepted as the sole test for determining the reasonableness
of its demands, 9 however, the Government appears to have overlooked
or chosen to ignore the fact that it had previously indicated that a
tension of 7,000 pounds would satisfy its needs and directed the contractor to proceed accordingly. The need of the Government for a particular level of performance is not the proper test for determining
whether the requirements of a Govermuent drafted specification have
been met in 'any event,10 unless the language of the specification can be
reasonably interpreted as!setting forth those needs either expressly or
by necessary implication. This is particularly true where, as here,
there has been no showing that the contractor is more knowledgeable
in the area indicated than the Government personnel concerned.
It has been stated-and we think rightly so-that the reach of
general language in a Government specification must be determined
perforce by resort to the test of what is reasonable." We need not
embark upon such a quest in this case, however, for the parties themselves by their conduct antedating the dispute 12' have construed the
contract provision in question as satisfied by the guy lines for the type
28Q tower being brought to a tension of 7,000 pounds.
While the appellant has denied that it ever agreed that tensioning
of guys to 7,000 pounds was covered by the specifications

13

and while

G"In requiring the contractor to tighten the guy lines to 12,000 pounds BPA was
acting within the specification quoted above by insisting on the degree of snugness which
it felt appropriate from an engineering, standpoint to achieve what was required by the
specifications from the outset. * * * All that was required of the contractor was that
he obtain a degree of snugness satisfactory to BPA which has been determined to be
12,000 pounds. * * " (Statement of Government's Position, pp. , 4.)
On
lo B. H. Tanner, ASBCA No. 4917 (December 22, 1958) 58-2 BCA par. 2046, ("0 @
the other hand when, as here, the Government could have been specific as to the tests to
be met but instead used such a general contract description, there are clearly linits to the
degree of resistance that the Government can insist on. And the test is what the contract
vequires and not what the buyer needs since t buyer can in all good faith understate, or
for that matter overstate, his needs in the contract wording or the needs may even change
after the contract is dwgrded.")
"B. Hf. Tanner, ASBECA No. 4917, note 10, supra. ("Appellant * * t points to the fact
that * * * the contract does not set forth the tests that are to be met; and to the
fact that the contract does not say to what extent the tile is to be resistant to water,
grease, oil, mineral spirits, etc. This is, of course, the crux of the case for in the absence
of definite tests and requirements we can but use the inexact standard of reasonableness.")
12 It
has been repeatedly held that the conduct f the parties under a contract is an
important aid in interpreting it. See, for example, Universal Match Corporation v. United
.States, 161 Ct. Cl. 418 (1963) and authorities there cited. For a Board case emphasizing
the -importance to be ascribed to conduct in interpreting contractual provisions, see
General Electric Coesposy, IBCA-41-f-64 (April 13, 1966), 73 I.D. 95, 66-1 BCA
par. 5507.
3 See Contractors' Reply to Statement of Government's Position. There is no evidence
to indicate that the contractor protested the requirement that the guy lines be tensioned to
7,000 pounds, however, as it clearly did when the 12,000-pound tensioning requirement
,was imposed. We think it is a fair inference from the appeal record that the contractor
accepted the 7,000-pound tension requirement as within the area of the Government's
discretion in interpreting the specifications. The memoranda attached to the Contractor's
Reply to Statement of Government's Position are regarded as support foi this view.
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the Government seeks to treat the imposition of the 7,000-pound
tensioning requirement as purely of a tentative nature,'4 we find: (i)
at the time the 7,000-pound test was imposed the Government considered that it was establishing an objective standard for determining
whether the requirements of the general language of the specifications
had been met; and (ii) without a written or even an oral protest the
contractor complied with the Government's demand that the 7,000pound tension requirement be met as part of the contractual obligation assumed.' 5 We find, therefore that the subsequent increase in the
tensioning requirement for the guy lines supporting the type 28Q
towers from 7,000 to 12,000 pounds constituted a constructive change.16
Remaining for consideration is the Government's contention that the
contractor's costs were not significantly or measurably increased as a
result of the imposition of the 12,000-pound tensioning requirement.
Acceptance of the Government's position would entail rejecting the
testimony offered by the appellant at the hearing and ignoring the
substantial variations in estimates submitted by Government personnel
as to the amount of work involved in complying with the Government's
directive. This we are not prepared to do..
Appellant's witness Pace testified that in his capacity of project
superintendent for the appellant he was personally present during the
erection of the type 28Q towers. It was his testimony that simply drawing the guy lines snug (i.e., before the imposition of a specific tension
requirement) could be accomplished by the use of two men on the bar
for the turnbuckle; that achieving, a tension of .7,000 pounds on the
guy lines required the use of three or four men on the bar; and that
after the Govermnent increased the tension requirement to 12,000
pounds, it was necessary to use four men on the bar for the turnbuckle
(Tr. 39-41). Mr. Pace also testified that from the time all slackness
has been taken out--of the guys until a 12,000-pound tension was
achieved on the guy lines, 5 to 7 turns on the turnbuckle were required
depending on the length of the guys; that increasing the tension to
12,000 pounds affected. the plumb of the tower; that in most cases it
was necessary to adjust all four guy wires in order to maintain the
12,000-pound tension on the guys and keep the tower plumb; that it
was sometimes necessary to loosen particular guys to eliminate a pottion of the tension that had been achieved; and that bringing the guys
-supporting the towers to a tension of 12,000 pounds required extra
14Note 9, spra.
3z The contractor's acceptance may have been induced, at least in part, by the fact that
(according to the uncontradicted testimony of the Government inspector) bringing some
of the guys to a position of snug without visible deformation of the tower resulted in their
being under a tension of 7,000 pounds or higher (Tr. 80-83).
' Cameo Cartains, hen.,ASBCA No.
574, note 8, spsr;
B. H. Tannar, ASBCA No. 4917,
note 10, supra.
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crew time of 20 minutes per tower over the time required to erect a,
tower so that it was plumb, in aligniment and showing no visible sign
of deformation but to no specific tension (Tr. 41-44; 50-51).
There were substantial differences between the testimony of Mr. Pace
and that offered by Governlment witness Toliver. The latter testified
that in his capacity of inspector he had witnessed the erection of some
80 or 90 type 28Q towers under the contract and that he had observed
the contractor's operations both before and after the Government required the guy lines for such towers to meet specific tension requirements. Mr. Toliver also testified that there was no increase in the
number of men involved in, or the equipment required for, the erection
of the towers after the imposition of the 12,000-pound tension requirement; that tensioning the guys to 12,000 pounds required adjustment
of all four guys on from 40 to 50 percent of the towers at the outside;
and that increasing the tension on the guys from 6,000 or 7,000 pounds
to 12,000 pounds would require 4 or 5 minutes of time for 3 or 4 men
per tower (Tr. 75-81).
The apparent differences in the testimony offered by Mr. Pace and
the Government inspector are accounted for in part by the fact that
the two men appear to have been measuring the amount of work involved from a different starting point. Mr. Toliver's estimate of 4 to 5
minutes extra work per tower was the time required to bring the guy
lines to a tension of 12,000 pounds measured from the time the guys
had achieved a tension of ,000 pounds (Tr. 84,85). Mr. Pace's estimate
of 20 minutes per tower covered, however, the time required to achieve
a tension of 12,000 pounds on the guy lines measured from the time
when there was no visible deformation of the guy wires of the tower
(Tr. 52,53).
All of the differences in the testimony of Mr. Pace and Mr. Toliver,
however, do not appear to be readily reconcilable. For a number of
reasons we consider that Mr. Pace's testimony is more credible. Of
prime significance is the fact that Mr. Toliver's estimate of 4 or 5
minutes per tower was based on timing the contractor's operations on
only two to three towers on one day,11 as contrasted with the fact that
Mr. Pace's estimate was based upon observations extending over several weeks (Tr. 43). Other factors considered by the Board were (i) the
apparent absence of a detailed job diary which could have been used
to refresh Mr. Toliver's recollection as to events transpiring many
months before; Is (ii) a contemporaneous record corroborating the
significance that Mr. Pace attributed to the increase in the tensioning
17 Tr. 85.

is See Kean Construction Comcpany, Inc., IBCA-50-6-65 (April 4, 1967), on reconsideration, 74 I.D. 106, 6-1 BCA par. 6255, in which a detailed diary maintained by the Government inspector was one of the important factors considered in resolving conflicting
testimony.
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requirement to 12,000 pounds; -s (iii) Mr. Pace's flat assertion that
during the course of demonstrating the amount of work involved he
informed Mr. Toliver that tensioning the guys to 12,000 pounds was
taking 20 minutes per tower and that Mr. Toliver agreed with this
estimate; 20 and (iv) in testimony given subsequently MAr. Toliver
failed to specifically deny or to otherwise allude to Mr. Pace's unqualified assertions
In denying that the contractor's costs were significantly increased by
the 12,000-pound tensioning requirements, the Government appears
to attach considerable importance to the fact that imposition of the
requirement resulted in no increase in the number of men in the crews
involved in the erection of the type 28Q towers, as well as to the fact
that no additional equipment was needed. 2 The absence of such factors
does not mean that additional costs were not, in fact, sustained or thait

they were not significant. The evidence offered by the appellant refutes any such inference as does at least one of the estimates furnished
by the Government personnel concerned. 2 2
We find, therefore, that the constructive change resulting from the
imposition of the 12,000-pound tensioning requirement increased the
contractor's cost significantly and that the contractor is entitled to
an equitable adjustment in the contract price, pursuant to Clause 3,
Changes.2v In accordance with their stipulation, the question of the
amount of the equitable adjustment to which the contractor may be
entitled is returned-to the parties for negotiation. In the event they are
unable to reach an agreement, the contracting officer should reduce his
IDIntercompany memorandum of December 1 1965 from Verg Pace to E. B. DeFeyter
in which the former stated: "* * The specfications state the guy wires will be 'Snug.'
To obtain the required 12,000 lbs; it takes an additional 15 to 20 crew minutes at each
tower. The-inspector will verify the additional time. Believe we should ask for a change
order and submit a price for this added work." (Attachment to Contractor's Reply to
Statement of Goverfnment's Position.)
20 "[Q] Did you mention to him [r.
Toliver] that you found that it was taking 20
minutes per tower? [A] Yes. [Q] Did he agree or disagree with that? [A] Well, he agreed."
(Tr.44.)
2 The memorandum of December 15, 1965, note 19, supra, indicates, however, that what
the inspector agreed to was that achieving the 12,000-pound tension was taking an additional 15 to 20 crew minutes at each tower.
22 Post-Hearing Brief of the Government, p. 5.
23 "The whole process of tensioning takes between five and ten minutes for four men.
There may. be small delays for the man putting on the guy clamps and removing the tie
lines. If we consider one man hour as the time it should cover any possible extra costs for
this work" (Government memorandum of February 2, 1966, from Abplanalp to Picchioni,
Exhibit No. 3.) The range of this estimate is considerably higher than Mr. Toliver's
estimate of "4 or 5 minutes for 3 to 4 men" (Tr. 0, 1) and markedly higher than that
reported at page 3 of the Statement of Government's Position: "*
* On an average,
only two or three additional turns of the turnbuckle are necessary to increase the tension
from 7,000 pounds to 12,000 pounds. The BPA field personnel state that this does not
require more than an additional one or two minutes. * * *"
24Lincoln Construction Comrpany, IBcA-438-5-64 (November 26, 1965), 72 I.D. 492,
65-2 BOA par. 5234.
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decision to writing and furnish the same to the contractor who may
again appeal to the Board pursuant to Clause 6, Disputes.
CONCLUSION
The appeal is sustained as to liability and remanded to the contracting officer for the action previously indicated.
WILLAM F. McGRAW, Member.

I 'CONCR:
DEAN F.

RATZMEAN,

Chairuan.
TEXACO, INC.

A-30772

Decided, January 24, 1968

Oil 'and Gas Leases: Generally-Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act:
Boundaries-Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act: State Leases:
Generally
An application for a permit to drill a well on the.outer continental shelf
pursuant to a validated State oil and gas lease sproperly rejected when it is
determined that in validating the lease under section 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act the extent of the lease into the Gulf of Mtenico was
measured from the shore line of an island and the' adjacent mainland, and
* the site of the proposed well is outside that area. The fact that another
line had. been adopted'by the United States in other litigation to establish
"the coast line" for purposes of the Submerged Lands Act does not vary the
external boundaries of the lease as validated although it may affect the proportions of Federal and State lands included within those bmundaries by
.changing the location of the.State boundary, wih separates those areas.
:.

E:

:

APPEAL,,FRO[ THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

*Texacd, Inc., has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior Irom a,
decision dated December 19, 1966, of the Director of the Geological
Survey which affirmed the denial by the Acting Oil and Gas Supervisor of its application for permission to drill a well in the Tiger Shoal
field,. South Marsh Island area,' on the ground that the location of
the proposed well is outside the seaward limits of the oil and gas lease,
OCS 0310, under which Texaco seeks the permit.
* This lease was originally issued by the State of Louisiana for certain beds and bottoms of water bodies belonging to the 'State of Louisiana lying, insofar as material here, in the Gulf of Mexico south of the
South shore line of Marsh Island.
As a result of an application filed by the appellant under section 6
of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. sec. 1335 (1964),
1 There seems to be an uncertainty as to whether the proposed well location is in the
South Marsh Island prospect or in the Southwest Marsh Island prospect. However, the
same considerations apply to both areas so far as the question raised here is concerned.
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the Department found in a decision dated February 12, 1958, that the
lands described in the lease included some areas which extended
beyond 3 geographical miles from the coast line of Louisiana and held
that the lease should be validated as a Federal lease under section 6
for the areas lying between the 3-mile and the 3-marine league (9 geographical miles) lines. The Texas Company, 65 I.D. 75.
In a decision dated March 12, 1958, signed by the Director, Bureau of
Land Management, and approved by the Solicitor, the South Marsh
Island prospect encompassed by the validated lease was described asBEGINNING at a point in the South shore line of Marsh Island * * *
THENCE South into the Gulf of Mexico to a point in the Three League Line,
said Three League Line being the line every point of which is three marine leagues
from the nearest point on the coast line of the State of Louisiana;
THENCE Easterly along said Three League Line * * *
THENCE North through the Gulf of Mexico to the South shore of Marsh Island;
THENCE Westerly following on and along the shore of Marsh Island to the place
of beginning.

The question presented in this appeal is whether the seaward reach
of the lease was measured from the so-called Chapman Line, which
in the area under consideration runs along the south shore of Marsh

Island and which south shore in turn is the northern boundary of the
lease, or was to be measured from a coast line which was then not yet
fixed.

The Chapman Line is'a line adopted in 1950 by certain Federal offli
cials to mark the coast line. It was used as the base line from which
to measure the seaward extent of several of the zones set up by the
United States and Louisiana in an Interim Agreement dated October
12, 1956, for the purpose of administering the disputed area 'of the
continental shelf involved in United States v. Louisiana, 363 U.S. 1
(1960), 364 U.S. 502 (1960). These decisions held that Louisiana's
boundary within the meaning of the Submerged Lands Act, 43 U.S.C.
sec. 1301 et seq. (1964), is three geographical miles from the coast line,
but left unresolved the location of the "coast line" from which the
three miles should be measured. Zone 1 was fixed in the Interim Agreement as the area lying three miles seaward of the Chapman Line.
On December 13, 1965, the court entered a supplemental decree in
the proceedings, United States v. Louisiana, 382 U.S. 288 (1965) on
the motion of the United States which, for the purpose of giving effect
to the court's earlier conclusions, held, insofar as material here, that
Louisiana was entitled, as against the United States, to all the lands,
minerals and other natural resources in the disputed area lying between
the seaward boundary of Zone 1 of the Interim Agreement and a line
three miles distant from a base line lying farther seaward than the
Chapman Line. The decree fixed the location of this base line. In explaining the United States' motion the Solicitor General said: "South
290-190-s--2
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of Marsh Island * * * where the Chapman Line followed the mainland shore, we now extend the coast line to include numerous small
islets and low-tide elevations, in accordance with the provisions of the
Convention on the Territorial Sea 'and the Contiguous Zone." 2 The
effect of the new base line was to move the "coast line' some distance
seaward of the Chapman Line and thereby extend the area recognized
as belonging to the State.,
The appellant contends that the seaward boundary of lease OCS 0310
moved seaward with the new "coast line."
The site of the well Texaco intends to drill lies between the seaward
line of the lease as based on the Chapman Line, and what would be that
line if it were based on the new "coast line." That is, the proposed well
site is more than 3 marine leagues from the Chapman Line but within
3 leagues of the new "coast line."
The Director of the Geological Survey held that the seaward boundary of lease OCS 0310 had been measured from the shore line of Marsh
Island, that the shore line was considered to be the "coast line, and
that the boundary of the lease was not changed either by the Department's decisions in 1958 (supra) or by the Supreme Court decisions in
United States v. Louisiana (supra).
The decision of March 12, 1958, validating the lease stated:
On appeal by the above-named leaseholder to the Secretary of Interior from
decisions of the Director or Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management,
dated May 15, August 1, and August 2, 1956, the Solicitor, pursuant to the authority delegated to him by the Secretary (Sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised; 17
FR. 6794), in a decision decided February 12, 1958 determined that the State
Lease included lands out to the three-league line from the coast line, as defined
in Section 2(c) of the Submerged Lands Act of May 22, 1953 (67 Stat. 29; 43
U.S.C. See. 1312), but, so far as lands beyond the three-league line are concerned,
he reached a contrary conclusion.

It then went on to identify the leased areas in the language we have
quoted above.
The crucial question is whether the reference to coast line in the
second paragraph of the description which reads:
THENCE South into the Gulf of Mexico to a point in the Three League Line,

said Three League Line being the line every point of which is three marine
leagues from the nearest point on the coast ltine of the State of Louisiana; (Italics
added)

is to the Chapman Line or to some line to be established later.
The description in the validating decision refers only to the "coast
line of the State of Louisiana." The appellant urges that the "coast
Memorandum In Support of Motion For Supplemental Decree (No. 1), pp. 18-19.
'The new "coast line" is not necessarily in its final location. It marks the innermost
or most landward location that the United States can assert to be the coast line. Louisiana
is contending that the "coast line" is located considerably more seaward. The final location of the "coast line" will be determined in the pending litigation.
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line" means the "coast line" as defined in the Submerged Lands Act
(supra) and that this line, at its most landward location, has been
fixed by the supplemental decree. In support it relies upon the statement in the March 12, 1958, decision that in the February 12, 1958,
decision the Department "determined that the State Lease included
lands out to the three-league line from the coast line, as defined in
section 2 (c) of the Submerged Lands Act of May 22, 1953 (67 Stat 29;

43 U.S.C. sec. 1312) * * *.'
Section 2(c) provides:
The term "coast line" means the line of ordinary low water along that portion
of the coast which is in direct contact with the open sea and the line marking
the seaward limit of inland waters; 43 U.S.C. sec. 1301 (c) (1964).

While the March 12, 1958, decision does refer to the definition of
"coast line" in the Submerged Lands Act, it does so only in sunmmarizing what the Department had decided in its February 12, 1958, decision. It did not purport to establish a base line of its 'own but only
sought to repeat what the Department had already determined.
To see, then, what the Department had in mind, we must turn to the
decision of February 12, 1958. There the Department defined the
problem as follows:
Insofar as the leases under consideration are concerned, the primary question
simply is-Where is Louisiana's outer boundary in the Gulf of Mexico:? A preliminary answer is fairly obvious. Under applicable law, that outer boundary
either is 3 miles from the shoreline or it is 3 marine leagues from the shoreline.
The secondary question is-Where is the shoreline?
The better authority: is that the shoreline is a combination of the low watermark on the shore and straight lines from outer points on bays. This is consonant
with the Submerged Lands Act. The Secretary's authority under specific provision
of statutory law to validate leases clearly comprehends leases for those areas
between that 3-mile line and the 3-marine-league line drawn from the shoreline
which were granted in good faith by the State of Louisiana under the assumption
that the resources were its property. In that area it appears clear that The Texas
Company is entitled to validation. 65 I.D. at 90.

The narrow question presented then is whether, in validating appellant's lease, the Department fixed the shoreline, or coast line, from
which the 3-marine-league line was to be drawn or left it floating, for
future determination. As we have noted, the coast line even now has
not yet been fixed in its fiual location (footnote 3, supra).
We find no precise language in the decision of February 12, 1958,
which answers this question. However, the decision contains no language suggesting that it was validating a lease with an indeterminate
seaward boundary. The language was to the contrary. Thus, the
decision stated:
* * * it is by no ufeans clear just what areas are physically involved. This
difficulty stems from the fact that none of the points of reference has as yet been
fixed. There is at this moment pending before the United States Supreme Court
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the case of United States v. Louisiana (No. 11 Orig., 1956 Term), a proceeding
to determine whether the Submerged Lands Act granted Louisiana the lands and
resources under navigable waters extending into the Gulf of Mexico to the extent
of 3 marine leagues (or 9 geographical miles). If this issue is decided in favor of
Louisiana, it obviously would remove a large area from this dispute. There would
still, however, remain the problem of ascertaining the baseline from which the
D-mile belt is to be measured. The farther southward this line is set, the smnaller
becomes the possible areaas to which validation would be necessary.
Alternative locations for this line vary from the so-called Chapman line, which
in the area covered by the Marsh Island Prospects approximates their northern
boundary, to the line set by the Louisiana Legislature in Act. No. 33 of 1954 * * *
which adopts a line roughly 10-15 miles farther seaward as the coastline of the
,State and places the State boundary 3 marine leagues south of that line. If the
latter line is adopted as the boundary of Louisiana, * * stil tore of the area
in dispute would be removed from these applications. (Italics added) 65 I.D. at
79-80.

The significance of the language italicized is clear. The appellant
was contending that its lease extended 27 miles into the Gulf from the
coast line. This area would encompass land belonging to the State,
whether 3 miles or 3 leagues from the coast line, and land situated on
the outer Continental shelf. What the Department was saying in the
language quoted was that the proportionate area on the shelf would
vary according to placement of the State boundary line. This is
consonant only with the assumption that the seaward limit of the lease
in the shelf was fixed.
This was also brought out in the Director's decision of March 12,
1958, where he said, after describing the areas embraced in the two
Prospects and the Rabbit Island Dome Area:
Available information indicates that the area embraced in the State Lease is
crossed by a line that marks the seaward boundary of :the State as established by
the Submerged Lands Act. The exact location of the State's said seaward boundary, believed by this Department to be a line three geographical miles seaward
of the coast line of the State, has not been determined. Pending final determination of the position of the boundary, the acreage shown in the caption will be
administratively considered to be the acreage of the State Lease situated on the
outer Continental Shelf.

IThe only variable here is the location of the State boundary,
whose location, the Director says, will determine the acreage actually
covered by the validated portion of the lease. In other words, the
northern and southern boundaries of the lease as issued by the State
were considered to be fixed by the shoreline and the 3-league line measured from it, respectively, but the areas within those boundaries which
are Federal or State would depend upon where the State boundary is
finally located. The farther seaward the State boundary lies the less
acreage there is in the Federal lease. The variable boundary of the
Federal lease is not the southern one bat the northern one, which is
coterminous with the State boundary, a conclusion which does not
diminish the total area leased to Texaco, but only reapportions that
area between the United States and Louisiana.
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This is also clearly evidenced by the Director's statement thatRental payable to the United States shall be in the proportion that the acreage
of the land embraced in the lease herein determined as entitled to continuance
[the portion situated on the outer Continental Shelf] bears to the acreage
embraeed-in the former state lease. Pending final determination of the acreage
covered by the lease, the proportionate 'ental shall be calculated on the basis of
the tentative acreage shown in the caption, subject to adjustment upon such
final determination.

This language and the other language quoted from the decisions of
March 12, 1958, and February 12, 1958, convey the concept of a fixed
lease area with only the proportion of Federal and state areas to be
determined upon a final location of the State boundary line which
would divide the Federal and state areas.
That the southern boundary of the lease was not intended to float
becomes even clearer when we recall the purpose of the validation
proceedings. Section 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act,
.supra, was to validate leases for those areas which were granted in good
faith by the State of Louisiana under the assumption that the resources
were its property. The extent of the lease is what Louisiana thought it
was conveying in 1936, not what later litigation, statutes, and conventions for one reason or another should use as a base line for measuring
areas conveyed to the State.
As was noted earlier, the location of the State boundary is still to be
fixed. It may be on the most landward line or the most seaward line
established by the supplemental decree of December 13, 1965, or on
line between those two extremes Any locating of the line southward
of the most landward position would, according to the appellant, further push the seaward boundary of its lease into the outer Continental
Shelf. In other words, appellant would have it that in 1958 the Department validated a lease with an uncertain reach into the shelf area
and that almost 10 years later, the extent of that reach has been fixed
only as to minimum and maximum limits. We cannot read the 1958
decisions as having such uncertainty.
We can only conclude that the 1958 decisions validated a lease of an
area with a fixed northern and southern boundary, the northern boundary being the shoreline of Marsh Island and the adjacent mainland
and the southern one being a line 3 leagues distant from the northern
one. Since the application for a permit to drill describes a location for
a well outside the leased area, it was properly denied.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision of the Director of the Geological Survey is affirmed.
FRANx J. BARRY,
SOLICITOR.
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A-30810

Patents of Public Lands: Generally-Surveys of Public Lands: Generally
Where, subsequent to the issuance of patent to sec. 33, T. 28 S., 11. 34 E., a
resurvey was made which resulted in a determination that the area so patented lay within the limits of a different township and in the designation of
a different area as sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., and where the jurisdiction of
the United States over a part of the land now designated as section 33 is
challenged on the premise that title to the area in question passed from the
United States by virtue of the patent, the lack of jurisdiction over the land
can be demonstrated only by showing that the disputed area is within the
limits of the original section 33 as, it was surveyed on the ground, and any
showing of error in either the original plat of survey or the plat of resurvey
is immaterial if it fails to establish that fact.

Surveys of Public Lands: Generally
A survey of public lands creates, and does not merely identify, the boundaries of sections of land, and public land cannot be described or conveyed as
sections or subdivisions of sections unless the land has been officially
surveyed.

Surveys of Public Lands: Generally
When the locations of corners established by an official Government survey are identified, they are conclusive, land the corner of a Government subdivision is wherr the United States surveyors in fact established it, whether
such location is right or wrong.

Patents of Public Lands: Generally-Surveys of Public Lands: Generally
A patentee

of public land takes according to the actual

survey on the

ground, even though the official survey plat 'may not show the tract as it is
located on the ground, and the Federal Government is without power to

affect, by means of any subsequent survey, the property rights aequired under
an official survey.

Conveyances: Generally
Where a deed from the United States describes the land as being in a

particular section and township, and there are, at the time of the conveyance, two tracts of land which have been designated by official surveys
of the United States as' constituting that section and township, but it is
clear from the nature and the language of the deed that the description
refers to the earlier survey, the deed will be interpreted by reference to
that survey, even though the description iof land in a conveyance from the
United States is ordinarily governed by the latest official survey.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity
Where a hearing e'xaminer has declared a mining claim to be null and
void for lack of a discovery, his determination of the invalidity of the
claim is a reasonable interpretation of the evidence presented at the hear-
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ing, and the mining claimant makes no attempt to show error in that particular finding in subsequent appeals from the hearing examiner's decision,
the hearing examiner's conclusions will not be disturbed.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND XNAAGEIENT

Sidney M. and Esther M. Heyser have appealed to the Secretary
of the Interior from a decision dated April 4, 1967, whereby the Office
of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, affirmed a
-decision of a hearing examiner declaring null and void the High-Wide
and Handsome lode mining claim in sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., M.D.M.,
California.
Pursuant to a complaint filed at the request of the Forest Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, on November 23, 1964, a
hearing was held at Los Angeles, California, on June 8, 1965, to determine the validity of the High-Wide and Handsome mining claim, the
complaint having charged that a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit did not exist within the limits of the claim. At the hearing, Westley G. Moulton, a mining engineer employed by the Forest Service,
testified that he examined the claim in the presence of the mining
claimants on September 9, 1963 (Tr. 13). At that time he found an
old tumel on the claim, reportedly 400 feet deep, which was caved
at the portal and could not be entered. A new tunnel had been opened
for approximately 50 feet. Other improvements. on the claim consisted of a cabin and roads (Tr. 14). The witness took two mineral
samples from the claim. The first, taken from pieces of quartz found
in the overburden of a small pit which was supposed to but was not
found to contain a quartz vein, had an assay value of $2.45 per ton in
gold and $0.89 per ton in silver. The second sample was taken from a
small quartz streak about three to four feet long and an inch wide in
A road near the pit which showed values of $1.75 and $0.75 per ton of
gold and silver, respectively. Adjusted to a minable width, the witness
stated, the indicated values would be approximately $0.05 per ton.
The witness expressed his opinion that a prudent man would not be
justified in spending time and money on the claim (Tr. 15-19).
Appellant Sidney M. Heyser testified on behalf of the mining
claimants. He offered no samples or assay reports and attempted simply to explain away the significance of the findings of the Government's expert witness without offering any substantive evidence
that he had, in fact, discovered a valuable mineral deposit on the
claim. At the outset of the hearing the appellants contended that the
land upon which the mining claim is situated is patented land and
that the Government has no jurisdiction to determine the validity of
the claim, and their arguments throughout the proceeding have been
directed to establishing the validity of that contention.
By a decision dated October 27, 1965, the hearing examiner found
that the mining claim was, in fact, located on public domain, and he
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denied appellants' motion to dismiss the complaint. After summarizing the testimony given at the hearing he concluded that the contestees had not offered evidence tending to show a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, and he declared the claim null and void.
Appellants' present appeal is, as was their appeal to the Director,
Bureau of Land Management directed solely to the issue of the Department's jurisdiction over the land embraced by their mining claim.
The question of jurisdiction over the land in this case arises as the
result of error in the original survey of T. 28 S., R. 34 E,. and the
steps taken subsequently to correct the error. There is no dispute as
to the general course of events which transpired in relation to the
surveying of that township. Conflict arises, however, with respect to
the significance of some of the facts which are clearly established
and the significance of some of the facts which the, appellants allege.
The record shows that T. 28 S., R. 34 E., was surveyed between 1876
and 1882 and that the official plat of survey was approved on January
20, 1883. The Bureau found in its decision of April 4, 1967, that it was
discovered prior to 1900 that there was an overlap between Ts. 28 and
29 S., R. 34 E., and that, as a result of this and other discrepancies developed through subsequent investigations, a resurvey of T. 28 S., R.
34 E., was authorized by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
on January 17, 1936. Pursuant to that authorization, the Bureau further explained, an independent resurvey of T. 28 S., R. 34 E., was made
in 1940. At the same time a dependent resurvey of secs. 1 through 6,
T. 29 S., R. 34 E., was made in accordance with instructions directing a
dependent resurvey of the 7th Standard Parallel South as originally
surveyed by Carlton in 1876 as the north boundary of T. 29 S., R. 34 E..,
the establishment of standard corners for T. 28 S., R. 34 E., on this
line, the subdivision of T. 28 S., R. 34 E., based on a sectional correction
line established from fthe section corner for sections 25 and 36, T. 28 S,.,
R. 34 E., and sections 19 and 30, T. 28 S., R. 35 E., the survey by metes
and bounds of areas in T. 28 S., R. 34 E., patented upon the basis of
corners established in the survey approved in 1883 and the designation
of these parcels by tract numbers, and the resurvey of the north tier
of sections in T. 29 S., R. 34 E., to accommodate tracts previously
patented as lands in T. 28 S., R. 34 E. Plats of survey resulting from
the execution of these instructions were accepted on March 3, 1943. The
area embraced in sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., as defined by the 1883 survey,
was designated as Tract 40 in T. 29 S., R. 34 E., and was found to lie
wholly within that township and to be comprised of portions of secs.
3 and 4, T. 29 S., R. 34 E. According to the field notes accompanying
the dependent resurvey of part of T. 29 S., R. 34 E., Tract 40 includes
"all of sec. 33, designated as Southern Pacific Railroad Land. Patented. Beginning at the original cor. of secs. 27, 28, 33 & 34 * * *.
Sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., was patented to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company pursuant to the act of July 2, 1866, 14 Stat. 292, and
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Joint Resolution of June 28, 1870X 16 Stat. 382, by Railroad Patent No.
55 dated September 30, 1896. By a deed dated July 17, 1899, George
I. Scofield conveyed to the United States land described as all of sec.
33, T. 28 5., R. 34 E., M.D.M., California, as the basis for a forest lien
selection. By a deed dated February 13, 1958, the United States quitclaimed to Scofield, his heirs or assigns, all right, title or interest which
it may have acquired in the land described in the deed from Scofield,
recitinginpartthat:
WHEREAS, by deed executed on July 17, 1899, George I. Scofield conveyed to
the United States the land hereinafter described as a basis for a forest lieu
selection under the Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 36), which selection was
canceled;
*

* *
:x

X

*

*.

*

4:

NOW, THEREFORE, the Director of the Bureau of Land Management does
hereby remise, relinquish and quitclaim to the party named in the first paragraph hereof, his heirs or assigns, all right, title or interest in or to the following

described land which the United States may have acquired by virtue of that
certain deed executed by the party on the seventeenth day of July in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine * * *:
T. 28 S., R. 34 E., M.D.M., California, sec. 33, All containing a total of 640.00 acres.

Although appellants' theory of the case is not entirely clear, their
consistent contention that the land embraced in their mining claim is
removed from the jurisdiction of this Department appears to rest
upon the alternative premises that (1) the mining claim is within the
limits of sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., as it was patented in 1896, or (2)
even if it was not included within such limits, it is included in the area
which was quitclaimed by the United States in 1958 and is, therefore
no longer public land of the United States. Their arguments reveal
an incomplete understanding of the- applicable principles of law and
a misapprehension of the showing which they must make in order to
establish the validity of their contention that the United States has no
jurisdiction over the land in question..
In order to view the particular problem found here in a proper perspective, a few of the principles of law and of administrative practice
which govern the surveying of public lands and the disposition of lands
by the United States in accordance with the public land surveys must
be understood. The principles which appear to be particularly applicable in this case are:
(1) A survey of public lands creates, and does not merely identify,
the boundaries of sedtions of land, and public land cannot be described
or conveyed as sections or subdivisions of sections unless the land has
been officially surveyed. Cox v. Hart, 260 U.S. 427, 436 (9th Cir. 1922);
Carrollv. United States, 154 Fed. 425, 430 (9th Cir. 1907) ; Sawyer v.
Gray, 205 Fed. 160, 163 (W.D. Wash. 1913);
(2) When the locations of corners established by an official Government survey are identified, they are conclusive, and the corner of a.
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Government subdivision is where the United States surveyors in fact
established it, whether such location is right or wrong. 0. 0. Cooper
et al., 59 I.D. 254, 257 (1946), and cases cited; Texaco, Inc., A-30290
(April 29, 1965) ;
(3) A patentee of public land takes according to the actual survey
on the ground, even though the official survey plat may not show the
tract as it is located on the ground, or the patent description may be in
error as to course or distance or the quantity of land stated to be conveyed. Ingrid T. Allen, A-28638 (May 24, 1962); f. Texaco, Inc.,
supra;
(4) The Federal Government is without power to affect, by means
of a second survey, the property rights acquired under an official survey. 0. R. Williavs, 60 I.D. 301, 303 (1949); Nelson D. Jay, A-27468
(December 4, 1957);
(5) Where lands have been surveyed it is sometimes necessary to
conduct resurveys either to correct errors in prior surveys or to reestablish survey corners which have been lost or obliterated. Two general
types of resurvey are used: the dependent resurvey and the independent
resurvey. A dependent resurvey consists of a retracement and reestablishment of the lines of the original survey in their true original positions according to the best available evidence of the positions of the
original corners, and the section lines and lines of legal subdivisions
of the dependent resurvey in themselves represent the best possible
identification of the true legal boundaries of lands patented on the basis
of the original survey. An independent resurvey, on the other hand, is
a running of what are, in fact, new section or township lines independent of and without reference to the corners of the original survey.
In an independent resurvey it is necessary to preserve the boundaries
of lands patented by legal subdivisions of the sections of the original
survey, which are not identical with the corresponding subdivisions of
the sections of the resurvey, andthis is acconplished by surveying out
by metes and bounds and designating as tracts the lands patented on
the basis of the original survey. These tracts represent the position and
form of the lands alienated on the basis of the original survey, located
on the ground according to the best available evidence of their true
positions. See J. M. Beard (on rehearing), 52 L.D. 451 (1928).
It was in accordance with this principle that the resurveys of the
1The

Bureau's Manual of Instructions for the Survey of the Public Landsof the United

States, 1947, provides in part that:
"394. The position of a tract of land in a surveyed township, described by legal subdivisions, is absolutely fixed by the original corners and other evidences of the original
survey and not by occupation or improvements, or by the lines of a resurvey which do
not follow the original. * * * Under fundamental law the corners of the original survey
are unchangeable.
*

5:

5i

*

*

*

"564. The subdivisions are based upon and are defined by the monuments and other
evidences of the controlling official survey, and so long as these evidences are in existence
the record of, the survey is an official exhibit and presumably correctly represents the
actual field conditions. If there are discrepancies the record must give way to the evidence
of the corners in place."
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townships in question were accomplished-the dependent resurvey of
the northernmost sections of T. 29 S., R. 34 E., and the independent
resurvey of T. 28 S., R. 34 E. The net effect of the resurveys, so far as
is pertinent to this case, was a determination that the entire area identified as sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., by the survey approved in 1883 is
within the limits of T. 29 S., R. 34 E., as it has been defined. The
resurveys did not purport to affect the boundaries of the land patented
as sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 F., and, as a matter of law, cannot affect them.
Appellants' basic contention appears to be that the Government has
never correctly surveyed sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., and that if it were
correctly surveyed it would be found to include the area embraced in
their mining claim. They assert that:
* The Patent from the Government to the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1896
bears no relation to the land that had been formerly said to be section 33, and
which was later (1940) designated as Tract 40. [Italics in original.]
The discrepancy in the original survey plat (1883) had been discovered and
the plat withdrawn in 1891, and so was known at the time the patent was given
to the S.P. Railroad in 1896, and at the time of the conveyance of the deed from
the railroad to Geo. I, Scofield in 1899.
If it had been intended to convey title to land in township 29, it would have been
so stated. It did not so state, but conveyed the title to a section of land in T28s5
R34E, MDM.
The original location of the township line surveyed by W. H. Carlton, Sept. 11,
1876, and affirmed by I. N. Chapman as to the location of the township line in
1894, varied only a few feet from the survey by Wayne Forrest in 1940 with the
exception of the location of the former section 33. Both surveys show the location
of the original north boundary [sic] of the section 33 in question, to be at about
35 chains north of the township line in Range 34, (the seventh Standard Parallel).
These 35 chains are still north of the township line and are a part of the present
section 33.
A comparison of the 1883 plat and the 1940 plat of T2S, R34E will show the
difference of about one half mile in length from north to south. The 194Q plat
shows the area on French Creek where the claim in question is located, to be more
than five miles south of the north boundry [sic]. It has always been there on
French Creek. The Creek has not moved, the north boundry [sic] of the Township
is the same, so it is obvious that the original plat was in error as to the location
of the Creek and the claim site was always in the 31-36 tier of sections. In the
1940 plat one half mile was shown cut from the original township plat which was
six miles square. This half mile represents the overlap into township 29. The 1940
plat showing Tract 40 with an overlap of a full mile into township cannot possibly
be correct. The survey by Wayne Forrest in 1940 was probably accompished as
he stated that it was, but the cartography is in error.

Although, as noted earlier, appellants' theory of this case is not entirely clear, it would appear that their conclusions have been reached
by a comparison of the survey plats of the townships in question with
each other and with the survey plats of adjacent townships without
reference to the survey on the ground and without regard for the
principles enumerated above. Moreover, appellants have reached certain conclusions, apparently upon the basis of notations appearing in
official records, without understanding the meaning of the notations.
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Since the 1883 survey plat showed T. 28 S., R. 34 E., as extelding6 miles from north to south, and the 1943 survey plat shows a distance
of approximately 51/2 miles, a difference of only / 2 mile, appellants
ask, how can it be that the southern boundary of the township has been
moved northward a full mile? The simple answer to that question is
that the original survey plat did not necessarily reflect the actual distances on the ground or the correct position of the corners as surveyedon the ground. The distance between the north boundary and the south
boundary of the township, as established by monumented corners, may
have been 4 miles, 8 miles, or some other distance. The survey corners.
themselves may have been established at entirely different points from
what the plat would indicate, and the survey plat may show a perfect
six-mile-square township while the area surveyed on the ground bears.
little resemblance to such a square. Moreover, the fact that the 1883
survey plat of T. 28 S., R. 34 E., stated that the south boundary of the
township was surveyed by W. H. Carlton on September 11, 1876, which
was the date that the north boundary of T. 29 S., R. 34 E., was surveyed by the same person, does not mean that the south boundary ofT. 28 S., did conform with the north boundaxy of T. 29 S. The basis for
the resurvey, of course, was that the south boundary of T. 28 S. as.
surveyed, was not, in fact, the same as the north boundary of T 29 S.,.
although the survey purported to accept the same line as a conmon.
boundary. The precise nature or degree of the error is immnaterial ta,
the question now before us.
Three questions, if they can be answered, will be dispositive of the
contentions made here:
(1) What land was patented to the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company in 1896 as sec. 33, T.28 S.,R.34E.?
(2) What land was quitclaimed by the United States to the heirs or
assigns of George I. Scofield in 1958?
(3) Does the land claimed by appellants as the High-Wide and'
Handsome mining claim lie within the limits of the areas contemplated in questions (1) and (2) ?
Appellants' initial error lies in supposing that the 1896 patent conveyed land other than sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., as defined by the
erroneous survey approved in 1883. What do the appellants mean when
they say that the patent "bears no relation to the land that had been
formerly said to be section 33 ?" To what can they relate the descrip-.
tion in the patent if not to the 1883 survey? Whether or not the errorin the 1883 survey was known prior to issuance of the patent is immaterial. Sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., was identifiable in 1896 onlyby reference to the 1883 survey, and, if anything was conveyed by that
description, it was the land so designated by the official survey plat
then in use. 2 Similarly, the 1899 deed from Scofield to the United'
2 Appellants have inferred
from a notation on the margin of the 1883 survey plat,..
"Withdrawn, Letter P Nov. 5, 1891," that the survey plat itself was withdrawn from.
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States can be interpreted only by reference to the 1883 survey. Thus,
there can be no question as to the source of identification of the patented land.
What wastthe land which was, in fact, surveyed on the ground as
sec. 33 in the original survey of T. 28 S., R. 34 E. As we have already
noted, Forrest purported, at least, in resurveying Ts. 28 and 29 S.,
R. 34 E., in 1940, to retrace the lines defining sec. 33 as designated in
the 1883 survey. He identified this area as "Tract 40" in T. 29 S., R.
-34 E. If his reference points on the ground were correct, and appellants
make no suggestion that they were not, Tract 40 is by definition the
area formerly designated as sec. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., and patented to
the Southern Pacific Railroad Company in 1896, and it lies wholly to
the south of the line designated as the boundary between Ts. 28 and
29S.
Appellants appear to argue that, in any event, the quitclalin deed
from the United States in 1958 of section 33, T. 28 S., R3. 34 E., removed the land embraced by their mining claim from the jurisdiction
of the United States. Had that deed described the land simply as sec.
33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., without explanatory language, there could be a
substantial question as to what land was described, for there were, in
1958, two different tracts of land so identified by official survey plats
in the land office. However, the deed from the United States is so explicit in its reference to the 1899 conveyance as to preclude a finding
that land other than that previously conveyed by Scofield -and now
identified as Tract 40, T. 29 S., . 34 E., was contemplated.3
In order to sustain their position then, appellants must show either
that the Government's surveyor erred in 1940 in his identification of
the original corners of see. 33, T. 28 S., R. 34 E., or that their mining
claim is, in fact, within the limits of Tract 40, as that land has now
been identified. They have done neither. It is undisputed that the mining claim is within the limits of. the area identified as see. 33, T. 28 S.,
-R. 34 E., according to the 1943 resurvey (see Tr. 48-49 69), and it is
not suggested that there is any overlapping of that area and of Tr.
further use as of that date. Further investigation would have disclosed that "Letter P of
November 5, 1591, withdrew the lana in the towsnslsip from further entry under the public
land laws for inclusion in the Tulare Forest Reserve (subsequently the Sequoia National
Forest). It did not purport to affect .use of the survey plat. However, even if appellants'
-interpretation of the notation were correct, their argument would be no stronger, for,
*whether or not reference to the 1883 survey plat was proper in 1896, sec. 33, T. 28 S., R.
:34 B., could not be identified except by reference to that plat inasmuch as there was then
no other definition of the land so described.
3Appellants attempted earlier to relate the quitclaim deed of 1958 to the 1943 survey
plat of T. 2S S., R. 34 B., relying upon a letter from the Bureau of Land Management
dated April 24, 1958, which stated that the "resurvey plat, which was accepted March 3,
190', is the governing plat with regard to any action by the office as to the lands in
section 33." This general statement to the effect that dispositions of land by the United
States are made in accordance with the latest official plat of survey cannot reasonably be
construed as a statement that the description in the 1953 deed, which clearly is based upon
the earlier survey, is to be interpreted by reference to the 1943 plat of survey. Appellants
have not pursued this argument in their present appeal.
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40, T. 29 S5 R. 34 E. Thus,5 it canl oniy be concluded fromn the evidence
of record that appellants have not shown that the mining claim is on
patented land and that the hearing examiner acted properly in ref us-

ing to dismiss the contest on grounds of lack of jurisdiction over the
land.
Appellants have requested a hearing in order that a fir'opportunity may be afforded to present those matters not previously considered
by the Bureau. Inasmauch as it does not appear that they are prepared
to allege facts which would warrant a different conclusion, their request for an additional hearing is denied.
Appellants have mnade no attempt to refuate the hearing examiner's
findings with respect to the issue of discovery of a valuable mineral
d eposit. A review of the record is persuasive that his conclusions were
.sound, and they willntot be disturbed.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 1DM 2.2A (4) (a) ; 24 P.R. 1348), the
dlecision appealed from is affirm~ed.
ERNEST F. Hom,
Assistant Solicitor.
APPEALS OF HUMPHREY CONTRACTING CORPORATION

IBOA-579-7-66

Decided January24,1968

.Contracts: Performiance or Default: Acceleration-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: Changes and Extras
Under a contractton clear a reservoir of trees, brush and debris in muountainous,
country at elevations (1) below 7,388 feet and (2) between 7388 and 7,519.4
feet, by February 8, 1966, which provided that storage in the reservoir would
begin "'about November 1,-1965," and which required operations totbe conducted so that clearing was completed in advance of water being impounded
*by a dam, a contractor, who encountered abnormally high water from sources
other than the dam who proceeded by increasing the size of his crew and sub'stituting manual labor for mechanical operations in order to comply~ with
such provision, and who completed all work on November 19, 1965, was not
entitled to additional compensation on the ground that his performance was
accelerated, where (i) he did not request the Government to extend his timie

to performf or delay closing the damn; () there is no proof of any Government
conduct equivalent to an order to accelerate; (iii) he could have continued
to perform some clearing both below and above 7,388 feet through February 8,
1966; and (iv) the contractor planned from the outset to.*complete all
work by November.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions
A contractor under a contract to clear a reservoir of trees, brush and debris
in connection with the construction of a dam in mountainous country who

encountered heavy quantities of down and dead debris was not entitled to
relief uinder section (a) of the Changed Conditions clause, on the ground that
-the material was concealed and constituted a latent condition, where the
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existence of such down and dead debris was clearly indicated in the contract

and the Government had made no representation as to the amount thereof
that might be found.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions
Where a reasonably careful pre-bid investigation by the contractor would have
disclosed the existence of large quantities of down and dead debris, the
presence of such quantities of down and dead debris at high elevations above
the water where timber is no longer found standing was not uncommon
in the area, and the contractor had seen some such debris in his investigation,
the existence of such down and dead debris was not an unknown condition of
an unusual nature within the meaning of section (b) of the Changed Conditions clause.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

These are appeals from two decisions of the contracting officer. They
arose under a contract to clear the Blue Mesa Reservoir of trees, brush
and debris, in connection with the construction of Blue Mesa Dam, in
Gunnison County, Colorado. The appeal from the first decision
(IBCA-555-4-66) relates only to the denial of appellant's claim No. 4,
for additional compensation in the amount- of, $36,628.16, resulting
from an alleged acceleration of performance. The second appeal
(IBCA-579-1-66) is from a decision of the contracting officer denying appellant's claim for additional compensation in the amount. of
$27,364.73, due to an alleged changed condition. By agreement of the
parties, the only issue confronting us is whether appellant is entitled
to an equitable adjustment and we are not concerned with the amoLnt
thereof, if any.'
IBCA-555-4-66
The contract is dated January 14, 1965. Under its terms all work
was to be completed by February 8, 1966. However, subsection b of
section 32 of the Special Conditions provided that storage in the
reservoir would begin "about November 1, 1965," and required the contractor to "so conduct his operations that clearing will be completed
in advance of rising reservoir water"

Appellant has alleged that during June, August, September and
October 1965, its work was severely impeded by unusually high water.
The high water was caused by runoffs from the Gwmison River and
its tributaries into the reservoir. It resulted from the melting of abnormally heavy snow and from the release by the Government of
quantities of water from the Taylor Park Reservoir into the Gunnison.' The appellant contended originally that the inordinate amount
of water constituted a changed condition under Clause 4 of the General
Provisions of the contract (Standard Form 23-A, June 1964 Edition).
Stipulation, dated April 24, 1967, as amplified at the hearing. Tr. , 75-6.
In his Findings of Fact and Decision, dated March 21, 1966, the contracting officer
allowed appellant's claims for an equitable adjustment related to the releases of water
from Taylor Park Reservoir. Exhibit No- 2. All exhibits referred to are contained in
the appeal file.
2
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The contracting officer found that "flows of the Gunnison River and
tributaries to the Blue Mesa Reservoir, during the period July through
October, were 140 to 365 percent of normal" Nevertheless, he held
that the Changed Conditions clause was inapplicable in this situation.
The contracting officer was correct in his assertion that "neither of
the two categories of changed conditions comprehends storms, floods,
or other forms of abnormal weather."3 We so held in Conc'retc Construction Corporttion.4 The Government is not responsible for such
Acts of God asiheavy rainfall or snowfall.M
Appellant now maintains that it is entitled to an equitable adjustment because the Government accelerated performance Appellant's
argument is that the Government required the work to be done not by
February 8, 1966, but instead within a few weeks after October 26,
1965, the actual date of the closing of the Blue Mesa Dam.7 According
to appellant, this forced it to proceed with the work while the water
was still unseasonably high. Therefore, appellant claims, not only was
it unable to delay its work until the water receded, but the problems
arising from the high-water level were aggravated by the addition of
water impounded by the dam.
Appellant's witness testified at the hearing that the water generally
receded during the months of July, August and September. 8 He
reached this conclusion after studying the hydrographs of the Gunnison River and its tributary, the Lake Fork River, which were part of
the contract documents, and which show the mean daily discharge in
thousands of cubic feet per second, the total runoff, and the momentary
peak. 9 Accordingly, appellant scheduled its work in the higher elevations for the "early months of the winter and later spring months" of
1965 and "close to the river or in low elevations" from July through
watoerdid Hoever, during July, August and September of 1965, the
water did not recede to the level appellant expected.1 In order to perform the clearing in the low elevations prior to the time that the
9 Findings of Fact and Decision, p. 4, Exhibit No. 2.
IBCA-432-3-64 (November 10, 1964), 71 I.D. 420, 65-1 BCA par. 4520.
6 Aino Brothers Co. Inc. v. United States, 178 Ct. Cl. 515 (1967), cert. denied 389 U.S.
846, 88 Sup. Ct. 98 (1967). The Government is not an insurer of contractors against acts of
nature. Banks Construction Co. Inc. v. United Rtates, .176 Ct. Cl. 1302, 1317 (1966).
This theory was first alluded to by the appellant in its claim letter, dated November 5,
1965, attached as "Exhibit 3" to the Findings of Fact and Decision, Exhibit No. 2. It
was not advanced in any detail until appellant filed its reply brief, dated July 21, 1966, to
Government's motion to dismiss. The motion to dismiss was denied by interlocutory order,
dated March 21, 1967.
7 The term "about November 1" means "substantially the date fixed or near approximation
thereto." North American Ginseng Ce. v. Gibertson206 N.W. 610, 611 (Sup Ct. Iowa, 1925).
We conclude that under those tests October 26, 1965 was "about November 1.";
I Tr. 57.
PTr. 56. The hydrographs are numbered 622-D-211 through 622-D-214 and cover the
years 1938-1951 for the Gunnison River and 1938-1959 for the Lake Fork River. A sum.
nation of the hydrographs for the years 1942-1951 is attached as "Exhibit 7" to the
Findings of Fact and Decision, Exhibit No. 2.
1
IO Tr. 56. The bidding schedule and specifications divided the work into Item No. 1,
,clearing the reservoir below elevation 7,3S8, and Item No. 2, clearing the reservoir between
elevation 7,388 and 7,519.4. Special Conditions 12, 32 and 35, Exhibit No. 1.
n Tr 57.
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appellant expected to rm into problems resulting from closure of the
dam about November 1, appellant increased the size of its working
crew and substituted manual operations for the mechanical operations
that the high water prevented.12
Despite the alleged lingering high water problem, appellant did
not request the Government to extend its time to complete the contract
or to delay closing the dam.'- The explanation offered by appellant's
witness for not doing so was the following:
* * * Asking them to hold up closure just seemed inconceivable to me. That
would seem like such a momentous decision. While they were arguing about it
and deciding about it, I would be losing time. I just anticipated the kind of
answer I would get. I just didn't think in terms of asking anybody to hold up
closure of the dam. We were working in there on a hundred thousand dollar
contract and here is probably a hundred million dollar one coming to some
dramatic point of its completion. It didn't seem conceivable they would delay
closure of the dam (Tr. 69-70)

Appellant contends that at the same time "requests" to accelerate its
work were made by "government representatives." ;4 At the hearing
appellant's witness testified:
Q. * * * did you have any discussions with anybody representing the Government about this problem that you were in between the water and the closing
of the dam?
A. Yes. This was kind of a crucial thing on our job. It was "we have got to get
this bottom finished. When are you going to get down in there?"
Q. Who was talking?
-A. I would say the inspector, Mr. Seery, Mac [Chief Inspector] and Mr.
Wren. In any number of conversations;I had with them this wa& on peoile's
minds 'although I can't eeall specific conversations except to know that there
was an atmosphere there of concern on everybody's part.' 5

Mr. Wren, the Government's assistant project construction engineer,
conceded that his office "called" to appellant's "'attention'? the November closing date.

;

;X

There is no contention here that the Government effected a change
by expressly direotiig or ordering appellant to expedite performance.
The claim, rather, is that the Government made a constructive acceleration which resulted in a constructive change.
Ordinarily when a constructive acceleration claim is made the contractor asserts that it was forfed to complete its work at -a date earlier
than contractually required because the contracting officer failed or
Tr. 60-62, 64-67.
,
E
80-51. Under the circumstances set forth in Clause, 5(d) of the General
Provisions the time for completing the work may be extended by the contracting fficer.
"Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 5.
T 67-68.
Er.
- '6 Upon cross-examination he testified (Tr. 143)
" * * you said that your people talked about it and were apprehensive about Mr.
Humphrey getting this work done down there because of this closing of the dam?
"A. We were apprehensive.
"Q. And that you brought this to Mr. Humphrey's attention through the people in your
office. You put pressure on him, did you not?
"A. I don't know if it was pressure. It was called to his attention."
12

1l Tr. 69,
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refused to grant a time extension for excusable delay. In such cases
the contracting officer is alleged to have insisted upon adherence to the
contract schedule knowing that the contractor was claiming a right to
a time extension. Thus, if an excusable delay is found to have existed,
the effect of the contracting officer's action or inaction may have been
to shorten the work schedule for the project. Requiring a contractor
to meet the shortened schedule is regarded as a constructive acceleration
under the Changes clause.
The Government acknowledges that appellant "would have been
entitled to a performance time extension of the contract termination
date." ' But, since appellant admittedly did not request a time extension and the contracting officer did not fail or refuse to grant an extension, the Government argues that two of the essential elements of an acceleration claim are absent. In addition, the Government contends
that the "Contracting Officer did not expressly order completion of
the work within the work performance period." 19 For these reasons
it is the Government's position that whatever acceleration occurred
was voluntary.
This would not seem to be the garden-variety type of constructive
acceleration claim that the Government would make it. In this case
appellant has sought to demonstrate that the Government had actual
notice of the occurrence of an excusable delay situation.2- Appellant
then maintains that requests for an extension of time were therefore
not only unnecessary, but would not have been granted anyway because the Govermnent would not extend the November 1 date for closing the dam. Appellant argues that the Government "requested" it "to
speed up" its. operations, which was equivalent to an order to
accelerate. 2 '
Two recent decisions of the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals provide a measure of support for the appellant's legal position.22 These cases hold that a request for time extension and its
refusal are not necessarily conditions precedent to a claim for acceleration where a completion requirement contained in a contract is reinforced by unequivocal Government orders to complete. The ASBCA
reasoned that the "usual requirements for a request for time extenSion and its refi.sal * * * were * * * eliminated by the Government's unequivocal maaidatory completion orders given without regard to past or future excusable delays." 23
f Farnswoorth d Chambers Company, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 4945, 4978 and 5129 (November
24, 1959), 59-2 BCA par. 2433.
&8 Post-Hearing Reply Brief of United States, p. 5. Underscoring omitted.
19
20

Id.

Tr. 157, 170. In any event, as mentioned, spra, the Government has admitted that
appellant would have been entitled to a time extension on account of excusable delay.
21Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 10.
22See American Machine & Foundry Company, ASBOA No. 1017h (August 21, 1967),
67-2 BA par. 6540,, at 30,85; Gibbs Shipyard, Inc., ASBCA No. 9809 (uly 10, 1967),
67-2 BCA par. 6499, at 30,159-60.
23 American Machine of Foundry Company, note 22, sapra.
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Appellant's problem, however, is that while in some circmstances
the failure to request a time extension may be excused, the appeal
record will not support a finding that an unequivocal mandatory completion order was given on this project, or even that one would have
been needed. Appellant planned t the ottset to complete all work
under the contract "around November." 24 The Government's concern
related solely to clearing of the lower area so as to "keep the debris out
'from around" the dam.2? The Government did not require that all
clearing cease by November 1.26 The work continued beyond that date
:and was in fact completed on November 19, 1965.27 After, the closing
,of the dam, up to and including February 8, appellant could have performed Item 2 clearing without any difficulty from the water
The
'evidence also indicates that between the date of closing of the dam
and February 8, at least some part of Item 1 clearing could have been
.accomplished. 2 9

The role the Government played in the acceleration is unclear at
best. Here we have expressions of concern by members of the inspection
force which we find were not sufficiently strong to constitute "orders." 30
.Such statements should have evoked a request for time extension by the
-appellant, if it believed itself entitled thereto, and not having had such
:an effect do not support la claim for acceleration.3? The contracting
24Appellant's witness testified at the hearing (Tr. 8)

"* * * I had planned on being out of there before bad weather set in for the next year.
I planned on being out of there around November because I didn't want to go into
another winter."
25Tx. 135. The Government concedes that as to some of the lower elevation work the
February 8, 1966 completion date "wasn't material." Post-Hearing Reply Brief, p. 5.
Us%
Tr. 140-41, 144.
:7 Tr. 73-4, 82-3.
Az8Tr. 131-32, 144, 154. Mr. Wren testified (Tr. 140)
"Q. With regard to this band area that we discussed and the closing of the reservoir,
would it have been possible for the contractor to have worked from November 19 to
-February 8 on Item 2 of the contract?
"A. Yes, it would in this upper band.
"Q. The water didn't get into this area?
"A. Tat~is correct.
"Q. Proper work sequence would have allowed this?
"A. It could have, yes."
2 According to the Government's chief inspector, " i/ * it would take considerable
time before the water would get up to 7388 * * *." Tr. 154. On November 1 the water
had reached elevation 7247.2. On February 8, the water had reached elevation 7364.6. Tr.
131. (Referring to water elevation reports, dated February 18, 1966 and November 5, 1965,
respectively, Government Exhibit Nos. 13 and 14).
emGeneral statements of the urgency of contractor's performance and exhorting contractor to stay on schedule were held not to be the equivalent of orders in aiser-RaymsomedIlaco-Pssget Sound, ASBCA No. 10293 (April 28, 1966), 66-1 BCA par. 5556, at 25,988
and GarrollServices, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 8362 and 8363 (July 31, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4365.
21 See Kaiser-Raymond-fccco-Puget Souend, note 30, spra. In Aero Ciorp., ASECA Nos.
7920 and 8237 (May 25, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4268, the Board said, at 20,639:
"'*
* The Government concedes that it exerted considerable pressure on the contractor to perform in accordance with the agreed schedule, but we do not think such
urging can bottom a claim for compensation on a theory of acceleration ordered by the
Government unless the evidence shows a refusal, or action (or inaction) tantamount to
a refusal, to grant an extension request by the contractor." * *2
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officer was given no opportunity to work out 'a means of ameliorating-

the scheduling difficulties created by the high water and the dam
closure, or to provide information on expected reservoir levels for
given fall and winter dates subsequent to that closure.
Hyde Construction Company, et al.,32 which appellant cites for the
proposition that a "request" to speed up may be the equivalent of an

order, is clearly distinguishable. There the Government initiated the
acceleration because it wanted part of the work completed earlier than
originally scheduled and eventually issued a directive to accelerate,.
for which the contractor was paid. Here the Government sought onlyto keep appellant on the schedule which was established in the contractand which the appellant made no effort to have extended. 3
An acceleration claim must be based upon much more substantial
evidence than is present here. Appellant has failed to establish that it
was required by the Government' to accelerate performance. On the
contrary, it appears that any accelerated performance of work on the
project was voluntary. The appeal is therefore denied.
IBCA-579-7-66

In the course of performing Item 2 work appellant encountered "the
continuous occurrence of floatable down and dead debris between El.
7,388 and El. 7,519.4 along canyon walls and slopes in the Gunnison
River and its major tributaries in the reservoir area" 34 Appellant alleges that "[tihis material was not apparent to us in any of our pre-bid
and post-bid site investigations." 35 According to appellant, the "combination' of choppy ground, small ground cover and the weathered
color renders the subject material invisible until you are within feet
of its location." 6 It claims that the existence of "a great quantity of
dead and down debris" could not have been foreseen or reasonably anticipated.37 'Appellant seeks to recover the cost plus profit of the work
involved in clearing such debris, on the ground that its presence con-

stituted a changed condition under Clause 4 of the General Provisions.
To be afforded relief under- the Changed Conditions clause, a contractor must establish by the preponderance of the evidence either that
it (1) encountered subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site
differing materially from those indicated in the contract, or (2) was-

confronted with unknown physical conditions of an unusual nature32ASBCA No. 8393 (October 8,1963),1963 BCA par. 3911.
83 Appellant's witness testified (Tr. 83) :
"Well, nobody gave me any written explicit orders to accelerate my job. The conditions
and the problems, the combination of the high water and the closure of the dam just:
dictated an acceleration of the job."
32Appellant's claim letter, dated October 27, 1965, p. 1, attached as "Exhibit A" to the
Findings of Fact and Decision, dated June 16, 1966, Exhibit No. 1.
25 Id. As will appear, ifra,
after the bid opening confirmation of appellant's bid was
requested and appellant made a second site investigation prior to award. Tr. 44.
25Appellant's claim letter, attached as "Exhibit A" to the Fndings of Fact, Exhibit
No. 1.
83Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 13.
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differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally
recognized as inhering in work of the character provided for in the
contract.
In its Post-Hearing Brief appellant has denominated this claim as
its "Unknown Physical Condition Appeals" a changed condition of the
second category.38 Yet in its Reply to the Government's Motion to
Dismiss 39 and in its Post-Hearing Brief,41 the appellant has alleged
that the Governiment was aware of the existence of the down and dead
debris but failed to. reveal it to appellant and the other bidders. And
while expressly admitting that the "down and dead debris encountered
* * * was not sub-surfaced," it simultaneously asserted that the material was "concealed" 41 and constituted "a latent condition." 42 APpellant has therefore raised for our consideration the question of the
applicability of the first category changed condition. as well.
The elements required to support a changed condition of the first
category are not present here. Clearing assorted debris was the very
purpose of the contract. The work to be performed between elevations
7,388 and 7,519.4 is described in great detail in paragraphs 12b and 35b,
of the Special Conditions of the contract. Paragraph 35b specifically
provided that all "loose floatable and combustible materials including
felled timber and brush (including sagebrush), deed timber, down
timber, logs, branches, slashbings, driftwood, and floatable debris larger
than four inches in diameter and longer than five feet in length shall
be piled and burned or otherwise disposed of" and that materials
"-which normally would not require clearing but which become floatable
due to the contractor's operations hall also be cleaned and burned."
'The existence of down and dead debris was thus clearly indicated in the
contract.4 3 'We find no evidence of misrepresentation by the Government. No assertion has been made or proof presented that the Government refused to answer inquiries. No qualntitative estimate or charaeterization of the amount of down and dead debris that might be found
wals given in the specifioations.-4 We also note that appellant's witness
3S P. 12. The Government has taken the position that appellant is thereby limiting its
claim to a changed condition of the second category. Post-Hearing Brief of the United
States, p. 9. However, we hold that an appellant is not bound by the label it applies to a
case: PeterKiesivt &onis' Ce., IBCA-405 (March 1, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4141.
S9 . 3.
° P. 23. However, at the hearing appellant's witness testified that the condition was a
surprise to the Government. Tr. 26.
t Post-Hearing Brief, p. 19.
tL Notice of Appeal, p. 3, Exhibit No. 2.
43 See Swenager Contractors, IBCA-609-12-66 (July 11, 1967), 67-2 BCA par. 6430.
Appellant's witness testified at the hearing that paragraph 35 described "real well" the
material it was required to clear. Tr. 37. The following exchange took place (Tr.38) :
"Q. And what you found was no different from what was described and what you were
required to remove was no different from what you did remove?
"A. That is right."
"t See Banks Constructison Co. v. United States, note 5, spra; T. P. Scholes, Inc. et Ae. v.

United States, 174 Ct. Cl. 1215, 1224 (1966). The case of Dnlbmar & Sullivan Dredging Co.

v. United States, 65 Ct. Cl. 67 (1928), cited by appellant is wholly distinguishable. There
the Government knew that the contractor would encounter hardpan, but omitted any
mention from the contract and upon inquiry from the contractor gave no information of
its presence.
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testified at the hearing that he actually saw floatable down and dead
debris during his site investigation.45
According to the appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, the second category changed condition "arises out of the fact that Humphrey encountered a great quantity of dead and down debris in an area where he
could not hav e foreseen or ieasonably expected its existence and which
was not revealed to him even though he made a thorough site investigation. In clearing land one expects to find substantial quantities of
dead timber and other debris down along creek and river banks * * *
due to the fact that timber and vegetation of all kinds exist in greater
abundance and variety where there is water. One does not expect to
find a lot of down and dead debris high up on canyon walls, far above
the rivers and creeks. Humphrey did encounter a great unexpected.
quantity of down and dead debris ol the canyon walls of this project
and he did not expect to find this material and his site investigation
failed to reveal its existence." 6
It is well settled that a changed condition of the second category does:
not exist if a reasonable pre-hid investigation would have disclosed the
existence of the condition which is the subject of the claim. 4 7 As we
have seen, the appellant contends that it "made a thorough site investigation." The Government, however, takes the position that it was,
inadequate.
At the hearing appellant's witness testified in great detail concerning the site investigation he made.48 He described the site as a
"mountainous or canyon type area" and as "generally pretty rugged 7
steep, inaccessible country." He studied the drawings that were part
of the contract docuLments- He "spent a little time" driving in the
area and "got a real general idea of what the country looked like." 51
At his request the Government furnished its employee, Mr. Boren, who
had established the elevations for the clearing, and a vehicle with
four-wheel drive "to help me get around in this thing a little better." 52
From various vantage points, accompanied by Mr. Boren, he had a
"good view" of the "area * * * between elevation 7,388 and 7,519.4"
which "was up on the canyon walls * * * maybe 300 to 800 feet
away." 5 The following day he obtained aerial photographs which
"weren't too much help" 54 and then he went out by himself "and
checkeda little closer some of what I thought were maybe problems, the
a Tr. 35.

3.
Bay D. Bolaosder Company, Ic., IBCA-331 (November 16, 1965), 72I.D. 449, 461, 65-2
BCA par. 5224.
1sAppellant's claim letter, note 34, spra, also contains a detailed description of appellant's site investigation.
49 Tr. 9.
s0 Tr. 10.
10P.

47

ml

52

Tr. 10-11.:

Tr. 11, 86.
93Tr. 14, 15. The trip with Mr. Boren "took ten to twelve hours." Tr, 15.
5 4
Tr.17.
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timbered draws." 5 Appellant made a post-bid investigation after the
Govermnent advised it that its bid of $110,000 was 75 percent below
the Government engineer's estimate, 23 percent below the second low
bid of $143,000 and 42 percent below the third low bid of $191,350, and
requested appellant to verify its bid.56 The post-bid investigation took
two days. 57
A site investigation is not rendered adequate merely by virtue of
the amount of time spent in conducting it. Its adequacy depends upon
the quality of the investigation. When we analyze the nature and scope
of appellant's investigation we must conclude that. it was inadequate
in the circumstances.
Appellant's investigator was by his own admission "not a mountain
mal. 5 He was bidding on a job requiring clearing of a "mountainous
or canyon type area."' Yet he made no "lateral or horizontal walk of
the band." 5 He only "walked it vertically * * * on [his] way up to
some timbered draws." 0 He testified: * * * there was nothing to
drive me or lead me to feeling the need for walking that contour when
I saw from not too far a distance most of the contour." 61 He based his
calculations on what he could see from his trail and road travels
through the area, not from 'a close view.62 We find this was insufficient.
In the course of making its investigation appellant's investigator
did encounter "scattered, infrequent tree growth" between elevation
7,388 and 7,519.4.63 He did see some floatable down and dead debris. 6"
Appellant's complaint is that "in view of the very sparse existing tree
growth, there was no real basis to ascertain or suppose or assume that
dead and down debris would exist in near the quantity nor frequency
of its actual occurrence." 55 As 'a result appellant gave "no consideration for a continuous occurrence of this floatable debris" in its bid. 66
55

Tr. 20.
Letter to appellant, dated December 15, 1964, attached as "Exhibit B,, to the Findings
of Fact, Exhibit No. 1. The letter called upon appellant to "confirm in writing that the
amounts bid for each of the two items in the Schedule, especially the amount bid for Item
No. 2 and the total amount are correct." The letter pointed out that the "principal
variation is in the quotation for Item 2 * *, for which you quoted $40,000 compared
to $116,600 and $125,850, by the second and third lo' bids, respectively."
57Tr. 44. Appellant's witness testified: "* ** I came out and spent two more days
going over the job again, looking for something that I had left out * I and I couldn't
find it." On this occasion appellant's witness was accompanied by its superintendent.
Tr. 48.
58Tr. 39.
S Tr. 42.
6cIbid.
P1 Tr. 39.
62On cross-examination of appellant's witness the following exchange took place (Tr.
39-40):
"Q. But you were calculating how much was up there? You knew you had to remove
floatable debris and you were just calculating from the railroad bed and the trails as to
what was up there?
"A. Yes."
63 Tr. 30.
64 Tr. 35.
65 Appellant's claim letter, note 34, spra, p. ,3, Exhibit No. . Underscoring omitted.
66Tr. 88.
56
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But, the presence of some tree growth, the' existence of some dead and
dlown debris constituted unmistakable warnings that similar material
might be found elsewhere in the work area.6 ' The condition was therefore not "unknown" within the context of a second category changed
condition. Its occurrence in greater abundance than appellant had
anticipated is not lthe Government's risk.
Clause 13 of the General Provisions imposed upon appellant the
responsibility "for having taken steps reasonably necessary to ascertain * * * the * * * local conditions which can affect the work
or the cost thereof." At the time of performance under this contract
appellant had only had one previous mountain job; its work had been
primarily in the plains area of the country.6 8 It was incumbent upon
appellant to familiarize itself with local conditions and to make inquiry regarding local problems.69 There is no proof in the record that
this was done. Accordingly, appellant's witness was "surprised" by the
vast quantity of down and dead debris he found on the canyon walls
when work actually commenced. 7 0 .However, it is not unusual to find
down and dead debris even wher6 there is no standing timber in the
mountains where this work was performed.71 The condition was therefore not "of an unusual nature" within the context of a second category changed condition.
We fild no changed condition preseit and the claim is therefore
denied 72
CONCLUSION
Theappetals are denied.
SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,

I CONCUR:
DEAN

F.

RATZMAN ,

.A7ternateMember.

Cairman.

62

Nell H. Ray1 ASBECA No. 1972 (July 21, 1958), 58-2 BCA par. 1882, at 7603:
Tr. 33-34.
89 National Concrete and Foundation Co. v. United States, 170 Ct. Cl. 470, 475 (1965)
unt and Willett, Inc. v. United States, 168 Ct. CL 26, 263 .(1964) Zisken Construction
Company, ASBCA No. 7876 (November 29, 1963), 1963 BEA par: 3969, fat 19,646. See
Petroleum Tank Service, Inc., ASBCA No. 11043 (June .30,1966), 66-1 BCA par. 5674, in
which recovery under the Changed Conditions clause was not allowed where the contractor
encountered a severe rust condition when it cleaned the interior of fuel storage tanks.
After acknowledging that inspection of the tank interiors would have been extremely
difficult, the Board said, at 26,448: "* * * But an adequate site Investigation includes
asking questions about relevant matters, not otherwise readily disclosed." * 8
70 Tr. 21.
7 Mr. Boren, a long-time resident of the area (Tr. 119), testified (Tr. 103):
"Q. In your opinion is this unusual to find down and floatable debris at that high-elevation
where there is. no standing timber?
"A. No, sir, it is not unusual.
"Q. This is the usual thing that you found?
"A. In this mountain country, yes sir."*
At the hearing the presence of the down and dead debris on canyon walls far above
the water was attributed to overgrazing which killed the standing trees and prevented
regrowth. Tr. 117. Mr. Wren testified (Tr. 139) : " * i I think it is common knowledge
of anyone that is in this area about this overgrazing."
2
7 Leal v. United States, 149 Ct. Cl. 451 (1960).
'
63
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Decided February 14, '1968

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Mining Claims: Withdrawn dLandMining Claims: Power Site Lands-Withdrawals 'and Reservations:
Power Sites
Lands, which were reserved from mining location by reason of inclusion
in a application for a power project filed prior to August 11, 1955,: and
which were opened to location by section 2 of the act of August 11, 1955,
become closed to location thereafter if they come under examination and
survey by a prospective licensee' holding. an uncanceled preliminary permit
issued by the FEederal Power Commission after August 11, 1955, and mining
claims on such lands located thereafter are void ab iitio.

Mining Claims:

Lands Subject to-MiClaim-laims:

Withdrawn` Land

Mining claims' located bn land in a first-form reclamation withdrawal are
properlydeclaredtobe nulland void ab initio.i
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

A. L. Snyder, Myron C. Smith, Earl M. Oglevie, and Clarence Black
have appealed to the Secretary of, the, Interior from a' decision dated
August 4, 1967, of the Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land
Management, which affitmed a decision of the Sacramento land office
holding their'Feather Lime Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 lde mining claims iull
and void on the ground that they' were 'located on land withdrawn
from mineral location.
The claims were located on September 2, 1961, for lahd in the NE/4
sec. 2 T. 21 N., R 6 W., M.D.M., California. The records show that
the area covered: by the' mining claims, which is within the Plumas
National Forest, was included in ian application for Power, Project
No. 2134filed- on; May 2'5;'1953. A preliminary pertmit for the power
projet 'was issued on February 1, 1957, for' a 3-year period and an
application for a license was filed on December 22, 1959, by the permittees. Section 24 of the Federal Power Act, 16 'U.S.C. sec. 818 (1964),
reserves from entry'location or other dispqal' public land included
in any prop'osed power project from the date thefapplication for the
project is filed. Section 2, however, of the act'of August 11,1955, 30
U.S.C. sec. 621 (1964), opeied to mineral entry public lands "heretofore, now, or hereafter" withdrawn for power development or power
sites, but excepted in its third proviso:
lands (1) which are included in any project operating or being constructed under a license or permit issued under the Federal Power Act or other
Act of Congress, or (2) which are under examination and survey by a prospective
licensee of the Federal Power Commission, if such prospective licensee holds an
uncanceled preliminary permit issued under the Federal Power Act authorizing
him to conduct such examination and survey with respect to; such lands n *
296-S30-68------1

75 I.D. Nos. 2 &3
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The decisions below held that the lands covered by the mining claims
fell within the terms of the second clause of the third proviso and were
consequently withdrawn from mineral location.
The decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings also pointed out
that the NE1/4 sec. 2 was withdrawn from mineral ntry by a firstform 'reclamation withdrawal dated February 27, 1952, which was
revoked by Public Land Order No. 3187, July 31, 1963; 28 F.R. 8038
(1963), and the land opened'to mineral location on January 30, 1964.
Thus, at the date the claims were located the land was Withdrawn from
mineral entry and' the claims were null and void. Robert K. Foster
et al., A-29857 (June 15, 1964), affirmed in Foster v. Jensen, Civil No.
64-1110-WM in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of California (September 13, 1966).
In their appeal to the Secretary, the appellants state that, rather
than dispute the correctness of the Bureau's decision as it relates to
the effect of the reclamation withdrawal, they,' on August 17, 1967,
relocated their claims as the Feather River Lime Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 5.
The relocation, after the date on which the lands were opened to mineral entry so far as the reclamation laws were concerned, removes the
reclamation withdrawal as a reason for holding the claims null and
void.,
The appellants ask'that the case on appeal be decided as though the
relocated claims had been. held null and void, by the' land office and
the Office of Appeals and Hearings n the basis of the third proviso
of section 2 of the act of August 11, 1955, quoted above. They contend
that this provision'. does not apply to: their claims. . They say that
whether land which' otherwise would have been opened to mineral
location bjr section 2, supra, was closed by the third proviso is to be
determined by the conditions existing on the date of the act, that is,
August 11, 1955. If; they contend, on that date previously withdrawn
land was not covered by an uncanceled preliminary permit, which had
not been renewed more than once, or was not in any project operating
or being operated under a license or permit, the land was opened to
mineral location on August' 11, 1955, and remained open from that
time on. In other words, they argue that the third proviso does not
apply prospectively so that it cannot operateto close to mineral entry
lands open to mineral location on August 11, 1955.
The Department has held in 'a case on0'all fours with this appeal
that mining claims are void ab initio if:they are located on lands' deI The appellants nevertheless contend that the 'offlce of Appeals and Hearings improperly
relied on it as a ground for holding their claims null and void since it was not used as a
reason by the land offlce.
':
i
This argument is without merit,. for it is the actual status of the land that determines
whether public land is available for disposition, not whether the land office adverted to one
reason dr another for holding a claim invalid, or idetd whether the land office may have
ruled it was open to mineral location when in fact it was not.
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scribed in a pending application for a license filed during the life of
a 3-year. preliminary permit, issued after August 1L, 1955, pursuant to
an application filed for a proposed project under the Federal Power
Act (supra) prior to that date. Francis N. Dlouhy, A-28597 (May 18,
1962). That decision, however, was more concerned with whether
clause (2) encompassed an application for a license filed during the
life of the preliminary permit after the permit expired than with
whether land in the mining claims was affected by the third proviso of
section 2as of August 11, 1955.2
In support of their contention theappellants say that the act of
August 11, 1955, shows a Congressional intent that mineral entry and
power development, co-exist on public land and that the construction
put on the law in the decisions appealed from would open land to
mineral entry only to withdraw it again as soon as a preliminary
permit was issued, thus frustrating the purpose of the act.
This result, of course, follows from the view of the law taken by the
Office of Appeal's and Hearings and the land office. Whether the holding is correct, is the question to be decided. If it flows from the entire
statute as enacted, then it cannot be said to frustrate the Congressional
purpose, for the limitation is as much a part of the act as the general
provision.
Next the appellants cite some legislative history which, they say,
confirms their position. The quotations which advert to protecting
"outstanding" licenses and permits on lands "-previously" withdrawn
for power purposes do, not have the thrust appellants would place
upon them.3 They are as pertinent to a situation arising after August
11 1955,. as to one then existing, for future licensees and permittees are
as much. in need of protection as licensees and permittees on August
11, 1955. Appellants say that "future" permittees and licensees would
be on notice of the possibility of mineral entries and could formulate!
their plans accordingly. But how one can plan to accommodate a mining operation for a hidden mineral in an unknown location to be.
mined by unrevealed methods is not elucidated.
Finally, appellants urge that the wording of section 2 indicates that
the third proviso does. not operate prospectively. We believe that the
wording indicates the contrary. The principal clause of section 2 opens.
to mining location all public lands "heretofore, now or hereafter" withdrawn for power purposes subject to three provisos. These provisos;
would normally be construed to run to the entire principal clause and
2 0. A Andersoit, A-29999 (Mareh 23j 1964), reaches the same conclusion. There the
land was in a 3-year preliminary permit which expired on November-30, 1957. An applcation for a license was filed on November 29, 1957, the mining- claim was located on
October 2, 1960, and the license issued on June 1, 1961. The mining claim was held void'
ab inito.
IS. Rep. No. 1130, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1955) H.R. Rep. No. 1610, 84th Cong.,,
1st Sess.3 (1955).
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not to just a portion of it unless there is express language or necessary
implications which requires a more limited application. There is no
express language and we perceive no implication that would limit the
third proviso to apply only to land "heretofore" or "now" withdrawn
and not to land "hereafter" withdrawn. As we noted earlier, a prospedtive licensee holding a preliminary permit issued after August 11,
1955, is as much 'in need of protection as one holding a permit issued
before that date.4
The statute opens to mineral entry lands "hereafter withdrawn" for
power development or power sites, as well as those"heretofore" or
"now" so withdrawn. The lands "hereafter"> withdrawn, which presullably were open to: mineral location until the withdrawal became
effective, remain open to mineral entry until one of the contingencies
described in thethird proviso occurs and they then remain withdrawn
as long as the condition exists. That land niay oscillate betw-een being
open to and closed to- mineral entry is of' no consequence. The third;
proviso was intended to protect from nineral location land held under
the conditions it describes. When those conditions exist, the land is 'not
open to mineral entry, when they do not, the landis open to' mineral

entry.

;

t

Accordingly, it is concluded that the third proviso of section 2

applies to lands falling within its terms after the passage of the -act
of August 11, 1955 (supra), as Well as to those in that condition on
that date..
The land in appellants' mining claims was described in an application for a power project filed, on May 25, 1953, and' wa withdrawn
from mineral location on that date. They were opened to mineral location on August 11, 195, but were withdrawn again on February 1,
1957, when' the 3-year preliminary permit issued. The filing of an
application for a license oni December 22, 1959, kept the land "iunder
examination and survey 'by a prospective licensee of the Federal Power
Commission" within the ineaning of clause (2) stince is Was filed before
the permit expired and preserved the priority of the permittee under
the permit. Francis N. Dlouhy, supra; E., A. Anderson, supra. The
appellants' mining claims, then, were located on lando a date when
the land was not open to mineral entry and are-void ab initio. Dorothy
L. Benton, A-3729 (May 31, 1967); Artin Spelckert, spra.''
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a) ; 24 F.R. 1348), the
we note that it was the Federal Power Commission, the initiator of the third proviso,
which reported to the land office by letter dated June 24, 1966, that the land in question
was deemed to fall within the purview of clause (2) of the third proviso on the basis
of the facts presented here.
The appellants assume that lands are withdrawn under see. 24 of the ederal Power
Act, supra, only by the filing of an application for a power project, but they may also be
withdrawn by inclusion in a powersite reserve or a powersite classification. Arinin
Speckiert, A4-30854 (January 10, 1968).
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decision appealed from is affirmed :and the claims relocated on August
17, 1967, are declared to be null and void ab initio.
ERNEsT F. HIom,
Assistant Solicitor.
NORMA J. ROSE

Decided Feb
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Praotie-,-Appliations and Entries: Filing;

When mail is properly addressed and deposited in the United States mails,
with postage thereon duly prepaid, there is a rebuttable presumption that
'aiL
it lvias reedived by the addressee in the ordinlary course of

Administrative Fractice-_Applications and Entries: Filing
Delivery by post office ofa document to a iand office by the placement of mail
in a post office box, where the land office customarily receives its mail, during

the hours in whiCh the land.office is open to the pnblic for the fiing of docuIments constitutes delivery to and receipt by the land office of the document.

4pplications: Sole Party in Interest
Where an oil and gas lease offeror's statement of interest and qualifications,
addressed to the land office at its post office box address in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, was postmarked in Cheyenne, Wyoming, on May 8, 1967, and it is
established that in the ordinary course of mail it would have been delivered
to the lanld office at litA post office bod prior to 4 p.m. on the following day,
-the last hour for the filing of sueh a statement, but that mail placed in the
box after 1 p.m, would not have been picked up by the land office 'until a, day
later, the statement of interest is presumed to have been filed on May 9 even
though the date and time stam-p ofthe Tand office indicates that it was not

Oil and. Gas Leases

received until May 10.

APPEAL-PROM THE BUREAU OF LAND.MANAGEMENT
Norma J. Rose has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a
decision dated August 7, 1967, whereby the: Office of Appeals and
Hearings, Bureau of Land 'Management, affirmed a decision of the
New Mexico land office rejecting her noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offer New Mexico 2365, filed pursuant to section 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as aaended, 30 U.S.C. see. 226 (1964).
The appellant's application was filed on April:24, 1967, for inclusion
in a drawing of simultaneously filed lease offers and was awarded first
priority for 'the lands wvhidh it. described in a drawingiheld on May 8,
1967. The:lease offerj named two other parties, Leona Hagedorn and
JoAniuFurnian as each haviiig.a bne-third interest in any lease to be,
issued, but it was not accompanied by thestatement of interest and
qualifications of the offerors required by Departmental regulation 43
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CFR 3123.2(c) (3).I Such a statement was, however, subsequently filed
and was stamped as received in the land office at 10 am.:Ol May 10,
1967.

By a decision dated May 16, 1967, the land office rejected appellant's
lease offer for the'reason that her statement of interest was filed after
the expiration of the 15-day period prescribed by the Department's
regulation.
Appellant contended, in appealing to the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, that her statement of interest was deposited in the post
office at Cheyenne, Wyoming, on the morning of May 8, 1967, 2 for
transmittal by air mail and that it would have been received by the
land office in, Santa Fe, New Mexico, before 4 p.m. on May 9, 1967,
the last day for filing the statement, but for the negligence of the land
office in failing to pick up mail from the post office, after 1 p.m. even
though the land office was open to the public for the filing of documents
until 4 p.m.3 In support of her contentions she submitted, inter alia,
a letter from the superintendent of mails at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
indicating that air mail left Cheyenne on one flight at 10:32 p.m. on
May 8, arriving at Santa Fe at 9 :50 a.m. on May 9 and that air mail left
Cheyenne on another flight at 8:48 a.m. on May 9, arriving at Santa
Fe at 1 :31 p.m. on the same day. The mail superintendent stated that:
If the Bureau of Land Management in Santa Fe, New Mexico has a post office
box, I1 your letter would have been in the box prior to the 4p.m. deadline on
May 9, 1967. If the Bureau of Land Management receives carrier delivery, your
letter would not have been delivered until May 10, 1967.

The Office of Appeals and Hearings acknowledged the validity of
appellant's charge that persons using tleilails for-transmittal of
documents do not receive equal consideration with persons filin& ocuments over t~he counter at the aid office Vhere the local office fails to
make a mail pick-up after 1 p.m. and there is a possibility that mail
'The regulation provides in pertinent part that:
" * * If there are other parties. interested in the offer a separate statement must be
signed by them and by the offeror, setting forth the nature and extent of the interest of
each in the offer, the nature of the agreement 'between them if oral; and a. copy' of such
agreement if written. Such: separate statement and written agreement, if any, must be filed
not later than 15 days after the filing of the leave offer. *
For
Y
2 The record shows that appellant mailed two copies of her.statement of interet. to the
land office, one by certified air mail and the other by regular air mail; The-envelopes containing both statements-were postmarked in Cheyenne, Wyoming, "May 8 PM," and both
were stamped in the land office at santa Fe, New Mexico, as having been received at -10
a.m.-on May 10, 1967.
. .
.
2 Appellant
stated that her investigation f the reasons for the, tardy receipt of her,
statement of interest disclosed that the Santa Fe office of the Bufeau of Land Mfanagement picked up mail from its post office box at 8 a.m.,, 10 a.m., and .1. p.m. daily,
whereas the Bureau's Cheyenne office picks up mail at those same' hours and again just
before 4 p.m. A memorandum from the New Mexico State Director, -Bureau of Land
Management, confirms appellant's statement with respect to the prevailing practice In the

Santa Fe office prior to May 23, i967. It also indicates that since that date an additional
mail pick-up has been made at 4p.m.
.
:
- It does.

.

.
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will be placed in thepost office box between 1 and 4 p.m. It held,
however, in affirming the rejectioilvof appellant's lease offer, that actual
receipt in the land office within the period prescribed by the regulation
is mandatory. It distinguished the present circilunstances: from the
case of H. C. Hathorr, A-30257 (February 3, 1965,5 upon the premise
that "in that case there was astrong presumptioli-that the document
had been delivered timely to the Bureau's mail agent by the Post Office
Department," whereas, in this instance "there-is only supposition that
the document might have been placed in the Bureau's post office box in
time to have been picked up before the deadline for filing."i
In her present appeal the appellant charges that the Bureau's
decision does not respond to her principal contention that the land
office practice in picking up mail shows lack of reasonable diligence
and is, in effect, a modification of the regulation, depriving her of a
part of the 15-day period to which she is entitled for the filing of the
required statement.
Problems arising from the transmittal by mail of documents which
are required to be filed in a particular office by a specified date are not
new, and the rule is now-well established that the deposit in a post office
of aletter properly addressed, with duly prepaid postage, creates a
rebuttable presumption that the letter was received by the addressee
in the ordinary course of mail. Rosenthal v. Walker, 111 U.S. 185, 193
(1884) ; Dunlop v. UnitedStates, 165 U.S. 486,495 (1897) ; Hagner v.
United States, 285 U.S. 427, 430 (1932)i; Detroit Automnotive Produots
Corp. v. Coniissioner of Internal Revefe, 203 F.2d 785 (6tl Cir:
1953) ; CharlsonRecdty Coni~anxJ v. United States, No. 388-62 (Ct. CL.
October 13, 1967),;HIL.C. Hlathorn, supra.
i
In this case, it is undisputed that appellant's statement of interest
wlas correctly addressed to the NewiMexico land office and wsadeposited
in the mail in Cheyenne with proper prepayment of postage on May
8, 1967, that in thed ordinary course of mail it; would have arrived.ini
Santa Fe no later than 1:31 p.m. on May 9, 1967, and would have been
deposited. in the .Bureau's post office box at Santa Fe before 4 p.m.
On that same day, and that, if it were placed in the box between the
hours of 1 and 4 p.m., it would not have been taken from, the post.
.office by a Bureau employee until the following day. In these circumstances, under the rule notecL above, there is 'a presumption that appellant's statement was, at least, placed in the addressee's post office box
In the Hathorn case, theiDepartment, relying upon the presumption that mail, properly
addressed and posted, will be receivedby the addressee in the ordinary course of mail,
held a lease rental payment to have been filed on the day on which it should have been
received, even though-it. was stamped.as having been received in the Bureau of Land
Management on the following day.
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prior to 4 p.m. Ion May 9, 1967.6 The question which remains to be
determined is whether or., ot the deposit. of mail in the post office box
is equivalent to filing it in the land office, for the Departinent's regulations specify that the, statement of interest "must be filed not later than
1 a-days afterthe filing of the lease offer" (43 CFR 3123.2() (3) ) and
that "filing is accomplished,.when a document is delivered to and
received by tle.proper office'? (43 CFR 1821.2-2(f))..,.:
Substantially, the sa e question was considered in Cetr Paper
Co. v. Cognniissioner of In
bternaT Revemue, 199 F.T 2d 909, (6th. Cir.
1952), in which case a petition. to the. Tax Court of the United States
for reconsideration of a ruling of the Commissioner-of Interna] Revenue was stamped as received and filed on Decem ber .T,.1950, two days
after-the deadline for the filing of. sucl a petition..From the evidence
it was determined that the petition was mailed from Chicago, Illinois,
at 3 :30 p.m. on Decellber 1, 1950,; that in the ordinary.course of mail
it would have arrived'in Washingtol, D.C., ,at 4:30 :p.
on. December 2, 1950, and that it would, in norial course, have been placed the
same day on a ledge at the post office where mail addressed to the Tax
Court was normally piled. until called for by a messenger from the
court. Applying the presumption, that he petition was so received
and placed by the post office, the court found thispresumnptiol of
delivery to be the equivalents of filing of the, document in the court,
stating that:
We are of the opinion that such-a delivery by the Post Office constituted delivery to The Tax Court,: although not a physical delivery tp the Clerk's OffIlce of the
The Tax Court. It had made delivery at the place directed by the addressee.
At that time the Post Office had no further duty to perform in connection with
its obligation to deliver. There is no twilight zone between delivery by the Post
Office to the addressee, and receipt either actual o constructive, by the addressee. 199 F. 2d at 904.

Cf. Phinney v. Bank of Southwest National Association, Houston, 335
F. 2d 266 (th Cir. 1964), in which the court held that the receipt of
a tax return in a post office on a Saturday morning, when the office
of the District Director of Internal Revenue was closed, and the segregat-ion of mail addressed to the district director froin other mail did
not give the district director such dominion-and control over the return
as.to constitute a filing of the return on Saturday.
Applying the foregoing principles to the facts of this case, we find
that the placing of a document by the post office in a maillbox accessible
A "presumption" has been defined as a "rule of law that courts and judges shall draw a
particular inference from a particular fact, or from particular evidence, unless and until the
truth of such inference is disproved." Back's Law Dictionary 1349 (4th ed. 1951).
A "supposition," on the other hand, has been defined as a "conjecture based upon possibility or probability that a thing could or may;have occurred, without proof that it did
occur." Id. at 1609.

We find no basis for the Bureau's observation that there Is "only supposition" that
appellant's statement was deposited in the Bureau's Santa Fe post office box prior to the
indicated date and hour.
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to the land office during the hours in which the land office is open for

the filing of docllments conistitutes delivery to and receipt by the land
office. Accordingly, we conclude that appellant's statement ofinterest,
in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, must be presumed to
have been filed on May 9, 1967, witlin the period prescribed for such
filing.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority. delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a).; 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision appealed from is reversed, and the case is remanded to
the Bureau of Land Management for appropriate action.
ERNEST F. HOM,

AssistantSolicitor.
APPEAL OF HOEL-STEFEN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Decided 3iarct 18,:1968

IBCA-656-7-67

Contracts: Performance or Default: Suspension of Work-Contracts: Construction and Operation: Notices
A claim based upon an allegation that a Government project supervisor required
:the work force of a construction contractor to stand aside and give first
priority to the activities of another GoverniIent contactor in a project area
containing limited working space was denied beeause it was made for a
claim period during which the appellant gave no notice that a constructive
'suspension of work had been caused by the cts of -a Government rdpresentative-as to one portion of the claim: period the appellant provided'no
notification of'any kind as to alleged acts-of the Government causing delays,
hindrances, interferences or si-ension, and 'as to the remainder it had
requested time extensions only. Because a supplemental agreement provided
for the acceleration of work during the claim period, it was of particular
importance that the contracting officer be given notice, in order to afford
him an opportunity to investigate whether teasonable program of coordina'tion of the activities of the two contractors had4 been worked out, and to
attemptto remedy any unfair scheduling. .'
.

Contracts: Construction andi Operatiob:, Notices-Contracts: Performance
or Default:' Suspensionof Work
Notification of a monetary claim that is given under a provision such as the
Changes'.clause, Changed Cnditiois clause, or an Extra' Work'clause may in
''some circumstances be treated as a proper notice under the standard-con'struction contract. Suspension of Work lause (which clause bars claims for
costs incurred more. than 20 days prior to the contracting officer's receipt
of notice of a constructive suspension of work,) however, an appellant's
.notification of a claim for an extension of time based upon delays resulting
from the operations of another contractor'(or the Government's grant of
such extension) will- not constitute a notice under the Suspension of Work
clause. .

296-330-68-2
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The claim to be considered in this appeal is for approximately
$151,000. Originally it was based upon asserted delays and interferences of other' contractors, and the letter. that first stated the claim
made no. reference to improper or unreasonable Governlment actions.
The Notice of Appeal that was filed after issuance of the contracting
officers initial findings of fact advised that the interferences should
be considered as changed conditiois. The contracting officer, in reviewing thle matter in a supplemental fihdings of fact; took into aCcount
the provisions of the standard clause entitled "Price Adjustment for
Suspension, Delay, or Interruption of the Worak for: Co6n.venieluce of
the Government" '(commonly referred to as the Suspension of Work
clause). Since that time the parties have directed their efforts to the
question of whether recovery should be allowed under that clause. The
Notice of Appeal from the supplemental findings contends that interferences, interruptions, delays; and work stoppages resulted from
"acts of the Contracting Officer." In addition, it alleges that as a result
of the Government's negligence the appellant has been unjustly and
unreasonably penalized.

.-

The contract was awarded in the estimated amount of $1,071,027,
and called for interior construction work. at the Gateway Arch and
Interim Visitors Center, which is a feature of the Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial iin St. Louis, Missouri. Some of the principal
items of the work were installation of' partitions; suspended ceilings;
concerete, polished ggregate and tile bases; metal doors and frames;
painting; plumbing and electrical work; and heating, ventilating and
air conditioning. This dispute concerns the work required-to place
duct in the North Leg of the Arch. The duct carries hot or cold air up
that Leg,; in order that the observation area at the top of the Arch can
be properly heated or cooled.
The Gateway Arch is 630 feet high. Each of its legs is made up
of sections that are equilateral triangles. At the bottom each of the
three sides of a leg is 5 feet long. There is a decrease in the length
of the sides as the Arch rises,-so that at the top they are 17 feet long.
Attached inside the legs are stairs, interior steel members, Conduit, and
the transportation system. That system incorporates a 40-passenger
"capsule" train in each.leg. The train capsules are mounted like Ferris
wheel baskets. This allows the seats in capsules of the trains to remain
level as they proceed up rails inside the Arch. In each of the legs there
also is an elevator which goes to the 380-foot level.
At the hearing of this appeal'the parties seemed to'be in agreemnent
that. as a difficult construction job the Gateway Arch stands apart.
Many phases of construction did 'not progress at the originally scheduled rate, including erection of the Arch, installation of the transpor-
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tation system, and.the appellant's interior work which is involved in
this appeal.'
Important contract clauses which specify rightsand obligations of
t he parties
to be considered
herein
are
as follows:
';!
.
ir
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,e:. :.:' :dS: :'tD
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e.. The Contractor will be held to have fully informed himself of, and to have
taken full cognizance of, the nature, extent, progress. time scheduling and other
factors, relative to work which is being prosecuted and which will be prosecuted
under other contracts within and adjacent to the Memorial Arch which would
or could affect the progress and performance of his work. The Contractor will he
held fully responsible for pre-planning and conducting his work so that no delay
in completion of the work included under this contract shall occur, and. further, that the scheduling and conducting of his work shall in no way interfere
with or delay the progress and completion of work, prosecuted under other
qontracts.
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14. OTHER CONTRACTS
::The Government may: undertake or award other contracts'for additional work,
and the Contractot shall fully cooperate with such other contractors and Government employees and carefully fit his own work to such additional work as
may be directed 'by the Contracting Offlcer. The Contractor shall not commit or
permit any act which will interfere with the performance of work by any other
contractor or by Government employees. (Standard Form 23A, June 1964 Edition)
: *

:S

,f *-

*p
*

*

*

36. PRICE ADJUSTMENT FOR SUSPENSION, DELAY, OR INTERRUPTION
OF THE WORK FOR CONVENIENCE OF' THE GOVERNMENT
*

'0

*:'

*

d;4

*

*

.*

*

(b) If, without the fault or negligence of. the Contractor, the performance of
-all or any part of the work is, for an unreasonable period of time, suspended,
delayed, or interrupted by an act of the Contracting Officer in the administration
of the contract, or by his failure to act within the time specified in the contract
(or if no time is specified, within a reasonable tine), an adjustment shall be
made by the Contracting Officer for any increase in the cost of performance of
the contract (excluding profit) necessarily caused, by the unreasonable period of
such suspension, delay, or interruption, and the, contract- shall be modified in
writing accordingly. No adjustment shall be made to the extent that performance
by the Contractor would have been prevented by other causes even if the work
had not been so suspended, delayed, 'or isepted. No claim under this clause
shall be allowed (i) for'any'costs incurred more than twenty days before the
Contractor. shall have notified the Contracting' Officer. in writing of the act or
failure to act involved (but this requirement shall not -apply where a suspension
order has issued), and (ii) unless the claim, in an amount stated, is asserted in
writing as soon as practicable after the termination of such suspension, delay,
or interruption but'not later than the date of final payment under the contract.
Any dispute concerning a question of fact arising under this clause 'shall be
subject to the Disputes Clause. (From additional General Provisions)
*

*

*

~

*

:*:

*

:
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SP-8. JOB CONDITIONS: WORK BY OTHERS: A contract for construction of
Gateway Arch and "shell" of Visitor:Center is now in progress, and one or more
contracts covering grading, paving of roads and walks, and landscaping are
expected to be let during the life of this interior finish contract.
In submitting his bid, the Contractor acknowledges that he has taken into
account the effects of the above-mentioned contracts on the performance progress, and completion of his own work, and in addition, has satisfied, himself as
to all local conditions which have: a bearing on the cost of his work, including
transportation, handling and storage of materials, and availability of labor.
Any failure by the Contractor to acquaint himself with available information
will not relieve him from responsibility for estimating properly the difficulty or
cost of successfully performing the work. (From Special Provisions)y
SP-9 OPERATIONS AND STORAGE AREAS
*

.;

*

A

:

*

.:

*i:

*:

*

t

L

"'*

This Contractor will have rights in common with other contractors to the use
of existing roads, storage areas, and other facilities (subject to limitations elsewhere set forth), and shall coordinate his activities with theirs so as to cause
a minimum of interference. The Government will decide any questions in dispute
regarding performance of work, access to and cleaning of site, and priority
between various contractors.

The appellant's claim letter, dated June 2, 1967,1 stresses the fact
that its bid was sbmitted in August 1965, and that itnmade pre-bid
investigation of the status of the. construction of the 'Ach and the
transportation system. From its investigation ifoel-tefe concluded
that. completion of. the Arch and installation. of. the trains wonild be
fully carried out in December 1965. The letter states:
The, Arch and Transportation. System.Contractors did not finish their work as
scheduled in December, 1965 and they have been. on penalty under their, contract
with the Government ever since. The Arch and Transportation System Contractors continued to work in the Arch legs hampering and hindering our duct
installation through all the year 1968 and into the year 1667. The' cornplete installation of the duct work in the North leg wasinstalled under conditions and
cireinstances not taken into account at the time of the bid because the Arch-and
Transportation' System Contractors were present inf the Area long over their
contract completion date. The Arch and Transportation Systeff Contractors installed stairways, stair tailing, train system equipffent, panels; doors, plates, et
cetera, all required to complete their work with the Government during our
installation of the duct work and this interference has caused our labor installation budget to be tripled in the'North' lg. * **
..-

MacDonald Construction opany was the prime confractor for
the Arch and Visitor Center and for the trap sportation syste m.Installation of the . transportation system was Subcontracted by MacDonald to the Planet Corporation.' MacDonald and Planet are the
"Arch and Transportation Systen Contractors" referred to by HoelSteffen. The Government-MacDonald agreements we1reentered into
in

1962...
1

Item A, Appeal File.
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Propriety of Subri isshon of the Claim by Noel-Stefen
The duct work. in the North Leg wa s performed by the St. Louis
Sheet Metal 0ompaly, a subcontradtor; for Hoel-Steffen. The appellant's president testified that the subcontractor, raither than the prime,
contractor, incurred theexpense which Hoel-Steffen is seeking to
recover.2 He added that the subcontractor had been "dissolved" and
that it had been necessary for HbelSteffen to take over the subcontractor's work. He asserted that in completing such work (in areas
other than the North ieg) Hoel-Steffen was "suffering almost a $376,000 loss, * * * this $150,000 is a part of it." A similar claim theory is
advanced in the June 2, 1967 claim letter:.

-

Including the projected costs for completion the total job costs will be $845,550.11. This amounts to an overrun of $275,761.11.
By contract our firm must complete this project under a financial hardship,
that will ause our firm to also he insolvent if consideration is not given to this
request for relief.
We ask that $108,151.77, which is two-thirds of the St. Louis Sheet Metal Company's labor cost between Febrpary 16,1966 and January 20, 1967, plus 21 percent
taxes and insuranee paid by St. Louis Sheet Metal Company on labor, plus 15
percent overhead, or a total of $150,493.19,3 be added to our contract to allow
us to be compensated for, extra cost beyond our contract and also to allow us to
continue this project to completion.

There is no evidence in the appeal record that the subcontractor or:
its trustee il bankruptcy 4 ever requested that this claim be filed. In
fact, the appellant'si presidenlt Itestified that.the claim is being submitted on.:Hoel-Steffen's behalf, not on behalf of the subcontractor. 5
The appellant did, however, meet the payroll, of the:St. Louis Sheet
Metal, Company .for one week in January 1967 (that payroll covering
-work performedin the North Leg).6 This was necessary because checks
of tle subcontractor were not honored due to insufficient funds.
In his Post-Hearing Brief, Government counsel voices a strong ob
jection to the appellant's -right to maintain this appeal, stating that
this case "does not present a situaltion where the prime sues to tecbver
damages. arising from a claim against him by the subcontractor," and.
"thlit although the loss was the subcontractdr's, neither the appeal wa$:
in the subcontractor's behalf' nor would the damages sought be to its
credit."
We are in an area that is covered excellently in A Plea for Abolition.
Tr. 224.
sThe claim amount was increased at the hearing to $151,198.30.
4 The appellant's project manager testified that he had seen documents stating that the
subcontractor'was 'in bankruptcy. Tr. 50.
Tr. 220.
:6Tr. 220.;
2
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of the Sevenn Doctrine, 34 Geo. Wash. Law Rev. 746 (1966).3 That
article notes a Court of Claims decision,8 in which a layman's expression of opinion as to his legal rights was disregarded in favor of a
presumption that a prime contractor was liable to his subcontractor.
It also refers to (as "straightfor-ward, though perhaps unintended")
a statement contained in a decision of this Board that was issued more
than eleven years ago:
* * *-The established principle is that. a contractor may prosecute a claim
against the United States for the contract price of work performed or materials
furnished by a subcontractor, irrespective of whether the contractor is liable
to the subcontractor * * *

Because wEe ordinarily will' disregard the 4question of the prime contractor's liability to its subconitractor when a claim is submitted 'under
one of the clauses in a contractTo and because counsel for the appellant
has asserted in his Post-Hearing Reply Brief that Hoel-Ste~fien did'in
fact pay its subcontractor's labor costs, 1 we have concluded that a full
review of this matter should be made.
The Supplemental:Agreement
A supplement to the prime contract was executed by Hoel-Stelfen
and the Government on April 15, 1966.12 It provided for the "Modification of order of work specified in Contract No. 14-100232-774 'to
require completion within 91 days after execution of this-cdntract of
that work in the North leg of the Gateway Arch necesSaty to permit
operation- of the passeuger transportation system in that leg."; It also
contained a$750 per day liquidated damages provision.
Another paragraph in the supplement stated:i
,
4. Completion of the work herein specified will be considered accomplished
when facilities necessary to permit public use of the transportation facilities
7

This article, also to be foind in the Yearbook of Procurement Articles, Vol.3, i966,
pp. 523-545, observes (p. 532):
"5 5f * When an indirect action is allowed because of a presumption of liability, even
though liability in fact does not exist, one can only conclude that the importance of the
privity requirement is not pre-eminent. The short-hand fictions, that the Goverflcient has
simply failed to rebut the presumption or has waived its ight to do so, are unsatisfactory;
explanations. * * *" Equally perplexing is the presentation of a claim that is for costs
incurred by a subcontractor, but is said not to be made on behalf of the subcontractor.:
8Kaiser
Indutstries Corporation v.: United States, 340 F. 2d 322 (1965). -.
Wisconmbe Painting Gompany, IBCA-78 (October 26, 1956), 56-2 BCA par. 1106.
0
' R.
. Hughes Electric Company, Inc., IBCA-509-8-65 (November 30, 1966), 66-2
BCA par. 5989.
"In Blount Bros. Construction Co., 171 Ct. 1. 478, 484 (1965), considering a similar
allegation is to be found in footnote 7:
"At one point in its papers before the trial commissioner, plaintiff stated that 'the
burden of extra costs fell upon Whittington &Brown.Co., Inc., the concrete. subcontractor,
and not on Blount Brothers Construction Company, the prime contractor.' We do not read;
this unguarded comment as a true concession of nonliability on the part of plaintiff, but
rather as a reference to the conceded fact that the initial and direct impact of the allegedly
extra costs fell upon the subcontractor. Plaintiffs counsel has since disavowed the statement if it means anything more."
12 Exhibit 4.
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shall be available, which will include but not 'be limited to. completion of the
north exterior ramp, the lobby areas, exclusive of the fountain but including
the men's land women's toilet rooms, the north lower ramp, including Ithe north
loading zone, and the electrical work (except full testing will be permitted after
the passenger transportation system has been placed in operation) All work on
the airl handling system within the North leg will be complete, land the air 'handling system shall be operational. The failure of the passenger transportation
facilities to be placed in operation by, reason of causes not connected with the
work uinder this contract, shall not be construed in any manner to' affect the
determination of the contracting officer of the date when the work under this
contract is completed.

The price paid by the Government for the acceleration of work under
the supplement was $97,500.
At the Government counsel's first mention of the supplement during
the hearings' the appellant's counsel objected; taking the position that
theE Government was advancing 'an affirmative defense that had 'not
been brought up until after commencement of the hearing. Te jappellant raised a continuing objection to any testimony about.the supplement, and to the admission of that 'document into the appeal record.'4
The appellant's June 2, 1967 claim letter, on page 3 shorWs'an amount
under a bid tabulation listing with the reference "Modifleation #1"
and "(expedite North Leg of Arch)." Thus, the claim letter itself
recognizesthe factithat the supplement was entered into by-the parties.
The contractig officer's first finding's-of fact (dated July 11, 1967),
did little more than conclude that the claim' was "based' ol 'a breach of
contract purportedly arising out of Goverument delays for which I do
not have the power to negotiate and decide responsibility." The supplemental..findings of fact '(dated September 6, 1967), took up the
question of whether the claim was payable under the Suspension of
Work clause. The contracting Qfficer concluded that there had been no
breach of duty on the Government's part, or unreasonable delay
chargeable to the Government. He ruled in general fashion, with the
inclusion of few facts, that the additional amount sought'bythe appel-'
lant would not be allowed'because he did not find (i) evidence of a
breach of duty- on the Government's part (ii) unreaonaje delay
chargeabI to the Government or (iii) that the Government could be
held responsible for alleged interference and delays caused by other
contractors. Notwithstanding the fact that the supplemental findings
was made up for the most part of conclusions, the appellant proceeded
with the presentation of this matter without asking that those findings
be amplified.
The Board has. considered !the action of its hearing official in
admitting the contract supplement (Exhibit No. 4) to the appeal
record, and taking testimony and admitting other documents which
13 Tr.
14 Tr.
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pertain to the supplemient. We hold that no proper basis exists in this
case for excluding the; supplement. The parties agreed to the supplement as mull as tely did to the original docurient, and the duct avork
in the Arch's North ag is specifically designated as part of 'the worlk
that was to be accelerated under the supplemient.
The appellant's presidenit, a registered professional engineer witl
a degree ii mechanical engineeriug,15 wrote a letter dated April 1,:
1966,'6 explaining the factors that led him to request $100,000 'as the
consideration for agreeing to the supplement (as has been indicated,
when the supplement was executed two weeks later the. consideration
actually named was $97,500). Three significant 'paragraphs of the
April 1, 1966 letter are as follows:
We have contacted all of our subcontractors and material suppliers on the
subject project wth.respeet to re-scheduling the project to allow operational, use
of the North leg of the Arch for public operation of the train system to the
observation platform at the top. This operational use would include the cbmpletion of' the North exterior ramp, the entire lobby area including the men's and
women's toilet rooms and the North lower ramp including the North loading
zone. Thelair-conditioning system and letric system would be nstalled; hoVever, completion .and- test-out; would, not be: completed entirely by July 1, 1966.
The toilet facilities would be installed and in operation for public use by July 1.
Some phases of the fountain would not be entirely completed by July 1. However,
this would not affect the operational use of the lobby area.
To accomplish this re-scheduling, would entail 6onsiderable overtime work by
all trades on the project. Also additional administrative time would be spent in
expedithng materials and deliveries to the abeelerated sclhedule of the poject.
The earlier delivery dates would require special inducements to the material
suppliers and subcontractors. All:of' these factors will add to the cost of the
coftract, especially the-double time labor cost incurred by the overtime required
to expedite the work to the July 1st date. These costs would require that the contract be increased by One Hundred Thousand dollars ($100,000.00). For every
day after July 1st that the work remains uncompleted to make the North leg
inoperative, we will eredit this extra coast in the 'amount of One Thousand dollars
($1,000.00)- and shall be limited: to a maximum credit of Fifty Thousand dollars
($50,000.00) against the total extra cost of this proposaL Inoperative is' defined
as a condition that will not .'allow public use of the North train and North Arch
leg. This does not infer that we guarantee perational use of train or Arch
interior not controlled by our contract. Further, operational use does not include
the completion and testing out of the air conditioning and ventilation system

on date of July 1, 1966. The total completion of this project shall remain the
same including the new coM~etion date of October 17,1966. The liquidated
damages for non-complEtion by date of October 17, 1966 shall realain as called
out in the original contract documents of $250/day.
In order that this project be expedited on this overtime basis, ve must ask
that crafts under our contract take precedent over all other contractors.working
on the Gateway Arch on the overtime hours between 4:30 p.m. and 8:00 a.m.,
Monday through Friday..
1"

Tr. 129.

16Exhibit

No. 7. Ti.s letter superseded one dated Mlarch 28, 1966 (Exhibit No. 6).
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The appellant had performed only a minor percentage of the North
Leg duct work prior to the April 1-15, 1966 period. Prior to that time,
it had not been possible to perform such work because of a union boycott of Hoel-Steffen's operations and other delays which the appellant
contends were not within its control and had no effect on the costs
claimed in this appeal.'7 The two legs of the Arch had been brought
together by installation of, the. "keystone" section in October .1965.18
'Neither the Arch nor the transportation system was complete at the
time of the execution of the Go vernment-Hoel-Steffen supplement. The
Arch itself was found by the Government to be substantially complete
on: June: 28, 1966, about ten weeks after the supplement was signed.
The transportation system was to be completed within 95 days after
completion of the Arch. and, its acceptance by the National Park
Service.19 Planet:Corporation's installation of the train inthe. North
Leg was accepted: in May 1967, and placed into operation, in July
1967.20 Thus the subcontractor- worked on the installation: of that. portion of the system, and on getting it to operate properly, for more than
*ayearafterthedateofthesupplement.
In its bidding preparations. the appellant seems to have learned of
a December 24, 196.5 projected completion date for the Arch that MacD6nald' had supplied to the Government in March 1965. A good deal.
of testimonyv was given on the question of when Hoel-Steffen officials
and Government contract administrators expected the Arch to be finished when .the had dealings in the last half of 1965. However, we
will not dell upon that matter, because of the fact that the appellant,
in preparing to execute the supplement in the spring of 1966, obviously
was required to make a complete reassessment of its position. On crossexamination' the contracting officer described the; situation during'the
period when the supplement was negotiated (Tr. 307)
Q. So there would be no way 'f'Hoel-Steffen knowing at that time how much,;
if any, interference MacDonald would be to them?
.
X
A. Oh, I think that: a review of the limited space up there would have revealed
to anybody that there was~going to be problems with two contractors there.
Q. Yes, but how much interference there'd be no way of knowing
A. No.
Q. You'd realize there-iwas going to be some, of course?
'A. That's right..

Q. Now, in April, in Mareht and April. of '66 did you even know at that, time
when MacDonald was going to get out of there?
A. No, but * *' since they did not have the transportation system operating,
it was apparent that it would be at least July before they would have the transportation system operating. Now,twhen he got out of there may have been considerably after that because he had a lot of little work downstairs. 1 Tr. 214-15; page 4, appellant's Post-Hearing Brief.
:18Tr. 137.In
:i
-:
9Tr.
353.
2 Tr. 282.
9
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The appellant's project manager agreed that Planet Corporation
"had work to do" when the appellant commenced its work in December
1965, and testified as follows (Tr. 69-70):
Q. And that work was going on right down through your entire period of
construction in there?
A. Yes, that's true.
.Q. And as you first went on thle job, you were able to see that the other contractors had work to do in the north leg of the Arch with which you would have
to coordinate your work, isn't that right?
A. I expected to make normal coordinations,' yes sir.

The Perfornance of Work Under the Supplement
The appellant contends: that acts of the Government-denied its subcoitractor access to the work and hoisting area in the North Leg and
granted absolute and continuoius priority to MacDonald (and its subcontractor, Planet Corp ration). In agreeing to the supplement the
appellant did not anticipate that its subcontractor would have unimpeded access to: the area in question at all times. The request in the
appellant's April 1, 1966 letter 22 "that crafts under our contract take
precedent over all other contractors working on the Gateway Arch on
the overtime hours between 4:30 p.m. and 8 a.m., Monday through
Friday" is a clear indication that Hoel-Steffen expected work conflicts
to develop during day shifts. The sheet metal subcontractor's general
foreman, who knew of the existence of the "acceleration contract" (supplement), but did not know the particulars of it,22 testified that he had
advised Hoel-Steffen's project manager that the "very minimum" time
needed for duct work in the North Leg was "from 12 o'clock on each
day to do our hoisting." 24 The period actually available to the subcontractor was from 1 to 3 :15 p.m., and from 4 p.m. on until the end of the
night shift. 2
e
At the hearing witnesses for the appellant and the Government referred to MacDonald's status as "in liquidated damages" after May
1965. However, MacDonald's officials, if asked in 1965 or 1966, almost
certainly would have contended that this was not the case, since the
1965-1966 winter and the following spring MacDonald had substantial
time extension requests pending both for the Arch and the transportation system. 2 6 If it is assumed that on April 15, 1966, when the supplement was signed, MacDonald was "in liquidated damages" with re21
The duct subcontractor's general foreman acknowledged that when MacDonald's
activities prevented the hoisting of duct in the North Leg he was able "to some degree"
to keep his forces occupied with contract work, Ee stated that at times it would "take
longer to do something by working at it backwards." Tr. 181.

221Exhibit No.
23Tr. 173.
2' Tr. 17 .
25Tr.
25

7.

176.

Exhibit No. 14.
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spect to the Arch work, the time for completion of the transportation
system nonetheless on that date was to run beyond the 91-day accelerated completion period established in the supplement. This is because
the time allotted for the transportation system extended 95 days beyond completion and acceptance of the Arch, which had not occurred
on April 15, 1966.

There are no expressions of dissatisfaction about Government acts
on the part of Hoel-Steffen or its duct work subcontractor contained
in jb records kept during the period from early April 1966 to July 1,
1966, or in letters written during that period. That period makes up
the lion's share of the 91-day accelerated.time for completion of duct
work. Letters were written by the appellant requesting a. 2-0or 3-day
time extension for a wildcat strike that occurred in late May.27 By

a letter dated July 1, 1966,28 the appellant notified the Government of
a. more serious strike by sheet metal workers. The letter states that
"without sheet metal workers, it will be impossible to complete the air
conditioning system in the North Leg by July 15, 1966." It also requests an extension of time applicable to "the expedited portion of the
contract which requires the operational completion of the North leg
of the Archlby July 15, 1966." Although Hoel-Steffen's duct subcontractor had worked all but 15 days of the 91-day period, no reference
was included to priorities, directions, lack of work space, or the other
alleged problems that were emphasized at the heariig. The strike
wlich began on July 1 did not end until September 12,196G.
The appellant's president testified that in a meeting in the last part
of April 1966, the Government's project supervisor said that the train
installation "had to proceed and it could not be. stopped," and that he
(the project supervisor) "would hold meetings and give directions on

who could work in what areas at what times so that this project could
be completed with both contractors simultaneously." 29 The recollections of the appellant's project manager about that meeting were not
as definitey 0 but he recalled that a schedule for hoisting of the duct
was, "generally discussed." The Government's project supervisor
thought that the meeting had been held on May 2: 31
:
That was, to my knowledge, the first meeting that we had where we discussed
with them that they did have to get along, they'd have to work together and they
better do it because it was in the contracts.

This was the only meeting on the subject that was held in the spring
or summer of 1966. However, as will be discussed, the work space probCopies of these letters are in the Appeal File..
11Item 6, Appeal File.
29 Tr. 190. The meeting in the spring of 1966 was the only one attended by the appellant's
president, Tr. 191.
27

so Tr. 17.

at Tr. 330.
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lem required meetings beginning in October 1966.32 The project supervisor also testified:
I do not recall ever having instructed anybody there would be a preference. In
fact, I stayed very clear of directing a contractor verbally:about anything.

In addition, he stated that at the May 2 meeting, loel-Steffen had presented a schedule, that everyone had agreed that they would try to get
aong, and that he did not remember "specific complaints from then
on until early October, the middle of October."'34
On a space provided for "Delays, unusual conditions or findings,"
included on the form used for the "contractor daily report," HoelSteffen's representative did not list anything about "delays or complaints of.the operation of the work as it progressed on'the Arch"
during April andMay

966.3'

The appeal recOrd:will not suppoit a finding that there was a suspension, delay or interupti on resulting from an act of the contracting
officer or, any of his representatives during April, May or June 1966.
The situation seems to have been about what the top' management of
loel-Steffen' and the duct work subcontractor anticipated wheni the
appellant signed the supplement in the middle of April.. No extensions
of time were requested. for delays or interruptions during that period
(except for the wildcat strike). No notification of a claim for delay
posts was given under the Suspension of Work paragrfph (Clause 36)
or any other provision of the contract-in fact, no such notice of claim
applicable to' the North Leg was given during the entire period required for completion of the duct work in that Leg. Since the appellant
had agreed to, the acceleration supplement and in doing so realized
without. question that its forces and MacDonald's forces would have a
work space, problem in the North Leg little, significance can be attached to (i) the scheduling of the meeting in early May, and the dis:cussion at that meeting of the difficulties that were inherent in the sharT
:ing of the North'Leg, or (ii)' the work by employees of the duct subcontractor on some nights and weekends, and the extension of the work
day to 10 hours which commonly is reflected in the payrolls for the
April 15-July 1, 1966 period.ie The evidence in this appeal would indicate that in the fall of 1966, the effect of the transportation system
work on progress by- the appellant's duct work subcontractor was more
disruptive, amatter which we willnowconsider.
A"Tr. 331.
33Tr. 362.
3 Tr. 32. When' he was asked about testimony that he: had directed the contractors
as to the time they could work the project supervisor stated "That is not true."-Tr. 340.
ZHe denied that oral instructions establishing priorities had been given. Tr. 368.
35Tr. 336.
DExhibit No. 13.I:
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Installation of Duct Following the Sumnmer 1966 StrikAe

The effort by the appellant's subcontractor to install the duct in the
North Leg was plagued by labor difficulties. A strike in the first two
months of 1966 ca-used a 45-day delay3 Three day's were lost because of
the wildcat strike in May.3 5 The third strike, July 1966 to September
12, 1966, was extremely disruptive-the parties agreed that twenty-six
days were required after the strike ended September 12 for the re-hiring
of sheet metal workers and remobilization." Change, Order No. 3,
was executed on July 25, 1966,4°0 extended the completion date in the
"accelerated agreement" from July 15 to August 14, 1966. It also refers
to the sheet metal work (which includes the' duct work), indicating
that. a time extension allowing for the effect of the sheet metal worker's
strike (which was on, at that time) would be granted. "subsequent to
the termination of the strike." 41 This was accomplished iii Change
Order No. 5.

*Whileon the subject of Change Order No. 5; we will quote the statement in that Order-which- is urged-by the appellant's counsel as notification of the claim now made by Hoel-Steffen. The Change Order
begins with a general indication that a time extension for work delays
is granted. After dealing with the specifies of the time allowed for the
long summer strike for re-hiriing and remobilization (and the-effect of
the wildcat strike), Change Order No. 5,42 which grants a time extension for the acceleration supplement from August 14, 1966 to 'October
10, 1966, states in the final two sentences of the first paragraph on page
2:
We are aware that progress on some portions of your work has been slowed
by another contractor. This will be considered when you document the extent
of such delay.

True to the promise in Change Order No. 5, which was dated

October 17, 1966, Change Order No. 6, issued a month later,43 extended
the date for completion of the acceleration agreement from October 10,
1966 to November 10, 1966. This grant of time was stated to be based

upon an analysis of the "daily logs of the Government's Project Supervisor, the Resident Architect, and your own letters -and daily reports,'
'and the MacDonald daily log. The period considered in the'analysis was
September 23, 1966 through October 25, 1966.44 The time granted was
7 Change Order No. I (Included in Exhibit No. 1).
Change Order No.
(Included in Exhibit No. 1).
s Change Order No. 5 (Included in Exhibit No. 5).
.
:
40 Change Order No. 3 (Included in Exhibit No. ).
4' The occasion for negotiating the money and time allowances provided for in Change
Order No. 3 would of course have been the logical tne for the raising of a claim based upon
delays or interferences by MacDonald or the Government during the April-July 1966
period. This was not done.
42 Included in Exhibit No.
:
:
4' Included in Exhibit No. l. This Change Order it dated November 16, 1966.
4Change Order No. 6, included in Exhibit No. 1.
ST
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found to have been lost "as a direct result of your lack of access to the
north leg of the Gateway Arch," and it was acknowledged that the
appellant's work was being slowed due to the activity of another
contractor (MacDonald).
Change Order No. 7 5 is similar to Change Order No. 6. It reviews
*the time available for duct work in the North Leg between November
11, 1966 and December 21, 1966, and changes the completion date for
the acceleration supplement friom November 10, 1966 to December 21,
1966. It relies upon the sources of information mentioned in Change
Order No. 6, and grants the additional time for work delays beyond
Hoel-Steffen's control, i.e., those associated with the necessity to "share
accessibility to the work area in the north leg of the Gateway Arch."
The sentences in Change Orders No. 6 and 7 which allot the additional time conclude with the phrase "with no change in the amount of,
compensatio n." In addition each of the change orders contains this
sentence:
The monetary amount of this supplement agreement remains at $97,500.

The portion of the, orders-preceding the signature line for the appellant's authorized officer, recites that "no additional compensation is
included by reason of" Change. Orders No., 6 and 7. The Govermnent
counsel asserts in his Post-Hearing Brief that the change orders constitute a bar to Hoel-Steffen's claim -for additional compensation for
delay costs, on the theory that the appellant, by signing them, released
any right that it had tomake such a claim.
It is clear from the appeal record that in the summer and fall of
1966, the parties discussed only the appellant's desire to avoid the assessment of liquidated damages, and the resulting requests for extensions of time that were made periodically. Hoel-Steffen's failure to
have suggested in any manner that it intended to press a claim for additional compensation
has consequences which will be discussed
when we consider the merits of the suspension of work claim. The fact
that there was no such claim pending also must be taken into account
in our review of the language of the change orders.
The absence of specific wording which eliminates the appellant's
right to file a claim for money based upon delay prevents a finding that
an accord and satisfaction concerning such a claim has been reached.
Thus, in Premier Gear and Machine Works, Inc. and H. and K. Constructors, Inc., ASBCA No. 9978 (October 29,1965), 65-2 BCA par.

5182, it is stated:
* * * [A] modification recites that the contractor will be compensated for
excise and duty taxes on materials and equipment imposed by U.S. Customs.
Its penultimate paragraph states that the reimbursement allowed constitutes
45 Included

in Exhibit No. 1, Appeal File.

' The appellant's president conceded that the first demand upon the Government for

"payment of delay time" was made in the spring of 1967. Tr. 260.
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"payment in full and accord and satisfaction for all additional costs, incurred
* * in connection with excise and duty taxes imposed and as indicated in this
modification." Finally the modification states that no additional time is allowed.
* * * The modification on its face purports to apply only to duty imposed and
the accord and satisfaction is as to costs incurred in connection only with duty
imposed., At the time the modification was negotiated and executed [a subcontractor's] claim had not been formally asserted. There is no reference therein to
delay costs arising out of the duty "incident" nor apparently was there an attempt to write into the modification broad language which would release the
Government from any claim, present or future, which might in any way arise
out of the events detailed in this opinion. [No accord and satisfaction was found
as to the subcontractor's claim.]

The general language in Change Orders No. 6 and 7 is not sufficient
to bar the appellant from inaking the claim which' is considered in
this opinion

The Fall Meetings
Prior to the meetings that were held beginninT in late October 1966,
to consider work space and access problems, Hoel-Steffen's project
mlnager wrote a letter-to the National Park Service touchingupon the
subject. This letter is dated October.10; 196Q47 and for the most part
is concernedwith delays and difficulties experienced by the appellant's
subcontradtor in obtaining' crews of qualified men to resume woirk on
the duct following the end of the July i-September 12 strike. A good
deal of*information about post-strike hiring difficulties is. given in
support of a request for a 30-day 'time extension bf the acceleration
supplement's completion date. As additional justification for that request the following statement is included in the letter::
I should also like to point out that at various times, when we have tried to
make arrangemaents to resume in the Arch Leg we have been informed by Mr.
Bob Beal of Planet Corporation that he was running tests on the passenger conveyance system to get all of the bugs out, and that the conductor bars would be
energized almost continuously. He also informed me there. would be no way of
knowing when, or how long, they'would be shut off. This has also hampered the
resumption of our work on this high pressure duct.

On October 11, 1966, the project manager sent a letter 4 8 that was
concerned in its entirety with the conflict between running the conveyance system and installing duct in the North Leg. The letter refers
to a discussion on October 11, between the project manager and the
Government's project supervisor 'in which the latter was informed of
the conflict, and advises:
* It was my opinion after the meeting we held with the Park Service on
October 7, 1966, that they would procure from MacDonald Construction Company
what days the train would be testing so we could work up our schedule for the
days we could work in the North Leg of the Arch. [The project supervisor] ad7

4B

Item No. 8, Appeal File.

Exhibit No. 12.
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vised me that we were to sit down with MacDonald Construction Company ourselves, and work out this schedule. I attempted to do so this afternoon; with Bill
Netzela of MacDonald and Bob Beal of Planet, and was advised by these people
,that it would be impossible to make up a schedule and that we would not be
able to resume work on the North Leg of the Arch for the rest of the week because
the conductor bars would be constantly energized.
We have been constantly badgering Sheeti Metal Local 36 in effoit to obtain
a sufficient number of men to resume the work on all phases of sheet metal work
on this project. We now have enough men to start on the High Pressure Duct
Work but are delayed due to another contractor occupying the area in which we
are to work..

It may be that work on the testing of the conveyance systenm had
progressed during the July, August and September strike period to the
point that coordination of the two types of work had become a considerably more difficult undertaking than it was earlier in te year. The
appeal record does not allow a definite conclusion on this point to be
reached. It does show unquestionably, however, that from mid-October
on, the degree of participation by Governneftt officials in achieving the
necessary. coordination.was increased greatly. Hoel-Steffen's project
manager referred t6 ensuing "daily" 49`eetings, and asserted that thed
project supervisor presided and gave "directives." 50 He estimated that
approximately 25 "called" meeetings had been held. He did not enter
any information about the meetings, in the appellant's daily log or
otherwise record what took place when they .were held.5 The meetings
."were called primarily to see who could get in and,:get the work done
in the north leg which was our primary interest."' . His position concerning the amount of time obtained for the: subcontractor's duct: work
was (Tr. 60):
I

think I made known the fact'that I was wanting to get my work done in there.

I don't think I physically protested or made a big issue of it with [the project

supervisor].

'He denied that the time available for Hoel-Steffen progress was
worked out with MacDonald.53 His idea of hormal coordination is that
it is "a case of give and take between the two contractors." 54
The Goverment's project supervisor testified.that, beginning on
October 24,.1966, fifteen to twenty meetings were held for the purpose
.of "adljusting use of the time on the Arch." He fonnd that quite a
problem existed:,
. * because each fellow was wanting to get in certain areas and everybody:
was in everybody's way. I noticed we were about an. hour in that meeting and it
" Tr. 27. He recalled that the. meetings started "at the end of October or the first part
-of November, and lasted on through into about January sometime, I think." .
50Tr. 2.
:Tr. 57-58.;
2
-.P Tr.55.
'sTr. 62.
G

Tr. 50.,
Tr. 329.
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seemed to resolve, itself, and the people themselves came to an agreement and
they went out and for a day or so things were not too bad. (Tr. 330: 2)

As we have indicated previously the project supervisor did not
"recall ever having instructed anybody there would be a preference." 56
As he remembered the meetings, the representatives of the prime contractors and subcontractors would discuss their' problems,. and disagreements were resolved as follows:
* f if it was at an impasse many times I would ask one or the other can
yougiye a little and will you allow the other people in. Many times I asked that
of [the::appellant's project manager] and many times he did it, but it is not
a direct [sic] to do it,: they had to do it. The last thing I tried to do at each
meeting was, so that I understood,, and everybody else would, we would say now
this is what we think should happen the next day or two, whatever it is. (Tr.
.
l
340-341)

At the fall meetings both contractors complained about denial of:
access or that they, were unable to perform their work. 57 The project
supervisor reiterated upon cross-examination that he hiad merely recited the agreements that the contractors had made "back to them," and
that they had resolved the disputes over access and work space themselves.58 Further questioning about his conversations with loeli

Steffen's projectmanager wentthis way:

Q. You would have turn to him and ask him, will you let them work?
A. Yes; 'and I would do the same thing to MacDonald.
Q. Could he have taken that to 'be an instruction from you that you are not
allowed in there?
A. No.

Q. Could he have taken that as a directive from you and say you aren't allowed
inthere any.morebecause theyhave tousefthattrain?
A. I-don't see how he could. (Tr. 370)

The South Leg Suspemnsion Order
Hoel-Steffen notified the Government by a letter dated December 15,
1966,59 that the. work covered by the acceleration supplement would
be completed on the following day. The Government' does not seem

to dispute that such work was completed at about that time, although
some work not included in the supplemnt was performed in the North
Leg-in January 1967. In the same month, sheet-metal work under the
Hoel-Steffen contract was' started in the South Leg of the Arch. That

work was not referred to in the acceleration supplement,'and was
covered only by the original contract.
' r. -332: When asked whether he 'had directed the appellant or: its subcontractors to
stay out of or 'away from the North Leg areas, he replied: "I did not; neither did I.do that
to MacDonald. I have noright'to-do it. '(Tr. 371)'
17 Tr 364.
Er. 366. The payrolls (Exhibit No. 13) are corroborative of this statement since they
show that full shift night work operations were terminated within two weeks" after the
meetings-started.
t9

Exhibit No. 10.
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Very shortly after work in the South Leg commenced, the contracting officer issued a "directive" requiring the appellant to program
work in a manner that would assure non-interference by the appellant's work with "progress of the MacDonald Construction Company,
or its subcontractors." 60 The appellant replied in writing to the "directive," 6' advising that it "has seriously affected the cost and completion schedule of our work, particularly in the South Leg of the Arch
where the majority of our work remains to be completed." The 'reply
requested that the Government give consideration to reimbursing
Hoel-Steffen for the hardships resulting from issuance of the "directive." In making this request as to the South Leg, the appellanit's presideit made specific reference to "Paragraph'36-Pirice Adjustment for
Suspension, Delays, or Interruptions of Wok for the Convenience of
the Government-U.S. Department of the Interior, Form 10-292"the -Suspension of Work clause. For more than nine months prior to
that request and a period of four and one-half months thereafter,
no request for a monetary adjustment, or mention in any way of the.
Suspension ofiWork clause, was made respecting th North.Leg-Work.
On January 20,1967, a Stop Order 62 was issued directing that work
in the South Leg be suspended for the convenience of the Government.
An Order to Resume Work was issued on June 13, 1967 63 In July1967,
Change Order No. 11 64 was agreed upon by the parties. It provided for
a time extension of 155 days and an increase inh contract amount of
$32,923.01, as adjustments required because of the January 20 Stop
Order.

DecisTon
For the entire period, prior to the fall of 1966 the appellant has
nothing to point to as notice of a claim made 'under the Suspension of
Work clause. There is little need, therefore, to discuss the portion of
the claim that is associated with work performed in the North Leg during that period. The part of the Suspension of Work clause providing
that a claim made thereunder shall not be allowed "for any costs incurred more than 20 days before the Contractor shall have notified the
Contracting Officer in writing of the act or failure to act involved"
(applicable to a constructive suspension) will be enforced by a contract
appeals board. 6 5 Its enforcement will not be precluded by the lack of
proof or absence of a. contention on the Government's part that it was
prejudiced by the appellant's failure to give an earlier notice.6 6
c Letter from the contracting officer to Hoel-Steffen, dated January 9, 1967, Appeal File,
Item 14.
'
61 Hoel-Steffen's reply letter is dated January 17, 196T, Appeal File, Item 16.
02 Item 17, Appeal File.
63 Item 20, Appeal File.'
'
66 Item 22, Appeal File.;
MStructural Restoration Company, A!SBCA Nos. 8747 and 8766 (July 16, 1965), 65-2
BCA par. 4975.
66Ibid.
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The delaying effect of the work by the Arch contractor and its transportationi system: subcontractor cannot, standing alone, provide the
basis for a claim made under Clause 36. It must be established that
there was a Government delay of 1oel-Steffen's performance in an unreasonable manner."' With these considerations in mind, plus the previously noted provision that eliminates costs incurred more than
twenty days prior to notification of the act or failure to act involved,
we will consider the claim as it relates to performance of the North Leg
duct work subsequent to September 23, 1966 (when therecord indicates
that Hoel-Steffen's subcontractor had remobilized its forces following
the long sumier strike).
The appellant's president and its project manager conceded freely
that no notice of claim (i) requesting additional compensation, or (ii)
referring to the Suspension of Work clause was given in the fall of
1966 or even during the 1966-6t winter. We must, therefore, look into
the question of whether other actions on their part should be deemed
to comply substantially with the notice requirement. Unlike the standard "Changes" clause, the Suspension of Work clause does not contain
specific authorization for a contracting officer (or a Board) to waive
a contractor's failure to provide timely notice of an allegedconstructive suspension. While the power to waive specific-notice is not entirely
lacking, it is extremely limited. FPR Circular Nb. 5,0 a provides an
explanation of the conditions that mustbe met:
[A price adjustment will be made where] Notice has been given by the contractor to the contracting officer, except where a suspension order was issued
of the acti or failure to act involved. No provision is contained in the: clause
whereby the contracting officer may waive a failure to' comply with this notice
requirement. However, this will not preclude -adjustment where a notice of delay
has been given by the contractor under another clause of the contract.

The October 10 and 11, 1966 letters from the appellant to the Govermuent inform the contracting officer ofI the hampering effect, of the
transportation subcontractor's activities. The only reference to action
by a Government representative is the, statement in the October 11,69
letter that the Government's project supervisor advised "that we were
to sit down with MacDonald Construction Company ourselves, and
Stork out this schedule." When that suggestion did not prove to be
" Arvid E. Benson, ASBCA No. 11116 (October 19, 1967), 67-2 BCA par. 6659. The
clause contains a reference' to suspension delay or interruption of work for an unreasonable
period of time, and a reference to the failure of the contracting offieer to act within a
reasonable time. In Fryd Construction Corp., ASBCA No. 11017 (April 29, 1966), 66-1
BCA par. 5553, payment under the clause was ordered for a two-day work stoppage period
that resulted because a contracting officer waited too long to check on the availability of
funds. Thus, the reasonableness of an act that caused a short delay can become more
important than its duration.
6i Issued by the General Services Administration on January 20, 1960, when use of
the Suspension of Work clauseon an optional basis was approved.
99 Exhibit No. 12.
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the answer, the access problem was considered at the 20 or 25 fall
meetings which have been described in this opinion. The information
in the letters about the delays caused by Planet Corporation's testing
work does not include a reference to any contract clause; however,.
almost certainly it was given in the expectation that the Government
would step into the dispute over access, so that it may be regarded as
having invoked-Clause SP-9, under which the "Government will decide any questions in dispute regarding performance of work, access:
to

* *

site, and priority between various contractors."* Change

Orders No. 6 and 7, which granted time extensions because of the necessity for Hoel-Steffen to coordinate its work "with that of another
prime contractor," and because the appellant's work had been "slowed
due to the: activity of another contractor," were issued under Clause
5. That clause, in Standard Form 23A (June 1964 edition), authorizes
time extensions for "unfores6eable causes beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of 'the Contractor, including but not' restriated to, acts of God, acts of the: public enemy, acts of the Government in either its sovereign or.coltractual capacity, acts of another
contractor in the performance : of a contract with the Governments
fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight em[and certain delays of subbargoes,'unusually severe weather * *
contractors or suppliers]."
If a contractor gives a notice to the contracting officer under a monetary claim provision of the contract, such as the Changes clause, the
Changed Conditions clause, or an Extra Work clause, and does .not
mention the Suspension of Work clause, the explanatory statement in
FPR Circular No. 5 should be called into play. In that situation, consideration of the claim on its merits under the Suspension of Work
clause should not be defeated by a technicality. However, hie we are
dealing with a different matter. Neither (i) a complaint about the
activities of another contractor which is not followed up by a timely
allegation that a Government representative has taken unreasonable
or unfair measures in attempting to resolve the problem, nor (ii) time
extension requests referring only to acts of another cotractor in the
performance of a Government contract, can be viewed as notice under
the Suspension of Work clause.
The requirement that a notice of claim-be reasonably explicit has
been invoked in the review of claims advanced under clauses other
than the Suspension of Work clause. 70 In additionit has been held
that the graiting of a time extension, and the resulting reduction in
the amount of liquidated damages recoverable under the contract, although it "may tend to raise some, question of Government-caused deNortheast Construction Company, ASBCA No.; 11049 (February 28, 1967), 67-1 BCA
(Changed Conditions clause) ; gherwin' Zlectric- Service, VACAB No. 563
(January 31, 1968), 68-1 BCA par. 6843 (Changes clause).
'e

par. 6195
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lay * * * is not tantamount to admitting liability for breach of
contract; there is no necessary connection.
There is no reason to
rule otherwise when a suspension of work claim is made, since the
Suspension of Work clause was developed in order to provide administrative relief:for nreasoiiable delay or hindrance by the Government, and in its absence the contractor's remedy-would be in court for
breach of contract.
.
We hold that the appellant can recover no costs incurred in performing duct work in the North Leg during the fall of 1966 or during
the 1966-67 winter, because the notice required bythe Suspension of
Work clause was not, given. Had the. contracting officer been advised
that Hoel-Steffen expected to file this claim for additional. costs,
which, runs about $25,000 per month for the period when work was
performed in the North.Leg, he and the project supervisorimiglht well
have arranged different work schedules for the contractors who were
sharing access. Itshould be recalled that the April i1966 letter from
Hoel-Steffen: (discussing the acceleration proposal). mentions its need
f or considerable overtime by all trades, and requests unhindered night
working time. 7 2 Performing most of the work at night, at a doubletimerate, seemingly would have been better than placing the principal
reliance on day shift work, as the appellant's subcontractor did .7 It
should be noted that the appellant, in making its claim, asserts that
two-thirds of the labor costs for the duct work are chargeable to tile
Groverment, due to problems resulting from. trying to work in the
North Leg during the day in competition with Workers employed by
the transportation subcontractor.
There is room for serious concern as to whether the-appellant's subcontractor in fact accelerated the work in accordance with the requirements of the supplement. As we have stated, there is alinost no substantiation for the appellant's claim in so far as it is made for April,
fMaty
fand June 1966; moreover, when the strike commenced on July 1,
1966, the subcontractor had only 15 days remaining of the work period
established in the supplement. The subcontractor's gross corrected payrolls for the work in question accomplished during the first half of
1966 (through the period ending on July 6), total less. than $30,000.
The corresponding payrolls reported between: September 21, 1966
and January 18, 1967 (when the duct work was ccompleted), total
more than $135,000. The appellant contends that it was interfered with
71Robert EB.Lee and Company, Inc. and Crosland-Roof Construction Company v. United
States, 164 Ct. Cl. 365 (Tanuary 24,1964).
:
;
72Exhibit No. 7. The duct subcontractor's general foreman wanted the period available for his work to be from 12 o'clock on each day, rather than beginning at 1 p.m. with
a break between the end of the day shift and the beginning of the night shift..73 His: payrolls (Exhibit No. 13) show this to be the case; in- addition, they show that
his forces worked full shifts on 26 nights, (most of them in October and early November),
17 Saturdays and, two Sundays:' The rest of the overtime worked consisted, of shorter
periods (usually 2,'A' hours) added to the regular day shifts of the sheet metal workers,
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and delayed, and that MacDonald's priority was absolute and continuous, from mid-April 1966, to mid-January 1967 (excepting the
21/2 -month summer strike). The Saturday and full night shift work
performed in the fall was greatly in excess of that in the April 15-July
1 period. That work should have resulted in the best duct work progress, since the coordination problem during the overtime periods was
minimal. The payrolls would indicate that most of the duct work
that was to be accelerated under the terms of the supplement had not
been installed when the strike halted the job on July 1, when 76/91st
of the period designated in acceleration supplement had expired. It
appears that the contracting officer was exceedingly generous in the
time extensions that he granted, and in not insisting upon adherence
to the schedule in the supplement.
A comparison of the costs incurred in the installation of duct in the
North Leg with costs for the same workin the South Leg, proposed
by Hoel-Steffen as the method of calculating damages in this appeal,
is seriously deficient for that purpose. We reach this conclusion because (i) the management of the North Leg job was not the same as
that of the South Leg job (ii) the North Leg job was affected by two
lengthy strikes and one short strike 4 (iii) installing the duct in the
North Leg, an undertaking of a type that had not been performed
before, -would have resulted in the acquisition of "know-how" that
would be a material factor in speeding up the later South Leg work
(iv) the South Leg work proceeded under conditions of non-interference by MacDonald's subcontractors, following the issuance of a
stop order under which the Hoel-Steffen work was held in abeyance
while the South Leg transportation system was completed. HoelSteffen, after executing the acceleration supplement, had no reason to
anticipate working in the North Leg as the only contractor. In fact,
the appellant's project manager acknowledged that he expected to
coordinate the appellant's work with that of MacDonald. All in all,
we view the requested comparison as one involving "apples and
oranges," rather than one which is ideal, as the appellant suggests.
The appellant did not record day-to-day observations about the
alleged wasted or hampered activities of its workmen Considering
this, and the inexplicably lopsided scheduling of overtime and assignment of sheet metal workers by the appellant's subcontractor, we concude that a reasonably complete account of what took place when the
North Leg duct was installed is lacking. The Notice provision was
incorporated in the Suspension of Work clause in order to provide the
opportunity for an accurate determination of whether workmen were
delayed or halted in their assignments, specifically when this happened
4 The extreme disruption during periods following the strikes, the loss of personnel due
to the strikes and other hindrances arising therefrom are described In letters from the
appellant and its subcontractor, to be found in the appeal file. The first labor dispute was
ended by a court order which required the workers to return to the job. Tr. 144.
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and the extent to which it was not possible to assign them to other work
on the project. Generalizations about unreasonable "directions" by a
Government representative, denial of access, and interruptions are
easy to make, but are of little assistance when this type of claim is
reviewed. During the performance of the work in question the appellant and its subcontractor did not act as if they were being unfairly
penalized, or that the Government was demanding performance other
than that required by the acceleration supplement. We find no basis
for allowing this: claim.
Concluison
The appeal is denied.
DEAN F. RATZMAN, Chairman.

I CONCUR:
WILLIAM

F. McGRAw, Member.
MALVIN
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Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals
An applicant for a grazing license or permit who, after proper notification,
falls to protest or appeal a decision of a district manager within the period
prescribed in the decision is barred thereafter from challenging the matters
adjudicated in such decision, and an appeal to a hearing examiner from a
district manager's partial rejection of an application for grazing privileges
is properly dismissed where the appeal is, in fact, an appeal frbm an earlier
adjudication which is no longer subject to appeal.

Grazing Permits. and Licenses: Adjudication-Grazing Permits and
Licenses: Appeals.
The applicability of regulation 43 OFR 4115.2-1 (e) (13) (i) precluding the
right of a licensee or other user of the range to demand a radjudioation of
grazing privileges after they have been held for a period of three years is
not limited to situations where an adjudication of the unit has been made
as set out in 43 CER 4110.0-5(r), but is also applidable where adjudications
of licenses in the unit. have been made over a long period of time on the basis
of information available land not challenged by other licensees.

Grazing: Permits and Licenses: Adjudication-Grazing -Permits and
Licenses: Appeals
Although other licensees mlay have lost their right to have their or anyone
else's license readjudicated, the Bureau of Land Management retains discretionary authority 'to make adjustments in a license at anytime when necessary to comply with the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts, and the
Bureau properly exercises that authority to cut licenses in a unit iby 50 percent where such a reduction has been ordered by the Department for all
users in the unit and only some of the users have suffered the reduction.
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APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LA1qD MANAGEMENT

Malvin Pedroli and: Garteiz and Son have appealed to the Secretary
of the Interior from a decision dated June 27, 1967, of the Chief,
Branch of Lanl Appeals, Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau
of Land Manageelent, which affirmed a decision of a hearing examiner
remanding the case to the district mahagr for ai- ajudication of their
base property qulalifications and the recomputation -of the percentage
Of a .redluction to be iimposed on each licensee of a grazing unit in order
to rechthe 'grazing cap acit of the Federal range..
The proceedings arose from an appeal by Robert Hay from a decision of the district manager rejectingin part his application for grazing privileges for the 1966 grazing season.:
::Hay, Pedroli, Garteiz, and one other licensee, or their predecessors,
have each for many years been licensed to graze in a common, allotment
in: what is now known as the Winnemucca Administrative Unit of
Nevada Grazing District No. 2. The unit is within: the primary limits
of a grant to a railroad of every odd-numbered section of public land.
The railroad or its tralsferees apparently having retained ownership
of the granted lands, the public lands in the area were the even-inmbered sections, so that the land ownership pattern constituted a "checkerboard." Since the grazing on which the qualifications of the base
properties depend was over both the railroad and the public land, the
Department, in an' earlier: proceeding involving the same unit, J. W.
Soleq%,'I.G.D 350 (1943), held that dependency by use of the base
properties could only be50'-percent (the etentof thelpublic land in
the grazing area) of te livestock grazed on the range in the priority
years.1 The case also held that prior to imposing.'a horizontal eduetion in all licenses to meet the carrying capacity of the range the licenses
should first be reduced by one-half to take into account the fact that
during. the priority period the base properties were used in connection
with land at least 50 percent in private ownership, or, in other words,
that the base properties were dependent by use only to the extenit of 50
percent of the livestock grazed on the range during the priority period.
There, does not appear to have been any imiediate response 'by the
district office to the Department's instructions. It 'wa's'not until 1958
that the 'district office imposed the' 50 percent land pattern reduction on
Hay, who had purchased t Robinson ranch in 1953, and reduced the
Class 1 priority from 700 to 350. AUM's. At the 'same time- a similar
reduction was imposed on what was then the Hay. ranch and is':now
owned by, Joln and:Julia Atkins. (Tr. 33)2 There is' nothing in the
I Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. 315 et seq (1964) 43 CFR 4110.0-5(k).
2 This and similar references are to' the pages of the transcript of the proceedings ,before
the hearing examiner held on November 381966.
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records to inldicate thlat a'comparable reduction was applied to the'
Pedroli'or Garteiz operatiolns.
Hay neither protested nor filed an appeal froi the district oice
action in 19i8 (Tr. 61) and he was thereafter licensed oil the asis of
the qualiffoations thei establihed.
In 1963 the district office made a unit-wide adjudicationtof the Win:eieucca uit. In a notice avnd dec'isioii of the district manageinent sent
to all icensees Iunder date of March 29, 1963, qualifications for Federal
.range use in the unit of each licensee were set out. Hay, who received
his notice ol April, 5, 1963, was informed that his was 350 AUM's.
The decision alsoprovidedfortheimposition ofat48.7percent reductipn in privileges in order to reacl the grazing capacity of the range,
with the reduction being scheduled in steps overa 'three-y6ar period.
A paragraph in'the notice stated that an appeal could be taken from the
decision within 30" days. ay did not appeal nor did' any of the, otler
licensees, all of whom suffered a similar reduction.
In 1964 and 1965 Hay was licensed'in accordance with the conditions
of the Murch 29, 1963, notice, although he received some additional
temporary'. use in 1964. In 1965 he 'alpplied for 00 AUM's for 1966,
saying in his application that his Class 1 qualifications had been incorrectly determined at 350 AUM's for adjudication purposes. -From a
decision dated February 4, 1966, of the district manager, Hay iappealedtothehearingex'aminer.

The hearing examiner held, first, that the base0 propertyqualifications of Pedroli and Garteiz had nOt been established 'in accordance
with the grazing regulations or the decision of. the Department in
. Solen, supra. He next held that, before the 48.7 percent reduction
J
could be imposed on Hay, the Pedroli and Garteiz licenses' would have
to be adjusted and then the reductio napplied in ight of the new total
qualified de and. He also concluded that Hay had not lost his 'right
to challenge the base property qualifications of the other licensees by
failing to apeal or protest at an earlier stage of the proceedings.
Onj appeal the Office of Appeals and Hearings affimed, holding
that the Garteiz and Pedroli base property qualifications had not been
properly determined on the basis of the number of livestock used during the priority period, as .required by the applicable provisions of
the Federal Range Code, or reduced by 50 percent, as directed by the
iDepartment in the Solen case'( supra), to reflect 'the checkerboard nature of the land pattern. It also held that, while Hay had made a
timely objeetion to the 1963 adjudication of the range, it was not significant whether he had or not because there had not been a proper
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adjudication of the range in question and the Department is not estopped from correcting improper use of the range merely because an
error has been made in the past.,
On appeal to the. Secretary, Garteiz and Pedroli assert that it was
error to permit Hay to object to their qualifications, as recognized by
the Bureau, and to find that their base property qualifications had not
been properly determined in accordance with the Federal Range Code
or reduced by 50 percent to reflect the checkerboard nature of the land
pattern.
Hay,, in. reply, says that the district manager is required to comply
with the Solen decision, that regulation 43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (13) (ii)
authorizes the Bureau to make adjustments in licenses and permits at
any time when necessary to bring them into compliance with the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts, and that he objected to the
qualifications of the appellants within the three years allowed by 43
CFR4115.2-1(e) (13) (i).
The hearing examiner rejected both of the reasons urged. by the
district manager and the appellants in support of their contentioh that
Hay's attempt to have the base qualifications of Garteiz and Pedroli
recomputed came too late. The first provision they relied upon

provides:
(a) Any applicantf whose interest is adversely affected by a final decision of
the district manager may appeal to an examiner by filing his appeal in the office
of the. district manager within 30 days after receipt of the decision. The appeal
shall state the reasons, clearly and concisely, why the appellant thinks the decisfon of~the district manager is in error. All: grounds' of error hot stated will be
considered. as waived, and no such waived ground of error:2may be presented
at the. hearing unless ordered or permitted by the examiner.
(b), Any applicant for a grazing license or permit orb any other person who,
after proper notification, fails to protest or appeal a decision of the district
manager within the period prescribed in the decision, shall be barred thereafter
from-challenging the matters adjudicated'ii such final decision.'43 CFR 1853.1.

The appellants pointed ot that in the district manager's decision of
March 29, 1963, Hay was notified that he was qualified for 350 AIM"s
and that he would be allowed active use of ohly 180 AtM's with the
reduction of the remaining 170 AUM's being carried out over three
years. Hay did not appeal from this decision, or from his licenses of
the next two years, 1964 and 1965, which carried out the first two steps
of the 48.7 percent reduction. In 1965 he applied for 700 AUM's. When
he Was allowed 179 AUM's, the amount of the final step in the 3-year
reduction, he filed a timely appeal.
The hearing examiner concluded that since Hay had received all
the grazing privileges he had requested in 1963, 1964, and 1965, an
appeal in those years could have been dismissed on the ground that
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he was not adversely affected. Since only the 1966.decision adversely
affected Hay, by refusing him some of the privileges he had applied
for, the hearing examiner found that Hay was required to appeal from;
it and he having done so within the time allowed, his appeal wa s
timely.
Wve camnot agree that the 1966 decision was the first one adverse to
Hay. The March 29, 1963, decision imposed a drastic reduction on his
grazing privileges and set out a schedule for placing the reduction in
effect. That the reduction was not to begin to impinge on Hay's operations for another year did not make the decision any less adverse. If
he wished to avoid being bound by its terms, he was obligated to take
an appeal and prove its conclusions improper. Having failed to do so,
Xhecanot appeal in a later year from an allowance of privileges made
in, accordance with that decision unless he can demonstrate that range
conditions have changed or that the terms of the decision are not-being
followed. LevelZNead, A-30529 (May 2, 1966) ; cf. Archie L. Carberry,
A-30704 (Qctober 23, 19,7-).
The appellants had also contended that Hlay is barred from questioning the base qualifications of Garteiz and Pedroli because their
qualifications had been recognized for more than 3 years. They rely
upon 4-3 CFIR 4115.2-1(e) (13), which provides:
(i) No readjudication of any license or permit, including free use licensej, will'
be made on the claim of any Spplicant or-intervener with respect to the qualifications of the base property, or. as to the livestock numbers or seasons of use
of the. Federal:range allotment where such qualifications or such allotment has
been recognized and license or permit has issued for' a period of three consecutiveyears or moreimmediatelyprecedingsuch;laim.

(ii). The Bureau of Land Management may make adjustments in licenses 'and.
permits at any time when necessary to comply withthe Federal Range Code
for Grazing Districts.

The, hearing examiner and the Bureau hd that Hay's appeal on
March 9, 1966, was within the 3-year period following the;adjudication of grazing privileges made by the notice of March 29, 1963. While
the Bureau decision did not elaborate the reasons for its conclusion,
the hearing examiner held that the qualifications of Garteiz and Pe-.
droli had not been established on the basis of use during the priority
years and that they: had, not been reduced by 50 percent to r6fedt the

checkerboard pattern of the range and then concluded that there had
not been a proper adjudication of the range Ais contemplated by the
regulations and that, in the absence of such an adjudication, section 43
CFR 41 15.2-1 (e) (13) (i) did not apply.
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As the hearing examiner recognized, the Pedroli and Garteiz qualifications have been recognized foimore than three years. Pedroli has
beoin licensed in the unit on'the basis of property he or a Predecessor
o ned in the priority period since 1938. His lins from 1958 are
based on Class I qualificatioiis of 386 AUM'sin the Winneinucca Unit
(Tr. 31, 43, Exhibit 5). Garteiz' licenses go back to 1936 and since 1948
have been bid on a Classy1 qulification of not less than 690 AUM's.
This is also the amoint which was recogiiized as the base property
qualification in a ecisioii dated Decemi er 23, 1958, of the district
manager.;3;

''?':d
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The licenlses issued after therange had been surveyed in' 1962 did
not change the Cglass 1 qualificatidus Of 4the appellants bLt only applied
to them the: same horizontal reductions that were applied to Hay.

In a recent' decision, Westerh States Cattls Company Inc. et al.,
A-30.72 (October 10, 1966), the Dpartment considered the nature of
an "adjudication" required to- have 1been' made before the limitation
imposed on "readjudication" by reglation 43 CFT 4115.2-1(e) (13)
(i) comes into play. There the licensees had been granted grazing
privileges at least sihce1:940, the unit was divided into a common allotment and a separate allotment, a range survey had been coi-iducted in
1962, and a decision issued"in 163 imposed a 54.8 percent reduction of
grazing privileges i the comnio allotment for a 3-year period beginning in 1964. The decision held that the term 4"readjudication" is
not to be equated with the term; "adjudication" as defined in 43 CFR
4110.0-5(r) ,3 that aregulationlh'liniting "teadjudication"lad been in
the Federal Range Code, for 11 years in one form and 4 years in its
present form prior to the adoption of the definition of "adjudication,"
that "readjudication" was to be defined on its own, without reference
to a definition of "adjudication," that the word "adjudication"llad'
long had a general meaning of "processing within the Department of
applications, entries, claimsi etc. to assure that there has been full
compliance with the public land laws and regulations."
it then concluded
* * In this sense the licenses of all the range users of the unit had been
"adjudicated" for many years prior to 1963, so far as it was possible to do so.
The records of the users of this unit show that determinations have been made as
a" 'Adjudication of grazing privileges' is the determination of the qualifications for grazing privileges of the base properties, land § 4110.0-5:(k) (1)) or water ( 4110.0-5 (p) (1))
offered in support of applications for grazing licenses or permits in a range unit or area,
and the subsequent equitable apportionment among the applicants of the forage production
within the, proper grazing season and capacity of the particular unit or area of Federal
range, and acceptance by the applicants of the grazing privileges based upon the apportionment or its substantiation in a decision by an examiner, the Director, or the Secretary upon
appeal (Applicable provisions are Subpart 4111 and §dill.2-8) ."
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.to base property qualifications and as to the carrying capacity of the range as

:long ago as 1940 on the bsis of what information was available at that time and
that grazing privieges hare beengranted as a resnit of buch determinations.
It then affirmed the decisions of the district. manager andthe Bureau
holdinii that the appellants, were precluded from challenging the
licenses of some intervenors and from having a change made in the:
allotment boundaries.
The same considerations are controlling here. The grazing privileges
* have been granted for almost 30 years on essentially the same qualifibations of base property and for many years for the same numbers: of
livestock. The appellants' licenses.have been "adjudicated" for many,
* years within the meaning of the regulation, 43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (13)
. (i). and are protected from attack by Hay. We need not, dbternine
exactly when the 3-year period ran against Hay or his predecessors.
Even if it were to be measured only against'Hay's ownttenure, the
period would long since have elapsed.
-When Hay acquired- his base property in 1953, the' base property:
qualifications of the appellants had been recognized for many, years.
:While perhaps he had no particular reason to complain then because
no change was made ini the existing relationships, he also 'remained
silent in 1958 when his qualifications were' reducdbv 50 percent. Even
assuming that Hay had a right to attack such'long established qualifications, though there isnd provision in' the regulation for giiaga
newcomer &n opportuniity to seek a readjudication of another's li7ense
:when his predecessor was not eligible to do so, thi very latest tie for
111fhim
Would have been in 1958 in reesponse tdo so seriouis a cu ithe scope
of his operations. At least at that tine he could have aske4+h
appellants' privileges were lOt cUt 50 percent iii accordance witlithe Solen
decision. He, however, raiseCL no objection to the appellants t'lic'enses
* until 1965, long after a 3-year period begiming in 1958 would hkave
ended.
Sr these reasons, then, it is concluded that a had no 'rig'to 0
challenge the bte property qjalifications of the a'ppellanits in i9.''
To hold'so, however, does not end the matter The same reulaion,'
as we' hae seen, which limits Hay, atthorizes the Bureau of Land
~anagenient to make; adjustments in licenses and petmits at any time
when necessar-y to coniply with the Federal Range C'ode, even thdiig
no one else can complain of the exisfing' dispbsition'
Thei question
W. IDaZton LaRue, Sr., and Juanita S. LaRue, A-30391 (March: 16, 1966); Fred B.
B uckingham et al., 72 ID. 274 (1966) Kermit Purceel, A-29661 (November 15, 1963)
Foster L. _Mils, A-29330 (J 'uary 14, 1963). ' '
0
W. Dalton LaRue Sr. et al., supra; Kermnt Purcell, supra.

:
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then is whether the discretionary authority should be exercised.
, _As we reaid the record,, i seems that the Class 1 qualifications' of all
the licensees in the unit have been establi~hed andaccepted for many
years There is nothing-to warrant a reexamination of the base property
qualificaions of the licensees. The qualifications have been a matter of
record. 'available to all and 'remained unchallenged for a long peIriod
of time. Whatever defects there may be were discoverable from the
records and in the absence of any attempt to use them sooner to demonstrate error in a licensees qualifications, the Department is not now disposed to upset relatiohships of such long standing. See W. Dalton
LaRue,'Sr. et al. supra;FosterL. His et al., supra.
.,2There remains the issue of whether the 50 percent'reduction was or
'" shoulld
be imposed upon the Garteiz and Pedroli qualifications. As we
have seen, although the Department directed in 1943'that all qualifications be adjusted to take into accouint thie checkerboard nature of the
land pattern, it was only i 1958 that te 50 percent reduction was
applied to licenses in the unit, and then only to Hay
l
and oie other
licensee, the Ait ens. If the reduction was not made.unif6rmly,. as it
should have been, the results are so inequitable that they should not be
permitted to stand uncorrected unless there are extremely persuasive
reasons for allowing the error to persist. Since Hay was objecting to
the uneven application of the. ut by 1965, there was no great lapse of
time to add a gloss of acceptability to a patently unfair situation.
The only reason offered by the appellants in opposition to reexanmining the imposition of the cut is that to do so might affect the stability
of grazing operations. They, however, offered no evidence that it would
have such consequences. Furthermore; the unsettling effect of the double
reduction of Hay's privileges on his operations must also be: considered
in, evaluating the overall effect of not disturbing the status quo on
the stability of grazing operations in the unit.
As both the hearing examiner and Bureau found there does not
seem.to be any question. but that the Pedroli operations were never
reduced by .50 percent. to fallow for the checkerboard land' pattern.
Garteiz asserts that while the 50 percent land pattern cut may not
have been applied to its operationls in the same form as it was to other
licensees, it did take a substantial cut in 1944 because of its loss at that
time of a lease of railroad land in the area, which was in effect the
equivalent of the 50 percent land pattern reduction. The record does
not support the contention.' The hearifig examiner reviewed in detail
the histdry of the Garteiz operation andjfound as did the Bureau, that
the 50 percent reduction had not been applied to Garteiz' base quali-
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fications.t After a careful review of the record We too have come to the
same conclusion.
In summary then it is determined that the Pedroli and Garteiz base
'property qualifications have not been subject to tie 50 percent reduction
required by the Sooen decisiofi which was imposed on the Hay and
Aitkens base pioperties, that thi6 base property qualifications of the;
'Pedroli and Garteizn operatins are not to be readjdicated, bit are to
be actepted as they are now recognized, subject to the 50 perceit land
pattern reduction. When this has been doie, the percentage of the
reduction necessary to bring the grazing privileges in line with the
The hearing examiner's decision reads as follows:,
"In regard to the Gartdiz' operation Mr. Morck testified that there was a land pattern
cut in 1944 'when the operation was reduced to 138 head of cattle for 690 AU.Ks' (Tr. 39).
The Bureau file ioes not support this testimony. In 1944 the Bureau suspended the Garteiz
license ubtiluse during the priority period was established. On the copy of the letter dated
January , 1944, in the file announcing the suspension there is a penciled note that Garteiz
ran 'cattle in area in question from ranch from 1928 to about 1932 or 1933 and had 145
cattle.' He was then licensed for 150 cattle over a month period for 750 AUMs during the
1944 grazing season.
.
In 1948 Gartelz applied for 150 cattle over a five month period. This application is
followed by a penciled note which states that there are '1880 animal unit months, in Thomas
Canyon area-940 AUMs on RRland leaving 946 for Garteiz and Kershen-itershen gets 250
AUMs, Garteiz gets 690 AUMs-138 cattle for 5 in.' The note is signed with the initials
'D:S.F.'' Darrel S. Fulwider was the district manager at the time.
.
Later an. adjudication report dated February 15, 1952, summarizes the Garteiz operation
as follows:
'#2-Gartelz Ranch
'From the D.P.S. by Roy Persson states priority use as 1931-1934 for 130 Cattle and
10 Horses for 4 months.
'A note on the Advisory Board notice of January 8, 1944 states that he had run cattle in
the,area around the ranch from 1928-1932 or 1933 and had 45 cattle.
*:'Anote in the file states the use of 138 cattle on the Federal Range for a five-month
period.
, ;:
. .
'From these sources of information It is shown that the priority operation is approximately as follows.
'145 Cattle X 5 months = 725 AUM's on F. R. and private land. However these Cattle were
run on a Railroad land Area therefore the priority' will be figured as
752 AUM's @ 50% =873 AUINls on the F. R.'
(This should be 725 AUMs at 50%=S63 AUMs on the F.R.)
(This report was followed by a 'Dependent Property and Adjudication Summary' dated
March 12S 1959, in which Gartelz Class qualifications were recognized for 18 AUMs for 5
-months for a total of 690 AUMs. Garteiz has been recognized and licensed for 690 ALDs
from 1948 to the present time. The 1962 report reducing, the Gartelz qualifications to 376
AUMS was never used,
The Bureau file established that the Garteiz qualifications were not based on use of the
Federal range during the priority period. They. were based on the district manager's determination in '1948 that there were 940 AUMs of Federal range available of which. 690 AUMs
were allotted to Garteiz. At the time this determination was made there was information in
the file that Gartelz claimed 145 cattle during the priority years. If the use of the checkerboard range was for a period 'of 5 months as suggested by the adjudication report of
February 14, 1952, the Garteiz operation can qualify for not more than 145 AsX5
months X50% =363 AMs. If the use was for a period of 8 months the, qualifications would
be not miore than 145 AUsX 8 X 50% =530 AUMs. In either event the appellant has shown
that the base property qualifications were not established in conformity with the grazing
regulations or the decision of the Department in J. IV. Solen appeal of 1943."
7 I-I
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grazing capacity of the Federal range shall be recomputed and applied
to all the licenses in the unit.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
theSecretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348.),.the
decision of the Bureau of Land Management is affirmed insofar as it
directed the recomputation of the percentage of reduction necessary' to
reach the grazing capacity of the range and insofar as it held that the
5QX0percent land pattern reduction. is to imposed on the Pedroli and
Garteiz base property qualifications, reversed insofar as it held that
the base property qualifications of Garteiz and Pedroli are to be determined on the basis of actual use during the priority years, and
remanded for further proceedings consistent herewith.
ERNEST F. HOM,1-:

Assistatnt Solicitor.
APPEAL OF GALLAND-HENNING MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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IBCA-534-12-65

Contracts: Construction and ;Operation: Subcontractors and SuppliersContracts: Performance or Default:' Excusable Delays-Contracts:
Disputes and Remedies: Damages: Liquidated Damages
Under a contract for supplying four gate hoists for a dam,, and providing
as to each hoist for assessment, of liquidated damages for each day of delay,
where the contractor and its first-tier ubcontractor were tardy 'in ordering
st'eel from
second-tier supplier,
sa
'uch delays in purdhasing vill be taken
into acount and deducted from extensions of time for performance that are.
otherwise allowable because of delays in delivery of steel due to the -fault
of the second-tier supplier* (pursuant to the decision in Schweigert, Inc. V.
United States, Ct. a1. No. 26-6, December15;1967).
:BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

On December 2, 1963, the Bureau of Reclamation awarded a contract
in the amount of $168,8
tlo he above-iamied appellant, for the manufaeture and delivery of£ four gate hoists and accessories, to be used
in tie penstock intakes of the Yli6wtail Dam. T .omIipleted
o
hoists
wereito be delivered in accordance with the schedule set forth below,
but were actually delivered late on tle dates indicated:
Contract shipping date
Actual shipping date_
Days of delay-

Hoist No. I

_

-

I---------159_

11/28/64

5/6/65

Hoist No.

12/28/64
6/10/65
164

Hoist No.

1/27/65
,618/65
142

Hoist No. 4

2/26/65
7/28/65
.147
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The total'of 612 days of delay resulted in an assessment of liqiuidated
damages of $30,600 at the rate of $0 per-day, as-provided by the contract in Paragraph B-S of tl ivitation. for bids, amending paragraph 11 ( f) of (Clause 011, lDefallt,; of Stan'dard Form 32.
clause 11, Default, of Staitdard: Form 32 (September 1961 edition),
a General Provision of the cbntract, describes in p'aragTaph (c tereof
the circumstances in, which the contractor may be excused for failure
to perform thelcontraet in' accordance withits terms: i
(c) Except with respect to defaults of subcontractors, the Contractor shall
not be liable for any excess costs if the failure to perform the contract arises out
of causes beyond the dontrol and without-the fault or negligence of the Contrac-

tor. Such causes may: inclndO; but are not restricted to, acts of God or of the
public enemy, acts of, the, Government in either its sovereignocttatual
capacity fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight dibargoes, and unusually severe weather; but in every case the failure to perform
must be beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor
If the failure to perform is caused by the default of a subcontractor, and if such
default arises out of causes beyond the control of both the Contractori and subcontractor, and without the fault or negligence of either of them, the Contractor
shall not be liable for any excess, costs for failure to perform, unless the supplies
or services to be. furnished by the. subcontractor were obtainable from other
sources in sufficient time to permit the Contractor to meet the required delivery
schedule. (Italics added.)i

The contractor requested extensions of time on several occasions
:duri performance, pleading difficulties in manufacture of the hoists
in accordance with; specifications, and the failure of the U.S. Steel
Company to deliver steel to Milwanlkee Boiler, Manufacturing Company (the first-tier subcontractor) as promised. The contracting oficer, in his letter decision of November 15, 1965, found that the delays
were not excusable,,and denied the appellant's requests for extensions
of tinie and for return of the liquidated damages. A timely appeal was
filed on December 13, 1965.

The Board helda 'conference on the appeal at Denver on August 22,
1966, and thereafter the parties filed additional briefs in support
of their respective positions, subiitting the appeal for decision without a formal hearing. A transcript was made of the discussions had at
the conference, and there appears to be no substantial dispute concern-;
ing the facts. As a result of the conference, the contracting officer
issued Fihdings of Fact dated November 2, 1966, extending the total
time for shipment of each of the four hoists by 14 calendar days, because of mistakes and omissions in the drawings that accompanied the
invitation to bid. All other claims for extension of time were denied.
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The position taken by the Government is that under paragraph (c)
of Clause 11, the prime contractor may not be excused for the default
asubcontractor of whatever tier, unless the failure to perform. is
due to causes beyond the control of and without the faul;t or negligence
of the prime contractor and of al of the subcontractors (including
those in second and lower tiers) involved in the delay.
Appellant argues, inter ala, that the Government sustained no
actual damages; that it is not liable for the delays of its subcontractor,
Milwaukee Boiler Manufacturing Company; and that in any event
it should not be charged with'the delays of the second-tier supplier,
U.S. Steel Company, and of another' subcontractor, Acipco Steel
Products. Furthermore, appellant alleges that it (and its first-tier subcontractor) were without any power to protect themselves against the
delays of a large subcontractor or supplier; that such large concerns
will not accept orders providing for payment of liquidated damages
in the event of delays.
The construction placed upon paragraph (c) by the Government is
the same interpretation uniformly adopted by the Board with respect
to that provision, on several prior occasions 1 involving construction
contracts (Standard Form 23-A), as well as supply contracts; Except
for the requirement in Clause, 5 (d) of Form 23-A' that the delay be
"Lnforeseeable" in addition to the conditions imposed by Form 32, the
two clauses are virtual alike.
In December 1967, the United States 'Cou r 6f Claims decided the
case of Schweigert, Inc. V. United Stdtes (Ct.. Cl. No. 26-66,
Decehibei 1_6 196). 'That litigation involved construction contract
for the furnishing and installation of air compressors fr the Navy,
and performance was delayed by reason of a' corresponding delay on
the part of' d second-tier subcontractor The delay
Ias'due
of the latter
to ac'atse' that was not unfreseeable and withouttits fault ornei
gence as required by Clause 5 (d) of Standard Form 23-A (April 1961
edition)

2

i

'See, e.g., Layne and Bowler lxhport Corp., IBCA-245 (January 18, 1961.), 68 I.D. 33,
61-1 BA par. 2921 (supply contract), cited in Btlin Peterson Construction Company,
IBCA-532-12-65 (October 20, 1966), 66-2 ECA.par. .96c6(construct!oincontract).
" (d) The Contractor's right to proceed shall not be; so terminated nor the Contractor
charged with resulting damage if:
"(1) The delay in the completion of the work arises from unforeseeable auses beyond
the. control and. without the fault or negligence of the Contractor, including but not
restricted to, acts of Cod, acts of the public enemy, acts of the Government in either its
sovereign or contractual capacity, acts of 'another contractor in the performance of a
contract with the Government, fires, floodsj epidemiqs, quarantine restrictions, strikes,
freight embargoes, unusually severe weather, or delays of subcontractors.orsuppliers arising
from unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault o negligence of both
the Contractor and such subcontractors or suppliers." (Italics provided by the
Court in Schieeigert.)
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The Board issued an order on December 22, 967, citing the Schweigert decision and allowing the submission of supplemental briefs by
both parties, touching upon the applicability of that decision to the
facts of this appeal. Both parties submitted such briefs, the last supplemental brief having been received by the Board on February 1,
1968.
The issue presented i Schweigert, as stated succinctly by the Court,
was "* * * whether plaintiff should be excused for a delay which was
solely the fault of a second-tier subcontractor." In brief, the Court
held that the prime contractor should be excused for the delay of the
second-tier subcontractor for the following reasons:
1. There was no privity of contract between the prime contractor
and the second-tier subcontractor
2. The word "subcontractors" as used in the clause "* * * means
those whom the principal contractor could control, or for whom it
was contractually responsible, and not those concerning whose conduct
and reliability a contractor could only hopefully and helplessly

speculate.

*

* *"

3. The Government, as the author of the contract, said the Court,
"* * * must shoulder the burden of seeing that the words employed
communicate the proper notion, and if it was the Government's intention that the clause was to include those not in privity of contract with
plaintiff, it should have specifically said so in the contract.* *
The Board is constrained to follow the holding. in Sckwe igert concerning. subcontractors of the second and lower tiers. However,we
admit to sorne difficulty in followvingthe line of reasoning t
postulates the necessity for privity of contract, and also limits all, control
or, responsibility to the prime conlractor vis-a-vis the- firsttier subcontractor. The, final: phrase of tle clause, italici7ed as quoted in
the decision .(note 2, sup a), as the Board has previously interpreted
it, does not excuse a delay within the control of the first-tier subclonitractor, and the. latter has contr laidlrespoisibility (and privity of
contract), respecting its purchases from its imniediate lower-tier subcontractor. Hence, the Board has previously considered that the need
for privity of contract does not exist, as between the prime contractor
and the second-tier subcontractor. For if the clause in the prime contract had expressly provided for its applicability to the delays- of
second-tier subcontractors, that express provision would not of itself
have. created aprivity of contract betwen the prime contractor and the
second-tier subcontractor.
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It must be conceded, however, that some standard forms of Governient procurement contract clauses have been amended in order to
make it more clear how far an obligation is p assed down trogh more
than one tier of subcontractors. For exafple, the contractor is required
to ,inclu de the applicable Sprovisions of Clause 18, Nondiscriminiatiol
In Employ'ment, of the inistanlt contract (S. F. 32, September 1961. edition) in every subcontract or purchase order (if not exempt). No mention is made of any tiers.
In the June 1964 edition of STANDARD FoRM 32 the sale laniuage
is used but a note in. italics at the end of Clause 18 (e-titled "Equal
Opportlnity") states:
*;*U-nless otherwise provided, the Equal Opportunity Cause. is not required
to be inserted in subeontracts below the'second tier except for subcontracts involving the performance of "construction *vork" at the "site of construction" (as
those terrns are defined infthe oininittee's rules and regulatiohi) iin which case
the clause must be inserted in all such sAieontrad'ts. Subcontracts may incorporate by reference the Equal Opportunity Clause. (Italics added.)

*Th6 J eun
1964 edition f STANDARD FORM 23-A at the end of Clause
21, Equal Opportunity, repeats verbatim the foregoing quoted note
in'italics concerning second-tier subcontracts and exdeptions as to
construction work.
The Sehweigert holding has been followed by the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals.4
As heretofore noted, the contract a ward was received by appellant
on December 4, 1903. In reviewing the drawings and specifications
after the award, appellant discovered a nunber of items that had been
overlooked in its first examination of those documents before bidding.
It then did "some careful shopping" fdr a period of about two months,
to se-e where costs could be reduced, andtlhis, of course, resulted in a
substantial delay. In March 1963 (exact date not stated), appellant
awarded a subcontract for eight steel cylinders to Milwaukee1Boiler
Manufacturing Company.5
A part of this delay (14 days) as stated, .supra, was later found to
have 'been due to Government delay in furnishing corrected drawings,
that delay'running from December 30, 1963 to January 13, 1964. The
remainder of the delay,;after January 13, 1964, 'was found by the contracting officer to; be not excusable. The efforts of appellant and MilE vidently, from the context, intended to mean "all such subeontracts (of whatever
tier)
Reynolds Construction Company, ASBCA No. 12015 (12/20/68), 68-I BCA par. 6756.
'Statement of Mr. Peter Well, Plant Superintendent of Galland-Henning Manufacturing
Company, Tr. 6, 7.
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i

waukee Boiler to obtain quotations from various sources contributed
to a further delay oil the part of appellant and/or Milwaukee Boiler

in ordering steel. 'The steel was not ordered until April 10, 1964 (a Friday) by' Milwaukee Boiler, iequesting delivery durilg the week of
May 1'0, 1964 (a Sunday) 6 United States Steel C orporation advised
Milwaukee Boiler that the best delivery that could be offercl was the
week of June 28, 1964 (a Suldy) "with a July -'validation," as related
by teiphone to Milwaukee Boiler on April 13, 1964, the date of receipt
of the order. Because of an luianiticipated'high percentage of orders
for heavy plates and several rejectiois, including a, serious defect in
one of the 16 plates ordered, delivery of the steel was delayed. The 15
acceptable plates were shipped August 14, 1964 (a Friday), and the
remaining plate was sipped September 2,"1964 (a Wednesday). 7
The delay in steel delivery was at most, therefore, from June 29, 1964
(the first business day of the promised week of shipmhent), to Au2 and3, or 47 days' for
gust 14, 1964, with respect to HIfoist Nos.1,
each. Assurning that the cvlinders for Hoist No. 4 iequired a full compleiment' of steel pi'ate in order to avoid furtler delay in processing by
Milwaukee Boiler, the delay as to Hoist No. 4 amounted to 66 days.
'The Board considers that in the circumstances, including the f tors
of appellant's state of unawareness concerning the full extent/ of the
contract requirements until after the award, the consequent abnormal
length of time spent in obtaining sources and qtiotations for compoinelts and materials after award, 8 and the time lost between the execution of the subcontract with Milwaukee Boiler in March 1964 and the
ordering of stee in April 1964, that appellant afid Milwaukee Boiler
were both remiss in their airangements whir' culini'iated in orderingl
steel-too late for timely delivery. Appellant argues tht even assuming
that the steel had been ordered on March' 10, 1964, rather than the
actual date of April 10, 164,'the delay in shipment would have been
equally as great. The record will not support sueh a speculative finding.
Accordingly, we fnd that at' least 30 days of'the delav in delivery of
:6 Throughout the conference, and in other portions of the record, the date of May 10, or
the month of May 1964, is referred to as the time when' U.S.. Steel Corporation promised:todeliver the steel. The explanation for this erroneous reference may be thatin early discussions in February or March 1964, the May date was the: basis of oral quotations, but, as
noted :herein, the order was not received by U.S. Steel Corporation until April 13, 1964.
(Tr. 7).
7 Letter of anuary 6, 1965, from U.S. Steel Corporation to Milwaukee Boiler (Exhibit
9a of appeal file).
Statement of Mr. Weil, Tr. 7: "t * * about one good month was lost in shopping around
looking for jobs, but it takes quite a while to process drawings, etc."'
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steel as to each hoist was due to the lack of timely purchasing procedures on the part of 'appellant and Milwaukee Boiler.
After the steel was received by Milwauke Boiler,: manufacturing
difficulties caused further delay, and the first five of eight steel plate
cylinders delivered. 'to appellant were rejected by appellant because
they were one quarter of an inch oversize. Appellant was thereby conlfronted with a difficult choice: (1) using the five defective cylinders
after expensive modifications,: and ordering three cylinders elsewhere
having the same oversize dimensions, with similar modifications (all
cylinders were required to have the same size bore, for purposes of
interchangeability aid replacement), with a reduction of the contract
price to the Government, 9 or (2) reordering all of the eight cylinders,
to be produced in accordance with the specifications, using a centrifugally cast method of manufacture 'instead of plates, from a new subcontractor, Acipco Steel Products.
Appellant chose the latter course, and ordered centrifugally cast
steel cylinders from Acipco. While Acipco had difficulties and delays
in producing the cylinders, they were finally delivered and accepted
after ah average delay of about 38 days per hoist. The hoists were then
completed by appellant after further complications, including delays
connected with the refusal of a painting subcontractor to paint the
hoists until negotiation of a 100 percent increase in its original price.
Thereafter, taking advantage of appellant's urgent need for completion, the painting firm. insisted on negotiating an additional payment
for time and a half, causing further delay (Tr. 17)...Of course, none
of the problems and delays included in the foregoing recital of appellant's difficulties would constitute an excusable cause of delay (excepting the steel. delay) under Clause 11. The Board has.scrutinized the
record, with considerable care, to ensure that no possible means of
affording relief under the contract, would be overlooked. The replacement subcontractor for the steel cylinders, .Acipco- Steel Products,
was not a second-tier subcontractor, but. a substitute for. Milwaukee
Boiler, although Acipco usually has been bracketed with U.S. Steel
Corporation in appellant's claims and briefs, as if it were regarded as a
second-tier subcontractor.
After the conference on August 22,;1966, appellant filed in its postconference brief additional claims alleging'excusable 'causes of delay
due to acts of the Government. These claims were considered by the
After rejectidn of the first five cylinders, Milwaukee Boiler was unwilling to produce the
remaining three cylinders, and refused to share any of the expense of modification. No legal
recourse was had by appellant against Milwaukee Boiler (Tr. 19, 20).
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contracti g officer in hisnFindings of Fact dated November 2, 1966.
One claim was allowed to the extent of 14 days( of excusable delays
(the period claimed by appellant) as we have stated. The Board finds
no justification for increasing that extension of time, which was based
on; Government dela i
orrecting drawing errors or olissions, as
listed in Claim I-A of Appendix A to appellant's brief.
The other new claims filed in appellant's post-conference brief was
as follows:

ClaiiaMs

I-B, E, G and H. 'These alleged Governlment delays all

involved requests by appellant for deviations from the specifications,
solely for the convehielice and benefit of the contractor. The Government approved each of the requests. The: appellailt's requests and the

replies by the Govermuent were dated as shown in the schedule below.
About two or three days were required for transmittal of mail. The
contracting officer's denials of the claims for the reason that the periods
of time intervening between the dates involved were reasonable in all
cases, is hereby affirmed.'D
Claim No.

Il-B

--

II-E -

II-G

-

I-E

Claims

Contractor's request date

a-March 6, 1964-_

-May
--

April 6, 1964 5, 1964April 16, 1965 -April

Government's approval date

March 19,:1964.
April 21, 1964. May 14, 1964.
30, 1965.

-C and D are claims involving alleged Government delay

in returning data required by the contract to be submitted for approval, a period of 20 days being allowed by the contract for Government replies in such cases.
Claim No.

II-C.

II-D -

:
: Cont'ractor'srequest date

March 30, 1964 -April
March 31, 1964-

Government's approval date

10, 1964.
April 10, 1964.

Since both of these matters were acted upon by the Government well
within the 20-day period allowed, the decision of the contracting offi-

cer denying the extensions is affirmed.
Claim I-F is based on alleged Government delay in answering
appellant's request for clarification of Paragraph D-7d(2) of the
specifications concerning painting, so that the painting contractor
could submit paint samples for approval. The contracting officer found
1 Is observed that in the case of submittal of data for Government approval, the
contract allows the Government 20 days for consideration and reply, as discussed, infra.
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that the provision in question was clear, grammatically correct, contained no ambiguity and that clarification was mnecessary. Moreover, it was not shown that the contract performance was delayed by
the tine required'for the Government's reply (the painting work was
performed during the final stages, a year later). The contractor's request was dated May 6, 1964, and the Government's reply was dated
May 22, 1964. Accordingly, after review of the provision in question,
We affirm the findings and decision of the contracting officer.,
Appellant's remaining argument, that the Government sustained no
actual damage, is not valid. It is well settled that actual damages need
not be shown. The provisions for liquidated damages are to be judged
as of the time of execution of the contract."X
CONCLUSION

-i

1. The shipping requirements for the four hoists are hereby revised
to give effect to our findings with respect to extensions of time due to
excusable causes of delays in delivery of steel by. the second-tier subcontractor, U.S. Steel Corporation, taking into account the reduction
of 30 days that we found tolbe the responsibility of appellant and
Milwaukee Boiler Maniufacturing Company in connection with tardy
placingo of orders for such steel. Accordingly, the appeal is sustained
in partas reflected in the table set forth below:
X
i .

Hoist No. I

Contract shipping dates
As extended by Contracting
Officer
Days extended by Board,- -7
Revised shipping dates
Actual shipping dates
Days of delay not excused
Total days of delay not excused
I9.

Tp

~M+nrlfll
al]JUXt

t;

Hoist No. 2

11/28/64

12/28/64:

12/12/64

1/11/65
17
: 12/29/64I: 1/28/65
-5/6/65; 6/10/65
129
134
of

17:0:

-

1k
ranim1 i nil0 rd-ikmiO t

Hoist No. 8

Hoist No. 4

1/27/65,6

:2/26/65

22/10/65

3/12/65

17.
2/27/65

36
4/17/65:

;/18/65

7/23/65

: w112

,

I I

1 ,:

972
72

aci

THOMAS M. DURSTONDeuy chirqnxb.

WI

CURa:

DEAN F. RATZMAN,
WILLIAM

Chaifrman.

F. MCGRAw, Membe.

",southwest Welding and Manssfacturing Division, Yuba Consolidated Industries, Inc.,
IBCA-281 (October 29, 1962), 69 I.D. 173, 1962 BCA par. 3564, citing inter alia, Piebe
Sons, Inc. v. United States, 332 U.S. 407 (1947).
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Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Unit and Cooperative
Agreements
When a producing oil and gas lease is partially connitted to a unit
agreement, it is segregated into two leases-one covering the unitized portion and the other the nonunitized portion - and the rental obligations of
each lease are those set by the statute, regulation and lease, even though
there is no. formal notification to the lessee of the segregation and the
rentals due on each lease.

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Royalties-Oil and Gas
Leases: Unit and Cooperative Agreements
When a producing lease is segregated into two leases upon partial commitment to a unit, the nonunitized portion, which does not contain a producing well, does not remain in a minimum royalty status but reverts to
a rental basis which is determined by its own situation.

Oil and. Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination
The automatic termination provisions of t he Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended, do not apply to a lease issued prior to July 24, 1954, unless
the lessee consents to have the lease made subject to them, and the consent
cannot be made effective as of a date prior to its filing even though rentals
have accrued on part of the lease as a result of the segregation of the lease
into two leases by unitization by a procedure which the lessee says deprived
him of a timely opportunity to prevent the accumulation of several years
rental.

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals
Oil and gas lease rentals cannot be reduced or waived under section 39
of the Mineral Leasing Act where such action has no relation to encouraging production or the conservation of natural resources.

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Unit and Cooperative
Agreements
Where part of a unitized oil and gas lease is eliminated from a unit agreement
it remains part of the unitized lease and the annual rental for that part is
- $1 per acre if any portion of the lease is within the known geologic strueture
of a producing oil and ga's field.

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Unit and Cooperative
Agreements
Where notice that part of a lease is on the known geologic structure of a
producing field has been given while the lease was undivided, the fact
that it is later segregated into two leases as a result of unitization does
not require that a new notice be given before the increased rental applicable
to leases which have lands on a known geologic structure becomes due.

299-724-68

5
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APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

T. Jack Foster has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated September 29, 1967, of the Office of Appeals and
Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed two decisions
of the New Mexico land office holding that there is $13,000 due in
rentals on oil and gas leases SF 078932 and NM 0560361.
The record shows that noncompethiive oil and gas ease SF 078932
was issued to appellant effective February 1, 1948, for 2560 acres
consisting of all of secs. 15, 21, 22 and 23, T. 26 N., P. 13 W., N.M.
P.M., New Mexico. After the lease had been extended for a five-year
term through January 31, 1958, a productive well was completed on
December 2, 1956, in the NE1/4SIVWl/ 4 sec 21, with an initial production
of 60 barrels a day. In a form notice dated April 25, 1957, the lessee
was notified that all or part of the lands in the lease was within
the known geologic structure of the Bisti Field. A few years later
the lease was partly committed to the West Bisti Lower Gallup Sand
Unit by an agreement which was approved by the Director, Geological
Survey, effective July 1, 1960.1 720 acres of the lease were unitized
and 160 acres of the unitized portion were included in the participabing area. The nonunitized portion, consisting of 1,840 acres, included the N/2NE/4 sec. 21, which is on the known geologic structure
of a producing oil and gas field.
The dispute over rentals arose in 1966 and concerns the 6 lease years
beginning on February 1, 1961, and ending January 31, 1967. As a
lease in its extended term beginning February 1, 1953, aual
rental
prior to the discovery well was 50 cents per acre. Upon the discovery
on December 2,,1956, the lessee became obligated to pay $1 per acre
per year at the expiration of the lease year beginning after discovery
as minim'um royalty in lieu of rental, or if there was production the
difference between the actual royalty and the prescribed minimum
royalty. 30 U.S.C. sec. 226(d) (1964). The form notice dated April 25,
1957, stated that because all or some of the lands Were within the
known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field, presumably
as a result of the discovery, the annual rental became $1 per acre
beginning with the first lease year after the expiration of 30 days
from the date of the notice (the lease year connencing on February 1,
1958) and until discovery or commitment to a unit plan 43 CFR
192.80(b) (1) (1954).2 However, since a discovery had already been
made on the lease, it was subject to the minimum royalty and not to
I The lease had been extended beyond January 31, 195,8, by reason of production in
paying quantities.
2 The rate for lands in this category is now $2 per acre per year. 43 CR11 3125.1(b) (1,
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the kown geologic structure rental rate so long as there was no
change in the lease.
Such a change occurred a few years later. The West Bisti Lower
Gallup Sand Unit was approved by the Director, Geological Survey,
effective July 1, 1960, and 20 acres of the lease were committed to
the unit as of the same date. Of the 720 unitized acres 160 were
within the participating area and 560 were outside the participating
area.
As noted earlier, the nonunitized portion of 1,840 acres included
a tract of land which had been determined to be within the known
geologic structure of a producing field. There was no production from
that tract or the remainder of the 1,840 acres'
The next change was the elimination froin the unit, in accordance
with the terans of the unit agreement, of the 560 nonparticipating
acres effective as of November 7, 1965.
The land office then reviewed the statns of the lease. In a decision
dated June 22, 1966, it held that upon partial unitization of the lease
the nonunitized 1,840 acres were segregated into a separate lease as of
the date of unitization, July 1, 1960, and that the annual rental for the
segregated ease, designated as NM 0560361, which contained soee
land in a known geologic structure, was $1 per acre, or $1,S40 per year,
for the six years commencing February 1, 1961, a total of $11,040.3 The
land office then held that the rental on the 560 acres eliminated from
the unit agreement was $1 per acre per year or $560 for the lease year
February 1, 1966, through January 31, 1967.
On July 21, 1966, the land office amended its decision to hold that
the lessee also oled rental at the rate of 50 cents per acre per year on
the 560 acres in SF 0'78932, or $280 per year, for the 5 years from February 1, 1961, to January 31, 1966, a total of $1,400. 43 CFR 3125.1(b)
(2) and 43 CFR 3125.2. It added the sun of $1,400 to the rental due
for a total amount due of $13,000.
3 Section 11 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 226(j) (1964), formerly
226(e) (1958), provides that:
E ** "Any lease heretofore or hereafter committed to any such units plan, embracing
lands that are in part within and in part outside of the area covered by any such plan
shall be segregated into separate leases as to the lands committed and the lands not committed as of the effective date of unitization: * * *." The pertinent regulation is 43 CFR
3127.4(c).
43 C R 92.80(b) (1) (19-4), now 43 CFR 3125.1 (b) (1), set the rental rate at 1 per
acre per year for nonunitized noncompetitive leases which are situated wholly or partly
within the known geologic structure of a producing field. Schedule "A" of the lease-"Rentals and Royalties," (b) (1). The notice of April 2, 1967, sapra, also stated:
"Upon segregation of the lands in this lease, by assignment or otherwise, the annual
rental of $1 per acre or fraction thereof shall also be payable on any segregated portion
which includes all or part of the lands situated within the known geologic structure."

So U.S.C.
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Up to the time of the land office decisions in 1966, appellant's lease
had apparently been carried as a single lease of 2,560 acres under its
original serial number, SF 078932. And, since the royalty on production from the lease had exceeded the minimum royalty rate of $1 per
acre, no payment of other than the royalty on production had been
billed or made.
On September 26, 1966, Foster filed a partial relinquishment of SF
078932 for the 560 nonparticipating acres and asked that it be made
effective as of August 1, 1960. He next filed on October 5, 1966, a notice of election to have lease NM 0560361 governed by the provisions
of the act of July 29, 1954, amending section 31 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. sec. 188 (1964), which automatically terminate,
in certain circumstances, an oil and gas lease for failure to pay timely
the annual rentals. He asked that the consent be deemed effective as of
August 1, 1960.
The Office of Appeals and Hearings affirmed the land office determination of the rental due. It also held that the relinquishment and
the consent were effective from the respective dates on which they
were filed but that they could not be given any retroactive effect.
On appeal to the Secretary, Foster first contends that he should not
be liable to pay the claimed rental because no adequate notice was
given him; consequently, he believed the lease to be on a minimum
royalty basis and was deprived of an opportunity to protect himself
against the accrual of additional rentals.
We do not find this argument persuasive. The appellant knew or
ought to have known of the provisions of the lease, the regulations,
and the statute. The operative event which changed the royalty and
rental status of his lease was its partial commitment to the unit agreement. Tlhere is no question that he knew the unit had been approved
and that only 720 acres of his lease had been placed within the unit. As
soon as this happened, the rental consequences were only a matter of
applying the provisions of his lease to the new situation. That a formal
segregation of the lease was not made until 1966 does not nullify the
mandatory language of the statute. If he had desired to relinquish the
segregated nonunitized portion or to subject it to the automatic termination provisions of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended, supra, he could easily have found apt language to make his
desires known. The failure to bill him for the rental does not relieve
him of the obligation to pay the amount otherwise properly due.
F. Hintze, A-29946 (March 27, 1964).
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The appellant refers to a Solicitor's Opinion, M-36458, 64 I.D. 333
(1957), for support of his contention that notice was necessary before
he could be held bound to pay the rentals now found due. The opinion
considered the rental obligation of an oil and gas lessee who had applied for an extension of his lease beyond its 5-year term but whose
application had not been approved until the last day of the 6th lease
year so that he had no opportunity to pay the rental before the amiversary date of the lease so as to prevent its termination. It was held
that the automatic termination provision would not apply if the lessee had not had reasonable notice that his lease had been extended so
that he knew the rental was due.
The situation is not comparable to, appellant's. There the lessee did
not know of the operative fact that his lease had been extended. Here
Foster knew what had happened to his lease and, as we have said, knew
or ought to have known of the consequences.
Accordingly, it is concluded that the rentals are due on Foster's
leases in accordance with their terms even though a decision did not
issue specifically saying that SF 078932 had been segregated into two
leases and detailing the rental obligations under each lease.
Next Foster urges that up to the time of segregation in 1966 lease
SF 078932 should be viewed as being on a minimum royalty basis, so
that since the royalty on production always exceeded the minimum
royalty no rental is due. This argument runs plainly counter to the specific language of section 17 (j) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended:
* * * The minimum royalty or discovery rental under any lease that has become subject to any cooperative or unit plan of development or operation, or other
plan that contains a general provision for allocation of oil or gas, shall be payable only with respect to the lands subject to such lease to which oil or gas
shall be allocated under such plan.-* * *30 U.S.C. sec. 226(j) (1964).

The Departmental regulation is equally explicit:
a minimum royalty of $1 per acre in lieu of rental, shall

be payable at the
expiration of each lease year after a discovery has been made * * * except that
on unitized leases the minimum royalty shall be payable only on the participating acreage. ** *43 CFR 3125.2.
* * *

Foster urges, however, that a lease which is in a producing status by
virtue of actual production should never lose its producing status and
should remain on a minimum royalty basis even after partial unitization. There is no support for such a view. The language of the statute
and regulation is quite specific. The appellant's view could as often
work to the disadvantage of a lessee by imposing a larger minimum
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royalty obligation if the royalty on production did not equal the minimum-royalty due on an entire lease.
The Department has held in other situations that acreage once subject to minimum royalty can revert to a rental status. In Jfurphy
Corporation,71 I.D. 233 (1964), it ruled that a lease which was placed
on a minimun royalty basis when it. was unitized and placed in a participating area, but on which there was no producible well, reverted
to a rental basis upon the termination of the unit agreement and the
dissolution of the unit. It also pointed out that a lease which was created by assignment out of a lease on a minimum royalty basis because of
discovery but which (the assigned lease) had no producing well was
freed of the obligation to pay minimum royalty. It said too that a unitized lease on which there was no producing well, but which is on a miimum royalty basis because it is in a participating area in which there
is a producing well, reverts to a rental basis when it is excluded frcm
the participating area.
The creation of separate leases by segregation upon commitment of
part of a lease to a unit is analogous to the creation of separate leases
by assignment. The Department's practice in the latter situation buttresses the conclusion that in the former situation the nonunitized
portion on which there is no producing well is not to be on a minimum
royalty basis, even though it was prior to segregation.
The decisions below properly concluded that SF 078932 had been
segregated into two leases as of the effective date of unitization and
the rental computations were to be made on that basis in accordance
with the statute, regulation and lease.
The appellant's contentions based upon the concept that the leases
were not segregated until 1966 need not be discussed, for our conclusion that the leases were segregated as of the effective date of the unit
agreement renders them moot.
Foster also argues that his consent to have the segregated lease NM
0560361 subjected to the automatic termination provisions of section
31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, should be given effect
retroactively to the effective date of the unit agreement. He points out
that the practice has been to give each leaseholder notice of his opportunity to bring his lease under the automatic termination provisions, and he says that he was not given a choice.
There is no provision in the statute or regulations for making the
election retroactively. The Department has consistently held that a
lessee who does not file a consent prior to the accrual of rental cannot
bring his lease under the automatic termination provisions for the
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rentals already due. Stanley Odumb and Avila Oil Co., 65 I.D. 25
(1958); Clyde B. Neill, A-27650 (September 16,1958).
The fact that the lessee may not have received notice of his opportunity to make an election does not require a different result. The
practice of giving notices originated when the change in the law was
still a novelty and the Department wished to let all its lessees klow
of it. The law, however, has now been on the statute books for almost
14 years and part of the regulation for practically the same length
of time. The notice is, at most, a courtesy to the lessee and he can gain
no rights if he does not receive one.
The appellant also suggests that the rentals found due should be
waived or reduced under section 39 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended, 30 U.S.C. sec. 209 (1964). That section, however, authorizes
a waiver or reduction in rentals only for the purpose of encouraging
the greatest ultimate recovery of oil and in the interest of conservation
of natural resources, conditions which are clearly in opposite here.
The appellant objects to the assessment of rentals for the 560 acres
eliminated from the unit at $1 per acre for the lease year February 1,
1966, to January 31, 1967. Although, the land office did not specify under what provisions of the lease or regulation it fixed the rental, it
apparently believed that upon elimination from the unit the 560 acres
were to be treated for rental purposes the same as the 1,840 acresthat is, as lands on a known geologic structure not in a unitized lease.
43 CFR 3125.1 (b) (2).
The regulation does not clearly set out how leases partly
within and partly without a unit are to be treated for rental purposes.
It distinguishes between "leases" unitized and nonunitized, but not
between ones unitized only in part, as SF 078932 now is. The lease
itself, however, is more explicit. Schedule A, which sets out the rents
and royalties to be paid under the lease, provides:
"Rentals-To pay the lessor in advance on the first day of the month
in which the lease issues a rental at the following rates:
(a) If the lands are wholly outside the known geologic structure of
a producing oil or gas field:
(1) For the first lease year, a rental of 50 cents per acre.
(2) For the second and third lease years, no rental.
(3) For the fourth and fifth years,25 cents per acre.
(4) For the sixth and each succeeding year, 50 cents per acre.
(b) On leases wholly or partly within the geologic structure of a
producing oil or gas field:
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(1) Beginning with the first lease year after 30 days' notice that
all or part of the land is included in such a structure and for each year
thereafter, prior to a discovery of oil or gas on the lands herein, $1 per
acre.
(2) On the lands committed to an approved cooperative or unit
plan which includes a well capable of producing oil or gas and contains a general provision for allocation of production, for the lands
not within the participating area an annual rental of 50' cents per acre
for the first and each succeeding lease year following discovery."
Since SF 078932 is partly within the known geologic structure of a
producing oil or gas field, the provisions of (b) are relevant. There
we see that under paragraph (1) the $1 per acre rental is due on all of
the acres in the lease if any of the land in the lease is included in such
a structure. Paragraph (2), however, excludes from the $1 per acre
charge, only those lands committed to a unit agreement and not
within the participating area. It does not apply to lands not committed
to the unit agreement which, of course, could not be within the
participating area. The rental due on nonunitized land within a lease
unitized in part is set by paragraph (b) (1) and is, as the decisions below held, $1 per acre.
Finally the appellant queries whether, even if NM 0560361 is to be
considered segregated as of July 1, 1960, he received the required
notice that part of that lease was in a known geologic structure and
that the rental would be $1 per acre per year. Such notice was, as we
have seen, given on April 25, 1957, prior to the segregation of the
parent lease. We can see no reason why that notice is not sufficient. The
segregation did not change the lessee or the terms or conditions of the
lease. Just as they carried over to the new lease, so a notice given a
lessee prior to segregation concerning lands later placed in the new
lease remains effective after segregation.
Accordingly, it is concluded that the decisions below correctly computed the rental due on leases SF 078932 and NM 0560361.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348), the
decision appealed from is affirmed.
F. HoM,
Assistant Solicitor.
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Contracts: Construction and Operation: Drawings and SpecificationsContracts: Disputes and Remedies: Burden of Proof
Under a contract for construction of a building and an adjoining open
plaza, where the specifications require the use of an asphaltic light-weight
concrete insulating fill for the plaza and roof similar to a brand-name
material conforming to specifications supplied by a producer of the brandname product, followed by a list of the required properties and characteris-,
tics of the material, and method of application, the contractor must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the contracting officer
erroneously determined that a different brand-name material offered as a
substitute was not substantially equal to the material named in the contract,
as required by other provisions of the contract.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Drawings and SpecificationsContracts: Construction and Operation: Protests-Contracts: Formation and Validity: Bid and Award-Contracts: Construction and Operation: Waiver and Estoppel
Where the provisions of an invitation for bids clearly and explicitly require the bidder to furnish a material similar to a brand-name product, or
a substitute material determined by the contracting officer to be equal thereto, the contractor, 'having remained silent during the bidding period without
protest and having made no inquiry of the contracting officer as to the availability of such brand-name material, or of a material substantially equal
to it, is not entitled after award to assert that the specification requirements are invalid for requiring the contractor to procure the: material from
a sole source (the contractor's post-award allegation being that it was unable to find a different source for a similar material).

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Drawings and Specifications-Contracts: Construction and Operation: General Rules of Construction
The use of a "brand name or equal" type of specification does not constitute a representation by the Government regarding the existence of acceptable substitutes for the brand-name product, nor does it constitute a
representation that an existing substitute would receive approval prior to
the submission by the contractor of date establishing the equality of such
-substitute.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Appellant timely appealed the contracting officer's denial of its
claim of $28,984.60 for increased construction costs. The additional
costs are alleged to be a result of being required to use a proprietary
product, specified by the trade name All-weather Crete, for the insulating fill for the main and penthouse roofs and plaza deck of an
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office building. A trade name product called Pernalite was proposed
for use by appellant as an equal to All-weather Crete. It was disapproved by the contracting officer because it did not meet the specification requirements.

The MSI Corporation, appellant, and the contracting officer, representing the Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo., entered into Contract No. 14-06-D-5277, dated October 23, 1964. The contract required
construction, among other things, of a 14-story office building and
penthouse at the Federal Center, Denver, Colo. The contract, prepared
on Standard Form 23 (January 1961 Edition), included Standard
Form 23A, General Provisions (April 1961 Edition) containing the
standard clauses for Disputes and Material and Workmanship.
The contract price was $5,843,035. It was based upon bid schedule
of 14 items. Item 1, the office building, was for a lump sum amount of
$5,575,000. The contract was to be completed within 7(30 calendar days
after the date of receipt of notice to proceed, plus any extensions of
time granted under the terms of the contract.
Appellant's claim is directly concerned with the inSulating fill specified for use on the roofs and the plaza deck. The specifications for
the insulating fill are set forth in full below:
INSULATING FILL

1. GENERAL:
a. The Contractor shall provide insulating fill for roof insulating and for
insulation at plaza level as indicated on the drawings.
2. M1ATERIALS:
a. Insulating fill shall consist of an asphaltic light weight concrete fill similar
to All-weather Crete conforming to specifications supplied by Silbrico Corp.,
Chicago, Ill. Insulation shall meet the following requirements:
(1) Moisture absorption not over 4.5% by volume when tested in accordance
with ASTM C209-60.
(2) Capillarity-No capillary action.
(3) Density-18 to 22 pounds per cubic foot.
(4) Load Indentation-.06 identation at 40 pounds per square inch.
(5) Thermal Conclnotivity-.40 K Factor at 75 degrees F.
3. INSTALLATION:
a. Concrete deck shall be primed in accordance with manufacturers directions
prior to application of insulating fill.
b. Insulating fill shall be spread over surface and screeded to such a depth that
when compacted, will conform to the grades and elevations indicated on the
drawings, and so that roof areas will pitch to drains.
c. Insulation shall be compacted using roller of sufficient size and weight to
achieve the density specified. Finished surface of insulation shall be smooth and
even without low spots and irregularities which would tend to pocket water.
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Government Exhibit INo. 11, a brochure on All-weather Crete, contains the following information about that product.
All-weather Crete roof deck insulation is a combination of two precisely manufactured products. One is an expanded volcanic Glass rock-the other a thermoplastic binder. These two products are carefully combined at the job-site to
produce a roof deck fin1 with a K-factor better than any other poured roof deck
insulation.
After being mixed on the job-site according to exact specifications, the Allweather Crete is hoisted to the roof deck and is then dumped into a waiting
power-buggy for easy transportation to any spot on the roof deck.
Screeds are adjusted to distribute uncompacted All-weather Crete to the thickness specified. Instrument leveling of low spots in deck to minimize "bird
baths" at slight premium. All equipment used is custom designed, and varies
with the type and size of deck.
Vapor transmission. An inter-connected chain of air spaces between the volcanic glass particles allows the lateral passage of vapor pressures. This "breathing" action prevents pressure build-up in the insulation under the base ply of
roofing-a common cause of blisters and deterioration. AWC is virtually unaffected by this vapor transmission and will remain stable.

The cover page of the brochure lists the following "All-weather Crete
ROOF DECK INSULATION-Applied by LICENSED APPLICATORS" and states that it was developed by SILBRICO
Corporation.

The five physical properties of All-weather Crete in the contract
specifications for Insulating Fill are the same as those given in the
brochure under "Physical Properties."
The areas where the insulating fill was required to be installed were
on the roofs and the plaza deck. The roof areas consist of the roof over
the main building which was enclosed by parapet walls and the penthouse, Whch was a small area with the roofing extending to the edge
where it terminated against a roof stop. The largest area was the plaza
deck whicli occurred at the lobby level. The plaza deck surrounds the
building, is exposed to the elements, and is subject to pedestrian traffic.
The rooms on the ground level beneath the plaza deck are devoted to
working or service areas.
The plaza deck was constructed of a 4 inch reinforced concrete
struetural slab supported on reinforced concrete joists 18 inches in
depth; an asphalt primer was mopped on top of the slab, with the
insulating fill, having a maximum thickness of 4 inches, applied over
the primer; a neoprene sheet of waterproof material was placed over
the insulating fill; /s inch asphalt impregnated board covered the
neoprene sheet; and a 3 inch concrete slal-wearing surface covered the
asphalt board.
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The roof of the main building was the same as the plaza deck, except
a built-up roof instead of the heavy roofing felt and 3 inch concrete
slab-wearing surface, was placed on top of the neoprene sheet. The
penthouse roof was the same as the roof for the main building except
that steel joist and steel deck replace the reinforced concrete slab and
joists.
Hellmuth, Obata, and Kassabaum, Inc., Architects, St. Louis, Mo.,
designed the office building and prepared the contract drawings and
specifications for the contracting officer. The Architects also were responsible for the approval or disapproval of data, drawings, and
materials proposed for use in the construction.
The contract contained two separate provisions dealing with brand
or trade name references. One of the provisions was a part of a clause
in Standard Form 23A, General Provisions. It reads as follows:
9. Materials and Workmanship.
(a) * * *
''

*

e

*

*

*

*

e

* * * Unless otherwise specifically provided in this contract, reference to any
equipment, material, article, or patented process, by trade name, make, or catalog
number, shall be regarded as establishing a standard of quality and shall not be
.. cdti'trued as limiting competition, and the Contractor may, at his option, use
any equipment, material, article, or process which, in the judgment of the Contracting Officer, is equal to that named. The Contractor shall furnish to the
Contracting Officer for his approval the name of the manufacturer, the model
number, and other identifying data and information respecting the performance,
capacity, nature, and rating of the machinery and mechanical and other equipment which the Contractor contemplates incorporating in the work. When
required by this contract or when called for by the Contracting Officer, the
Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Officer for approval full information
concerning the material or articles which he contemplates incorporating in the
work.

The other provision which is part of the General Requirements, Division 1, Section 1A, differs from the one in Standard Form 23A and
reads as follows:
19. Reference Specifications:
e

*

*

e

e

e*

The references to materials, wherein manufacturer's products or brand are
specified, are made as standards of comparison only as to type, design, character,
or quality of the article desired, and do not restrict bidders to the manufacturer's
products or the specific brands named. It shall be the responsibility of the contactor to prove equality of materials and products to those referenced.

This provision was referred to in Supplemental Notice No. 1, dated
September 23, 1964, which amended certain provisions of the drawings
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and specifications. It added the following subparagraph (b) (9) to
paragraph 2, Division 1, Section lA, of the specifications.
2. Explanationof the Specifications:
*

*

.

*

*

*

*

*

(9) Regardless of any statements to the contrary throughout these specifications, the provisions of Paragraph 19, Section 1A, Division 1 regarding manufacturer's products and brand names shall apply.

Appellant by letter of December 29, 1964, submitted to the Architects
Resident Representative, hereafter called Architects, the name of
a product called "Permalite" for use as the insulating fill specified.
Upon receipt of appellant's request to use Permalite for the insulating
fill, the Architects referred the matter to their Consulting Engineers,
Ketchum, Konkel, Ryan and Fleming, hereafter referred to as KKRF.
A meeting took place and KKRF advised the Architects by letter
dated January 7,1965:
We do not recommend the substitution of Permalite concrete insulating fill
especially on the plaza level for the reasons explained by Mr. Nickel in our
meeting today, but we feel your office should make the final decision.

On January 8, 1965, the Architects advised appellant "It is the opinion
of the Architects and KKRF that Permalite is not an equal to Tufcrete
as specified."
Government Exhibit No. 10, consists of two brochures, "Perlite
Concrete Aggregate" and "Permalite Concrete Aggregate." The brochure on Permalite describes the material as follows:
Permalite is a registered brand name of premium quality expanded perlite
aggregates produced by licensed franchises of Great Lakes Carbon Corporation.
Perlite is a type of volcanic glass rock containing trapped water. When heated
above 15000 P. the crude perlite particles expand and turn white-much like
popcorn-as the trapped water vaporizes to form microscopic cells or voids in the
heat softened glass. The resulting honeycomb structure accounts for the light
weight and excellent thermal insulation of expanded perlite.
Permalite expanded perlite is one of the most efficient insulating materials
known. When mixed with portland cement it produces concrete that offers up
to 20 times more thermal insulation than ordinary concrete. A 2-inch thickness
has an insulating value equivalent to a 1-inch insulating board.

Some of the physical properties of Permalite given in the brochure
are as follows: Density, oven dry, pounds per cubic foot 22; Thermal
Conductivity "K," .51; Indentation strength, 70 pounds (required to
imbed /2 inch ball 1/4 inch).
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On January 11 and 13, 1965, appellant advised the Architects that
Permalite was technically equal to All-weather Crete. Technical data

on Permalite was submitted with the following remarks:
Permalite is referred to in the trade as Perlite as opposed to All-Weather
Crete, while tufcrete is the specified lightweight insulating fill. The enclosed
technical data clearly bears out that with a. slight increase in thickness that
Perlite will give adequate insulating value and that it gives a substantially
greater load hearing quality. With the above information we feel that an
equal value is borne out.
Permalite was again rejected by the Architects' letter dated Feb-

ruary 2, 1965. Its rejection was based upon comments contained in a
letter dated January 28, 1965, from their St. Louis Office. The reasons
for the rejection are given below:
1. Permalite will not provide the vapor barriers in the roof fill that will be obtained by the use of All-Weather Crete. All-Weather Crete having an asphaltic
emulsion as the binder requires that the structural deck be mopped, with a
sealer before the application of the fill material. This would provide a vapor
barrier below the fill material rather than directly below the roofing material
The vapor barrier directly below the roofing could result in the roofing material
blistering at a later date.
2. The Permalite being a material which tends to expand due to a rise in
temperature, and not to contract. This could possibly result in expansion
occurring which results in problems around the perimeter of the building. AllWeather Crete will not do this,
3. Permalite insulating fill indicates a density of 22#--oven dry. Under the
installation and location conditions, it is not probable that oven dry conditions
will ever be present. All-Weather Crete having an asphaltic binder is more impervious to moisture and as such, would maintain the density specified.
4. We can only presume that KKR
F's objection to, Permalite insulating
P
fill being used for the Plaza area is based somewhat on our opinion.
Efforts were ontinued by appellant to obtain approval of Permalite

as the insulating fill

without success. They culminated in a letter fron

the Architects dated August 26, 1965, which reiterated the reasons
given earlier for not approving Permalite. The letter ended as follows:
The specifications enumerate the requirements for the insulating fill. The
material proposed-Permalite-does not satisfy these requirements. Any material
to be used as "Insulating Fill" must meet the contract requirements.
We will be glad to consider other materials. However, any material proposed
must meet the specification requirements for the particular area and conditions
indicated by the Contract Documents.
Appellant dispatched a letter on September 3, 1965, in reply to the
Architects' letter of August 26, 1965, disapproving Permalite stating
in part:
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We have spent considerable time in attempting to find a material similar to
All-weather Crete. We have exhausted every avenue of investigation and while
realizing that it is not the architects' responsibility to name a similar material or
manufacturer, we never the less requested that your office apprise us of same.
Inasmuch as this has not been forth coming we are contending that the specifications as written are based on a proprietary item.
* * Further-more if All-weather Crete is the only acceptable installation we
shall follow the decision from your office but at the same time register our claim
for the difference in installations between All-weather Crete and a Perlite
material.

The Architects reply on September 22, 1965, as follows:
* * * Please be advised that when the specifications were prepared an asphaltic
light weight concrete fill was specified in Division 7, Section 7C, Paragraph 2 of
the specifications, a material meeting the requirements of subparagraph 2a
(1) through () was found necessary to provide a material resistant to moisture
and to provide a satisfactory vapor barrier. The All-weather Crete supplied by
Silbrico Corporation meets the specified requirements while Permalite does not.
We are unable to furnish you the name of another manufacturer who makes a
product which meets the specifications. However, it is my understanding that
"All-weather Crete" is the name of a material which can be manufactured and
installed by any one wishing to do so.
As stated above and as you have been previously advised, Permalite is not
acceptable for the insulating fill for the roof deck and the plaza level. If you are
unable to submit any other product for our approval, the All-Weather Crete
should be quite satisfactory for the purpose intended when it is properly installed
as specified.
Your position is difficult to comprehend since there has been no change in the
requirements and no exceptions were included with your bid.
This is the architect's final decision in this matter, and we must ask that you
proceed accordingly..

Attempts -were continued to win approval of Permalite for use as
insulating fill to noavail. Finally, the engineering and authorized
representative of the contracting officer advised appellant by letter
dated December 29, 1965, that since the Architects did not agree that
Pernalite was equal to the specified Al-weather Crete, and appellant
had failed to establish that it was equal, appellant should proceed in
accordance with the instructions contained in the Architects' letter of

September 22, 1965, a copy of which was enclosed.
Appellant accepted the engineer's letter as the final decision of the
contracting officer and 'by letter of January 3, 1966, a little more than a

year after the first attempt to get Permalite approved, filed a claim in
the amount of $28,984.60 for the additional cost. On March 7, 1966, a
"Findings of Fact and Decision by the Contracting Officer" was issued

to appellant in which his claim was denied in its entirety.
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The Findings of Fact included the following tabulation comparing
the Properties of All-weather Crete and Permalite.
10. The following tabulation of comparative properties was extracted from the
technical data as shown in Sweets' Architectural Catalog, 1964, for the two
products mentioned above in these findings:
Properties

All-weather Crete

Moisture
absorption.

Not over 4.5% by volume
when tested in accordance
with ASTM 0209-60.
Capillarity
- __ No capillary action -_
Density
18 to 22 pounds per cubic
foot.
Load
0.06-inch indentation at
Indentation.
40 pounds per square inch.

Thermal
conductivity.
Curing time Binder -_--_
Aggregate
Joints -

Thickness_---

Permalite concrete with Permalite perlite
aggregate,

No information available.

No information available.
22 to 36 pounds per cubic
foot (oven dry).
1-inch-diameter disk-185
pounds per square inch,
failure ½-inch-diameter
ball-70 pounds per square
inch to embed ball to Y its
diameter (22 pounds per cubic foot density).
0.40 K factor at 75 degrees F_ 0.51 to 0.77 K factor.

None (applied hot & dry) -

Similar to curing for regular
concrete.
Thermoplastic -_-__-_Portland
cement.
Expanded volcanic glass rock_ Expanded volcanic glass rock.
Monolithic, sufficient reRequired at edges and at
siliency to prevent lateral
vents, 1-inch expansion
pressure. Does not require
joint or 1-inch air space.
expansion strips.
4-inch maximum shown on
5.1-inch maximum required
drawing.
for same thermal resistance.

Data is same in Permalite concrete aggregate for roof decks and floor ill, Catalog No. Ci1, 1964 (A.I.A.
File No. 4-E13 and 37-B-2).

It then gave the following reasons for not approving Permalite:
11. Referring to Paragraph 5 above, the specifications require that the insulating fill shall be an "asphaltic" lightweight concrete fill. As shown in the tabulation above in Paragraph 10, the binder for All-weather Crete is thermoplastic
whereas the Permalite binder is Portland cement. Permalite does not meet the
specifications in this respect.
As shown in Paragraph 10 above, the density of Permalite is listed as 22 to 36
pounds per cubic foot (oven dry). An oven dry condition could never be achieved
for Permalite under installation conditions; therefore, the density of Permalite
would exceed the permissible density of 18 to 22 pounds per cubic foot required
by the specifications.
The thermal conductivity of Permalite from 0.51 to 0.77 K factor, as isted
in Paragraph 10 above, exceeds the conductivity of 0.40 K factor at 7 degrees
F as specified in Division 7, Section 70, Subparagraph 2a. (5) of the specifications.
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As shown in Paragraph 10 above, 1-inch expansion joints or 1-inch air spaces
are necessary at edges and around vents (deck drains) when Permalite is used,
whereas All-weather Crete is monolithic, resilient, and does not require expansion
strips. The expansion and contraction of the Permalite over the bonded sheet
neoprene would, with repeated movement, rupture the neoprene membrane.
Both moisture absorption and capillarity are important in considering the
comparative properties of the two products since both properties are listed in
the specifications (see Paragraph 5 above, 2a. (1) and (2). The specifications
for Pernalite are silent in both of these properties.
'The drawings show a maximum thickness of 4-inch for the insulating fill. A
5.1-inch thickness of Permalite insulating concrete fill would be required for the
same thermal resistance. The details of the building are such that the greater
thickness cannot be tolerated.
12. In view of the deficiencies of Permalite properties as outlined in Paragraphs 10 and 11 above, and I find that the contractor has failed to prove the
equality of the proposed substitute to the specified product and that the contractor has not proposed an equal substitute. Accordingly, there is no proper
basis for a claim that the Government increased the contractor's costs by refusing
to approve an allegedly equal substitute material. The claim is therefore denied.

At the hearing, appellant's witness, Mr. Arthur Masbruch, an employee of the Commercial Testing Laboratories of Lakewood, Colo.,
testified that he had tested for density three samples of material that
had been furnished to him for that purpose. Later testimony developed
the information that these samples were All-weather Crete materials
(installed by the appellant) that had been cut from the upper plaza
level on the west side of the building. No samples were taken from the
roof of the building. The tested materials were found by Mr. Masbruch
to have an average density of 26.26 pounds per cubic foot (Tr. 11).
Appellant's next witness was Mr. J. D. Moore, III, Project Manager for appellant concerning the construction of the building. On the
day prior to the hearing, he had observed the taking of the samples
that were later tested by Mr. Masbruch (Tr. 12). He also testified on
cross-examination that the samples were taken from a single panel 30
feet by 30 feet in area. Mr. Moore solicited the contract from Allweather Crete (Appellant's Exhibit A) and had previously obtained a
proposal (Appellant's Exhibit B) from the Permalite Company (Tr.
15, 16). About 90 percent of the insulation had been completed at the
time of the hearing. He was unable to state whether the density found
by Mr. Masbruch was representative of any other locations on the
building (Tr. 21). The occasion of this project was the first experience
Mr. Moore had with the use of All-weather Crete (Tr. 23). Some leakage had occurred in the plaza, but Mr. Moore was not certain as to the
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cause. It could be coming from around the edges of the sheet neoprene
(Tr.24,25).
Mr. Robert L. Boyle, a well-qualified consulting engineer who had
been employed by the appellant from 1958 to 1964, testified on behalf of
appellant. Mr. Boyle stated in substance that because of the published
information as to superior insulating qualities (K factor) of Allweather Creteas compared with Permalite, there would be a certain
increase in the amount of heat loss if Permalite were used in the roof
of the building. Based on the use of oil for heating, an area of 23,000
square feet of roof and the same thickness of material, the additional
total cost of heating would be about $2,000 to $3,000 over a 20-year
period if Permalite were used instead of All-weather Crete (Tr. 35).
Upon cross-examination, Mr. Boyle testified that he had not included
in his calculations any cost factors for air conditioning, that he was not
familiar with the building, and did not know its size. He had not seen
the drawings. It was his opinion, however, that the additional cost of
air conditioning would not be significant (Tr. 38, 39, 40). Mr. Boyle's
testimony completed the appellant's evidence at the hearing.
The Government's case was based on the testimony of Mr. George
Kassabaum, a partner i the firm of architects that had designed the
building. Mr. Kassabaum was well qualified by education, and by experience in teaching architectural subjects, as well as in desigl of a number of different types of large public buildings, housing projects, university and school structures, and other Federal buildings (Tr. 45).
He was the only witness at the hearing Who hlad previous experience in
the use of All-weathler Crete as weIl as with Permalite.
Mr. Kassabaum testified that the primary fmction of the asphaltic
light-weight material specified in the contract was that of providing
insulation (Tr. 52). Problems of leakage of roofingmaterials had been
prevalent in his recent experien6e with various combinations of insulating materials (having water resistant characteristics) with other materials, including those of a waterproofing nature. The comparative
success of these combinations depends somewhat upon weather conditions at the time of installation and the skill of the workmen (Tr.
52). No positive guarantee against leakage is feasible with any coinbination of materials (Tr. 55).
Mr. Kassabaum testified with respect to the contract specifications
and requirements for insulation material as follows, with comparisons
between All-weather Crete and Permalite as to compliance with those
requirements:
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(1) Moisture absorption not over 4.5 percent. This requirement is
met by All-weather Crete. Perinalite is much more absorptive (Tr. 58,
(2) Capillarity. No capillary action permitted. This requirement is
met by All-weather Crete. Permalite allows water to pass through it
much more readily. This could reduce further its effectiveness as an
insulator and would, in the judgment of Mr. Kassabaum, eventually
cause some disintegration of the material if water or vapor were to
come in contact with it. Whether these conditions develop depends on
the effectiveness of the waterproofing materials used above and below
the insulation. Problems often arise that would prevent the obtaining
of a perfect seal that is sought by the use of Nwaterproofing material
above the insulation. These problems increase the importance of insulation that has little or no capillary action (Tr. 58, 65).
(3) Density. 18 to 22 pounds per cubic foot. This is met by both
products according to the published data previously referred to, although the limitation of "ovendry" as to Permalite describes a condition that could not be obtained during construction in the field, in
Mr. Kassabaum's opinion. At the time the Permalite materials are
mixed, water is added to the cement, so the water is already present in
the concrete. Also, rain or moisture in the' air would affect this factor
(Tr. 59, 65, 66).
(4) Load indentation. This requirement is met-by both procts
(Tr. 66).
(5) Thernual conductivity (0.40 K factor at 750 F.).t This is met by
All-weather Crete but not by Permialite. Evei if it were possible to
Apply Permalite in an ovendry condition, its thermal conductivity (0. 51
to 0.77 K factor.) would be about 25 percent less effetive as insulation than the asphaltic naterial. Where the cncIrete is mixed with the
normal amount of 25 percent water, Permalite would have about a 1.00
K factor (Tr. 69).
Other properties of the materials that would have an effect upon
the comparative desirability of the two products are as. follows, according to Mr. Kassabaum:
(a) All-weather Crete is a stable material that does not expand
beyond the normal expansion of concrete and other materials in a
building. Permalite requires a one-inch air space or one-inch expansion joint, according to the Permalite catalog, to separate it from all
walls, vents or other projections (Tr. 63, 67).
(b) All-weather Crete can be installed at any time, while Permalite
cannot be installed when temperatures near or below 40 degrees are an-
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ticipated, according to the catalog. Under such conditions Permalite
must be protected, hot water must be used and the deck must be heated
underneath (Tr. 63, 67). If rain occurs, the area must be dried out
before application.
(c) All-weather Crete can be formed easily to slope toward drains,
and can be patched easily or added to in case of low spots. Permalite is
wet and tends to flow. It cannot be patched easily, must be cut out and
replaced in the event that such repairs are required (Tr. 63, 67).
The aggregate used in both products is perlite, an expanded volcanic
glass rock. The Permalite firm licenses its applicators (as is the case
with the Silbrico Corporation). However, since there is no patent involved, we conclude that the term "license" as used here, refers only
to the right to use the names of the companies and the brand names of
their respective combinations of perlite with asphaltic binder in the
case of Silbrico Corporation and All-weather Crete, and the mixture
of perlite with cement and water as promoted by the Permalite Company under its brand name.
Mr. Kassabaum stated that the National Roofing Contractors Association does not recommend the use of Permalite on a concrete roof
deck because of the moisture it contains, which turns to vapor under
a high sun. The heated vapor creates blisters in the roofing material
of waterproofing material. In order to prevent such results, the Association recommends venting the areas about once every 1,000 square
feet. This would not have been feasible on the deck or plaza which
was intended to be used without such obstructions as a pleasant and
attractive walking and viewing area. Vents could be used on the roof,
but in both areas the vents could be invaded by wind-driven rain or
snow, causing leaks (Tr. 69, 70).
It was Mr. Kassabaum's opinion that the use of Permalite on the
deck and the roof would require additional expenses, such as more
equipment for steam heat, electricity, air conditioning, etc. The cost of
amortizing these increases would be about $1,975 per year over a 20year period (Tr. 72).
If the Government had been required to accept Permalite as a
substitute, it would have been his recommendation to increase the
thickness by about 2 inches. This would have created other difficulties
such as with thresholds and interior floor levels. Hence, it would probably have been necessary to settle for less thickness (Tr. 73, 74). The
necessity for use of expansion joints with Permalite would have
raised additional problems respecting the gap next to the neoprene
sheet, and some type of support for the neoprene (Tr. 74).
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Permalite moves a great deal more with extremes of temperature
than the asphaltic material. This would have put additional stress on
the neoprene sheet and could certainly open up the expansion joints
required with the use of Permalite (Tr. 74).
Mr. KassabaLun's previous unsatisfactory experience with Permalite
in some projects involved considerable delay periods because of rain
that compelled the postponement of roof construction. In one case,
discoloration of the interior acoustical board due to moisture, appeared
two or three years after the building was occupied. There was no evidence of leaks or dripping and the conclusion reached was that the
moisture came out of the Permalite (Tr. 76). It would be possible to
use Permalite on the penthouse roof with a minimum of interior problems, because it had a steel deck instead of the concrete used on the
plaza and remaining roof area.
Upon cross-examination, Mr. Kassabaum testified that concerning
all types of structures, including steel structures, there is a more widespread use of Permalite or Zonalite (a vermiculite type of lightweight
aggregate) than of All-weather Crete.
At the time the use of Permalite was requested, the plaza deck had
not been poured, and Mr. Kassabaum conceded that it might have been
possible to change the building dimensions so as to decrease the height
of the ceilings below by one or two inches, to accommodate the added
thickness of Permalite. However, Mr. Kassabaum was not certain as
to the clearances required below for mechanical equipment. It would
have been possible to increase the thickness of Permalite on the roof
for the purpose of increasing its insulating quality (Tr. 82, 83).
Mr.. Kassabaum emphasized that All-weather Crete moved or expanded less than Permalite, and that Permalite moves more than
other materials that go into buildings. It is for this reason that Permalite requires expansion joints. Its movements would also have more
of an abrasive effect on the neoprene inner layer than would Allweather Crete, according to Mr. Kassabaum. In his experience with
All-weather Crete there never had been any difficulty with its
expansion.

There is no patent or limitation concerning the combining of perlite
and asphalt. Both materials are available anywhere (Tr. 91).
Mr. Kassabaum testified further on this point as follows: (Tr. 90)
Q. In your opinion then, and knowing the previous clause in Division 1, what
material is equal to All-weather Crete? or similar?
A. In my opinion, there are asphaltic-any combination of asphaltic and
Perlite would be similar to All-weather Crete.
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Q. In your opinion, that is the only thing that would be equal then is any
combinationA. -I think we need the asphaltic binder.

Concerning the availability of All-weather Crete the Government
offered Exhibit No. 20, a letter from a Vice President of Silbrico Corporation, which explained its availability in this manner:
The All-weather Crete specified on the Bureau of Reclamation is an asphaltic
insulating concrete which is a non-proprietary item.
There is no patent held by our company for this product or its application.
Any firm who would care to invest approximately $60,000 for equipment can be

in this business. However, to come up with a finished produ;ct to meet the
specifications would require people skilled in the application of this material.

The architect also testified (Tr. 91) as follows on the availability of
All-weather Crete:
Hearing Official: Do you know what other suppliers there are of a material
similar to All-weather Crete?
The Witness: You mean now, as far as the licensing responsibility?
Hearing Official: Licensing or sources of supply other than Silbrico.
The Witness: I think the source of supply-it's my understanding thatthis
is available anywhere. Combining Perlite and asphalt, there is nothing patented
or limited about that. Now, as far as I know, the Silbrico Company are the only
ones that are licensed applicators. The applicators are across the country and I
do not know of a company that licenses applicators.

Earlier the architect had testified (Tr. 56) as follows in answer
to a question concerning perlite and asphalt:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Where are these components obtainable?
As far as I know, anywhere. Everywhere.
Can you buy these component materials from more than one supplier?
Yes.

Appellant introduced Exhibits A and B at the hearing. Exhibit A
vas described as the contract between All-weather Crete and appellant.
Actually, the contract was with R-P All-weather Crete Co., St. Louis,
Mo. The amount is indicated as $52,000 and it is dated January 7, 1966,
about one year after appellant had first requested approval of perlite.
Exhibit B was described as the proposal by Construction Specialties
Co., for the perlite. The amount of the perlite proposal is indicated as
$28,180 and it is dated January 12, 1965. Both exhibits cover the insulation fill for roofs and plaza deck required by the contract specifications. The difference between $52,000 (the contract amount for
All-weather Crete) and $28,180 (the amount of the proposal for
Permalite) is $23,820. Appellant's claim for additional costs is
$28,984.60. No other evidence was introduced nor was any testimony
given concerning the two exhibits or the amount of appellant's claim.
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As required by the contracting officer, appellant used All-weatlier
Crete for the insulation fill on the roofs and plaza deck.
The Issue
The issue involved is whether the Government had a right, under the
specifications of the contract, to disapprove a substitute insulating
fill material offered by appellant, because it was not equal, in the judgment of the contracting officer, to the brand named product specified,
as required by Paragraph 19 of the Reference Specifications.
For reasons given below, the Board concludes that the contracting
officer properly exercised his right to disapprove the substitute insulating fill material offered because it was not equal in several important respects to the specified brand name product.
Appellant contends that the Government, by insisting that the substitute insulating fill material offered be equal to the principal or important specification requirements of All-weather Crete, actually
specified a proprietary or sole source product.
The Government advanced the following argumnents to refute appellant's contention. 1. One of the basic premises behind the construction of any Government specification is that it is the Government's responsibility to state the products and design which will meet
the Government's minimum needs. 2. If a prospective contractor has
any objections concerning the design, the products therein, or the
restrictiveness of the specifications, he is required to object prior to
bidding or to refrain from bidding. 3. Having bid on and thereby accepted the specifications as written the contractor is in no position to
complain about the design or the products specified unless the design
is inadequate or impossible of construction. 4. The Govermnent is
entitled to have the work performed in strict compliance with the
contract requirements.

As a mere threshold obstacle that would defeat appellants claim, it
is well settled that protests by prospective bidders as to alleged restrictive specifications must be raised prior to bidding.' It would seem
that it was incmunbent upon the appellant to make inquiries concerning the availability of similar substitute materials or to seek clarificaUriban Pluting and Heating CO., ASBCA No. 9S31 (December 30, 1966), 66-2 BCA
par. 6062; R. L. Pruitt Sheet Metal, Ic., I.CA-560-5-66 (July 27, 1966), 66-2 BCA par.
5714, and authorities cited therein.
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tion from the contracting officer prior to bidding.2 No testimony was
offered by appellant to indicate that at the time of bidding it was in
complete ignorance of the circumstances, well known to it since the
award, that Silbrico and its applicators seemed to be the only known
sources for mixing and applying the combination of perlite and asphalt. Appellant is a contractor of some experience in the construction
industry.
There is no evidence that in advance of the award the Government
possessed knowledge of the characteristics or limited sources of Allweather Crete, that was superior to information known or available
to appellant and to other bidders, through.catalogs issued by Silbrico.
No witnesses were called by appellant to testify whether its bid was
based on the use of Permalite or on the use of All-weather Crete, and
there is no evidence before us, such as cost estimates and working
papers used in preparation of appellant's bid to prove whether its bid
included the estimated cost of Permalite or All-weather Crete. Appellant's project manager testified that he had no previous experience
with All-weather Crete, but that was all that was offered on the
subject.
Wholly apart from the considerations discussed above, appellant
is faced with a double difficulty which it has failed to overcome. We
have long held, as have the courts, that an appellant must show by a
preponderance of the evidence that its claim is valid. 3 It has a similar
impediment in the contract language quoted earlier, that stated:
It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to prove equality of materials
and products to those referenced.

Here, the majority of the Board finds that the Government has
demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that Permalite was
not equal, in several substantial respects, to All-weather Crete.
Appellant takes the novel position in its reply to the Government's
post-hearing brief that it declined to assume the cost of developing
an asphaltic binder for insulating concrete, in view of the fact that
the contract provides for supplemental specifications to be furnished
by the Government, and this the Government failed to do. Accord2 Gelco Bilders et at. v. United States, 177 Ct. Cl.
1025, 369 F. 2d 992 (1966)
R. B. Hall Construction Company and Clarence Braden, a Joint Veatsure, IBCA-465-11-64
(September 26, 1967), 67-2 BCA par. 6597, quoting Consolidated Engineering Cos 1 pany,
Inc. v. United States, 98 Ct. Cl. 256, 280 (1943): "We think that plaintiff, aware of an
ambiguity, perhaps inadvertent, in the defendant's invitation to a contract, could not
accept the contract and then claim that the ambiguity should be resolved favorably to
itself."
IConnoll-Paci/lc Co. et al. v. United States, 175 Ct. Cl. 134, 358 F. 2d 995 (1966)
R. . Hall Construction Company et al., note 2, supra; Vitro Corporation of America,
IBCA-376 (August 24, 1967), 74 I.D. 253, 67-2 BCA par. 6536, and authorities cited.
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ingly, appellant asserts that this failure on the part of the Govermnent
constituted a change.
Appellant is mistaken in its reading of the contract terms. We
again quote a part of those terms:
2. Materials:
a. Insulating fill shall consist of an asphaltic light weight concrete fill similar
to All-weather Crete conforming to specifications supplied by Silbrico Corp.,
Chicago, I. (Italics added.)

Appellant does not identify the contract provisions to which it
has referred as requiring that the Government must furnish supplemental or more detailed specifications to bidders if such details are
not available from the manufacturer. The contract provisions for
Reference Specifications in Section A (a portion of which has been
quoted earlier) requires the Government only to furnish or make available for examination Federal Specifications, Bureau of Reclamation
Specifications, and information as to the availability of other specifications. There is no evidence that the Govermnient was in possession
of or could have at any time secured such detailed Silbrico specifications. In fact, the main thrust of appellant's previous arguments was
that All-weather Crete could only be obtained from applicators licensed by Silbrico. It is obvious from examination of the Silbrico
catalog 4 that the method of mixing the materials at the job site and
the proportions of the ingredients constituted the data that appellant
lacked, and this data was not available except to applicators whose
crews had been trained by Silbrico for this work, using special machinery that was "custom-designed" for various types and sizes of
decks.
Keeping in mind the realities and practical considerations involved,
one might well inquire concerning the purpose that would have been
served if appellant had been able to obtain such detailed specifications from Silbrico. The Perlite and Permalite catalogs 5 contain
tables of mix designs and instructions for arious purposes, using
perlite aggregate, water and portland cement, to be mixed at the job
site or in transit. However readily the Permalite specifications might
be obtained (as opposed to those for All-weather Crete), it should
not be presumed that appellant expected to invest in the equipment
and training necessary to become a licensed Permalite applicator or
"franchisee." Quite the contrary, for appellant's Exhibit B is a. pro4 Government's Exhibit 11.

I Government's Exhibit 10.
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posal from a Permalite applicator, and it is evident from the Permalite catalog that mixing equipment is required as well as equipment
for depositing and screeding the mixture in a continuous operation
until a panel or section is completed (Curiously enough the Permalite catalog lists Silbrico Corporation as a Permalite franchisee).
Hence, the only evidence before the Board concerning this aspect
points to an intent onl the part of appellant to use a suhcontractor litl
equipment and trained crews to mix and apply Permalite if that
product should be approved, just as it was necessary with respect to
All-weather Crete.
The majority of the Board considers the rules stated in The George

Hyman Constivetion Company v. United States,' to be dispositive
of this appeal. Appellant's brief is critical of the application of that
decision to the facts we have here, on the ground that H7yvan involved
an alleged subjective judgment by the architect concerning the color
and appearance of substitute granite as compared with the specified
type from a certain quarry. Actually, the limitations in those specifications are quite similar in effect to the specifications in the instant
appeal. 7 Moreover, the decision rests on broad principles that are for
general application to all cases of this kind. The Court said in part:
* * * the Board specifically rejected plaintiff's claim that section 20-3 of
the specifications constituted a representation by the defendant regarding
either the existence of acceptable substitutes for the named stones, or, as
plaintiff further alleges, a representation that one of these existing substitutes
would receive approval. We concur in the Board's rejection of this argument.
*

:0

*h

:

;

* * * To construe (that is, to limit) the "substitution clause" as requiring

the use of known substitutes would be as unreasonable, in this instance, as
defendant's demand in Rst that a contract specification be met by the use
of an unknown product. Indeed, to accept plaintiff's view of the matter would
result in placing defendant in the position of having to accept as a substitute a
granite which it could as readily have specified by name. *
*

There was no favoritism or preference involved and the judgment of
the contracting officer was reasonably exercised. The majority opinion
did not disregard the language of Clause 9 and Paragraph 19, as
stated in the dissenting opinion. It is plain, however, that appellant
1l77 Ct. Cl. 313, 366 F. 2d 1015 (1966).
The contract specified "Granite indicated on the drawings as Type "A" shall be
'Milford Pink' as quarried by the H. E. Fletcher Company, West Chelmsford, Mass. * * *
"Naming of Stone.-The naming of granites is for the purpose of indicating the type
that is required, but Is not intended to exclude any granite having the characteristics
which in the opinion of the Service, are so nearly like those names that they will give
practically the same effect."
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disregarded it. The provisions were not hidden away in fine print on
ihe back pages of the contract. The invitation for bids contained
clear and prominent warnings in large type with respect to all of the
requirements that should have been heeded by the contractor.
The Afelrose case, cited in the minority opinion, is clearly distinguishable from the instant appeal. AHeirose involved Federal specifications, and a credit was offered for use of a less effective insulation
board, in lieu of the specified "Foamglass" insulation. No price reduction was offered here. There were no problems of convicting dimensions
in Melrose (which involved roofing only), and there were no other
objectionable features such as we have here, concerning the necessity
for expansion joints, venting the plaza and possible blistering of the
roof, to name but a few, if Permalite were to be used.
Contrary to intimations in the minority opinion, the appellant had
'every reason and duty to ascertain, prior to bidding, whether any other
mixture of asphaltic concrete similar to All-weather Crete were available, if it intended to offer any substitute. As stated in Hymnan, supra,
the contract provisions respecting substitutes are not representations
regarding the existence of acceptable substitutes. In this connection,
appellant has introduced as "Exhibits" attached to its post-hearing
brief and later briefs, for example, specifications for asphaltic concrete
materials intended for roads or for purposes other than for roofs and
decks. This is negative evidence, together with appellant's assertions in
correspondence prior to the hearing that it was unable after extensive
inquiries, to locate a source for a mixture similar to All-weather Crete.
But this is immaterial and is otherwise questionable as to its admissibility because of its late submission.
The evidence at the close of the hearing indicated only that the
Government architect, did not know of any other sources. It may well
be that All-weather Crete represelnts a comparatively new method of
combining an asphaltic binder with perlite. The majority finds it
illogical to say, as the minority seems to imply, that a new product,
clearly more suitable for the intended purpose than older types, must
be excluded from the Federal procurement market because it carries
a brand-name and no similar and equal product can be found by the
bidder.

To paraphrase Hyman, the purpose of the substitution clause in a
situation such as existed in this case is to permit the approval of a
similar material not yet produced, or unknown to the Government at
the time of contract execution. For who can say with any degree of
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certainty at the time the specifications are prepared that no such
similar material exists, or that it will not become available after
contract execution?
In the recent case of Fuso-Amtruda Co.," the Department of
Transportation Contract Appeals Board, following and citing the
Hyman decision, stated:
* * * The inclusion of an "or equal" clause in the contract does not constitute
a representation by the Government that a known acceptable substitute for the
named item exists. * * * A prospective contractor who bids for a contract to
furnish a "brand name or equal" product must, before bidding, assure himself of
the availability of the brand name product or a equal substitute. AEROIDEX,
INC., ASBCA No. 7121 [September 11, 1962],1962 BCA par. 3492.

Conclusion
The appeal is denied.
THOMAS M. DRSTON, Deputy Chairman.
I CONCOUR:
DEAN

I

F.

RATZMAN,

Chairman.

DISSENT FOR THE REASONS STATED

IN THE ATTACHED OPINION.

AETziUR

0.

ALLEN,

Alternate

Member.
MR. ALLEN, DISSENTING

I camot agree with the opinion of the majority because it does not
address itself to the real issue involved. In my opinion, the real issue
concerns the application of the .'brand-name or equal" provisions contained in the contract to the insulation fill specified by manufacturer's
name as "All-weather Crete." The record is clear that no other insulating fill material is manufactured with an asphaltic binder as used in
All-weather Crete. The contracting officer insisted that the insulation
fill meet the requirements of All-weather Crete. The record is likewise
clear that at the time the specifications were prepared it was the intention of the Architect-who designed the building for the Government
and who prepared the specifications-that All-weather Crete was the
material that was to be used. An insulating fill commonly used for the
same purpose as that specified for All-weather Crete, with the brandname of Permalite, was offered as an equal but not approved because it
did not conform to the identical specifications for All-weather Crete.
8

DOTCAB No. 67-23 (November 24, 1067), 68-1 BCA par. 6745.
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By refusing to accept any other material as an equal to All-weather
Crete, the contracting officer completely disregarded the plain language of the contract and its intended application to material that is
specified by brand-name or equal.
There is no disagreement that it is the Government's responsibility
to specify products that will meet its minimum needs, and that can
include proprietary products. But where a proprietary product is
specified, and it is the only one that will meet the Government's needs,
it is incumbent upon the Government to make that fact known by
inserting cautionary language in the specifications. 9 To hold that the
appellant is foreclosed from objecting to the use of restrictive specifications, because no protest was lodged prior to bidding, has no application to this appeal. Appellant in reliance on the brand-name or equal
provisions in the contract, as he had a right to do, had no way of
knowing before bidding that a product specified by brand-name would
be a product the Government would determine to be the only one that
would meet its needs. There is nothing in the record, contrary to the
majority opinion, indicating that appellant knew before bidding that
he would be required to furnish All-weather Crete, the identical brandnamed product that was specified, and no other. To hold otherwise is
pure ccnjecture. There was likewise nothing in the specifications that
put appellant on notice to inquire about the manner in which the
brand-name provisions would be interpreted. Appellant had every
right to expect that the brand-name or equal provisions would be
applied as they indicate. Although a potential contractor may have
some duty to inquire about a major patent discrepancy, or obvious
omission, or a drastic conflict in provisions, he is not normally required,
absent a clear warning in the contract, "to seek clarification of any and
all ambiguities, doubts, or possible differences in interpretation." 10
Clause 9-Materials and Workmanship and Paragraph 19-Reference Specifications contained the "or equal and brand-name" provisions and they indicate how those provisions are to be interpreted when
a product is specified as "or equal" or by "brand-name." It is most difficult to understand how those provisions can be discarded as having no
application to appellant's claim simply because the contracting officer
chose to disregard them. A contracting officer's discretion in this regard
is not absolute, nor may it be exercised arbitrarily."
9W.P.X.
10Ibid.
1

'

Enterprises, Inc. v. United States, 163 Ct. Cl. 1 (1963),

323 F. 2d 874.

oon-an Construction Co., ASBCA No. 820 (January 17, 1968), 1968 BOA par. 688.
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One of the principal purposes to be served by those provisions, as has
been so aptly stated, is to discourage the potential monop)listic practice
of demanding the use of brand-name or designated articles or products
in Government contracts and to bar procurement officials fron choosing a particular source either out of favoritism or because of an honest
preference.' 2
The facts in this appeal markedly resemble those in Melrose Waterprooftng Co." In that case, the specifications called for roof insulation
conforming to a Federal Specification. The insulation material specified in the Federal Specification was a brand-name product known as
Foamglass which was manufactured by only one firm. The. contract
also contained a brand-name or equal provision similar to those in
appellant's case. The Foamglass was specified to be 1/2" thick with a
C (thermal conductivity) factor of .24. A substitute insulation board
was proposed called Dow Roofmate 1%1" thick with a C factor of .24,
plus a credit of one thousand ($1,000) dollars, or a Dow Roofmate
insulation board of 15/8" thickness with a C factor of .19 with no credit.
The substitute insulating board was rejected on the basis that it did not
meet the Federal Specifications. Commenting on the reason for the
rejection, the Board stated:
We regard that as a euphemism, since therevwas no other product in existence
of which the basic material could meet the numbered specification.

That statement is equally applicable to appellanit's case. In the instant
appeal, the Government, through its Architect who prepared the specifications, admitted that it knew of no other manufacturer that made a
product that would Meet the specifications for All-weather Crete, the
brand-name product specified. Correspondence in tie record (Architect's letter of September 22, 1965, to appellant) and the Architect's
testimony indicate that All-weather Crete was se'ected Vhen the specifications were prepared with the intent that it would be used, because
its asphaltic binder was needed (Tr. 90). Yet, notwithstanding those
admissions, appellant was advised in the same letter in which the
Architect admitted it knew of no other manufacturer that made a
product meeting the All-weather Crete specifications, and in which
Permalite was again disapproved, that if appellant submitted a product meeting the specification requirements, it would be considered.
There is, in my opinion, no reason why Clause 9 and Paragraph 19
should not be accorded their ordinary meaning in the present contract.
Reference to the specifications for All-weather Crete should be inter12

1
3

The Jack St6e co., Inc. v. Ulitedffitatcs, 170 Ct.; Cl. 281 (1965), 844 F. 2d 370.
ASBCA No. 9058 (January 31, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4119.
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preted as establishing a standard of quality-as those provisions require. The Court of Claims, in interpreting a brand-name or equal
contract provision snilar to the one in appellant's appeal, and in
reversing an administrative decision, stated:
* * To advance this long-accepted end of freer competition, the paragraph
expressly declared, in the broadest terms, that a reference by the specification
writer to "any article, device, product, materials, fixture, form or type of construction by name, make, or catalog number shall be interpreted as establishing a
standard of quality, and not as limiting competition" (italic supplied). The
normal understanding of this provision would be that, every time a brand name
appeared in the specifications, it should be read as referring, not only to the
particular manufacturer or producer which was designated, but also to any equal
article or product.
The use of "shall", not "may", shows that the clause does not merely give
the contracting officer permission, if he so desires to allow an item of another
manufacture; he is required by paragraph 1-19 to interpret the brand-name citations in the specifications as establishing no more than a "standard of quality."
The contracting officer does have to exercise judgment to determine whether
the item proposed to be substituted is equal in quality and performance to the
designated proprietary product, but his power does not extend to a refusal to
allow a replacement which is equal in these respects.

The GSBCA in upholding an appeal, interpreted the very same brandname or equal contract provision as contained in The Jack Stone Co.,
Inc. case, sUpra,by stating:
' ' * In
view of Par. 1-19(c) of the General Conditions, supra, Appellant
had a right to believe that boilers meeting the specifications of See. 68-15, spra,
were substantially the same as boilers produced by more than one manufacturer
and on the date of opening of bids, had been in successful commercial use and
operation for at least one year in projects and units of comparable size. The
evidence before us indicates that the Babcock and Wilcox Co. was the only

manufacturer meeting those standards. * * * 5

Yet, even though the contract contained the or equal and brandnamne provisions applicable to the product specified, All-weather Crete,
it is apparent that the Government subtly by the use of performance
specification, of a type, and by inadequately revealing its intended
restrictiveness, required appellant to install a proprietary product.
This, in my opinion, was a change compensable under the Changes
clause.16 If the Government desired that All-weather Crete insulating
fill be used to the exclusion of all other types of insulating fill generally used for the same purpose, it should have taken appropriate
steps to omit or change the language of Clause 9 and Paragraph 19
,~~~~~~

Te Jack Stone C.,
so Algernen Blair, Ic.,
1CIbid.
14

nc. v. United States, 170 Ct. Cl. 281 (1965), 344 F. 2d 370.
GSBCA No. 2116 (July 13, 1967), 67-2 3CA pr. 6453.
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or by other means made clear its intention. Since Clause 9 and Paragraph 19 were included in the contract, they should be given their
normal sphere of operation."' In my opinion appellant was not required by the contract to furnish All-weather Crete insulating fill, but
could have supplied a product then available of another manufacture
if it was equal. And by equal is meant a product suitable for the purpose intended, and one that could have performed the same function
in a similar mainer. This, appellant was not permitted to do.
I cannot agree that appellant failed to prove equality of the substitute material and that the Government demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that Permalite was not equal in several substantial respects to All-weather Crete. The Government by refusing to
accept any material except All-weather Crete because of its asphaltic
binder, made it impossible for Permalite, which has a cement binder,
or any other product, to be considered equal. This action by the contracting officer, which is concurred in by the majority, was contrary
to the plain language of Clause 9 and Paragraph 19.
Since the contracting officer and the majority have indicated that
All-weather Crete was readily available and that it could be installed
by anyone wishing to do so, and that there is no patented process
which controls its use, only a brief discussion of its availability is necessary to show the inaccuracy of those claims. There is adequate evidence
in the record to discredit the assertion that the product "All-weather
Crete" is available to anyone wishing to use it.
It is significant to note that the specifications state:
Insulating fill shall consist of an asphaltic lightweight concrete fill similar to
All-weather Crete conforming to spectficettons supplied by Silbrico Corp., Chicago,
Illinois. (Italics added.)

It is also significant to note that the Architect for the Government
testified, as quoted in the majority opinion, that the materials were
available to anyone. (Tr. 91.)
That testimony is not very convincing or knowledgeable coming
from the Architect who was responsible for the preparation of the
specifications for the insulating fill included in the contract. Considering that the answer was given to explain the availability of other
products that were available and similar to All-weather Crete, it simply confuses the confusion. To further indicate the ease in obtaining
All-weather Crete, a letter (Government Exhibit 20) from a Vice
President of Silbrico Corporation, cited in the majority opinion, was
Kaeier Industries Corp. v. United States, 169 Ct. C1. 310, 340 F. 2d 322 (1965).
KT
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introduced in an 'attempt to explain the availability of All-weather
Crete.
What the Architect by his testiniony and the Vice President by
his letter failed to explain was how anyone, and appellant in particular, interested in installing All-weather Crete in accordance with
this contract could do so unless, of course, they were willing to enter
into a licensing arrangement with Silbrico Corporation, and presmably to invest $60,000 in order to obtain the specifications and other
particulars about it, including installation. This, in eflect, would have
required appellant to invest more than it cost to have All-weather Crete
furnished and installed by a licensed applicator, 'and would require
appellant to become engaged in the production of a material needed
for the performance of the contract. A construction contractor is not
ordinarily expected to engage in the production of materials needed
to perform a-contract. This majority implies that the use of Permalite
would have presented the same problem to appellant. This would be
so if appellant did not wish to use a licensed Permalite applicator or
"franchisee." But that is not the issue. The issue is that appellant was
not permitted to use any insulation fill product other than All-weather
Crete. It seems abundantly clear from the record that appellant
intended to use an approved applicator of the material. approved.
While it is not necessary to engage in speculation concerning what, if
any, control the Silbrico' Corporation has over the installation of Allweather Crete, it need only be observed that the reference "Applied by
Licensed Applicators" on the cover of the brochure on All-weather
Crete would, in the ordinary sense that "licensing" is used in similar
situations, imply control of some dgree. To license means; to confer
upon a person the right' to do.' 8 It can only be concluded that the
availability and installation of All-weather Crete was limited to
those firms who had been determined to be, qualified applicators by,
and who had obtained a license for' its installation from, Silbrico
Corporation.
Since .the majority relies on' the rules in. Twe George.
ConStraction'90
case to be dispositive of this appeal, a brief discussion of
that case is necessary to show its inapplicability. While no purpose
would be served to analyze the Hyman case in detail, its application to
this appeal is typical of what so often happens when a rule of laws,
espoused in one case, is applied to others where the facts seem to appear
to be the same, but are not. The decision in the Hymcan case did not
'yinan.

33 Am. Jr. 325.
f9Note 6, supra.

299-724-64

3
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turn on language dealing with brand-name or equal products such as
contained in this appeal. Rather, the Hyman case contained a provision designed to meet the specific needs of that contract and the granite
specified by name and quarry location.
The majority opinion cites the paragraph titled "20-3 Naming of
Stone" 20 used in the Hymanr case. This paragraph plainly is not similar
in language to Clause 9 or Paragraph 19 as used in appellant's appeal.
The majority opinion implies that there is no difference but it failed
to mention the language in that paragraph relied upon by the court
in its decision.
The Court stated:
*** By its terms, defendant was obligated to accept either the named granite
or a substitute so nearly the same as would give "practically the same effect."
Surely there is no ambiguity present here. Moreover, the contract specifically
stated that the "naming of granites is for the purpose of indicating the type that
is required" and thus it clearly specified the standard by which both the architect
and contracting officer would have to be guided in deciding whether substitutes
were "so nearly like those named that they will give practically the same effect."

Hence, we have neither an undisclosed guideline nor an undisclosed intent. To

prevail, it is incumbent upon plaintiff to show that what was offered would have
met this requirement of "practically the same effect." * **

It is quite clear that language used in the Hyman case was specific
as to what the substitute material had to meet in order to be approved
and surely, specific language of that type designed to meet a special
need, should not be equated to the general type of language regarding
brand-name or equal products used in this contract. To do so distorts
the plain provisions of the contract.
,Only a brief comment need to be made regarding the "Fusco-Amatruda o.21 appeal also cited by the majority. While the brand-name
or equal language in Fusco is not the same as used in appellant's contract, it does approximate it to a greater degrTee than the language used
in the Hyman case. But in Fusco, a restrictive specification was not
involved because there was at least one other product available that
would have been acceptable as an equal to the brand-name product
specified which was not so in this appeal. The Fusco appeal also relies
on the Hyman case as authority and the inapplicability of that case to
this appeal has been discussed above.
The facts in The Jack Stone Co., Inc. v. United States, 22 the felrose
Waterproofing Co., 3 and the Algernon Blair, no.24 appeals are more
?0Note 15 supre:
Note S, sopra.
29 Note 12, supra.

9

23Note 13, supra.
24 Note 15, spra.
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representative of the factual situation in this appeal than are those in
the cases cited by the majority.
I would have sustained the appeal.
160-ACRE WATER DELIVERY LIMITATIONS AS APPIED TO
FAMILY HELD CORPORATIONS
Bureau of Reclamation: Excess Lands
The excess land provisions of reclamation law place limitations on the
delivery of project water to land owned by corporations. Corporate ownership of land may not be used as a device to avoid the excess land laws. The
corporation land may also be attributed to stockholders for the purpose of
ascertaining the amount of eligible land a stockholder may claim as an
individual.

M-36729

ApnrZ 2, 1968

To:

FIELD SOLICITOR:

BOISE, IDAHO..

SuBJECT:

160-ACRE IWVATER

DELIVERY LIMITATIONS As APPLIED TO

FAMILY HELD CORPORATIONS.

In your memorandum of January 8,91968, you asked for our advice
with regard to the. excess land problem posed by Mr. Goldsmith, al
attorney in Portland, Oreg. The situation posed by Mr. Goldsmith is
as follows: Mr. Hubbard, Sr. and Mr. Hubbard, Jr. organized Hubbard Farms, Inc. in 1966, for tax reasons. All of the land owned and
farnied by the individuals, about 1,060 acres, was transferred to the
corporation. Apparently, the laud in the Fern Ridge Reclamation Proj ect, did not receive-project water prior to its transfer to the corporation. Project water is now available and the Hubbards would like to
irrigate about 640 acres. Mr. Goldsmith requests that the Department
look through the corporate entity and view the ownership as if in four
individuals, Hubbard, Sr. and wife and Hubbard, Jr. and wife, with
each individual eligible to receive water for 160 acres. In the alternative, Mr. Goldsmith suggests that the corporation create three subsidiary corporations, each with a right to receive project water, for
160 eligible acres. Of immediate concern are the rules applicable to
analysis of corporate ownership of excess lands and what would result
from the application of these rules to the described situation.
There are three fundamental rules generally applicable to corporate
ownership of land subject to the acreage limitation of reclamation law.
The first rules is that no corporation may hold more than 160 acres as
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eligible land. This follows from the immediate fact that a corporation
is a private owner in law under both section 5 of the Reclamation Act
of 1902 and under section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926.
The rule is a result of the juristic concept of the corporate entity. The
second fundamental rule is that the corporate form can be disregarded
and the land held in corporate ownership viewed as if held by its stockholders in order to determine whether any stockholder, as a beneficial
owner of a pro rata share of the corporate land holding, is holding
land in excess of 160 acres. To disregard the corporate fonn however,
does not mean that the first rule is disregarded. The first rule is always
applicable, without regard to the number, character, or extent of
individual land holdings of the corporation's stockholders. The third
rule is that the corporation or corporations, were not established with
a primary purpose to avoid the application of the excess land laws.
The rules stated above are not of recent origin in the application of
reclamation law. The identical position was taken in Williston Land
Company, 37 L.D. 428 (1909).
This construction [that a corporation may take a water right] does not tend
,to defeat the evident intent of the act, to assure actual small holdings. Though
the same few persons required by local law to organized a corporation may
organize many corporations under different names, they cannot thus, without
limit, absorb and contrbl large areas of land irrigable under any project into
the holding of. few individuals. A corporation is but a fictitious person created
by the law and permitted to be used by real persons for convenience; and purposes of business. But when this fiction is attempted to be used for a fraudulent
purpose or to evade the policy of a statute, the tribunal before which such fiction
is attempted to be availed of may always look beyond the corporate name and
fiction of a new person to distinguish and recognize the individuals its represents
and attempts to conceal. McKinley v. Wheeler (130 U.S. 630, 66) ; Bank of the

United States v. Deveax (5 Cranch 61, 87); United States v. Trinidad Coal
Company (137 U.S. 160, 169); Baltimore and Potomac R.B. Company v. Fifth
Baptist Church (108 U.S. 317, 330); J. H. McEKnight Company (34 L.D. 443, 444).
In the last cited case the Department so applied the rule to defeat fraud upon
the desert-land act. Upon the same principle and in the same manner, fraud
by this device and fiction upon the limitation of area of water rights fixed by
the reclamation act may readly be prevented.

This opinion was later limited by subsequent instructions and decisions prohibiting corporations from making application for water
rights on reclamation projects. See 42 L.D. 250 (1913) and 42 L.D.
253 (1913). It has, however, remained in effect as to corporate holdings
of land in reclamation irrigation districts uder other circumstances.
In more recent years the same construction of reclamation law has
been voiced by the Department of the Interior. For example, in a
letter of March 18, 1955, the Regional Solicitor, Sacramento, Calif.,
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in discussing a situation where landowners had formed four corpora-.
tions to hold irrigable land held that each of the corporations would
be able to hold 160 acres of irrigable land, stating that, "The corporate
entity of each (corporation) would not be disregarded unless or until
the land representing any stockholder's interest in the corporation,
added to any other land he owns in the district, is in excess of the
amount of land for which he is eligible to receive project water."
'The Regional Solicitor correctly stated that individuals could form
corporations to hold eligible irrigable land within a district to the
extent of 160 acres per corporation, provided the land so held when
distributed ratably among the stockholders as if owned by them
would not exceed the acreage which each stockholder individually
could hold as eligible land.
An identical position was taken in a letter of May 6, 1959, to Senator
Clinton P. Anderson from the Assistant Secretary of the Interior,
Mr. Fred Aandahl. The Assistant Secretary stated: "While it is true
that a corporation is technically a distinct entity under the law, if
the landowner also owned and controlled the corporation we could not
consider that he had divested himself of the beneficial ownership of
the lands in question. We would, therefore, be required to consider.
that such portion of the lands owned by the corporation as was represented by his ownership of the corporation would be accounted for
in computing his total acreage* under the project."
The third rule was reiterated in the Coninittee Print, Acreage
Limitation Policy, Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
88th Cong. 2d Sess. p. 14 (1964).
Since the effective date of the act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), corporations
have been permitted to acquire private land in tracts not in excess of 160
irrigable acres and secure project water therefor in the same manner as natural
persons, subject only to the requirement that the purpose and business intent
of each such corporate entity will be considered individually and no corporation
can receive project water if it is determined that said corporation was established for the purpose of holding project lands in a manner inconsistent with
the acreage limitation provisions of reclamation law.

In applying the third rule, we believe that the parties involved
should bear the burden of establishing sound independent reasons and
purposes for establishing multiple corporations to hold irrigable land
subject to acreage limitations, other than a motive to avoid the application of the excess land laws.
Although the stated rules will prevent abuse and evasion of the
acreage limitations in most cases of family or closed corporations,
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there may yet remain situations which will require additional analysis.
We have in mind particularlytthe kind of situation which could
develop where a number of unrelated individuals would create several
corporations on paper to hold irrigable land, assigning 160 acres to
each corporation and taking advantage of the element of permissiveness in the second rule to efect eligible ownershis of land in fraud
of the acreage limitations. Further, we do not know how the second
rule can be applied practically in the case of publicly owned corporations. As to such corporations the first rule should be sufficient, unless
it is known that a significant portion of the outstanding shares are
held by a single stockholder. We would consider ten percent a significant portion. The public corporation could be asked to identify such
stockholders, if any.
Analysis of the Hubbard Farms, Inc. situation in terms of the above
rules leads to the following conclusions. First, H-ubbard Farns, Inc.
can hold only 160 acres as eligible land. Second, the creation of three
subsidiaries cannot increase the eligible acreage, assuming that the
parent corporation, Hubbard Farms, Inc., is the sole stockholder of
the subsidiaries. In this regard we wish to point out that disregarding
the corporate form does nolt require the Department to go any further
than to ascertain the immediate stockholders of any corporation; as
a specific legal entity. It is not feasible, in view of the manifold levels
of ownership which 'can be created in corporate structures, for us to
try to pierce through to the "ultimate" owners. Therefore, we woLld
consider Hubbard Farms, Inc., and not its stockholders, as the beneficial owner of its subsidiaries.
A different hypothetical situation would exist, however, if three
new separate corporations were established whose stock was held by
the same individuals and assuming the third rule was not violated.
Then application of the second rule would lead to a somewhat different
result, but still on the same level of analysis. What would then control
the amount of eligible land which could be held by the four corporations would be the pro rata share attributable to the beneficial ownership of the largest common stockholder. If, for example, one of the
four stockholders owned 50 percent of the shares of each corporation
then his portion as a beneficial owner would account for 160 acres
as to two of the corporations. The other two corporations would be
in excess status as to any land held, or the eligible land held by each
corporation would have to be reduced to 80 acres, if four corporations
were used. The point to remember is that the assets of a corporation
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cannot in fact be segregated, each stockholder has an interest in
each asset. We only attribute beneficial ownership to stockholders
as if they owned the land.
EDWARD WEINBERG,

Acting Solicitor.

CORPORATE OWNERSHIP OF EXCESS LANDS-LAND OWNED BY
GLENN H. WEYER IN AINSWORTH IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Bureau of Reclamation: Excess Lands
The excess land provisions of reclamation law place limitations on the delivery
of project water to land owned by corporations. Corporate ownership of
land may not be used as a device to avoid the excess land laws. The corporation land may also be attributed to stockholders for the purpose of
ascertaining the amount of eligible land a stockholder may claim as an
individual.

M-36730
TO:

.

April 22, 1968

REGIONAL SOLICITOR, DENVER, CoLo.

SUBJECT: CORPORATE OWNERhSIP OF EXCEss LAND.

In your memorandum of January 19, 1968, you submitted a question
concerning corporate ownership of excess land to the Assistant Solicitor, Branch of Reclamation. The situation which you presented with
respect to ownership of laud by Mr. Glenn H. Weyer in the Ainsworth
Irrigation District can be briefly stated as follows: Mr. Weyer is the
owner of, or has an interest in, 245.6 acres of irrigable land within the
District. Mr. Weyer has designated 39.2 acres as excess land. Of. the
remaining 206.4 acres, Mr.: Weyer owns individually 106.1 acres. His
interest in the remaining 100.3 acres, which, apparently is an undivided one-half interest, he would deed to a corporation of which he
owns 60 percent of the capital stock. Of immediate concern are the
rules applicable to analysis of corporate ownership of excess lands
and what would result from the application of these rules to the described situation.
There are three fundamental rules generally applicable to corporate
ownership of land subject to the acreage limitation of reclamation
law. The first rule is that no corporation may hold more than 160
acres as eligible land. This follows from the immediate fact that a
corporation is a private owner in law under both section 5 of the
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Reclamation Act of 1902 and: under section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustinent Act of 1926. The rule is a result of the juristic concept of the
corporate entity. The second fundamental rule is that the corporate
form can be disregarded and the land held in corporate ownership
viewed as if held by its stockholders in order to determine whether
any stockholder, as a benefical owner of a pro rata share of the corporate land holding, is holding land in excess of 160 acres. To disregard the corporate form however, does not mean that the first rule
is disregarded. The first rule is alwvays applicable, without regard to
the number, character, or extent of individual land holdings of the
corporation's stockholders. The third rule is that the corporation
or corporations, were not established with a primary purpose to avoid
the application of the excess land laws.
The rules stated above are not of recent origin in the. application
of reclamation law. The identical position was taken in Williston Land
Company, 37 L.D. 428 (1909).
This construction [that a corporation may take a water right]' does not tend
to defeat the evident intent of the act, to assure actual small holdings, Though
the same few persons required by local law to organize a corporation may organize many corporations under different names, they cannot thus, without
limit, absorb and control large areas of land irrigable under any project into
the holding of few individuals. A corporation is but a fictitious person created by
the, law and permitted to be used by real persons for convenience and purposes
of business. But when this fiction is attempted to be used for a fraudulent purpose or to evade the policy of a statute, the tribunal ibefore which such action
is attempted to be availed of may always look beyond the corporate name and
fiction of a new person to distinguish and recognize the individuals it represents
and attempts to conceal. McKinley v. Wheeler (130 U.S. 30, 636) ; Bank of the
United States v. Deveauxo (5 Oranch 61, 7); United States v. Trinidad Coal
Company (137 U.S. 160, 169) ; Baltimore and Potomac B.R. Company v. Fifth
Baptist Church (108 U.S. 317, 330); J. H. MceKnight. Company (34 L.D. 443,
444).
In the.last cited case the Department so applied the rule to defeat fraud upon
the desert-land act. Upon the same principle and in the same manner, fraud by
this device and fiction upon the limitation of area of water rights fixed by the
reclamation act may readily be prevented.

This opinion was later limited by subsequent instructions and decisions prohibiting corporations from making application for water
rights on reclamation projects. See 42 L.D. 250 (1913) and 42 L.fl
253 (1913). It has; however, remained in effect as to corporateholdings
of land in reclamation irrigation districts lnder other circumstances.
In more recent years the same construction of reclamation law has
been voiced y the Department of the Interior. For example, in a
letter of March 18, 1955, the Regional Solicitor, Sacramento,CIalif., in
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discussing a situation where landowners had formed, four corporations
to hold irrigable land held that each of the corporatiols would be able
to hold 160 acres of irrigable land, stating that, "The corporate entity
of each (corporation) would not be disregarded unless or until the
land representing any stockholder's interest in the corporation, added
to' any other land he owns in the district, is in excess of the amount of
land for which he is eligible to receive project water.")5 The Regional
Solicitor correctly stated that individuals could form corporations
to hold eligible irrigable land within a district to the extent of 160
acres per corporation, provided the land so held when distributed
ratably among the stockholders as if owned by them would not exceed
the acreage which each stockholder individually could hold as eligible
land.
An identical position was taken in a letter of May 6, 1959, to Senator
Clinton P. Anderson from the Assistant Secretary of the Interior, Mr.
Fred Aandahl. The Assistant Secretary stated: "While it is true that a
corporation is technically a distinct entity under the law, if the landowner also owned and controlled the corporation we could not consider
that he had divested 'himself of the beneficial ownership of the lands
in question. We would therefore be required to consider that such portion of the lands owned by the corporation as was represented by his
ownership of the corporation would be accounted for in computing his
total acreage under the project."
The third rule was reiterated in the Committee Print, Acreage LimitationPoZicy, Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 88th
Cong. 2d Sess. p.' 14 (1964).'
Since the effective date of the act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), corporations
have been permitted to acquire private land in tracts not in excess of 160 irrigable
acres and secure project water therefor in the same manner as natural persons,
subject only to the requirement that the purpose and business intent of each such
corporate entity will be considered individually and no corporation can receive
project water if it is determined that said corporation was established for the
purpose of holding project lands in a manner inconsistent with the acreage
limitation provisions of reclamation law.

; In applying the third rule, we believe that the parties involved
should bear the burden of establishing sound independent reasons and
purposes for establishing multiple corporations to hold irrigable land
subject to acreage limitations, other than a motive to avoid the application of the excess land laws.

299-724-68
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Although the stated rules will prevent abuse and evasion of the
acreage limitations in most cases of family or closed corporations, there.
may yet remain situations which will require additional analysis. We
have in mind particularly the kind of situation which could develop
where a number of unrelated individuals would create several corporations on paper to hold irrigable land, assigning 160 acres to each corporation and taking advantage of the element of permissiveness in the
second rule to effect eligible ownerships of land in fraud of the
acreage limitations. Further, we do not know how the second rule can
be applied practically in the case of publicly owned corporations. As
to such corporations the first rule should be sufficient, unless it is known
that a significant portion of the outstanding shares are held by a single
stockholder. We would consider 10 percent a significant portion. The
public corporation could be asked to identify such stockholders, if any.
In applying the rules to the given situation it can readily be seen
that the corporation is within 160 acres of eligible land, assuming that
the undivided one-half interest in 100.3 acres is the total corporate-holding. Attributing 60 percent of that to Mr. Weyer makes him the beneficial owner, or part owner, of about 205.5 acres, of which 39.2 are under
recordable contract. There remains 166.2 acres, or 6.2 acres in excess
of his eligible acreage. Except for Vhe 6.2 acres, Mr. Weyer is in substantial compliance with the acreage limitation.
EDWARDWEINBERGI

Acting Solcto.
CORPORATE OWNERSHIP OF EXCESS LANDS-LAND OWNED BY
SILL PROPERTIES, INC. AND ICARDO BROS., INC.
Bureau of Reclamation: Exess Lands
i

The excess.land provisions of reclamation law place limitations on the delivery
of project water to land owned by corporations. Corporate.ownership of land
may not be used as a device to avoid the excess land laws. The corporation
land may also be attributed to stockholders for the purpose of 'ascertaining
the amount of eligible land a stockholder may claim as an individual.

M-36731

-

To: REGIONAL SOLICITOR, SACRAMENTO,

April 22, 1968
CALIF.:

SUBJECT: CORPORATE OWNERSHIP Or EXCESS LANDS.

In your memorandum of December 11, 1967, to the Associate Solicitor, Reclamation and Power, you requested advice on two separate situ-
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ations of corporate ownership of irrigable land, the Sill Properties,.
Inc. case, and the Icardo Bros., Inc. case.
In the Sill Properties, Inc. case, Sill Properties owned 615.33 acres
in the Shafter-Wasco Irrigation District. It designated 160 acres as
eligible land and has foregone water for 455 excess acres. On March 1,
1967, Sill Properties sold 140 excess acres to Charles Sill Company, Inc.
which owns no other land in the District. Stockholders and their interest in the two companies are as follows:
Sill Properties,Inc. Charles Sill Co.
(percent)
(percent)

Ben Sill
Hugh Sill
Charles Sill-Frank Sill
Jack Sill
Betty Sill-

-

-20
-20

-

-20
-16.

20
64

20
20
20
20
20

3. 36

No information is available as to the time or purpose for the establishinent of Charles Sill Company, Inc.
Icardo BrosI., Inc., apparently has total holdings of about 165 acres
in Arvin-Edison Water Storage District. The corporation is owned
50 percent by Jimmie Icardo and 50 percent by Arthur Icardo. It was
established in 1046, long before service to the District. Jimmie Icardo
and hiswife also own 416.82 acres in the District and-have designated
320 acres as eligible land.
There are three fundamental rules generally applicable to corporate
ownership' of land subject to the acreage limitation of reclamation
law. The 'first rule is that no corporationi may hold more than160 acres
as eligible land. This follows from the immediate fact that a corporation is a private owner in law, under both section 5 of the Recla'
mation Act of 1902 and under section,46 of the Omnibus Adjustment
Act of 1926. The rule is a result of the juristic concept of the-cbrporatc
entity. The second fundamental rule is that the corporate form can
be disregarded and the land held in corporate ownership viewed as if
held by its stockholders in`,order to determine whether any stockholders
as a beneficial owner of a pro rata share of the corporate land holding,
is holding land in excess of 160 ares. To disregard the corporate form
however, does not mean that the first rule- is disregarded. The first
rule is always' applicable,'-without regard to the number, charact
or extent of individual land holdintgs of the corporation's stockholders.
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The third rule is that the corporation or corporations, were not established with a primary purpose to avoid the application of the excess
land laws.
The rules stated above are not of recent origin in the application
of reclamation law. The identical position was taken in Williston
Land Company, 37 L.D. 428 (1909).
This construction [that a corporation may take a water right] does not tend
to defeat the evident intent of the act, to assure actual holdings. Though the
same few persons required by local law to organize a corporation may organize
many corporations under different names, they cannot thus, without limit, absorb
and control large areas of land irrigable under any project into the holding of
few individuals, A corporation is but a fictitious person created by the law and
permitted to be used by real persons for convenience and purposes of business.
But when this fiction is attempted to be used for a fraudulent purpose or to
evade the policy of a statute, the tribunal before which such fiction is attempted
to be availed of may always look beyond the corporate name and fiction of a
new person to distinguish and recognize the individuals it represents and attempts to conceal. McKinley v. Wheeler (130 U.S. 630, 636) ; Bank of the United
States v. Deveaux (5 Cranch 61, 87); United States v. Trinidad Coal Company
(137 U.S. 160, 169); Baltimore and Potomac R.R. Company v. Fifth Baptist
Church (108 U.S. 317, 330); J. H. Mcffnight Company (34 L.D. 443, 444).

In the last cited case the Department so applied the rule to defeat fraud upon
the desert-land act. Upon the same principle and in the same manner, fraud
by this device and fiction upon the limitation of area of water rights fixed by
the reclamation act may readily be prevented.

This opinion was later limited by subsequent instructions and decisions prohibiting corporations from making application for water
rights on reclamation projects. See 42 L.D. 250 (1913) and 42 L.D.
253 (1913). It has, however, remained in effect as to co'porate holdings
of land in reclamation irrigation districts under other circumstances.
In more recent years the same construction of reclamation law has
been voiced by the Department of the Interior. For example, in a
letter of March 18, 1955, the Regional Solicitor, Sacramento, Calif.,
in discussing a situation where landowners had formed four corporations to hold irrigable land held that each of the corporations would
be able to hold 160 acres of irrigable land, stating that, "The corporate
entity of each (corporation) would not be disregarded unless or until
the land representing any stockholder's interest in the corporation,
added to any other land he owns in the district, is in excess. 'bf the
amount of land for which he is eligible to receive project water." The
Regional Solicitor correctly stated that individuals could form'corporations to hold eligible irrigable land within a district to the extent
of 160 acres per corporation, provided the land so held when distrib-
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uted ratably among the stockholders as if owned by them would not
exceed the acreage which each stockholder individually could hold as
eligible land.
An identical position was taken in a letter of May 6, 1959, to Senator
Clinton P. Anderson from the Assistant Secretary of tile Interior,
Mr. Fred Aandahl. The Assistant Secretary stated: "While it is true
that a corporation is technically a distinct entity under the law, if the
landowner also owned and controlled the corporation we could not
consider that he had divested himself of the beneficial ownership of the
lands in question. We would therefore be required to consider that
such portion of the lands owned by the corporation as was represented
by his ownership of the corporation would be accounted for in computing his total acreage under the project."The third rule was reiterated in the Committee Print, Acreage Limitation Policy; Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 88th
Cong.,2dSess. p.14 (1964).X
Since the effective date of the act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636),, corporations
have been permitted to. acquire private land in tracts not in excess of 160 irrigable acres and secure project water therefor in the same manner as natural
persons, sbjdct only to the requirement that the purpose' and; business intent
of each such corporate entity will be considered individually and no corporation
can receive project water if it is determined that said corporation was established for the purpose of holding project lands in a manner inconsistent with the
acreage limitation provisions of reclamation law.

In applying the third rule, we believe that the parties involved
should bear the burden of establishing sound independent reasons and
purposes for establishing multiple corporations to hold irrigable land
subject to acreage limitations, other than a motive to avoid the application of the excess land laws.
* Although the stated rule will prevent abuse and evasion of the acreage limitations in most cases of family or closed corporations, there
may yet remain situations which will require additional analysis. We
have in mind particularly the kind of situation which could develop
where anumber of unrelated individuals would create several corporations on paper to hold irrigable land, assigning 160 acres to each corporation and taking advantage of the element of permissiveness in the
second rule to effect eligible ownerships of land in fraud of the acreage
limitations. Further, we do not know how the second rule can be applied practically in the case of publicly owned corporations. As to such
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corporations the first rule should be sufficient, unless it is known that a
significant portion of the outstanding shares are held by a single stockholder. We would consider ten percent a significant portion. The public corporation could be asked to identify such stockholders, if any.
Applying the rules to the Sill corporations it can be readily seen that
each corporation could hold up to 160 acres of eligible land, provided
the facts show that the third rule is met. Each maj or stockholder would
be considered as the beneficial owner of 60 acres (32 in Sill Properties and 28 in Charles Sill Company). It is assumed that the individuals hold no other irrigable land in the district. We also assume that
you will ascertain whatever additional facts are necessary to analyze
the Sill matter completely
As to the Icardo Bros., Inc., it cannot hold any land as nonexcess
because Jimmie Icardo is already an excess landowner. The only alternative would be for Jimmie to redesignate 80 acres of individually
owned eligible larn as excess so a corporate eligible share could be attributed to him, if he so desired. Without such redesignation we cannot agree with the suggestion that Icardo Bros., Inc. could designate 80
acres as eligible, theoretically excluding as ineligible 80 acres attributable to Jimmie Icardo. Even though an attribution of ownership
is made under rule two to ascertain Jimmie Icardo's individual beneficial ownership of land, as a stockholder he still receives a benefit
-from all the corporate assets. Thus, even if only 80 acres of corporate
land were to be considered eligible, Jimmie Icardo would, as a 50
percent stockholder, still get half the benefit of the 80 acres.
This memorandum should also .answer your memorandum of January 9, 1968,. requesting our comment on a proposed set of guidelines
on corporate ownership of excess lands. The rules cited herein more
for less parallel your proposed guidelines and will serve the same purpose. This memorandum should also provide answers to your-inquiries
of July 5, 1967 and July 24, 1967. We agree that the position set forth
in the Assistant Regional Director's memorandum of March 17, 1967,
on the Mathews case, is the correct one.
EDWARD WEINBERG,

Acting Solicitor.
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UNITED STATES v. U.S. MINERALS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
A-30407

Decided April 30,:1968

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals-Mlining Claims: Special
Acts
The act of July 23, 1955, had the effect of excluding from: the coverage of the
mining laws "common varieties" of building stone, but left the act of August 4,
1892, authorizing the location of building stone placer mining claims effective
as to building stone that has "some property giving it distinct and special
value."

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals-Mining Claims: Determination of Validity
To determine whether a deposit of building stone or other substance listed
in the act of July 23, 1955, is of a common or uncommon variety, there must
be-a comparison of the deposit with other deposits of similar type minerals
in order to ascertain whether the deposit has a property giving it a distinct
and special value. If the deposit is to be used for the ame purposes as minerals of common occurrence, then there must be a showing that some property of the deposit gives it a special value for such use and that this value
is reflected by the fact that the material commands a higher price in the
market place. If, however, the stone or other mineral has some property
making it useful for some purpose for which other commonly available
materials cannot be used, this may adequately demonstrate that it has a

distinct and special value.;

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals-Mining Claims:
ings-lRules of Practice: Hearings

ear-

A stipulation between the Government's attorney and the mining claimant's

attorney at a hearing to determine whether a building stone is of a common
or uncommon variety under the act of July 23, 1955, that the stone is marketable, does not preclude a further hearing to consider whether the facts relating to the marketability demonstrate that the stone has some property
giving it a distinct and special value over other stones used for the same
purposes which are also marketable but are considered to be of a common
variety.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU O LAND MANAGEMENT

The U.S. Minerals Development Corporation has appealed to the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision by the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, dated October 29,
1964, declaring its placer mining claim located in the NW1/4NEI/4 sec.
21, T. 3 S., R. 21 E., S.B.M., Riverside County, Calif., to be null and
void on the ground that the material within the claim is a common
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variety of stone not locatable under the mining laws since the enactment of the act of July 23, 1955, 69 Stat. 367, 30 U.S.C. sees. 601-615
(1964). The decision reversed a decision by a hearing examiner dated
July 22, 1963, dismissing a contest brouglt by the Government against
the claim. The hearing examiner held that the stone within the claim
has a distinct and special commercial value and thus is not to be considered as a common variety under the act of July 23,1955..
Section 3 of that act provides as follows:
A deposit: of common; varieties of sand, stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or
cinders shall not be deemed a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of
the mining laws of theUnited States so as to give effective validity to any mining
claim hereafter located ufder such mining laws: Provided, however, That nothing herein shall affect the validity of any mining location based upon discovery
of some other mineral occurring in or in association with such a deposit. "Common varieties" as used in this Act does not include deposits of such materials
which are valuable because the deposit has some property giving it distinet and
special value and does not include so-called "block pumice" which occurs in
nature, in pieces having one dimension of two inches or more. 69 Stat. 368, 30

U.S.C.. § 611.'

The appellant's mining claim was located in 1962 for a reddish
quartzite stone which it contends has an attractive, shiny luster, and
which has been sold under the trade name of "Rosado stone" for use
as veneer on walls and for fireplaces, patio loors and other building
purposes. At the hearing the parties orally stipulated that the stone
had been used solely for building purposes, that it is found within each
ten-acre subdivision of the claim, and that its marketability was not
in issue, but that the sole issue to be. determined was whether the stone
is a common variety no longer locatable under section 3 of the act of
July 23,1955, quoted above.
*The question considered by the hearing examiner and the Office of
Appeals and Hearings, with opposite conIclusions reached, was whether
or not the stone came within that provision of section 3 of the act
excluding the materials listed in that section from being common varieties where the deposits of material are valuable "becausethe deposit has some property giving it distinct and- special value." The
hearing examiner emphasized that the stone. had an attractive color
and appearance and sufficient schistosity; making it' valuable as a
building stone marketable at a higher price than ordinary desert stone
76 Stat. 652, 30 U.S.C. § 611 (1964),
hlso added petrified wood to the materials listed Instiis section.
X
- 'An amendment by the act of September 28, 1962
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in the area., and is located near transportation and accessible to a sub-

stantial market area. These qualities, he found, brought the stone within
the definition of uncommon varieties set forth in a regulation defining
them, 43 OFR 3511.1(b), formerly 43 CFR 185.121(b) (amended as
published in 27 F.R.9137, September 14,1962).
In reversing the hearing examiner's decision, the decision below held
that as the iRosado stone was used for building and construction purposes the same as other deposits of stne which are widely available,
it can not be considered an uncommon variety.' The decision stated
that the hearing examiner' iterpretation of the regulation was erroneous and that his decision did not comport with Departmental decisions rendered after its amendment in 1962, United States v. D. O.
Ligier, A-29011 (October 8, 1962); United States v. Kelly Shannon
et al., 70 I.D. 136 (1963); United States v. PdnkAHelluzzo et al., 70 I.D.
184 (1963); United States 'v. Kenneth MoClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964)
(rendered 'after the examiner's decision); as well as decisions prior to
the amendment, e.g., United States v. J. B. Henderson, 68 I.D. 26
(961).
The appellant has several objections to the decision of the Office of
Appeals and Hearings and to the Departmental decisions relied on by
it. Its major contention is that the RIosado stone has intrinsic characteristics which set it apart from other quartzite and building stones in
the marketing areas, that it is not a stone' of widespread occurrence,
that it is inark&able, and' thus must bb considerd an uncommon variety still locatable under the mining laws. '
Appellant contends that the decision by the Office of Appeals and
Hearings constitutes a 'ruling that no building stone claim cn be upheld as'conltaining uncommon varieties and that building stone deposits are not locatable as a matter of law under the mining laws. It
charges, in effect, that the'Department has interpreted the act of July
23, 1955,"as repealing section 1 of theaet of August 4,1892,27 Stat. 348,
30 U.S.C. sec. 161 (1964), which authorized the location of placer
mining cains for lands "that are chiefly' valuable for building stone."
The basis of tae charge is that the Department's decisions have' ep'hasized the use of the material as the criterion for determining' whether
it is coimmon or uncommon and'have held that where material is used
for the same purposes as common varieties of the material it is considered a common variety despite its having distinctive and special quaities. 'Since, appellant asserts, ordinary stoneIcan 'be and is used for
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building purposes, no stone used for building purposes can, under the
Department's rulings, be an uncommon variety; hence, the Department
has in effect held that the 1892 act has been repealed by the 1955 act.
Appellant states that the "special and distinct value" prescribed in
the 1955 act must mean an "economic value," and that the emphasis by
the Department on the use of the material rather than on its economic
value or intrinsic characteristics has destroyed all standards. It contends that the decision below and other Departmental rulings are unreasonable, out of harmony with the statute, ad, hence, are invalid.
It is clear from a recent ruling by te Supreme Court involving the
effect of the 1955 act upon the mining laws as to building stone, that
the act removed from the coverage of the mining laws "common varieties" of building stone, leaving the provisions of the mining laws,
including the 1892 act relating to building stone, effective as to building stone that has "some property giving it a distinct and special
value." United States v. Coleman, No. 630, April 22, 1968,
U.S.
This has been the position of the Department since the enactment of the 1955 act. The question presented since that enactment
as to mining claims located thereafter has been to determine whether
a building stone was a common or uncommon variety of stone within
the meaning of the act. Contrary to appellant's contentions, the Department has not ruled that simply because the stone is used for building purposes it must be considered to be a common variety and therefore not locatable under the mining laws. To read such a ruling in any
Departmental decision issued'after enaotment of the 1955 act is to
read something which is not there. An analysis of the 5 Departmental
decisions concerned with this question as to whether the building stone
on a claim located after the date of the act was a connon or uncommon variety of stone shows that they do not stand for the proposition
asserted by appellant and also reveals the criteria that are tobe used
in determining what constitutes having a "property giving it distinct
and special value."In United States v. D. G. Ligier, supra, the stone was a tufF having
colors ranging from white through cream, pink, lavender and brown,
,with high compressive strength and light weight. The locators hoped
to develop a market for the stone as an. ornamental building stone,
but only one carload had been removed from the claims, and there was
a vast deposit not only on the claims but in a 20-mile area surrounding the claims. It was found that the claims had no special economic
value over and above the general run of deposits of building stone. It
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wahs also held that as marketability of the stone had not been proved,
in any event, there was not a discovery of a valuable deposit even if
the claims were locatable.
In United States v. Kelly Shannon, supra, the building stone had
pleasing colors -and split readily-both qualities asserted for the Rosado. stone here. However, in 'the Shannon case only a few sales had
been made, primarily to an interested party, and the Government witness had taken the stone to 15 rock dealers who were not interested in
it. It was held that this limited use did not indicate that the stone was
of an uncommon variety.
In United States v. Frank elluzzo, supra, a pink quartz had been
sold and used for some ornamental building purposes, and a small
amount of stone had been sold as gem stone for lapidary purposes. This
latter stone was disseminated throughout the lower grade building
stone. There were other large deposits of the building stone in the area,
and similar deposits elsewhere in the State and two other States. The
decision held that the lower grade stone was sold for the ordinary uses
to which any colored building stone is put and that it -was a common
variety. The claimants contended that because the stone sold for $20
to $40 per ton, whereas ordinary stone is sand, rock, or other material
selling for from $0.25 to $10 per ton, their stone should be considered
to be an uncommon variety. The Department said that price alone was
not the pertinent criterion but only a factor that might be of relevance.
As for the stone suitable for lapidary purposes, assuming that it
could be considered to be an uncommon variety, the Department found
it could not be segregated as a separate deposit from the mass of
ordinary stone and that, even if it could be, the two sales of 520 pounds
of the stone for $260 in two years fell short of demonstrating that the
lapidary stone constituted a valuable mineral deposit.
In United States v. Kenneth MleClarty, supra,the stone was used as
veneer on walls, for chimneys, patios, and general rubble construction.
There were other deposits of the stone in the area and in other parts
of the State and another State, but the unique feature claimed for the
deposit in question was that a high percentage of the stone was fractured naturally into regular shapes which could be used for construction with a minimum of cutting or splitting. The hearing examiner
found that the naturally fractured stone was not distinguishable from
the other stone in the area and that the economic advantage enjoyed
by the deposit over other deposits because of its higher concentration
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of naturally fractured regularly shaped stone did not give the deposit
a special and distinct economic value. The Director overturned this
decision, finding that there were commercial quantities of the material.
In reversing the Director's decision on appeal to the Secretary, it was
found that although most of the stone was regular in size and shape
no special value had been recognized in actual usage because of these
characteristics, and that the regularly shaped stone on the claim was
used for the same purposes as the irregularly shaped stone in 'the same
deposit, and as stone found in other deposits in the locality It was
stated that the fact the stone did not require as much cutting or shaping did not endow the stone with the character of an uncommon variety.
It was also stated that there was no evidence that the colors of the
stone were more varied or more desirable for construction purposes,
giving it a special and distinct value, over other colored stone in the
vicinity.
In United States v. E. H. Johnson'.et al., A-30191 (April 2, 1965),

limited sales of limestone were made for ordinary construction purposes. A Government witness testified that it was useful only as rubble,
that it had wide occurrence and no special characteristics, and that
nine stone dealers were. not interested in buying it. The Department
held that merely because a material may have commercial value, this
does not establish that it is an uncommon variety.
These decisions fall far short of a ruling of law that building stone,
as a category of materials, may never be found in a deposit which can
be considered an uncommon variety. No such arbitrary ruling has
been made, nor has any other arbitrary formula or standard been set
forth for determining whether a claim contains a common variety or
uncommon variety under the i955 act. Each'case presented has been
determined on its own merits in order to ascertain whether the statutory definition was satisfied.
This does not mean that there may not be any guidelines or factors
developed to help' in determining whether a deposit is an' uncommon
variety. The most important factor inherent from the language of the
statute is that there must be a comparison of the mineral deposit in
question with other deposits of such miierals generally. Certainly,
there can'be no 'evaluation' of whether the properties allegedly giving
a deposit a "distinct and special value"' really do so without such a
comparison. Although, appellant suggests that this Department has
over-emphasized the factor o'f how the' mineral is to be used in de'
termining'whether or not it is a common' variety there is apparently
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some misunderstanding of the rationale behind the Department's decisions. The use of the mineral is not the sole criterion in determining
whether the mineral is of a common or uncommon variety, but it is
an important factor to be considered as a basis of comparison of one
deposit with other deposits to ascertain whether the given deposit has
properties giving it a special and distinct value.
This real significance of the use factor is reflected in the McClarty
case where it was claimed that the naturally occurring regular shapes
of the stone gave it a special and distinct value. However, there was no
evidence that in the use of the stone in the building trade any significant value was attributed to the stone because of that quality. It was
found, on the contrary, that it was used in the same manner as other,
irregularly shaped stone found on the same claim. The claim did have
a greater concentration of the naturally fractured regularly shaped
stone which might give the claimants some economic advantage in
that it would reduce the cost of cutting and shaping the stone" but this
fact was considered insufficient to warrant the stone being considered
an uncommon variety because this unique characteristic of the deposit of stone did not give it any distinct or special value. That is,
a purchaser who wanted regularly shaped stone would not pay any
more for a naturally shaped stone than he would for a stone that had
to be cut to shape. It would make no difference to him how the shape
of the stone was achieved, whether by natural fracturing or by
fabrication.
It must be conceded that the language used in some of the Department's: decisions on common varieties could lead to the conclusion that
the Department would hold to be a common variety any mineral
deposit that was used for the same purposes as deposits of admittedly
common varieties of the same mineral. See the Ligier, Melluzzo, and
McClarty cases, also United States v. J. R. Henderson supra; United
States v. J. R. Cardwell and FrancesH. Smart, A-29819 (March 11,
1964); United States v. B. R. Hensler, Sr., et al., A-29973 (May 14,
1964); United States v. L. N. Basich, A-30017 (September 23, 1964).
However, the statements in all these cases must be evaluated in light
of the fact that in none of the cases was there any evidence that the
unique characteristics claimed for the minerals involved gave them a
distinct and special value. For example, as in the MoClarty case, the
sand and gravel in the Basich, Hensler, and Henderson cases, which
were used for the same purposes as ordinary sand and gravel, were
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not shown to command a higher price for the unique characteristics
claimed to make them more suitable for such purposes.
In short, the Department interprets the 1955 act as requiring an
uncommon variety of sand, stone, etc. to meet two criteria: (1) that
the deposit have a unique property, and (2) that the unique property
give the deposit a distinct and special value. Possession of a unique
property alone is not sufficient. It must give the deposit a distinct and
special value. The value may be for some use to which ordinary varieties of the mineral cannot be put, or it may be for uses to which ordinary varieties of the mineral can be or are put; however, in the latter
case, the deposit must have some distinct and special value for such
use. For example, suppose a deposit of gravel is found which has magnetic properties. If the gravel can be used for some purpose in which
its magnetic properties'are utilized, it would be classed as an uncommon variety. But if the gravel has no special use because of its magnetic properties and the gravel has no uses other than those to which
ordinary nonmagnetic gravel is put, for example, in manufacturing
concrete, then it is not an uncommon variety because its unique property gives it no special and distinct value for those uses.
The question is presented as to what is meant by special and distinct
value. If aedeposit of gravel is claimed to be an uncommon variety
but it is used only for the same purposes as ordinary gravel, how is it to
be determined whether the deposit in question has a distinct and
special value? The only reasonably practical criterion would appear
to be whether the material from the deposit commands a higher price
in the market place. If the gravel has a unique characteristic but is
used only in making concrete and no one is willing to pay more for it
than for ordinary gravel, it would be difficult to say that the material
has a special and distinct value.
This may appear to be inconisistent with 'thstatement in' the Mel-'
luzzo cate, supra that "price is [not]' the pertinenttriteril for determining whether a mineral is a common variety. It is only' a factor that
may be of relevance. 70 I.D. at 187. This statement must be read in
the context of the mining claimants' argument in that case that a coimon variety of stone consists of sand, rocky and other material generally sold for 25 cents a yard or ton to $4, $5 or $10 per ton whereas
the pith quartz involved in that case sold for $25 to $35 per ton. The
Department considered that the price difference meant nothingunless
the same classes of material were being compared. For example, the
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claimants lumped together as common varieties rock selling at $4 per
ton or $10 per ton, despite the fact that the $10 price was 21/2 times the
$4 price. Yet they claimed that the $25 price for their stone made it
an uncommon variety although that price was only 21/2 times the price
for a common variety of rock. The Department pointed out that there
was a far greater price spread between the 50 cents per pound at which
some pink quartz was sold for lapidary purposes Iand the .0175 cent
per pound at which most of the pink quartz was sold than there was
between the price of $10 per ton and $25 per ton which the claimants
said would separate a common from an uncommon variety of stone.
The Department's statement that price is not the pertinent criterion
must be read in this context.
When the same classes of minerals used for the same purposes are
being compared, aboult the only practical factor for determining
whether one deposit of material has a special and distinct value because of some property is to ascertain the price at which it is sold in
comparison with the price for which the material in other deposits
without such propertyis sold..,
With these principles in mind we turn to a consideration of the
facts in this case. The special properties claimed for the Rosado stone
are its reddish color' and luster and its easy'cleavability. The 'stone is
a quartzite, i.e., a metamorphosed' sandstone (Tr. 57). The evidence
indicates that the nearest'similar deposit of quartzite is 14 or 15 miles
away (Tr. 20, 23), although one of appellant's officers testified' that
it was 'not of the same quality (Tr. 88) . As noted earlier, the'stoine has
been sold and used in a variety of building construction, as veneer
in walls, in fireplaces and hearths, and i patio' floors. Two stonemasons
testified for the appellant that people"like' the 'color' of the Rosado
stone and that it was good to work with (Tr. 119,' 133). However, it
was not used for any purpose that other decorative building stone
is not used for ( Tr. 141).
Since no unique use is claimed for the stone and it is used only for
the 'same purposes as any decorative building stone, the 'question is
whether the special properties of the stone, color 'and cleavability, give
it a special and distinct value for such uses. That is, doesit command
a higher price than other decorative building stone in the area?
On this point the record is not satisfactory. The evidence is limited,
apparently because of the stipulation by the parties that the market-
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ability of the stone was conceded. There is evidence indicating that
there are several other varieties of building stone in the market area
of the Rosado stone, for example, Palos Verde stone, Silver Mist sandstone from Utah, Arizona pink flagstone (Tr. 61, 113-115, 119, 127
142). However, although there were statements that the Rosado stone
sold for $50 and around $42.50 per ton (Tr. 15, 85), appellant's counsel objected to a question directed to appellant's officer as to the price
at which the stone had been sold, the objection being on the ground
that marketability was not an issue (Tr. 113). Counsel also objected
to a statement of a Government witness that the Rosado stone should
not be judged only against other quartzites but against other building
stones (Tr. 141).
It seems evident that the stipulation as to marketability precluded
the full development of evidence necessary to determine whether all
the criteria for an uncommon variety of mineral have been satisfied
so far as the Rosado stone is concerned. A proper determination of
the question cannot be made on the basis of the present record. Further
evidence is needed as to the extent of other building stone in the marketing area which is used for the same purposes as the Rosado stoneand it is immaterial whether such other stone is a quartzite-and evidence is needed as to the price commanded by the other stone in
comparison with the price of the Rosado stone. Only with this comparative evidence can a proper determination be made as to whether
the Rosado stone is an uncommon variety.2
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348), the
decisions below are set aside and the case is remanded for a further
hearing to develop further evidence in accordance with the views set
forth in this decision.
EDWARD WEINBERG,

Acting Solicitor.
2 The fact that the parties entered Into a stipulation regarding the issue of marketability
does not preclude this Department from considering further the facts relating to the value
of the building stone on this claim in relation to other building stone. It has long been
the position of the Department that a stipulation entered into by a Government agent
and a mining claimant does not bind this Department or preclude consideration of any
questions vital to the determination, even if they were covered by the stipulation.
`tanilausElectric Power Co., 41 L.D. 655 (1912).
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Sodium Leases and Permits: Generally-Mineral Leasing Act: Applicability
Substances of sodium enumerated in section 23 of the Mineral Leasing
Act, whether simple, double or complex compounds of sodium, are subject
to disposition only under the provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act.

Administrative Procedure Act: Hearings-Rules of Practice: HearingsSodium Leases and Permits: Generally
Applicants for sodium preference right leases will be afforded an opportunity to present evidence at a hearing in accordance with the provisions of
the Administrative Procedure Act where there may be questions of fact as
to the extent and nature of the occurrence of the minerals in the deposits and
as to the feasibility of the development of the deposits.
-DECISION

Wolf Joint Venture, Oluf N. Nielsen, and John W. Savage, Rock
School Joint Venture, and Ridge Minerals Venture,' on April 28, 1966,
filed applications for sodium. preference right leases, totaling 9,677.73
acres, reciting that aluable deposits of sodium minerals located in
the Green River formation had been discovered in certain lands in
T. 1 S., . 98 W., 6th P.M., Rio Blanco County, Colo., pursuant to the
provisions of sections 23 and 24 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended, 30U.S.C. secs. 261 and 262 (1964).
On January 23, 1964, Oluf N. Nielsen filed sodium prospecting
permit applications Colorado60118326 and 011'8327, and on February 10, 1964, John E. Dunn filed sodium prospecting permit applications Colorado 0119985 and 0119986. Permits were issued effective
April 1, 1964. Subsequently, the permits were assigned in whole or
part,' and on April 28, 1966, timely preference right lease applications were filed by each of the assignees and/or the original permitttes
claiming that valuable deposits of sodium had been discovered in the
land covered by the prospecting permits before the expiration of the
permits.
' Colorado 0118326-Wolf
Joint venture consisting of Colorado Mineral Land :Corp.
and Wolf Ridge Corp. containing. 2,198.14 acres; Colorado 0118327-Oluf N. Nielson and
John W. Savage, assignment to Wolf Ridge Mineral Crp., filed August 8, 1966,; pending
containing 2.560 acres; Colorado 0119988-Rock School Joint Venture, consisting of
Advance Minerals Corp. and Rock School Corp. containing 2,519.59 acres; and Colorado
0119986-Ridge Minerals Venture, consisting of Colorado Mineral Land Corp. and Wolf
Ridge Corp. containing 2,400 acres.
.
2 Colorado 0118326 was assigned to Wolf Joint Venture, effective Mar. 1, 1966; Colorado
0118327 was assigned in part (80 pireent undivided interest to John W. Savage, effective
Oct. 1, 1965. an assignment .to Wolf Ridge Minerals Corp., filed Aug. 8, 1966, is pending;
Colorado 0119985 was assigned'to Rock School Joint Venture, effective Mar. 1, 1966; and
Colorado 0119986 was assigned to Ridge Minerals'Venture (except for WAT of see. 34,
for the reason that sodium deposits are not reserved to. United States), effective, Mar. 1,

75 I. D. Nos. 5 & 6
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In support of the statutory requirement that'valuable deposits of
sodium be discovered, each application states that the data concerning the extent and mode of occurrence of the sodium deposits have
been furnished directly to the Regional Minigll Supervisor, Geological Survey. The data include: (1) a plat howing the location of the
drill hole (2) a "Drill HoleSumnimary" (3) a lithologic log of the drill
hole showing the extent of nalicolite, dawsonite,. and the presence of
other sodium minerals, and (4) a record of analysis of the drill hole
for percent' dawsonite over a certain section. The applicants initially
supplied 311 assays for nahcolite and dawsonite fron cores from the
four permits and have since supplied additional assays.
In view of the importance of the questions to be decided, jurisdiction over each of the sodium preference right lease applications is
assumed in the exercise of, the supervisory authority of the Secretary.
George C. Vournas, 56 I.D. 390 (1938); UnitedStates v. Al. V. Browning, Administrator, 68 I.D. 183. (1961); Pblic Service Company of
New Mexico, 71 I.D. 427 (1964); nsuelanna-Western, Inc., A30714.(August 18,1967).

The data have been examined by the Geological Survey and the
Bureau of Mines. The data show that sodium minerals laimeddto
have been discovered by the applicants are found in a saline-rich oil
shale zone found in the lower half of the Parachute Creek member of
the Green River formation. From this data it is clear that the salinerich oil shale zone, in addition to substantial quantities of shale oil,
'contains minerals potentially valuable for sodium and aluminum.

However, there may be questions of fact as to 'the nature of the occurrence of the' minerals in the deposits, as to the extent of the deposits
and as'to the feasibilityof the development of the various minerals
in the deposits.
our Judgment,
jn
the pplicants should be afforded
an oppLority for a hearing 't6 be conducted in accordance with the
provisions of the Adminstrative Procedure Act at which the applicants, as well as the Governmnent, may present evidence hearing upon
these questions. If a hearing is held, the hearing examiner shall submit a recommended decision to the Secretary of the Interior.
Before proceeding to what specific questions must be considered
by the hearing examiner, a threshold question is presented as to dawsonite (NaA1 (0H)2 C0,). That questibn is whether dawsonite, since
it contains aluminiun, is~a locatable 'rather: than a^ leasable; mineral.
The sodium provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act, supra, clearly

establish. that dawsonite,. whatever may be its availability for leasing
in the circumstances 'presented b these applications, is not open to
location and disposition under the mining laws of 1872.
Under the sodium provisions a permittee is entitled to a lease upon
showing to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, inter alia,
that valuable deposits of one of the enumerated sodium substances,
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including carbonates of sodium, have been discovered. Dawsonite is
a double saltsa sodiun aluminum carbonate', but it is nevertheless
a sodium carbonate.3 Notwithstanding. the presence of aluminum as
a constituent element of the mineral, dawsonite is among the sodium
substances enumerated in section 23 of the Act. As such, dawsonite,
as well as all of the other enumerated substances of sodium, is subject
to disposition only under the provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act. 4
United States v. U.S. Borax Co., 58 I.D. 42, 432 (1943).
Turing then to the matter of what questions are to be considered
at a hearing, evidence bearing upon the deposits alleged to have been
discovered during the 2 year term of each permit within the areas
covered by. the applications may be presented upon, but not limited
to, the following:
1. 'W,hat was the nature of the occurrence of the minerals alleged to
have been discovered in said deposits within areas covered by the
applicationsa
(a) Is the dawsonite that was found a constituent of, or comminngled
with, or separate from the oil shale?
(b) Is the nahcolite that was found a constituent of, or commingled
with, or separate from the oil shale ?
(c) Can either the nalcolite or the dawsonite be mined, i.e., phySically taken out of the ground, without also mining, or interferiig
with, or disturbing the oil shale?
2. Are said deposits, or any' of them, available for leasing in view
of Executive Order No. 5327,of April 15, 1930, as modified by Executive Order No. 7038 of May 13, 1935
3. Are said deposits, or any of them, oil shale, sodium, or both?
4. Are said deposits leasable uncder the sodium provisions or under
the oil shale provisions, neither, or both, of the Mineral. Leasing Act?
5...If said deposits, or any of them, are otherwise subject to leasing
under the sodium provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act, is'-the oil
shale cognizable under such leases as a related product?
*6.' Were:valuable deposits of sodiulrndiscovered?
(a) What is the nature and extent of the sodium deposits that were
found within the limits of each permit?
(b): Is their extraction economically feasible, considering such relevant factors as quality, quantity, and mining, production and marketingcdsts, and inarkets'
i
3 The Act speaks broadly of carbonates of sodium. There is no limitation that the form
or mode of occurrence be simple salts of sodium. To the contrary, in a hearing on the
Potassium Act of 1927, as amended, 30 U.S.C. secs. 282 et seq. (1964), the Director of
Geological, Survey gave examples of double salts and complex silicates of potassium as
leasable minerals: alunite, a potassium aluminum sulphate, KAI(On),(S04 )2 ; and leucite,
a potassium aluminum silicate, (KA1120). Hearnngs before the House Oosnrnittee-oni the
Public Lands on H.R. 029, 6th Cong., 2d Sess., 39 (1925); see Wayland, Is te M1ineral
Locatable or Leasable?, Mining Congress Journal, pp. 3640, July (1967).
4
I1g., analcite (NaAii20s6-I20).
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7. Are the lands chiefly valuable for sodium ?
8. Do any of the applicants exceed the sodium acreage limitations?
30 U.S.C. sec. 184 (b) and (e) (1964).
Section 24 of the Act, upra, requires that, in order to qualify for a
sodium preference right lease, the applicants milust show "to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that valuable deposits of one
of the substances enumerated in section 23 hereof have been discovered
by the permittee within the area covered by his permit and that such
land is chiefly valuable therefor ; * *." Therefore, if a hearing is
held, the applicants shall have the initial burden of going forward
with evidence, as well as the ultimate burden of proof, to support their
claim to sodium preference right leases.
Accordingly, the applicants are hereby allowed 30 days in which
to request of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, a hearing in
accordance with this decision.
EDWARD WVEINBERG,
E
j ~~Soliior.

R.C. BUCH;

A-30777

Decided Jue 4, 1968

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Notice-Public Lands: ClassificationRecreation and Public Purposes Act
A classification of land by Bureau motion for disposition under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act segregates the land from mineral locations
even if the classification is not published in newspapers or the Federal
Register and is only noted on a land' office supplemental plat, and it is
proper for the Bureau of Land Management to declare a mining claim null
and void ab iitio because of the classification.

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Public Lands: Classification-Recreation and Public Purposes Act
Although the Recreation and Public Purposes Act and regulations thereunder provide in effect that if no application is filed for lands classified on
Bureau motion for disposition under that act within 18 months from the
classification then the Secretary shall restore the land for ppropriation
under other public land laws, such a provision is not self-executing and the
lands remain segregated from mineral location after the 18-month period
where no action has been taken to restore the lands to appropriation under
the mining laws.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMKENT

R. C. Buch' has appealed to the Secretarv of the Interior from a

decision by the Acting Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings Bureau
'The decision.of the Office of Appeals and Hearings erroneously gave his name as
Robert C. Burch. Hie also goes by the name of Robert C. Buch.
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of Land'Management, dated December 13, 1966, which affirtned a
decision by the Riverside district and land office, dated April 12,1966,
which declared the Rusty Can No. 1 lode mining claim to be void
ab initio for the reason that the land-in the claim was segregated from
mining location at the time the claim was located thereon by reason
of a classification of the land for disposal for recreational purposes
under the provisions of the Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
43 U.S.C. sec. 869 (1964).2
The land-in question here was within the Zenda No. 1 mining claill,
shown as M.S. 6581 on the Bureau plats and now designated as Goveminent Lot 42, sec. 22, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., S.B.M., Calif. The Zenda
No. 1 claim was declared invalid by a land office decision of May 28,
1964, which has become final. Appellant states that the Rusty Can No.
1 lode mining clai was and is located on the same ground as the
Zenda- No. 1 claim. Appellant's original notice of 'location nas dated
November 1, 1965, and recorded in the San Bernardino County records
on 'November 2, 1965. The Bureau found that the land embraced in
the claim was classified under 'the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act on August 12, 1964, by motion of the Government, that the classification was regularly entered upon the' public records of the land
office, including the tract book, that'appellant is chargeable with notice
of the classification order, Daid' that the order segregated the land from
mineral appropriationifor IS months, even in the absence of an application for the land being filed' under regulation 43 CFR 2232.1-4,
which provides as follows:
(a) Lands in Alaska classified under the act and lands in the States classified
pursuant t the act under section' T of the act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1272,
43 U.CS..315f), as amended, will be segregated from all appropriations, including
locations under the. mining laws, except as provided in the order of classification
or in any modification or revision thereof.
(b) Classifications made pursuant to the act on tie motion of the Government for which no application is filed within 18 months after issuance vill be
vacated and the land restored to its former status.

In this appeal the appellant has snbmiittod copies of to amended
notices of location for the claim, each identifyiig the claim as having
the same bouIndaries as Zenda No. shown oil U.S. Mineral Survey
No. 6581, and' indicating that the amenided notice was mnade without
waiving, relinqiishing, or abandoning aiy previously acquired rights,
claim or title and for the puiprose of m6re accurately stating the description of the claim and correcting any other error or defect. The
first amended notice is dated Noveniber 3, 1966, on which day it wvas
recorded Te second amenced notice is dated March 2, 1967, with a
recordino- dtte of March 7,196 t..
'2 Also nam4d in the land office decision was E. 1:. 2Iitchell, who,<Wasi listed: as one of the
locators with uch on the notices of: location of the mining claim. -le did not. appeal from
it, kecision.
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Appellant contends basically that there has never been an effective
classification made which had the effect of being an effective withdrawal of the lands from location under the mining laws (30 U.S.C.
sec. 22 et seq. (1964)); He points out that there is a Bureau motion
classification statement for the laud dated August 12, 1964, found in
case file Riverside 02287, but he hsserts that this classification is not
disclosed by the tract books or in the plat books and there is no record
of posting or publication. He states that on August 2, 196.7, or possibly
at some later date, someone made an entry in the plat book "as of August 12 19C-A and that this was the first public notice or record of the
classification action. He asserts that there is no application pending
and that there has not been any at any time ivolved in this matter for
a lease or sale of the lahd involved here. He contends that in the absence of an appropriate entry in the public records and of public notice
there has been no effective classification to prevent the.location of
mining claims on the dates the original notice or. the amended notices
of location were filed.
.
Furthermore, appellant refers to the provision in the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act that, if within 18 months following a classification for the purposes of the act no application has been filed, the
Secretary "shall restore such lands to appropriation under the applicable public land laws," and to the provision in regulation 43 CFR
2232.1-4(b) quoted above that the classiflcation.action "will be vacated" and the "land restored to its former status" after the 18 months
have passed. He requests such a restoration for the record-as of the-expiration of the 18-month statutory period, although he contends that
a restoration is unnecessary as there was no effe tive withdrawal.
Appellanlt's appeal thus poses two questions: first, whether or not. the
original classification was effective to segregate the land from mining
location; and second, assmning that the answer to that question is that
it did, whether or not mining locations made after the i8-month period
following. the classification of the land were valid. TheBureau's decisions dwelt only with the first question and concluded that it was.
The second question need only be considered here if. we, agree with
the Bureau's conclusion.
The record in this case as to the classification action is somewhat ulsatisfactory. It is apparent, however, that the land involved here was
considered for classification under the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act in 1962 together with other lands in section 22 which were so
classified and for which leases under that act subsequently issued. It
appears that the County of San Benardino has been interested in this
land at least since that time and has so informed the land office. However, prior to an actual classification the land would be open to mineral
location. Cf. Harry E. Nichols et al., 68 I.D. 39 (1861).
The land adjoins the Calico Ghost Town which was run by a private interest, Knott's Berry Farm, which has now transferred its-inter-
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ests to the county for a county recreational developmnent. A,special land
use permit, Riverside 01435, was issued October 15, 1963, for 5 years to
Knott's Berry Farm for the land involved here for use as a parking lot
and tramway in connection with th- (Calico 'Ghost Town.3 The land
office informs us that niprovenlents for those ises cover a portion of
the land. There is in case file Riverside 01435 a letter dated April 7,
1967, from the County of San Bernardino informing the land office
that the county had taken over the Calico Ghost Town as a: public
recreation area, and- requesting that the special land use permit be
discontinued and the land therein be included in a lease which the
county has under the Recreation and Public Purposes.Act for lands in
the area. The county was informed by.a land office letter of May-22,
1967, that action o'n this request had to be delayed for several reasons
unneeessary to discuss here.:
.The classification action was taken by a classification statement found
in: case file Riverside 02287 which states that it constitutes an amendment to the Bureau's Motion Classification of October 24,419.62. It
further states that the landsin question, described as Mineral Survey
No. 6581, "are hereby classified as proper for lease and/or sale under
the provisions of the Recreation and Public. Purposes Act, for recreation purposes." It adverts to the fact that the Zenda No. lode mining
claim was declared null and void onh
May 28,,1964, and that the lands
have definite recreational potential in connection with county developnent of the Calico area. The land office informs-Tus that the classification action was taken pursuant to the county's.expressed interest in
the land, that the county did not include the tract of land in its formal
application under the act (Riverside 04082) because of the known
conflict with the then existing mining laim Zenda No. 1. The land
office states thatit is anticipated.that a future conveyance to the county
will include this land.
In response to an inquiry from this office, the land office, which maintains the land status records, has informed us that this classification
was noted on the land office records and that no other public notice of
the classification was given. As. to the land office records, the acting
manager of that office states that it has been their normal procedure to
record. the classification "only -on supplemental -towlship diagrams
(Form D1-12) which are filed with the appropriate plat of survey" as
this is the most satisfactory means of recording classification actions
because of numerous amendments and changes. 4 He has submitted a
copy of the supplemental plat reflecting the classification action.
This plat shows section 22 (exclusive of two patented tracts) out3The regulations regarding special land use permits provide that the mineral contents
in land in permits shall be subject to the mining laws. 43 CFR 2236.0-7(b) (2).
4 The Office of Appeals and Hearings was apparently in error in stating that the classlfication was also noted in the tract books.
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ined by areas in two colors. The areas outlined in blue carry the original legend "LA 0147674 10/24/62 Land Mineral in character (In Section 22.) ." The areas outlined in yellowish-orange carry the original
legend "LA 0147674 10/24/62 Land Proper for Recreation S&
-Public
Purposes' (In Section 22); Included in one blue area is the outline
of the Zenda No. 1 claim which is designated by the letter "A." Thus
it appears that when the original classification action was taken on
October 24, 1962, under serial designation LA 0147674, the land ii the
Zenda No. 1 claim, Mineral Survey No. 6581, was shown on the plat as
not being within the recreation and public purposes classification.
'Subsequently, on or after August 12, 1964, the additional entry was
made on the plat: "A=RO 2287-8/12/64-For Rec. & P.P.-in Sec.
22 M.S. 6581." This was clearly the entry made to reflect the classificatioll action taken on August 12, 1964, which added the area in Mineral
Survey No. 6581 to the original recreation and; public pur poses classifiCation nadeon October 24, 1962. Apparently at the same tile the original references to "LA 0147674" were lined out and "-02287"
substituted.
At sone later time aline was also drawn through the entry "A= RO
2287," etc. Apparently at a still later time the words "in error" were
inserted over this entry. 'Also; apparently at another time, there was
added at 'the end of' the legend explainingthei yellowish-orange areas
the following: "Amended8-12-1964 to include MS 6581-now Lot 42."
It is not, clear when all the various entries-were made. In the 'absenee
of evidence to the contrary, 'and none has- been submitted, it may be
presumed that the entiy "A= R

2287,"' etc. mas made on or abouit

August 12, 1964. The land office does not know 'when that entry was
erroneously lined out but:states that status information indicates that
the classification was' of record on July 29, 1966, so it can only presume
that the deletion had not been made prior to that date "and in more
particularly, on March 7, 1967 or November 1, 1965." Elsewhere'the
land office states that the classification; amlenmlinent was again, noted on
the records on August 2, 1967. This suggests that the deletion was made
between Marcl 7;1967, and August 2 1967.
If this: is so, the classification entry as to Mineral Survey No. 6581
existed unimpaired when the Rusty Can No. 1 was originally located
on. November 1, 1965, and when the amended locations were made on
November 3, 1966, and March 2, 1967.
Appellant offers no- evidence to the contrary but contends that there
was not effective notice of the classification action to segregate the
lands.' However, he cites no authority and gives no' reasons to support this. contentionm Also', he has not shown that he did not have
actual notice that the lands were designated for recreation afjd 'public
purposes. Hedid file a protest.on November 29, 1965, generally against
"thewithdrawIal' of inieralized lands in the Calico Area", and against

R. C. BTCH
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the lack of notice in the public papers. The and office responded to
this only by declaring the claim null and void because of the classification action. Appellant does not in his appeal attack the classification other than by insisting that it was ineffective because of
lack of notice. A checking of the land office records should have
revealed the classification action as it was noted on the supplemental
plat in a way which should have apprised a careful seeker of the
status of the lands. Such action should also have been noted on the
tract books (see 43 CFR 1813.1-1(c)) but there is no mandatory
direction that sLch notation must be made.
Appellant assumes that some notice of the classification must be
given before it is effective to segregate the land. However, as indicated
previously, he has not cited any authority, or.given any reason to
demonstrate what form or, indeed what, if any, public notice of the
classification must be made in. order for the classification to segregate
the lands from mining location. The Recreation. and Public Purposes
Act itself does not prescribe any requirement other than classification.
Section 1(a) of the act, as amended by the act of June 4, 1954, 68
Stat. 173. 43 U.S.C. sec. 869(a) (1964), provides in pertinent part,
after authoringtheSecetary to dispose of public lands for recreational or public purposes:
4*
The Secretary may classify public lands in Alaska for disposition Lnder
this act. Lands so classified may not be appropriated under any other public
land law unless the Secretary revises such classification or authorizes the disposition of an interest in the lands under other applicable law. If, within S
months following such classification, no application has been filed for the purpose for which the lands have been so classified, then the Secretary shall, restore such lands to appropriation under the applicable public land laws.

The legislative history of the act of June 4, 1954, 'reveals that this
provision regarding classification specifically mentioned Alaska because the classification provisions of section 7 of the Taylor Grazing
Act, 43 U.S.C. sec. 315f (1964), did not apply there,. and such provisions were considered adequate to authoiize classification for other
public domain lands, but it appears that Congress intended the segregative effect of classification for purposes of the act to be effective
generally. For example, the House Coniattee on Interior and Insular
Affairs reported that:
As amended by the committee, authorization is 'given by-the Secretary of the
Iterior to classify lands for disposition under the.act; when so classified, such
lands may not be appropriated under any other public land law unless the Secretary revises such classification, or authorizesthe disposition of an interest
under applicable law. House Report No. 353, 83d Gong., 1st Sess. 2 (1903)...0.

'Departmental regulation 43 CFR 2232.1-4, quted 's~pra, reflects
this understanding. Generally, a "'classification" is a "designation of
public' lands a~s being-vlialuable, or suitable, for sp9ific purposes, uses,
313-046-68
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or resources * *
(ossary
Gl."
of Public Land Terms, BLM, United
States Department of Interior (1959 reprint of 1949 edition), p. 6.
Appellant does not-dispute the fact that there wis indeed such a designation of the land involved here for disposal 'under the Recreation
and Public Purposes Act. Thus, in the absence of more being shown,
it' appears that there was a classification under the act, and such a
classification by itself was sufficient under the terms' of the act and
regulations to segregate the land from mnining lcation. Cf. C. v.
Armstrong et al., A-30889 (February 28, 1968); Carl F. Hurray and
Clinton D. Coker, 67 I.D. 132 (1960).
If we were to hold in this case that the classification action was not
effectiv to segregate the land despite the action taken, the intent
of Congress to have such land free from appropriatioii under other
public land laws would be frustrated. In contrast, where specific
public notice is desired by Congress before lands are segregated, it has
expressly provided'forthe type of notice, when the segregation would
be effective, and other conditions, such as are set forth in sections 2
1and 4 of the Multiple Use Act, of September 19, 1964,43 U.S.C. secs.
1412 and- 1414 (1964).: Thus,' we must onclude that as there was a
classification of the land' under the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act, it was effective to segregate the land fro- utining location.
We are now led to the question which the-Bureal did not need to
consider as to whetherthe classifi6ation is still effective in view of the
statutory and regultory laiaguage concerning the 18-month period
following classification. We may note that although no formal application for the land under the act may have been filed during that
time, the land office was aware that the County of San Bernardino
desired the land in connection with the recreational area which it was
in the process of acquiring. In any event, however, the land office
has reported that the; classification was never revoked and has been
considered as continuing and effective; Since no action has been
taken by this Department to change the classification and to restore
the lands to appropriation under the applicable public land- laws,
this raises the question as to whether the act and the regulations
alone have this effect. Appellant again has not given any reasons or
authorities which would support a conclusion that the statute or
regulation is self-executing. On the contrary the' language of both is
expressed in terms calling for action by the Secretary and, therefore,
clearly did noti have the effect of restoring such lands from the
effect of such a classification without specific action by the Departnient. 5 As no action has 'been' taken, 'the lands are still not open to
Compare section 4 of the Multiple Use Act of Sept. 9, 1964, supra, which provides
that publication of notice in the Federal Register of a proposed classification of land shall
segregate the land from settlement, location, etc. for 2 years, and that if the land is not
offered for sale or other disposal "the segregative effect shall cease at the expiration of
2 years from the date of publication."
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appropriation under the other public land laws, including the mining
laws. Thus appellant's amended notices of location of the Rusty Can
No. 1 lode mining claim give him no rights to the land. Cf. Ernest
Alpers, A-30627 (March 10, 1967). The claim is accordingly also
declared null and void iunder the amended notices.
Pursuant to the athority delegated to the Solicitor by the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a) 24 F.R. 348), the decision
appealed from is affirmed.
ERI4EST F. MOMf,

Assistant Solicitor.
UNION OIL COMPANY BID ONTRACT NO. 228,
BRAZOS AREA, TEXAS OFFSHORE SALEr

-

Federal Employees and- Officers: Authority to Bind Government-Oil and
Gas Leases: Competitive Leases-Contracts: Formation and Validity:
Bid and Award-Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act: Oil and Gas

Leases_,
A mere statement by a Departmental officer at, an opening of bids for

competitive leases that an unnamed bid is unacceptable because it is unsigned
does not of itself constitute' a rejection of that bid, binding on the United
States.

Oil and Gas Leases: Competitive Leases-Contracts: Formation and Validity:
Bid and Award-Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act: oil and; Gas
Leases
An opening of bids for competitive teases is simply a. public opening and
reading of bids which have been submitted. Bids are not ordinarily subject
to final acceptance or rejection at that time.

Oil and Gas Leases: Competitive Leases-Contracts: Formation and Validity:
Bid and Award-Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act: Oil and Gas
Leases .dThe cashing of a check, which has been submitted in conjunction with a
'bid for a competitive lease, and the placing of the funds in a suspense account
do not in any way constitute an acceptance of the bid.

Oil and Gas Leases: Competitive Leases-Contracts: Formation and Validity:
Bid and Award-Outer Continental Shelf-Lands Act: Oil and Gas
Leases
An unsigned bid for a competitive lease may be accepted when it is ac.
companied ,by documentary evidence of the intent to submit the bid.

M-36733

June 17,; 968
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TO: DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT.
SUBJECT: UNION OIL COMPANY BID ON TRACT
TEXAS OFFSiOoPE SALE.

No. 228, BRAZOS AREA,

Pursuant to section 8 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 67
Stat. 462, 43 U.S.C. sec. 1331 et. seq., the Acting Associate Director of
the Bureau of Land Management, with the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior, gave notice by publication in the Federal Register of
the receipt of sealed bids for oil and gas leases covering certain specified areas of the Outer Continental Shelf offshore the State of Texas
(33 F.R. 4477, March 13, 1968).
The notice of sale provided that, pursuant to the statute and applicable regulations, sealed bids addressed to the Manager, New Orleans
Outer Continental Shelf Office, Bureau of Land Management, would
be received until 9:30 a.m., c.s.t., on May:31, 1968, for the lease of
oil and gas in pecified areas. The bids were to be opened publicly at
10 a.m. on the same day. In addition to requiring compliance with
other applicable regulations, the notice provided that the bidders must
submit with each bid one-fifth of the amount bid, in cash or by cashier's
check, bank draft, certified check, or money order, payable to the order
of the Bureau of Land Management. The notice further provided
that bids would be considerd on the 'basis of the highest cash bonus;
that no bid amounting to less than $5 per cre or fraction thereof
would be considered and that the United States Government reserved
the right to reject any and all bids even though the bid might exceed
the minimum acceptable amount per acre. A separate bid in a sealed
envelope was required for each tract.
Prior to the deadline for receipt of bids, Union Oil Company of
California, hereinafter referred to as Union, delivered to the office
of the Manager of the New 'Orleans Office, Bureau of LaInd Management, a letter (Exhibit "A" p. 154) transmitting to the Manager sealed
bids on Tracts 228, 240, and 262. The Ietter was oil company stationery
and signed by one W. F. Bolding under the typewritten name "Union
Oil Company of California." The original letter was receipted 'on a
duplicate signed copy on its face by an epl6yee of 'the land office.
All bids were opened in public 'at 10 a.m., and, as is cust6niary, the
land office manager (ho is also the manager of the OuterContinental
She] f Office) first read the tract nuniber, stated the total number of
bids received and then opened the bids at' randoi,- reading fromn each
the namne of the bidder, the total amount bid and the amount bid per
acre.i
When Tract No. 228' was reached, the following ocburred; (as it apA power of attorney designating Mr. Bolding to act for Union Is a part of Misc. File

No. 3 in the Land Office.
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pears from a transcript of a tape recording made at the time of the
bid opening):
Manager: The next is Tract 228-there are nine bids. Gentlemen, this is a joint
bid from Ashland, Canadian Superior, General Crude, Highland, Kerr-McGee,
Texas Eastern, Trans Ocean, and Superior. The amount of this bid is $11,628,691.20. The per acre amount is $2,018.87.
The nest bid is from Texaco, $3,386,880.00, $588.00 an acre.
The next bid.
* Gentlemen,JI regret to announce that the next bid is not
an acceptable bid. It has not been signed.

After reading the remaining bids, all of which were less than the
amount of the first bid opened submitted by the Superior Oil Group.
the Manager made the following statement:
Gentlemen, the * * the
unsuccessful bid, or rather the * * the
unacceptable bid, was a bid that was not signed and it was * * ah *
an amount greater than the highest bid that I read.

* **

in

The bid (or form of bid) referred to by the manager as "unacceptable" was on stationery of Union. It was addressed to the Manager
of the New Orleans Office, referred to Tract No. 228 as the tract bid
upon, and referred to the articles of incorporation, amendments
thereto, corporate qualifications and authority of the signing officers to
be found as previously filed in New Orleans Miscellaneous File No.
3, a file in the manager's office records. The bid was in a total amount

of $13,600,000. It bore the typewritten name "Union Oil Company of
California." Under this was a line for the signature of the Attorney
in Fact for the corporation. However, no signature of the attorney or
agent of the company appears thereon or, for that matter, at any place
on the bid form (Exhibit "B" p. 154).
O n the bid form, under the line "Amount submitted with bid" appears the figure $2,720,000. This amount equals one-fifth of the total
bid.
Accompanying the bid form in the sealed envelope was a cashier's
check of the Bankers Trust Company, New York, N.Y., in the sum
of $2,720,000, there being typewritten thereon the name "Union Oil
Company of California" in the upper left hand corner and under the
written amount the words "Not valid over $5,000,000." The check
is payable to the Bureau of Land Managenlent.

Subsequently, upon instructions received, the Manager of the New
Orleans Land Office took no further action with respect to the purported bid of Union and the bid form, letter of transmittal 2 and
cashier's check were retained in their original form. The cashier's
check accompanying the bid of the Superior Oil Company group,
representing one-fifth of their bid of $11,628,691.20 was, however,
2

The other two bids referred to in the letter were signed by the attorney in fact.
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deposited by the manager in a special suspense account and the check
paid by the drawee bank.
On the day after the sale, and before any further action had been
taken, Union, in a letter to the Bureau of Land Management, alleged
error and inadvertence in failure to sign its bid for Tract 228, stated
its willingitess to complete the bid by signing it and to pay the balance of the bid price.
The Superior group contends that it is entitled to a lease. Essentially, the group contends that it is the "highest qualified bidder" in
that Union's bid is a nullity because not signed; that Union's bid was
rejected by the "authorized officer" under his delegated authority at
the time of the bid opening 'and, that its "bid has been accepted- by
the action 'of the Goverilment' ii cashing its bid deposit check.'
The Superior group further contends that it would not be in the
public interest to reject all bids and readvertise Tract No. 228 for
a resale of a lease thereon, because a lease o an adjacent tract has
already been issued to Union, ad leases have 'been issued on other
nearby tracts. The point is made that befor'e a reoifering' it would
be possible for Union and other companies to drill inthe adjacent
Sadii nearby tracts. This, the Superior group contends, would place. it
at a collpetitive disadvantage because of information not available
to it which would be acquired by its competitors through such drilling activity. The further point is made that sucl drilling could destroy
the value of Tract 228 if efforts on the adjacent or nearby tracts were
unsuccessful.
Both interested parties were informally invited to file legal memorand ums in support of their positions with the Office of the Solicitor.
Each has filed such" a memorandum. Because of-the nature of this
matter, and the importance of a timely filnal decision, I deem it in the
public interest that there be a final administrative decision upon the
legal validity of bids for Tract 228. Accordingly, I have exercised
supervisory authority and jurisdiction over this matter.
Consideration must first be given to the action of the manager in
announcing at the sale that "the next bid :is not an acceptable bid,"
referring, of course, to the Union bid, and his subsequent action in
depositing the Superior group check.
Neither the applicable regulations nor the notice of sale require
that the manager act upoll or, adjudicate the bids at the time of the
bid openling. As to the sequence of events, the notice of sale provided
only the tine and place forlopening bids. More importantly, however,
it also reserved for-the Governmeit the right to reject all bids.
The normal practice of the Bureau of Land Management involves
(1) the opening of bids (2) the later examination of bids received for

-

It is to be noted that the name of the bidder was not announced nor was the exaet
amount of the bid announced.
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:

compliance with the statute and regulations (3) evaluation of bids

as to adequacy (4) rejection of inadeqpate bids byreturn of the bidders' deposits (5). acceptance of the high bids which are determined
to be adequate by letter notification accompanied by 'a lease form to
be executed by the high bidder, and (6): execution of the. lease on
behalf of the Government.
While each step .of the described procedure is not spelled out in the
regulations, neither the established procedure; nor tie regulations can
be said to contemplate a final action, binding upon the Government,
at the time of the bid opening. 43 GFR 3382.5 provides in its pertinent
parts as follows:
Award of Lease.-

Following the public opening of the sealed bids as, provided for in the notice
of lease offer, the authorized officer, subject to his right to reject any and all bids
will award the lease to'. the successful bidder. * * If the authorized officer
fails"'to accept the highest 'bid for a lease within 30 days after the date on which
the 'bids are 'opened, al bids for such lease will be considered rejeeted. Notice of
his action will be transmitted promptly tol the several bidders. If the lease is
awarded, three copies' of the lease, will be sent to the successful bidder and he
will be required within 30 days from his receipt thereof to execute them, pay the
first year's rental, the balance of the bonus bid, and 'file a bond as required in
section 3384.1. Deposits on rejected bids will be retuirned. * * * If before the
lease is executed on behalf of-the United States the ldndiis withdrawn or restricted from leasing, all' payments made by the bidder, will be refunded. * S 5
When. the three copies of the lease are executed by the successful. bidder and
returned to the authorized officer, the lease will be executed on behalf of the
United' States, and one fully executed copy will be mailed to the successful
bidder. (Italics supplied.)

It can scarcely be argued that the regulations contemplate that the
lease be "knocked down" to the highest bidder at the time of the bid
opening, or that any question in respect thereto be adjudicated at'that
particular time. On the con
y
e regulatins .and. procedures
clearly contemplate that the award of leases shall.be made at a time
subsequent. to 'the bidl op'eningK0They provide that the award shall be
lade following tilde pub'lbiciopening; that the right to reject any and all
bids is reserved; that the authorized officer shall have a period Of 30
days in which to act'and, nake provision for a possible withdrawal
or restriction of the leased area even after the bid, opening.
If the procedures and regulations do not conteihplate the award of a
lease at the time of the public opening, theft they do not contemplate
that the authorized officer should at. that time adjudicate any other
question bearing upon the validity of adequacy of the bids. In short,
the bid opening is'nothing more than that-a public opening and reading of the bids received. If in fact, the authorized officer, should, as it
is contended he did here, attempt to accept or reject a bid received
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and his action is erroneous, it is subject to correction at any time before
the lease is actually awarded. The public interest demands this, and
it is the very essence of the provision of the regulations reserving the
right to reject any and all bids and fixing a reasonable time within
which the authorized officer may act. See New York v. Union News Co.,
222 N.Y. 263, 118 N.E. 635 (1918). Furthermore, if the decision of the
manager as to the acceptability of the Union bid was, in fact, erroneous,
the Government cannot be bound thereby. Donald S. Tedf ord, A -29963
(March 24, 1964). Therefore, if the Union bid was not fatally defective
because of a lack of signature, the action of the manager in orally declaring it unacceptable cannot be held to have been a rejection of the
bid.
The Superior group contends, however, that its position is further
strengthened by the action of the manager in cashing its check and
depositing the fluids to the credit of the United States. This, they contend, was not only further evidence of the manager's intent to finally
reject Unimlns bid, but as an acceptance of its bid. Assuming, arguendo, that the manager had rejected the Union bid and that the rejection was proper, while the Superior group might then have become the
"highest responsible" bidder, the deposit of its check alone does not
confer upon it a right to a lease. There is ndthing in the regulations
which requires the lilanager to retain the deposit in its original form.
The regulations do not require that the particular check, money order
or cash will be returned but only that the deposit will be returned. The
deposits are made to a special or "suspense" account and are not
covered into the general fund of the Treasury. The funds are available
for return to unsuccessful bidders from this account and are not available for Government use until a lease is issued. The deposit is made to
guard against loss of the deposit by accident or the design of a dishonest employee and protects the bidder as well as the Government. This
is not the exercise of dominion constituting an acceptance as the
rule is stated in section 72(2) Restatement of Contracts and the
cases cited by the Superior Group. Furthermore, the regulations specifically contemplate possible action by the Government itself subsequent
to the bid opening and before the execution of a lease which would
prevent the lease from issuing and entitle a bidder only to 'the return
of his deposit. 43 CFR 3382.5,suspra. It cannot be held, therefore, that
the Govermuent is bound to the issuance of a lease to any bidder until
the lease s executed on behbalf of the United States.
The actions of the Manager resulting neither in a rejection of the
Union bid nor an acceptance of the Superior Group bid cannot foreclose further consideration of the validity of the Union bid.
Generally speaking, the only infimities in a bid which may be waived
are those which do not go to the substance of the bid and do not work
an injustice to other bidders. The bidder cannot be placed in a posi-
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tion to make an election either to abide by its bid or to claim that it was
submitted in error.
While no specific form of bid is required by the regulations for Outer
Continental Shelf Lands lease bids, the notice of sale set forth in detail
a requested form of bid. The requested form provided for a signature.
Additionally, both by the notice and regulations, corporate bidders
were required to submit a copy either of the "minutes of the meeting
of the board of directors or of the by-laws indicating that the person
signing the bid has the authority to do so." 43 CFR 3382.4(a) (1).
Obviously, the signature of the person submitting a bid on behalf
of a corporation is a matter of substance. Thus, the deficiency in
Union's bid cannot be waived, nor can it be supplied after the time for
receipt of the bids. This, however, does not mean that the bid is
unacceptable.

It is a settled rule of Government contract law that an unsigned bid
may be considered for an award if accompanied .by a letter, bond or
other document signed by the bidder clearly evincing his intent to sub-

mit the bid. 17 Comp. Gen. 497 (1937), 34 Comp. Gen. 439 (1955), 36
Comnp. Gen. 523 (1957).
This principle has been incorporated into the Federal Procurement
Regulations which provide that the failure to sign a bid may be considered a minor informality or irregularity if "accompanied by other
material indicating the bidder's intention to be bound by the unsigned
bid document, such as the submission of a bid guarantee, or a letter
signed by the bidder wih the bid referring to and clearly identifying
the bid itself." 41 CFR 1-2.405(c).
Here the bid was transmitted by letter together with two other
signed bids in the same form. The bid was on a letterhead identical
with that of the transmittal letter. The transmittal letter was signed
by the agent of the corporation authorized to submit bids on its behalf
and the letter clearly referred to a bid on Tract 228 as did the bid itself.
Furthermore the bid was accompanied by the required guarantee in
the form of a cashier's check bearing the name of the bidder. Under
these circumstances, the rationale of the Comptroller General's Opinions cited herein is persuasive and controlling and the bid of Union Oil
Company of California must be considered a valid bid.
You are, therefore, directed to consider the bid of Union Oil Company of California as a valid bid for Tract No. 228 offered for lease
in the sale held May 21, 1968, and the matter is remanded to you for
consideration of the bid as to adequacy only. If you find the. bid
to be adequate as to amount, you are directed to- forward a lease for
the lands embraced in Tract No. 228 to Union Oil Company of Cali313-046-

8-
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fornia in accordance with 43 CFR 3382.5. As to those issues decided
herein, this memorandum constitutes a final Departmental decision.
/s/

STEWART L. UDALL,

,Secretary of the Interior.
EXHIBIT A
225 Baronne Street, New Orleans, La. 70112
Telephone (504) 529-4201
May 20, 1968
Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior
Post Office Box 53226
T-9003 Federal Office Building
New Orleans, La. 70150
Re: Texas Offshore Sale

Gentlemen:
Attached are the following sealed bids in connection with the Texas
Offshore Sale:
Tract No. 228Tract No. 240
Tract No. 262
It vill be appreciated if you will receipt for same by signing in the
space below.
Very truly yours,
UNION OI

W. F.

CO1PANY OF CALIFORNIA

BOLDING

Received this 21st day of May, 1968.
BACHMIAN

EXHIBIT B
800 Prudential Building, Houston, Tex. 77025
Telephone (713) 748-2076
May 20, 1968
Manager, Bureau of land Management
Department of the Interior
Post Office Box 53226
T-9003 Federal Office Building
New Orleans, la. 70150
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OIL AND GAS BID

The following bid is submitted for an oil and gas lease on land
of the Outer Continental Shelf specified below:
Area: Brazos. Official Leasing Map No. 5.
Tract
No.

Total amount
bid

Amount per
acre

Amount submitted
with bid

228

$13,600,000

$2,361.11 +l

$2,720,000

Articles of Incorporation, amendments thereto, corporate qLalifications and authority of the signing officer can be found in New Orleans
Miscellaneous File No. 3. Form 1140-1 (November 1966) has been
completed and is also in said file.
UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

By __

__

_-_-_-_-_
I --

(Attorney in Fact)

SINCLAIR OIL AND GAS COMPANY
A-30709

Decided June 20,1968

Oil and Gas Leases: Royalties
Where a portion of the land in an oil and gas lease lies within the horizontal limits of an oil or gas deposit which was known to be productive on
August 8, 1946, the lessee is not entitled under item (1) of section 12 of
the act of August 8, 1946, to a flat royalty rate of 121/2 percent on production
later obtained from deeper zones underlying the same horizontal limits,
which deeper zones were discovered by wells drilled outside the lease boundaries subsequent to August 8,1946.

Federal Employees and Officers: Authority to Bind Government-Oil and
Gas Leases: Royalties
The United States cannot be deprived of its right to receive all of the
royalty payments due under the terms of an oil and gas lease and the applicable statutory provisions by the unauthorized acts of its employees, and the
failure of the Geological Survey to collect all the royalty due by tacit acceptance of the lessee's determination of its royalty obligation for 13 years does
not waive the right of the United States to receive full royalty payment in
accordance with the lease terms or estop it from demanding payment of the
balance due under those terms.
APPEAL FROM THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Sinclair Oil and Gas Company has appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior from a decision dated July 29, 1966, whereby the Acting
Director, Geological Survey, affirmed a decision of the Regional Oil
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and Gas Supervisor, Casper, Wyo., calling for the payment of more
than $3,200,000 in additional royalties for oil produced from lands
covered by noncompetitive oil and gas leases Cheyenne 029630(a)
and 065546 in T. 26 N., R. 90 W., 6th P.M., Wyoming, in the Lost
Soldier Field.
The material facts of the case are not in dispute, the controverted
issues being as to the proper interpretation of item (1) of section 12
of the act of August 8, 1946, 30 U.S.C. sec. 226c (1964),' and the effect
to be given to two determinations of productive limits of oil and gas
deposits made by the Geological Survey in 1948.
Lease Cheyenne 029630 (a), which embraces theI W1/SW1,4 sec.
2 and El/2SW1/4 sec. 3, T. 26 N., R. 90 W., provides for the payment
of royalties on oil production at modified 121/2 to 32 percent step-scale
rates. Lease Cheyenne 065546, which embraces lots 3 and 4 and the
S½9NW/4 sec. 2, lots 1, 2, and 3 and the SEI/4NIWl/ 4 and S1/2 NE1/ 4
sec. 3, WI/ 2 SE1/4 sec. 4, E1/ 2 sec. 9, NE1/4 sec. 22, and SW1 /4 sec. 23,
T. 26 N., R. 90 W., provides for the payment of royalties on oil production at 121/2 to 32 percent step-scale rates. Prior to January 1948
there was oil production from both leases only from the Pennsylvanian
Tensleep or shallower formations for which oyalties were and are
payable at the rates established by the leases.
By separate letters dated January 16, 1948, the appellant requested
that the Geological Survey, with respect to: the lands covered by each
of the leases in question.
[described lands] are outside and
find and determine that the
not within the productive limits of any producing oil or gas deposit lying below
the base of the Tensleep formation, as such productive limits were known to

exist on August 8, 1946, as authorized by section 12 of the Act of Congress
approved August 8, 1946 (Public Law 696-79th Congress).

By a letter dated January 28, 1948; the Acting Director, Geological
Survey, stated, with respect to the land embraced in lease Cheyenne
029630(a), that:
Section 12 of the act provides that:
'From and after * * [August 8, 1946] the royalty obligation to the United States
1
under all leases requiring payment of royalty in excess of 12 /a per centum, except leases
issued or to be issued upon competitive bidding, is reduced to 21/2, per centum in amount
or value of production removed or sold from said leases as to (1) such leases, or such part
of the lands subject thereto, and the deposits underlying the same, as are not believed
to be within the productive limits of any oil or gas deposit, as such productive limits are
found by the Secretary to exist on *
* [August 8, 1946], and (2) any production on
a lease from an oil or gas deposit which was discovered after May 27, 1941, by a well or
-wells drilled within the boundaries of the lease, and which is determined by the Secretary
to be a new deposit; and (3) any production on or allocated to a lease pursuant to an
approved unit or cooperative agreement from an oil or gas deposit which was discovered
after May 27, 1941, on land committed to such agreement, and which is determined by
the Secretary to be a new deposit where such lease was included in such agreement at
the time of discovery, or was included in a duly executed and filed application for the
approval of such agreement at the time of discovery."
It is not suggested that either item (2) or item (3) is applicable to the leases in question.
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On the basis of Geological Survey records and information, determination is
hereby made that on August '8, 1946, the land described above was not considered to be within the productive limits of any oil or gas deposit occurring
stratigraphically below the base of the Pennsylvanian Tensleep sandstone.

With respect to the land il lease Cheyeniie 065546, the Acting Director
responded in a letter of the same date that:
On the basis of Geological Survey records and information, determination is
hereby made that on August 8, 1946, lots 1, 2, and 3, S/ 2 NE4, SE/NWI/
sec. 3, described above, were not considered to be within the productive limits
of any oil or gas deposit occurring stratigraphically below the base of the Penn-

sylvanian Tensleep sandstone,' and that the remainder of the land described
above was not considered to be within the productive limits of any recognized
oil or gas deposit.

On January 4, 1948, just prior to the Geological Survey's determinations of January 28; 1948, a discovery well was completed for production from the Madison formation, uderlying the Pennsylvanian
Tensleep sandstone, o non-Federal land in the Lost Soldier Field.
A few months later, on June 26, 1948, a discovery well, also Ol nonFederal land in the Lost Soldier Field, was completed for production
from the Cambrian formation. Productive wells were completed to
the Madison formation underlying lease Cheyenne 065546 in April
1948 and to that underlying lease Cheyenne 029630(a) in August
1948, and productive wells were completed to the Cambrian formation
underlying the respective leaseholds in May 1950 and September 1949.
Royalty on oil production from the two leases, as to those formations,
was computed by the Geological Survey at a flat rate of 121/2 percent
through September 30, 1961.
By a letter dated November 22, 1961, the Regional Oil and Gas Supervisor notified appellant that he had been instructed to recompute
the royalties on production from the two leases for the period April 1,
1948, to September 30, 1961, at the rates provided in the leases. The
recomputation resulted in a determination that appellant owed the
sum of $3,209,763.30 in additional royalty payments. Sinclair appealed
to the Director, Geological Survey, from that determination, asserting,
at it does in its present appeal to the Secretary, that it is entitled to
the relief provided by section 12.of the act of August 8, 1946, supra,
as to each of the leases in question and that, even if it is not entitled
to that relief, the Geological Survey determined in 1948 that the provisions of that act applied to those leases and is now estopped from
determining otherwise.
In his decision of July 29, 1966, the Acting Director, Geological
Survey, held that this case is controlled by the decision in Rilfield
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Oil Corporation, 62 I.D. 269 (1955), in which the Department held
that where leased lands lie within the horizontal limits of an oil or
gas deposit which -was known to be productive on August 8, 1946,
the lessee is not entitled under item (1), section 12, of the act of that
date to a flat royalty rate of 121/2 percent on production later obtained
from deeper zones underlying the same horizontal limits, which
deeper zones were discovered by wells drilled outside the leased lands
subsequent to August 8, 1946.2 With respect to the contention that
the determinations of January 28, 1948, were binding and conclusive
deteriniations establishing a flat rate of royalty of 121/2 percent
in production from the Madison and Cambrian formations, the Acting
Director found that these determinations simply stated the facts as
to the existence on August 8, 1946, of oil and gas deposits in relation
to the leased lands in question without stating that the flat royalty
rate of 21/2 percent applied to production from those formations. le
held, however, that even if the Acting Director had specifically stated
in 1948 that the 121/ 2 -percent royalty rate did apply his determination would have involved an erroneous construction of section 12,
8tupra, and could not confer a right not authorized by law or estop
the United States from requiring payment of the full royalty lawfully
due. In response to appellant's contention that the oil and gas supervisor's approval of division orders filed by the appellant covering
production from the M1adison and Cambrian formation constituted
acceptance and approval of the flat 12/_-percent royalty rate provided
for in the division orders, the Acting Director noted that these division
orders, in accordance with the policy of the. Geological Survey, were
not executed by the Survey but were approved by it "subject to the
condition that nothing herein shall be construed as affecting any: of
the relations between the lessee and the Secretary of the Interior."
This conditional approval, the Acting Director held, could not be
regarded as sanctioning a royalty rate inconsistent with the terms of
the leases and could not, in any event, change the royalty rate if the
applicable law required a higher rate than that provided for in the
division orders.
Sinclair's present appeal is, in essence, an attempt to overturn the
Department's decision in Richftl8d Oil Corporation,supra. In attack2 Richfield sought judicial review of the Department's interpretation of the statute in
an action entitled Richfield Oil Corporation v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 320-55, in the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia. That action was dismissed on
Mar. 6, 1958, upon the filing of a stipulation by the parties to the effect that such dismissal
should be without any prejudice to the right of the plaintiff to refile that action or to file
a new action "if and at such time as the United States Geological Survey in accordance
with *
* [the departmental decision in RichfieZd Oil Corporation, spra] requires
payment of a royalty of more than 121/s percent upon.production from any separate zone
or zones or on production allocated under a unit agreement to any of the land involved
in the above case." Thus, there has been no judicial ruling on the correctness of the
Department's interpretation of item (1) of section 12.
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ilg that decision, appellant has cliallengec the Department's conclusions upon the basis of (1) the language of section 12(1) of the
act of August 8, 1946 (2) the legislative history of the act; and (3)
the declared objectives of the act which are, allegedly, frustrated by
the Department's interpretation. In claiming that it is entitled to the
benefits of item (1) of section 12 of the act, appellant argues, -in
substance, that the provision is applicable to any well, except on a
lease issued pursuant to competitive bidding, which produces from
an oil or gas deposit not known to exist on August 8, 1946, even though
the land on which the well is situated was within the known productive
limits of some other oil or gas deposit on that date.
In the Richfield decision, supra, we acknowledged that the language
of item (1) of section 12 "is not too clear" and that, viewed by itself,
the language "is possibly susceptible of the interpretation advanced
by the appellant." We concluded, however, that:
* Cwhen
'
viewed as against the language employed in items (2) and (3)
of the same section, item (1) is more reasonably construed as the Acting Director
has construed it. Both items (2) and (3) grant the flat 1212 percent royalty
* which is deterrate to "any production
C from an oil or gas deposit *
mined by the Secretary to be a new deposit." This language plainly shows that
in making a determination under item (2) or (3), the Secretary is to act only
upon the basis of "deposits." That is, in acting upon a request under either item
(2) or (3) for a determination that the flat 121/2-percent royalty rate be granted
to production from a certain deposit, the Secretary determines only whether
the deposit in question is a new deposit separate and distinct from any other
deposit previously discovered. It necessarily follows that if the deposit in
question is vertically separated from an existing deposit, it comes within
item (2) or (3). regardless of whether it falls within vertical extensions of the
horizontal limits of the existing deposit.
The language of item (1) is distinctly different. It does not extend the flat
12/-percent royalty rate to production from a "deposit"; it extends the flat
royalty rate to production from "such leases, or such part of the elands subject
thereto, and the deposits underlying the same, as are not believed to be within
the productive limits of any oil or gas deposit" [Italics supplied], as such
limits existed on August 8, 1946. Moreover, it is to be noted that item (1) says
"sael7 leases, or such part of the lands subjeet thereto, and the deposits underlying the same, as are not believed," etc. [Italics supplied.] It does not say "such
deposits." The flat 12%2-percent royalty is to be extended only to such leased
land as is not within the productive limits of an existing deposit, and not to such
deposits as are not within the productive limits of an existing deposit. Accordingly, it seems plain that the Secretary is required to determine only whether the
leased land, or part of it, lies within the productive limits of a deposit in existence
on August 8, 1946. This clearly -conveys the idea that the Secretary is only required to determine whether the leased land lies within the horizontal limits of
any existing deposit. * C *
The inclusion in item (1) of the phrase "and the deposits underlying it"
also bears out this conclusion. That is, item (1) seems to say that only where the
leased land and the deposits underlying it are not within the productive limits of
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a deposit found to exist on August 8, 1946, will the lessee be entitled to the flat
royalty rate. This negates the idea that item (1) applies to leased land where one
or more of the deposits underlying the land have been found to be in existence
62 I.D. at 273-274 (Emphasis ours).
on August 8, 1946.

The net effect of the Department's ruling in that case was to limit
the applicability of item (1) to wells drilled on lands which (lands)
were not, on August 8, 1946, believed to be within the productivelimits
of any oil or gas deposit. The issue in the present case, as in Richfield,
is whether: the "horizontal limits" interpretation. adopted by the
Department or the "horizontal and vertical limits" interpretation
advocated by appellant expresses the intent of Conlgress.After careful review of item (1) of section 12, we remain convinced
that the interpretation given it by Richfield is correct. This interpretation is the only one which makes syntactical sense. To repeat,
section 12 provides that, except as to competitive leases-V
* the royalty obligation
*:under
all leases requiring payment of
* is reduced to 121/_ per centum * *
royalty in excess of 121/2 per centum*
as to (1) such leases, or such part of the lands subject thereto, and the deposits
underlying the same, as are not believed to be within the productive limits of any
oil or gas deposit [as of August 8, 1946] *

Item (1) clearly applies only to "such leases" (i.e., leases providing
for royalties in excess of 121/2 percent) "as" are outside the productive
limits of a deposit on August 8, 1946, or to "such part of the lands
subject thereto'? (i.e., to a lease providing for royalties in excess of
121/2 percent) "as" are outside the productive limits of a deposit ol
August 8, 1946. Item (1) does not refer to "such" deposits "as" are
outside the productive limits of a deposit as of August 8, 1946. It
refers only to "the" deposits underlying the "same." What is the
"same"? Obviously, "same"' means "such leases" or "such part of the
lands" in such leases "as" lie outside the productive limits of the deposit. In other words, the only "deposits" covered by item (1) are
those deposits which underlie leases or parts of leased lands which
lie outside the productive limits of an oil and gas deposit as of August 8,
1946. If the lease or part of the leased land lies within the productive
limits of such a deposit, then the 12/-percent royalty rate does not
apply to production from that lease or that land or, a fortiori, from
any deposit underlying that lease or that land.
In short, the determination to be made under item (1) is whether
the lease or any part of' the leased land falls within the limits of a
deposit as such limits existed on August 8, 1946. It is not whether the
deposit in question underlies the productive limits of another deposit
as they existed on August 8, 1946.
Appellant contends that the "plain language of section 12(1)" extends the flat royalty rate of 121/2 percent to:
(a) such leases, or
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(b) (1) such part of the lands subject thereto [such leases], and
(2) the deposits underlying the same [such leases.], as are not believed to
be within the productive limits of any oil or gas deposit, as such productive
limits are found by the Secretary to exist on the effective date of this Act.
(Italics added.)

"Part (a),", appellant argies, "refers to the situation where no
part of the lease is within productive limits of an oil or gas deposit
on the effective date of the act," and the phrase "'and the deposits
uderlying the same' has no bearing in this situation."'I "Part (b) ,"
it is argued, "covers the situation where part of the lease is within
productive limits of an oil or gas deposit on August -8, 1946," and,
in this situation, "the flat rate was extended by Congress () to suich
part of the land subject to such leases as is not believed to be within
productive limits of an oil or gas deposit on the effective date, and
(2) to the deposits underlying such leases as are not believed to be
withinl. productive limits of an oil or gas deposit but which underlie
lands within productive limits of an oil or gas deposit on the effective
date."
Appellant contends that the Department, by holding that the flat
royalty rate applies only where the leased land and all of the deposits
underlying it are not within the productive limits of a deposit as
found to exist on August 8, 1946, has rendered surplus the phrase
"and the deposits underlying the same," since the meaning would be
exactly the same, under the Department's interpretation, without that
phrase. This phrase, appellant asserts, "has an independent role in
section 12 (1) to extend the flat rate to deposits underlying lands determined to be within productive limits of an existing deposit on the
effective date of the Act." Appellant discounts the distinction noted in
the Richfield decision, spra, between the language of item (1) and
that of items (2) and (3) upon the theory that since items (2) and (3)
were added to the section by the House and Senate conference committee, they were not intended in any way to affect or curtail the benefits
granted under item (1), and that the reference in items (2) and (3)
solely to oil or gas "deposits" cannot, therefore, be construed as evidence
that something other than deposits was contemplated in item (1).
We are unable to assent to the validity of appellant's argument.
While appellant chides the Department for its failure to give what it
regards as proper effect to the modifying phrase "and the deposits
underlying the same," appellant is not abashed by the redundancy
which its interpretation of item (1) would produce. Under that inter3 This argument would appear to be somewhat inconsistent with appellant's analysis of
the statute in which part "(b) (2)"i is defined as the phrase 'the deposits underlying the
same [such leases]." (Italics added.)
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pretation, the status on August 8, 1946, of the deposit in question
becomes the sole critical factor for determining applicability of the
provision to that deposit and the reference to "such leases, or such
part of the lands subject thereto" becomes surplusage, since a finding
that a deposit waslnot within the productive limits of an oil or gas
deposits as found to exist on August 8, 1946, would make it unnecessary
to determine whether the land overlying the deposit was within such
limits.

Moreover, we are not persuaded by appellant's argument that the
conference committee, which so explicitly related the benefits granted
under items (2) and (3) to oil or gas deposits, failed to incorporate
similarly clear language into item (1), which remained substantially
intact from its inception4 only because of the haste with which items
(2) and (3) were added to the section. This argument would seem to
imply that, while Congress may have difficulty, after.lengthy deliberation, in conveying a particular concept in unambiguous language. (in
item (1) ), it can always set forth the intended meaning clearly and
concisely (in items (2) and (3)) if it acts hastily. Nothing has beeji
called to our attention to indicate that the same careful attention was
not given in conference to item (1) as was given to items (2) and (3).
That the conference committee did not confoirmi the language of item
(1) to that used in items (2) and (3) is more properly taken to mean
that the committee intended a difference in meaning rather than that
it was sloppy in its draftsmanship.
Appellant's interpretation, as a matter of grammatical construction,
is subject to several more infirmities. As appellant views the provision,
the flat royalty rate is applicable:.
(1) Where the entire leased. area lies outside the productive limits
of any oil or gas deposit as determined on August 8, 1946, to all pro,
duction from that leasehold; or
The pertinent language of item (1), as originally contained in the bill reported by the
Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys (5. Rep. No. 1392, 79th Cong, 2d Sess.
(1946)), and as finally enacted, read as follows, words in italics having been added and
the word in brackets having been deleted by the House Committee on Public Lands (H.R.
Rep. No. 2446, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946))
" * * (1) such leases, or such part of the lands subject thereto, and the deposits
underlying the same, as are ot believed to be within the [known] productive limits of
any oil or gas deposit, as such productive limits are found by the Secretary to exist on
the effective date of this Act."
The modification of the language was made in response to objections by this Department
that the original language would have imposed a severe administrative, burden upon the
Department in determining, within the exterior boundaries of any known geological
struture, the known productive limits of each producing oil or gas deposit. The language
adopted, the Committee stated, would "allow to the Department very considerable latitude
in such determination, to the end that only those lands, the development of which is clearly
extremely hazardous, will be granted the exploratory royalty rate of 121/2 percent."
H.R. Rep. No. 2446, spra at 4.
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(2) Where part of the leased area lies inside and part outside such
productive limits, to all production from the area outside the productive limits; or
: (3) Regardless of whether or not the leased area or any part of it
lies within the productive area of a deposit, to any production from a
deposit outside the productive limits of any other deposit as such productive limits were defined on August 8, 1946.
Apart from the fact, already noted, that condition (3), as set forth
here, would appear to include every situation in which (1) or (2)
could occur,. thus naking (1) I and (2) unnecessary, this interpretation
requires a reading of the language of the statute as though it were
phrased as follows:
* the royalty obligation *
under all leases requiring payment of
royalty in excess of 121/2 per centum *
is reduced to 121/2 per centum * *
as to (1) such leases, or such part of the lands subject thereto, or such deposits
underlying the same as are not believed to be within the productive limits of
any oil or gas deposit [as of August 8, 1946] * * (Italics added).

The fact is that the statute does not read in this fashion. It does not
say or such deposits underlying the same as are not believed," etc. It
says "and the deposits underlying the same," without further modifi.cation of that phrase by the clause "as are not believed,'? etc.
The words, "the deposits underlying the same," cannot be made to
stand alone. Contrary to appellant's contention, this phrase has no independent role, but it must be read in relation to that which precedes
it. The statute provides that the lease or leased lands and the underlying deposits must be outside the productive limits of any oil or gas
deposit in order to qualify for the proferred benefits. If the lease or
leased lands are within the productive limits of a deposit, as found on
August 8, 1946, but production is thereafter obtained from a deeper
deposit within the same areal limits, can it be said that the lease or
leased lands and the underlying deposits are outside the productive
limits of a deposit as determined on August 8, 1946 ?That the answer must be in the negative is clearly shown by consideration of another lease held by the appellant, Cheyenne 029630(b),
which is not involved in this appeal but is mentioned in the Acting
Director's decision. By letter dated February 6, 1948, appellant requested that the Survey make a determination that the 160 acres in
that lease, consisting of two 80-acre tracts adjoining the two 80-acre
tracts in Cheyenne 029630 (a), "are outside of and not within the productive limits of any producing oil or gas deposit, as such productive
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limits were known to exist on August 8, 1946 * * *." The Acting Director replied by letter dated February 20, 1948that on August 8, 1946, the EI1/2SW/,, sec. 2, T. 26 N., R. 90 W., 6th P.M., Wyoming, was not believed to be within the productive limits of any producing oil
or gas deposit found to exist on that date; and that the W1/ 2 SW1/4, sec. 3, T. 26
N., R. 90 W., 6th P.M., was believed to be within te productive limnit.t of the
prodtcin~g Tensleep oil and gas deposit of the Lost Soldier field, though not be-

lieved to be within the productive limits of any other producing oil or gas deposit, found to exist on that date. (Italics added).

Let us see how item (1).: of section 12 applies to this lease. Clearly
the El/2 SW/ 4 sec. 2 was "such part of the lands subject thereto *.
as are not believed to be within the productive limits of any oil or gas
deposit"; consequently, that tract "and the deposits underlying the
same" qualify for the flat 12 1/ 2 -percent royalty rate. Equally clearly,
however, the Wl/2 8W 4 see. 3 was not "such part of the lands subject
thereto * * * as are not believed to be within the productive limits
of any oil or gas deposit" since that tract avs found "to be within the
productive limits of the producing Tensleep oil and gas deposit.'"
Therefore that tract "and the deposits underlying the same" are not
qualified for the flat 121/½-percent royalty rate.
Thus, from the language of the statute alone, we can only conclude
that, while more precise language could have been used to express
the legislative intent, the Department's interpretation of the language
that was used is a reasonable one, whereas that advocated by appellant
requires the substitution, of some small but important words to convey
the meaning which appellant finds.
Appellant contends, however, that even if the language of the statute
does not clearly establish the correctness of the position which it takes,
it is clear from the legislative history of the act that appellant's view
is the only proper one. In advancing this argument, appellant has
placed great emphasis upon the views of representatives of the oil
and gas. industry expressed in hearings before Congressional committees, upon statements of Members of Congress who sponsored the legislation, and upon the fact that departmental opposition to some proposed measures was overruled by the enactment of those very measures.
The most extreme position taken by some in the industry is expressed
in the following excerpt from the testimony of Warwick W. Downing,
attorney for the Interstate Oil Compact Commission, given before
the Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys on May 9, 1946:
* [W]e recommend that all leases hereafter issued on nonproven areas
carry the flat 1 /s royalty: that all noncompetitive leases on which discovery has
not been made, shall also carry the flat 1/s royalty, and that all wells hereafter

drilled on existing leases, or leases issued under existing applications, including
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all renewal, exchange and preference rights leases, which are in fact, exploratory,
regardless of their location, and regardless of leasehold boundaries or structural
boundaries upon which they may be located, are entitled to the incentive of the
flat /s royalty.
This incentive should apply to exploratory wells, not only ito test deeper strata,
but to develop down-structure deposits.
What good is the discovery of a vell, unless, after you make it you try to
discover how much area the structure takes, and every down-structure well is
entitled to the same encouragement as the original well to a somewhat deeper
sand. Hearings on S. 1236 Before the Senate Committee on Putblic Lands and
Surveys, 79th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 333 (1946).

There is evidence that the industry wanted the flat royalty rate extended to cover the situation found to exist in the present case. The
testimoiy of industry spokesmen is persuasive that the industry wanted
the broadest possible application of the flat royalty rate.5 It is clear
that this Department wanted the flat royalty rate limited to leases
which were clearly exploratory, that it objected to any change that
would reduce revenues from producing leases, and that it objected to
the granting of a flat 12/2-percent royalty rate to all future noncompetitive leases, as well as to all outstanding leases which were not
within the known geologic structure of a producing field and on which
nothing was done to make a discovery of a new field or deposit. See
H.R. Rep. No. 2446, sucpra, at 5-7. It is also clear that Congress did not
share the Department's concern over the loss of future revenues and
that it did extend the flat royalty rate to all future noncompetitive
leases, as well as to outstanding noncompetitive leases, which were, on
the date of the act, not believed to be within the productive limits of
any oil or gas deposit. Id. at 4-5. It does not follow, however, from the
fact that Congress did adopt sone proposals of the oil and gas industry
over the objections of this Department that it gave the industry all
that it requested. While Congress undeniably intended the benefits of
the act to apply where it considered such benefits to further oil and
gas exploration, we are unable to find any clear suggestion that it
intended to extend the benefits to producing leases except for exploratory wells. The expressed attitude of Congress, we believe, is exenplified in the following remarks of Senator O'Mahoney:
* [There's a question here that's much broader than the mere interest
of the oil industry. I will grant that without any question it would be much
m

It is to be noted, however, that the statements by industry representatives were not
directed to section 12 in the form in which it was enacted. Indeed, the statements were
made at hearings held before section 12 even appeared in a committee print of S. 1236
dated May 22, 1946. As introduced, the bill carried only a provision continuing and
broadening the incentive provisions of the act of Dec. 24, 1942 56 Stat. 1080, which gave
a flat 12'/s-percent royalty rate for 10 years to a lessee who drilled to a discovery of a near)
oil or gas field or deposit. The bill continued the requirement that the: discovery must be
of a new field or deposit.
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better and simpler for the oil industry to have a flat royalty and no questions
asked, but whether or not we should, in the Public Lands Committee, write
off completely any claim on behalf of the people of a State to share beyond 121/2
percent in rich deposits, the richness of which we may be unable to judge at the
present time, I'm frank to say I've reached no definite conclusion.
*
earings on &1.i236 Before a S'ubcomimittee of the Senate Commfittee on Public Lands
and Surveys, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. 24 (1945).
I do not advocate extending this flat royalty to lands which are known to
contain oils. Such lands, it seems to me, ought to pay whatever the market will
bring. * *
Senate Hearings, pt. 2, supra at 241.

In none of this do we find any plain manifestation of intent on the
part of Congress to extend the 121/2 percent royalty rate to nonexploratory wells on producing leases even though production should
come from deposits discovered after August 8, 194G. The legislative
history clearly sets forth the problems which served as the motivation for the legislation, as well as the conflicting views on how the
problems should be solved, but only in the language of the statute
do we find disclosed the final response of Congress with respect to the
resolution of the particular problen presented here.
Finally, appellant contends that, by its interpretation in the Richfteld case,.supra, the Department has thwarted the declared objectives
of the act. It points out that the stated purpose of the act is "to promote the development of oil and gas on the public domain" in contrast
to the earlier O'Mahoney Act of December 24, 1942, supra footnote 5,
which was designed to "encourage the discovery of oil and gas on the
public domain." The distinction between the use of "development" and
"discovery," appellant argues, demonstrates Congressional intent to
broaden the scope of the royalty benefits beyond that contemplated
under the O'Mahoney Act and to grant those benefits to developers,
as well as to discoverers of new deposits.
We note first that when the 1946 Act was originally introduced (S.
1236, 79th Cong., 1st Sess.) it was entitled a bill to "promote the
development of oil and gas." Yet at that time it did not provide for a
flat 121/2 -percent royalty rate for noncompetitive leases but continued,
instead, the existing statutory provisions for a royalty of not less than
121/2 percent. Evidently the continuation of the provisions permitting
graduated royalty rates was not deemed by the authors to be inconsistent with promoting the "development" of oil or gas.
We could hardly question appellant's major premise that the 1946
Act, which extended the flat royalty rate, without limitation, to all
future noncompetitive leaseholders, regardless of the degree of risk
which each might, in fact, take in exploring or developing his leasehold, and to all holders of prior noncompetitive leases on unproven
lands, as well as to the discoverers of new deposits underlying known
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productive deposits, is broader in scope than the 1942 Act which only
extended the same royalty rate, for a period of 10 years, to the lessee
who discovered a new field or deposit by virtue of a well or wells
drilled within the boundaries of a Federal lease. Nevertheless, it does
not follow as a matter of law or of reason that the 1946 Act accomplished or authorized every step which could be construed as encouaraging development of oil and gas. Clearly, it did nothing to encourage
exploration for or development of deeper and unknown deposits
beneath lands which were leased competitively, although we suppose
that there are reasons for encouraging exploration for deeper deposits
beneath those lands as well.
Appellant attempts to explain away any comparison between competitive and noncompetitive leases by stating simply that "Congress
chose not to extend the fiat rate to leases issued competitively before
or after the effective date of the 1946 Act because lands which are so
leased are reasonably believed to contain oil or gas and no further
incentive is thought necessary for development of such lands;" In
spite of appellant's assertion that, under the Richfield decision, "holders of- noncompetitive leases outstanding on August 8, 1946, are
penalized by virtue of money and effort spent in developing their
leases," it is our view that the present situatio is, in principle, most
nearly comparable with that of a competitive lessee and that there
is no penalization involved but only the defining of the limits for the
granting of a benefit.
To illustrate our point, let us assume that two leases were issued,
the first noncompetitively and the second competitively, and that, prior
to August 8, 1946, production was obtained on both leased tracts from
the same oil or gas deposit. The first lease was issued at a time when the
land was not known to be underlain by oil and gas deposits. The
second was issued after oil or gas had been discovered and a structure
had been defined, and, because the second lessee took a smaller risk
in drilling a well on his land than the first lessee took, he was required
to pay a higher price for his land and to bid in competition with
others who might desire to take the same risk. By the successful
drilling of wells both lessees have attained their objectives and have
been rewarded in themanner contemplated under the mineral leasing laws. But what about further exploration? Both lessees take the
same risk in drilling deeper in search of new deposits. It is difficult
to imagine why the first lessee, who has a producing well, should
need a special incentive to motivate him to drill deeper in search of

additional deposits, while the second lessee, who paid substantially
nmore for his lease, has incentive enough in the fact that he has already
found oil.
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However that may be, Congress undeniably saw fit to confer upon
the first lessee a special inducement to explore for new deposits which
it did not make available to the second lessee. Moreover, it offered the
same reduced royalty rate to all future noncompetitive lessees, regardless of the individual risks that might be involved, so that the holder
of a noncompetitive lease might not drill a well until after the land
had been proved valuable by a discovery on adjacent land, in which
case he would take the same risk in drilling as an adjoining competitive lessee but would have the advantage of a lower royalty rate as
well as a lower initial cost for his lease. It will readily be seen, then,
that it is difficult, if not impossible, to fild in the oil and gas leasing
provisions a system based upon complete fairness and that any attempt
to surmise the intent of Congress upon a theory of fair and equal
treatment rests upon an insecure foundation.
* Accordingly, it remains our view that the Richfield decision, spra,
represents the correct interpretation of section 12(1) and that appellant was not entitled to the flat 121/2 -percent royalty rate for any production from the Madison and Cambrian formations underlying the
lands in question.
Appellant contends, however, that even if the Richfield decision
is correct, it. sets no precedent for this case in which the Department
had already determined 7 years earlier that the lessee was' entitled
to a flat royalty rate of 121/ percent. Appellant asserts that the
Department is now estopped from denying the validity and effect
of the determinations of royalty obligations which it made in 1948,
and it cites numerous court decisions dealing with the question of
estoppel which, it contends, show that the Department, in cases
such as this, may be estopped under circumstances that would estop
an individual from the assertion of a similar claim. In raising this
argument, appellant points out that it has paid overriding royalties
on lease Cheyenne 065546, that it purchased the net profits interest
of Hughes Oil Company in lease Cheyenne 029630(a) on January 17,
1961, for a cash consideration of $6,500,000, and that it has paid
State, county and school taxes, all in reliance upon the flat 121/2percent royalty rate on production from the Madison and Cambrian
formations. Moreover, it argues, had it had not relied upon what it
considered to be a determination of its royalty obligations, it would
most certainly have taken steps to assure itself of the benefits of
section 12 either by unitization of the Madison and Cambrian formations or by drilling exploratory wells on Federally leased lands
rather than upon private lands.6 These acts of reliance upon auAppellant's retrospective view as to what it would have done had it been properly
apprised of the Department's interpretation of the statute is open to some question. Dis.
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thorized acts of Departmental officials; it is claimed, serve as the
basis for application of the doctrine of equitable estoppel.
.The general rule is, of course, well established that neither the unauthorized acts of Government employees nor their laches can affect the
rights of the United States or confer upon any individual or entity a
right not authorized by law. Lee v. Munroe and Thornton', 11 U.S. (7
Cranch) 366, 369 (1813); United States v. Kirkpatrick, 22 U.S. (9
Wheat.) 720 (1824)-; Filorv. United States, 76 U.S. (9 Wall.) 45, 49
(1869); Hart v. United States, 95 U.S. 316, 318 (1877); Steele .
United States, 113 U.S. 128, 134-135 (1885); United States v. Beebe,
127 U.S. 338, 344 (1888); United States v. Nichigan, 190 U.S. 379,

405 (1903); Utah Power & Light Co. V. United States, 243 US. 389,
409 (1917); Wilber NationalBank of Oneconta v. United States. 294
U.S. 120, 123-124 (1935); United States v. City and Coynty of San
Francisco, 310 U.S. 16, 31-32 (1940); United States v. California.

332 U.S. 19, 39-40 (1947). On the other hand, the acts or omissions
of officers of the Govermnent, if they beauthorized to bind the United
States in
particular transaction, will work estoppel against the
Government if the officers have ated within the Scope of their atithority. Ritter v. United States, 28 F. 2d 265, 267 (3d ir. 1928);
3M1unicipality of Rio Piedras v. Serra,Garabis & Co., 65 F. 2d 691,
694 (1st Cir. 1933); United States v. Coast Wineries, 131 F. 2d 643,

650 (9thS
Cir. 1942). See discussion, of both of these rules in Synale. &
Robinson, Ine. v. United States, 123 F. Supp. 47, 464-465 (S.D.

Calif. 1954).
Appellant's invocation of the doctrine of equitable estoppel rests
upon the propositions that the Geological Survey, acting within the
scope of its authority, determined the royalty rate on production from
coverti of oil in the Madison formation on fee land was made prior to the submission of
appellant's request for a determination of productive limits. Thus, as to the Madison
formation, at least, appellant made a decision to drill a well on privately owned land before
it even raised the question of royalty rates with the Geological Survey. Appellant is
cognizant of this fact, however, for, although in its initial statement of reasons for its
appeal to the Secretary, it stated:
"The rulings were requested and granted; subsequent thereto oil and gas was discovered
in both the Cambrian and Madison formations
*
in a subsequent brief, appellant corrected the statement by saying that
"I 5 * determinations were requested by Sinclair shortly after the company completed
a discovery well to the Madison formation on Sinclair fee 'land on January 4, 1948. * S *
At the very least, knowledge of existing. structures would have led Sinclair to locate its
Cambrian discovery well on one of the subject leases, thereby assuring a at rate under
section 12(2) on Cambrian production from such lease."
Although it is immaterial in our view, we would surmise that, regardless of the Department's interpretation of section 12(1), appellant's primary consideration in selecting the
sites for its discovery wells is determination of the most favorable point for drilling to
the, contemplated formation whether it should be on Federal land or on private land.
Moreover, it appears from appellant's recitation of the facts that the objection of
Hughes Oil Company, which had an interest in lease Cheyenne 29630 (a) until 1961, may
have constituted a -major obstacle to be overcome before unitization of the leased lands
could have taken place.
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the Madison and Cambrian formations Linderlying the leases in question
to be a flat 121/ 2 -percent, that its determination constituted a Departmental interpretation of section 12(1) of theJ1946 Ac t,.and that.the
Richfeld decision, Supra, made at a subsequent date, -has been ;im.properly and retroactively applied in this case to appellant's detriment.
We do not find any of these premises to be valid. Moreover, we do; not
find, in any of the cases cited by appellant in support of its.argument,
an instance in which the doctrine of estoppel has been applied against
the Government upon a finding of facts comparable with thoseslown
here.
Appellant's theory of the applicable law is predicated upon the s-upposition that in theichfield decision the Department modified its
interpretation of section 12(1) and that its earlier construction of the
statute is reflected in the determination in this instance that appellant
was entitled to the flat 12/-percent rate. We find no basis for concludingthatthis isso.
The Department's regulations provided, at the time that appellant
made its request for determination of the status of the lands,. that:
On and after August 8, 1946, the follow ing royalty rates shall be paid on- the
Iroductionremovedorsoldfromleases::: .

:

:

:

C

*C

*

:

.;

.:

(3) 12/ percent on all leases theretofore issued, except competitive leases, and
on exchange and renewal leases thereafter issued, as to production from
(i) Land determined by the Director, Geological Survey, not to be within
the productive limits of any oil or gas; deposit on August 8, 1946. 43 CFR
.192.82(a), 11 F.R. 12956, Oct. 28, 1946 (Italics added). 7 '

This regulation w.7as approved on October 28, 1946, as a part of' the
general yevision of the oil and gas regulations to incorporate the many
changes made by the act of August 8, 1946. Before approval of the
regulations they were the subject of a public hearing held in Denver,
Colo., on September 30, 1946. The proposed rental regulation quoted
above was in the same form in which it was finally approved. Adoption
of the regulations.was announced in a press release issued on October
30, 1946, in which it was stated that "tlTe Government will collect only
a flat royalty of 12/2 percent on any production under leases involving
lands not within the known productive limits of a producing deposit
on August 8,. 1946* *" *.(talics added).
Thus from the very beginning the' Department has always taken
the'position that the entitlement of-a lessee to the 12/-percent royalty
depends on whether the leased land is within or outside the limits of

a deposit.

.

:

-I:

:

Moreover, the records of this Department show that on May 1, 1947,
.9 months before appellant's requests, the Director of the. Geological
7 The corresponding provision (43 C11'R 3125.3(a) (3))
regulations.

is unchanged in

the4 current
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Survey advised Messrs. Hervey, Dow, and Hinkle of. the law firm Of
that name in Roswell, N. Mex., in response to their request for a determinatioll, under the act of August 8, 1946, and the regulation just
cited, that certain lands should be classified as "not being within the
productive limits as far as
zones [beneath the upper Permian
zone] are concerned," that:
* * As there appears to be no reasonable question in your mind or mine that
the land under consideration is within the prod uctive limits of a Permnian oil
deposit referred to for convenience as the Eunice-zone deposit, a determination
that the land under consideration is "not believed to be within the productive
limits of any oil or gas deposit" on the effective date of the Act is clearly
impossible.
That the Act contemplates selective, qualified determinations, deposit by. deposit, for each legal subdivision of the public domain is not evident from its
wording, and is so overwhelming in import and so utterly impossible of accomplishmient as to be inconceivable. That it seeks merely to distinguish lands that
are rather clearly within the areal linits of-one or mnore productive deposits
from other lands that are not reasonably eonsidered to be within the limits of
any Productive oil or gas deposit on August 8, 1946, appears to me to be the most
logical, defensible and workable interpretation.
. *
(Italics added).

It is: abundantly clear then that the Rick fteld decision marked no
departure from prior Departmental construction of the statute. Rather,
it represented simply the first full review of .thd issue at the Departmental level, a review which resulted in affirmation of the view previously; espoused: by -the: Geological' Survey and indicated i the
Department's regulations. Thus, we canonly conclude that, if the
Acting Director intended in the present case to find that appellant was
entitled to the 12/2-percent royalty rate for production from deposits
lying beneath the Pennsylvania Tensleep formation, his determination
was not an expression of Departmental construction but was an aberration: a complete departure from all Departmental precedent as well
as from subsequent Departmental interpretation of the statute. In
these circumstances, the cases cited by appellant in which agency con.struction of a statute has been held controlling are inapposite..
We do not find it necessary to decide here whether or not, i any
circumstance, the Director, of the Geological Survey could have made
a determination that appellant was entitled to the benefits of stion
12(1) with respect to the lands in question which would. have estopped
the Department from denying thereafter the fficacy of his determination, for we do not find that the Director, :in fact, attempted to: make
such- a determination.
As we have already noted, in its letters of January 16, 1948, appellant simply requested the Geological Survey to determine that the
-lands in question "are outside and not within the. productive limits
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of any producing oil or gas deposit lying below the base of the
Tensleep formation, as such productive limits were known to exist
on.August 8, 1946, as authorized by section 12 of the Act of Congress
approved August 8, 1946." Appellant now says that it wished to
have the Geological Survey determine that the lands described were
"outside and not within the productive limits of any producing oil
or gas deposit lying below the base of the Tensleep formation, as

such limits were known to exist ol August 8, 1946, and that royalty
on production from any deposit lying below the base of the Tensleep
formation within the samne areal linits should be fixed at 121/2 percent,
as authorized by sectiqn 12, etc." The omission of the phrase emphasized, or equivalent language, leaves an obscure meaning. 8 The laniguage used would seem to-have asked the Geological Survey onl to
make the requested determination of fact. Whether or not the Geological Survey should reasonably have been expected to read into
aDpellant's letter the implied request for a determination of the
*royalty obligation for production from deeper strata, its reply exhibited no hint of recognition of that question. It responded simply
by determining, as a matter of fact, that th6 lands-in question were
tnot considered to be within the productive limits of any oil or gas
deposit occurring stratigraphically below the base of the Pennsylvania Tensleep sandstone o August 8, 1946. The correctness of the
Survey's statement is nat questioned and the Survey did not go
beyond a statement of that finding. It did not purport to determine
the legal consequences of its factual determination but left the appellant to pursue such course as it saw fit upon receipt of the Survey's
determination.
The wording of appellant's request for a determination was, in some important respects,
distinctly different from the request for a similar determination in the Richfield case,
supra, which prompted the Department to observe that the request in -that case was, in
effect, a request for a royalty limitation of 121 2 percent on production under the lease
from certain zones. Richfield opened its request with a statement of the text of the statute
and of the Department's regulation. It then stated that:
"At the present time production on the above mentioned Gordon lease is being obtained
from the Coal Oil Canyon Zone, the Olcese OA-1 Zone and the Eocene Zone. It is expected
that production will, in the future be obtained from the Valv Zone, the Olcese OA-2 Zone, the
Vedder Zone above the thrust fault and the RB-2 Zone.
: "With the exception of the two old wells known as Gordon No. i ahd Gordon No. 2
which were drilled before Richfield acquired this lease, Richfield is currently paying royalty
on production from the Gordon lease on the basis that the royalty rates on all zones
hereinafter mentioned under said lease have been reduced to 121/2 percent in accordance
with the above quoted portion, of the Leasing Act and Regulations."
Following this statement of the basis for its request, Richfield asked the oil and gas
supervisor to make four specific findings of fact and to determine
"5. that with respect to all of the zones listed above under requested determinations
numbers 1, 2, and 4 and the oil and gas deposits therein underlying the Gordon lease,
such zones and deposits are not believed to be within the productive limits of any oil or
gas deposit, as such productive limits existed on August 8, 1946."
Thus, regardless of any ambiguity that may have been found in request No. 5, standing
alone, the issue of the proper royalty rate was clearly raised in Richfield's letter. This
was not true of appellant's inquiries.
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Appellant has attempted to step from assumption to assumption
until it could bridge the gap between advocation of a particular interpretation of the statute on its part and acceptance. of that interpretationl on the part of. the Geological Survey. I other words, appellant
would require the Geological Survey to answer all, questions of law
that might be implied in a request for a determination of fact or have
its silence construed as assent .to the correctness of any proposition
of law underlying an implied, question. No case has been called to our
attention in which such a burden has been imposed upon an agency
of the Government. If such were the rule, the Department would act
at its peril in. responding to any request for a determination of fact
unless it first ascertained the inquiring party's interpretation of all
relevant laws and regulations. Such a rulinig, however, would seem
essential in order to convert the Geological Survey's determination
that the lands in question were "not considered to be within the productive limits of any oil or gas, deposit occurring stratigraphically. below
the base of the Pennsylvania Tensleep sandstone" into a determination
that appellant was entitled to the flat 12/-percent royalty rate on
production from the Madison and Cambrian formations.
The limited view taken of the rulings of the Geological .Survey is
not quibbling. This is demonstrated by the exchange of correspondence
at the same time between the appellant and the Survey concerning
lease Cheyenne 029630(b). As pointed out earlier, appellant asked the
Survey to determine that the two tracts in that lease were not within
the productive limits of coiy deposit as of August 8, 1946. The Survey
determined that one tract was not believed to be within the productive
limits of any deposit but that the secondl tract was believed to be
wyithin the productive limits of the Tensleep deposit but not within the
productive limits of any other deposits If, as appellant argues here, its
request was for a determination that the royalty rate on. any production to be obtained from lease Cheyenne 029630(b) was 121/ percent
(because the two tracts were not within the productive limits of any
deposit), then the Survey's response must be read as having said (1)
that the 121/ 2-percent rate wouild apply to the first tract (since -it was
not within the productive limits of- any deposit) but (2) that the
121/2 -percent rate would not apply to the second tract (since it was
within the productive limits of a deposit (the Tensleep deposit)
although not within the limits of any. other deposit). Yet the determination made by the Geological Survey as to the second tract is precisely the determination that it made as to the two leases involved here.
Appellant places additionali reliance- upon the fact that the regional
oil and gas supervisor approved clivisiol orders, prepared by appellant,
providing for royalty payment at the rate of 121/2 percent for produc.
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tion from the Madison and Cambrian formations. This approval of
the division orders, appellant appears to argue, coupled with the fact
that the Geological"Survey billed appellant and accepted payment at
the rate of 121/2 percent until 1961,'estops the United States from
asserting any right to additional royalty payment notwithstanding
the fact, pointed out by the Geological Survey and ackiowledged by
appellant, that the oil and gas supervisor approved the division orders
"subject to the condition that nothing herein shall be: construied as
affecting any of the relations between the lesse ad the Secretary
of the Interior."
Again, we are unable to see wherein the cited acts demonstrate an
affirmative determination by the Geological Survey that the accepted
royalty payments constituted full payment of appellant's royalty
obligation. The most that the evidence establishes is that'the Geol6gical
Survey accepted appellant's wn determination of its royalty obligation for 13 years without question. We cannot deny that 'this acceptance
of lesser payments than those called for under the terms of the leases
constituted error on the' part of the Geological Survey, biut it was
error of the nature that traditionally has been held not to estop the
United States from demanding payment of that vlich is lawfully due.
In City and County 6f San Franciscov. United States, 223 F. 2d 737
(9th Cir. 1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S.-903 (195), the court upheld
the right of the United States, after waiting 10 years before making
a claim and 19 years before bringing suit, to recover the cost of maiitenance and repair of ceitaii trails, roads, and- bridges in Yosemite
National Park for which, by law, the city was required to reimburse
the United States but for which under an agreement between the
city and the Secretary of the Interior, later held to be umauthorized,
the city was excused from making payment. If the United States
cannot be estoppedfrom demamiding paywent of that which is'lawfully
due by an express, albeit unauthorized, waiver of an obligation by th
Secretary of the Interior, it is exceedingly difficult to see upon what
principle it could be estopped fromimaking the same demand by any
act of a Departmental employee short of an express waiver of*the
obligation. Cf. Automobile Ctb of Hichtigan v. Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, 353 U.S. 180, 183 (1957), and Dixon v. United
States, 381 U.S. 68,72- (1965), in which the Court held that the- acquiescence of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in an erroneous
ruling does not bar hin from correcting a mistake of law or estop the
Uhited States from collecting a tax that is lawfully due.
The facts in the present case would seem to be analogous with those
found in United States v. Ohio Oil Co., 163 F. 2d 633 (10th Cir. 1947),
in vhich case the Secretary 'of the Interior, acting under asserted
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authority of an administrative regulation embodied in Departmental
oil and gas leases, determined the minimum' value for which he w ould
accept payment for royalty oil from such leases in Wyoming and
threatened to institute proceedings to cancel the leases there in question unless the lessees paid the -minimum price fixed and determined
by the. Secretary. The Ohio Oil Co., under protest, paid the difference
between 77 cents per barrel, the price for which it sold royalty oil to a
pipeline company, alld $1.02, the. price established by the Secretary,
and instituted action to recover that money. In upholding the authority of the Secretary to exact the specified payment, the court stated
that:
We .-agree with the appellee that in all of histansactions with the lessee, the
Secretary acted for and on behalf of the Government in a proprietary capacity,
and that his contractual powers were measured by the basic enabling Act and
the amendments thereto. * *
*

C
P:

.

*-

.

*

X.

gA

*

It is said that the contract [between the producer and the pipeline conpany] zwas fairly and openly entered into, with the Secretary's knowledge and
consent, that the producers were obligated to and did sell and deliver approximately 16 million barrels of oil thereunder, and the Government is estopped
to deny that it does not represent the reasonable minimum value of the oil.
On the question of estoppel, it is sufficient to say that the purchase contracts
were submitted to and approved by the- Secretary, with the express understanding that his approval should not be construed as an admission by the United
States that the prices to be paid for the crude oil under the agreement, insofar
as it applied to the Government royalty oil, "are reasonable or representative
of its fair value, or acceptable to the United- States." It is thus plain that aside
fromi the traditional inapplicability of the doctrine of estoppel against the United
States,
the Secretary is hot estopped to. determine 'the reasonable minimum
*

value of the royalty oil. 163 F. 2d at 639, 641.

Under the principles which have been found controlling in the -cited
cases, it seems clear that there has been no estoppel in the present
case' and that the Secretary is, without authority to accept anything
less than the royalty called for by the terms of the leases in satisfaction
of appellant's obligation tothe United States. See.Pine River Lo4ging
Co. v.1 United States, 186 U.S. 279, 290 (1902).
Therefore, pursuant to the authority 'delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4) (a) ; 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision appealedfrom is affirmed.
EDWARD WEINBERG,
Solicitor.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
V.

E. 0. RODEFFER
A-30611

Decided June 28,198

Mineral Lands: Determination of Character of-State Exchanges: Generally-State Selections-School Lands: Mineral Lands
To establish the mineral character of lands sought by a State, either in
exchange for other lands or as indemnity for lost school lands, it must be
shown that known conditions are such as reasonably to engender the belief
that the lands contain mineral of such quality and in such quantity as to
render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that end.

Mineral Lands: Determination of Character of-School Lands: Mineral
Lands
The mineral character of land may be established by inference without
actual exposure of the mineral deposit for which the land is supposed to
be valuable, but the inferred existence of a deposit of high-quality limestone
at unknown depth does not establish the mineral character of land in the
absence of evidence that extraction of the limestone is economically feasible,
thereby giving the land a practical value for mining purposes.
APPEAL FROM TE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

The State of California has appealed to the Secretary of the
Interior from a decision dated March 3, 1966, whereby the Office of
Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, declared the
iountain Top Nos. 15, 16, 17, 20, and 22 and Cordelia placer mining
claims in secs. 22, 25, 26, and 29, T. 4 N., R. 2 E., S.B.M., California,
to be null and void and the lands upon which they were located to
be mineral in character.
By a decision dated February 5, 1963 (State of California,A-29002),
the Department remanded to the Bureau of Land Management for
further consideration State selection applications Los Angeles 0106494,
0125042 and 0126829 after the Appeals Officer of the Bureau affirmed
decisions of the Los Angeles,:Calif., land office rejecting those applications as to certain lands in secs. 22, 25, and 29, T. 4 N.,I R. 2 E., selected
by the State of California as indemnity for school lands lost to it. The
applications were initially rejected as to the lands in question for the
reasons that the lands were mineral in character and were embraced
in valid mining claims. By another decision ( ansell 0. La Fox et al.,
State of California, 71 I.D. 199 (1964) ), the Department remanded
to the Bureau State exchange application Los Angeles 0134989, directing a hearing to determine the questions of the mineral character of
certain selected lands and the validity of mining claims located thereon
and found by the Bureau to be valid. Pursuant to the latter decision,
on July 10, 1964, the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings, ordered
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a hearing in connection with the State exchange application, instructing the appointed hearing examiner to make a recommnended decision
and to submit theirecord of the hearing, together with the recoimended decision, to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, for
initial decision in accordance with 43 CFR 1852.3-8(c). On July 20,;
1964, upon the recoinmelndationl of the Riverside, Calif., land office,
the State of California filed contest complaints, in three separate
actions, against mining claims embracing lands described in the indennity selection applications.
At the request of the contestee; and in view of the fact that all of
the lands in controversy are in the same township and the parties
and issues are the same in each case, the four actions were consolidated
into one proceeding. A hearing was held at Los Angeles, Calif., on
October , 1965, and after the hearing examiner made his recommendations, the Office -of Appeals and Hearings issued its decision
of Marh 3, 1966.
From the evidence presented at thehearing, the Office of Appe-als
and Hearings found that the mineral materials disclosed on the mining
claims consist of lime-bearing: marl and caliche and sparse pieces
of limestone, that such materials are found in varying quality and
quantity throughout the desert in the vicinity of high quality limestone' deposits where lime has' been spread by leaching and erosion,
and that the minerals found on the mining claims can be used in the
manufacture of cement and are superior for such use to common clays
but are, nevertheless, merely a constituent material. It further found
that the minerals exposed on the claims have had no market at any
time becaise therehas beenno: processing plant at which they could
be used, that, in the absence of such a plant, the minerals have no
commercial value, and that the mining claimant had no plans to construct such a plant but merely hoped to -sell the claims to an association that had not agreed to purchase the claims and had not determined
that the construction of the plant needed to utilize the minerals found
ther6in was feasible. It also found that the Blackhawk Breccia forination1 of high quality limestone may extend under the mining claims,
although no significant quantities of limestone have been exposed on
any of the cl aims, which claims have been explored only to the .extent
of bulldozer cuts of insignificant depth.
The Office of Appeals and Hearings held that where nonmetallic
minerals of widespread occurrence arelocated under the mining laws,
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit can be demonstrated only by
showing present marketability of the minerals and that, since tho
marl and other materialsexposed. on the claims are without commercial valu6 until a suitable plant is available to process them and since
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there has never been such a plant and there has not been a firm plan
for the construction of a plant, there has never been the required
present market for the materials necessary to. demonstrate the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.' It concluded, therefore, that
the claims were invalid. At the same time, it found the -lands to be
mineral in character, holding them to be. "prospectively valuable in
that, by geological inference, the Blackhawk Breccia formation of
quality limestone may extend under such lands," and it held that
the State's selection of the lands could be allowed only under the
conditions specified in 43 U.S.C. secs. 851 and 852 (1964).2
The Bureau's decision, insofar as it held the mining claims in question to be invalid, has not been challenged; therefore the Bureau's
finding on that issue is now a conclusive determination of.the rights of
the inning claimant. However, the State has appealed from that portion of the decision declaring the lands embraced inthe mining claims
to be mineral in character. It contends that the Bureau employed an
improper standard in finding the lands to be "prospectively valuable''
for limestone, that the only differelice between the test for determining whether or not land is mineral in character and the test of discovery is that the former does not require an actual discovery. The State
asserts that the evidence presented at; the hearing does.not support
the finding that the lands contain valuablemineral deposits.
.The.issues of discovery and of the mineral or nonmineral character
of lands have been before the Departient for consideration in a wide
variety of situations but rarely, if at all, in the posture which they
assume in this instance. Although it has been customary in contests of
mining claims for the contestants to make thedual charges that, no
discovery has been made and that the lands embraced in mining claims
The ''marketability test," as a proper complement
to the "prudent man test" of the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, was recently upheld by the Supreme Court
in
United States v. Coleman, 90 U.S. 599 (1968).
The Office of Appeals and Hearings also found that the minerals exposed on the claims
were "common varieties," not locatable after July 23, 1955. It found, however, that it
was not clear from the evidence in the record whether the claims were located before or
after July 23, 1955. and, therefore, it did not attempt to determine whether or not the
minerals in the claims were locatable at the time of the mining claim locations. Since the
Bureau's decision did not turn upon the issue of "common varieties," and that question
is not at issue in the present appeal, we find it unnecessary. at this time to examine the
correctness of the Bureau's finding on that point.
9-Rev.Stat. sees. 2275 and 2276, as amended, 43 U
.S.C.
sees. 851 and 852 (1964),
authorize the selection of indemnity lands which
are mineral in character only "to the
extent that the selection is being madeas indemnity for mineral lands lost to the State
or Territory because of appropriation prior tosurvey." Prior to the ct of August 27, 1958,
72Stat. 928, the statute authorized .the selection only oflands ."not mineral in character."
In aState exchange of lands under section 8 of the Taylor Grazing Act, 43U.S.C.
sec. 15g (1964), the Secretary of the Interior is required to issue a patent with a
reservation of all minerals to theUnitedStates if theexchange involves lands of equal
acreage and the selected lands are mineral in character, and he is authorized to issue a
patent with a reservation of minerals if the exchange involves lands of equal value, but
consummation of an exchange is not barred, by a determination that the selected lands
are mineral in charalter.
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are nonmineral in character, a findingonl one of the issues is normally
dispositive of a controversy and makes it unnecessary to make a. finding on the other issue. The reason for this is fairly obvious. Proof of
the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is concurrent proof of the
mineral character of the land ol which the, discovery is made, and,
where a discovery is shown, there is no occasion to make a separate
finding with respect to the mineral character of the land on .which
the discovery has been made. On the other hand, a finding that there
has not been a discovery normally renders moot the question of mineral character, since the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is
indispensable to the validity of any mining claim and 'a finding-that
land in a mining claim is mineral in character can not validate the
claim in the absence of a showing of discovery. A finding that land is
not mineral in character, of course, is necessarily a finding that a discovery has not been made upon that land.
For these reasons, the Bureau having determined that the mining
claims in question are invalid for lack of discovery, it is not essential
to determine whether the lands in the claims, are mineral in character
so far as the validity of the claims is concerned. It remains necessary,
however, to determine whether the lands are mineral in character so
far as the State applications are concerned. In other words, with the
mining claims out of the way as absolute barriers to allowance of the
State's applications, the case. comes downto the ordinary. one of the
allowability of a State application where no mining claim is concerned
but there is a question as to whether the lands applied for are mineral
in character.
The terms "mineral lands," "lands known to be valuable for
minerals," and "lands mineral in character" have been used in the
statutes, regulations and decisions relating to the public lands without
a perceptible difference in meaning in describing the lands which are
excluded from operation of many of the nonmineral public land laws
because of known or supposed mineral values. The recognized test for
determining whether or not land is properly included in the category
described by these terms is whether the known conditions were, at the
time the determination was to be made, such as reasonably to engender
the belief that the land contains mineral of such quality and in such
quantity as to render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures
to that end. Diamond Coal and Coke Co. v. United States, 233 U.S.
236, 240 (1914); United States v. Southern Pacific Company, 251 U.S.
1, 13 (1919); United States v. State of Californiaet al., 55 I.D. 121,177
(1935), aff'd Standard Oil Co. of Californiav. United States, 107 F.
2d 402 (9th. Cir. 1939), cert. denied, 309 U.S. 654, 673,.697 (1940);
Souther-n Pacifie Company, 71 I.D. 224, 233 (1964); Johzn a.
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DeBevoise, 67 I.D. 177 (1960).3 It will be readily observed that this
test is similar to the "prudent man" test of discovery set forth in Castle
v. Ttomble, 19 L.D. 455 (1894), requiring tat a discovery be shown
by evidence of the finding of minerals of such value as to justify a
person of ordinary prudence in the further expenditure of his labor
anl I ans, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a
valuable mine. In spite of the similarities, however, the two standards
are not identical.
The Department has long held that the discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit can be demonstrated only by the physical exposure
w~ithin the limits of mining claim of the mineral deposit for which
the claim is alleged to be valuable and that inference of the presence
of valuable minerals, drawn from- the proved existence of mineral
deposits outside the limits of the claim or from the geology of the area,
cannot be substituted for the actual Oxposure of a mineral deposit
within those limits. See, e.g., United States v. Aen'neth 0 Watkins and
Harold E L. Barton, A-30659 (October 19, 1967), and eases cited;
United States v. Taylor . flicks et ci., 1-30780- (October 24, 1967).
On the other hand, the miner al character of land may be established by
geological inference \vithout- the exposure ol the laid of the minerals
believed to be-found therein.
* * S It
is not essential that there be an actual discovery of mineral on the
land. It is suffieient to slibt 'only that know n conditiols are such as reasonably
to' engender the belief- that the land contains mineral of such quality and -in such
quantity as to render its; extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that
end. Such belief may be predicated upon geological conditions, discoveries of
minerals in adjacent land and other observable external conditions upon which
prudent and experienced men are shown to be accustomed to act. ost/ten

IIn early cases involving the question of mineral character of lands, the Department
frequently employed a standard of comparative values. That is, lands which were found
to be more valuable for mining than for agricultural use were determined to be mineral
lands. In ateract Gold -Mining o. et ci., 43,L.D. 248 (1914), the Department reexamined
the basis for determination and concluded thatThere are a umber of decisions of this Department which dispose of controversies between mineral and agricultural claimants upon the stated ground that the
lands are more valuable for agriculture than for mining or vice versa, but a careful
consideration of those opinions seems to support the view that the expression used was
based upon the fact that, the land involved possessed a positive or greater value for the
purpose for which the award was made and no practical or commercial value, for the
pu rpose for which-patent was denied.
'
:
*

*

-:

.L

7*

i

.

*

*

-

4.

-:

-

,

-

*

"* * * [Al careful review of the laws and of the various decisionsof this Department

and of the courts appears to support the conclusion that if a mineral claimant -is able to
show that the land contains mineral of such quantity and value as to warrant a prudent
man in the expenditures of his time and money thereupon, in the reasonable expectation
of success in developing a paying mine, such lands are disposable only under the mineral
laws, notwithstanding the fact that they may possess
possible or probable greater-value
for agriculture or other purposes. In other words, the mineral, deposit must be a 'valuable'
one: such a mineral deposit as can probably be worked profitably; for, otherwise, there
would be no inducement or icentive for the mineral claimant to remove the minerals
from the ground and place the same in the market, the evident intent and purpose of the
milling laws." Pp. 252, 254.
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Pacific Company, supra, at 233: see United States v.
426 433 (1943), and:eases cited.

Tit most obvious difference between the two tests then is that a

determination that land is mineral in character does not depend uponl
an actual discovery or exposure of mineral upon the land. The existence of the mineral, its quality and quantity, may be determined by
geologic inference or by less concl usive evidence than is required to
establish the existence of a discovery under the mining laws. Thus, a
determination that land is mineral in character may not be inconsistent
with a finding that a valuable mineral deposit has not been fouid on
that land. However, whether the question is one of a discovery under
tile mining laws or the mineral character of land under a nonmineral
land law, the -end inquiry is essentially. the same, namnely, whether or
not exploitation of the minerals is believed to be economically feasibl6.
To this inquiry we now turn.
The Bureau's determination that the lands in question are mineral
in character rests upon a summary finding that; "by geological inference, the Blackhawk Breccia formation of quality limestone may
extend under such lands.' The Bureau's decision reflects no consideration of any other criteria in making the determination. Upon review
of the evidence in the record we find no sound basis for this con usion
or for concluding that the lands in question contain mineral of such
quality and in such quantity as to render its extraction profitable and
to justify expenditures to that end.
The record shows that the mining laims in question, as well as
many more mining 6laims held by Rodeffer in the same township
which are not at issue here, were examined by G. IV. Nielsen, a mining
engineer employed by the Bureau of Land Management, in July 1956
and April 1957. In

the report of his examination of July

1956 Nielsen

found that:

The claims are located on the south side of Lucerne Valleywhich is part.of
the Mojave Desert. These claims lie just below and to the north and northeast
of Black Hawk Mountain.
:*

:

*

*

.*'

*

:

*

*

The lower- portion of this land lying to the north have been located for its
Marl. This Marl is ana impure calcareous mixture of sand, limestone, and clay.
This Marl has been laid down in a thin, broad,: flat sheet covering large areas
in and just above the valley. It is an errosion [sic] product which has been
carried off of the mountains and laid down in the valley. It varies in thickness
fr6m a few inches to many feet. The lime content which has cemented the material together originated from the Furnace Limestone to the south and; southeast.
The Furnace Limestones, which are the parent or originating source of the lime
found on these claims, has been dated by Paleontologists as being of the carboniferous age, as these fossil horizons have not been worked out. only a general
dating can be given the Furnace formation.
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Those claims that are located at the higher elevations and designated as
"stone" in the *
[table contained in the report] are located in a brecciated
material of good quality limestone which appears to have slid from Black Hawk
Mlountain as a landslide. In the early studies of this area this type of material
has been termed Blackhawk Breecia.
*

*

*:

*

:.

*

The Mountain Top claims No. 1 thru 14 [with which we are not now coacerned] are all good limestone.' This stone occurs as fragmented masses in
place which can be mined by a power shovel without either drilling or blasting.

The stone on these claims would be most simple and inexpensive to mine.
All other claims listed [including the ones in issue], on [sic] are located on
the. flat [sic] and were staked for the Marl which contains from 13 to 40
percent CaO on the raw ore basis. * * (Italics supplied).

The claims in issue were tabulated as having a CaO content of from
12.9 percent. to 41.3 percent whereas the Mountain Top Nos. 1 to 14,
described as being "all good limestone," vere listed as having a CaO
content of from 42.2 percent to 55.4 percent.
After discussing the mining claimant's plans to utilize the limestone
and Marl on the claims in the manufacture of cement, Nielsen determined that:
, The obvious conclusion to, be drawn is *
that the limestone materials
found on the claims are suitable for the manufacturing of many of the more
popular types of cement in demand.
The conclusion that a market is; available and' that the claims are located in
a competitive area i's logical and born out by the fact that. Permanente Cement
Co., is building a large plant in the immediate area and several other cement

companies are scouting and taking options on local limestone properties.
i*

*

*

.

*

*

*

*

It is therefore concluded that these lands are mineral in character within the
meaning of the public law.

However Nielsen went on to say:
Though it appears, that there-is a market for this material,, the. claimants
have yet to prove this by the construction of a lime processing plant.
Without such a plant the claimants would not be able to market this material
and theimajority of it would be without value.

At the hearing, George W. Giml, a geologist employed by the State,
testified that the claims at issue are situated in an arn of the Majave
-Desert known as Lucerne Valley, that they are near the base and north
of the San Bernardino Mountains, that there: are several limestone
operations from 3 to 6 miles south and southwest of these claims in
th.foothills of the mountains.at'which. mining is done from the.Blackhawk Breccia, and that the Blackhawk Breccia is not exposed on any
. of the claims in question but may extend beneath them at an unknown
depth (Tr. 21, 33-35, 414-4). In explaining the reasons for his opinion,
expressed at the hearing, that the claims do not contain any known
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mineral deposits in any value sufficient, to justify the expense of exploitation at the present time or in the foreseeable future, Giun stated
I think if limestone were sought, and I believe that's what these clai'is
are for, a person would, a prudent operator, in my opinion, would have too much
alluvium to remove to get to any limestone deposits which may or may not lie
underneath. You have the Blackhawk Breccia which is adjacent, which would
have been a more likely site to do prospecting for limestone.
You also have great competition from the furnace limestone which was being mined and produced by operators farther up the mountain. Tr. 37.

E. 0. Rodeffer, the mining claimant and contestee in the proceeding,
testified that he plaimed to use the marl or caliche from the claims in
question, along with limestone taken from other nearby mining claims

under his control, in the ilanufacture of portland cement (Tr. 68-71).
However, although he first talked about building a plant to produce
cemenit for his own use from all his 'claiis, including some at a higher
elevation and having a high quality limestone (Tr. 61-65), he eventually revealed that he was negotiating to sell his claims to a company
which would build the plant and. manufacture cement (Tr. 71-073).
Robert E. Freelaid testified that heIwas examining the claims for.
,the prospective purchaser but had not coipleted is investigation. ije
thought that the marl or calihe could b.e a constituent of cement (Tr.
87,789-93).
A fair sumillmary of the evidence is that the claims in question have
value only for the marl or caliche on, them as distinguished from limestone and that the value of tlle marl or caliche depends upon the economics of constructing a cement plant to process the material from
numerous claims i the vicinity, including those with highOrade limestone deposits. The fact that an investigation was-being made at the
time of the hearing in October 1965 but that Rodefier did not appeal
from the Bureau's decision of March 3, 1966, suggests that expectations for the claims; did not materialize. Therefore, as far as the marl
or caliche is concerned, we are unable to point to any evidence which
would sustain the conclusion that the lands in question are valuable
for that

material.

As we have seen, the Bureau made no attempt to reach such a conelusion but based its decision solely on a determination that by
geological inference the Blachlhawk Breccia formation of quality limestone might extend below the lands. W~e can find no sbstantial eviclence to support tis c6mclusion. The testimony of Giun to that effect
was little more than conjecture and the Bureau cites no other evidence.
Aside from this lack of evidence as to value for limestone, in finding
that te lands are "prospectively valuable" for limestone, the Bureau
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apparently attempted to use the same standard which is employed
with respect to oil and gas and some other minerals In doing so, it has
overlooked the fact that the "prospectively valuable' standard rests
upon the act of July 17, 1914, as amended, 30 U.S.C. secs. 121-123
(1964), which applies only to "phosphate, nitrate, oil, oas, or asphaltic
minerals." The rationale of the "prospective value" standard is set
forth in Foster v. Hess (on rehearing), 50 L.D. 276 (1924) ; see also
Solicitor's Opinion, 65 I.D.- 39, 41-42 (1958).
As we have already explained, the criteria for determining land to
be valuable for other minerals are substantially different. The fact
that land is underlain with deposits of limestone sufficient in both
quality and quantity to be useful does not establish the mineral character of the land if, for some reason such as cost of extraction lack of
access to a market or inferiority in grade in comparison with other
equally accessible deposits, the limestone has no practical economic
value. See Morrill v. Northenn Pacific R. Co. et al.. 30 L.D. 475
(1901); Holman et al. v. State of, Utah, 41 L.D. 314 (1912); Gray
Trust Company (oil rehearing), 47 L.D. 18 (1919); Big Pine 31Jining
Corporation,53 I.D. 410 (1931) ; United States v. C. E. Strauss et al.,
5.9 I.D. 129 (1945). A fortiori, the mere possibility that land may contain a limestone deposit does not, by itself,'establish the mineral
character of the land. Accordingly, the Bureau erred in finding the
lands in question to be mineral in character in reliance upon nothing
more than an inference that they contain deposits of quality limestone.
In finding that the mineratcliaracter of the lands in question has not
been established, we do not make a conclusive finding that the lands
are not mineral in character. We find only that the evidence presently
of record does not sustain the Bureau's determination. If there is other
evidence, not contained in the record, that the lands do possess an
ecoinomic value for their mineral resources, the' Bureau is not preeluded from considering that evidence' and taking such action as ay
be appropriate. If, on the other hand, there is no evidence of economic
'value beyond that now disclosed, the State's applications should be
processed to final -disposition upon a finding that the lands are not
mineral in character.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority dlegated'to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision appealed from is affirmed insofar as it held the Mountaini
Top Nos. 15, 16, 17 20, and '22 and Cordelia mining claims to be invalid,
and it is vacated insofar as it held the lands embraced in those claims
to be mineral in character, and the case is remanded to the Bureau of
Land Management for further action consistent with the views expressed herein.
ERNEST F. Hoir,
Assistant Solicitor.
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APPEAL OF POWER CITY CONSTRUCTION & EQUIPMENT, INC.
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Decided July 17, 1968

-Rules of Practice:
Generally

Evidence-Contracts:

Disputes

and

Remedies:

Adhering to principles enunciated in a prior decision, the Board finds that
la memorandum from a Government employee to his superior containing
a recommendation as to settlement of a claim constituted a privileged communication to which the appellant was not entitled, insofar as the nonfactual
portions of such memorandum are concerned.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Jurisdiction-Contract Construction and Operation: Changes and
Extras
The Board denies the Government's motion to dismiss an appeal as beyond
the purview of its jurisdiction where it finds: (i) that a delay of. approximately 30 days in supplying a contractor with Government-furnished steel
had no significant impact upon the overall performance of the contract;
and (ii) that the Government's action in furnishing large quantities of hisfabricated steel not only disrupted the contractor's assembly and erection
program as had been recognized by the contracting officer in a proposed
amendment to the contract but on a rather short schedule job necessarily
disrupted the succeeding program of conductor stringing as well, with the
result that the costs shown to be attributable to the Government's action were
found in both instances to stem from a constructive change.

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-Contracts:
Disputes and Remedies: Damage: Measurement
Finding that the claims involved had been submitted on a total-cost basis
and that the record shows the contractor to have been responsible for a
significant portion of the costs for which claims had been made, the Board
determines the equitable adjustment to which the appellant is entitled by.
resort to the so-called "jury-verdict" approach.
:BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The instant appeal raises serious questions as to (i) jurisdiction
(ii) liability; and (iii) quantum. Before considering these questions
we will undertake to briefly summarize some of the background against
which the disparate contentions of the parties should be viewed.
The contract was awarded on May 22, 1963, in the estimated amount
'Listed in the Appeal File Index as Exhibit No. 70. To avoid confusion this reference
will be used in the opinion. It should be noted, however, that the Appeal File Index
assigns exhibit numbers 18 through 69 to the weekly digests of Government inspection
reports even though only 42 digests are involved. Treating the earliest digest
(6/6-6/12/63) as Exhibit No. 18 and numbering the balance consecutively therefrom
the weekly digests comprise exhibit numbers 1 through 59. Except as otherwise indicated,
all references to exhibits are to those contained in the appeal file.
316-160-6S

1
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of $169,977 with payment for the work performed to be made on a unit
price or a lump-sum basis as specified in a schedule of unit prices. It
provided for clearing the right-of-way, construction of access roads
and construction of the Stevenson tap to Bonneville-Alcoa No. 1 and
No. 2 115 KV line. Prepared on standard forms for construction contracts (including General Provisions as set forth in Standard Form
23-A, April 1961 Edition), the contract contained the following provisions of particular interest in addition to Clause 3, Changes and
Clause 5, Termination For Default-Damages For Delay-Time Extensions of the General Provisions: 2
3-102. MATERIALS, TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT FURNISHED BY THE
GOVERNMENT A. Materials, tools and equipment, which are specified in Part
I of these specifications and on bills of material and drawings to be furnished
by the Government, will be delivered to the contractor as indicated below:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2. For construction of transmission lines: Government-furnished materials,
tools and equipment will be delivered to the contractor at storage points as
designated in Part I of these specifications.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

F. The Government will make every reasonable effort to secure delivery of
construction materials, tools, and equipment which the Government is to furnish so as to avoid any delay in the progress of the contractor's work as outlined
in his construction program. However, should the contractor be delayed because
of failure of the Government to make such deliveries, the contractor shall be
entitled to no additional compensation or damages on account of such delay.
The only adjustment will Jje the granting of an appropriate extension of time
within the provisions of Clause 5, General Provisions, of this contract. (PART
III, GENERAL TECHNICAL PROVISIONS.)
8-112 PAYMENT:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

N. Misfabricated Steel
*

*

2. When major misfabrication occurs, such as pieces incorrectly bent which
might require dismantling of a tower or other work of a major nature, the
contracting officer will, at his option, require correction to be made by the
steel supplier or negotiate such correction with the contractor as extra work,
whichever is in the best interest of the Government. * * * (PART VIII,
ERECTION OF STEEL TOWERS.) 3

Under the terms of the contract the Government was required to
furnish the steel needed to construct the transmission line which
was approximately ten and one-half miles in length. As to the availability of such steel, Addendum No. 2 to the invitation revised a
portion of Section 1-106 of the specifications, as previously amended,
to read:
2 Also of interest is Clause 2-115 of the Supplementary General Provisions entitled
"Extra Work."
a Elsewhere in the contract there is an identical provision pertaining to the placement
of structural steel in foundations and guy anchors (Section -506D) and a virtually
Identical provision for tubular pole steel towers (Section 8-209F).
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It is anticipated these materials will be available at the Government's storage
yard, as follows:
Tubular steel poles…
______________ _
July 25, 1963
Tower footing steel…
___________-__________-June 15, 1963
Tower steel--___--_____--_____--__________________July 20, 1963
The completion time specified in Section 1-108 COMMENCEMENT, PROSEOUTION AND COMPLETION, is changed from 135 calendar days to 160 calendar
days.

At the award conference on May 22, 1963, the status of prospective
deliveries of Government-furnished steel was discussed.- Based upon
information obtained from the steel supplier concerned, the contractor

was advised that there would be no change in the above-specified date
for tubular steel poles but that deliveries of tower footing steel and
tower steel would be five and ten days later, respectively, than the
dates shown in Addendum No. 2. Recorded remarks of representatives:
of both the contractor and the Government indicate that past experi-

ence with the supplier from whom the steel was to be obtained had
not been satisfactory. Prior to award a Government representative
advised the contractor that the steel contract required the steel to be
assembled into towers before it was shipped.5 During the discussion
following the award of contract, the Government gave the contractor
further assurances respecting the requirements of the steel contract
as well as the inspection to be provided by the Government therefor.6
The notice to proceed was issued on May 27, 1963, with an agreed
upon effective date of June 3, 1963. This established a scheduled
completion date of November 10, 1963. By letter of January 30, 1964
(Exhibit No. 7), the contractor requested a 45-day extension in the
time for performance. The Government, subsequently, issued Contract Change B, dated March 2, 1964, by which the contract per4 See Government memorandum dated May 23, 1963; Appellant's Exhibit No.

.
"Mr. Stewart: In way of explanation, this steel contract has a clause that all steel
has to be assembled into towers before it is shipped. He makes a prototype, assembling
the tower on the floor, before he moves into production. * * *" (Appellant's Efxhibit
No. .)
*

*

*

a

x,-

"Mr. Gustafson: He [the supplier]. sends pictures of them completely assembled and

then they aren't that way. The sections aren't put together. Mr. Stewart: We are going
to have a man down there watching him on this job. Mr. Gustafson: Good." (Appellant's
Exhibit No. 3.)
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formance time was extended by 3 calendar days 7 to December 17,
1963,8 the date of contract completion.
The contractor, subsequently, made a claim for additional costs
said to be due to the change in job conditions created by the material
delivery.0 In response to the Government's request for substantiation
of the additional cost claimed, the contractor furnished considerable
information as to the manner in which its bid estimates were prepared and undertook to relate the granting of the time extension
to the merits of the claim.l" Thereafter, the contractor submitted its
letter of March 25, 1964 (Exhibit No. 13), in which the claim was
substantially revised and reduced to the sum of $24,199.46. After
outlining the difficulties experienced as a result of the late arrival
of steel and the inferior fabrication encountered, the contractor presented two claims. The claim for cleanup ": is based upon the contractor's progress reports showing that 538 man-hours were expended
over and above the amount allowed for misfabrication in the misfabrication reports together with the related amounts claimed for
equipment and overhead. The claim for conductor stringing 12 is
predicated upon the contractor's contention that 1,302 hours were
required to complete the work in excess of what had been estimated
therefor together with the related amounts claimed for equipment
and overhead.
In the Findings of Fact (Exhibit No. 17), the contracting officer
acknowledged (i) that because of late deliveries and large quantities
of rejections, "substantially complete availability of tower steel was
not achieved until August 26, 1963" (i.e., almost a month later than
the date estimated at the award conference of May 22, 1963) (ii) that
some replacements for misfabricated steel pieces came in after that
Contract Change B increased the Schedule of Unit Prices by the lump sum of $716.65
C
for the labor, tools and equipment required to make corrections of a major nature because
of misfabricated steel and included the following finding: "The contractor was delayed
due to performance of this extra work and because of additional time needed by the
Government to provide him with properly fabricated steel. It is determined that the
contractor was delayed by unforeseen causes beyond his control and without his fault
or negligence and that he is entitled to an extension of 37 calendar days for completion of
the contract."
Findings of Fact of February 26, 1965; Exhibit No. 17.
Contractor's letter of February 24, 1964 (Exhibit No. 9), in which the claimed costs
totaled $836,812.14.
'0 The contractor states in a letter of March 13, 1964 (Exhibit No. 11) : "We maintain
and by the granting of a 37 day time extension, feel you have admitted to a change in
contract conditions. We do not feel that as contractors we should be penalized :in a
monetary sense because we were forced to perform work under adverse weather conditions
and did not have material available to work during good weather conditions. * * *"
n "* * * This cleanup consisted of tightening bolts, replacing pieces of misfabricated
leg extensions and correcting other misfabrications. * * ai" (Exhibit No. 13.)
12 "The very thing that we feared most on this contract happened when we started our
conductor stringing. The rains came! Our man hours on conductor stringing exceeded
the estimate by some 124 man hours per mile. Our costs skyrocketed due to the additional
overtime pay required to maintain any acceptable type of schedule." (Exhibit No. 13.)
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date, as late as October 10, 1963; and (iii) that large numbers of
steel pieces had to be corrected at the Government's storage yard by
the steel supplier, refabricated or replaced by local vendors or reordered and shipped from the steel supplier's plant.
Treating the contractor's claim as based "on the cumulative effect
of delayed delivery of government-furnished material, '13 the contracting officer denied the claim under the authority of Section 3-102
siupra, except to the extent of $3,802.79, allowed for replacing major
misfabricated pieces of steel pursuant to the provisions of Sections
4
7-506D (note 3, stpra) and 8-112N supra.1
He also noted that the

contractor had previously received an extension of 37 days in the time
for performance of the contract due to late delivery of steel and
delays caused by correction of misfabricated pieces.15
The contracting officer also found (i) that the $24,199.46 claimed
for in the letter of March 25, 1964 (Exhibit No. 13), was "represented
to be the value of labor and equipment used in excess of that estimated
by the contractor at the time of preparing its bid as being required
to complete the contract," 16 and (ii) that "the contractor could have
avoided some of his cost by prosecuting the work in a more vigorous,
orderly, and efficient manner." The latter determination was supported
by the following additional findings: (i) the contractor's request
for approval of its subcontractor for footing installation was not
submitted until July 15, 1963, with the subcontractor not beginning
the footing work until July 22, 1963, which dates were 42 days and
49 days, respectively, after the notice to proceed (ii) on the basis of
the steel available the contractor could have started assembly of
structures on August 5, 1963, instead of August 22, 1963, with the
result that steel pole structures could have been erected and guyed
during this period (iii) if a small assembly crew and erection crew
had been started on August 5, 1963, using the small crane available,
Is This is not an accurate characterization of the claim. The contractor had consistently
coupled late deliveries and excessive misfabrication as the joint cause of its difficulties.
Elsewhere in the findings the basis upon which the claim had been asserted is explicitly
recognized.
14 The finding is not entirely accurate. Both the memorandum of November 30, 1964
(Exhibit 15), upon which the determination appears to be based, and proposed Contract
Change C (Appellant's Exhibit No. 5), clearly show that the amount found to be due
the contractor includes allowances for correction of misfabricated pieces.
'1 This reflects the basis upon which the time extension was sought (Exhibit No. 7),
rather than the basis for granting the time extension as set forth in Contract Change B
(note 7, spra).
14The notice of appeal contains an exception to this statement: "* * * In our letter of
March 13, 164, we conceded a 20% error in estimate as being our responsibility, and
this amount is not reflected in our change order request. Again in our letter of March 21st
[sic] we did not include one additional dollar in our request for assembly or erection,
which items had exceeded our estimate by 20!%. * * *" (Notice of Appeal; accompanying
letter of March 26, 1965, p. 1.)
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much productive work could have been accomplished by August 15,
1963, when all of the 10L tower steel became available (iv) if assembly
had followed this pattern and if the contractor had enlarged its
assembly crews earlier than it did, enough steel could have been
assembled for erection to have begun on approximately September
16, 1963, instead of September 30, 1963; and (v) tower cleanupconsisting of installation of many missing bolts, correction of incorrect
piece installations and tightening of loose bolts-should have been
performed concurrently with erection.
Addressing himself specifically to the major element of the contractor's claim (i.e., the excessive man-hours required to perform the
stringing operations), the contracting officer questioned whether the
Government's delay, in furnishing the steel 17 had been responsible for
costs incurred at least to the extent claimed, noting: (i) at the outset
the contractor had indicated that stringing operations were to be
performed during the period from September 25 to November 9, 1963,
a period of 45 calendar days including 33 working days (ii) actual
stringing operations occurred between November 11 and December
15, a period of 34 calendar days with 23 possible non-overtime working
days (iii) the three days of overtime worked during actual stringing
operations only compensated for the three days lost commemorating
national holidays of which only one was reflected in the foregoing
computations, with the net result that the contractor worked his
stringing crews a total of 24 days (iv) as the number of men comprising the stringing crew was not regarded as above normal, the
stringing progress attained of approximately one-half mile per day
and 21/4 miles per five working days was considered a reasonably satisfactory rate of progress (v) the contractor should have expected that
a considerable portion. of the stringing work might have to be done
in wet weather, since climatological data pertaining to the Bonneville
Dam area indicates that substantial precipitation can be expected to
begin in September and rise to a high average in November; and (vi)
progress on tower erection was such that stringing could have started
,as early as October 16, or almost a full month before the date actual
stringing operations began.
Questions Presented
Before proceeding further we will pass upon exceptions taken by
appellant's counsel to rulings by the hearing member under which (i)
the Government's claim of privilege concerning a memorandum dated
July 31, 1964, was partially sustained and (ii) appellant's witness
'7 The findings do not distinguish between the initial delays in furnishing the required
steel and the disruption of the contractor's performance resulting from misfabricated
steel having been supplied which had to be corrected or replaced.
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Gustafson was precluded from offering evidence of experience on other
contracts in support of his testimony as to what a reasonable rate of
progress for stringing conductor would be. As to the first item, Mr.
Gustafson testified that at a conference held in Olympia (Washington)
on July 28, 1964, he had been told by Mr. Pratt (Project Engineer,
Bonneville Power Administration), that the entire amount of the
claim would be recommended for allowance except for seven dollars
(Tr. 1-74). Mr. Pratt acknowledged in his testimony that in the
memorandum of July 31, 1964, he had made a recommendation to
his superiors with respect to the claim asserted (Tr. 191-194). He
emphatically denied, however, that he had informed Mr. Gustafson
as to what that recommendation would be (Tr. 192). He also stated
that the purpose of the meeting was to determine whether the Government had breached its contract by reason of late delivery of steel
and misfabricated steel (Tr. 181-182). Appellant's counsel asserts
that "Mr. Pratt's testimony should be ignored here, because the hearing
member would not permit his testimony to be impeached by his postnegotiation report.' 9
Prior to the hearing appellant's counsel had requested that a copy
of the memorandum concerning the conference in Olympia, on July 28,
1964, be made available. Faced with the Government's claim that the
memorandum constituted a privileged communication between an
employee and his superior, the full Board reviewed the memorandum
in advance of the hearing. Applying the principles enunciated in
Vitro Corporationof America, IBCA-376 (August 6, 1964), 71 I.D.
301, 1964 BCA par. 4360, the Board concluded that the Govermnent's
claim of privilege should be sustained in part. The decision was communicated to the parties at the commencement of the hearing and the
portion of the memorandum of July 31, 1964, considered to be primarily factual in nature was furnished to the appellant. At that time
and throughout the hearing appellant's counsel took vigorous exception to the Board's ruling (Tr. 6-10,186-195).
The non-privileged portion of the memorandum of July 31, 1964,20
(i) confirms the time and place of the meeting (ii) lists Messrs. Gustafson, Pratt and Gibbs as in attendance (iii) recites that the purpose
of the meeting was to review the claim and "to arrive at some common agreement if possible"(iv) discloses that the costs incurred in
18 "[Q] And you stated that the contractor had been given allowances for everything
that could be given him under the contract? [A], That was part of our discussion on
July 28th, and it was recognized by Mr.. Gustafson that there was nothing further we
could do at that time insofar as the contract, and he recognized that any other decision or
any other consideration would have to be made at a higher authority than I had." (Tr. 182)
Post-Hearing Brief of appellant, p. 8.
20 Appellant's Exhibit No. 7.
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performing the contract were approximately $46,000 in excess of the
contract price based upon a review of the contractor's records pertaining to the job; and (v) notes that after several hours of discussion
much information had been uncovered, "favoring the contractor's
contention that late and misfabricated steel had ruined his systematic
planning and had forced him to extend his operations into bad fall
weather."
While appellant's counsel has renewed his objection to the Board's
ruling in the Post-Hearing Brief, the position advanced is not supported by any citation to authority. As to the stated objection it is
deemed sufficient to note that the full Board reached its decision on
the privileged status of the memorandum in question (i) in advance
of Mr. Pratt's testimony having been received; and (ii) by applying
the principles respecting privileged communications outlined in Vitro,
supra,to such memorandum.21
At the hearing and in the Post-Hearing Brief,22 appellant's counsel
also took exception to the ruling by the hearing member which preeluded Mr. Gustafson from testifying as to the experience of the appellant on other contracts with the Bonneville Power Administration
involving conductor stringing. This was offered in support of Mr.
Gustafson's testimony as to what would have constituted a reasonable
rate of progress for stringing conductor oil the instant contract but
for the conditions encountered (Tr. 104-107). The question involved
in the ruling has been rendered academic by the failure of the Government to offer any evidence to support the contracting officer's view
that stringing conductor at the rate of approximately one-half ile per
day and 21/4 miles per five working days constituted a reasonably satisfactory rate of progressY3

We turn now to the principal issues involved in the appeal. The Government does not contest that the required steel was furnished late;
nor does it deny that there was a substantial amount of misfabrication
in the steel supplied which required correction or replacement.
It vigorously contests the appeal, however, on the following principal grounds: (i) the appellant's claims are based primarily upon
21Cf. Johnson, Drake and Piper, Inc., and D. R. Kincaid, Ltd., ASBCA Nos. 9824 and
10199 (May 26, 1965), 65-2 BCA par. 4868, at 23,074, in which the Board acknowledged
that its decision had been considerably influenced by the fact that during the course of
contract performance the parties had "agreed upon a compromise figure as a fair price
for finishing the job in the manner in which essentially it was finished."
2
2 Post-Hearing Brief of appellant, p. 14; Tr. 108.
23 of. Hoel-Steffen Construction Company, ICA-656-7-67 (March 18, 1968), 75 I.D.
41, at 62, 68-1 BCA par. 6922 at 32,025 (involving performance of the same work under
the same contract but in different locations and at different times) in which the Board
stated: " * * All in all, we view the requested comparison as one involving 'apples and
oranges,' rather than one which is ideal, as the appellant suggests."
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the Government's delay in performing its contractual obligation for
vhich the contract provides no remedy (ii) under Contract Change
B,2'4 and proposed Contract Change C,25 the contracting officer provided the maximum amount allowable for major misfabrication as
contrasted with delay (iii) the contracting officer correctly found that
the contractor could have commenced conductor stringing at an earlier
date than it did; and (iv) despite the appellant's protestations to the
contrary the claims are based on total cost. 26

The Motion To Dismiss
Shortly prior to the hearing, the Government filed a motion to dismiss the instant appeal. 27 The motion was renewed in the PostHearing Brief of the Government in which it is asserted that "the
entire hearing and appellant's post-hearing brief premise the claim
only on delay." 2 This view of the matter is flatly denied in the Reply
Brief of Appellant in which it is stated: " * * with the one exception
of the original Reply Brief of Appellant filed prior to the proceeding,
the case was presented on the basis of misfabrication both as to testimony and argument." 29
In passing upon the Government's motion ve will distinguish between (i) Government delays in completing deliveries of the tower
steel required for performance of the contract (virtually all of which
occurred prior to the contractor commencing assembly and erection)
and (ii) the Government's action in furnishing relatively large quantities of misfabricated steel (very little of which appears to have been
discovered until after the contractor had embarked upon its assembly
and erection program). As to the former item, any claims for addi2 Describing the reason for the change the contract amendment states: "The contractor
encountered steel misfabrication of a major nature requiring change-outs and alterations
of misfabricated and poorly fabricated steel as itemized in the following misfabrication
reports: 4-1, 22-7, 26-11 25-10, 53-29, 57-85, 56-32, 5-31, 54-30, 61-37, 52-28,
60-36, 59-36, 58-34, 63-88, 64-39 and 65-40. The contractor submitted invoices for
extra work caused by misfabrications which are considered reasonable and acceptable to
the Government."
25 "During erection of towers, the contractor encountered steel misfabrication of a major.
nature requiring change-outs and alterations of misfabricated and poorly fabricated steel.
Therefore, the Schedule of Unit Prices is amended by adding Item 92 as follows:
' * * Labor, tools and equipment necessary to make corrections of a major nature
because of misfabricated steel, as detailed below. Lump Sum $3,802.78 * * ' (Appellant's Exhibit No. 5.)
'S "* * * it
is clear that the claim is based on total cost. Contractor assumes a certain
rate of progress, i.e., a total cost concept, and as the job cost him, according to his
testimony, $46,000 more than it should, he is asking reimbursement for an arbitrary,
speculative amount which is approximately half that sum." Post-learing Brief of the
Government, p. 14.
27 Motion to Dismiss Appeal, dated September 6, 1966.
28 Post-Hearing Brief of the Government, p. 15.
29 Reply Brief of Appellant, p. 1.
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tional compensation or for damages based upon the delay of the Government in completing deliveries of the required steel would not appear
to be allowable by reason of the specific prohibition contained in Section 3-102F, supra. If the contract did not contain such a prohibition,
however, claims for costs attributable to such cause would be dismissed
as beyond the purview of our jurisdiction since no pay-for-delay type
clause is included in the contract20
In all of the claim letters the contractor consistently treated the
Government's failure to make timely delivery of the required steel as
one of the causes for the incurrence of additional costs for which claims
have been made. At the hearing it was acknowledged by the appellant's
principal witness that there had been no segregation of costs attributable to such cause and those resulting from the Government having
furnished improperly fabricated steel (Tr. 80). A question arises,
therefore, as to whether any allowance for the costs claimed may not
actually entail an allowance of some portion of the prohibited costs.
In the circumstances of this particular case, the question is regarded
as raising more of a theoretical than a practical problem.
Irrespective of whether the reckoning of the Government 31 or of
the appellant (Exhibit No. 4), is adopted, the Government's delay in
completing delivery of the quantity of steel required for performance
of the contract amounted to approximately 30 days. Throughout virtually the entire period (July 30-August 26, 1963), the contractor's
own work force consisted of only a superintendent and two equipment
operators,32 who as late as the third week in August were engaged in
improving access roads (Exhibit No. 31). When assembly was actually
commenced on August 22, 1963, all of the steel required for the regular
lOL-type towers had been available since August 15th, and the balance
of the steel required for contract performance was made available on
August 26, 1963.33 In evaluating the impact upon the contractor's performance of the delayed deliveries of the required steel, we have
also taken into account the fact that the contractor was approximately
two weeks late in commencing the footing work.34
E.g, Martin K. Eby Construction Company, Inc., IBCA-355 (March 8, 1963), 1963
BCA par. 3672.
at "On August 15, 1963 all the 10L tower steel was available and on August 26, 1963,
all the steel was available." (Exhibit No. 14, Summary of Job, p. 2.)
52 "The contractor, except for the clearing and footing subcontractors' crews, had only
3 men on the job prior to August 22, 1963. These consisted of a superintendent and 2
equipment operators. * * #" (Findings, p. 4; Exhibit No. 17.)
asNote 31, supra.
a The contractor's progress schedule for steel tower construction (Exhibit No. 2)
showed work on the footings commencing on or about July 7, 1963. Work on the footings
commenced with the contractor's own forces on July 11, 1963, but was discontinued on
the following day when the contractor's superintendent received notice that the work
involved in the footings and anchors would be subcontracted. The subcontractor, Ted
Marx, did not commence such work until July 22, 1963 (Exhibit No. 14; Summary of
Job, pp. 1, 2; Exhibits 22-24). The tardy start on the footings was not due to any shortage
of steel (Exhibit No. 21 ; Tr. 119.)
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We find, therefore (i) that the Government's delay in. delivering
the required steel was without any significant impact on the overall
performance of the contract, and (ii) that if there were any increase
.in the cost of performing the contract by reason of such Government
delay, it was de minimisQ'

I Entirely different conclusions are warranted with respect to the
effect of the Government having furnished substantial quantities of
misfabricated steel. According to its terms Section 3-102F, supra, only
.applies to the Government's failure to make timely delivery of construction materials, tools and equipment which it was to furnish..
By the execution of Contract Change B,36 and by submitting proposed Contract Change C,37 to the contractor for signature, the Government has recognized that the contract provides a basis for addi*tional reimbursement when major misfabrications are shown to be
present in the Government-furnished steel. The question raised by this
record is whether the Government is correct in asserting that the only
additional compensation to which the contractor is entitled by reason
of the major misfabrications encountered is the $3,802.73 specified in
proposed Contract Change C.
In addressing ourselves to this question we note that the serious
problems involving Government-furnished steel- appear to have had
their genesis in the failure of the Government to make the inspection
promised to the contractor at the award conference on May 22, 1963
(notes 5 and 6, supra). Although the issue was squarely raised in the
notice of appeal, 8 the Government offered no evidence to show the
nature of the inspection provided at the steel supplier's plant. Also
noteworthy is the extensive -amount of misfabrication in the steel supplied which plagued te contractor from the day it commenced
assembly and erection on August 22, 1963, until shortly prior to the
completion of contract performance some four months later. As an
examination of the nature of the costs underlying Proposed Contract
Change C will disclose,3 the Government recognized the disitiptive
effect that misfabricated steel had had upon the contractoris' operations
in August and September. It, refused to recognize, however,..the dis85See Larsen-Meyer Construction Co., IBCA-85 (November 24, 1958), 65 ID. 463,
466, 58-2 BOA par. 1987, at 8236, and authorities there cited. For a discussion-of.the application of the de minimis rule in a different context, see 44 Comp. Gen. Dec. 753 (1965).
-w Note 24, spra.
sl Note 25, supra.
88"The contracting officer has totally disregarded statements made as to the quality of
the steel and factory inspection promised. at the contract award conference." (Letter
accompanying the notice of appeal, p. 1.)
and Government memorandum of
3 9See Summary .of the Job. (Exhibit. No. 14)
November 30, 1964 -(Exhibit No. 15).
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ruptive effect from the same cause upon the contractor's operations
during the later months except to the extent of the payment made for
the extra work performed in correcting particular misfabrications as
reflected in various misfabrication reports (note 24,: supra).
We can see no valid reason for recognizing costs attributable to
disruption of one phase of the contractor's construction program (assembly and erection) as cognizable under the Changes clause,40 and
refusing to recognize disruption of another phase of that program
(stringing of conductor) as cognizable thereunder. In our view of the
matter the numerous misfabrications present in the Governmentfurnished steel, as well as the fact that they were continually encountered, materially altered the work performance conditions. The
conditions actually encountered did not correspond to those reasonably
contemplated when the contract was bid upon with the result that
the Government's action constituted a constructive change.41 The
Government's motion to dismiss the appellant's claims for want of
jurisdiction is accordingly denied.
Delay in Prosecution off the Work
In its post-hearing brief the Government attempts to defend the
contracting officer's findings that steel assembly could have started
sooner than it did by referring to testimony of appellant's witness
Gustafson in which he admitted that this was so (Tr. 101). Of far
greater significance, however, is Mr. Gustafson's testimony concerning the economic feasibility of proceeding with assembly and erection
before a substantial portion of the tower steel required was available.
Contesting the finding that assembly of steel could have started on
August 5, 1963, Mr. Gustafson testified (i) that on that date the
structures were scattered throughout the entire length of the line as
shown by appellant's Exhibit No. 6; and (ii) that they were not in
sequence to allow an economical operation (Tr. 102-103).
It is undisputed that all of the steel for the regular type towers
did not become available until August 15, 1963 (note 31, supra),
and that within a week of that date a crew for assembly and erection
'OContract Change C cited the Changes and the Extra Work clause as the authorities
for the proposed amendment to the contract in contrast to Contract Change B which
also included a reference to a contract provision pertaining to misfabrication among the
authorities listed (note 3, s8pra).
< Of. United States Hloffman Machinery Corporation, ASBCA No. 10006 (April 25,
1968), 68-1 BCA par. 7027 (Intermittent disruption of contractor's production by
unwarranted rejection of in-process and finished end-items changed the nature of the
original undertaking and delayed seasonable completion of contract, resulting in constructive change); Bendiso Field Engineering Corporation, ASBCA No. 10124 (November 8,
1966), 66-2 BA par. 5959 (Constructive change found where Government-furnished
equipments supplied to a contractor for repair failed to conform to samples exhibited to
contractor for purpose of making cost estimates and ceiling price proposals).
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was organized and at work. Through its own witnesses the Government
made no attempt to support the contracting officer's findings in this
area or in other areas related to the manner in which the contractor's
operations involving assembly and erection were conducted, exclusive
of matters related to cleanup. In the absence of such testimony, we find
the contracting officer's findings in the indicated areas are without
substantial support in the record.
The Government made a concerted effort to show, however, that
the contractor could have commenced the stringing of conductor at a
much earlier time than it did. Chief Inspector Gibbs testified that all
of the pieces of steel critical to the stringing of conductors were available to the contractor, in the Government's storage yard by October 10,
1963 (Tr. 135) ; 42 that all of such pieces were in the possession
of the contractor by October 17, 1963 (Tr. 136; 43 and that the con-

tractor could have commenced conductor stringing shortly after the
last of the critical pieces were receipted for by the contractor on
October 17, 1963 (Tr. 144), or even shortly after they became available to the contractor in the Govermuent's storage yard (Tr. 144, 161).
According to Mr. Gibbs a critical piece of steel is one that would have
to be installed in the tower before the contractor would be allowed to
string the conductor (Tr. 148).
Although, upon cross-examination, Mr. Gibbs maintained the position taken (Tr. 149, 154), he acknowledged (i) that a 10-L-5 (a
piece of steel considered by him to be noncritical) was a strengthening
member for the tower and (ii) that because of misfabrications encountered 10-L-5 pieces were replaced in the towers in October, November and December (Tr. 153, 165). In his testimony Government
witness Pratt confirmed the fact that failures involving the 10-L-5
pieces had occurred on the Stevenson job which he thought had
happened late in November and December (Tr. 184-186). He also
pointed out that the failure of a 10-L-S piece might result in the loss
of a tower (Tr. 186) .44

Mr. Gibbs' testimony has been vigorously attacked in the posthearing briefs of the appellant on the grounds: (i) that pieces of steel
recognized as strengthening members for the towers continued to be

U
See Government's Exhibits C and C-1.
4sSee Government's Exhibits B and B-1.
44 The Government has acknowledged that some 10-L-5 pieces were taken from the
instant contract for use on another job then in progress. It denies, however, that the
contract work was delayed In any way by reason of such action (Tr. 166, 184-185). The
appellant has asserted that any parts taken from the job delayed performance (Tr. 128,
129), but has failed to designate the parts involved and has failed to show the manner
in which or the period for which it was delayed. Lar8en-Heyer onstruction Co.,
note 35, supra.
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changed out in November and even December, and (ii) that Mr. Gibbs
was not an engineer and hence not qualified to pass upon the technical
questions involved in determining the criticality of particular tower
members. As to the first item it is noted that the misfabrication reports offered in evidence as appellant's Exhibits 8, 9 and 10, relate
to when the work was performed rather than when the misfa;brications
were discovered. This distinction was clearly developed in the colloquy
between appellant's counsel and Mr. Gibbs upon cross-examnination.45
This is not to say that misfabrications may not have been discovered
late in the job. In fact the testimony of Mr. Pratt previously mentioned
clearly indicates that. the defective 10-L-5 pieces may have been
discovered very late in the job as a result of a Government-ordered
inspection. Respecting the latter item, it is clear from Mr. Gibbs'
testimony that he was not relying upon his own judgment for the
determinations made respecting criticality but was simply adhering to
standards established for earlier contracts on which he had been
involved (Tr. 154-i55). Moreover, Mr. Pratt, Project Engineer (Mr.
Gibbs' supervisor on the contract in question), testified that the contractor could have installed the missing pieces at an earlier date and
that it would have been reasonable to expect the contractor to proceed
with such work as soon as they became available in order that the
stringing operation could begin (Tr. 183, 184).
Assuming, however, that any piece of steel acknowledged to be a
strengthening member for the tower should be regarded as critical,
the appellant would still have failed to show that after October 10,
1963, it was precluded from commencing conductor stringing by reason of lack of replacements for misfabricated parts whether previously
discovered or discovered thereafter. 4 s For example, it is obvious that
the replacement of a defective 10-L-5 piece on December 4, 1963 (appellant's Exhibit No. 8c), could not have affected the commencement
of conductor stringing, as the contractor had begun such work almost
a month before and completed it within less than two weeks from
such date (Appellant's Exhibit No. 2).
The record indicates that the reason the contractor did not commence
conductor stringing for almost a month after substantial quantities of
replacement parts for inisfabricated steel became available in the Gov"[Q] The last date couldn't have been earlier than December 4th. [A] These were
the times that they corrected these. Now, this was not-this does not signify the time that
the material was on hand in the material yard to do this corrective work. Q] It doesn't
show, in fact, when it was discovered at all?
* e " (Tr. 170, 171).
46 See laereleman-Monier-THtcherson,ASBCA No. 11785 (March 13, 1967), 67-1 BCA
par. 6210, at 28,748 ("A contractor has the duty to minimize its costs in the execution
of a change order in the same manner as he must mitigate his damages after a
breach. *
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ernment's storage yard, 4 7 was the fact that the equipment and crew
ultimately used on the job were involved in the performance of another transmission. line contract then in progress (Tr. 172-174).4s
Mr. Gustafson sought to relate the delay in commencement of this work
to the excessive amount of cleanup remaining to be done before the
conductor stringing could be commenced (Tr. 122)." He failed to
offer any explanation, however, for the marked reduction in the size
of the crew performing cleanup which occurred during this period, 5 0
nor is this testimony regarded as consistent with the explanation offered by the contractor's field superintendent when questioned about
the matter. 51
*Appellant's counsel appears to argue that consideration of such
questions as the delay in the prosecution of the work is irrelevant.
In his view of the issuance of Contract Change B granting the 37-day
extension in time for performance forecloses the Government from
relying upon such matters as a defense to the clai.52 This contention,
however, overlooks the fact that one of the authorities cited for Contract Change B is Clause 5, Termination For Default-Damages For
Delay-Time Extensions, and that the findings respecting the time
extension granted are couched in the language of that clause; nor is
the position taken consistent with decisions of the Court of Claims,53
to which the Board adheres. 5 4
Government's Exhibits C and C-i.
Exhibit No. 52. For a portion of such time the footing subcontractor (responsible for
E5
completing the backfill and painting the towers before conductor stringing could commence) was also unavailable for the same reason (Exhibit Nos. 42 and 47).
41He also asserted that the decision to utilize another crew (from the LongviewChehalis job), rather than form a new crew, was reached "because the two dates were
dovetailing together very roughly". (Tr. 122). The "dovetailing" involved a time-gap
of over three weeks if the dates the contractor receipted for the steel pieces regarded as
critical by the Government are employed (Government Exhibits B and B-1) and almost
a month if the date all of such steel became available in the Government's storage yard
is utilized (Governmental Exhibit C).
51 " * * The cleanup is going very slow, but with a crew of only four men on the
job it is to be expected. Have asked Red Cahoon why he does not have more men on
cleanup. His answer is that he takes his orders from Mr. Gustafson and that this is all
the men he will have until the wire crew gets here. * * *" (Weekly digest-October 24-30,
1963; Exhibit No. 51).
6a"* * the talk of contractor 'negligence,' 'inefficiency' and so forth is irrelevant
even if it were true. Irrelevant, because by Change Order B the net delay of thirty-seven
days due to misfabrication was already, long since, established and decided by solemn
written contract vetween the parties" (Post-Hearing Brief of Appellant, p. 13).
3
" E.g., Robert B. Lee and Company, Inc., Crosland-Roof Construction Co. v. United
States, 164 Ct. Cl. 65', 271-72 (1,964). "We think it decidedly unwise to give almostconclusive weight to the contracting officer's decision to grant extra time, for such a rule
would tend to foster a policy which will ultimately work to the detriment of all contractors. In doubtful cases, contracting officers would be quite wary of granting additional
time for fear that their decisions might later become the foundation for a breach of
contract action. *
*"
u See Hoel-Steffen Construction Company, note 23, supra.
4
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Based upon the foregoing analysis and accepting Mr. Gustafson's
testimony that a crew for stringing conductor could have been organized within a week (Tr. 123-124), we find that the contractor
should have been in a position to commence stringing of the conductor
by October 18, 1963. We further find that had the contractor conmenced stringing on that date the contract work could have been
completed by November 26, 1963, or three weeks prior to the time it
was completed.

Total-Cost Basis of Claims
In his testimony Mr. Gustafson acknowledged that the 538 hours
involved in the claim for cleanup represented the excess hours over
what the appellant had anticipated less the allowance received fherefor in the misfabrication reports (Tr. 65, 93). He also testified that
the 1,302 hours involved in the claim for stringing conductor represented the excess hours over what could reasonably be estimated as
being the man hours required for that phase of the contract work
-undernormal conditions (Tr. 119-120). Mr. Gustafson denied, however, that the claims had been presented on a total-cost basis, pointing
out (i) that actual costs had exceeded the bid price by some $46,000
and (ii) that the appellant had acknowledged an error of 20 percent
in estimating the man hours required for assembly and erection for
which no amount had been included in the claim (Tr. 61, 89, 113).55
Bearing in mind the rationale for the objections to claims presented
on a total-cost basis 5 and the indicated failure to distinguish in the
contractor's records between Government-caused and contractorcaused costs (Tr. 27, 39),7 or to segregate in such records costs for
which the contractor was responsible because they were for correcting
work damaged during a time when the contractor was clearly in control of the job prior to acceptance (Tr. 132, 208),8 we find that the
ss See also note 16, spra.
SF. 1.
McGraw and Company v. United States, 131 Ct. Cl. 501, 511 (1955). ("This
method of proving damage is by no means satisfactory, because, among other things, it
assumes plaintiff's costs were reasonable and that plaintiff was not responsible for any
increases in cost, and because it assumes plaintiff's bid was accurately computed, which
is not always the case, by any means.")
57 "Ted Lefiler of Power City Constr. & Equipment Inc., was on the job last Thursday,
Nov. 21, 1963 and fired Bob Cahoon. Hfe said he did not know what a mess things were
in on this job. le made the statement that he did not blame Cahoon fully and was going
to have some words with Swede Johnson who was foreman of the erection crew when he
saw him. Ted thought that Gustafson was taking care of this job and made the statement
that he and Gus were just as much at fault for the situation getting out of hand and one
of them should have been keeping a closer look into the situation. These words are not
verbatim. Jim Hicks is running the job now. Ted Leffler will be back on the job Tuesday,
Dec. 3, 1963." (Weekly digest Nov. 21-27, 1963, Exhibit No. 56). See also Exhibit No. 51
and Government Exhibit A-1.
5 See Exhibit No. 55.
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claims- have been presented on a total-cost basis.A9 This does not mean,
however, as the Government appears to assume, that no equitable
adjustment exceeding that allowed by the contracting officer can be
made because the task of determining the proper amount of such
adjustment is a formidable one. 60
Clenup-6,833.48
As described by appellant's witness Gustaf son the steel supplied
by the Government was of a "tremendously inferior quality" and there
was a "tremendously extensive amount of misfabrication" (Tr. 52, 53).
The same witness referred to the materials involved as having been
"mass misfabridated." (Tr. 97). The Government does not contest the
fact that there was an extensive amount of misfabrication in the steel
delivered.6
:
At no time did the nature and extent of the misfabrication in the
Government-furnished steel preclude the contractor from proceeding
with some portion of the contract work. The exigencies created by the
imisfabrications resulted in the contractor abandoning procedures customarily followed in building transmission lines, however, and resorting to expedients both costly and time-consuming. Appellant's
witness Mr. Faming testified that the normal way of building a transmission line was to start at one end and go to the other (Tr. 30). He
pointed out, however, that due to misfabrications there were many instances when the contractor's forces were unable to complete a tower at
the time they were assembling it which accounts for the work proceeding simultaneously on various towers at widely scattered locations
over a period of several months (Tr. 31-32, 35). This condition is portrayed graphically in appellant's Exhibit No. 2, which was characterized by Mr. Gustafson as showing complete discontinuity of operations
(Tr. 55).
Another construction procedure resorted to by the contractor and
attributed by Mr. Gustafson to misfabrication was the stacking of
" See H. . Henderson & Co. et a, on motion for reconsideration, ASBCA No. 5146
(September 28, 1961), 61-2 BCA par. 3166, at 16,446.
* * Whether
W*
there existed a
formal change order or not, appellant, acting as a prudent contractor and aware of its
potential claim, should have kept records reflecting the extra costs attributable to the
de facto change.")
s Lincoln Construction Company, IBCA-438-5-64 (November 26, 1965), 72 ID. 492,
65-2 BCA par. 5234, upon reconsideration, 73 I.D. 49, 66-1 BCA par. 5343 (February 4,
1966); considered by the Comptroller General in Comp. Gen Dec. B-158578 (May 24,
1966).
0
Exhibit No. 17; Findings, p. 3; Tr. 146.
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:towers6 This was not a normal method of proceeding. It was adopted
in prosecuting the work on the instant contract only because the con-tractor wanted to get the heavy crane through the job as rapidly as
possible in view of the imminent prospect of bad weather.
The entire claim for cleanup is -attributed by the appellant to misfabrication (Tr. 96-97). Appellant's witnesses acknowledged (i) that
cleanLp is an essential part of any job (ii) that what can be described
as normal cleanup was going on simultaneously with the cleanup resulting from misfabrication; and (iii) that appellant's Exhibit No. 2
shows normal cleanup as well as that due to misfabrication in the work
depicted for assembly and erection." Mr. Gustafson denied, however,
that any work involving normal cleanup was included in the 538 excess
man hours upon which the claim for cleanup was based (Tr. 116).
The Government has made no serious effort to directly contest the
appellant's testimony in this area. 65 Wlhile the appellant has indicated
some doubt about the basis for the reimbursement proposed in Contract Change C, 66 and has raised a question concerning its relationship
to the claim for cleanup, it is noted that at one point in his testimony
Mr. Gustafson acknowledged that Contract Change C included some
of the time reflected in the claim for cleanup (Tr. 129-130). It is also
*noted that by reason of the time period to which the proposed reimbursement relates (August 22 to September 19, 1963) ,67 Contract
Change C clearly includes no allowance for costs related to conductor
stringing which is the only other claim presently before us.
Determining the equitable adjustment to which the appellant is
entitled by reason of the claim for excess cleanup is not a simple matter.
Although Mr. Gustafson testified that all of the costs included in the
claim were the result of the Government's action in furnishing misfabricated steel and that it contained no amount involving normal
cleanup, we are unable to accept this testimony at face value. We
62 "[Q] * * * what is meant by the word 'stack.' [A] This is a means of getting the
-towers in the air as rapidly as possible without cleaning up the towers, doing all the
necessary cleanup, putting in all the bolts and tightening all the nuts, and putting on
-pal nuts, et cetra" (Tr. 62).
Tr. 62-63, 117-118.
65
Tr. 39, 115-116.
65 It disputes the claim. on the grounds previously mentioned, of course, Including the
appellant's reliance upon the total-cost basis for proof of its damages.
"5In authorizing the payment proposed in Contract Change C, the contracting officer
,did not purport to exercise the special statutory authority of the Bonneville Power
Administration; nor does it appear that he was empowered to do so. Government Counsel
also denies that the Board is vested with any such special statutory authority citing and
construing 16 U.S.C. sec. 832a(f) (1964), and the delegation of authority from the
:Secretary of the Interior dated March 31, 1966 (F.R. Doc. 66-3742, 31 F.R. p. 5529).
(Motion to Dismiss Appeal, dated September 6, 1966). As the appellant has not requested
that we undertake to act under the special statutory authority and as we have not done
so, there is no reason to pass upon the question of whether we in fact have any residual
authority in the area indicated.
e' Note 39, spra.
e3
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-mote (i) that Mr. Gustafson.was.very rarely at the job.site during the
progress of the work,6 8 and. (ii) that his testimony demonstrated a
lack of familiarity with. the details. of. the job even in the extremely
'important area of field supervisionl6 In these .circumstances Mr.
'Gustafson's opinions in the areas mentioned can hardly be regarded as
more than an expression of confidence in (i) the accuracy of the con-tractor's bid estimate, and (ii) the skill with which the contractor
prosecuted the work.7 0 It is clear, however, that most of the costs
claimed for excess cleanup are attributable to the fact that the work
-was performed under the adverse working conditions prevalent in the
late fall months in the Pacific Northwest (Tr. 96) , and that a substantial portion of the costs due to such conditions could have been
avoided if the contractor had prosecuted the cleanup work with greater
wigor during the good weather. 7 2
In Contract Change B,73 the contractor was reimbursed for the
'specific extra work described in seventeen misfahrication reports
'(Tr. 58-59). The ten such reports introduced into evidence as appel'lant's Exhibits 8, 9 and 10 show the work involved therein to have been
performed during the period from October 30 (appellant's Exhibit
No. i0a) to December 4, 1963 (appellant's Exhibit No. 8c). The record
discloses however, that much of the work represented by appellant's
Exhibits 8, 9 and 10 could have been done in the relatively good weather
"which prevailed throughout most of the month of October.74 Taking
-this into account and, in the absence of better evidence, proceeding on
the assumption that the extent of the disruption of the contractor's
-cleanup program can be gauged by the number of misfabrication
1sHe testified that he was there about five days (Tr. 116-117). According to the weekly
digests of the inspection reports, however, he was there on only three occasions, none of
which occurred while the wire stringing was in progress (Exhibit Nos. 19 and 36).
59 Concerning Mr. Robert Cahoon (the contractor's initial superintendent), Mr. Gustafson
testified that in the field the job was essentially Mr. Cahoon's responsibility until about
October 1st or for only a short period after the conclusion of the early phase of the job
-in mid-September (Tr. 117, 127). In fact Mr. ahoon's services were not dispensed with
until November 21, 1963, or less than a month before the transmission line was turned
over to the Government as substantially complete. Insofar as the record discloses, Mr.
'Cahoon continued to be the contractor's field superintendent until the day he was
discharged (notes 51 and 57, supra; Government Exhibits B and B-i').
" Cf. Note 57, spra. See also Exhibit No. 52 ("Ted Leffler, superintendent for Power
'City arrived at this office Monday, Nov. 4, 1963 and the same day equipment started
arriving from the Chehalis-Longview job * * * Mr. effler gave me the impression that
-he was not too happy with the progress of this project at the present time and that he
had expected it to be more in readiness for the stringing operation than it is.. * * *)
nl "The claim is for asfabrication. The claim letter (item 13 in the Appeal File) asks
for 'excessive' man hours of clean-up all due to working in winter. * * (Post-Hearing
Brief of Appellant, p. 10). But see testimony of Mr. Gustafson reported at Tr. 93.
72 Notes 51 and 70, spra; Exhibit Nos. 47 and 4. Tr. 143-145, 183-184.
73Note 24, supra.
74
Note 72, supr.
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reports during a given period, we find that 58.8 percent of the costs for
excess cleanup or $4,018.08 are for costs incurred on or after October 30, 1963, for which the Government and the contractor should bear
equal responsibility. The balance of the costs involved amounting to
$2,815.40 are considered to be the Government's responsibility. This
claim is allowed in the total amount of $4,824.44.
Conductor Strnging-17,365.98
The remarks made in the preceding section concerning the nature
and extent of the misfabrication encountered are equally germane
to the contractor's claim for conductor stringing. Since the Government
has acknowledged no responsfbility for the costs involved in this claim,
however, we shall examine in somewhat greater detail the background
against which the claim asserted should be viewed.
At the award meeting on May 22, 1963, Mr. Picchioni stressed the
fact that the instant contract involved-a "rather short schedule job." 75
In the same meeting the Government assured the contractor (i) that
the contract with the-steel supplier required the steel to be assembled
into towers before it was shipped, and (ii) that a Government man
would be at the steel supplier's plant to insure compliance with that
requirement.7 6 The appellant refers to these assurances in its letter of
September 16, 1963.77 The contracting officer's findings contain no
references to the assurances given to the contractor at the award
meeting in the areas mentioned; nor is there any indication therein
as to the nature and extent of the Government inspection made at the
steel supplier's plant. Although the question was raised again in the
notice of appeal, 78 the Government offered no evidence to show what,
if anything, had been done to implement the commitment made to the
contractor at the award meeting. Since towers are built like erector
sets (Tr. 52), however, it appears that adherence to the Government's
commitment respecting inspection would have eliminated most of the
misfabrications involved on the instant contract.
There are a number of matters which the Government does not
dispute. It does not contest the fact that the contractor contemplated
commencing conductor stringing by October 1. It admits that all of
the replacements for misfabricated pieces considered critical to the
commencement of conductor stringing did not become available in the
Government's storage yard until October 10, 1963, and that they were
"Government memorandum of May 23, 1963, p. 2; Appellant's Exhibit No. 3.
73 Notes 5 and 6, spre.
""Regarding the award meeting, you will remember the disappointment expressed by
our concern over the steel suppliers on the subject contract. We were assured however
that each tower type would be assembled and erected complete by the supplier with an
inspector present." (Exhibit No. 4).
78 Note 38, s8spra.
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not receipted for by the contractor until October 16. and 17, 1963.7'
It acknowledges that many items of material that had been misfabricated were probably delivered out of the Government's storage yard to
the contractor after the last mentioned dates (Tr. 163-164). Based
upon the climatological data, the contracting officer found that precipitation in the Bonneville Dam area can be expected to rise to a
high average in November and that the weather experienced in that
area in November of 1963 was approximately ten percent higher
than the average for that month. The weekly digests of inspection
reports show the formidable problems with which the contractor had to
contend throughout virtually the entire month of November in
proceeding with contract performance.o
Of crucial significance is the undisputed fact that the work directly
related to the construction of the transmission line was to be performed
in the sequence of (i) footings (ii) assembly and erection, and (iii)
conductor stringing.", Overlaps in .these programs were contemplated
by the contractor, however, as was acknowledged; by appellant's witnesses. 8 2 But generally speaking work at particular locations had to
be performed in the sequence listed (Tr. 49-50).83 In these circumstances it is clear that any significant disruption in an earlier program
would have a disruptive effect upon the succeeding program or prograins, particularly where, as here, the contractor was being required
to meet a rather short schedule. As we have previously noted, the Government clearly acknowledged the disruption to the contractor's assembly and erection program caused by misfabrication and sought to
provide compensation therefor by forwarding proposed Contract
Change C for signature.84
We find, however, that not only was the contractor's assembly and
erection program seriously disrupted and adversely affected by the
Government's action in furnishing large quantities of misfabricated
steel but that as a concomitant "I thereof the contractor's conductor
Government Exhibits B and B-1, C and c-1; Tr. 141-142, 147.
HEig., weekly digest of Nov. 21-27, 1963 (Exhibit No. 56). ("The seven, eight and part
of nine mile are a muddy mess and access roads virtually impassable with any equipment
except cats, half tracks and tank retrievers. Can hardly call them access roads any more,
just
good and sloppy 'cat' roads.").
51
Exhibit No. 2; Tr. 49-50.
81 Tr. 30, 50, 121-122.
fact that certain members of the tower are not in place may or may not preclude
stringing depending upon the importance of the particular member to the tower (Tr. 118,
146-147).
81Notes 25 and 39,,supra; Tr. 169-170.
85 This is not to suggest that conductor stringing may not have been directly affected
by misfabrications encountered late in the job (Tr. 163-164). The pervasive character
of the misfabricated steel is illustrated by the fact that even after the transmission line
had been built and energized, the Government maintenance people concerned were
directed to re-inspect the 10-L-5 pieces to see if they were all right (Tr. 167, 186).
79
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stringing program was similarly affected for which the contractor
should be reimbursed as a constructive change to the extent that its
costs of performing the contract were increased therebyYs
Remaining for consideration is the amount of the equitable adjustment to which the appellant is entitled by reason of the claim for
conductor stringing. We have previously found that the contractor
should have commenced conductor stringing on October 18, 1963, and
that if the work had progressed at. the rate of progress actually
achieved during the stringing, the contractor would have completed
the work by November 26, 1963. We further find that costs incurred
after that date are the contractor's responsibility.87 An adjustment
must be made in the costs allocated to such period, however, to reflect
the fact that the working conditiojis in December were generally better than they were in November.8 8 As a corollary of its responsibility
for work performed prior to acceptance, we also find the contractor
responsible for the costs involved in redoing certain of the stringing
work.8 9 Taking into account the foregoing factors, we find the appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment in the contract price for the
stringing work in the amount of $10,653.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The Government's motion to dismiss the appeal for lack of jurisdiction is denied.
2. The claim for cleanup is allowed to the extent of $4,824.44.
3. The claim for conductor stringing is allowed to the extent of
$10,653.
4. The appeal is otherwise denied.
WILLIAM

I

F. McGRAW, Member-

OONctTs:

SHERMAN P.

KIMBALL,

Member.

Mr. Dean F. Ratzman, Chairman, disqualified himself from. consideration of this apteal,,pursuant to 43 CFR 4.3.
SNote 41, supra.
so Assuming that conductor stringing had commenced on October 18, 1963, and had
been completed on November 26, 1963, there would have been twenty-seven non-overtime
working days In addition to the one day of overtime worked during that period. In the
period from November 27 to December 17, 1963, the contractor strung conductor on
thirteen non-overtime working days in addition to two days of overtime worked during
that period. This represents 53.57 percent of the time required to complete the actual
stringing.
"SThe contracting officer found that the precipitation encountered was 40 percent less
than average for December (Exhibit 17, p. 5).
q
See Exhibit No. 55. The amount involved has been computed to be $858.
S
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APPEAL OF JAMES HAMILTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. AND,
HAMILTON'S EQUIPMENT RENTALS, INC.
IBCA-493-5-65

Decided JuZy 18, 1968

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Jurisdiction-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: Labor Laws-Contracts:. Disputes and Remedies:
Equitable Adjustments-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal
Where a contract for the construction of a road required a contractor to "observe and comply with all Federal, State and local laws," but did not specifically provide for compliance with the Fair Labor Standards Act, and
the contractor was ordered by the U.S. Labor Department to pay overtime
wages under the FLSA, a claim by the contractor for reimbursement of such
overtime wages paid, grounded upon an alleged misrepresentation by the
procuring agency of the applicability of the FLSA to the work will be dismissed as outside the jurisdiction of the Board.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Formation and Validity: Implied and Constructive Contracts-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable- Adjustments
Under a contract for construction of a road, the Board finds that rejection by
the contracting officer's representative of the subbase, following a visual inspection, after it was ready for application of the base course, and his direction to reprocess the subbase, were based upon an erroneous interpretation
of the specifications and constituted a constructive change entitling the contractor to an equitable adjustment; but such adjustment may not include the
contractor's cost of utilizing a commercial testing laboratory to establish that
the Government's rejection was unjustified, since such a charge is an expense
for preparing and prosecuting a claim and is unauthorized.

Contract: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras
Where a road construction contract called for 310 tons of RC asphalt, which is
not readily available, to be used as prime coat, and the contractor procured
the entire supply necessary in advance, and the contracting officer thereafter
changed the type to MC asphalt, the contractor was entitled to recover the
cost of converting the unused RC asphalt to penetration asphalt (the most
economic means of disposing of the excess).

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras
Where a contractor under a road construction contract in which a certain
pit was designated as the source of specified material was directed to blend
the material produced with blow sand (it having been ascertained that the
material produced did not comply with the specifications), an adjustment
made by the Government to compensate the contractor therefor was inadequate in that the contractor was paid only at the unit price rate for the
items blended and should also have received compensation for the cost of
increased crushing and other difficulties in meeting the requirements of
the specifications resulting from the blending.
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Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Estimated Quantities-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments
Where the total amount of cover aggregate required by the Government was
1,272.7 tons, instead of the 2,230 tons estimated in the bid, schedule, under
a road construction contract providing for payment at unit prices only for
work that was actually performed, and further providing for an adjustment
of contract price in the event of increase or decrease in quantity only in
several specified circumstances, in the absence of a showing that the exceptions- are applicable, a contractor who over-produced cover aggregate
was not entitled to be compensated therefor, since the possibility of an
underrun was foreseeable and it appeared that the overproduction resulted
from the contractor's inability to control production.

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Burden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes
and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-Contracts: Construction and
Operation: Changes and Extras
In a dispute over the quantity of unclassified excavation performed under a
road construction contract, where the contractor's measurement was based
upon the average-end-area method required by the contract, but was made
after subbase material was in place, and the Government was unable to
prove that it utilized that method, in the absence of a showing that the
presence of the subbase resulted in an error in the contractor's calculation,
the Board finds that the contractor established its claim by a preponderance
of the evidence; however, contractor is not entitled to recover the cost of
employing an independent engineering firm to perform the measurement,
since such a charge is an expense of preparing and prosecuting a claim
and is unauthorized.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal encompasses nine claims aggregating $78,885.25 under
the three contracts. The claims will be considered under the headings
of the contract with which they are concerned, and in the order followed at the hearing. The Board's action with respect to the Government's motion to dismiss certain claims is reflected in the Board's
treatment of those claims.

Contract No. 14-20-0600-6327
ProjeotN12(5A)2 & 4 & (B) 1
This contract was in the estimated amount of $349,950.52, and required the construction of a bridge and 3.387 miles of road on Route 12
in the Navajo Indiall Reservation, New Mexico. It included FP-57'
as modified, as well as Standard Form 23A (March 1953 edition). Two
claims were filed under this contract.
1 "Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Federal Highway
Projects," dated January 1957, issued by the Bureau of Public Roads, U.S. Department of
Commerce. EP-61, referred to ifra in connection with certain other claims, is a revised
edition dated January 1961.
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Claim No. 1-Overtime Paiy-$2,616.46
Appellant claims that it is entitled to reimbursement for overtime
payments, alleging that over a period of several years, prior to the
award of this contract, representatives of the Bureau of Indian Affairs assured it that projects on the Navajo Indian Reservation were
not subject to the "40-hour law" provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended (29 U.S.C. sec. 201 et seg.). In substance,
section 207 of the Act provides, inter alia, that contractors engaged in
interstate commerce shall pay their employees overtime wages
amounting to at least one and one-half times the regular rate, for hours
worked in excess of 40 hours per week.
Appellant was evidently under the misconception, when performing this and previous contracts for the Bureau, that the 40-hour aw
did not apply to work performed on the Navajo Indian Reservation.
There is some evidence that this misconception was shared by certain
BIA personnel. In any event, it appears that the law was never enforced as against appellant until after completion of this contract. At
that time, according to appellant, the U.S. Department of Labor,
Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Division, in Phoenix, Arizona,
determined that the contract performed by appellant was an instrument of interstate commerce, and that appellant was obligated to pay
its employees additional compensation for work in excess of 40 hours
per week (in addition to overtime paid pursuant to the contract for
work in excess of 8 hours per day) .2
The contract does not specifically provide for compliance with the
Fair Labor Standards Act, nor is that statute required to be referred
to in public contracts, but the contract does state that "The contractor
is assumed to be familiar with, and at all times shall observe and comAlso, the contractply with all Federal, State and local laws * *
ing officer's letter to the contractor authorizing overtime work called
the attention of the contractor to "all existing labor regulations" (Exhibit 16 of the Contracting Officer's Findings).
The Board had occasion to consider a similar question in P. G.
Clause 21, "Eight-Hour Laws-Overtime Compensation" of Standard Form 23A, and
Article 21.1 "Hours of Work," of the Special Provisions of the contract. If an employee
worked 10 hours on one day but only 8 hours per day for the remainder of a total
work week of 6 days, both laws would apply.
: Article 7.1 of General Requirements of the contract.
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Brown, Jr., and Company,4 where the Labor Standards Act had been
amended to provide for an increase in minimum wage rates, to become
effective March 1, 1956, after the contract had been awarded. The con-tractor was under the erroneous impression that the Act did not apply
-to his contract for construction of a road. Nevertheless (as was the
case here), he did not attempt, prior to bidding, to verify his impression of nonapplicability by inquiry of his attorney or appropriate offi-cials of the Department of Labor. In Brown the Board held that the
-contracting officer was not required to advise the contractor with re-spect to the applicability of the minimum wage provisions of the Fair
-Labor Standards Act.
We do not think that the evidence in this case would support a
finding that there were representations or misrepresentations on the
part of any authorized officials of the BIA that would bind the
Government to pay this claim. If we assume arguendothat there were
~such representations or misrepresentations concerning the applicability of the 40-hour law portion of the Act, we would be without juris,diction under the Disputes clause of Standard Form 23A to grant
relief, for the contract does not contain any provision allowing adjustment of the contract price in such circumstances. 6 Because the
,contractor's claim is based upon an alleged misrepresentation, we are
-not authorized to review it.7
Accordingly, the appeal as to Claim No. 1 under Contract No. 14-20-0600-6327 is dismissed.
Clatin No. 2-Unnecessary Reprocessing of Sulbase-411,995.03
The remaining claim under Contract No. 14-20-0600-6327 arises
-from alleged directions of the contracting officer's representative and
resident engineer to reprocess or scarify and re-lay the minus 3-inch
subbase of the road. At the time of such directions, the subbase was
ready for application of the 1/2 inch base course.
The resident engineer was deceased prior to the time of the hearing.
Mr. Bill Hopwood, appellant's project superintendent, testified that
the resident engineer was in poor health while the contract was being
4 IBCA-241 (December 12, 1961), 61-2 BCA par. 3230, at 16,741, citing, inter aia,
Ross Engineering Company v. United States, 130 Ct. Cl. 368, 375. (1955).
6 Cf. R &R Construction Company, IBCA-413 and IBCA-458-9-64 (September 27, 1965),
72 I.D. 385, 65-2 BCA par. 5109, concerning statements by unauthorized Government
personnel and the principle of merger of preliminary agreements, citing, Federal Crop
Insurance Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380 (1947), and United States v. Croft-Mullins
Electric Co., Inc., 333 F. 2d 772, 779 (5th Cir. 1964).
6 United States v. Utah Constrnction
Mining Co., 384 U.S. 394, 404 (1966); B. G.
.Brown, Jr., and Company, note 4 spra. See also W.R.S. Pavers, Inc., IBCA-445-6-64
(March 30, 1967), 67-1 BCA par. 6238, denied on reconsideration (August 24, 1967),
67-2 BCA par. 6537; Flora Constrnction Company, IBCA-180 (June 30, 1961), 61-1 BCA
par. 3081, at 15,951.
7Desert Sun Engineering Corporation, IBCA-470-12-64 (October 25, 1966), 73 I.D.
316, 331, 66-2 BCA par. 5916.
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performed, that he took medication heavily, was moody and changed
his decisions frequently. On some occasions he would be "very happy"
(Tr. 9). At certain times Mr. Hopwood considered him to be unfit
for working. On most occasions, however, he was very competent in
his work (Tr. 115-116).
No evidence was offered by the Government in contravention of
this claim, although it appears from the testimony of Mr. C. D. Benton, Jr., appellant's engineer, that in addition to the resident engineer
there were several other BIA representatives or inspectors present on
the project at all times (Tr. 142).
During all of the work of constructing the subbase there had been
-no complaints on the part of the Bureau relative to any deficiencies
in the subbase, according to Mr. Benton. Mr. Benton was a graduate
-engineer with about 15 years' experience, including 8 or 9 years in the
general area of the project (Tr. 6-7). The subbase had been constructed
during a period of two weeks or more, and portions of it had been
completed for intervals varying from several days to two weeks prior
to the time it was rejected on Monday, June 19, 161, by the resident
-engineer (Tr. 140-141). In the opinion of Mr. Benton, the subbase
on this project was as good as or better than the subbase on a similar
nearby project that had just been completed by this contractor under
less favorable weather conditions and without any trouble as to acceptability (Tr. 139).
The contractor had other difficulties associated with its performance
because of local public traffic using the adjacent and comiecting new
road during final sealing operations by the contractor. This was also
an entirely new road constructed under the other project mentioned
above. There were other old roads available for public traffic, although
they were not in as good condition as the new roads under construction.
'The contractor attempted to prevent public use of the new roads during
construction, while the resident engineer (who was in charge of both
-projects) insisted upon allowing traffic to use both new roads while
'they were under construction. This disagreement culminated in a de-cision by the resident engineer on Friday, June 16, 1961, that he would
shut down the project unless the contractor permitted public use of
both roads (Tr. 44). On Saturday, June 17, 1961, Mr. Hopwood advised the project engineer that the subbase for this project would be
completed that day, and that on the following Monday appellant expected to begin processing the next layer or base course of the road.
At that time the project engineer was apparently agreeable to Mr.
Hopwood's proposal and raised no objections as to the subbase that
was virtually completed.
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The following Monday (June 19, 1961) the contractor commenced
processing the base course, but at about 9 :15 a.m. the project engineer
informed Mr. Hopwood that the rock crusher should be shut down
(this is denied in the project engineer's report) and the work on the
base course should cease until the subbase had been reprocessed and
recompacted (Tr. 44-46; Mr. Hopwood's diary (Appellant's Exhibit
No. 1)). No tests of the subbase had been made by the Government,
and none were ever made except by testing laboratories employed by
the contractor. At the request of Mr. Hopwood, the contractor was
provided with a letter dated June 20, 1961, signed by the project engineer, confirming the oral instructions to "
cease the placing of
[that] material on the road until the course underneath is properly
mixed and compacted including the picking up of 3" material which
is over the side of the fill and in the ditches along the road. In this regard, you are referred to Section 200, Paragraph 200-3.5, Federal
Specifications, FP-57, which is part of your contract" (Exhibit 19).8
The letter also stated that an inspection of the project " * * by the
undersigned and the Agency Road Engineer on Monday, June 19,
1961, revealed the fact that you are placing 1/2 inch base course on a
3 inch course which has not been properly mixed and compacted."
The references to 3" or minus 3" course and 11/2" or minus 11/2"
course are intended to describe the maximum size of the fragments of
rock aggregate material that could be used for the subbase and the base
course, respectively. The subbase of "minus 3 inch" rock was 6 inches
deep, and was placed on the dirt subgrade. The base course of "minus
11/2 inch aggregates" was the next layer, also 6 inches in thickness. The
next upper layer was a asphalt paving mix, and the final step was
application of the "chip seal" coating (Tr. 138; Appellant's Exhibit
No. 1, consisting of diagrams representing cross-sections of the road,
not to scale). The subbase could include a maximum of 70 percent of
the 3" rock material.
The protests of the contractor relative to the quality of the subbase
and the tardiness of the decision of rejection as confirmed in the June
20th letter were of no avail, and the contractor thereupon proceeded
in accordance with instructions of the resident engineer. These instrucs"200-3.5 Mixing ad
preading. After each layer of base-course material has been
placed, and filler added when required. it shall be thoroughly mixed to its full depth by
means of power graders, traveling mixers, or other mixing equipment. During the mixing,
water shall be added in the amount necessary to provide the optimum moisture content for
compacting as specified in article 200-3.6. When uniformly mixed, the mixture shall be
spread smoothly to a uniform thickness or, in case of the top layer, to the cross. section
shown on the plans.
"When power graders are used for mixing at least one grader shall be operated continuously for each 100 cubic yards, or fraction thereof, of base material placed per hour.
Power graders shall have blades not less than 12 feet long and wheelbases of not less
than 17 feet. They shall be not less than 6 tons in weight and shall be equipped with
pneumatic tires."
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tions required scarification of the completed subbase, re-mixing the
material, adding water and rolling the material so that the larger or
3" rocks were "punched down" below the surface, instead of appearing
onthe surface (Tr. 50-51).
By letter of June 22, 1961 (Exhibit 20), the contractor advised the
contracting officer that the Albuquerque Testing Laboratory had been
engaged to make tests of the subbase. Additional tests were made for
the contractor by the Phoenix Testing Laboratory. These tests were
made beginning June 21, 1961. A letter dated June 23, 1961, from the
resident engineer to the contractor (Exhibit 23), permitted the contractor to proceed with placing of the base course from Stations 525
to 606. This letter complied with Mr. Hopwood's request for written
approval for placing the base course in that area, in view of the earlier
rejection of the entire roadway. Later, by letter of July 6, 1961, the
contractor was permitted to place the base course in another area that
had not yet been reprocessed, from Stations 606 + 00 to 626-+30 (Exhibit 26).
The two letters just described also approved those portions of the
subbase that had been rejected on June 19, 1961. These approvals resulted in a reduction of about 30 percent of the original order for reprocessing of the entire subbase (Tr. 51).
Exhibits 17 and 18 of the Findings are reports that reflect the results
of the tests made by the Albuquerque and the Phoenix testing laboratories, respectively. As stated in the contractor's claim letter of October 23, 1962 (Exhibit 3), the results of the tests indicate substantial
compliance with the contract requirements for compaction.
Paragraph 18.B. of the Findings of the contracting officer, dated
June 18, 1963, refers on page 17 to the letter of June 20, 1961, ordering
the discontinuance of placement of base course. No exceptions were
included in that letter as to acceptability of any portion of the subbase.
Paragraph 18.G. on page 20 quotes a memorandum dated April 19,
1963 (Exhibit 27), from the resident engineer, stating in part: "I did
not stop Contractor from crushing as he had sections ahead of him
that the subgrade met specifications."
The inspection that took place on June 19, 1961 was visual, and the
rejection seems to have been based principally upon the presence of
3" rock on the surface of the subbase, as well as on the shoulders and
in the ditches, according to Paragraph 18.E. of the Findings (pp.
17-19). Compaction tests were not made by the Governuent and were
not necessary in these circumstances, according to the Findings.
The unrebutted testimony of the contractor's engineer, Mr. Benton,
was in substance that the 3" minus size of rock specified by the con-
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tract is rather large for the purpose, and is not very commonly used in
a subbase (Tr. 140). There was no excessive waste of material. In the
process of mixing the material by moving it from side to side from
the windrows previously dumped by trucks (in spite of careful operation of the blade machinery), it would be impossible to avoid losing
some rocks that would roll down the "4 to 1" slopes along the edges of
the subbase. In a few cases the subbase material that is spread contains
a surplus of 3" rocks, and these are left on the slopes for later incorporation in the base course, because the latter would provide the necessary "fines" (smaller particles) for proper compaction. The blades
that perform this moving and mixing operation must go out to a point
about one foot within the staked line marking the edges of the subbase
on each side of the road. Water is added as the mixing and spreading
of the material is being completed. The general engineering practice
that was followed by the contractor as to finishing or dressing the
slopes is to go along the edges of the road with a blade or similar
equipment after the next or base course has been finished and the road
has been nearly completed except for priming and paving. In the,
process of dressing the slopes some of the dirt and the rocks that have
gone over the edge are brought back up to fill voids and to present a
pleasing appearance (Tr. 143-145, 149, 151). The normal practice is
to remove any remaining excess rocks in the ditches in the final
cleanup.
Appellant introduced in evidence a series of photographs, numbered
1 to 31, inclusive (Appellant's Exhibit No. 3), taken June 23 and 24,
1961, purporting to depict the entire length of the road, some showingthe rejected subbase sections, others showing stretches that had been
rejected but were later accepted without reprocessing, and areas that
were reprocessed at the direction of the resident engineer. Photographs 1 and 2 show the windrows of base course material that had
been dumped on the subbase just prior to the rejection of the subbase. A
line of loose rocks of 3" size appear on the slopes near the stakes and
a few other scattered rocks are shown as protruding from or lying on
the surface of the subbase along the center of the road. Picture No. 3.
shows the next section that was ready for the base course. It is comparatively free from loose rocks on the surface. Nevertheless, all three,
sections were rejected.
Picture No. 4 shows an instance of surplus 3" rocks along the slopes,.
within the stake lines, that were not incorporated in the subbase, as
described earlier, because of insufficient fines or smaller material which
could be supplied later by the base course material. No large loose,
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rocks appear on the top surface of the road. This section was also,
rejected. Mr. Hopwood stated, " * * It's impossible to work an
aggregate of this size and not have loose material somewhere * * *"

(Tr. 68).
Picture No. 5 shows a fairly neat appearing area that was rejected.
Picture No. 6 depicts an area that was adjacent to the other project:
and had been subjected to wear and tear due to hauling asphalt overthe subbase to the other project. It had previously been agreed by thecontractor that this section would be reprocessed at no cost to theGovernment.
Pictures 7, 8 and 9 portray areas that had been rejected and
reprocessed and then accepted, although after reprocessing these threesections appear to have about as many loose rocks on the surface asL
before, according to Mr. Hopwood (Tr. 69-70).
Moreover, some of the remaining pictures show areas that wereoriginally rejected and later accepted without reprocessing. The appearance of these sections in general is no better than those that wererequired to be reprocessed, or those that were accepted only after
reprocessing.
It appears to the Board that there was no logical basis for the rejections, and that very little consistency was observed between cases whererejection was reversed and sections thereafter accepted without
reprocessing, and areas that were accepted only after reprocessing
(Tr. 70-77).
Mr. Hopwood was of the opinion that the presence of a moderated
quantity of loose 3" rocks on or protruding from beneath the surface
of the subbase would tend to stabilize, rather than to harm the 6" thicklayer of base course (consisting of 11/2" material) on top of the subbase (Tr. 80). It was also his opinion that the method of reprocessing
as required by the resident engineer was detrimental to the quality of
the subbase. That method consisted of scarifying the material that
previously had been mixed, overwatering it so as to bring the fines
to the top and settle the rocks to the bottom. This had the effect of
segregating the materials previously mixed in accordance with the
specifications. The material was then heavily rolled to present a.
smooth appearing surface, with the fine materials on top (Tr. 61).
Mr. Hopwood's testimony was not contradicted, hence, we rely upon,
his opinion with respect to the segregation effect caused by the,
reprocessing. This being so, the directions of the resident engineer as,
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to the manner of reprocessing would be in violation of the requirements of FP-57, Article 104-3.2 of Section 104-SPECIAL
SUBBASE:
104-3.2 Placing. Subbase material shall be placed in accordance with the
requirements of section 106. Segregation of coarse ad fine material shall be
avoided. (Italic added.)

A minor question arises, however, from the manner in which the
Bureau undertook to modify portions of Division II of FP-57. On
page 15 of the special provisions, under "SECTION 104-SPECIAL
SUBBASE," the following appears:
104-3.2 Placing:
All special subbase material of the blowsand type shall be placed in layers
not to exceed 3" in thickness. All special subbase material other than blowsand
that may be used shall have a maximum size not to exceed 2 the depth of the
layer being placed.

If it had been intended to delete the provision of FP-57 quoted
above, and substitute therefor the paragraph in the special provisions,
the effect would have been to delete all reference to Section 106 of
FP-57 providing for the method of placing and compacting the subbase materials (in the same manner as for embankment). The parties
have performed as if Section 106 were intended to govern the method
of placing and compacting the subbase and on this point no question
of dispute has arisen. Article 106-3.5 Compaction, provides in. substance, inter alia, that the engineer may make practical density tests
during the progress of the work. In our opinion, this does not mean
that the entire length of the subbase may be rejected on a visual inspection basis, after it has been fully completed, with continuous daily
inspection of the placing of the subbase.
The Board finds that the rejection by the resident engineer of the
subbase, and his instructions for reprocessing those sections that were
rejected, were based upon erroneous interpretations of the contract
requirements, and as such, his instructions constituted constructive
changes for which the contractor is entitled to an equitable adjustment.9 To the extent that the contractor was required to redo work
unnecessarily, an equitable adjustment will be made for the expense
thereof.°

:

C
C. W. Schrid v. United States, 173 Ct. C1. 302 (1965); Lincoln Construction Company,
IBCA-438-5-64 (November 26, 1965), 72 I.D. 492, 65-2 BA par. 5234. D. R. Kincaid,
Ltd., ASBCA No. 8615 (April 28, 1965), 65-1 BCA par. 4810.
0
' linemax Corporation, IBCA-444-5-64 (January 19, 1967), 74 I.D. 28, 67-1 BCA
par. 6085; Tree Land Nursery, IBCA-436-4-64 (October 31, 1966), 66-2 BCA par. 5924.

n.
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Appellant's claim is in the sum of-.$11,995.03 and consists..of three
items: (1) labor and equipment standby time, amounting to $7,535.51;
(2) the cost -ofreprocessing, amounting to $3,829.52; and (3) the cost
,of testing to establish that the Government's rejection of the subbase
was unjustified, amounting to $630.: The contracting officer denied
the claim in its entirety.
We recently held that a claim for the standby cost of idle equipment
will be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction where the work was held up
pending determination by the contracting officer as to the necessity
for corrective measures, in the absence of a contractual clause- providing for compensation for suspension of work by the Government
The Suspension of Work clause here. (Article 8.7 of the General Requirements) contains no provision- for an equitable adjustment, but
provides only for extensions of. time under certain circumstances.
However, we cannot dispose of, the question on that basis because we
are uncertain, from the present record, that appellant was in fact
standing by and, if it was, to what extent.

-

.:

-

;

Appellant claims that as a result of the shutdown during the period
.from' June 20. through June 23, 1961, certain of its rented equipment
was kept idle -at a loss to it of $5,947.50.12 It aso contends that it had
to compensate one crusher foreman, one shovel operator, two tractor
operators, one motor scraper operator,- one dumptor operator, three
crusher operators, two "8-12 cy" truck drivers, three "16-20 cy" truck
drivers, and three laborers and-:dunpman, a. total of $1,250.40, plus
-$150.05 for taxes and insurance, at a rate of 12 petcent, and$187.56
for overhead, at a rate of :15 percent. V
There are, however, serious discrepancies between the data submitted in appellant's claim and the payroll sheets.13 For example, no
motor scraper operator and- only two crusher operators are-listed on
-

the-payroll records, and the crusher foreman. and shovel -operator

actually worked overtime, according to. the payroll records, while
allegedly. on standby time. As to the former, the explanation offered
by Mr. Hopwood was "the fact that these people aren't shown for this
W.R.S. Pavers, Inc., note 6, spra.
12Exhibit 3. The contracting officer determined (par. 27(a) (1), p. 31) that approximately

$2,250 of appellant's standby claim, "without consideration of taxes, insurance and
overhead is unsupported by Contractor's payrolls." His calculations were not set forth in
the decision.-Exhibits 28-30. A chart prepared by the Contracting Officer comparing the data for
the workers involved in the claim with the payroll records appears on page 23 of the
Findings of Fact.
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particular classification on the payroll is no means to determine that
they weren't doing this particular type of work." 14 The latter discrepancy was not explained, nor was he able to explain why appellant
reported certain employees on its payrolls only for the June 20 through
24 period and thereafter neither employed nor replaced them (Tr.
135). With respect to the cost of the equipment being idle, this observation of the Contracting Officer is relevant:
The discrepancies between the hours reported on the payrolls and those claimed
as stand-by time for operators should also be taken into consideration in evaluating the time claimed for equipment stand by (Findings, par. 21(a) (5), p. 24).

These discrepancies should be resolved fully. In addition, the contracting officer cast further doubt upon the appellant's standby time
claim when he revealed that concurrent with its work under this contract appellant was performing work at the Navajo Tribe sawmill
which involved in part crushing and hauling the crushed material
(Par. 22, pp. 27-29). According to the contracting officer the crushed
material was produced at the same pit used for this project. Incorporated into the appeal file are memoranda, dated in 1963, from
Government engineers, including the project engineer at the sawmill,
stating that appellant was hauling crushed material to the sawmill
between June 20 and June 24, 1961 (Exhibits 27, 31 and 32). At the
hearing Mr. Hopwood denied that the crushers were used for the
sawmill contract "during this period" (Tr. 107). He testified that the
material appellant was hauling to the sawmill was of a smaller size
than the material crushed in performance of this contract, that it was
already on hand and that it did not have to be crushed (Tr. 132).
He stated that "it would have taken well over a day to change the
crushers" so as to produce the smaller sized material required for the
sawmill (Tr. 132).
Because the questions discussed above were left unresolved by the
contracting officer, we remand appellant's standby claims to him to
determine whether or not appellant's equipment and crew were
actually on standby, idle or otherwise nonproductive on June 20, 21,
22 and 23, 1961. If the contracting officer finds that during the shutTr. 134. He testified (Tr. 133):
'Q I believe you testified you paid certain crusher operators during June 21st and
22d?
"A Yes.
'Q Would you tell us generally the type of work they would do a day like that?
"A They would go around and perhaps service the parts of the machinery, check for
loose bolts, check for wear points, just general maintenance. work, not necessary to be
productive, but just kind of putting in time."
14
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down period appellant's equipment and crew were not idle and standing by, but were in fact being utilized in another endeavor, appellant
is not entitled to be compensated for any or all of that time. In the
event that he finds that appellant's equipment or crew were idle and
nonproductive for any or all of the period between June 20 and
June 23, 1961, as a direct result of the constructive change, appellant is
entitled to be compensated therefor because the costs involved were
integrally associated with that change.
With espect to the cost of reprocessing, the contracting officer found
that of the amount claimed $2,180.02 was "unsupported by Contractor's payrolls?' (par. 21, p. 27; par. 27(b) (1), p. 32). Appellant has
not submitted any proof to overcome this finding. Accordingly, we
disallow $2,180.02 of appellant's claim for reprocessing cost. We hold
that appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment in the amount of
$1,649.50 for the cost of reprocessing.
The cost of utilizing commercial testing laboratories to establish
that the Government's rejection of the subbase was unjustified is in
the nature of an expense for preparing and prosecuting a claim.
Recovery of such a disbursement is unauthorized.1- Appellant's claim
for $630 is therefore denied.
Contract No. 14-20-0600-5880
Project N12(5) $ c 4&

This contract was in the estimated amount of $602,100.14, and required the construction of 9.939 miles of roadway on the Window
Rock-Fort Defiance road, on the Navajo Indian Reservation, from
one mile southeast of Fort Defiance, Arizona, north toward Red Lake,
New Mexico.
Six claims were filed under this contract. Claim No. 4 was allowed
by the contracting officer and is no longer in dispute1
Claim No. 1-Increased Wage Costs-P2,139.23

By virtue of Article 20.1 of the Special Provisions and Addendum
No. 1 (Exhibit 16), the minimum wage rates for the work to be done
"s See WiUan C. Ramsey et al. v. United States, 121 Ct. C. 426, 434.(1951) ; B. B. Hafl
Constrotion Company, IBCA-465-11-64 (September 26, 1967), 67-2 CA par. 6597, at
30,608; Southern Piuimbing and Heating Company, ASBCA No. 10986 (December 14, 1966),
66-2 BCA par. 6028, at 27,861; 41 CFR 1-15.205-31 (c).
'1 Findings of Fact and Decision, par. 15, p. 54; Tr. 328.
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in Apache County, Arizona, set forth in Department of Labor wage
determination decision U-17,988 were incorporated into the contract.
On June 23, 1960, one day prior to award of the contract, the decision
expired. It was replaced on July 27, 1960, by'Department of Labor
wage determination decision Y-1,499 (Exhibit 17). The contracting
officer issued Change Order No. 2 (EThibit 9) ol August 9, 1960, in
order to incorporate decision Y-1,499 into the contract-in place of
decision U-11 988.17 As a result of the new wage rates appellant incurred additional labor costs.' 8 This is a claim for reimbursement in
the amount of such costs.
During the history of this claim, the precise amount sought by the
appellant has varied. On August 17, 1960, appellant requested
$2,821.83 (Exhibit 18). The Government rejected this amount as
excessive (Exhibits 19, 20). On'July 19, 1961', after the project was
completed, appellant proposed that it'be compensated in the sum of
$2,204.83 (Exhibits 22, 23). However, in excepting this claim from
its release, dated September 30, 1961, appellant reverted to the previous
figure of $2,821.83 (Exhibit A of Exhibit 24). On February 13, 1962,
appellant submitted a revised figure of $2,139.23, 9 which it attempted
to substantiate at the hearing.
The contracting officer allowed appellant a total amount of $1,396.74
(Findings, par. 9i, p. 24). First, based upon an examination of the
contractor's payrolls in the Government audit file" (Exhibit 27),
the contracting officer found that the appellant paid additional wages
of $1,144.87 as a result of the changed wage rates. He then awarded
appellant 12 percent or $137.38 for payroll taxes and insurance and
10 percent or $114.49 for overhead and other costs.
The appellant disputes the quantum allowed to cover additional
wages. It contends that it is entitled to the difference ($241.26) between
what it sought ($1,386.13) and what the contracting officer allowed
n See Brouner Construction Co., WDBCA No. 1315 (June 12, 1946), 4 CCF par. 60,114.
At the time of issuance of the change order, the contracting officer's. action was consistent
with the views expressed in Dec. Comp. Gen. B-106987 (May 8, 1953), the facts of which
closely parallel this case. The Comptroller General has since expressly limited the applicability of that decision to the circumstances of that case. 45 Comp. Gen. 325, 330 (1965)
42 Comp. Gen. 410, 413 (1963).
Is The contracting officer found that the "amended Wage Rates were higher for several
crafts than the wage rates in the original decision." Findings of Fact and Decision, par.
9.b., p. 23.
' Exhibits 25, 26. This amount was arrived at as follows: Wages for work in Arizona, as
set forth in Exhibit 26, $1,660.89 (consisting of $1,386.13 for laborers and mechanics'
wages and $274.76 for supervisors' wages) ; payroll taxes and insurance, at 12%, amountIng to $199.31; plus 15% Overhead and Other Costs," amounting to $279.03.
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($1,144.87). Appellant also objects to the Government's 'failure to
include the increase in supervisors' wages, allegedly amounting to
$274.76.'In addition, appellant questions the Government's reduction
of its overhead rate from 15 percent to 10 percent.
Appellant, however, has failed to sustain its burden of proof. In
so far as computation of the additional wage's is concerned, Mr. Benton
testified that the method it utilized was to determine the average wage
increase of the laborers and mechanics and multiply the average
increase by the total payroll.2 0 On the other hand, examination of the
data used by the contracting officer in arriving at his allowance
($1,i44.87). reveals not the use of--an "average" but actual tabulation
for each category of worker of the regular and overtime hours, original
wage- rates, original pay, difference in rate, amended wage rate,
amended pay and difference in pay (Exhibit' 27). Mr., Benton was
unable to substantiate any higher degree of accuracy with r'espect to
appellant's figures. 2 ' Accordingly, appellant neither disproved the
correctness of the. Government's allowance nor established that its
own figure was more acceptable.
Appellant also has not met its burden of proof in connection -with the
item for supervisors' wages. 2 2 The wage determinations in question
it6inize the workers included, but omit any reference to supervisory
personnel. Appellant was under no legal compulsion to raise the supervisors' wages. 2 3 Article 9.5 (a) of FP-57, which could be construed
as providing some contractual basis for this element of appellant's
claim, was excluded from'the contract. 24 ' 'The contracting officer was
therefore correct in disallowing reimbursement for the increase il
supervisors' wages.
We also uphold the contracting officer's reduction of the applicable
overhead rate from 15 percent to 10 percent. The contract does not
specify the overhead rate. The" appellant did not establish that the
policy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to allow a rate of 10 percent
Tr. 155. See, also, Exhibit 26.:
At the hearing he testified (Tr. 172)
"Q. In any event, your record of $1,386.13 is based on your actual gross payroll record?
"A. Yes, and I feel that it's low. We tried breaking this down in every way conceivable
so that Mrs. Olson [Government contract specialist] could check it, and every time we
broke it down we were higher than this. This was simple-based on total payroll, based
on average increase, and it was the lowest figure we had come up with, so we' used it."
22 By "supervisory personnel" appellant means "project superintendent, various foremen,
grade foremen,' foremen in charge of the crusher operations." Tr. 158.
23 Tr. 163. Cf. United States v. Bingheamton Construction Co., Inc., 347 U.S. 171 (1954).
,2i Special Notice, Division I, General Requirements, p. 1.
:
2
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for overhead is unreasonable. The fact that a rate of 15 percent is
allowed, by some agencies 25 does not render a rate of 10 percent ipso
faoto unreasonable. Moreover, Article 9.5 (a) of FP-57, wi rides
for a 15 percent overhead rate, wag, as we have seen, excluded from
the contract.2
Accordingly, no proof to the contrary appearing, the contracting
officer's allowance of $1,396.74 is affirmed. Appellant's claini for
$2,139.23 is denied.
Claim No. 2-Costs Resulting from Changing
Asphalt Specilications-$5,044.95
Item No. 310(4) of the Bid Schedule called for RC (rapid cure)
asphalt to be used on the prime cost. After appellant started to apply
the RC asphalt, the Government, on April 25, 1961, decided to change
the type used to MC (medium cure) asphalt 2 7 The contracting officer
requested appellant "to furnish a proposal" stating "the amount of
increase in contract price" and any additional time requiring resulting from the change (Exhibit 29). In its response, on May 17, 1961,
appellant proposed an increase to cover the additional cost of MC
asphalt over RC asphalt as well as a claim for $5,044.95, which included $4,216.79 allegedly paid to appellant's asphalt supplier (Thunderhead Oil & Gas Co.) in connection with re-utilization of the RC
asphalt returned, and $828.26 lost due to delays. 2 8 Subsequently, on
lay 18, 1961, Change Order No. 7 was issued substituting asphalt
Grade MC-1 or 2 for the RC asphalt and increasing the contract
amount by $1,048.68 to cover the difference in cost per ton between the
MC grade and the RC grade.29 The Change Order also provided
as follows:
'6 Tr. 159. It has been said that a 10% overhead rate "is In accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and practices for the construction industry." Bruce Construction Corp., ASBCA No. 5932 (August 30, 1960), 60-2 BCA par. 2797, at 14,388.
21Note 24, supra.
:7 Tr. 177. Memorandum of Government Supervisory Engineering Technician, dated
April 25, 1961. Exhibit 28. Mr. Benton testified that appellant had protested the use of
RC asphalt for prime coating before commencing that work. Tr. 178.
2 Exhibit 32. Appellant also requested a time extension of three days as a result of the
delay caused by the change. Inasmuch as the contract was completed within the specified
time, as extended by Change Order No. 6 (Exhibit 13), the request for additional. time
poses a moot question. Allison and Haney, Inc., IBCA-642-5-67 (February 7, 1968), 68-1
BOA par. 6842. The RC. asphalt was "reduced" to penetration asphalt to make it more
attractive commercially. Letter of Thunderhead to appellant, dated May 11, 1961.
Exhibit 34.
2' What is purported to be Change Order No. 7 is quoted In full in paragraph 10.g. of the
Findings of Fact, pp. 32-33. Although Change Order No. 7 Is referred to in 10.g. as Exhibit
14 and listed as such in the list of Exhibits the appeal file does not contain Exhibit 14.
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The additional time and compensation elaimed in your proposal to cover

return of the rejected shipment of RC-2 Asphalt, costs and time due to delays
incurred because of the substitution, etc., are being given consideration and you.
will tbe notified as soon as a decision is made

Ultimately the contracting officer allowed appellant $1,168.85, consisting of appellant's freight costs in connection 'with theRC asphalt
amounting to $514.56, and idle labor and equipment charges amounting
to $654.29.30
The contracting officer disallowed appellant's claims totaling
$3,876.10. Appellant contends that such disallowance was improper
because the Government was "committed * * * to pay the actual cost
of changing from RC to MC * * *"3 T It is clear from the record that
by "actual cost" appellant means all items of cost it submitted to the
Government on May 17, 1961. Appellant claims the Government undertook to pay it for all such expenses.
However, we are unable to find any evidence in the record of any
agreement by the Government governing all costs claimed by the appellant. The portion of Change Order No. 7 quoted sual makes clear
that the matter was left undecided by the contracting officer. Had
there been any understanding between the parties we think it would
have been reflected in the change order issued one day after appellant's
proposal. That the items were not covered but were left for future disposition does no evince a meeting of the minds. Similarly, the memorandum of the Government's resident engineer dated May 24, 1961,
does not record any agreement beyond the Government's liability
for the increase in unit price, haulage "both ways of. the returned
RC-2 and possibly handling and demurrage charges." 32
The testimony at the hearing also does not substantiate appellant's
contention. Reliance is placed upon statements said to have been made
by Mr. Kubitz, the Government's Assistant Area Road Engineer at
the time of the contract. Since the Government did not call upon Mr.
Kubitz to refute the testimony offered we may draw the inference that
the statements attributed to him were his.33 He was, said to have
so Findings of Fact and Decision, par. 11-1., p. 40, and par. 11-m., p. 41.
aAppellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 19.
32 Exhibit 35. The memorandum concluded:
"It Is recommended that we pay the Contractor at the original unit price for item 310(4) and all additional charges be determined
after the Contractor presents his claim." This is not the language of a commitment.
aThermo Nuclear Wire Industries, ASBCA No. 7806 (July 9, 1962), 1962 BCA par. 3427.
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"agreed" that "the least expensive means of disposing of the" BC
asphalt was through its redution to penetration asphalt (Tr. 185,
193-94.). Butane do not regard. this as. a commitment by the Government to bear the expense of reduction. Neither do we. consider state-ments- by -himthat the Government -"would have to pay for the actual
cost of changing from RC to MC" (Tr. 188) cstobligatiing the Govei'nment toreimbirse appellant for ajicostsolaimed by.it..
The Costs disallowed by- the. contracting officer are of two general
ateories.Q. relates~t x-pensesin- connection, with the unused RC
asphalt which was on hand at the site on April 25, 1961, when the,
Government decided to ehange the type of asphalt tojbe used, amounting to $274.15,. The second. cater, amounting to $3,262.59, involved
expenses relating to the storage And subsequent conversion at Thunderhead's facility of the excess RC asphalt to penetration asphalt which
was done in an effort to mitigate damages. Also refused was reimbursemerit in tle, amount of. (1) $82.68 for New,Mexico sales tax, and. (2)
$256.68 representing a charge imposed on Thunderhead by the State of
New Mexico and passed on to appellant. Lacking any agreement with
respect to the allowability-of the items of cost in disput , 'the test we
must eloy is whether they are the direct as distinct from remote,
results of the change.
At the time of the change, 50.14 tons of RC asphalt were on hand
at the site. As a consequence of the change it'was not used and was
returned to the supplier. As a further result of the change appellant
sustained a labor and equipment standby loss. The contracting officer
correctly allowed appellant to be reimbursed for the cost of transporting the asphalt to the site and 'back to Thunderhead, amounting to
$514.56.H
He denied, however, appellant's claim for $100.28 to cover the
6ost of pumping the RC. asphalt, at' the rate of $2 per ton-onto and
off.of the truck on which it was transported. With respect to rented
equipment rendered idle while the change was effected the contracting offier allowed the full' amount claimed, $593, for the distributor
(truck and; boot trailer) and a-wheel steel roller, but disallowed a
charge for'$15 for a pickup truck. He also allowed appellant reimbursement for only: 16 hours of its bootman's idle time, instead of
24 hours, at the rate of $3.14 per hour and denied an additional claim
for the bootman's subsistence, for 3 days at $6 a day, or $18, and'foreman's compensation for two days at $40 per day amounting, to $80.
The contracting, officer also' reduced the overhead rate claimed from
15 percent to 10 percent.
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We find that the pumping charge; in th' sum'of'a $100.8 wa a
separate item not included in'tha cost of transportati6i aid actually
incurred as a necessary step in the hauling process without which
transportation was impossible.14 it'directly flowedfrom the change
and it is allowable. We also find on the basis of unrefuted testimony
that appellant's bootman was idle for an additional eight hours'for
which appellant is entitled to be reimbursed 'in the- sum of*$25.12.
However, there is no'contractual basis under which appellant may
be compensated for the bootman's subsistence and 'the'contracting
officer properly disallowed this'item. And, the appellant submitted
no proof to contravene the contracting officer's' finding that the foreman's time was covered 'in overhead. As to the pickup truck,' the
appellant did not overcome the determination by the contracting
officer that "such a vehicle serves numerous purposes on a project of
this type and there is no evidence that the vehicle was, in fact,' not
in' use as a result of the change in specifications." 36 Nor, for the reasons' stafed'in the text accompanying notes 25 and 26, w'tpa,' did the
contracting officer err in reducing appellant's'overhead rate to 10
percent.-7
The other area of costs disallowed by the contracting officer relates
to the excess RC-2 asphalt remaining after the change to MC asphalt
as prime coat material. According 'to the contract (Item No. 310 (4)),
the prime' coat required 310 tons of RC asphalt.' Upon notification
from the appellant that it was ready to comence application of the
prime coat, its supplier procured the entire amount necessary from
the refinery.3 8 This was done in order to protect the price 'quoted appellant in 1960 to take advantage of the economies of bulk purchase,
and also to be in a position to commence deliveries April 17, 1961.39
34Tr. 183-84; Exhibit 34.
ASBCA No.
nSFindings of Fact and Decision, p. 43. See P. M. W. Construction, L.,
11121 (October 14, 1966); 66-2 BCA par. 5901.''
3 Findings of Fact and Decision, p. 42. In contrast 'therewith, the contracting officer
found that the distributor (truck;-and:boot trailer), and 3-wheel roller were not in use
during the shutdown.
37As a result of our determination herein, appellant is entitled to additional overhead in
the amount of $2.51 and additional compensation of-$3.01 to cover'payroll tax and insurance at the rate of 12%, over and above the amounts of $5.02 (overhead on labor) and
$6.03 (payroll tax and insurance), respectively, allowed by-the contracting officer.-indings
of Fact and'Decision; p: 41. The 12 %payroll tax and insurance rate is not in dispute.
38Tr. 192; Exhibit 34.
9 Letter from appellant; dated April 25, 1961, to contracting officer, Exhibit 30; Exhibit
.34; Tr. 186, 195-96.:
:
:
I
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John F. McGill, the manager of Thunderhead Oil & Gas Co., testified at the hearing that it was estimated appellant "would need
fifty tons a day -which is two truckloads, and at that rate it would
take six days to do this job." 40 The first load, consisting of from
49.64 to 60 tons, was delivered and applied on April 24.1' As we have
seen, supra, 50.14 tons delivered on April 25, when appellant was
notified of the impending change to MC -asphalt, were returned to the
supplier. As a result of the change, from 250 to 260.36 tons of RC-2
asphalt (depending on whose figures we accept) were left to be disposed of by the appellant's supplier. There was no market for it.42
The cost of returning it to the refinery in Oklahoma appears to have
been prohibitive.4 The question confronting us is whether the Government is liable to the appellant for any portion or all of the unused
asphalt.
It is clear from the record- that the fRC asphalt proved unsatisfactory for priming.44 As we noted previously, appellant had protested the use of RC asphalt for prime coating before commencing
that work."5 Having specified RC asphalt and having thereafter
changed that specification, the Government is directly responsible for
appellant's acquisition of and subsequent inability to dispose of the
excess. 46 Our next inquiry is the extent of such responsibility, or
put another way, was it-reasonable of the appellant to have kept at
hand the entire supply of RC asphalt required? Considering that RC
asphalt is "rarely used" and not readily available (Tr. 186), and con'0 Tr. 185-6, 195. Mr. McGill further testified (Tr. 15)
; "We have an 84,000-gallon tank,
about a 400-ton tank, that we put material into on a fast-moving item. We ordered this and
had it there all at one time, so we could have it out there in those six. days and it would
be all over."
I
4Exhibits 30, 32, 34. In: Exhibit 80 appellant stated that "nearly 60 ton of RC
asphalt [was] applied on April 24." But In its letter dated May 17, 1961, to the contracting
officer (Exhibit 32) appellant states it "used 53.6 tons of RC asphalt" on April 24. However, in Exhibit 34, Mr. McGill, on behalf of appellant's supplier, stated that 49.64 tons
were delivered April 24. Appellant has furnished no explanation of the discrepancy
between the amount delivered and the varying amounts it claims to have applied.
42Tr. 189, 194; Exhibit 34. In Exhibit 34 Mr. McGill stated: "We have tried several
sources for an outlet for the RC-2 left in our storage and have been unsuccessful. There
is one job in progress at this time that could use this material, however the price that they
have used is prohibitive and we would lose a great deal of money by selling this account."
Further amplification of Mr. McGill's statement does not appear in the record.
I4' Tr. 193. The basis for this conclusion was not given.
44Exhibit 28.
:4 Note 27, supra, referring to Tr. 178.
4
Lehigh Chemical Co., ASBECA No. 8427 (May 24, 1963), 1963 BCA par. 3749; Roscoe

E'ngineering orp. arnd Associates, ASBCA No. 4820 (January 16, 1961),
1-1 BCA
par. 2919. See B. M. Hoflingshead Corporation . United States, :124 Ct. Ci. 681, 684 (1953),
In which the Court said, "We see no justification for throwing upon the plaintiff a loss

which Is a direct result of faulty specifications promulgated by the Government."
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gidering further that the priming would only have taken six days,.
-wehold that appellant acted reasonably in arranging to have its entire source standing by.
Thus, unable to dispose of the remaining RC-2 by economic return
to the refiner or, by prudent resale, appellant and its supplier, in
consultation with the Government, decided to convert it into penetration asphalt, for which there was a ready market (Tr. 193-94).
This was done by evaporating the naphtha from the RC-2 asphalt
(Tr. 193-94). According to Mr. Benton's testimony, Mr. Kubitz
"agreed * * * that this was * * * the least expensive means of
disposing of the asphalt" (Tr. 185, 193). Although available, Mr.
Kubitz was not called upon to offer any contrary evidence and we,
therefore, draw the inference that Mr. Benton's statement is accurate.47 Accordingly, we find that utilization of the procedure employed was reasonable. We consider it a direct result of the change,
and sustain this element of appellant's claim.'
At the hearing, Department Counsel stipulated that the amount
Thunderhead charged appellant for converting the excess RC asphalt
to penetration asphalt was reasonable (Tr. 195). While we have
certain reservations with respect to the amounts involved and the
procedures followed, to which we have alluded in part at notes 40
and 41 and the accompanying text, we hold that Thunderhead's
charge, $3,262.59, is not unreasonable. The Government is bound by
the stipulation. Accordingly, appellant is allowed $3,262.59 for the
costs of conversion to penetration asphalt.
The charge of $256.68 was imposed upon appellant's supplier by
the State of New Mexico, when Thunderhead was unable to furnish
Mc asphalt to the State pursuant to agreement because its entire supply was exhausted by appellant in carrying out the change.48 It represents the additional cost to the State of obtaining MC asphalt elsewhere and was passed on to appellant by Thunderhead. Such an expense is too remote.4 8 And appellant's liability for New Mexico sales
47Thermo Nuclear Wire Indcustries, note 33, supra.
" Tr. 187; Exhibits 37 and 38. The amount is incorrectly stated in the transcript as
"$262.68."
45
Lehigh Chemical
o., note 46, supra,) at 18,709. See Ford-Fielding, Inc., IBCA-303:
(July 2, 1962), 1962 RCA par. 3402. The recent decision (No. 227-65, May lo, 1968), by
the Court of Claims, Cornell Wrecking Company, Inc. v. United States, is distinguishable.
There a contractor whose equipment was, idled by Government delay and kept from use
on another job was held entitled to recover the actual cast it incurred in renting equipment
similar to that idled for use on the other job. Here the cost was incurred, ot by the
contractor, but by its supplier.
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tax in the amount of $82.68 was unsubstantiated.51 It appears to have
been calculated by taking a straight' 2 percent (the New Mexico rate)
of Thunderhead's invoice (Exhibit 33) for $4,131i1 without regard
for its contents: This invoice covers the freight- expenses, the cost of
storing and converting the unused asphalt, and .the charge of $256.68,
spira. Appellant-has furnished. no proof either of any legal authority making it liable for the tax or of payment of the tax. The charge
is therefore disallowed, 'with the opportunity extended to the appellant, during the course of the contracting officer's consideration of the
various matters remanded to him, to establish its validity by providing substantiating information to the contracting officer.

Claim No.

-Additional

Quantities of Excavation-$3,09.97

This is a dispute over the amount of Unclassified Excavation (Item
102(1)), performed by the appellant. Appellant contends it should
be compensated for 314,573 cubic yards, at the contract unit rate of
38 cents per cubic yard. The Government paid for 291,942 cubic
yards.5- In his Findings of Fact and Decision the contracting officer
held tha~t 'the. appellant is entitled to be paid $3,413.54 for an additional 8,983 cubic yards found. to have been performed. 5 2 Appellant
seeks to be compensated in the, amount of $5,186.24 for the remaining
13,648 cubic yards in' controversy. It also requests reimbursement in
the amount of $4,510.19 to cover the cost of retaining the Whiteman
Engineering Co. to measure the quantity of excavation it claims to
have performed.
Under the bid chedule, Item 102(1)" called for 243,251 cubic yards
of unclassified excavation. Mr. Benton testified that appellant first
became aware of an overrun as it was doing the excavation work in
July or August 1960 (Tr. 200-201). Written notice to the Government was given by letter dated November 15, 1960 (Appellant's Exhibit No. 5). Appellant substantially completed excavation that
month. '53By letter dated February 9, 1961, the appellant requested
c Tr. 187; Exhibits 32 and 33. The amount is incorrectly stated in the transcript as
'"$52.15."

"1In par. 13a, p. 52, of his Findings the contracting officer states that appellant was
'paid for 298,984 cubic yards of unclassified, excavation, which includes Item 102(1) Unclassified Excavation, and Item 102(4), Borrow Excavation. The quantity of Item 102(4)
excavation, 7,042 cubic yards, is not in' dispute. Tr. 220-28, 231.
2 Par. 13a., p. 52. Appellant did not accept payment of. this amount. Tr. 232.
"'Tr, 201. The .S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads Intermediate
Construction Inspection. Report, attached as Exhibit A to, Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief,
shows that excavation was 100% complete" on December 19, 1960, the date of inspection.
We note that the Report states that the resident engineerparticipated in the inspection,
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payment for the overrun (Appellant's Exhibit No. 7). Thereafter, by
Change Order No. 5, dated February 22, 1961, the quantity of Unclassified Excavation was increased by 43,467 cubic yards, to 286,718
cubic yards (Exhibit 12). Appellant objected to this figure as too
"low" (Tr. 204). Following discussions with the Government's resident
engineer, apellant hired the Whiteman firm to compute the amount
of excavation performed (Tr. 205-06, 234, 264). On July 27, 1961, by
virtue of Change Order No. 8, the Government increased the quantity
by an additional 5,224 cubic yards, to 291,942 cubic Yards (Exhibit
15). Appellant filed its claim on August 7, 1961, based upon Whiteman's calculations (Exhibits 51-55). Subsequently,. as we. have seen,
the contracting officer found that appellant was entitled to be compensated only for an additional 8,983 cubic yards. It is incumbent upon
us to determine the amount of excavation performed.
In arriving at the over-all amount of its claim appellant considered
the following quantities: (1) roadway and side borrow excavation,
270,759.15 cubic yards (2) channel changes and CMP inlet and outlet: excavation, 33,912.43 cubic yards (3) ditch and dike excavation,
7,332 cubic yards (4) roadway excavation (not included in (1)),
1,369.50 cubic yards; and (5) side borrow excavation (not included
in (1) ), 1,200 cubic yards. 5 4 Only the first item was based upon. actual
field measurements by the Whiteman firm (Tr. 243-44, 324-25). The
other figures were derived from the Government's data and the Co1tract documents (Tr. 212-17,244)..
Mr. Whiteman testified at considerable length with respect to the
measurements his firm made. His qualificatiols were not disputed by
the Government."5 The work was done under his supervision and
control (Tr. 240). In computing the volume of excavation he used the
average-end-area method required by article 9.1 of. the General Requirements of the contract (Tr. 237). He first obtained from the Government its cross-sections for every station of the entire length of the
project (Tr. 236). He had a cross-section taken wherever the Government had taken one (Tr. 237). The quantity of excavation that Mr.
Whiteman "came up with" by this method was 270,759.15 cubic yards
(Tr. 243; Exhibits 54 and 55). He made no, or only a small, allowance
Exhibit 55. As will hereinafter appear, the figures shown for items (4) and (5) were
not obtained in the same manner as the amounts set forth for items () through (3).
O'Mr. Whiteman Is a registered engineer and land surveyor in the State of New Mexico,
experienced in making cross-sections of highways. Tr. 233, 250-51. Department Counsel
stipulated "to the fact that Mr. Whiteman had credentials to be out there,'and that he did
perform this work * * ." Tr. 235.
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for a margin of error.5 6 Rather, he "averaged" out differences (Tr.
264,269).
The Government contended that Mr. Whiteman's figures are suspect
because his firm's cross-sections were made after subbase material was
in place. 57 Mr. Whiteman, however, explained that the increased thickness resulting from the presence of the subbase was taken into consideration (Tr. 255). According to him it is not more difficult to get
an accurate cross-section after rolled and compacted material has
been placed over the subgrade (Tr. 257, 268-69), but taking a crosssection on the subgrade is preferable (Tr. 261). In any event, Mr.
Whiteman claimed that the Government also made cross-sections after
the subbase was on. 58
Mr. Kubitz was the sole witness for the Government. When asked
if the cross-sections taken by the Government -were of "raw subgrade,
before any material was dumped on top," he replied, "I believe they
were, yes" (Tr. 278). He stated that it is Bureau of Indian Affairs'
standard practice to take cross-sections on raw subgrade "insofar as
possible" (Tr. 278). He criticized Mr. Whiteman's method for taking
into account "theoretical thickness," as set forth in the specifications
and not actual thickness (Tr. 280-81, 286-87). Mr. Kubitz also challenged Mr. Whiteman's figures because they were unsupported by any
document which would show the appellant's computations broken
down. He, on the other hand, relied on a Government worksheet, undated, entitled "Gallup Area Office Final Audit Excavation Quantities
Proj. N12(5)" and "Gallup Area Office Filal Audit Ditches and
Dikes-Channel changes-Inlet and outlets and borrow Proj. N12 (5) "
(Government's Exhibit No. A). According to Mr. Kubitz, the worksheet "lists the quantities of materials found to be properly measured
or actually audited" (Tr. 285). He testified that the worksheet showed
roadway excavation in the amount of 260,965.6 cubic yards and "a total
of 47,001.4 yards in the way of channels, which is borrow inlet and
outlet ditches, ditches and dikes, and inlet and outlet ditches not measured, of a minor nature, in which we used the planned quantities as
shown on the plans" (Tr. 288-89). The total amount set forth on the
worksheet is 307,967.0 cubic yards (Tr. 289).
Mr. Kurbitz testified that he believed the cross-sections shown were
taken during November and December 1960, possibly between October
1960 and January 1961 (Tr. 290-29i). He stated that the figures on
" Tr. 256, 262. Mr. Whiteman testified that a "normal" margin of error would be 1 or
11/2 %.Tr. 244.
57 Tr. 278, Government's Post-Hearing Brief, pp. 13-14.
5 Tr. 261. Ie testified: "They were taking cross-sections at the same time we were out
there."
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the worksheet were taken from computation sheets, but he did not
recall if the computation sheets indicated any Government crosssectioning after January. 5 9 He said that some cross-sectioning was
done after Change Order No. 5, in order to correct an oversight (Tr.
295, 298). He did not know who performed or supervised the field
work after February 22,1961 (Tr. 298). He did not know if any field
work was done after Change Order Number 8 was issued (Tr. 299).
We hold that by a preponderance of the evidence the appellant has
established its claim in respect to the quantity of roadway and side
borrow excavation in dispute. First, the appellant has demonstrated
that the volume was computed by the average-end-area method provided for under the contract. There is no positive showing that the
Government utilized this technique in arriving- at its figure. While
the Government has criticized appellant for taking cross-sections over
subbase, it appears that the Government was itself not free of this
practice. We recognize the possibility of error in appellant's figure,
on account of the presence of the subbase, but in the circumstances the
assumption that the Government inspectors required the installation
of subgrade to a proper depth would seem to be warranted.
The Government's case is replete with miscalculation. For example,
to explain why the Government's "figures went up with each change
or change order, or audit," Mr. Kutbitz testified:
As we pursued our audit we further analyzed what had been included, " * *
and what had been provided for the roadway excavation, and checking the
plans to determine whether all quantities had been included as indicated by
the plans; either from plan quantities or actual measurements determined 'that
those additioal quantities should have been incorporated in this thing, and by
the time the final audit was completed we had checked every item in the plans
in order to determine that the measurements had been. made or accounted for
by plan quantities (Tr. 307). (Italics supplied.)

The foregoing explanation leaves us with doubts as to the accuracy
and completeness of the Government's original approach to its obligation to measure the quantities.
Even more serious are our reservations concerning the Government's worksheet on which it has placed so much emphasis. Undated,
of unknown authorship, and containing no station by station breakdown of the figures appearing thereon, it has little probative value.
Moreover, the figures are written in pencil and are in part illegible.
5

1Tr. 291. The Government's Exhibit No. A does not indicate, when the cross-sectioniig
was done.
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But the most serious deficiency of the worksheet is the fact that the
figures listed thereon do not actually add up to the amounts claimed by
the Government. According to the Board's calculations, the Government's total of 260,965.6 is incorrect and should be 265,751.5, and the,
Government's total of 47,001.4 is also incorrect and should be 49,016.4.60
In corroboration of our, findings is the affidavit of Mr. Whiteman
sworn to August 20, 1965, and the attached exhibit (designated "B")
which appellant submitted with its Post-Hearing Brief.l The 25
sheets constituting the exhibit are said to be: "true and exact copies of
the computations, or results of computations, made by," or under the
direction of Mr. Whiteman. The first 22 sheets "reflect the stations
* * 'where road excavation had been made which were cross-sectioned"'
and "the results of the actual cross-section." The subtotals shown at
the bottom of each page in turn total 249,974.99 cubic yards. The remaining three sheets "show the revisions in the cross-section which
were necessary because of the presence of [the] base course or topping
material in place. The hickness* * was determined from the Government's Engineers and records. *
The resulting adjustment,,
in the amount of 2),784.16. cubic yards (which is the total of the. subtotals shown at the bottom of the last three pages), was added to the
first amount to arrive at 270,759.15 cubic yards, the amoLnt of appellant's claim for roadway and side borrow excavation.62
The remainder of appellant's overrun claim relates to channel
changes and 'CMP inlet and outlet excavation, amounting to 33,912.43
cubic yards; ditch and dike excavation, 7,332 cubic yards; roadway
excavation (not included elsewhere), 1,369.50 cubic yards.; and side
borrow excavation .(not included elsewhere), 1,200 cubic yards. In
arriving at the first amount appellant accepted four quantities derived
from cross-section by the Government, 150 cubic yards, 28,069.70,
638.60, and 1,104.80.63 The balance is based upon "quantities shown
on [the] plans" (Exhibit 55).
The volume of ditch and dike excavation was computed "from the
lengths shown on the plan, 'and actually checked in the field." One
e Included in the Government total for channel changes, inlet and outlet and ditch and
dike excavation is 7,041.6 cubic yards of borrow for which appellant was paid pursuant
to Item 102(4) and Is not in dispute. Tr. 227.
'61 Testimony offered by 'affidavit in a case where a hearing is conducted is accorded
extremely limited weight. See Kean Construction Company, Inc., IBCA-501-6-65 (Aprli 4,
1967), 74 I.D. 106, 108, 67-1 BCA par. 6255. We note that Department Counsel has not
objected to consideration of the affidavit and exhibit.
61Unfortunately, it is impossible to make a meaningful comparison between the sheets
attached to Mr. Whiteman's affidavit and the Government's worksheet because of. the
absence of detail and breakdown on the latter.
E5
Exhibit 55, "CMP Inlet and Outlet Excav. and Channel Changes"; Tr. 213.
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ditch was cross-sectioned by the Government and the resulting figure,

2,949 cubic yards was accepted by appellant.

4

The volume of roadway excavation not otherwise included "represents material in a rock cut" (Tr. 25). it could not be' measured by
cross-section and was estimated by the appeilant "on the basis of' the
approximate width, depth and length removed' and replaced." 65
Lastly, the side borrow excavation figure, not included on the Whiteman cross-section, appears to be an accurate estimate "based on the
approximate width, depth and length of the cut.66
The Government has not furnished convincing proof casting doubt
upon these figures. Accordingly, we hold that the appellant has established the foregoing amounts by a preponderance of the evidence. We
find that as to this aspect of its claim the quantity of excavation is
43,813.93 cubic yards. Therefore, the total amount of excavation for
which appellant is entitled to be compensated under Item 102(1) is
314,573 cubic yards. Deducting the previous payments made or
allowed, 6 7 appellant is awarded an additimal $5,186.24.'
However, we affirm the contracting 6fficer's disallowance of the cost
of retaining the Whiteman firm to make the measurements on appellant's behalf. This charge is an expense of preparing or prosecuting a
claim of the type which we have denied above.6 8

Claim No. 5-Additiona Costs for Crushiing awid Redmctio'n of
Plasticity inde-4-$33,012
Under section (a) of Article 6.1 of the General RequiIrements of the
contract, the appellant was obligated to furnish all material required
for; performance except when "otherwise stated i the 4pecifications."

With respect to Bid Schedule Items No.' 104(2), Special Subbase,
Grading A; No. 200(4), Crushed Aggregate Base, Gradin gSpecial;
and No. 317(1), Plant Mixture, the Fuzzy Mountain Pit was designated, pursuant to Sheet 4 (entitled "Material Pit Location and Classification") of the plans, as the- source of much material. It is
undisputed that adequate quantities of the material warenot in fact
available from the pit."9 However, the contracting officer found "that
6p Tr.. 214

Exhibit 55, "Ditch and Dyke Excavation."
Exhibit 55; Tr. 215-16.
.i
6 Exhibit 55; Tr. 216-17.
67 See notes 51 and 62, aupr, and accompanjing'text.
i
S See authorities cited In note 15, upra, and accompanying text.
66The contracting officer found that "adequate quantities of specification materials were
not in fact available from the" Fuzzy Mountain Pit. Findings of Fact, par. 17.a., p. 61.
S

316-160-68
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the Government fully discharged its obligation to the contractor regarding the matter of inadequate availability of specification materials from Designated Fuzzy Mountain Pit No. 2" (Findings, par.
17c, p. 62). The appellant, to the contrary, contends that the Government made only a partial equitable adjustment and failed to cover its
"increased rushing costs vhich were necessary to modify the pit
material" so as to comply with the spnecifications.' 0 Such costs allegedly
amount to $33,012.
Appellant maintains that after beginliing operations at the piit
became obvious that the pit did not contain iaterial to meet the contract needs and tat it thereuon becaie obligatory fbr the Governmenlt to designate another source and make un equitable adjustment in
accordance with section (c) of Article 6.1 of the General Requirements. 7 ' The problem appellaint encoupiter-ed was that the material obtained exceeded the plasticity index of three.imposed by the contract
(Tr. 345, 389-90). Instead of designtting anlother source, however, the
Government required appellantto blend' the inadequate material with
blow sand in order to reduce the plasticity index to the contractual
standard.72 The addition of blow sand adversely affected compliance
with the gradation requirepents of the contract and appellant was
caused to incur additional brushing osts." The appellant arrived at
the amount of its claim allegedly by comparig its production records
for the items in question with its records for producing the same material from the sane pit for a subsequept project (N12 (5A)), and subtracting the difference.'4 Appellant maintains that its significantly
7' Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 36.

"Tr. 36-63. Article 6i (c) reads :
"Designated sources: In ase certain pits * * * are identified
* * as 'designated
sources,' the Contractor is relieved of any * * * responsibility for the quantity of acceptable
material therein. Should it develop that a designated source contains insufficient mateHal
to meet the contract needs, the Contracting Officer icill designate another source, under
Clause 3 General Provisions, Standard Form 23A [Changes]., in which event an equitable
adjustment will be mnade, if considered necessary in payment for materials furnished from
the new source and in ontracttime." (Italics supplied.)
Appellant contends that its letter dated November 8, 1960 (Exhibit 61) constituted a
request for a substitute pit. Tr.:383-84:
72 Tr. 349, 363-64, 37; letter of Contracting Officer to appellant, dated November: 16,
1960, Exhibit 62. Appellant suggested the addition of sand in its letter of November 8, 1960
(Exhibit 61).
Tr. 349-50, 364. Appellant's position is stated as follows at pp. 12-13 of its Brief:
"7 * * [T]he problem of production of the 3 types of materials from the inadequate
[sic] designated source was not solved by the simple addition of blow.sand. The.addition
of blow sand, which is extremely fine material caused the compliance by the Contractor
with the gradation requirements to become extremely difficult. In other words, a plasticity
index of less than 3 was obtained at the expense of gradation. The only way to provide
for the accommodation of the blow sand which was added.to these materials was to waste
in the crushing operation all of the, fine materials, which were plastic, in order to permit
the physical addition of: the fine .blw sand which w as relatively non-plastic and still
comply with the gradation requirements."
14Tr. 352-53, 372-74; Appellant's letter, dated October IS, 1962, pp. 34, Exhibit 60.
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increased production in project N12 (SA) was due to the Government's relaxation of the unduly restrictive plasticity and gradation
requirements contained in this contract . 7 5
The following table shows how appellant arrived at its claim: 76
Project N12(S)
Bid
Schedule
Items

104(2)-200(4)3l7(;1>

Project N12(A)

Difference
Costl
Ton

Tons/
Day

Cost/:
Ton

Tonsl
Day

Cost/
Ton

1673
1457

$0. 86
$1.28

2034
2052

$0.71
$0.91

$0.15
$0.37

35,735
50,294

-

-$0.47

19,244

-

- :-

Total
Tonnage

Additional
Cost

$5, 360. 00
$18,608.00
$9. 044. 00
$33, 012. 00

The figures shown in the cost/ton columns are based upon appellant's
alleged expenses in operating its "basic equipment," including labor,
payroll taxes, insurance, fuels, lubricants and overhead, which total
"'approximately $1.450 per day, and $1,870 per day when certain
additional equipment" is also used (Exhibit 60, p. 3).
According to the contracting officer, "provision was made to compensate the contractor for the additional operating costs of producing
the blended blow sand and aggregate by payment for that material at
full contract unit prices" for items 104(2), 200(4), and 317(1).77 It
appears that the Government at one point contended that it could
have compensated appellant at the substantially lower unit rate for
blow sand, which falls within the Selected Borrow, Topping Category
of the contract. 78 Having, instead, paid appellant at the higher unit
rates it is apparently the Government's position that appellant's
crushing cost was-reflected in such payment and appellant was therefore "fully compensated for [its] additional operating costs for
producing the blended aggregate7 9
The contracting officer expressly recognized the inadequacy of the
75Tr. 438-39, 443-45. Appellant's contention is that the Government [c]apriciously
and arbitrarily ignored and failed to eforce gradation and P.I. [plasticity index] specifications on the next Project, N12(5A), in a transparent attempt to cover up their prior
actions on this project and in order to avoid a similar claim on N12i(5A). But the Governments representatives refused to officially make the changes in the gradation and P.I.
requirements on N12(5A) which had been repeatedly requested on this project, N12(5),
lest they admit that they were in error." Appellant's Post-Hearing Brief, pp. 37-38.
' Exhibit 60, pp. 3-4;- Tr. 372-73,
'Findings of Fact, par. 17.c, p. 62. The unit prices are $1.10/ton for Item 104 (2),
$1.25/ton for Item 20((4), and $3.20/ton fot Item 317(1).
S
r. 369-70. That item is 102 (6a). Its unit rate is $0.45/ton.
0 Government's Statement of Position and Brief, p. 12.
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designated its Although no such contention was made, and any
further discussion in that regard is unnecessary to this decision, it
appears that the inadequacy of the pit constituted a changed condition,8 ' which required the: blow sand to: be utilized. In athorizing
such utilization, the Governimenit effected a-constructive change for
which appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment. 8 2 The Government, therefore, properly recognized that such an adjustment was
due.
In our view, however, the additional compensation appellant received 83 was insufficient. Mr. Benton testified that customarily "any
blended filler is paid for at the price oflwhat it's added to" (Tr. 397).
His testimony was unrefuted by the Government. Accordingly, we hold
that the additional compensation at the contract unit rate for items
104(2), 200(4) and 317(1), rather than at the lower blow sand rate,
covered only the addition of the sand and did not include reimburseiment for any attendant difficulties arising therefrom. We find that
the increased crushing and the resulting problem in meeting the
gradation requirements are a direct consequence of the change for
which appellant should be compensated by means of an equitable
adjustment. We also hold that appellant gave reasonable notice to
the Government of this claim first by its letter dated November 8, 1960
(Exhibit 61) and then by reserving it in its release and is not now
barred from maintaining it.84 In this connection, we not6 that even if
appellant unreasonably delayed in giving formal notice of its claim,
prompt notice is unnecessary where, as here, the contracting officer,
in fact knew of the circumstances that form the basis of the claim,
actually considered. the claim on its merits without protesting appellent's lack of timeliness, and did not maIke a showing of ensuing
prejudice to the Government,
Appellant, however, has established only that it is entitled to an
additional equitable adjustment, without adequately substantiating
the quaitum thereof. In the first place, appellant has furnished. us
s0See note 69,

upra.

See Nielsen, IncorporateS, IBCA-525-11-65 (October 30, 1967), 67-2 BCA par.
6667; Harris Pavinbg aed Construction Co., IBCA-487-3-65 (July 31, 1967), 74 I.D. 218,
67-2 BCA par. 6468; WalshRivers, AACAP No. 66-27 (June 30, 1966), 66-1 BCA
par. 5664; Bregncan Construction Corp., ASBECA No. 9000 (September 22, 1964), 1964
BCA par. 4426.
82See Bregman Construction Corp. and Harris Paving and Construction Co., note 81,
supra.
83There is no showing in the record of the amount of such compensation paid appellant.
8 Release of claims, dated September 30, 1961, Exhibit 24.
85Korshoj Construction Cosmpany,. IBCA-321 (August 27, 1963):; 70 I.D. 400, 402,
1963 BCA par. 3848.
'
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with bare conclusions.de-oid .of proof.i6 There is no itemization or
other reliable evidence in the record to support appellant's contention that its cost was $1,450 or $1,870 per day. We also do not know
how much time was spent in performance of the work.
In the second place calculation of the additional adjustment on the
basis of a comparison o costs of performing items 104(2), 200(4),
and 317 (1) under this contract and in subsequent performance of proj ect N12 (5A) using the same pit, should be resorted to only if there
is no other equitable method. The specifications; for both projects are
similar but clearly not identica. 8 7 Comparison is therefore not a wholly
reliable guide. With respect to item 104(2), the plasticity and gradation.. requirements differ. With respect to item 200(4), the plasticity
indices are the same, but the gradation requirements: differ, albeit
slightly. Only with respect to item 317(1) are the plasticity and gradation requirements identical. In making a meaningful comparison
allowance must be made for the differences in specifications and also
for the possibility that special efforts were lade to achieve efficiency
in performing the subsequent work in order to 'heighten the differences.
Moreover, if there W,is any unofficial relaxation of,requirements by the
Government in project NI2 (5-A) (appllant has failed to so establish),
the costs ,incurred in project N12(SA) are rendered, even more irrelevant to appellant's costs lere.
Accordingly, this appeal is sustained and remllanded to the contracting officer to determine the equitable adjustment to which appellant
is entitled. In the event of continued dispute, appellant may again
invoke its rights before this Board.ClaimNo. 6-Costof Overtime Wages-$7,000
At the hearing tle parties offered no testimony and stipulated that
our decision with respect to: Claim No. 1 under Contract No. 14-200600-6397X,-spra, woild also be determinative of this claim (Tr. 450).,
We dismissed the earlier claim. In accordance with the agreement of
the parties we hereby disniss this claim.
Clain No. 7-Deducotion of $1,717.6 Fron Fiinal Paymrent
At the time of final aceeptance of the work on June 29, 1961, com-,

plete agreement as to the' quantities of certain items could not be
SSee table and text accompanying note 76,
87

supra.

Tr. 419-22. See table in:Findings of Fact, par. 17d., p. 56.
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reached between the parties." Thereafter, on November 17, 1961, the
Government issued its final audit report which had the effect of chalging the quantities and monetary values of such items as they appeared
on the final construction report, dated July 28, 1961.89 As a consequence
the monetary values of the quantities were reduced by a total of
$1,717.61. Accordingly, the contracting officer deducted that amount
from the payment due appellant, pursuant to Article 7.13 of the General Requirements of the contract. 9 0
Appellant has not questioned the Government's authority to act
uinder Article 7.13, nor do we. What appellant does contend is that
the reduction is unjustified. Its emphasis is on items for 24-inch and
30-inch piping, which together account for a reduction of $1,734.60.
Appellant maintains that the Government required it to remove
30-inch pipe in one area as unwarranted by drainage conditions there
and to use it elsewhere where 24-inch pipe is customary (Tr. 454-55).
Thus, appellant speculates, in making a field audit for purposes of
the final audit report the Government assumed that the 30-inch pipe
was 24-inch pipe (Tr. 455). Appellant also claims that, at the Government's direction, it hauled 150 to 160 feet of 24-inch pipe to the BIA
maintenance yard at Fort Defiance instead of installing it (Tr. 45556). According to appellant, if the Government's final figures are
based upon actual remeasurement in the field, the 150 to 160 feet of
24-inch pipe hauled to Fort Defiance would not then be included
(Tr.456).
The appellant, however, has not furnished any evidence to support
the foregoing allegations. It is inciumbent upon appellant to show
why its calculations were more accurate and how the Government's
were incorrect. It is not enough to assert that the Government should
FFindings of Fact, pars. 20-21, pp. 70-71; Final Audit Report, dated November 17,
1961, Exhibit 56.
; Final Construction Report,, dated July 28, 1961, Exhibit 73. A list of the items
affected appears in a table included in the Findings of Fact, par. 22, pp. 71-72.
0 "Article 7.13 No Waiver of Legal Rights: The Government shall not be precluded
or estopped by any: measurement, estimate or certification made either before or after
the completion and acceptance of the work and payment therefor from showing the true
amount and character 'of the work performed and materials furnished by the Contractor,
nor from showing that any such measurement, estimate or certificate is untrue or is
incorrectly made, nor that the work or materials do not in fact conform to the contract.
The Government shall not be precluded or estopped, notwithstanding any such measurement, estimate or certificate and payment In accordance therewith from recovering from
the Contractor or his sureties or both such 'damages as it may sustain by reason of the
Contractor's failure to comply with the terms of the contract. Neither the acceptance by
the Contracting Officer, nor any payment for or acceptance of the whole or any part
of the work, nor any extension of time, nor any possession taken by the Contracting
Officer shall operate as a waiver of any portion of the contract or of any power herein
reserved, or of any right to damages. A waiver of any breach of the contract shall not
be held to be a waiver of any other or subsequeiit breach
.V
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not have modified the earlier figures, or to contend that those figures
are more acceptable than the figures set forth in the final audit report.
Because the appellant 'has not sustained its burden of proof, the claim
is denied.
Conract No. 14-20-0600-7004, Project:N12S (2A) 2 & 4 Claim, for
Excess Cover Aggregate-$,250
This contract was in the original amount of $458,851.35 and required.
the construction of 10.739 miles of roadway, on Route 12 and Round
Rock Spur, from Round Rock to Lukaehukai Creek Bridge, on the
Navajo Indian Reservation, in Apache County, Arizona, about 150
miles northwest of Gallup, New Mexico. Only one claim was filed
under this contract. It arose from an underrun of Cover Aggregate,
Grading Special, Type 3, Seal Coat (Item 313 (4) of the Bid
Schedule)'.
Item 313(4) called for 2,230 tons of cover aggregate. The actual
amount required by the Government was 1,272.7 tons, resulting in
an underrun of 957.3 tons.9 1 Appellant's claim is based upon an additional 500 tons allegedly produced and stockpiled by it in excess of
the Government's requirement. 92 These 500 tons were, according to.
appellant, "left remaining on the project after" conpletion.5 3 The
compensation sought is $2,250, computed at the rate of $4.50 a ton. 4
At the hearing, Mr. Hamilton, appellant's president acknowledged
that the Government notified it "that there would be an under-run
on * * Item 313(4)" (Tr. 484). Nevertheless, appellant contends,
the Government is liable for the extra 500 tons produced because the
Government required only "55 or 57 percent" of the quantity stated.
in Item 313(4) and should have been able to estimate the quantity
"'Change Order No. 2, dated December 4, 1962, 'Exhibit 5. The change order decreased
the monetary amount for over aggregate by $7,275.48.
owever, the over-all effect of
the change order was to increase the contract price by $16,346.13. By Change Order
No. 1, dated November 9, 1962, the contract price had been reduced to 457,959.35.
Exhibit 4.
D2Tr. 482. However, appellant's president testified that it produced 1,900 tons. Tr'
4S4-85. The difference between' 1,900 and 1,272.7 is 627.3 tons and not 50 tons. The
discrepancy was unexplained.
93 Tr. 481. The contracting officer found that approximately 240 tons of non-specification
cover aggregate was stockpiled on Government'land. Findings of Pact and Decision dated
June 13, 1963, par. 16(3) (a), p. 15.
9' Notice of claim, dated December 10, 1962, Exhibit A-1. In the notice of claim the
figure of $4.50 per ton Is represented as appellant's "cost of producing and stockpiling
this material in its present 'condition." At the 'hearing, however, 'appellant's president
testified that the actual cost per' ton was several dollars higher. Tr. 482, 488.
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required more closely (Tr. 484).. Appellant
aintains, in addition,
that one official who served as contractilg officer orally agreed to pay
this claim (Tr. 487-89).
It is clear from the terms of the contract that the quantities stated
in the Bid Schedule were only estimates and were not intended to
be guaranteed. Article 9.2 of the General Requirements provides that
payment "will be made only for the actual quantities of contract
items performed." 95 Article 4.2 of the General Requirements constitutes an express recognition that quantities stated were subject to
change.96 It provides for an adjustment of contract price in the event
of increase or decrease in quantity only if (1) a major item or the
original contract amount is altered by 25 percent 9 (2) a substantial
change is made in the plans and specifications affecting the character
of the work to be performed under a pay item, or (3) the original
length of the road is increased or decreased by 25 percent. However,
these exceptions are not applicable here. Cover aggregate is not a
mnajor item under the terms of the contract9 8 It is unquestionably a
minor item, constituting less than 4 percent of the total price. There
is also no proof that the reduction of the quantity of cover aggregate
resulted from a substantial change in the plans and specifications
affecting the character of the work performed under that item.99
95See also Article 313-4.1 of FP-61, incorporated by reference into this contract by
means of Standard Form 23, dated February 16, 1962, Exhibit 1. Article 313-41 reads
in pertinent part: "The quantities to be paid for shall be the number of * * * tons of
cover aggregate used in the accepted work."
56

"4.2

Changes

in

Dracings and

Speificatioes-Adjustmeat in

Qantities. It

is

mutually agreed that it is inherent in the nature of the type of construction work to be
performed under this contract that minor changes in the plans and specifications may
be necessary during the course of construction to adjust them to field conditions and
that it is of the essence of the contract to recognize a normal and expected margin
of change within the meaning of the Clause 3, 'Changes,' General Provisions, Standard
Form 23A as not requiring or permitting any adjustment of contract prices, provided
that any change or changes do not result in one of the following: [three exceptions
outlined above in text].
"Any adjustment in contract time or.compensation because of adjustments in quantities
or changes resulting in one or more of the conditions described in (1), (2), and (3) of
the foregoing paragraphs shall be made in accordance with the provisions of articles 8.6
and 9.3 respectively." Article &6 relates to extensions of time and is not relevant here.
97A "major item" is defined in Article 1.2 of the General Requirements as a "pay item"
designated as a major item in the bid schedule. Article 9.3 of the General Requirements
governs changes in quantities of major items of more than 25% of the original contract
amount.
9BPage 1, Bid Schedule, designates "major items."
99In addition to regulating payment for changes in major items (note 97, supra),
Article 9.3 provides:
"An equitable adjustment shall be made in the basis of payment as provided in
Article 4.2, if:
"The changes ordered by the Contracting Officer under Clause 3, Changes, General.
Provisions, Standard Form 23A, involves substantial changes in the plans and specifications or in the character of the work to be performed under the contract. The amount of
any equitable adjustment and any adjustment in contract time shall be incorporated in
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Cover aggregate is merely a "earing surface," cohsisting of very
small rock, or chips, used to cover the surface of the road (Tr. 482).
The reduction in quantity resulted only in a decrease in the weight
of the cover aggregate applied per square yard of road (Tr. 486).
Lastly, there is no allegttion or other indication that the original
length of the road was altered by 25 percent.
In giving effect to the provisions of Article 4.2 and the related
clauses of the contract, we find no conflict with the position taken
from time to time by the Court of Claims and most recently in
Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc. v. United States (Ct. Cl.- No. 23961, June 14, 1968). That position is that a clause such as Article 4.2
dininishes the scope of the Changes clause. In dealing with a provision such as Article 4.2 the Court "will construe the agreement, to
the extent it is fairly possible to do so, so as not to eliminate the
standard article [the Changes clause] or deprive it of most of its
ordinary coverage" (Slip opinion, p. 2). The Court thereupon held
that a contractor who sustained an overrun of less than 25 percent of
an estimated bid quantity was nevertheless entitled under the Changes
clause to a equitable adjustient, despite the presence of a provision in the nature of Article 4.2, because such provisions are not "the
exclusive means for obtaining a changes idjustment" (Slip opinion,,
p. 24). That is to say, according to the Court, even with the limitation imposed by a provision such as Article 4.2, when a "contractor is
required, because of unforeseen field conditions, to do, within the
prescribed percentage limits, a greater or lesser quantity of work
than could be originally estimated * * a change in such circumstances is compensable under the Changes clause if tlie extra costs
so incurred differ materially from the costs reimbursed through unitprice payments" (Slip opinion, p. 23). The Court allowed "a mnodification * * * separate and apart from a modification of the unit
the written change order, subject to the provisions of Clause 3, Changes, General Provisions, Standard Form 23A." This provision reads in the disjunctive. Unquestionably
a reduction of 43 or 45% in the quantity of cover aggregate is a substantial change. In
this respect Article 9.3 conflicts with Article 4.2 which refers to a "substantial
change * 8 * affecting the character of the work to be performed under" item 313(4).
We hold that Article 4.2 governs when an adjustment in quantity should be made and
that Article 9.3 governs how it should be made. The quoted language in Article 93
should not be read in the disjanctive; otherwise the "substantial change * * affecting
the character of the work" clause in Article 4.2 would be rendered meaningless. As we
said in Lloyd B. Tull, Inc., IBCA-574-6-66 (February 15, 1967), 67-1 BCA par. -6137,
at 28,456, "An interpretation which gives a reasonable meaning to all parts of the
contract will be preferred to one which leaves a portion of it, useless, meaningless or
inoperative. No portion of a contract should be construed as being in conflict with
another unless no other reasonable reading is possible."
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price-for the costs of extra work greatly differing from those compensable through unit-price payments."
In our view the result reached in Morrison-Inudsenis not appropriate here. The emphasis in Morrison-Knudsenis upon foreseeability.
The Court (Slip opinion, p. 24) underscored the following quotation
from a previous decision: "But we have held that clauses of this type
do not control when the cost of doing the extra work greatly differs
from the stated unit-price because of factors not foreseen by either
party." 100 There is no factor of unforeseeability present in this case.
Mr. Hamilton acknowledged that the quantity of cover aggregate to
be applied "can vary from 15 to 25 pounds per square yard" (Tr. 484).
Thus, inherent in the nature of the item is the possibility of an extreine variation in quantity. In addition, appellant has made no showing that it actually incurred extra costs as a result of the underrun or
that such extra costs differed materially from the costs reimbursed
through the unit-price payment.
The gravamen of the claim is directed at the Government's responsibility in overestimating the quantity required. Appellant asserts
that the Government should have estimated its actual needs for cover
aggregate with greater precision. If there were support in the record
for this contention appellant's point would be well-taken, provided
appellant had relied on the estimate. The Court of Claims has recently
held that the Government is liable on a breach theory for a negligent
contract estimate, on which a contractor relied, even though the contract contained a "variation in quantity" clause which stated that all
estimated quantities were subject to a 25 percent increase or
decrease.'-0'
But the appellant has failed to establish that the estimate by the
Government was negligently made or that it relied on the estimate.
The mere fact that only 55 or 57 percent of the quantity stated in the
bid schedule was actually required does not in and of itself support a
conclusion of Governnent negligence. According to Mr. Hamilton, the
estimate was based on an application of 25 pounds of cover aggregate
to. every square yard of roadway, while in reality "just a shade over
14 pounds to the square yard" was used (Tr. 486). However, this standing alone does not constitute negligence either, for, as we have seen,
Mr. Hamilton acknowledged that in the discretion of thie contracting
officer's representative on the job, the quantity of cover aggregate to be
Contractors v. United States, 177 Ct. C. 151, 171 (1966).
Womack &: Vorhi6s v. United States, Ct. CL. No. 269-62 (January 19, 1968), 389
F. 2d 793 (1968)..
He
.
I
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applied "can vary from 15 to 25 pounds per square yard" (Tr. 484).
In our view the Government's estimate would be negligent only if the
actual quantity had seriously deviated from these limits.
Mr. Hamilton testified that appellant produced "only 1,900 tons,"
rather than 2,230 tons (the quantity stated in Item 313(4)) because
e were notified that there would be an under-run on this" (Tr.
484-85). It appears that appellant's over-production was either entirely voluntary 102 or else. attributable to its Own inability to control
the quantity produced.19a Pursuant to Article 4.4 of the General Requirenients, the Government is not responsible for an overrun resulting
from appellants over-producetioll.14 It is also well established that a
contractor is not entitled to payment for extra work olunteered.105
Finally, we consider appellant's assertion that the ontracting officrorally bound the Government to pay. this claim. As to it, appellant
has not sustained its burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence.106 In the first place, there is no evidence of any writing
confirming. such an understanding. Mr. Hamilton admitted that the
contracting officer did not confirm the alleoed commitmenit in writing
(Tr. 489). Moreover, such an agreement would be in contravention
of the provisions of Article 4.4. In addition, it appears to us tat: the.
appellant may have read, too mului into the contracting officer's statements. We do not regard this statement attributed to the contracting
officer-"He said if I submitted the $4.50 price on these hips he
thought they would pay it on a claim basis" (Tr. 487)-or this statement--"he seemed to think the Government owed me something on
it" (Tr. 489) as signifying an unequivocal commitment to pay this.
claim.
The claim for excess cover aggregate is denied.
Mr. Hamilton testified (Tr. 483):
"Q. You try to produce just a little more than the Government tells you?.
"A. Yes, sir, this is just like insurance-you try to have a little more so if it does
overrun a little bit, you've got enough to take care of it."
103Mr. Hamilton testified that cover aggregate is "a small, very small, item * * *
almost like making gold, and you only get about 100 ton a day * * * and you try not
to overrun this item at all, if possible." Tr. 482.
e later described it as "a very hard
item to make." Tr. 487.
1"I "In
the event the contractor has produced or processed materials from lands of the
Federal Government in excess of the quantities required for performance of this contract,
the Contracting Officer may take possession of such excess materials, including any
waste material produced as a by-product, without obligation to reimburse the contractor
for the cost of their production, or may require the contractor to remove such materials
and restore the premises to a satisfactory condition at the contractor's expense."
l'o See, e.g., Ruscon
Cnstruction Co., ASBCA No. 9371 (December 22, 1964), 65-1
BCA par. 499.
o See B. E. Hall Construction Compasny, note 15, supra.
102
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Sunbnary and Conclusion
ContractNo. 14-20-0600-6;27
1. Claim No. 1: disanissecd.
2. Claim No. 2: (a) the standby time aspect of the claim is remanded
to the contracting officer (b) appellant is allowed an equitable adjustment of $1,649.50 for the cost of reprocessing (c) denied in all other
respects.
Contract No. 14-20-0600-5880.
3. Claim No. 1: (a) eontracting officer's allowance of $1,396.74 affirmed (b) denied in all other respects.
4. Claim No. 2: (a) contracting officer's allowance of $514.56 affirmed (b) appellant is allowed an equitable adjustment of $130.92
for pumping, bootman's services, overhead and payroll tax insurance
(c) appellant is allowed $3,262.59 for conversion of the excess RC-2
asphalt (d) denied in all other respects, except that during the course
of the contracting officer's consideration of the matter remanded, appellant may seek to establish the charge for New Mexico sales tax.
.5. Claim No. 3: (a) appellant is allowed all additional $5,186.24
(b) denied in all other respects.
6. Claim No. 5: sustained and remanded to the contracting officer
for determination of the equitable adjustment.
7. Claim No. 6: dismissed.
8. 'Claim No.7: denied.
Contract No. 14-20-0600-i004
9}.Claim denied.
SHERMAN P. KIMBALL, Member.

I CONCUR:
DEAN

F.

RAT&ZxAN,

Chairman.
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PROPOSED SALE OF WITHDRAWN LAND BY THE CORPS
OF ENGINXERS
Public Lands: Generally
Withdrawn public domain lands cannot become "surplus" until after determination by the Secretary of the Interior that the lands are not suitable
for return to the public domain.

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act-Surplus Property
Withdrawn public domain lands do not become "surplus" within the meaning
of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act, 40 U.S.C. sec. 471
et seq., until after a determination by the Secretary of the Interior and concurred in by the Administrator of General Services, that the lands are not
suitable for return to the public domain.

Act of July 14, 1960
Lands withdrawn for a harbor improvement project which are excess to
the project are not "surplus property" subject to sale under section 108,
Act of July 14, 1960, 33 U.S.C. sec. 578, ntil after the Secretary of the
Interior determines that the lands are not suitable for return to the public
domain.

II-36749

August 21, 1968

To: DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT.
SUBJECT: PROPOSED SALE OF WITHDRAWN LAND BY THE CORPS OF
ENGINEERS.

Your memorandum of May 10, 1968, concerns certain lands at Coos
Bay, Oregon, which were withdrawn by Executive order in 1889 for
the improvement of Coos Bay and Harbor. The improvements con-.
teinplated by the withdrawal have been completed by the Corps of:
Engineers. The Corps now proposes to sell that portion of the with-

drawn lands which are no longer necessary for harbor improvement
purposes pursuant to section 108 of the Act of July 14, 1960, 74 Stat.
486; 33 U.S.C. sec. 578 (1964). In your memorandum you stated
that:
It is our understanding that the Corps of Engineers can quitclaim land under
the 1960 act only if it is surplus "property" within the meaning of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act. If it is public domain land, even
if surplus to the needs of the Corps, it is not subject to disposal by GSA, and
thus is not subject to disposal by the Corps of Engineers. Public domain land
reverts back to the Bureau of Land Management for administration and, if all
319-197-68_1
75 I.D. No. 8
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other requirements of the law are met, disposal. If we are correct in our reading
of the law, the Corps of Engineers has no authority to quitclaim public domain
land. The determination of whether land surplus to the needs of the Corps of
Engineers is public domain rests with the Secretary of the Interior. And that
determination must be made before the Corps can act.

We would appreciate your opinion.
We agree with your view. Absent an appropriate determination by
the Secretary of the Interior under section 3 of the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, 63 Stat. 378 (1949), as amended,
40 U.S.C. sec. 472(d) (1964), public domain land is not subject to
sale'undet section 108 of the 1960 Act.
During the infancy of this country the Secretary of the Interior was
designated as that officer vested with exclusive jurisdiction "appertaining to the surveying and sale of the public lands of the United States,
or in anywise respecting such public lands." Rev. Stat. 453, 43 U.S.C.
sec. 2. (1964). The Secretary's authority was specifically extended over
military reservations which had been reduced or abandoned. Act of
July 5, 1884, 23 Stat. 103 (repealed 1951).
Partly as a result of the disposals necessitated as an aftermath of
World War II, Congress provided a new machinery for the disposition of "surplus" property. This machinery is embodied in section 3
of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act, spra.
Specific provision is contained therein to avoid derogation of the Secretary's historic role concerning disposals of the public lands. "Property," defined in section 3, excludes the public domain, the minerals
therein (also see 43 U.S.C. sec. 1074), as well as lands and minerals
reserved or withdrawn unless
* * * the Secretary of the Interior * * * determines [they] are not suitable for
return to the public domain for disposition under the general public-land laws
because such lands are substantially changed in character by improvements or
otherwise " * *. 40 U.S.C. § 472(d).

"Surplus property" is separately defined in the same sectiofi as
any
.* excess property not required for the needs and the discharge of the
responsibilities of all Federal agencies, as determined by the Administrator. 40
U.S.C. 472(g).

Section 108 of the 1960 Act creates an additional disposal authority.
It provides, in material part:
() That whenever the Secretary of the Army, upon the recommendation of the
Chief of Engineers, determines that notwithstanding the provisions of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 377), as amended,
with respect to disposal of surplus real property, (1) the development of public
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port or industrial facilities on land which is part of a water resource development project under his jurisdiction will be in the public interest; (2) that such
development will not interfere with the operation and maintenance of the project;
and (3) that disposition of the property for these purposes under this section will
serve the objectives of the project within which the land is located, he may
convey the land by quitclaim deed to a State, political subdivision thereof, port
district, port authority, or other body created by the State or through a compact
between two or more States for the purpose of developing or encouraging the
*
development of such facilities.
The Senate Committee, reporting on this provision, stated that it
had added section 108 to the River and Harbor bill "to authorize the
Secretary of the Army to convey surplus lands at water resource development projects to a State, political subdivision thereof, port district,
port authority, or other body created by a State * * * at the fair
market value * * *." The report pointed out that, as of that time, the
General Services Administration was not authorized to negotiate a sale
of surplus property with an absolute priority as provided for by this
provision. It seems to have been the intention of the Committee to substitute the Secretary of the Army for the Administrator of General
Services to permit the sale of a certain class of "property" which had
become "excess" to the needs of the Corps of Engineers.
The Committee believes that if real property at water resource projects is to be
disposed of, in order to permit its use in furtherance of the development of port
and industrial facilities by public bodies and agencies, adoption of section 108 as
recommended by the committee is highly desirable. It is realized that the major
portion of available land that might be used for the purposes of this section is
located at reservoir projects, yet the provisions would be applicable to any
navigation or water resource development where surplus real property is available. River and Harbor, Beach Erosion Control, and Flood Control Projects, S.
Rep. No. 1524, 86th Cong., 2d Sess., June 6 1960, to accompany H.R. 7634. [Italics
added.]
Withdrawn public domain does not become "property," as defined in
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act, until after the
required determination by the Secretary that the lands are not suitable
for return to the public domain. Absent such a finding the lands remain
part of the public domain and subject to restoration and management
under the public land laws.
The only language'in section 108 of the Act of July 14, 1960, by
which the sale conceivably could be authorized without the required
determination of the Secretary is the phrase which allows the disposal
of lands "notwithstanding the provisions of the Federal Property and
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Administrative Services Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 377), as amended, witl?
respect to disposal of surpluts real property * * *." [Italics added.]
That phrase, however, specifically did not intend section 108 to stpersede all provisions of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act, but only those "provisions
with respect to disposal of
surplus real property
The section in the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act entitled "Disposal of Surplus Property," which was superseded by
section 108, merely sets out the authority and procedures for the disposal of surplus property, 40 U.S.C. sec. 484 (1964). Nowhere in the
provisions of that section is the term "surplus property" defined. Consequently, section 108 of the Act of July 14, 1960, in no way affected
the definition of "surplus property" found in the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act, 40 U.S.C. secs. 472(d) and 4 7 2 (g).
Neither, however, did section 108 provide its own definition of the
"surplus property" which was to be disposed of by the Secretary of the
Army. From an examination of the legislative history of section 108,
it is apparent that the failure was intentional. Rather than providing
a new definition in section 108, Congress adopted the definition of "surplus property" found in the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act. See H.R. Rep. No. 2064, 86th Cong., 2d Sess., 11, 12
(1960).
Since the definition of "surplus property in the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act requires a determination by the
Secretary of the Interior that "the lands are not suitable for return to
the public domain," the Secretary of the Army is without authority to
dispose of withdrawn public domain lands until such a determination
has been inade.
Insofar as it is inconsistent herewith, the memorandum of the Associate Solicitor, J-63-2071.10, dated November 5, 1963, entitled
"Lands Subject to Disposition under Section 108" is overruled.
EDWARD

W"TEINBERG,

Solicitor.
APPEAL OF SCHURR & FINLAY, INC.
IBCA-644-5-67

Decided August 27. 1908

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-Contracts: Performance
or Default: Excusable Delays-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Damages: Liquidated Damages.
Where a contractor under a contract calling for the construction in 90
days of an underground electrical distribution system, promptly submitted
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its proposed equipment list to the Government for advance approval and
conditioned its orders upon such approval, as required by the contract, and
the Government, having knowledge that delivery in compliance with the
contract performance period was uncertain (because the contractor's supplier would not commence production until all details were approved)
delayed in acting on such list and instead issued a change order changing
the switches on transformers to be installed, without changing the contract
completion date, the burden of the uncertainty of delivery was shifted to
the Government and the contractor was entitled to an equitable adjustment
extending the time of performance which reflected the full consequences of
the change, including an allowance for the ensuing delay in delivery of the
equipment, no showing having been made that the equipment could have been
obtained more expeditiously elsewhere.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves an assessment of liquidated damages amounting to $1,710 under a contract for the construction of an underground
electrical distribution system on the campus of the Sherman Institute
in Riverside, California.' In the decision appealed from the contracting officer granted appellant an extension of time of 35 days and
assessed damages at the contract rate of $30 a day for 57 days' delay
found to be unexcusable. By the terms of the contract the work was
required to be performed by October 31, 1965. The contracting officer
found that the work was actually completed 92 days later on February 1, 1966.
The contract was awarded July 20, 1965. The notification of award
contained the admonition: "Do not proceed with the work until specifically authorized to do so by this office." Work was to commence
within 20 days after receipt of the notice to proceed and be completed
within 90 days after receipt of the notice. Appellant acknowledged
receipt of the notice to proceed on August 2, 1965.
The contract called upon appellant, iter alia, to furnish and install
two 225-KVA and five 150-KVA transformers. It required appellant
to "submit for approval within thirty days after receipt of notice to
proceed and before any materials or equipment are purchased, a conplete list of materials and equipment proposed for use on the project." 2
The specifications also gave the utility, the City of Riverside electric
department "inspection privileges" and provided that "materials, construction, and installation" of thetransformers and metering cubicle
x The original contract price of $100,682 was increased to a minor extent by two change
orders (Exhibit 6 and Exhibit 25). Exhibits referred to are contained in the appeal file.
2
Par. 2, "Material Submittal," Technical Specifications, p. TS-1 (Exhibit A).
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"conform to the standards and requirements of the Pacific Utilities
Electric Service." 3
On July 20, 1965, and July 25, 1965, appellant ordered the transforiners and adjunctive switchgear (metering cubicle) from its supplier.4 The orders requested the supplier to provide shop drawings for

submission to the Government for approval and expressly conditioned
the purchase upon obtaining that approval (in accordance with the
contract). Shipment was to occur "when approved." Appellant's supplier acknowledged receipt of the order on July 29, 1965, and noted
that the transformers would be shipped "12 weeks after print
approval." 5 It appears that the fabricator of the switchgear acknowLedged receipt and submitted drawings of the proposed switchgear on
July 30, 1965 .6 It also appears that the switchgear shipping schedule
-was 12 weeks "if it could be built locally (in Los Angeles), or 16 weeks
if factory shipment (from Chicago) is required."
The appellant, it next appears, on August 2, 1965, and on August 6,
1965, submitted certain "shop drawings and other data" to the Governmient.8 Neither the letters nor the materials accompanying them are
contained in the appeal file, but we know that the documents included
the original drawings of the proposed switchgear and new drawings,
dated August 4, 1965, revised by the fabricator at the direction of the
City of Riverside so as to "provide a pothead," on the "metering
section." 9 While certain drawings of the proposed transformers by
appellant's supplier, issued July 30, 1965, are in the appeal file,' 0 it is
unclear if they were part of appellant's submissions of August 2 and
August 6. However, it is clear that at a preconstruction conference at
the job site on August 19, 1965, appellant's supplier furnished shop
3Addendum No. 2, dated June 22, 1965, p. A2-2, modifying Par. 1, Requirements, c.
Inspection Technical Specifications, p. TS-1; Par. 3, Tests, p. TS-2; Par. 5, Pad-Mount
Transformers, c(12) Construction, p. TS-14; Par. 6, Metering Structurej (a) General,
p. TS-14.
4 Schurr &Finlay, Inc., purchase order No. 12949, dated July 20, 1965, and July 25, 1965
(Exhibits 16.1 and 16.2).
6 General Electric Company acknowledgment of order and shipping estimate, dated July
29, 1965 (Exhibit 16.6).
6 Letter of S&C Electric Company, c/o Randolph Industries, Inc., dated August 4, 1965
(Exhibit 16.14), referring to acknowledgment and submission on July 30, 1965,
7 Letter of General Electric Supply Company to appellant, dated May 11, 1967, attached
to appellant's notice of appeal, dated May 12, 1967.
8 Letters of those dates are referred to in the Government's letter to appellant, dated
September 20, 1965 (Exhibit 13), and in the Government's memorandum, dated September
14, 1965 (Exhibit 14). The Government's memorandum of Preconstruction Conference, dated
August 25, 1965, mentions "shop drawings and other data submitted to date."
9 Letter of S&C, note 6, supr'a ( xhibit 16.14); Government memorandum, dated September 14, 1965, note 8, supra (Exhibit 14).
't Exhibits 13.2 and 13.3.
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drawings for the proposed transformers.11 These drawings provided
for transformers equipped with 3-position switches "apparently after
discussion with the utility." 12 But at the August 19 meeting, the City
of Riverside did not approve the design as complying with its requirements and the matter was left for further discussions between the
Government and the utility.13 As a result further processing of appellant's order by the supplier was suspended.' 4
On September 23, 1965, the Government issued Change Order No. 1,
which changed the type of load breaker switch required to be furnished
with respect to five of the transformers (two 225-KVA and three
150-KVA) intended to be fed from a loop system.'2 Change Order
No. 1 provided that these five transformers have 4-position switches,

instead of the 3-position-type appellant had proposed to utilize. Appellant thereupon incorporated the changes in documents submitted
to the Government, dated October 9, 1965.16 The Government approved
the documents on October 12, 1965, and mailed them to appellant on
October 18, 1965.1 Appellant received at the job site the last supply
item affected by the change order on January 25, 1966. On February 2, 1966, appellant requested an extension of time of 120 days,
which would fix February 28, 1966, as the completion date.' 8
The contracting officer found that appellant was entitled to an extension of time of 35 days to cover the period from August 19, 1965,
when it submitted shop drawings of the transformers it planned to
install, to September 23, 1965, when the change in the transformers
was made. Accordingly, he established December 5, 1965, as the revised
contractual completion date and denied the remainder of the time
appellant requested, 85 days. He assessed liquidated damages for the
57-day period between December 6, 1965 and January 31, 1966.
"Government letter, note . supra (Exhibit 13); Government memorandum, note 8,
supr (Exhibit 14); letter of General Electric !Supply Company to appellant dated May 17,
1966 (Exhibit 16.4).
13 Findings of Fact and Decision, dated April 20, 1967, note 1, p. 15.
"Letters of General Blectric Supply Company, note 11, supra (Exhibit 16.4) and note
7, spra.
14 Letter of General Electric Supply Company, note 7, spra ("I would like to point out
that the entire order on the pad-mounted transformers was held up at this time as we
cannot possibly determine which transformer, if any, are to be changed.").
6 Exhibit 6. At the foot of the change order appellant attached the following statement:
"Completion date will have to be extended thirty (30) days, due to delivery of transformers
and change in metering section." At the urging of the Government (by letter dated
December 17, 1965 (Exhibit 8)), appellant withdrew this request (by letter dated December
24, 1965 (Exhibit 9)), and reserved its right to request an extension in the future.
1 Exhibits 17, 17.1, 17.2 and 17.3.
17Par. 31, Findings of Fact, p. 21.
Letter to the Government, dated February 2, 1966 (Exhibit 11). Applicant does not
explain how it arrived at the figure of 120 days.
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The Government's position is that the delay in performance is not
attributable entirely to the Government's action or inaction. The Government acknowledges that between August 19, 1965, and September 23, 1965, While it considered a change in the proposed equipment,
appellant could not order the transformers and switching devices because the Government's approval was lacking. But thereafter, contends the Government, appellant was free to purchase the equipment
approved and any delay incurred was appellant's responsibility and
not the Government's fault. The Government maintains that despite
the delay in commencing production occasioned by the change order,
overall production itself was not delayed and that shipment to the
appellant occurred in fact within a 12- to 16-week delivery schedule,
-asoriginally anticipated.
We believe the Government's view is too restrictive and fails to give
sufficient weight to all the circumstances of this case. We are here concerned with a complicated project to be completed within a period of
90 days. It may well be that performance within this short span was
an impossible undertaking, although no such contention has been
made.-9 In any event, from the outset and even before this contract was
awarded, the Government was aware of the problems which might
render performance in 90 days difficult if not out of the question. The
Government knew as of June 2, 1965, that "delivery of pad mount
transformers requires eleven weeks," at a minimum.20 Before awarding this contract to appellant it had rejected the lower bid of another
bidder who had indicated on its bid that switchgear "has a 16 week
delivery schedule." 21 Thus, the Government was forewarned not only
that it was incumbent upon appellant to perform its obligations expeditiously, but also that the Government had to act with dispatch if
the contract was to be completed in 90 days.
The contracting officer specifically found that "the Contractor's efforts to expedite submittal of shop drawings and his making the order
5

' Compare Ace Electronics Associates, ITc., ASBCA No. 10711 (August 3, 1966), 66-2
BCA par. 5750 (impossibility of delivering within specified period excused default) and
Dec. Comp. Gen. B-157360 (August 11, 1965) (award canceled where invitation specified
impossibly short performance period). Cf. Ace Electronics Associates, Inc., ASBCA No.
11298 (August 3, 1966), 66-2 BCA par. 5743, holding that a contractor was negligent
in not checking on the availability of supplies before agreeing to a delivery date. No
suggestion of such negligence is warranted here.
20Letter of City of Riverside to Government, dated June 2, 1965 (Exhibit D5).
v Schedule of Proposal and Alternates attached to Standard Form 21 (Exhibit B.2). That
bidder advised the Government that "the notation was ' * ' to reflect the delivexy times
quoted to the bidder by General Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric Corporation, RTE and
Esco, all of which are manufacturers of the switchgear." Par. 3, Findings of Fact, p. 4,
referring to Government memorandum dated July 1, 1965 (Exhibit B.3).
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contingent upon approval of those drawings was in keeping with subparagraph 2b, page GC-8, General Conditions of the specifications." 22
He also found that appellant "was diligent in placing its orders for
the transformers." 2 The logical consequence of these findings is that
independent of the change, had the Government approved the proposed
equipment expeditiously, appellant could have completed performance
within 90 days, based upon the most favorable estimates-of shipment.
There is no proof to the contrary.
However, appellant's supplier would not proceed with manufacture
of the transformers until "all details" of the order were approved. 2 4
As a result, manufacture of the equipment commenced only after the
shop drawings relating thereto were returned to the supplier on October 18, 1965, fully approved by the Government. 2 5 In addition, shortages of porcelain required for use on the potheads in the switohgear
caused fabrication and shipment of .the switchgear to be .delayed.26
For neither of these developments is appellant accountable. Commencement of production of the changed equipment was controlled by the
supplier and not by the appellant. It appears that appellant used all
available persuasion to get delivery as early as possible. 2 7 Beyond that
it could do nothing..
No issue has been raised concerning either appellant's choice- of
this supplier or the possibility that it failed to explore-the prospect of
securing the transformers and switchgear elsewhere. In this connection
appellant's supplier has asserted that no manufacturer will proceed
with manufacture without first obtaining approval of all details of an
order.28 The Government has not questioned this contention and it
stands unrefuted.
In justification of its position that appellant is not entitled to be
excused for the delays in delivery of its supplier, the Government
points to the fact that even after the change occurred delivery was
22

Par. 34, Findings of Fact, p. 24. The clause is incorrectly designated as "26" in par. 34.
Par. 36, Findings of Fact, p. 25.
24 Letter of General Electric Supply Company, note 7, upra. An Investigation by the
Government revealed that it is the supplier's policy "* * that none of the manufacturing
process, i.e., engineering, acquisition of material, and production would commence prior
to the receipt of approved shop drawings. Basically this is a protective device. In the event
the equipment was manufactured without approved drawings and the purchaser changed
his mind the company would have no recourse." Memorandum of contract specialist, dated
March
9, 1967 (Exhibit 20).
25
Id.
26 Letter of Randolph Industries, Inc., to appellant, dated December 16, 1965 (Exhibit
16.15).
27 Letter of General Electric Supply Company, note 11, spra ("Mr. Schurr was pushing
us for delivery * * *.") (Exhibit 16.4).
26 Letter of General Electric Supply Company, note 7, spra.
25
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made no later than the 12 to 16 weeks originally estimated. This completely overlooks the raison d'etre behind the change. According to
the Government, "the-prime purpose in writing Change Order No. 1
was for earlier delivery of equipment * * . 29 It was anticipated by
the supplier that "the changes would improve delivery on units
changed." The change was thus intended to affect the status quo.
After the change was made, the situation was no longer the same as it
was before the change occurred. The old delivery schedule lost its
relevancy. However, overall delivery of the items was not significantly
improved.

We hold that the delay in performance was not caused by the appellant's fault or negligence. The entire posture of the contract was
reconstituted by the change order. As a result of the change appellant
was clearly entitled to an equitable adjustment in time under the
Changes clause. The issuance of a change order with a reservation by
the appellant of the right to request a time extension in the future
shifted to the Goverlment the delivery uncertainties associated with
the orders for changed equipment. To be equitable the extension of
time granted to the appellant must reflect the full consequences of the
decision to change that equipment. We, therefore, find that in addition
to the 35 days allowed by the contracting officer, appellant is entitled
to an extension of time of 57 days which includes a reasonable time to
install the equipment. February 1, 1966, is hereby established as the
contract completion date.
Conolusion

A 57-calendar day extension of the period for contract performance
is granted. To that extent the appeal is sustained.
SEIRMAN P. KIMBALT,J MeM7er.
I CONCUR:
DEAN F. RATZMAN, Chlairman.
P Par. 24, Findings of Fact, p. 16, quoting Government's letter to appellant, dated
December 17, 1965 (Exhibit s).
S Letter of General Electric Company to appellant, dated December 20, 1965 (Exhibit
9.1). The Government was of the opinion that the change would "improve * * * transformer delivery by two weeks." Government memorandum, dated September 21, 1965
(Exhibit 15).
1 The transformers were actually shipped between December 11, 1965, and January 13,
1966, and delivered between December 30, 1965, and January 25, 1966 (General Electric
Company invoices, Exhibits 16.11, 16.12 and 16.13; Daily Construction Report No. 81
(Exhibit 23)). Delivery of the switchgear occurred by January 17, 1966, before the last
transformers arrived (Daily Construction Report No. 75, January 17, 1966, Exhibit 24;
Par. 41, Findings of Fact, p. 29).
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Deided August 30, 1968

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
A deposit of limestone cannot be characterized as a deposit of an uncommon variety of limestone when the claimant fails to show what particular
quality or use of the limestone makes it an uncommon variety.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
Even if a deposit of limestone meets all other requirements necessary to
constitute it an uncommon variety of stone it is not a valuable mineral
deposit within the mininglaws if the claimant cannot show that it is marketable at a profit.

Mining Claims: Contests
-Where a Government contest is. brought against a limestone placer mining
claim located prior to July 23, 1955, charging that no discovery has been
made because the minerals cannot be marketed at a profit and that an actual
market has not been shown to exist,., the charges cannot be properly construed as raising the issue of whether a valid discovery of a common variety
of limestone had been made prior to July 23, 1955, where no evidence was
offered on that issue at the hearing, where that issue was not adverted to
by either party, and where the contestee asserts that he can prove that the
deposits could have then been marketed at a profit; however, where the
contestee's offer of proof is insufficient to show that the materials could
have been marketed at a profit as of July 23, 1955, the case will not be remanded for a further hearing on this issue in the absence of an offer of
meaningful proof.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity
The rejection of a state indemnity selection for a tract of land for the
reason that a field report shows that the land is in an "apparently valid"
mining claim does not constitute a binding determination as to the validity of
the claim or foreclosure a subsequent contest of the claim when the claimant
later applies for a patent.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Harold Ladd' Pierce has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior

from a decision dated July 27, 1965, by the Chief, Office of Appeals
and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed a decision of a hearing examiner declaring the P-1 Pierce placer mining
claim null and void and the Millsite A mill site cliaim invalid and rejecting his application L.A. 0170645 seeking patents for them. The
placer claim comprises the NT½SE/4SE/4 sec. 22, T. 3 S., R. 3 E.,
S.B.M., and the mill site the Nl/2SWA4NW1/j sec. 24, same township.
The appellant filed his patent application on July 17, 1961.
On January 21, 1963, the Riverside land office instituted proceedings
against, the claims, alleging in the complaint:
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a. Mineral materials have not been found within the limits of the P-1 PIERCE
Placer Mining Claim in sufficient quantities [sic] to constitute a valid discovery.
b. No discovery has been made within the limits of the P-1 PIERCE Placer
Mining Claim because the minefal imaterials present cannot be marketed at a
profit and it has not been shown that there exists an actual market for these
materials.
c. The MILL 'SITE A claim has not been used or occupied for the purpose of
mining, nilling, beneficiation or other operation in connection with the P-1
PIERCE Placer Mining Claim.

/
.,^

A hearing was held on September 18 and 19, i913, which covered
both claims. In his subsequent decision of April 29, 1964, the hearing
examiner held ,both claims invalid and rejected the application for
patent. He found that the placer claim was located in 1948 for deposits
of limestone and aplite, which are minerals of widespread occuirence;
that there was no evidence that these deposits were marketable prior
to the passage of the act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C. sec. 601 et seq.
(1964) ' that consequently they were locatable only if. the limestone
and aplite were deposits other than a common variety within the
meaning of that act; that the deposits, if "unconlnon," must be shown
to be currently marketable; and that present marketability is not
established by showing marketability for ses which would not make
the deposits an "uncommon variety."IHe therefore concluded that no
discovery of' a valuable mineral deposit had been made on the placer
claim and declared it null and'void. He then held the mill site claim
null and void on the ground that the appellant had not shown any
present occupation of it in connection with a placer claim.
On appeal, the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings, affirmed,
holding that marketability was an issue at all times from the moment
the placer claim was located; that after the United States had estab'lished a prima facie case, the burden of providing the validity of his
claim was on the claimant; that the appellant had not offered any
proof that the deposits on the claim were marketable in the past or
now, but only the possibility of marketability based on future plans;
that geological inference based on core drills in an adjoining patented
claim was not a substitute for discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
'within-the boundaries of appellant's claim; and that lack of development since 1948 was at least 'an indication that the appellant did not
believe there was a present demand for the deposits on the claim. The
placer claim associated with it being invalid, the decision went on, 'the
mill site claim used in connection with it must also fall.

RiX

1 Amended by the act of September 28, 1962, 76 Stat. 652, in details not material here,
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On appeal, the claimant alleges that the hearing examiner added an
issue not included in the pleadings, i.e., the marketability of the aplite
and limestone prior to July 23,.1955, and that as a result, after concluding that marketability was not shown as of that date, the examiner considered the claim only on basis of an "uncommon variety"
of mineral; that the hearing examiner found that there is a sufficient
quantity of limestone on the claim and a market for it for use for
roof rock, chicken feed, fillers, and road mix so that if marketability
prior to July 23, 1955, is not in issue-the appellant has met the burden
of proof; that the time of marketability not having been made an
issue in the contest complaint, the contestee had the right to assume
that it was not an issue at the hearing; and that a prior Departmental
decision had in effect established the validity of the placer claim.
Appellalit offers to prove that the deposit of limestone was marketable
on and prior to July 23, 1955. He states that the limestone is not a
"coimnon variety" and that he can prove that it has a distinct and
special use and economic value above the general'run of such deposits.
He. also contends that while geological inference may not be sufficient
evidence to establish a discovery, it is enough to prove the quantity
and quality of a deposit and that lack of development of a deposit
does not indicate lack of present demand for the material in the
deposit.
The placer claim, it appears, was attacked on two grounds: first, that
the limestone is a "conmnon variety," and, second, that the appellant
had not demonstrated that a market for it existed prior to July 23, 1955.
If the limestone: is not a "comnon variety," the deposit remains
subject to mineral location and the validity of the mining claim depends
upon current conditionls, not upon the issue of marketability at a profit
prior to July 23,1955.
Public land containing limestone was long open to mineral location
if certain conditions were satisfied. In order to meet the requirements
for discovery of a mineral deposit of widespread occurrence, such as
limestone, it was necessary to show that the deposit was capable of
being extracted, removed and marketed at a profit, that is, that it was
marketable at a profit. This showing required a demonstration as to the
accessibility of the deposit, bona fides in development, proximity to
market and the existence of a present demand.2
2In United States v. Colemn,
390 U.S. 599 (1968), the court approved the Department's requirement that to qualify as a valuable mineral deposit building stone must be
shown to be capable of being "extracted, rentoved and marketed at a profit." It declared the
marketability test to be a proper criterion in the determination of whether a mineral deposit
is valuable and to be a logical complement of the "prudent man test."
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The mining laws were amended by the act of July 23, 1955, spra,
to remove common varieties of stone and other minerals from the
categories of valuable mineral deposits which could be located under
the mining laws. Section 3 provides:
No deposit of common varieties of sand, stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or
cinders and no deposit of petrified wood shall be deemed a valuable mineral
deposit within the meaning of the mining laws of the United States so as to give
effective validity to any mining claim hereafter located under such mining laws:
Provided, hocever, that nothing herein shall affect the validity of any mining
location based upon discovery of some other mineral occurring in or in association with such deposit. "Common varieties" as used in this Act, does not include
deposits of such materials which are valuable because the deposit has some
property giving it distinct and special value and does not include so-called
"block pumice" which occurs in nature in pieces having one dimension of two
inches or more. "Petrified wood" as used in this Act means agatized, opalized,
petrified, or silicified wood, or any material formed by the replacement of wood
by silica or other matter. 30 U.S.C. § 611 (1964).

The pertinent regulation adds:
"Common varieties" includes deposits which, although they may have value
for use in trade, manufacture, the sciences, or in the mechanical or ornamental
arts, do not possess a distinct, special economic value for such use over and
above the normal uses of the general run of such deposits. Mineral materials
which occur commonly shall not be deemed to be "common varieties" if a particular deposit has distinct and special properties making it commercially
valuable for use in a manufacturing, industrial, or processing operation. In the
determination of commercial value, such factors may be considered as quality
and quantity of the deposit, geographical location, proximity to market or point
of utilization, accessibility to transportation, requiremenits for reasonable reserves
consistent with usual industry practices to serve existing or proposed manufacturing, industrial, or processing facilities, and feasible methods for mining and
removal of the material. Limestone suitable for use in the production of cement,
metallurgical or chemical grade limestone, gypsum, and the like are not "common
varieties." This subsection does not relieve a claimant from any requirements
of the mining laws.
43 CFR 3511.1 (b)

It is not clear upon what basis appellant contends that the limestone
on his claim is an uncommon variety. In the earlier proceedings and
beginning with his application for patent he claimed that the limestone
on the claim was predominantly suitable for use in manufacturing all
types of cement. He also contended that it was suitable for roof rock
and chick feed and that the fines from crushing it for various purposes
could be used as a by-product as a filler for asphalt tile and paint. He
said too that the limestone could be used to make hydraulic lime. He
did not say directly, however, whether the suitability of the limestone
for any particular use made it an uncommon variety. He only implied
that limestone marketable as a chemical grade or for the making of
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cement is an uncommon variety and he suggested that limestone usable
as roof rock and a filler for plastics and ceraia s would be an
uncommon variety (Brief on appeal to Director, pp. 2Q-2l:). .
In his present appeal appellant says only that "the limestone used
as fillers in the mastic tile industry requires definite chemical speifications and definite physical -properties not commonly found and therefore a distinct and special use and economic valueover and above the
general run of such.deposits" (Brief on appeal to Secretary, p. 8}tHe
offers to prove this. He says nothing else concerning any other use so it
appears that he may now be resting his uncommon variety argument
solely upon the use of the limestone as a filler.
If this is so, his position iscountered by his own evidence at the hearing. He talked then in terms of using fines as a by-product of crushing
limestone for roof rock for filler purposes (Tr. 157, 165), and so did
Clifford 0. Fiedler, who recommended to a client company that it buy
limestone from the claim for use as roof rock (Tr. 273). Appellant
stated that a metallurgical grade limestone was not needed for that
purpose (Tr. 219), and Fiedler said that limestone suitable for roof
rock did not have to maintain a degree of chemical purity, only color
and grain structure (Tr. 274). It follows that fines as a by-product of
crushing for roof rock need no grade of chemical purity.
Appellant testified at the hearing that he believed that the claim
had over 500,000 tons of limestone containing 98 -percent calcium
carbonate but that he had not been much concerned with that "because
that is overdone. The market on that is limited" (Tr. 201). The
contestant submitted evidence that a chemically pure limestone would
containi higher than 97 percent calcium carbonate (Tr. 55) and that
the limestone preferred for general chemical, use was a rock running
better than 99 percent (Tr. 86). While appellant produced an analysis
of 10 samples from the claim showing that 5 samples had in excess of
97 percent calcium carbonate (Ex. 21), contestant's 3 samples showed
only 81.0 percent, 92.44 percent, and 95.75 percent calcium carbonate
(Ex. 26, 27,28). There was also a conflict as to the uniformity of grade
of the limestone deposit in the claim and as to the effect of intrusions
.or layers of aplite and other material on the extraction of high quality
limestone. Thus, to the extent that the uncommon nature of the limestone deposit is deemed to rest upon the presence of chemical grads
limestone, the appellant has notishown by a preponderance of the evidence that the limestone deposit has,,a distinct and special value by
reason of the presence of some high grade limestone. Cf.' U'nited States
v. Frank Melluzo et al., 70 I.D. 184 (1963).
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Even though we assume that the deposit of limestone may be classified as an uncommon variety, the mining claim based upon it must
satisfy the requirements of the mining law. One of these as we have
seen, is that there must be a present profitable market for the deposit.
It must be a market based either upon the use making the limestone
an uncommon variety (United State&v. E. A. Johrsonet al., A-30191
(April 2, 1965)) or upon the use of the limestone for the same purpose that a common variety of limestone would be used for, but in the
latter event the limestone would have to possess a unique value for
such use which would be reflected in a higher price for the limestone
than a common variety would command (hnited States v. U.S. Minerals Development Corporation, 75 I.D. 127 (1968)). As the hearing
examiner pointed out no showing has been made that limestone has
been removed and marketed at a profit from the claim. The most the
appellant has shown is that a market exists for the limestone principally for roof rock and' other incidental uses for which a common
variety of limestone could be used. At least, these are the only uses
supported by any testimony other than appellant's.
Let us examine the evidence more closely.
In his application for a patent, dated July 13, 1961, appellantalleged that the limestone on the P-1 claim was valuable for four
purposes:
1. Production of cement. Appellant said that his claim adjoined
the Guiberson limestone claims to the north which were core-drilled
to 500 feet in depth, with over 10,000,000 tons of limestone and aplite
rock blocked out, for the purpose of appellant's locating a cement
plant in 1946 for the Guiberson Whitewater Cement Company. Appellant said he proved the deposit to be commercially practical for
the production of cement and that 14 types of cement were made in
a model cement plant.
2. Use for slabs and facings. Appellant said 1,000 pounds of selected
limestone in two-foot squares were shipped to a furniture company
which cut and polished them as slabs for table, bathroom, and sink
tops and fireplace facings. He said that as a result the company designed a cutting and polishing plant for location on property of the
appellant to produce 1,000 square feet of polished' marble a day under
a budget of $150,000 with an estimated profit of more than $50,000
a year.
3. Use as filler. Appellant said a sample of 1,000 pounds had been
shipped to the Fiedler Company in Los Angeles which manufactured
a filler for floor tile use.
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4. Manufactre of hydraulic lime. Another 1,000-pound sanple
was pocessed -by appellant and an aoceptable hydraulic lime ,produced. The iDurox Company tested the material and was wiling to
make a c'ontract for 100 tons of silica feldar 'sand nda.40 tons per
day of selected limestone for manufacturing hydraulic lime. Operations were held up because of incomplete'financin-g 'of the Durox
Company which had already spent more than $,000,00 in partially
completing its plant in San Bernardino.
Subsequently, appellant submitted an affidavit dated, May 1, 962,
supplementig his -pplioation for a patent. He said then that the
matetial- could be used for manufacturlAg eemit, hydraulic lime,
roof rock and chick feed, and filler for asphalt tile and paint. With
respect to cement manufacture he attached reports or portions thereof
made in 1947 and 149. showing,the suitability of the, uiberson- deposit form-aing cmefrint 'and the design of a plant for manufacturing
2,750 'barels of cement per day from that dposit.- Cost estimates for
the plant showed a p'ofit in L9i49 of 1. cents per barrel Appellant
estimated a profit in 1962 of $1.13 per barel.
,
Ap ellt
then' 'escrIbe plans fr other products which, he paid
had actually been"f made in pilot plants. He said instailation of a
crushing uIit and set of soree'son the mill site or at San Bernardinojwoudtert the .saie-'of the following products at the following
daily volime's 'and profits: limestone for hydraulic lime, 35 tons,
$157.S0; 'r~o&ig rock, 40 tons, $20; chick feed, 10 tons, $30; fines,
15 tons, $4; a total of $3,52.50 profit per day.:.
He said' that as profits Ywere made, additional plants could be built.
He stated that a plant to make hydraulic i'me 'would cost $70,000- and
would produce a profit of $70;000 per year, operating at only 50 percent capacity for-only 200 days.
Finally, he said that a plant for grinding limestone4 for use as a
filler for tile 'and paints could be built for: $150,000 with an estimated
daily profit of $300 at 100 percent capacity.
After the contest was initiated, appellant asserted in his answer,
filed on February 20, 1963, that he had 5,000,000 tons of 'cement rock
on the P-1 .claim suitable for.various types of ement, -that he was
"presently negbtiatin agsale of the deposit'for$165,"00,"'that he:was
offered 2 cents per ton in an agreement to take 1,200 toiis per month
for making.hydiaulic linii he could guarattitle to the' claim; and
that -in the crushing uandscreening of limostone 'additional by-products" in PoNof
< C_
iNt
ed, IIand''esTh r ashtil cd be sold
fo an agerofit
of$3perton.
37p6r8
i

93 }
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Later in a letter to the hearing examiner dated March 25, 1964,
appellant attached a schedule of production using limestone and.'aplite

from 'the P-1 claim to show that the, materials 'could, be profitably
marketed. This shedule, however, also covered production from three
other claims owned by Pierce which were the subject.of a-later eo.test, LA! 0171256. Prepared 'by Fiedier it showed production from a
projected $200,600 plant using limestone n aplitefrom the P-i
claim and thie same and other material from the 3 other claims involved
in.that contest. Net profits .per ponth were- shown as followsjfor the
following items land tonnages: limestone roofing, $8,344.88 (1,500
tons), sands, $1,891.20 (400 tons), and fillers,$1,891.20 (400 tons),
and aplite crushed $1,062.40 (800 tons) and.filler, .$965.58 (200 tons),
a total of $14,155.26 per month.3
Then, on his appeal from the hearing examiner's d cisi:onappellan,
submitted an affidavit dated June 19, 1964, by the president of the
Ain rican HyAdrocarbon Corporationi stating that it': owned land to
the north and east of the P-1 claim, that a portion of the land was
known as the Guiberson Limestone deposit, that the company- was
arranging financing for a $20,0I00000 cement plant t& utilize the
deposit, .Ithat when financing was arranged the cmpany gwould be
in a position to negotiate with appellant.relative'to, his interest, in
the P-I claim but'that "its planned cement pallt is not ntingent upon
such acquisition..

.

'

'

"

'

'So uch for documents filed in ,thecase. N let us Consider thete
timony and evidence submitted at the hearing. Puierce'testified that he
was the directing engineer for the Guiberson Whitewater C1 Co.
from 1947 to 1951 (Tr. 149, 151), that a 4,500 barrel cement plant was
designed for 'the Guiberson deposit (Tr.. i53)', that.the RFC approved
it for a $3,007000 loan, that such a plant could oerate for 17.yea
on the estimated 6,000,000 tons of cement rock (limestone and aplite) on
the P-i claim (Tr. 154, 176) but that there were 40,000,00 tons. when
it was blocked out with 80 acres of the Guiberson deposit (Tr. 15,4).
He felt that more profitable products than cement could be maderoofing rock and filler-and that he coild get $ per ton for use of the
One puzzling aspect of this production schedule is that'it ontains exactly the same
figures as to costs,; sales, profit, etc. as a production schedule prepared by Fiedler and
introduced as an' exhibit (Ex. V) in the later contest. However, the schedule submitted
by Pierce here is typewritten, whereas Exhibit' V is handwrittcii." The puzzling" aspect
though is that the schedule here bears the notation that. it covers not' only the',P-claim
but also the three claims involved 'in the later contest whereas Fiedler ndicatedin the
later contest that4Exhibit Vwhich bore no notation; covereid 'only the produ'cti6n from
the two lode claims involved there. See the decision in,,thatcase, ?inited Statee V.' Harold
Lend Psercc,.ITS' iD. 270 :(A-10564), decided today, which will be referred to as the
secondPire-lcase.
'
'
'
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limestone and aplite as road base (Tr. 157-158).. In reference to roof
rock he said he -had negotiated with contractors to extract and move
rock from.the claim to the mill site or railroad for $2 per ton at a 100
ton daily rate, that freight to Los Angeles would be $2.20 per ton, that
the selling price at Los Angeles was $6 per ton and he was being offered
a contract at that price on the basis of 30,000 tons per year,.and that the
only expense that he would incur would be $5,000 for road work (Tr,
159-4162).
.
On use of the limestone for hydraulic lime, appellant believed that
when the Durox Co. straightened out its financing he would be able to
supply the limestone at a cost of $4.50 per ton on a 50-ton-a-day contract calling for a sale price of $7 per ton (Tr. 162-164). However, ill
answer to the question whether "there [is] an existing demand for hy-draulic lime," he replied that "[t]here has to be a developed market`
(Tr. 163).

On use of the limestone as a filler for asphalt tile and paint, appel:
lant testified that he had. a company interested in contracting for 10q
tons of material per day which it would sell to the roofing trade "for
the a regate size, and the fines would go to the tile floor tile business'
which is in short supply now." He said the company figured it could
make $100,000 per year on 30,000 tons of material (Tr. 165)..
In summation he said that he believed that he could make a profit on
each product that he could produce and sell on the present market (Tr.
On cross-examination appellant was asked to give the percentages of
material that he would produce for the various products that he had
nientioned. He gave a breakdown of 22,800 tons a year for roof rock
(including chick feed), 6,000 tons a year for filler, and 6,000 tons a year
"specialty ground," but then indicated the figures were for a plant to
take care of roofing rock. His counsel objected that appellant had not
said that he would produce all products at the same time (Tr. 21.2-125).
Appellant said he had sold materials from the claim but primarily for
test purposes; no sales were made before 1961 (Tr. 215-216). Wen
asked whether his market was contingent upon the consummation of the
contracts he had mentioned, he asked which of 4 pending contracts was
meant but he stated that they were all contingent upon his securing
title to the claim (Tr. 216-219).
Appellant mentioned that a loan of $1,500,000 had been made by a
bank for the Guiberson deposit (apparently at the time of the RFC
loan), that that deposit had been sold again" for a half. million dol-
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lars, and that he had been approached by the present owners of thedeposit (American Hydrocarbon Corporation) to buy the.P-i ciaim
when he acquired title (Tr. 239). He said that all his negotiations in
connection with the claim were contingent. upon his obtaining title
(Tr. 251). When questioned whether any limestone had ever been
removed and marketed from the Guiberson deposit, appellant said some
had' been shipped for testing purposes (Tr. 264).
Appellant's only witness, other than himself, was Fiedler. He testified that he was "presently" consultant to a company which purchased
limestone for roof rock, that he had been consulted with reference to.
expanding facilities for producing the product and for the purpose
of. determining another source of raw material, that he, had. decided,
on the basis of visiting the P-1 claim and seeing tests, to recommend.
that limestone be purchased from that claim, that his company for the
"present time" contemplated using in excess of 30,000 tons a year, andthat he would. recommend either a contract to pay appellant $1 perton royalty, $1,000 per month minimum, with his client to do all themining and transportation or to pay $6 a ton for the material delivered:
in Los Angeles (Tr. 268-272).
If all the data and figures that appellant has submitted seem bewildering, it is because they are. Appellant has offered one proposal after
another for disposing of materials from his claim and these proposals;
are separate from eacl.other or.overlap or intertwine. They are based.
in some instances on appellant's doing the mining and transportation
and in others on prospective purchasers doing this work and payingappellant a royalty. On top of all this appellant indicates.that he may
simply sell the claim. What it all boils down to is that development
of the P-1 claim and the production of materials from it are matters of'
conjecture and speculation. This is not to imply that the materials can-not be used for the purposes claimed and that tests as to quality and.
quantity have not been made. However, the conclusions that have been
drawn.by appellant have not been tested in the market place and it is
difficult to avoid the impression that they are tinted with the rosy
optimism of a promoter.
For example,'appellant said in his affidavit of May 1, .1962, that a
plant for making hydraulic lime would cost $70,000 and would make
a profit of $70,000 per' year operating at only. 50 percent capacity for
only 200 days. It would seem that investors for such a lucrative proposition would have to be fought off instead of depending on the Durox
company to straighten out, its shaky finances. Perhaps the answer lies
in appellant's testimony that a market for hydraulic lime would have to
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be' developed (Tr. 163') and the testimony of Edward F. Cruskie, mining engineer witfiess for the Government, that hydraulic lime "has been
to a great extent 'superseded [sic] by the Portland cement and it is
relatively obsolete" '(Tr. 27) ).
For another example, in 'his patent application appellant said that
a 'furniture company, after testing his limestone, designed a plant
to produce 1,000 square feet of polished marble a day under a budget
of $1,50,000. 'The estimated' profit was $50,000. Nothingmore; was said
of this in the subsequent proceedings although the estimated profit
seems handsome indeed.
For at final' example, appellant testified'that he had been offered
a contract for 30,000 tns of roof rock per year delivered at a price
of $6 per ton in Los'Angeles. Presumably this is the proposed sale
to Fiedler's client. Appellant testified that he could contract to have
the rock extracted and sipped to Los Angeles for $4.20 per ton, thus
realizing a profit of $54,000 a year. His only cost would be. a $5,000
investment in roads.
As we have noted, appellant testified that he believed he could make a
profit on every product that he could produce' from his' laim although
he admitted that he had no definite plan as to whether products would
be' produced separately or concurrently or in 'various combinations.
There has already been mentioned the conflict in the"evidence as to
the'uniforiity of grade of the limestone and as to the effect of the
presence of aplite on the manufacture of cement (Tr. 34, 207-211,
Ex. 38, D)'. There is also a dispute as to whether the limestone must
be selectively mined by underground methods, which would greatly
increase costs (Tr. 12, 123-125). However, the appellant leaves the
indelible impression that he will be able to simply mine down the
whole mountainside of limestone and aplite oi his claim and, through
blending' and selecting, dispose of everything at a profit.
As to. why these profitable operations or even some' of them have
not materialized since 1948, when the claim was located, appellant's
answer has been that everything was contingent. on his securing title.
The impression sought to be created is that once a patent.'is'.issued,
profitable mining operations to supply a waiting market will begin
at once. This, however, is belied by the experience with the Guiberson
deposit of which the P-1 claim actually appears to be a part, perhaps
one-fifth. The 100 acres adjoining the P-1 claim to the north were
patented' on August 3, 1922. Yet nothing was done with the Guiberson
deposit until 25 years later. Then, in the late 1940's, with appellant
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as. directing engineer of the Guiberson Whitewater Cement Co., an
RFO loan wag obtained for a cement plant but the emaining private
financing'fell through. Although the property has been sold, as late
as 1964, the present owner, the American Hydrocarbon Corporation,
was attempting to arrange financing foi a cement plant which, ilcidentally, was hot contingent upon its purchase of the P-1 claim. We
are led to wonder why, 42 years after the Guiberson deposit passed into
private wnership, the profitable operations which appellant claims
are practical certainties for the .P-1 claim had not commenced on
the Guiberson deposit, which has the same limestone on it and in far
greater quantities and is even, more favorably situated from the standpoint of proximity to the railroad. (It is on the side of the mountain
lacing the railroad whereas the P-1 claim is on the opposite side).
The market for use of the limestone from the claim in the produc'tion of cement is at best an uncertain one. Appellant would rely upon
the general increase in the demand for cement, but he has not shown
that he could reasonably expect to share in the market under the existming location of producing cement plants. 4
We can draw only the conclusion that, at least to the time of the
'hearing in 1963, the market for limestone products had been adequately
supplied by existing sources, that appellant might have entered the
market to some extent but has not persuasively shown that he could
have don6'so at a profit, and that on the contrary, the experience with
-the patented Guibersdn deposit is more persuasive that prospects of
profitable competition in the market were sufficiently. doubtful so
that investment money was not forthcoming for financing such an
attempt.
Thus, appellant has fallen far short of showing by a preponderance
of credible evidence that he has 'a valid claim for a valuable deposit
of limestone under the mining law even assuming that it is an uncommon varety.
We now turn to the contention that the issue of marketability of
the deposit'as a common variety of limestone prior to July 23, 1955,
was not properly raised by the pleadings and its corollary that the
Tnited States did not present any evidence on that point, even if it
were an issue.
Three years ago the Department examined similar, objections to
4The: economics of the industry require that plants ordinarily be located near a supply
of limestone. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 630, "Mineral Facts and Problems, Cement,?' p.
193 (1965 ed.). Of. United States v. Robert E. Anderson, Jr. et al., 74 I.D. 292 1967).
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a contest complaint brought against several sand and gravel claims.5
The charges were essentially identical to those against the P-I Pierce
placer and the appellant asserted that, as they were worded, the issue
of discovery prior to July 23, 1.955, was outside the scope of-the pleadings. While the Department agreed that the charges could have been,
more accurately worded, it said that there was nothing to show that
the, appellant was unaware of the essential nature of the charges, that,
he ws presumed to know the law, and that the validity of the claim
could not be established simply by proof that a valid discovery of a
common variety of mineral existed on April 11, 1962, the date of the
complaint. The decision then pointed out that at the hearing the Government had asserted that it was its position that a discovery of a common variety of mineral must be made prior to July 23, 1955, that
the contestee had expressed neither surprise at nor :disagreement with
this assertion and that he had questioned witnesses concerning operations in 1955. It then held that the contestee had acquiesced in the
understanding of the charge.
Moreover, the decision went on, since the contestee must prove discovery prior to July 23, 1955, to establish the validity of his laims,
and since he did not allege that he was deprived of the opportunity.
to submit evidence on that issue or that he had any new evidence on
it to produce at a new hearing, the Department could not conclude that
the eontestee was misled by the charges or that, if he were, he was
prejudiced in any way.
The circumstances here are different from those in the Hupnphries
case s.upra. The Government counsel did not point out at any time
that a discovery of a common variety had to be made prior to July
23, 1955, the-Government did not offer any evidence directed to the
crucial date, and the contestee did not recognize the importance of
the issue by examining or cross-examining witnesses on it. The importance of the time of discovery was apparently first adverted to
by the hearing examiner in his decision. It does .not appear to have
been raised at all at the hearing.
Time of discovery is, of course, an essential part of a valid discovery
of a "common variety" mineral, but a contestee need not. establish the
existence of all the requisites for a patent in a contest. It is enough
that he meet the charges raised against his. claim. For example, if there
is no charge-that he has not made the requisite expenditure for improvements, he need not offer testimony that he has. So here, the time
c United Statea v. Keith J. Humphries,

A-30239 (April 16, 1965).
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of discovery not having been made an issue either in the charge or at
the hearing, the claim cannot peremptorily be invalidated on the
ground that the contestee has not proved that all the essentials of a
valid discovery had been met prior to July 23,1955.
It would appear in the circumstances that the case should- be remanded for a further hearing in order to enable the appellant to sub'mit evidence on the marketability of the limestone on the claim as
of July. 23, 1955. There is no point, however, in sending the case back
unless the. appellant has pertinent evidence to submit. The appellant
claims that he can submit such evidence but let us analyze 'his offer
of proof. In his appeal to the Director, appellant stated that his' :wit.
ness Fiedler was also a witness in a later hearing before the same hear-'
ing examiner in another case in which the attorneys and witnesses for
both contestant and contestee in the immediate case were also present.
Appellant stated that in the later case Fiedler testified that the markets
forlimestone used as roofing rock, chicken feed, and fillerexisted prior
to July 23, 1955, and that the mineral from the area could havesuccessfully competed in the market because of a favorable freight rate. Appellant therefore requested a rehearing.
In denying the request the Office of Appeals and Hearings simply
said that appellant had not stated what further showing he could makeand that he had not shown that he had been unable to present such evidence at the original hearing. Appellant disputes this statement, pointing out that he had referred to the evidence submitted in contest LA
0171256. He states specifically, however, that in that contest the examiner found that limestone found within 1/2 miles of the P-1 claim
and owned by appellant could be sold as roof rock in Los Angeles for
$6 a ton at a cost of $4.70 a ton and that this market existed on or before July 23, 1925. Appellant alleges that the same evidence can be
shown to be applicable to the limestone deposit on the P-1 claim.
In the present case appellant has submitted voluminous evidence
to prove the present marketability at a profit of the material on the
P-1 claim. In effect, what he is offering to prove is that he can relate
this evidence back to July 23, 1955, to show profitable marketability
as of that date. This is essentially what he did in contest LA 0171256.
The showing, however, will be of significance only if the evidence that
lie would relate back is persuasive of present marketability, for if the
evidence does not establish marketability of the material at this time
'it is not likely, if it is related back, to show marketability -as of July
23, 1955, unless critical factors have changed.
We have analyzed in detail the evidence submitted by appellant and
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concluded that it is insufficient to. show marketability at a profit at
the time of the hearing. It would follow that his or. similar. evidence
would not, in the absence of other considerations be sufficient to show
profitable marketability as of July 23, 1955, assuming such evidence
could be related back. In this connection, it seems clear that one item
of evidence strongly relied upon by appellant could almost certainly
not be related back to 1955. This is the testimony of Fiedler as to his
recommendation for a contract to purchase material for roof rock
from the claim. It seems plain from Fiedler's testimony that his client
company was only then (around 1963) planning to expand its facili
,ties and was only then seeking. an. additional source. of material
There is no indication that this situation obtained as of July 23, 1,955.
- As for the evidence presented- in contest LA 0171256, we have-held-in
the second Pierce case, prtact decided today, supra fn. 3, that that evidence, coupled with the evidence sfubmitted' here, does not show marketability at a profit as of July 23, 1955, of the common variety of limestone on the claims involved in that case. Relating that evidenc-to the
P-1 claim'would theiefore not help the appellant.
Granting a hearing to the appellant as a matter of right on. the
basis of the evidence which he offers to prove would therefore be a
futile act. Consequently a, further hearing will not be ordered in the
absence of an offer of meaningful proof.
Only one further point need be mentioned at this time, that is, that
the validity of the P-1 Pierce claim was not sustained in the Director's
decision of April 16, 1951 (Ex. E), or in the Department's decision of
March 6, 1951 (A-25971), to which it was a sequel. The Department's
decision, which was concerned with the propriety of the rejection of
a state indemnity selection for all of section 22, T. 3 S., R. 3 E., S.B.M.,
except the E1/ 2 N:.1/4 and the NEt/4SE/ 4 , did say that field examinations showed that the N/2SE/4SE/ 4 was included "in an apparently
valid lacer ining claim which was located for limestone" and rejected the State's application for that 'reason. However, the proceeding
3vas not one between the iUnited States and the mining claimant and
the United States was not foreclosed from subsequently challenging
the validity of the claim when appellant applied for a.patent.
As for the Millsite A mill site claim, we believe that.it was properly
held invalid for the reasons given below.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
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the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4).(a); 24 F.R. 1348),
the decibion of the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings, is.affirmed
as modified herein.
ERNEST F. HOr,:
Assistant Solicitor.
:UNITED STATES v., HABolD LADD PIERCE
A-0564

.

Decided August 30, 1968

Mining Claims: Contests
The fact that a charge in a mining contest complaint may not adequately raise
,an issue does not vitiate a decision which rests upon that issue where the
contestee examined and cross-examined'-witnesses on it, the record demonstrates that he was aware that the issue was important to the resolution
of the contest, and he has not demonstrated that he has been prejudiced by
the inartistic allegations of the complaint.

Mining Claims: Discovery
To satisfy the requirement that deposits of minerals of widespread occurrence
be "marketable" it is not enough that they are capable of being sold but
it must be shown that the mineral from the particular deposit could have
been extracted, sold, and marketed at a profit.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
The Act of July 23, 1955, excludes from mining location only common varieties
of the materials enumerated in the Act, i.e., "sand, stone, gravel, pumice,
pumicite, or cinders"; therefore, a material must fall within one of those
categories before the issue of whether it is a common variety becomes
pertinent.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
Where a stone containing mica can be ground and used as a whole rock for
certain purposes, the issue may properly arise as to whether the particular
stone is a common variety which is excluded from mining location by the
act of July 23, 1955; but if the interest. in the stone is simply for the mica
to be extracted from the stone and value is claimed only for the mica, the
issue presented is not whether the stone is a common variety of stone but
whether the mica or feldspar constitute valuable minerals subject to location
irrespective of the 1955 Act.

Mining Claims:, Common Varieties of Minerals
Where a deposit' of sand has an allegedly valuable mica and feldspar content, its locatability may depend upon either whether the sand is locatable
as an uncommon variety of sand'because of its mica and feldspar content or
whether the mica or feldspar constitute valuable minerals subject to location
as ntica or feldspar.
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Mining Claims:, Discovery-Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals

Lack f discoversy is properly found in the ease'of deposits of common vaiieties
oif imestone, apite, and mica schist where credible evidence is lacking that
. , materifals from the deposits could have been marketed at a profit as ,.of
July 23, 1955; evidence that a general market for the materials existed as
of that'date and purely theoretical evidence as to profitable operations are
-not' sufficient'to show a discovery where the credibility of the evidence is
open to question.
Xining .Claims: Discovery-Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals

'Lack of discovery' is properly foundtin the case of deposits of mica and feldspar where credible evidence is lacking to show that the minerals can be
marketed at a profit.
APPEAL.PROM THE BUREAU OP LAND MANAGEMENT

--

Harold Ladd Pierce has appealed to the Secretary of the 'Interior

'from a decision dated September 20, 1965, by the Chief, Office of

Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed
ma decision of a hearing'examiner holding' invalid the P-6 1-Pierce
Group and the' Z-S1-'Zemula-Pierce lode mining claims, the Janie
placer iniing- claim and the Pierce-P'MS-No. 1 mill site claim, all
'
'located in se& 24, T.'3 S., R. 3 E., S.B.M., California.
- The United States instituted the contest'action against the two lode
'claims and the mill 'site charging in a complaint dated February 21,
1963;that:ia"Te 'land embraced within the lode mining claims is non-mineral in

'
im
'' ' ' l' '
'o
te raracter. '; '~'
-:b. Minerals-have not been found within the limits of the lode mining claims in
sufficient quantities to constitute a valid discovery.
c. The Millsite claim is not being used or.occupied for mining, milling, processing or beneficiation purposes.

In his answer Pierce denied the first two charges and asserted "that
the claims contained .mica, feldspar, ferro-silicons, rand rare earth 'an
that these minerals were on the claims in quantity and quality sufficient
to make them valid mining claims. He .admited the charge against
the. mill site, but -contended that it would serve no' useful purpose to
told it invalid until there was some application for a conflicting'use.

At the hearing the complaint was amended by 'stipulation 'of' the
parties to include -the Jamie. placer claim. In addition to the charges
made against the lode claim, the, Jamie was also attacked n the
?ipiferce 'did not appea from the decision with respect to the Pierce-PM'S-No. 1 mill
'
'-'
site claim.' '
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ground the minerals found within it are common varieties within the
ineaniing-&f the act- of Juily23; i9'5,30' Th.C.. sec. 61 8-t seq.
The: claims cover the whole of lot 8 (the NW1/4 SW1/4) of section
24. The lode laims cover all of lot 8 except for 5' acres in the southeast corner, which is the millsite, and triangular areas at the northeast
and southwest corners, which are in the placer claim. The placer claim-.
is. described as including all of lot 8not in known lodes or in the mill
site., The lode claims contain deposits of mica schist 6r biotite gneiss,
feldspar and aplite and-the placer claim deposits. of mica and feldspar
silica sand. A ridge running northeasterly through the lode claim sand
averaging about 400 feet in width and 800 feet i height is composed
of interbedded limestone and biotite gneiss or mica schist iii layers
varying in thickness from 2 to more than 20 feet. The biotite gneiss
or mica-schist'and limestone layers are cut by feldspar dikes and
introfusion quartz.
The hearing examiner found that there are at.least 4j500,000 tons of
mica schist deposited on the P-6 and Z-8 claims, that recovery of, a
mica of 98 percent purity can be obtained from the mica shist in
quantities ranging from 15 percent to 22 percent'of the whole mica
schist, that ground mica schist has been sold from an Ogilby, California, deposit to the roofing industry in Los Angeles at $14 per ton
plus $11 per ton for freight at a cost of $6.25 per ton at Ogilby, that the
mica schist from the P-6 and Z-8 claims can be sold for some of the same
purposes asAthe Ogilby deposit at the same or lesser cost, that thefreight rate from the claims to Los Angeles would be approximately
$2.20 per ton, and that a general market for mica schist for roof rock
and roofing backing existed on and prior to July 23, 1955, and exists
now.
Henext found that the P-6 and Z-8 claims contain approximately
2,800,000 tons of limestone suitable for roofing rock, limestone sands'
and fillers in the paint, plastic and niastic floor tile industries, that
.the limestone can be sold in Los Angeles for $6 a ton as roof rock and
.can be mined, processed and transported to Los Angeles for approximately $4.70 a ton, and that the Los Angeles market for limestone
used for roof rock existed on or before July 23, 1955, and exists now.
He then found that the P-6 and Z-8 claims contain approximately
600,000 tons of feldspar, that the feldspar can-be
:inted,
processed
and.sold to the glass and ceramic industry at a profit, but that no mariket for feldspar existed on or before July 23, 1955, or Fists now.
Asto aplite, the hearing.exaner found-that these,,two claims contaii it lest 2,800,000 tons of aplite, that the aplite can be mined, proc-
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essed and sold to the roofing industry as material for road bases land
for the manufacture of amber glass.
He also found that while mica and feldspar silica sand exist on the
Jamie placer claim, the sand cannot be processed at a cost of 61/2 cents.
per ton into a feldspar silica sand which would meet the specifications.
of the glass and ceramic industry. He rejected a proposed finding that
like amounts of mica and feldspar silica sand cannot be obtained from
ordinary types of sand that exist in Southern California.
The hearing examiner stated that if all the deposits ol the claims
were common varieties of minerals of widespread occurrence a mineral
location based on them could be valid only if they were marketableat a profit on or before the passage of the act of July 23, 1955 (supra).
He then held that the evidence did not establish or demonstrate that
these particular deposits were marketable at that time although there
was then a market for similar materials in Los Angeles. Therefore,
he held, the validity of the claims must be based upon the discoveryof valuable mineral deposits which are not excluded from location
by the act of July 23, 1955, as a "common variety."
He then concluded that each of the deposits on the claims, limestone,
feldspar, aplite, biotite gneiss or mica schist, and sand, was a common
variety within the meaning of the act, that this being so, present
marketability was immaterial, and that as a result all of the claims
were null and void.
He also held that the mill site was invalid because it was not beingused in conjunction with any mnining operation.
Finally he found that since his rulings had disposed of all of the
claims, it was not necessary for him to determine the mineral character
of the land they cover.
On appeal to the Director, the contestee contended that the only
issues in the contest as to the lode claims were the mineral characterof the land and the quantity of mineral within the limits of the claims.
He asserted that, as to the lode claims, marketability on or prior to
July 23, 1955, was not an issue but that, even if it were, there was a
market on or before that date and that, in any event, the United States
had not made a prima facie case that the deposits were not then marketable. Furthermore, he contended that the deposits of mica schist,,
feldspar, and feldspar silica sands on the claims are not of widespread
occurrence and that the minerals they contain are not common varieties. He also insisted that the mineral character of the land should'
have been decided.
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In his decision the Chief, Offlce of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of
Land Management, held that a deposit of a widespread nonmetallic
mineral is a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of the mining laws only if the claimant can demonstrate that it can be mined,
removed and disposed of at a profit. The contestant's evidence, he
continued, established a prima facie case 'that this test had not been
satisfied and that as a result there has beei no discovery of, a valuable
mineral deposit on any of the claims. He then concluded that the contestee's evidence did not refute the testimony of the Government's
mining engineers and that the fact that m~aterial from land in the same
general area had been sold did not show that the particular deposits
of materials on the P-6 and Z-8 claims coulid be disposed of in the
same market. In the absence of a showing that a valuable mineral
deposit existed within the mining claims, he said, there was no need to
determine whether or not the deposits were of a "common variety."
He agreed with the hearing examiner that it was not necessary to determine whether the lands in the claims were mineral in character once
the claims had been held null and void. Finally, he pointed out that
the appellant had not alleged any. errors in the hearing examiner's
decision holding the mill site invalid. Therefore, he affirmed the decision holding the mining claims and the mill site null and void.
In his appeal to the Secretary, Pierce first asserts that it was error
to raise the "common varieties" issue with respect to the lode claims
since the complaint did not attack those claims on that ground but
only on the allegations that the land in the claims is non1mineral in
character and that the quantity of minerals in the claims was not sufficient to constitute a valid discovery. Next he asks whether the contestant should not be required to present prima facie evidence on each
matter in issue before the burden of proof passes to the contestee.
Finally, he contends that the evidence does not support the conclusion
in the decision that a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral desposit on each claim was established by the two government witnesses, who each expressed the opinion that the minerals found
upon the claim could not be extracted, transported to market and sold
at a profit.. In support of this contention he argues that one government witness admitted, and the hearing examiner found, directly or
by inference, that some of the materials oil the claim could be marketed
at a profit. Furthermore, he denies that evidence of the marketability
of minerals removed from mining claims not in contest is only "speculation" as to the worth of the minerals on the subject claims and that
absence of significant development work or the fact that no minerals
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.from the claims have been sold indicates that the contestee ..d not believe in the existence of a market for the minerals. He also asserts
that the fact that one government witness saw no evidence of discovery
work on the placer claim is of no importance because the deposit is
there and the wind-blown sand would cover up any work done in a
relatively short time. Finally, he says that the failure of the Bureau's
decision to consider the question of "common varieties" ignores the
primary basis for the decision of the hearing examiner.
As we have seen, the decisions below while reaching the same result,
came to their conclusions for different reasons. The Office of Appeals
and Hearings' decision essentially held that the claims were invalid
because there was no discovery under the general rule of discovery as
applied to nonmetallic minerals of widespread occurrence, while the
hearing examiner based his decision on the finding that the deposits
were "common varieties" not subject to location under the mining
laws so that the question of present marketability is not now pertinent.
We consider first appellant's contention that the decisions below
-disposed of the contest against the lode claims on issues not raised by
the complaint and answer and that decisions based upon such issues
are invalid.
In United States v. Harold Ladd Pierce, 75 I.D. 255 (A-30537), de-

cided today and hereafter referred to as first Pierce, involving a contest against another of Pierce's mining claims, the P-1 Pierce placer
mining claim, we considered a similar contention. There the complaint
brought against a limestone placer mining claim located prior to July
23, 1955, charged that no discovery had been made because the minerals
could not be marketed at a profit and that an actual market had not
been shown to exist. We held that the charges could not be construed
to raise the issue of whether a valid discovery of a common variety
of limestone had been made prior to July 23, 1955, where no evidence
was offered on that issue at the hearing and the issue had not been
adverted to by either party.
We distinguished another case, UnitedStates v. Keith J. Humphries,
A-30239 (April 16, 1965), i which the Department held that it was

proper to rule on the pre-1955 marketability of deposits of sand and
gravel on contested mining claims although the charges gave only
lack of sufficient quantities and of present marketability as reasons for
disputing the claim. The Department pointed out that the Government
had made its position known at the hearing, that. the contestee had not
objected and that he had questioned witnesses concerning operations in
1955. Moreover, in the absence of allegations that the contestee had
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been denied an opportunity to produce evidence at the hearing or that
he could produce new evidence on the issue at a new hearing, the Department concluded that the contestee had not been misled by -the
charges or prejudiced in any way.
The case on appeal, in our view, is much more akin to Hulmpries
than to first Pierce. The record demonstrates that at the hearing, held
on December 11 and 12, 1963, and especially at'the reopened hearing,
held on June 16,1964,2 the contestee questioned his witnesses and crossexamined the contestant's witnesses about the "common variety" nature
of the deposits and their marketability on or before July 23, 1955, and
at the time of the hearings, and that the applicability of the ordinary
rule of discovery to the deposits on the claim was raised.
it is true that the contestant offered no evidence that there had been
no market for the minerals on the lode claims on or before July 23,
1955. The contestant did offer testimony that there' was no current
market for some of the products Pierce said he could produce from
the claims (Tr. 23).3 When one of its witnesses, Tom H. W. Loomis,
admitted that limestone from the claims could be sold in Los Angeles
for use as roofing granules at a profit of 80 cents per ton, the witness
also stated that in his opinion the existence of such a market would
not establish a valid discovery of the claims because limestone located
for sale as roofing granules was "a common usage, common variety"
not locatable under the act of July 23, 1955 (Tr. 100). Loomis. also
testified that the deposits of mica schist, feldspar, and aplite could
not "compete economically" (Tr. 110, 83) and that these minerals are
common ingredients of most common rocks (Tr. 113). Pierce in his
turn said that the mica schist and feldspar were not common varieties
(Tr. 251). The hearing, however, closed without any further examination of the market status of the several lode deposits on or before
July 23, 1955.
It was later reopened at the request of the contestee for the limited
purpose of receiving additional testimony or evidence relative to the
percentage of mica contained in, and recoverable from, the mica bearing rock exposed on the claims. The evidence offered at the reopened
.hearing held on June 16, 1964, covered many other aspects of the
controversy. Pierce spoke of new uses for the mica deposit. He stated
that after treatment of the mica by heat to expand it, a process described as exfoliation, it could be used as a substitute for vermiculite,
2In the ist Perce case the hearing, was held on September 18 and 19, 1963.
This and similar references are to the pages of the transcript of the proceedings at
the original hearing. The transcript of the reopened hearing is referred to as "R. Tr."
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as a chemical carrier, as an absorbent, and as an insulating agent (R.
Tr. 20-22). He also discussed how the mica could be processed to develop a product suitable for use in the paint industry (R. Tr. 23),
and how the sand on the Jamie claim could be processed to produce a
silspar sand for use in the ceramic industry (R. Tr. 29-31). He also
explained in detail his estimated mining costs, selling prices, and
other matters of economic interest (R. Tr. 33-38).
:Clifford .O. Fiedler, his next witness, who had testified at the first
hearing as an expert in the machinery, manufacturing, and engineering business (Tr. 146), reviewed a production schedule (Ex. R-L)
showing the feasibility and practicability of mining, milling and
miarketing the various products that are found on the claims (R. Tr.
41 et seq.).
As an introductory question the contestee's attorney asked:
Q. Now, the next question I have, Mr. Fiedler, in the procedure that you had
in your first projection, which was Exhibit V7, and the one you have in front

~of you

at this time [Exhibit R-L], did a market exist for all of these products on
or prior July 23rd, 1955?

A. Yes, they did.
Q. For all of them?
A. For each and everyone of them.
Q. All right.
A. I would like to make an exception to that, Mr. Bridges. The aplite section
-of this projection, I couldn't attest for the market prior to 1955.
Q. All but the aplite? (R. Tr. 41.)

A short while later, the contestee's attorney again asked the same
-witness.
Q. Now, on this projection, other than the aplite shown in the right-hand colismn, was there a market for the products prior to July 23rd, 1955?
A. Yes, for each and every one of them. (R. Tr. 4647.)

Fiedler was also queried about the use of limestone for roofing rock
by the Pyramid Rock Company on or prior to July 23, 1955 (R. Tr.
48-49), and about the ability of the silica feldspar sand from the claims
to have competed with the Monterey Beach sand prior to July 23,
1955 (R. Tr. 49).
On cross-examination he asserted that a market for all the products,
except aplite, existed at the time of the hearing (R. Tr. 60).
The hearing examiner asked Pierce several questions concerning the
general occurrence of mica schist in the area of the claims (R. Tr.
92-93). Pierce's attorney also asked him why the mica schist was
unique (R. Tr. 97-98).
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In its presentation the contestant, too, was concerned with the current marketability of the products from the claim (R. Tr. 106). On.
cross-examination of one of the contestant's witnesses, the contesteeasked whether the mica schist was a common type of product and
whether there was a market for it prior to July 23, 1955. Later in the
same cross-examination, contestee's attorney asked:
Q.
* * Mr. Loomis, is it your understanding a limestone deposit, which
we will assume to be a common variety of limestone, which was located prior toJuly 23rd, 1955, and for which there existed a market on or prior to July 23rd,
1955, and from which this deposit could have competed; that this would eonstitute a valid discovery within the purview of the mining laws,?
Would you like to have that question read back, Mr. Loomis?
A. I would state that the limestone would have to be shown to have beenparticipating in the market in 1955 as well as today, not just in a possible
competitive market, but actually participating in it.
Q. Is that what you would call "Loomis Regulation No. 1?"
A. No. (R. Tr. 132.)

This exchange illustrates how well the contestee understood therelated issues of "common variety" and "pre-July 23, 1955, marketability."
It is our conclusion therefore that the contestee offered evidence on.
the issues on which the decisions below rested and that he has not*
demonstrated that he has been prejudiced by the-inartistic allegations:
of the complaint. Moreover, he does not profess 'to have any additional
evidence to submit on these issues. Therefore we conclude that despite
the possible deficiency in the complaint, the issues on which thedecisions rested are in the record in a manner consistent only with a
recognition that they were important to the resolution of the contest
and that the proceedings are not to be vitiated for any inadequacy
in the complaint.
As we have seen, the hearing examiner rested his decision on the
conclusion that the deposits for which the claims were located comprise conmon varieties of minerals which were not marketable on or
prior to July 23, 1955, and which, if marketable now, do not possess
some property giving them a special and distinct economic value so
.as to constitute them deposits locatable under the mining laws.
Pierce contends that the deposits were "marketable" prior to July23, 1955, because they were in the dictionary sense of the word capable
of being sold, or were "saleable" or "merchantable." For purposes of
the mining law, "marketable" has a more specialized meaning. The
Department has held that for a mineral deposit, especially one of a nonnetallic mineral of widespread occurrence, to qualify as a "valuable
inineral deposit" under the mining laws (30 U.S.C. sec. 22 (1964) ) it
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must be shown that it can be "extracted, removed and marketed at a
profit"-the marketability test. The Supreme Court has recently approved this standard and held that the marketability test is a logical
complement to the "prudent man test" of discovery. United States v'
Coleman, 390 U.S., 599 (1968).
We are faced then with a series of questions; First, do the deposits
on the lode and placer claims constitute common varieties of minerals?
If they do, then were the deposits on the lode claims marketable at a
profit as of July 23, 1955? This question is not relevant to the placer
claim, for it was located on June 28, 1963, long after common varieties
were excluded from mining location. If the minerals on the lode claimns
are common varieties and were not marketable as of July 23, 1955, the
claims are invalid. If the minerals on the claims, lode and placer, are
not common varieties, the inquiry turns to whether they are marketable
at a profit as of the present time. If they are not, the claims must be
declared invalid.
The first issue is whether the deposits are "common varieties" within
the meaning of the act of July 23, 1955. Section 3 of that act, as
amended, 30 U.S.C. sec. 611 (1964), provides that
No deposit of common varieties of sand, stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or
cinders and no deposit of petrified wood shall be deemed a valuable mineral
deposit within the meaning of the mining laws of the United States so as to give
effective validity to any mining claim hereafter located under such mining
laws: * * s*"Common varieties" as used in this Act does not include deposits of
such materials which are valuable because the deposit has some property giving
it distinct and special value **

At the outset it is to be noted that the statute does not apply to,
common varieties of all minerals but only to coimnon varieties of those
enumerated, namely, "sand, stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or
cinders." Some of these terms, e.g., sand, gravel, and stone, are broad in
meaning and can encompass a wide range of materials. The term
"stone," in particular, is extremely broad in meaning, including material of igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic origin and material of
variegated mineral composition, ranging, for example, from white
limestone to dark basalt. This being the case, it is important not to
confuse the material with the constituent elements that make it up.
That is, in determining whether a particular material falls within the
purview of the common varieties provision, it is necessary to determine whether the material as a totality has value or whether only a
constituent element of the material has value.
An example will illustrate. Suppose we have a granitic rock which
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is composed of quartz and the other minerals usually found in a
granitic rock. The rock as such is suitable for use in constructing buildings. There is no doubt that the rock would constitute a "stone" within
the meaning of the common varieties provision and the qhestion would
be whether the particular rock was a comunon variety of stone. If,
however, the same rock carried gold and was located only for the supposed value of the gold, the question would not be whether the rock
was a "stone" and whether it was an uncommon variety of stone because of its gold content. The question would simply be whether
there was a valuable deposit of gold on the claim. In other words,
the matrix in which the gold is embedded would be of no significance
and no "common variety" question would be present.
With this in mind we turn to the question whether the mineral
deposits on appellant's claims present a common varieties question.
The materials claimed to be valuable on the lode 'claims are limestone,
aplite, mica schist (or biotite gneiss), and feldspar. The materials of
asserted value on the placer claim are mica and feldspar silica sand.
The examiner held all these minerals to be common varieties.
There is little problem with the limestone and aplite. They occur
in rock formation and are used in crushed or ground form. In his
appeal to the Director, Pierce did 'hot contend that the limestone and
aplite deposits were uncommon varieties, nor does he do so on this
appeal. There is no evidence in the record to indicate that the limestone
and aplite are different from -the limestone and aplite commonly found
in the Southern California area. The findings of the hearing examiner
that they are common varieties of stone therefore remain unchallenged. See the first Pierce case, decided today. The only issue then
is whether the limestone and aplite were marketable as of July 23,
1955. We turn to that issue later.
The mica schist presents a different problem. Pierce contends strongly that it is an uncommon variety of stone. However, whether it is
-or not raises the question that we have just discussed. On the one
hand, great value is claimed for use of the mica schist as backing on
composition roofing. For that use the whole rock is simply ground and
the pulverized rock applied. The mica content is of little significanceit averages 10 or 12 percent but can be as low as 1 or 2 percent-and
other material can be used for the same purpose, such as beach sand
(Tr. 73-74, 155, 163-164, Ii. Tr. 57, 119, 150-153). The mica schist
'then is properly considered to be a "stone" (Tr. 107) within the meaning of the common varieties provision and it seems clear that, used as
a stone, it is a common variety having no unique or special value.
If the validity of the lode claims depended upon value of the
mica schist as a whole rock, a showing of the profitable marketability
of the schist as of July 23, 1955, would be necessary.
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However, Pierce also claims value for the mica alone. This is the
biotite mica which'would be extracted or separated from the matrix in
which it occurs. In this situation the valie asserted for the claims
would not be for the mica schist as a stone, but for the mica alone,
which could not be characterized as a "stone." Therefore, no question
could exist as to whether the mica is or is not a common variety; the
validity of the claiis would depend simply upon whether the mica can.
be marketed at a profit at the present time. This is a distinction which
the hearing examiner did not draw.
The feldspar appears to be akin to the mica so far as the common
varieties issue is concerned. While it is a common constituent of rocks,.
its value here is claimed to be for its chemical qualities. For such use
the crystals of feldspar would be extracted from the matrix in which
they occur. The feldspar therefore cannot properly be considered to
be a "stone" within the purview of the common varieties provision.
Like the mica, to sustain the validity of the claims based on it, the
feldspar would have to satisfy the test of present marketability at a
profit.
The Jamie placer claim presents another variant. Its claimed value
is based upon material which is clearly "sand" within the meaning of
the common varieties provision. However, since the claim was located
after July 23, 1955, if its validity is based upon a discovery of "sand,"
its validity would have to be based upon the sand as an uncommon
variety of sand. The uncommon nature of the sand is predicated upon
its mica and feldspar content. But it may not be necessary to base
validity of the claim upon the discovery of an uncommon variety of
"sand." It may be based on a discovery of the minerals mica and
feldspar. In this case it is immaterial that these minerals occur in the
form of 'constituent elements of sand. Regardless of which basis isasserted however, the same: showing must be made as to discovery, that
the minerals can be marketed at a profit at the present time.
We turn then to a consideration of whether the evidence shows that
the limestone, aplite, and mica schist were marketable at a profit as
of July 23, 1955, so as to sustain the validity of the lode claims, or
whether the evidence shows that the mica and feldspar are marketable
at a profit at the present time so as to sustain the validity of both the
lode and the placer claims.
First, as to the aplite there is no evidence that it was marketable at
a profit as of July 23, 1955. Appellant's 'witness, Fiedler, prepared
schedules of production for the claims in which he showed production
of 1,000 tons of aplite per month at a net profit of over $2,000 per month
(Ex. V, R-L), but he testified frankly not only that he could not attest
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to a market for the aplite prior to 1955 but that he was not aware of
any existing market at the time of the hearing (Tr. 160, R. Tr. 41, 60).
There was no other credible evidence of a market for the aplite as of
July 23, 1955.
As for the limestone on the lode claims, the principal use claimed
for it is as roof rock, pool sand, and filler (Tr. 174). It is not claimed
to be as high a quality limestone as is the limestone deposit on the P-1
Pierce placer claim, situated a mile away, which is the subject of the
first Pierce decision decided today. For the reasons stated in that
decision, there is little basis for believing the broad statements made
by appellant that a profitable market existed for the limnestone on the
P-6 and the Z-8 claims as of July 23, 1955. In fact, Fiedler's revised
production schedule (Ex. R-L) lumped the materials from the P-1
placer claim together with those from the P-6 land Z-8 claims in projecting a profit. The reasons for doubting that a showing an be made
as to the existence of a profitable. market on July 23, 1955, for the
limestone deposit on the P-1 placer claim apply with even greater
force to the lower quality limestone on the P-6 and Z-8 lode claims.
Now for the mica schist, which is the principal deposit of value
caimed for the lode claims. As we have seen, a principal use asserted
for it is as oating for roofing paper. In fact, that was the major use
asserted at the original hearing (Ex. V, Tr. 150, 158, 161, 163, 257).
For that use the whole rock is simply ground; the mica is not separated
-and its percentage is not critical. The evidence as to its marketability
as of July 23, 1955, consists of the testimony of Fiedler to that effect,
based principally on the fact that mica schist from the Ogilby deposit,
which he operated for 4 years (1956-1960), was sold in Los Angeles
for that purpose and that the P-6 and Z-8 claims have a definite freight
advantage. (R. Tr. 41, 47, Tr. 147-149, 153-156).
However, although the evidence indicates that ground mica schist
from the claims might have been sold as of July 23, 1955, the evidence
is completely theoretical. It consists of estimates as to mining costs,
grinding costs, transportation costs, etc., from which it is concluded
that appellant's claims could have captured a share of the market.
However, much of the evidence, such as Fiedler's plans (Ex. V, R-L),
is projected on the basis .of operations which would include the production of other materials such as limestone for roof rock and filler,
pure mica, feldspar, and aplite. .The figures also assume the production
and sale of certain quantities without any hard evidence to support
the assunptions. The result is. that the economic feasibility of a mica
schist operation for producing ground rock for roofing paper backing
alone is considerably beclouded.
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It is true that Fiedler observed that if it became necessary because
of limited capital to install a single small plant it would be economically practical to put in a plant to process only the mica schist,
that such a plant could be installed for $60,000 to $70,000 to process
-300-500 tons of material a month with a single operator handling
everything, that this was the type of operation at Ogilby. If
Fiedler's estimates for a multi-product plant are accurate, such a
one-product plant would be a success. In his first plan (Ex. V)
Fiedler showed a monthly profit of $1,650 on sales of 350 tons of
mica schist. In his second study (Ex. R-L) he showed a monthly
profit on the same tonnage of $1,910. These add up to yearly profits
-of $19,800 and $22,920 which would appear to be attractive returns
for an investment of $60,000 to $70,000. The question is why this
relatively modest investment has not been made on the claims since
they were located in 1948. Fiedler testified that the Ogilby deposit
has been worked continuously since 1928 (R. Tr. 47). With the profitability of- that operation established at that time and with the
-claimed advantages of the P-6 and Z-8 claims from the standpoint
,of freight costs and mining -costs, why was no mica schist produced
and sold from the claims by July 23,1955?
The stock answer that Pierce has given is that he cannot proceed
with development until he receives patent to the claims (Tr. 256,
267, R. Tr. 37). It may be true that loans may be difficult to secure on
unpatented property. However, Pierce admitted that if he had the
money he could operate it -as an unpatented mining claim but said
"it would be hazardous" (Tr. 267). The excuse that any production
and sales must await the issuance of patent is too pat. If that standard were to be adopted, it could lead to the patenting of one claim
-after another simply upon a paper showing of a profitable operation.
This, of course, is not to say that the Department requires as an
inflexible rule, or even a general rule, that actual profitable operations must be shown before a valid discovery will be recognized.
The Department has disclaimed this to be the rule. United States v.
New Jersey Zinc Conbpany, 4 I.D. 191 (1967); United States v.
Robert E. Anderson, Jr. et al., 74 I.D. 292 (1967). All that we say
here is that failure to demonstrate a discovery by the commencement of actual operations is not to be explained away in all cases
simply on the ground that such operations must await the issuance
of a patent. In the first Pierce case, no operations had begun on the
patented Guiberson deposit adjoining the P-1 claim although patent
had been issued for that deposit in 1922.
With respect then to the aplite, limestone, and mica schist, used
as ground rock, we conclude that the appellant has not shown by
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a preponderance of credible evidence that these materials could have
been marketed at a profit as of July 23, 1955. There is no evidence,
-as to the aplite and the evidence as to the limestone and mica schist,
is purely. theoretical. Although theoretical evidence may be of probative value in certain circumstances involving certain minerals or
mineral deposits, its value in the case of common varieties of minerals of widespread occurrence is extremely limited. United States
v. New Jersey Zinc Company, smpra; United States v. Robert E.
Anderson, Jr. et al., supra; Osborne v. Hamrnitt, Civil Action No. 414
(D. Nev., August 19, 1964), discussed in Anderson.
This leaves, for consideation the validity of the claims as based
on a discovery of mica or feldspar (silica feldspar sand in the case
of the Jamie placer). The question as to these minerals is whether
they can be marketed at the present time at a profit.
There is no doubt that there is a substantial amount of feldspar
on- the lode claims, but the contestant's witnesses denied that it
could be mined economically (Tr. 55, 83, 109). They pointed out that
the feldspar found on the claims appear in narrow stringers which
would make its extraction difficult and expensive (Tr. 109). Feldspar
mined, successfully, they said, occurs in well defined zones in pegmatite deposits with large crystals of feldspar accumulated in lenses
and pods (Tr. 60, 83). Fiedler, the contestee's witness, said his operational plan contemplated no processing of the feldspar other than
selective mining and grinding (Tr. 168, 169, 177, 186). On crossexamination, he stated that his opinion that the feldspar deposit
could be mined economically was based on information given him
as to quantity and quality of the material at the mine site, that he
was not a geologist and was not qualified to make an analysis of the
material (Tr. 172). Loomis, the government witness, after pointing
out that feldspar is a common constituent of rock and that there
was not a large tonnage of rock on the claims with sizable feldspar
crystals (Tr. 274), concluded that of the 30 to 50 feet of feldspar
stringers on the lode claims, the largest one he saw was 5 to 6 feet in
width, that they did not appear to be continuous, and that the selee*tive mining of them would be expensive (Tr. 275).
Pierce, in his Exhibits 0 and Z, which roughly depict the position and relative size of the various deposits on the lode claims,
shows the feldspar quartz lodes as quite narrow compared to the
limestone and mica deposits. Ie referred to "some" feldspar dikes
of 20 to 30 feet in width (Tr. 263), but this statement seems inconsistent with the references to a total width of 40 to 50 feet for
all the feldspar dikes on the claims, the figure used by contestee in
computing the volume of feldspar on the claims (Tr. 82, 136).
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Upon a careful consideration of the evidence, it is our conclusion that
Fiedler based his opinion. of the economic feasibility of producing
feldspar from the lode claims on an assumption about the quantity and
quality of the feldspar which is not supported by the evidence, that
the feldspar as it exists on the lode claims is for purposes of extraction
similar to the vast amounts of feldspar that exist in igneous rock in
non-economic form, and that it has not been shown to be marketable at
a profit at this time.
As for the mica in the mica schist, Pierce presented evidence that
through flotation or electrostatic separation of the mica from the
schist, which assays had shown to have over 29 percent mica, a 98
percent pure biotite mica could be recovered which would then be
finely pulverized to 325 mesh. The resulting product could, he and
Fiedler said, be sold in quantity at $25 or $57.50 per ton and yield
a substantial profit (R. Tr. 25, 34, 43). While Fiedler admitted that
finely ground mica was ordinarily produced from sericite or moscovite
mica, he testified that he had been told by an official of a paint manufacturing company, a consumer of such material, that biotite type
mica could be used as a replacement (R. Tr. 42). The eontestee relies
heavily on a pricing chart included in a government publication listing
the prices of wet and dry ground mica in the United States in 1961
which gives as the price per pound of wet-ground biotite 61/2 cents
for carload and 714 cents for less than carload lots (Ex. R-I).
Loomis, on the other hand, testified that his inquiries had produced
only statements that there was no demand for biotite mica for use for
anything other than in the roofing industry (R. Tr. 106, 120). Despite
repeated cross-examination he was adamant that he had found no
market in the Los Angeles area for use of biotite mica (Tr. 109, 110,
120, 123, 131, 143). Edward F. Cruskie, the other witness for the
contestant, testified that a search of the literature had shown biotite
mica to be used only as a novelty and that there was no significant
tonnage produced (Tr. 54,157-158) .
The contestee offered no evidence of actual sales or probable sales
to support his assertion that biotite mica from the lode claims can
be sold at the prices set out in Exhibit R-I. We find contestant's evidence that no market could be found and that nothing could be found
in the technical literature to indicate that any substantial tonnage of
biotite mica was produced to be persuasive that there is no market for
it in the volume and at the prices on which the contestee based his computations. It is concluded therefore that the mica on the lode claims
does not satisfy the test of discovery.
There remains the contestee's contention that the sands upon the
Jamie claims are not of widespread occurrence and are an uncommon
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variety. He says they are unique and distinct in that the mica, feldspar
silica sand and heavy mineral constituents can be easily separated and
the products of such separation result in a pure biotite mica and a
feldspar silica sand that can meet the chemical specifications of the
glass and ceramic industry.
Cruskie said that there were about 50,000 tons of sand in the placer
claim and a great deal more of similar sand on the lode claims and
another placer claim to the north held by Pierce (Tr. 283, 284). He also
said that there are other comparable sands in the general location of
the claim and that the sand did not have any unique special characteristics which are not found in other sand (Tr. 36, 283). Loomis was
of the same opinion and also stated that similar sands are found in
the general area of the claims (Tr. 89).
Pierce, on the other hand, would not agree and stated that the
sand was quite special because of its composition and its physical
property of being rounded (Tr. 206). He was somewhat vague, however, in attributing any particular benefit that the roundness would
add in the sale of the sand. He mentioned only use in foundries and
as a filler, while the major market, he said, would be in glass and
ceramics (Tr. 181, 196, R. Tr. 29). Pierce also stated that on three
others of his nearby claims there were about 3 to 5 million tons of
this same sand (R. Tr. 94).
In explaining his proposed method of processing the materials on
the claims, Pierce said he was a registered professional engineer, his
business was developing new products, new deposits, and that he held
a number of process patents that he had developed which "have made
profitable the utilization of waste materials or improved the quality
of materials which were common materials but were where we had
been able to improve quality costs of production and making standard
products out of them" (Tr. 199).
We find that the contestee's statement that he applied new processes
to common materials and his claim that there were 3 to 5 million tons
of sand nearby, when coupled with the contestant's evidence that thesand was not unique and that similar sand was found wherever there
is sand or sand concentrates in the general area, to be persuasive that
the sand on the Jamie claim is a common variety of sand which does.
not possess any unique characteristics making it locatable under the
act of July 23, 1955 (supra).

As indicated earlier, however, locatability of the Jamie placer maybe based upon a claimed discovery of mica or feldspar instead of an
uncommon variety of sand. So- considered' the mica is insufficient for7
the same reason as that given for the mica recoverable from the mica.
schist on the lode claims.
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The picture is a little different asto the feldspar. In the lode claims

there are problems of costs in the selective mining and separation of
the feldspar from the rock in which it is found. For the placer the
problem of separation is somewhat different although Pierce said it
could be done by flotation or electrostatic means (Tr. 144). But Fiedler
did not include in his production plans processing of the Jamie sands
for the purpose of producing silica feldspar, and he ran no tests to
separate the feldspar (Tr. 158-159). There is no real evidence as to
the economic feasibility of developing the Jamie claim alone for only
the silica feldspar on the claim. Thus we are unable to conclude that
the present marketability at a profit test has been shown to have been
i1et as to the Jamie placer.
Our decision in this case, as in the first Pierce case, is founded to a
considerable extent upon our inability to give full credence to all the
evidence submitted by the appellant. As in that case, appellant has
presented a mass of loosely coordinated data which, taken at face value,
would show assured financial success in every conceivable operation of
the claims whether it be for one product, several products, or all
products. The trouble is that all the figures do not hang together nor
do they jibe with much of the testimony;. For example, Fiedler's first
production study (Ex. V), submitted at the first hearing, was based on
the material on the P-6 and Z-8 claims only. He estimated that a capital investment of $200,000 was necessary for a plant to produce mica
schist, three forms of limestone, feldspar, and two forms of aplite. The
operation would produce a yearly profit on sales of $208,861, after
payment of $49,800 in royalties to Pierce. As noted earlier no provision
was made for producing pure mica, only ground mica schist (Tr. 149152). At the reopened hearing, held 6 months later, Fiedler presented
a second study (Ex. R-L). This one called for a $300,000 plant investment and included the Jamie and the P-1 Pierce mining claim. It also
added the production of pure mica. Net profit per year was estimated
at $440,000 after payment of $76,200 in royalties to Pierce.
Despite the great emphasis placed' in the testimony upon the mica
schist as being the predominating important material, both production
schedules showed that the bulk of the production and profit would come
fromt the limestohe. The first study showed a production of 2,300 tons
of limestone materials per month at a profit of $9,827.28 (after
royalty) as against production of 350 tons of mnica schist per month
at a profit of $1,300 (after royalty). The second study showed a production of limestone materials of 3,900 tons per month at a profit of
$16,866.25-(after -royalty. as- against production'of 450-tons of mica
schist and mica per'month at a profit of $6,06.94 '(after royalty).
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Pierce tossed off figures of his own for monthly production and profit
from the P-6, Z-8, and Jamie claims: 350 tons of mica schist at a
profit of $2,500; 100 tons of pure mica at a profit of $6,000; 100 tons
of exfoliated mica at a profit of $2,200; rockwool (no tonnage) at a
profit of $1,600; 100 tons of potash spar at a profit of $1,200; 100 tons
of mica from the Jamie sand, $1,000 profit; 1,000 tons of silspar, $8,000
profit; 1,000 tons of foundry sand, $4,000 profit; 1,000 tons of filler for
floor tile, $7,000 profit; white pool limestone sand (no tonnage), $2
per ton profit; 1,500 tons of limestone roof rock, $3,000 profit (R. Tr.
.33-37).
Fiedler also talked about a $250,000 plant for the sole purpose of
separating mica from crushed rock by the flotation process and a
$60,000 to $70,000 plant to pulverize the recovered mica (Tr. 152-153,
165, 177-178). And, as we have noted earlier, he spoke also of a single
$60,000 to $70,000 plant just to crush mica schist for use in the manufacture of roofing paper (Tr. 161).
It seems quite clear that appellant has no firm plans for developing
the claims in issue. It appears that he has merely worked up sets of
figures designed to entice others to make investments on his claims.
In other words, his role is that of a promoter. There is, of course,
nothing wrong with that. A mining claimant is not required to develop
his own claim or to invest his own money in it. He can do so or he
can sell it or lease it to another for development. However, the data
developed for a promotional enterprise may be suspected of excessive
optimism. It seems inconceivable that with so many alleged ironclad
ways of making a profit from the, claims, whether the investment be
small or large, nothing has been done to commence a mining operation
on the claims. It would certainly seem that in the long time that the lode
claims have been held, since 1948, some small demonstration of the
profitability of the claims could have been made.
For the reasons stated, we find the lode and placer claims to be
invalid.
As a last word, we find it unnecessary to rule upon the mineral character of the land in this proceeding.4

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary .of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a) ; 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings is affirmed.
ERNEST

F. Hom,

Assistant Solicitor.
For a recent discussion of principles governing a determination of the mineral:character
of and see. tate of Calvornia v:E. 0. ORdeffer, 75 I.D. 176 (A-30611 (une 28, 1968)),.
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IN THE MATTER OF CAMERON PARISH, LOUISIANA, CAMERON
PARISH POLICE JURY AND CAMERON PARISH SCHOOL BOARD*

Decided Jne 3, 1968
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife: Wildlife Refuges.
The assistance of "public schools and roads" under the Refuge Revenue Sharing

Act, 40 Stat. 383 (1935) as amended, 16 U.S.C. sec. T15s (1964), is a single
Federal Assistance program.

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife: Wildlife Refuges
Under the terms of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, by which the Secretary
of the Interior is required to pay funds for "public schools and roads," he is
without authority to: pay funds for the use of roads alone.

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife: Wildlife Refuges
The Secretary of the Interior, under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, is with-

out authority to allocate funds between local agencies responsible for public
schools and roads.

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife: Wildlife Refuges-Act of' July 2,
1964The Department of the Interior was authorized to withhold funds accruing
under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act during the pendency of administrative

compliance proceedings under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252
(1964), 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000d (1964), particularly where the local agency
responsible for public schools had failed to execute an assurance of com-

pliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964;

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife:; Wildlife Refuges-Act of July 2,
1964
Funds accruing under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act must continue to be
withheld from a county or parish until adequate assurance is received from
both the local agency responsible for public schools and the local agency
responsible for roads that they are in compliance with the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
DECISION OF THE DIRECTOR

This is a review of a recommended decision of the hearing examiner
issued December 18, 1967.
The proceedings were initiated pursuant to Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252 (1964), 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000d (1964),
,and the Departmental regulations.which implemented that Act, 43
CFR 17. Title VI prohibits racial discrimination in "any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance."
For a number of years Cameron Parish, Louisiana, received Federal
assistance under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act of 1935,40 Stat. 383
*Not in Chronological Order.
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(1935) as amended, 16 U.S.C. sec. 715s (1964).' The revenue was
produced by authorized activities in Lacassine and Sabine National
Wildlife Refuges, which are located in Cameron Parish. The Refuge
Revenue Sharing Act provides that:
The Secretary, at the end of each fiscal year, shall pay, out of the net receipts
in the fund (after payment of necessary expenses) for such fiscal year, which
funds shall be expended solely. for the benefit of public schools and roads as
follows:

(1) to each county

* *

Following enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 Cameron
Parish was requested to execute an assurance that it was in compliance
with the Departmental regulations prohibiting discrimination. The
assurance is necessary to qualify for Federal assistance.': On October 4,
1965, the President of the Cameron Parish Police Jury, the governing
body of Cameron Parish, was authorized by the Police Jury to execute
an assurance from which the words "public schools" were deleted. The
assurance was found unacceptable. Subsequently, on February 4, 1966,
another assurance was submitted by the Police Jury which met the
form prescribed by the Department.
Notwithstanding this formal assurance, the Cameron Parish school
system failed to comply with the requirements of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.4 Consequently, the Cameron Parish School Board was requested to execute an assurance of compliance on October 6, 1966.
Their response was silence. At the inception of these proceedings,
the School Board was served with a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing. There was neither an appearance nor an answer of the notice.
During this period, the Cameron Parish Police Jury repeatedly
disclaimed its authority over the schools of Cameron Parish, explained
1 The Refuge Revenue Sharing Act is included in the list of Federal Statutes to which
Title VI is applicable. 43 CFR 17, Appendix A.,
The Departmental regulations became effective January 3, 1965.
343 C.F.R. 17.4 (b) ContinuingState programs.
"(1) Every application by a State or any agency or political subdivision of a State to
carry out a program involving continuing Federal financial assistance to which this regulation applies shall as a condition to its approval and the extension of any Federal financial
assistance pursuant to the application (i) contain or be accompanied by a statement that
the program is (or, in the case of a new program, will be) conducted in compliance with
all requirements imposed by or pursuant to this part * *
"(2) With respect to some programs which are carried out by States or agencies or
political subdivisions of States and which involve continuing Federal financial assistance
administered by the Department, there has been no requirement that applications be filed
by such recipients. From the effective date of this part no Federal financial assistance administered by this Department will be extended to a State orto an agency or a political subdivision of a State unless an application for such Federal financial assistance has been
received from the State or State agency or political subdivision."
5 The Department of the Interior was informed of the noncompliance by the- Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, to whom the responsibility for determining compliance
of primary and secondary schools had been assigned. 43 CFR 17.11(c).
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that its assurance related only to roads, and asserted its compliance
with the Civil Rights Act and Departmental regulations.
Funds produced from the wildlife refuges in Cameron Parish were
withheld commencing in Fiscal Year 1965. The Cameron Parish
share of the 1965 revenues amounted to $5,996.06, the 1966 share was
$32,211.81, and the 1967 share amounted to $32,210.67. On February 24,
1967, after the initiation of these proceedings, the funds withheld for
Fiscal Year 1965 were authorized to be released to Cameron Parish
by the Director of the Office for Equal Opportunity, Department of
the Interior. Authorization for the release was based on the Department's asserted noncompliance with the Attorney General's guidelines
for promptly conducting Title VI proceedings. The authorization for
release of the 1965 funds did not reach the merits of the dispute which
are in issue here. Its sole basis was the Department's delay in prosecuting the noncompliance proceedings. Therefore, the decision to release the 1965 funds cannot be determinative, indeed, is not relevant,
to the question of legal entitlement to the funds. A check for the 1965
funds was delivered to Cameron Parish on June 22, 1967.
Notice of Opportunity for Hearing was issued by the Director,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife on January 20, 1967. After
filing of the answer by .the Cameron Parish Police Jury, the case
was set for hearing in June 1967. However, the parties thereafter
agreed to a stipulation of facts and the matter was decided on briefs
submitted to the hearing examiner.
On December 18, 1967, the hearing examiner issued his decision il
which it was recommended that:
* * * payment of the funds withheld from: Cameron Parish, Louisiana to
date, and future funds which. may accrue under-the Refuge Revenue Sharing
Act, be made, on condition that the Police Jury not pay, use or encumber any
such funds for school purposes until a satisfactory assurance shall be filed by
the school board: with the appropriate agency as to compliance with the Act.
Recommended Decision, pp. 9-10.

It is my conclusion that the decision recommends an act for which
there is no legal authority, and therefore cannot be accepted.
The course of action contemplated by the recommended decision
is unclear. There appear. to be two possibilities.: Either the Secretary
would restrict the payment of funds'on the condition that they not be
'used for schools, or he would pay the funds unconditionally and then
attempt to exercise the power of distribution among the local agencies.
In either case authority is absent. The Secretary cannot restrict the
payment of funds to roads alone, since the Refuge Revenue Sharing
Act demands that the allocations be made for 'schools and roads."
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By the same token, the Secretary cannot apportion the funds after
unconditional payment since the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act leaves
that responsibility with the Parish.

In distributing revenues to the Parish, the Secretary is governed
by the express provisions of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, which
provide that the funds shall be paid for "public schools and roads."
(Italics added.) In the absence of unusual circumstances, which do
not arise in this case, the statutory language must be given its plain
meaning. The language of the statute is clear and distinct, and there
is no reason to resort to other means of statutory interpretation.
it must be concluded that the statute means what it says, and that
the word "and" does not mean "or." In numerous cases the word
"and" has been interpreted as conjunctive rather than disjunctive.
DicsiSon Industrial Site v. Cowan, 309 U.S. 382 (1940); Texas Co. v.
ilaconey, 44 P. 2d 903 (1935). Therefore, if the Secretary is commanded by the Act to distribute funds "for the benefit of public
schools and roads," he is without authority to distribute revenues for
roads alone.
Consequently, unless the Secretary has the authority to distribute
the funds unconditionally and then exercise the power of allocation
between the local agencies of Cameron Parish, the recommended decision of the hearing examiner cannot be accepted.
II.
The language, history, and purpose of the Refuge Revenue Sharing
Act and other similar revenue sharing measures force the conclusion
that the allocation of distributed funds among local agencies is the
exclusive responsibility of local govermnental units.
In a case involving the construction of a Federal statute which provided that revenues from forest reserves were "to be expended as the
state * * * legislature may prescribe for the benefit of the public
schools and public roads of the county * * *." the Supreme Court held
the distribution of revenues to be a local function. The Court stated
that:
When turned over to the State, the money belongs to it absolutely. There is no
limitation upon the power of the legislature to prescribe how the expenditures
shall be made for the purposes stated, though, by the act of Congress, "there is a
sacred obligation imposed on its public faith." * * * King County v. Seattle
School DistrictNo. 1, 263 U.S. 361, 364 (1923).

The Court continued:
* * The public schools and public roads are provided and maintained by the

State or its subdivisions, and the moneys granted by the United States are assets
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in the hands of the State, to be used for the specified purposes as it deems best.
Id. at 364-65.

From the quoted language, there is no doubt that Congress, in a
revenue sharing measure similar to the one at hand, invested local
authorities with exclusive jurisdiction for determining the allocation
of Federal revenues between local agencies, and left the United States
with only the power to assure that the money be used for the purposes
set out in the legislationA
Though the legislative history of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act
does not bear directly on this point, it is 8lear'that.Congress, in silar measures, has regarded the allocation o6f funds between local agencies as a local responsibility. For example, the legislative history of the
National Forest revenue sharing measure, '35 Stat. 260 (1908), as
amended, 16 U.S.C. sec. 500 (1964),' which was interpreted in the Kin9
County decision, clearly indicates that revenues disbursed under that
statute were to. be apportioned only by the local rcipients Throughout the legislative debates, the indications were clear that the revenues
were to be allocated at the local level. See, e.g., 42 Cong. Rec. 6055-6058
(1908). TheKing County decision confirms this Congressional intent.
Moreover, there is nothing in the provisions or legislative history of
the revenue sharing sections of the Mineral Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C.
sec. 191 (1964), or the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, 50 Stat. 526
(1937), 7 U.S.C.l sec.' 1012 (1964), which contain similar' revenue sharing measures, indicating that local revenues may be apportioned between local agencies at the Federal level.
While the National Forest Revenue Sharing Act and the Mineral
Leasing Act, unlike the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, specifically
recognize the state legislature as the authority responsible for revenue
allocation, the provision is irrelevant to the' present case. The King
County decision recognized that such a provision is relevant in determining the atitue which a state may exercise in distributing revenues
for two purposes. It did not question the ecistence of the state's exclusive power to make such a distribution. Moreover, while the legislative
history is silent, it is not unreasonable to assume that the failure to
include such a provision in the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act was due
to the fact that the revenues were to be paid to the county rather than
the state. Consequently, a provision defining the discretion of the state
The purposes set out in the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act for which the funds are to be
used include both schools and roads. The "sacred obligation" referred to in the King County
decision, supra, is essentially a trust iposed upon revenue recipients, assuring that they
use the distributed funds for both schools and roads. See also Alabama v. Schtidt, 232 U.'S.
168 '(1914); Mills County v. Burlington and M. River R. Co., 107 U.S. 557 (1882).
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legislature in the area of revenue distribution between schools and
roads was unnecessary.
Regardless of the reason for the absence of such a provision, the
absence is unimportant. The Refuge revenues are still "payments" to
a county, to be distributed among the county schools and roads by the
county authorities.
The payments made to counties under the Refuge Revenue Sharing
Act are, at least to some extent, compensation for taxes which cannot
be collected from the Federal lands.6 Contrary to the assumption of the
hearing examiner, however, the compensatory nature of the payments
weakens the foundation of the recommended decision. If the payments
are compensatory in nature, they merely substitute for revenues which
would otherwise be collected by the counties. Consequently, the fact
that the payments are compensatory serves to confirm the conclusion
that the counties were vested with exclusive authority to allocate the
revenues between the two program purposes. The Secretary, on the
other hand, is given authority only to "pay" the revenues and thereafter to enforce the purposes for which the money is paid.
In summary, then, we conclude that the revenue sharing provisions
of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act divorce the Federal Government
from the responsibility for apportionment of revenues between local
agencies.
On that basis, it is clear that once compliance with Title VI has been
made, the funds may be apportioned between schools and roads in any
manner prescribed by the Parish. Assertion of Departmental jurisdiction to prevent a distribution of funds to the local agency responsible
for schools would be void since the Act leaves that responsibility with
local officials.
Moreover, a Federal restriction on the use of funds to a single purpose by the Secretary would not only exceed the authority granted by
the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, but would be a direct contravention
of its terms. When the Act commands a distribution of revenues for
schools and roads, a distribution restricted to roads alone is a clear
violation of the Congressional purpose, and an incursion into areas
left to local government.
It is not inconceivable that the Parish would loudly have protested
an attempt by Federal officials to direct a distribution of funds before
the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Yet now the Parish
appears willing to acquiesce in a decision which usurps their right to
The revenues, however, are not payments In lieu of taxes. Senator Metcalf, who introduced S. 1363 which amended the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act in 1964, stated that "I
want to make it clear that the purpose of this legislation is not to pay counties in lieu of
taxe" for the land that we take." Hearings on . 1363 Before the Senate Commerce Committee, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., ser. 48, at 42 (1964).
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allocate their refuge revenues among local agencies. Nevertheless, jurisdiction cannot be conferred upon the Secretary by the acquiescence
or approval of the local authorities when it is plainly lacking in the
Act.
The Parish, in effect, argues that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 modified the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act to allow apportionment of funds
by the Secretary among local agencies. Certainly it would not advance
the position that Federal apportionment was allowed before 1964. The
Parish relies on language in Title VI, which provides that:
* * i termination or refusal shall be limited to the particular political entity,
or part tereof, or other recipient as to whom such a finding has been made and,
shall be limited in its effect to the particular program, or part thereof, in which
such noncompliance has been so found * * ** 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000d-1 (1964)
(Italic added.)1

In explaining the intent of the language, Senator Humphrey, the
floor manager of the bill, stated that:
The title is designed to limit any termination of Federal assistance to the particular offenders in the particular area where the unlawful discrimination
occurs * * t This language provides that any termination of Federal assistance
will be restricted to the particular political subdivision which is violating nondiscrimination regulations established under Title VI. It further provides that
the termination shall affect only the particular program, or part thereof, in
which such a violation is taking place. 110 Cong. Rec. 12714-151, June 4,1964.

The language was included because of the concern expressed by
several Senators that discrimination in a single state agency might be
used as a ground for cutting off all Federal assistance to the state.
110 Cong. Rec. 12714, June 4, 1964 (Remarks of Senator Humphrey).
There seems little question then, that Federal funds may generally
be terminated for that part of a statewide Federally assisted program
which fails to comply with the requirements of Title VI.
The "program" of Federal assistance under the Rufuge Revenue
Sharing Act is the aid of "public schools and roads." The program,
it is evident, consists of two parts-the assistance of "public schools"
and the assistance of "roads." The terms of Section 602 set out above
would tend to indicate that Federal funds could be terminated for that
"part" of the program which is in noncompliance with Title VI. Upon
this premise the recommended decision of the hearing examiner was
based (Recommended decision, p. 10). Without doubt, it is a correct
interpretation of Section602.
7

Departmental regulation 43 CFR 17.7(c) implements this statutory provision.
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The provisions of Section 602, however, cannot be considered apart
from the specific requirements of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act.

Under that Act, the Secretary of the Interior and his delegates are
empowered to perform only those functions which the Act authorizes.
In this case, the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act authorizes only that
assistance be given for schools and roads, not that it be given for schools
or roads.8 There is no doubt that where the Secretary is given a statutory mandate to distribute funds for the, benefit of two purposes, the
restriction of funds to one of those purposes is beyond his authority
and contray to the express terms of the statute.
The situation thus presented is that the Secretary is commanded to
distribute fuds for both schools and roads, and is' authorized to terminate those funds when the local agency or agencies have failed to
comply with Title VI. Since the assistance program is an inseparable
totality including schools and roads, rather than two separate programs, the Secretary cannot distribute funds for only one of the prograin purposes. It is unimportant that the Cameron Parish Police Jury
may or may not have authority over the schools of Cameron Parish.' 0
Reardess of the local divisions of responsibility between schools and
roads, it is the nature of the Federal assistance program itself which
must be considered when determining compliance with Title VI. Since
the Secretary has no power to apportion funds between the local agencies responsible for the two parts of the Federal program, and is commanded to distribute funds for both program 'purposes, the refuge
funds must be withheld " until satisfactory assurance is received from
ven if the language were framed in the disjunctive, the authority of the Secretary and
his delegates to apportion between local agencies would be questionable. In short, if apportionment is exclusively a local function. the language of the Federal act Is immaterial.
While the question is not reached because of the express language of the Refuge Revenue
Sharing Act, it is possible that if the statutory "program" were for the assistance of schools
alone, the Bureau could refuse financial assistance to the "part thereof" which failed to
comply with Title VI. In other words, if the program were a statewide program for the
assistance of schools, the Bureau could limit its assistance to those counties which had
executed valid assurances of compliance and refuse assistane to those which had not.
However, the specific requirement in the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act that the funds be
distributed for "schools and roads" precludes theSecretary and his delegates from limiting
funds to a particular program purpose in this case.
10 That question need not be decided here. So far as the other findings and conclusions of
the recommended decision are concerned, all may be accepted with the exception of the fifth
conclusion of law, which is rejected.
"The funds have been withheld pursuant to the authority to refuse payment of funds
during the pendency of compliance proceedings. 43 C.F.R. 17.7 (b). Since the compliance
proceedings include efforts to obtain voluntary compliance as well as formal administrative
proceedings, 78Stat. 253 (1964), 42 U.S.C. 2000d-1 (1964), the funds have been withheld
properly for Fiscal Years 1966 and 1967. Thisis particularly the case where the local
agency responsible for schools has refused to file an assurance and thereby has evidenced
its intent to ignore the requirements of Title VI and the Departmental regulations.
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the agency responsible for public schools in Cameron Parish that the
requirements of Title VI and the Departinental regulations have
been met.
JoiaN S. GOTTSOHALK,
Director..
Approved:
STEWART

L., UDALLI

Secretary of the Interior.
CHARLES H. SELLS
PATRICIA . DAVENPORT
A-30613

Decided September 10, 1968

Alaska: Homesteads-Alaska: Land Grants and Selections: ApplicationsApplications and Entries: Segregative Effect-Hiomesteads(Ordinary):
lands Subject to
An application for a homestead entry in Alaska is properly rejected
where it is filed after a selection by the State under its Statehood Act,
although the selection application was originally filed while the selected
lands were withdrawn but was subsequently reasserted by amendments
to the application after revocation of the withdrawal, and where alleged
acts of settlement were also subsequent to an amendment of the State's
selection application which had the effect of segregating the land from appropriation by application or settlement and location.
APPEAL FROKfL THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Charles H. Sells and Patricia J. Davenport have each appealed to
the Secretary of the Interior from a decision by the Chief, Office of
Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, dated February 23, 1966, which affirmed separate Anchorage district and land office
decisions of September 16, 1965, rejecting their respective homestead
applications, filed August 13, 1965, for the reason that the lands applied
for are included in a valid selection application, Anchorage 062905,
filed by the State of Alaska on July 29, 1965, under section 6 (b) of the
Alaska Statehood Act of July:7, 1958, 72 Stat. 340, 48'U.S.C. p. 9026
(1964) * .
:. .
.
:X
i
i .
That section provides that the State of Alaska is granted and shall be
entitled to select:
* * * within tw enty-five years after the admission of Alaska into the Union,
not to exceed one hundred and two million five hundred and fifty thousand acres
from the public lands of the United States in Alaska which are vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved at the time of their selection * *
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The Bureau decisions held that the lands were appropriated by the
State's application at the time the homestead applications were filed,
relying on 43 CFR 2222.9-5(b), which provides:
Lands desired by the State under the regulations of this part will be segregated
*
from all appropriations based upon application or settlement and location, *
when the State files its application for selection in the appropriate land office
properly describing the lands * * *.

On the appellants' similar appeals they first did not expressly contend that the decisions were erroneous in rejecting their applications,
but simply posed questions which they stated had arisen because of
their confusion over the rejection of their applications. However, they
later filed identical additions to their appeals which specified the
reasons why they believed that their applications were entitled to
acceptance.

The lands covered by appellants' applications are part of those
involved in an earlier State selection. This selection, Anchorage 058566,
was filed by Alaska on July 8, 1963, at a time when the lands it
described were still within an unrevoked withdrawal. The details of
the land status and the history of the State's selection are fully discussed in a Departmental decision, State of Alaska, Andrew J.
Kalerak, Jr., 73 I.D. 1 (1966), and will not be repeated here except as
is necessary to dispose of appellants' appeals.
The appellants assert that the State of Alaska claims a valid selection of the lands on the basis of its first selection and ask which is
the valid State selection, the one filed July 8, 1963, or the one filed
July 29, 1965. The appellants also assert that they were on the land
and making improvements on July 25, 1965, prior to the State of
Alaska's application of July 29, 1965. They also refer to court proceedings stemming from the Kalerak decision.
The Departmental decision ruled that, although the selection application filed by the State of Alaska on July 8, 1963, while a withdrawal
of the selected land was in effect was premature, the application, nevertheless, could be considered after the withdrawal was revoked and that
the application, which had been accepted and posted, had the effect
of segregating the land from subsequently filed notices of settlement or
occupancy claims. It also held that amendments to the premature
application filed properly during the statutory preference period allowed for State filings after revocation of the withdrawal, or later,
could be accepted as reaffirmations of the original filing and treated
as though the State had refiled the original application at the time of
the amendments. In a memorandum decision of October 20, 1966, the
United States District Court for the District of Alaska, in Kalerak v.
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1

Udall, Civil Action No. A-35-66, refused to accept either aspect of
the Department's reasoning and reversed the Departmental decision.'
The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, however,
reversed the District Court.. It held that the State's amendments were
a "reassertion of the original land descriptions as well as applications
for the selection of additional lands." It found it unnecessary to rule
upon the other ground relied upon by the Department. Uddal v.
Kaerak,
F. 2d
(No. 21, 629, June 19, 1968).
The Circuit Court's decision establishes the validity of the earlier
selection. Consequently the land it covered, including that sought by
the appellants, has at all material times been segregated from appropriation by settlement or entry.
Alaska's second filing, which now appears to have been unnecessary, was filed as a protective measure after the Bureau of Land Management in a decision dated July 20, 1965, ruled that the earlier selection was invalid insofar as it covered lands which were still withdrawn
ol the date it was filed. The second filing was not an abandonment of
the first and does not affect Alaska's rights under the first selection2
We also note that the land status records show that on July 22,
1965, Alaska filed a request to select all the available lands in T. 12 N.,
R. 2 W., S. M. The request referred to the State's previous application, A-058566, and asked that it be amended to include all the available lands in T. 12 N., R. 2 W., S. M. The lands within appellants'
homestead applications lie in sec. 29, same township and range.
Even if the Circuit Court had not upheld the segregative effect of
the first selection, there would be no reason to deny the segregative
effect of the amen Idment which was made after the land was restored
to entry and before the appellants had either made settlement on the
land, which they say they did on July 25, 1965, or filed their homestead applications on August 13, 1965.
While these conclusions dispose of the appeals and an extended
discussion of the requirements of the homestead laws and regulations
pertaining to Alaska is not necessary to decide this case, we wish to
correct an erroneous impression that can be obtained from reading
the decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings, that is, that the
only proper procedure for initiating a homestead claim in Alaska for
surveyed lands is by the filing of an application for entry and not by
the filing of a notice of settlement. Actually, the regulations permit
the initiation of a claim by settlement and by allowance of an entry.
'-Appellants cite the District Court's decision in their additions to their appeals as
removing the State's original application as a bar to their applications.
2 In their additions to their appeals, appellants attacked the validity of the second filing
on the ground that it was not accompanied by a filing fee.
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See 43 CFR 2211.9-1 and 2211.9-2. All that the notice of settlement

does, however, is to give notice of settlement. It is used for administrative purposes and is required in order for credit to be given for residence and cultivation upon the homestead claim prior to the filing of an
application for entry. It must be filed within 90 days of settlement in
orderto preservethat credit. See 43 CFR 2211.9-1(c) (2) and (4) and
see the act of May 14, 1898, 30 Stat. 409, as amended, 48 U.S.C. sec.
371 (1958 ed.), extending the homestead laws to Alaska. Without actual
settlement upon the land, the notices of settlement creates no rights
in the person filing the notice which would be preserved if the lands
are withdrawn or otherwise appropriated thereafter. C/f. Anne V. Hestness, A-27096 (June 27, 1955). Upon allowance of a homestead application to enter, however, an entry is created which has the effect of
appropriating the land until it is canceled. John Robert Claus, RichardH. Yoder, 60 I.D. 457, 461 (1951). A homestead claimant may well
be advised to await approval of a homestead application before making
improvements and expending money on land if he desires to be assured that the land is available for homestead entry. This is especially
true if the lands are surveyed and apparent conflicts affecting the
land's status may be more easily ascertained from the land office
records.
We must conclude that at the time of the appellants' alleged settlement the lands were segregated from settlement and entry pursuant to
43 FIR 2222.9-5 (b) by virtue of either the original selection application or the amended selection application filed July 22, 1965. The decisions below are modified to reflect this. The lands were also segregated
at the time the appellants' homestead applications were filed.
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348),
the decision appealed from is affirmed as modified above.
ERNEST F. Hom,
Assistant Solicitor.

UNITED STATES v. ALFRED N. VERRUE
A-30618

Decided Septemder 17, 1968

Mining Claims: Discovery-Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
To- satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim located
for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23, 1955, on land withdrawn from mining location after February 10, 1948, it must be shown that
the materials within the limits of the claim could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit before the effective date of the withdrawal,
and where the evidence shows that prior to that date no sales were made,
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that minor quantities of material were removed from the claim by the claimant for his own use and by others, with the claimant's consent and without
any charge, and 'that no steps were taken before or after tthe withdrawal of
the: land to develop the claim:as: mining property the fact that sand; and
gravel of similar quality were extracted and sold: from other property in
the vicinity of the claim is insufficient to show that material from the claim
could have been profitably removed and marketed at the same time, and the
claim is properly declared null and void.
APPEAL

ROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGERENT

E

Alfred N. Verrue;has appealed tothe Secretary of-the Interior from
a decision dated March 14, 1966, whereby the Office of Appeals and
Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, reversed a decision of a
hearing examiner dismissing the complaint in acontest against the
Sandy No. 2 placer mining claim in sec. 29, T. 1 N., R. 2 E., G.S.IR.M.,
'Arizona, and declared the claim to be null and void.

The record shows that the appellant located the Sandy No. 2 claim
on March 7, 1946, in the N1/2 SE1/4 NE14 sec. 29, T. 1 N.,'R. 2 E. On
April 9, 1963, a contest complaint was filed by the G'overnment in the
Arizona land office' in which it was charged that no discovery'of valu-

able mineral had been made within the boundaries of the-claim. A
hearing on that issue was held at Phoenix, Arizona, on March 24, 1964.
At the outset of the hearing it was stipulated that the claim contained sand and gravel of such quality and quantity as to be suitable
for building and construction purposes, that the sand and gravel were
of a common variety found generally in the area of the Salt River, and
that the land embraced in the claim wash withdrawn oil February 10,
1948, from all types of entry under a first-form reclamation withdrawal. It was not disputed'that'the withdrawal was a 'bar to mineral
location after that date. 'Although there was not complete accord in
their views, the parties to the contest agreed generally that the' marketability of the sand and gravel found on the ctaim was the key issue in
determining the validity of the claim (Tr. 2-7) .;

The facts attested to by witnesses for both 'parties are essentially
undisputed. The appellant, according to his own' estimate, manually
removed approximately 200 cubic yards of sand and gravel from the
claim prior to February 10, 1948, for use in the construction or improvement of three houses (Tr. 158-161; Ex. 7). In addition, during
the same period, he permitted a subcontractor, identified only as a
1 Appellant's attorney proposed that evidence presented at the hearing should be limited
to that bearing upon the question of marketability of sand and gravel from the claim
during the period between March 7, 1946, and February 10, 1948. Counsel for the contestant
argued that there had to be a showing of marketability and actual bona fide development
of the claim during that period, as well as during the remaining time until the hearing,
that is, that it was necessary to show that a market existed for sand and gravel from the
claim and that the claim was actually used in satisfying that market (Tr. -6).
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war veteran, to remove approximately 400 yards of sand and gravel
from the claim without charge (Tr. 110-11, 164-167; Ex. 7). At the
time of the hearing substantial quantities of sand and gravel had been
and were being removed from the area embraced by the claim by the
Maricopa County Highway Department under a permit issued bythe
Bureau of Reclamation on November 2, 1955 (Tr. 29-31, 85-89; Ex. 5).
The Government's case was directed primarily toward showing that
there was no development of the claim prior to February 10, 1948, and
that the failure to develop the claim during that period warranted the
conclusion that there was no market for sand and gravel from the
claim at that time.
On behalf of the contestant, Creede J. George, Chief of the Lands
Branch, Phoenix Development Office, Bureau of Reclamation, testified
that aerial photos of the area embraced in the claim, taken in 1941
(Ex. 2) and 1949 (Ex. 3), revealed no evidence of excavations or
workings of sand and gravel (Tr. 19-22, 24-25), while an aerial photo
taken in 1958 (Ex. 4) disclosed a. large excavation from which materials had been removed (Tr. 28-29).
Samuel F. Lanford, Maricopa County Engineer, testified that he
first examined the land embraced in the claim for the County in late
1955 at which time he found the surface of the claim relatively undisturbed and that, while there were "spots where it was obvious people
with small vehicles had backed up and taken a few loads of silt out,"
there were "no holes which exposed useful gravel that had been obviously removed with equipment" (Tr. 81-82, 84-85). He also stated
that there was not a shortage in the area of the claim of sand and
gravel materials to take care of the market at the time of the hearing,
that he had "knowledge that there was no shortage of aggregate. materials in the Salt River area" prior to 1955, and that he believed "there
is enough there for the next 200 years or more" (Tr. 90-93).
Luther S. Clemmer, land and mineral specialist in the Phoenix district office, Bureau of Land Management, testified, after several objections on the part of appellant's counsel and some rephrasing of the
question on the part of the Government's counsel, that the removal of
600 yards of material would not, in his opinion, constitute the development of a sand and gravel operation (Tr. 112-117).
Appellant attempted to show that a market for the sand and gravel
on the claim did exist prior to 1948 through evidence of the general
sand and gravel market in the area, of the sale of sand and gravel
from nearby lands, of the removal of sand and gravel from appellant's
claim and of the offering and the issuance of permits for removal of
sand and gravel from lands administered by the Bureau of
Reclamation.
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John Cahill, Jr., who had worked in the sand and gravel business
with his father, testified that he and his father removed and sold sand
and gravel from the general area of appellant's claim prior to and
following World War II (Tr. 59-60). He stated that they purchased
sand, and gravel for 6 cents a yard from Mrs. Rodney C. MacDonald,
whose land was a short distance north of, and on the opposite side
of 51st Avenue from, appellant's claim, that they bought some sand
in 1946 from a colored man who was living on the land embraced in appellant's claim, and that they also took gravel from Governmentowned land on the west side of 51st Avenue (the same side as appellant's claim) for which they made no payment (Tr. 62-64, 66, 72-75).
Evidence of the purchase of sand from Mrs. MacDonald was submitted
in the form of checks written between May 2 and October 18, 1948, for
amounts ranging between $7.44 and $11.76- (Tr. 68-69; Exs. A-1
through A-21). Cahill stated that there has always been competition
in the sand land gravel business and that there was a shortage of suppliers of material "before these big plants went in" before and right
after World WarI (Tr. 73-74).
Hanen Williams, a consulting engineer, testified that he started Valley Concrete Products Company immediately after the war and manufactured concrete blocks until mid-summer in 1946, that, while in
that business, he bought sand and gravel for his concrete products
from commercial plants, that he could sell all the concrete blocks he
could manufacture and that he closed, down the block plant in 1946
because of a cement strike and a pending railroad strike (Tr. 132-133,
138-139). He stated that during the period in which he operated his
block plant he staked a sand and gravel claim on 250 acres on the west
side of 40th Street in the Salt River, that he tried unsuccessfully in
March 1946 to have three parcels of land along the river restored to
mineral entry, and that he considered any property in the Salt River
from Buckeye to Mesa to be valuable as sand and gravel in 1946 (Tr.
139-140).
The appellant testified that he located his mining claim while he was
attempting to obtain for sand and gravel removal from the Bureau of
Reclamation in order to avoid what he considered unreasonable charges
for sand and gravel and in order to "go ahead and-better" himself (Tr.
148-153, 156-158, 173-174, Exs. 7, B-3).2 He stated that he believed
it was necesary for him to purchase the claim before he could go into
business selling sand and gravel from it and that, with the exception
of a small quantity of gravel which he carried' out on his back in sacks,
2 Appellant simultaneously located the Sandy No. 1 placer mining claim immediately
to the south of the Sandy No. 2. He subsequently lost the Sandy No. 1 by means which
he did not know and which he did not want to know (Tr. 153-155, 180-181).
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he made no attempt to remove material from the claim after a makeshift fence'and "no trespassing" signs were placed on the property in
1948 (Tr. 175-176, 181-182)'
i
Appellant also introduced evidence, taken from Bureau records, that
the Bureau of Reclamation offered to accept bids: for the removal of
sand and gravel fron-certain lands in the Salt River' bed in -1947 (Exs.
B-i, B-4, B-5), that John Cahill attempted to obtain a lease from-the
Bureau on October 6; 1948,- for the removal of material from an area
including that embraced by-appellant's claim (Ex. B6), that requests
'for permission to remove sand and gravel from the river bed, coupled
'with the anticipated needs of the Bureau for sand and gravel prompted
the Bureau in 1946 to propose measures for the control and oiderly disposition of lands under its jurisdiction containing sand and gravel
'deposits (Exs. B-8, B-9,-B-12);,'that the Bureau did, in 1947, grant
permission to the Arizona State Highway Department to remove material from sec.30, T. 1 N., R. 2 E., without charg6 f or use in connection
with a Federal Aid Highway project (Ex. B-0), and that it issued
a permit in the same year to the partnership of Morton & Conner: for
the removal of sand and gravel at a price of 10.5 cents per cubic yard
'from sec. 22, T. 2N., R.6E. (Ex. B-1I).
In a decision dated November 6, 1964, the hearing examiner found
that evidence of the removal of several hundred yards of material from
appellant's claim and of the removal of considerable amounts of sand
and gravel from the MacDonald property and other adjacent areas
prior to 1948 was not refuted, that the documentary evidence taken
from Bureau of Reclamation files supported the contestee's evidence
of the existence of a demand for sand'and gravel found in the Salt
River bed, that the unrefuted evidence clearly established'the existence
of a substantial demand'for' sand and gravel in 'the area prior to the
effective date of the first-form' reclamation withdrawal, and that the
deposit found on appellant's claim' Was easily accessible and was located in close proximity' to the burgeoning Phoenix metropolitan: area
and adjacent to other deposits from which sand and gravel were removed and marketed at a profit before and after 1948. He found that
the contestee admittedly had not sold any material from the claim but
that this fact did not, in and of itself, establish that the deposit was
not marketable, pointing out that the fact that the claimant failed,
by reason of a misunderstanding of his right to sell material before
receiving patent or because of lack of finances or business acumen, to
commence a commercial operation on the claim did not render the deposit itself less valuable or marketable. Citing language in the decision
of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, in the case of United
States v. Cha'les H. Henrlson et ., Sacramento Contest No. 5513
(December 2, 1960), to the effect that, absent a going operation, it
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is sufficient to show.that the materials could at the critical: times be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit, the hearing examiner
concluded that the contestee had established by a preponderance. of
the evidence that the subject deposit could have been e#tracted, removed and marketed at a profit prior to .1948.X
On appeal by the Govermnent from the hearing examiner's determination, the. Office of Appeals and Hearings reached an opposite conelusion. It found the, hearing examiner to be in error in accepting
evidence of the sale.oftsand.and gravel from adjaent lands as evidence
of the marketability of material from. appellant's claim. Noting the
hearing examiner's reliance on the Bureau's decision in the Henrikson
case, supra, it pointed out that the Bureau's. decision. was reversed by

the Department in United States v. Chlarles H. Henrison and Oliver
. Henieson, 70 I.D. 212 (1963) in which case the Department held
that more, is required to validate a claim for sand and gravel than
merely to see or uncover sand and gavel on the public domain and flie
a claim thereon and that it must be shown, before a claim has any
validity, that there is a present demand for. the sand and gravel. It
found:the facts of the present case to be analogous with those of the

case of United Staes v. Loyd Ranstad and Edith Ramstad, A-30351
(September 24, 1965)., in which the Department found that, although
;there was a-general market for sand and gravel in the area, there were
many deposits of common varieties of sand and gravel throughout the
area,. that there was no reason to believe that the market demand was
sufficient to requireall available sand and gravel in the area, and that
when the contestees failed to enter the race to supply the theoretical
insufficiency in the production of sand and gravel, the failure contradicted the speculative, hypothetical. and theoretical position of the
claimants that because others developed pits and profitably sold matenrial they could do so as well.
In his appeal to the Secretary the appellant challenges the Bureau's
reliance upon the Henrikson and Ranstad cases, asserting that both
are factually distinguishable from the present case. He argues that
the Office of Appeals and Hearings erred in its failure to acknowledge
that, regardless of the reason for appellant's failure to develop a commercial operation on the Sandy No.: 2, it does not follow that the
market demand for sand and gravel was being saturated by existing
operations and that there is no evidence in the record that he could not
have competed successfully in the market before the Bureau of Reclamation withdrew the land from entry. He further asserts that the
Office of Appeals and Hearings has implied that there was merely a
showing that "similar material has been sold from claims in the adjacent area" whereas the evidence shows that witness Cahill and his
326-467-68

2
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father removed material from the area of the Sandy No. 2 and that the
record clearly demonstrates an expanding market for sand and gravel
in 1948, not the "limited market" found to exist by the Office of Appeals
and Hearings.
The basic principles applicable to this case are well established, having been set forth in numerous Departmental decisions and sustained
in the courts, notably in UnitedStates v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599 (1968),
and in Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836 (D.C. Cir. 1959). In order
to satisfy the requirement of discovery on a placer mining claim
located for sand and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, it must be shown
that, prior to that date or, in the case of land withdrawn from mining
location before that date, prior to the effective date of the withdrawal,
the deposit could be extracted, removed and marketed at a profit. This
marketability can be demonstrated by a favorable showing as to such
factors as the accessibility of the deposit, bona fldes in development,
proximity to market, and the existence of a present demand for the
sand and gravel, i.e., that a demand existed when the deposit was subject to mining location. It is not enough to show that a market exists
for sand and gravel and that a particular deposit is of such quality as
to satisfy the standards of the market and that it occurs in such
quantity as to make removal operations practicable, 'but it must be
shown, as well, that the particular deposit itself can, and could at the
critical date, be mined and marketed at a profit. See, e.g., UnitedStates
v. Everett Foster et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958), affirmed in Foster v. Seaton,
supra; United States v. Charles L. Seeley and Gerald F. Lopez,
A-28127 (January 28, 1960); United States v. Keith J. fHumphries,
A-30239 (April 16, 1965); United States v. Gene DeZan et al., A-30515
(July 1, 1968).
We wish to emphasize two critical elements in this last statement.
The first is that it is essential to show not only that the minerals in
question could have been sold at the critical date but that they could
have been sold at a profit. This was very recently confirmed by' the
Supreme Court in United States v. Coleman, supra:
* * Minerals which no prudent man will extract because there is no demand
for them at a price higher than the cost of extraction and transportation are
hardly economically valuable. Thus, profitability is an important consideration in
applying the prudent-man test, and the marketability test which the Secretary
has used here merely recognizes this fact. 390 U.S., at 602-603.

The second critical factor is that, especially where minerals are of
widespread occurrence, it must be shown that minerals from the partioular deposit in question could have been marketed at a profit.
United States v. Keith J. Humphries, supra; United States v. Loyd
Ramstad and Edith Ramstad, supra; Osborne v. Hammitt, Civil No.
414 (D. Nev., August 19, 1964).
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The sole question here relates to the application of these principles
to the facts of this case.
The evidence of record falls considerably short of establishing conclusively the marketability or the, nomnarketability of sand and gravel
from appellant's claim prior to February 10, 1948. In support of the
Government's contention that the sand and gravel were not marketable
there is little shown beyond the fact that they were not sold. In support
of appellant's position there is evidence that, under the proper conditions, sand and gravel might have been extracted and sold from anywhere along the Salt River in the vicinity of the claim prior to the
date of the withdrawal.- The Jhearing. examiner found -this evidence
persuasive that the deposit could have been profitably mined. In reaching that conclusion he found, in substance, that appellant's failure to
develop his claim was satisfactorily explained upon the basis of factors
other than the lack of a market for the materials found thereon. The
Office of Appeals and Hearings, in essence, found the hearing examiner's conclusion to rest upon too much theory and too little evidence.
The Department has never held that proof that minerals from a
mining claim have actually been sold is an indispensable element in
establishing their marketability. It has, however, recognized the difficulty of proving marketability without showing any sales, pointing out
in United States v. Everett Foster et al., supra, and in numerous other
cases that, while the fact that no sale had been made at the critical
time is not controlling in itself, yet it is persuasive that certain factors
must have been involved which prevented the sale. In other words, the
fact that nothing is done toward the development of a claim after its
location may raise a.presumption that the market value of the minerals
found therein is not sufficient to justify the expenditure required to extract. and market them.
The evidence in this case undeniably demonstrates the existence of
a useful and accessible deposit of sand and gravel within the limits of
the Sandy No. 2 claim, suitable for the same purposes for which sand
and gravel are, and were at the date of location of the claim removed
and marketed in the area of the claim and situated in reasonable proximity to the local market. Thus, at least two of the criteria of marketability-accessibility and proximity to market-have been satisfied. A
useful deposit, however, is not necessarily a marketable deposit, and
the fact that a deposit is utilized by the removal of material at no cost
to the remover beyond his operating expenses does not establish the
marketability at a profit of the deposit. It is only when the material
can be disposed of at a profit above the cost of removal and transportation that it can be said to be marketable at a profit. See United States v.
John C. Chapman et al., A-30581 (July 16, 1968). Thus, the fact that
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appellant permitted a subcontractor to remove 400 yards of material
without charge is of no weight insofar as showingthe existence of a
market for profitable disposition of the sand and'gravel found on the
claim. Nor. is evidece that substantial quantities of and- and 'gravel
were removed, withbut permissin and 'without payment, fron other
lands adhninistered by the Bureau of ReIamation proof of the marketability at a''profit of the sand and gravel found either on those lands
or on the land embraced in' appellant's claim. It shows no more than
some people preferred to get their own sand and gravel from the river
bed rather than paying commercial suppliers for iti Moreover, neither
the concern of the Buteau of Reclamation over reserving -sand and
gravel deposits for its own future needs, reflected in' the' recommendation which preceded the withdrawal of the land in question from entry
(Et. B-2), nor the subsequent utilization of the land by the County
necessarily demonstrates the existence of a coinercial market for this
particular deposit, since the' primary concern of both parties'was the
availability of sand and gravel which could- be obtained without
charge.
* The record is void of evidence either that appellant attempted to
sell sand and gravel from the Sandy No. 2 clain or that' anyone att6mpted to purchase any from him.5 Appdllant's explanation that he
did not think he had any right to sell sand and gravel until he obtained
patent to the claim does not seem fully consistent with his actions in
removing material himself and'inipermitting further removal'by someone else. However, accepting it as a true expression of his understanding of his rights, the void of evidence that he could have sold material
from the claim at a profit if he had tried remains.
In attempting to'show that the market Was greater than the supply
in 1946, appellant has relied upon the testimony of witnesses Cahill
and Williams, respectively, that there was a shortage of suppliers of
4 This is not to deny appellant credit for the value of sandand gravel which he removed
for his own building use and which could be recognized as possessing a monetary value
to him in the same way in which sand and gravel extracted 'by a manufacturer'of concrete
products from his oW property and utilized in his: business would possess a definite
economic value even though his profits were derived from the disposition of the ultimate
product and not from the sale of sand and gravel.'However, the value of 200 yards of
sand and gravel at 6 cents per yard, $12, over a period of two years, is a matter of no
consequence in trying to establish the marketability of a mineral deposit. While the Department has never prescribed a level of profit which must be contemplated in order to
demonstrate a valuable mine, it must be recognized that the sale of a load of sand and
gravel does not constitute a mining operation or establish its feasibility. 'See United States
v. Wiflliam Mv!.Hinde et a., A-30634 (July 9, 1968).
5
Appellant did testify that an unidentified man with an unexplained purpose offered
to purchase the claim for $1,000 in 1947 and that he declined the offer. The reason for
the offeror's interest in the claim, of course, could be a matter for almost limitless conjecture, and the fact that someone may have considered the potential value of the claim
to justify an investment of $1,000 at that time by no means establishes a profitable
market for the sand and gravel found therein in 1947.
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material immediately after World War II and that there was a market
'for all of the concrete blocks that could be manufactured during the
same period. We are unable to, see wherein either- of these facts is related to the question of the availability of sand and gravel.
There is no suggestion that the production of concrete block was ever
limited by a scarcity of sand and gravel. There is evidence, however,
that is was affected by a scarcity of cement, Williams having testified
that he closed down his blockplant in 1946 because of a cement strike
(Tr. 138-139). Similarly, Cahill's testimony that right after the war
there was shortage of supplies of material in the area "before these
big plants went in" (Tr. 74) reveals nothing with respect to the availability of sand and gravel to be processed in the "big plants," and it is
'solely the availability of the raw material with which we are concerned.
Appellant also places reliance upon evidence that the Bureau of
Reclamation offered in 1947 to issue permits for the removal of sand
'and gravel from a number of tracts of land, not including the tract
presently in question (Ex. B-1). This, too, fails to demonstrate that
sand and gravel from the Sandy No. 2 claim could have been profitably
extracted and marketed at that time. Apart from the fact that the sale
of material from other land in the vicinity does not establish a demand
for material from the particular claim in question (See United States
v. Keith J. Humphries, supra), the mere fact that the Bureau of Reclamation offered to authorize the removal of sand and gravel from
certain lands under its jurisdiction does not in itself prove the marketability at a profit of the proffered materials.6
Perhaps the most persuasive evidence of the commercial value of the
Sandy No. 2 in 1948 is evidence that John Cahill, on October 6, 1948,
applied to the Bureau of Reclamation for permission to remove material from the southerly side of the river channel in sec. 29 T. 1.N. R.
2 E., an area which included appellant's claim, bidding 5 cents per
cubic yard for all material to be taken (Ex. B-6). Cahill's application,
The record shows, in fact, that only one bid was received for one tract of land of
six that were offered after the Bureau, in addition to posting public notice of the auction,
sent individual notices to nine parties, including appellant, who previously had requested
permission to remove sand and gravel from Bureau lands' (Exs. B-1, B-5). There is
evidence that the small response to the Bureau's offerimay have reflected an over-pricing
of the materials on the part of the Bureau (see Ex. B-1).< However that may-be, the
evidence falls far short of establishing the existence of a dem and for sand and gravel so
great that anyone owning a deposit of those minerals in the Salt River Valley could be
assured of a market for his product.
It is interesting, although completely unexpiained, that Cahill Said and Gravel Company
apparently removed sand and gravel from the' west side of :51st Avenue without paying
anyone for material removed while simultaneously purchasing sand and gravel from Mrs.
MacDonald on the other side of the road (Tr. 66). The only inference to be 'drawn from
this is that there are factors other than price which affect: the seetion of sites for sand
and gravel removal. This does not,. however, increase the evidence that material from
'
appellant's claim was marketable at the same time.
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however, was tied to a contemplated sand and rock plant, a development which, apparently, never materialized. Thus, the application affords no evidence that there was an existing market for material from
the claim prior to February 10, 1948, evidence of a possible or likely
future market not being sufficient to demonstrate marketability. See
United States v. Everett Foster et al., supra, at 8; United States v.

William . Hinde et al., supra.
The crux of the problem here lies in recognition of the difference
between evidence that any of the sand and gravel found within specified limits can be profitably extracted and marketed and evidence that
all of such materials can be profitably extracted and marketed. Assuming the validity of the proposition that any property in the Salt River
bed between Buckeye and Mesa was valuable for sand and gravel in
1946, it would appear, in theory at least, that a sand and gravel operator could have removed material from any point within those limits
and marketed it at a profit. In other words, sand and gravel deposits
occurring throughout that area satisfied all of the criteria of marketability with respect to quality, quantity and proximity to market. This,
however, must be considered in the light of unrefuted testimony that
those deposits are sufficient to meet the demand for the next 200 years
or more.
It would appear that the sand and gravel deposit found within the
limits of the Sandy No. 2 claim does not differ substantially in quality,
quantity or proximity to market from other deposits that were being
exploited during the period from 1946 to 1948. It would appear, as
well, that it does not differ in these same characteristics from other deposits found along the river bed which have not yet been developed
and some of which may not be developed for another 200 years. In
these circumstances, it is difficult to distinguish between that which is
presently marketable, or that which was marketable during a specified
period of time, and that which is not presently marketable but may
become marketable at a future date except upon the basis of what a
mining claimant actually is doing or has done toward developing his
mine as a source of sand and gravel. Thus, although the extent of the
occurrence of sand and gravel is more limited here, we are unable to
distinguish in principle between the showing of potential marketability
made in this case and that made in the Ramstad case, supra, and other
cases involving sand and gravel claims in the Las Vegas area in which
we have held that the marketability of the sand and gravel in a particular deposit is not demonstrated by evidence that sand and gravel of
like quality have been removed and marketed from other deposits in
the same vicinity. See also the Humpries case involving sand and
gravel deposits near Las Cruces, New Mexico.
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We come then to another point in the test of marketability-bona

fides in development. Good faith in the development of a mining claim
implies the performance of such acts as are calculated to comply with
the requirements of the law and to utilize the mineral resources present on the claim. Before there can be bona fides in development there
must be acts of development. This is not to say that the locator of a
mining claim must immediately commence mining his claim in order
to establish his good faith in locating the claim. He must, however,
demonstrate by some means that the value of the claim is such as to
induce men to expend money and effort in extracting the minerals from
the earth, for it was never intended that a right to a patent could be
founded upon nothing more than claiming and holding lands of conjectural mineral worth in the hope that-they might some day prove, to
be of substantial value. See Cole v. Ralph, 252 U.S. 286, 307; United
States v. Evelyn M. Kiggins et al., A-30827 (July 12, 1968). In this
case there is no evidence that anything was done toward the development of the claim. It is.true that appellant did that which was necessary to facilitate the removal of minor quantities of sand and gravel
for his own use, but this, as we have already pointed out, does not constitute the development of a mine. While appellant has offered an explanation for his failure to .do anything toward developing the claim,
the fact remains that bona fdes in development can be demonstrated
only by the performance of positive acts and that there has been a complete want, of such acts in this case. Added to appellant's failure to
take any significant steps toward developing the claim during the two
years preceding the withdrawal of the land is the fact, which cannot
escape unnoticed, that for thirteen years after the withdrawal he did
not overtly assert any claim to the land until 1961, several years after
the County had commenced to remove sand and gravel, when he asked
the Bureau of Land Management about the validity of his claims (Tr.
182-183).
Viewing the evidence as a whole, in light of the concepts discussed
above, we find that appellant has failed to demonstrate the marketability at a profit of sand and gravel from the Sandy No. 2 claim prior
to February 10, 1948, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the
evidence does suggest that, in different circumstances, under proper
management, material from this claim might have been marketed instead of material from some other deposit but that this possibility
does not prove either that appellant could have sold sand and gravel
from the claim to those engaged in the sand and gravel business or
that he would have been justified, solely by virtue of his possession of
a source of raw material, in entering that business himself in competition with those already so engaged and that conjecture as. to what
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might have, been done under somewhat different circumstances is not
sufficient to rebut the presumption that the laim was not developed
prior to February 10, 1948, because its development was not needed at
that time to satisfy the demand for sand and gravel. Accordingly,
we conour in the Bureau's conclusion that the Sandy No. 2 claim is
null and void for lack of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.
One point remains to be discussed. Appellant challenges the authority of a reviewing officer to ignore the findings of fact of a hearing examiner except where there clearly are no facts to support the hearing
examiner's findings.
Appellant errs in supposing, apparently, that a hearing examiner's
findings of fact have the same degree of finality as those of a trial
court in a judicial proceeding. Such is not the case. In assigning hearing examiners to make the initial factual determination the Secretary
retains his authority to determine the facts, and it is well established
that, upon appeal, the Director of the Bureau of Land Management,
and in turn the Secretary, can make all findings of fact and law based
upon the record necessary to decide the case just as though each were
making the decision in the first instance. United States v. T. C. Middleswart et a., 67 I.D. 232 (1960); United States v. Alvin M. May,
A-30675 (July 25, 1968). It should be pointed out, however, that our
departure from the conclusions of the hearing examiner in this case
reflects essentially a difference in the significance accorded some of the
facts found .by the hearing examiner as they relate to the ultimate
question to.-be decided rather than a difference in finding as to the
facts themselves.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348), the
decision appealed from is affirmed.
ERNEST F. HOM,

Assistant Solicitor.
UNITED STATES v. THEODORE R.: JENKINS
A-30786

Decided Septeqm ber 26,1968

Xining Claims: flscovery-ining' Claims: Determination of Validity-:
A prudent man could not reasonable expect to develop a profitable mine for
'imanganese where the extent of the deposit within the mining claims is Unknown, and it appears to contain only low grade ores for trhich there is
no market, or reasonable prospect for a market, therefore, there has not.
been a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of the
mining laws and the claims are properly declared -null and void and a
mineral patent application for the claims is properly rejected.
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Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Mining Claims:; Discovery
There is no justification to ssue a mineral patent for mining claims containing an unknown quantity of low grade manganese simply because some
patents may have issued for similar-type of claims during World War II and
during a period where an artificial market for low grade ores wag created
by a govermnent stockpiling program giving',an incentive price for ores,
* where there is now no market for such ores and no reasonable prospect of
. such-a market.
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Theodore R. Jenkins has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision by the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau
of Land Management,. dated January 25, 1967, which affirmed a hearing.,exam iner's decision of July 30, 1965, declaring the Jack's Ridge
Nos. 1,3, 4 and 8, and Bobby Nos. 1 and 2 lode mining claims located
in sec. 16; T. 12 N-i R. 13 E., G. & S.R.Mer., Arizona, to be null and
void for lack of an existing discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
within the claims. The Office of Appeals and Hearings also rejected
Jenkins' mineralpatent application, Arizona 030936. (M.S. 4533),
which the. examiner had referred to the Bureau's State Director for
action in light of the examiner 's decision.
The application for mineral patent for the claims was filed by Jenkins on July 12, 1961. It described the improvements on the claims and
stated with respect to the mineral value of the claims the following:
The veins and deposits in said lodes are well defined in a brecciated zone over
a sandstone and granitic base, and contain values in minerals consisting chiefly
of. manganese imbedded in and near the. surface and. extending to a considerable
depthbelow the surface.
The manganese veins, fractures and deposits are disclosed in the discovery
cuts and other' cuts and pits and show valuable mineral bearing rock in place
and large deposits of commercial manganese. The claims are located in a known
and proven manganese bearing belt. Practically all of the' sutface of said claims
is covered by a manganese deposit containing manganese of a value of approximately 20%. The property is valuable for mining purposes, and the indications
are that the values, chiefly manganese, will increase at depth and that large
bodies of commercial ore will be encountered over the entire area of said claims.
It is believed that some of the ore bodies continue across from canyon to canyon.
The work which has been done disclosed that the mines can be worked profitably
over a long period of time and the mining claims have a high value for mining
purposes. * *

*

1This case has been before this office before on a procedural question. The appeal to
the Director, Bureau of Land Management, was dismissed by a decision of May 3, 1966
of the Office of Appeals and Hearings for failure to comply with the Department's rules
of practice. H1owever, by decision, United States v. Theodore.R. Jenkins, A-30661 (December 13, 1966), the Bureau's decision was reversed and the case remanded for consideration on itsmerits. The present appeal is from the Bureau's decision on the merits.
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The lands embraced by the mining claims are within the Sitgreaves
National Forest in Coconino County, Arizona. At the request of the
Regional Forester, a contest complaint was issued charging that there
was not a valid discovery of mineral as required by the mining laws
within the claims, and that the land within the claims is nomnineral
in character. The hearing examiner and the Office of Appeals and
Hearings sustained the complaint as to the charge of a lack of discovery, but made no ruling on the second charge that the land is nonmineral in character. The rulings were based upon evidence presented
in a hearing before the hearing examiner on April 7 and 8, 1964, and
depositions taken on May 29, 1964, relating to a joint examination and
sampling of the claims by the parties as agreed upon at the hearing.
Generally, appellant contends that certain factors were not given
proper consideration in the decisions below. His primary objection is
that an improper test or standard was applied to determine whether
there was a valuable mineral deposit. He requests that there be a thorough review of the entire record and that the decisions below be
reversed.
A review of the record in this case has been made but we see no
reason to change the decisions below and we adopt them generally as
to their discussion of the facts and laws in this case. Therefore, an extended discussion of the evidence in this case will not be made. Basically, the evidence shows that workings have exposed some concentrations of manganese disseminated throughout these claims generally in
discontinuous veinlets or stringers of varying sizes. From the descriptions of the mineralization that was exposed the Bureau's witnesses
testified that there was not an adequate quantity of mineral to warrant
developing a mine, and they did not believe that further workings
would disclose larger and richer deposits of manganese. Appellant's
witnesses testified to their belief that there might be richer and larger
deposits revealed with deeper workings. Samples of the ore were taken
from the claims and the assay tests were submitted in evidence. Of the
31 samples submitted by appellant the following manganese percentages were shown: 3 show values from 20-21 percent manganese; 13
from 15-20 percent; 5 from 10-15 percent; and the remaining 10 below
10 percent (Ex. C, D, E). The assay reports of 54 samples taken by a
Forest Service witness show significantly lower manganese percentages: 33 show values lower than 5 percent; 11 show from 5-10 percent;
3 from 10-15 percent; 4 from 15-20 percent; 2 from 20-23 percent;
and one shows 44.85 percent (Ex. 16-20). The last sample was a onepound gram sample of nodules and concretions from a dump (Tr. 40).
The appellant and the Forest Service also took two joint samples at
one spot after the hearing which showed 43.56 percent and 45.21 per-
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cent manganese (Exs. D-l and D-A). One of the samples taken was
described as "a pick sample, picked only of the best material that we
could find" (Dep. ). The other sample was "identical" (Dep. 30).
The fact that 28 of 31 appellant's samples assayed at less than 20
percent manganese, discredits the assertion in appellant's patent application that the claims have a value of approximately 20 percent.
Although one of appellant's witnesses said that he would draw the line
between high grade and low grade manganese at between 15 and 20
percent, nothing submitted by the appellant supports this. It is apparent from the record that ore of such low grade is not being used in
this country. Instead,,most of the steel companies which use manganese
in the manufacture of steel use higher grade manganese ore (usually
above 40 percent) which is imported and is much cheaper than the
domestic ore. There has never been any ore from these claims sold.
Letters from steel companies submitted by the Forest Service showed
that they were not interested in domestic manganese ores and did not
purchase such ores because of the cheaper and higher quality imports
(Ex. 24-31). The record shows that manganese ore which has been
sold from claims having similar-type deposits in the area was sold to
the United States Government under its stockpiling program established in 1950, which terminated in 1959. Other than such purchases
by the Government, there is no showing that manganese ore in the area
similar to that on these claims has ever been sold (except perhaps a
little during the war), or that such ore has been used significantly, if
at all, in industry.
A Forest Service witness also testified that the samples taken show
a higher assay value than could actually be recovered in any milling
operation of a washing type as the soft pyrolusite manganese when
mixed with water floats off and is washed and lost in the tailings (Dep.
7). Although appellant contends that beneficiation processes have been
and are being developed, none was shown which would solve the problem of saving the soft pyrolusite. Instead, only the hard nodules and
the psilomelane type of manganese can be recovered under present
beneficiation processes.
With respect to evidentiary factor mentioned by the Office of Appeals and Hearings, appellant contends that other factors were not
given proper consideration. First, he refers to references in the decision to his testimony that he has never engaged in producing, shipping
or selling ore (Tr. 142), and that he does not know the specifications
for manganese required by the steel industry (Tr. 141). Appellant contends that a person of ordinary prudence need not be a skilled miner
but should be considered in the light of an average person of ordinary
prudence. He asserts that he had the advice of a competent geologist,
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that his claims are located in the same mining district as those of other
claimants, that some of the adjoining claims had been patented and/or
profitably mined, and there was reason to believe, as he testified, that
he' would be justified "in continuing this through to a final
determination" (Tr. 130).
It is true that the "prudent man"* need not be a skilled miner and
that he may well rely on the dvice of competent
Igeolgists or mining
engineers. Nevertheless, a prudent man would be expected to find out
whether the .ore he is mining or proposes to mine is marketable and
meets the standards' for sale 'on the market. It is apparent from appellant's discussion that he`realizes that the test of whether there is a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit to be applied here is not a subjective'one-what 'he, himself, believes will result-b'ut is an objective test- it; a' prudent man may expect to result. A subjecbive inquiry may be necessary where there' is a'question of 'the claimant's good
faith. Otherwise, his beliefs are not decisive. The primary 'difference

between the Buteau's decisions and appellants position in this case
appears to- be what criteria a prudent man should consider and how

the prudent man test should beapplied.
Apellant objects to 'a6onsideration of whether the ore from the
claims is marketable. He' contends that the decisions below erroneously
equate" marketability with profitability and distort the long-relied-on
prudent man test of Castle' v. Womble, 19 L. 445 (1894), by inferring that marketability, p'resent or prospective, and profitability are
one "in the same thing [sici " He 'contends that'these decisions and
that of the Department in United States v. AZvis F. Denison et at.,
71 .D. 144 (964:), relied on by the examiner,2 are premised "upon a

fallacious extrapolation' on the 'prudeht-man' rule to the effect that
a person of.ordinary prudence would not engage in a mining venture
unless he ca fresee a profit today" and that "without profit today,
any venture is speculative, in the exploratory stages only, and offers
no incentive for pursuit and' must therefore be condemned," and that
the premise of these rulings is "invalidity or loss of validity upon
changing economic conditions, a denial of prospective' value."
Let us examine the Castle v. Woinble prudent man test in its context. As quoted by appellant in his brief, the test is as' follows:
* * * where minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a character
that a person of ordinary.prudence would be justified in the further expenditure
aThe Denison case involved low-grade manganese ore deposits in this same area in
Arizona. The Department found that any economic value, such deposits might have had
ceased with the cessation of the Government's' stock-piling purchasing prograni in 1959,
that there was no prospective market shown for the mineral, and consequently there was
not a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the claims. In Denison v. Udall, 248
F. Supp. 942 (D. Ariz. 1965)', the case was remanded to the Department for further
evidentiary proceedings,,and it iscurrently awaiting final Departmental action on those
proceedings.
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of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing
a valuable mine; the requirements of the statute have been met. To hold otherwise would tend to make of little avail, if not entirely nugatory, that provision
of the law whereby' "all valuable mineral deposits in land's belonging to the United
States *-* * are

*

*

*

declared to be free and open to exploration and pur-

chase." For, if as soon as minerals are shown to exist, and at any time during
exploration, before the returns become remunerative, the lands are to be subject
to other disposition,' few would be found willing to'risk time and capital in the
attempt to bring to light and make available the mineral wealth, which lies
concealed in the bowels of the earth, as Congress obviously must have intended
the explorers should have the proper opportunity to do. 19 L.D. at 457.

Now uponwhat evidence is thetestto bebased? The decision states:
In the case of Sullivan Iron Silver Mining Co. (143 U.S. 431), it was commonly
believed that-underlying all the country in the immediate vicinity of land in controversy was 'a horizontal vein or deposit, called a blanket vein, and that the
patent issued was obtained with a view to thereafter develop such underlying
vein. The supreme court, however, said, page 435, that this was mere speculation
and belief, not based'on any discoveries or tracings, and did not meet the requirements of the statute, citing Ion'Silverk and Mining CO. v. Reynolds (124 U.S. 374).
In the last cited case the court, on page 384, says that the necessary knowledge
of the existence of minerals may be obtained from the outcrop of the lode or vein,
or from developments of a placer claim, previous to'the application for patent or
perhaps in other ways; but hopes and beliefs caniot be accepted as the equivalent
of such proper knowledge. In other words, it may be said''that the requirement
relating to discovery refers to present facts, ad not to the pro6babiliies of the
future.

In this case the presence of mineral is not based upon probabilities, belief and
speculation-alone, but upon facts, which, in' the judgment of the register and
receiver and your office, show that with further work, a paying and valuable mine,
so far as human foresight can determine, will be developed. (19 L.D. 45"457;
italics added).

Thus, the test is one to be determined upon the basis of present facts
and not future speculation or conjecture which has no basis in present
facts.
In this connection we may first point out that the discussion in the
quoted passage concerning a belief as to a valuable blanket vein underlying an area is similar to appellant's beliefs concerning the deposition
of mineral within his claims. Although some surface mineralization has
been shown, nothing has demonstrated that there is a large deposit of
manganese ore of a higher grade lying deeper in the claims. Therefore,
the evidence, in this case concerning the probabilities of more valuable
depositsis the mere speculation and belief rejected in Castle v. Womb le.
Now, as to appellant's contention that it is improper to extend the
prudent man test to include a consideration of present marketability at
a profit, any doubts as to whether such considerations as to the marketability and price of minerals such as manganese may, be considered un-
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der the prudent-man test have clearly been resolved by the Supreme
Court in the recent case of United States v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599
(1968). In that case it was contended that a requirement that building
stone be shown to be marketable at a profit was contrary to the mining
laws.:The Court rejected this, saying in language applicable to all
minerals:
* * * The Secretary's determination that.the quartzite deposits did not qualify
as valuable mineral deposits because the stone could not be marketed at a profit
does no violence to the statute. Indeed, the marketability test is an admirable
effort to identify with greater precision and objectivity the factors relevant to a
determination that a mineral deposit is "valuable." It is a logical complement to
the "prudent-man' test" which the Secretary has been using to interpret the mining
laws since 1894. ** * Under the mining laws Congress has made public lands
available to people for the purpose of mining valuable mineral deposits and not for
other purposes. * * * [footnote omitted] The obvious intent was to reward and
encourage the discovery of minerals that are valuable in an economic sense.
Minerals which no prudent man will extract because there is no demand for them
at a price higher than the cost of extraction and transportationare hardly economically valuable. Thus, profitability is an important consideration in applying
the priident-man test, and the marketability test which the Secretary has used
here merely recognizes this fact.
*
*
,
*
a
a.
*
*
Finally, we think, that the Court of Appeals' objection to the marketability test
on the ground that it, involves the imposition of a different and more onerous
standard on claims for minerals of widespread occurrence than for rarer minerals
which have generally been dealt with under the prudent-man test is unwarranted.
As we have pointed out above, the prudent-man test and the marketability test
are not distinct standards, but are complementary in that the latter is a refinement of the former. While it is true that the marketability test is usually the
critical factor in cases involving nonmetallic minerals of widespread occurrence,
this is accounted for by the perfectly natural reason that precious metals which
are in small supply and for which there is a great demand, sell at a price so high
as to leave little room for doubt that they can be extracted and marketed at a
profit. 390 U.S. 602-603 [Italics added].

This discussion by the Supreme Court thus makes it abundantly
clear' that the prudent man standard is a test based upon present economic facts which compare the costs with the expected returns for the
product. The test is not whether there is an operating profitable mine,
or whether a prudent man at some time in the future under more favorable circumstances might' expect to develop a profitable mine, but
whether under the ircmiastances known at the time a profitable mine
might be expected'to 'be developed. This expectation must be based
upon present. coisiderations as to the value of the deposit as determined
by the extent of saleable mineral within it, and the market price for the
mineral, and by comparing the expected costs of the mining operations
The applicability of the marketability test to such minerals as gold, silver, copper, lead,
and zinc was expressly held'- in the recent case of onver8e v. Udall"
P. 2d
(No. 21,697, 9th Cir., August 19, 1968).
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The evidence clearly shows that no prudent man would expend time
and money to develop a mine at this time as there is no market for the
low-grade ore on the claims. Is there thus justification to patent these
mining claims pursuant to appellant's application when the deposits
clearly have no present economic value We think not, and the abovequoted language from the Coleman case clearly gives the reason for
this. This is not the type of situation where there are regularly occurring periodic changes-in the market price occurring over a short period
of time where a prudent man would consider both the ups and downs
of the market place and from such changes could make a rational prediction of future probable average market prices. Instead, the most
that has been shown in this case is that ore of this type in the area was
purchased from a few claims in this area under a special government
program for marginal and submarginal ores (at a price much higher
than the prevailing commercial rate for higher grade ores), and that
there may have been a few sales from claims in the area during a time
of national emergency during World War II. However, even then the
use of the ores was insignificant. These circumstances could hardly be
called normal ups and downs in the market place., We do not consider
these circumstances facts upon which a reasonable prospect of a market can be based. If appellant's contentions were followed to their logical conclusion, any land containing low-grade minerals might be considered a valuable deposit if we assume that in the future foreign
sources might be cut off by war or other reasons, or that the demand for
the mineral might increase so significantly that the price will increase
sufficiently so as to justify extraction and processing costs which now
no prudent person would conceivably expend, or that Congress will
provide for a large subsidy to mine such ores. The mining laws were
not designed to enable individuals to obtain patents to large tracts of
land to hold for future possible development (or for purposes other
than mining) where the deposits have no present economic value. They
were designed to promote mineral development not land speculation.
The other fact on which appellant relies is that some patents for
manganese claims in the area were issued dnriiig the war years orduring the period of government incentive-purchasing. This, however,
does not compel- us to do the same here where it is now abundantly
clear that the mineral deposits on -the claims have no economic value
and it appears that whatever economic value they might have had was
because of an artificially created market limited to the United States
Government. Therefore, we see no reason to change the conclusions
reached in the decisions below. Cf. United States v. Theodore R.
Jenkins, A-30409 (March 1, 1966).
4We take notice of an interesting case dealing with the value of manganese
re to be
certified under commodity tariff rules, Northern Pacific Rail'way Co. v. United States,
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Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 P.R. 1348),
the decision appealed from is affirmed.
ERNEsT F. Hobf,
Assistant Solicitor.

UNITED STATES v. MT. PIXOS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
A-30823

Decided September 27, 1968

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals-Mining Claims: Discovery
The marketability of sand and gravel from a claim located after the act of
July 23, 1955, for sand and gravel: is not sufficient to validate the claim
if the deposit has no property giving it a distinct and special value since un355 F. 2d 601 (Ct. Cl, 1966). This case concerned freight rates chargeable to the Government for shipments of manganese ore in Montana in 1953,, 1954, 1955 and 1955 under
the same stockpiling program of the Government (under the Defense Production Act of
1950, 64 Sat. 798). As the Court said:
"*
t
* The stated purpose of the program was to obtain from marginal or submarginal
sources manganese ore which would not be otherwise produced, with the reservation that
the Government could exclude presently established production of manganese ore from
participation in the program.
A

*

*

*

*

e

*

*

"At all times pertinent in this case, there were no known major sources of high grade
manganese ore in the United States. To obtain substantial amounts of manganese from
domestic ores, such metal would have had to be extracted from low grade ores like those
in the pertinent shipments. During the time of the shipments, the market value of commercial manganese ore varied rom 60 to 65 cents per long ton unit, with the manganese
content of such marketable ore ranging from 44 to 50 percent, as contrasted with the
above-stated incentive price of $2.30 per long ton unit, paid by the defendant for low
grade ores which had an average manganese content of only 23.4 percent.
"The ores in the pertinent shipments had no market value and could not have been sold
at any price other than to the defendant at incentive prices under the stockpiling pro
gram." 355 P. 2d 602-603.
The Court rejected the shipper's contention that the price paid by the Government
for the ores was the value to be certified under the commodity tariff rules. The Government
contended that the ores had no market value, so that it was entitled to the lowest commodity rate. On this question the Court's discussion of value has significance and relevance
to the question of value here as it relates to deposits of minerals and their economic
value under the mining laws:
"* * * The ordinary meaning of value is market value, or the fair price reached by
a buyer and seller, both willing to act, and both informed about the open market. In the
sale of ores, value contemplates the commercial price reasonably to be paid upon consideration of the costs which will be incurred to produce therefrom a metal which can be
profitably used or marketed. Hard reality forces one to conclude that assays and other
ore tests in the smelting industry are directed to such commercial determinations, and
that the term "value" in the commodity tariff rules means the commercial or market value
as determined by the "settlement between shipper and consignee * * * made on basis
of return or assay by said smelter or industry." Reasonable construction of the term "value"
requires rejection of the contention that the artificially created incentive prices under
the stockpiling program constituted the values of the ores. Proper rules of construction
should not permit the unusual facts of this case to bring about a result which is contrary
to the ordinary meaning of the term value and to the basie principle of comniodity tariffs
to fix rates on the actual value of the article shipped." 355 F. 2d 605.
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der that act common varieties of sand and gravel must be disposed of under
the Materials Act and are not locatable under the mining laws.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
A sand and gravel deposit which may have the necessary qualities for road,
'tunnel and dam construction projects nearby and is marketable but has
no property giving it a distinct and special value for such purposes or for
other purposes for which other commonly available deposits may be used is
a common variety within the meaning of the act of July 23, 1955, and, therefore, is not locatable under the mining laws.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals-Mining Claims. Discovery
Where a mining claim containing common varieties of sand and gravel not
locatable under the mining laws also contains slight values of fine gold which
the mining claimant alleges may profitably be extracted in connection with
the removal and sale.of sand and gravel from the claim, in order for the
claim to be valid there must be sufficient gold of a quantity and quality to
satisfy the prudent-man test of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
independently of the value of the sand and gravel.

Mining Claims: Discovery
A showing of mineral values which might warrant further exploration for
minerals within a. mining claim but would not warrant development of a
mine is insufficient to establish a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEJENT

The Mt. Pinos Development Corporation has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated May 11, 1967, by the Chief,
Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Managementi which
affirmed a hearing examiner's decision of August 4, 1966, declaring
the Dry Creek No. I placer mining claim located in secs. 4, 5 and 9, T.
7 N., P. 19 W., S.B.M., -California, within the Los Padres National
FQrest, to be null and void for lack of a valid discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit within the meaning of the mining laws.
The mining claim was originally located on November 8, 1963; and
was conveyed by the original locators to the Mt. Pinos Development
Corporation o January 23, 1964. At the instigation of the Forest
Service a cntest was'brought against the claim with the complaint
charging that a discovery of a locatable material has not been made and
maintained and that theland is nonmineral in character. After a denial
of these charges by the- contestee, a hearing was held on March 15, 1966,
for receiving evidence on the issues raised by the proceedings. - - From our review of the entire record in this Case it is apparent that
the decisions of the hearing examiner and the Office of Appeals and
Hearings are correct and that they sufficiently set forth the pertinent
326-467-6S
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law and facts involved. Repetition then shall be made only to set appellant's issues in perspective and for further emphasis.
The appellant has contended that the claim is a valid claim because
it contains a valuable deposit of marketable sand and gravel and also
because it contains gold. The decisions below found that the sand and
gravel within the claim, although marketable, is a common variety not
locatable under the mining laws, and that the gold values shown within
the claim are insufficientl to establish a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.
With respect to the sand and gravel, appellant insists that the deposits of the sand and gravel within the claim are marketable and thus
the claim is valid. It states that it has entered into a contract with the
State of Calif ornia to sell 3,000,000 tons of sand and gravel for use in a
highway construction project (Contestant's Exhibit 14), and also that
it has entered into another lease-contract with the Littlerock Aggregate
Company whereby additional materials are to be used in construction
of four water tunnels and a dam (Contestee's Exhibit B).l Appellant
contends that the highway and water tunnels are under construction
and there is a present need for the sand and gravel materials from
the claim, that both operations are presently "being penalized" by
the necessity of paying higher prices f or hauling the required materials
longer distances to points of use because of this contest.
In response, the Forest Service points out that under the Materials
Act, 30 U.S.C. sec. 601 (1964) the sand and gravel would be available
to the State of California for highway construction without charge. It
contends that appellant's claim frustrated such disposition to the State
and that the claim was filed only after the property had been shown to
the State's agent and the State indicated its interest (Tr. 112-115).
It also contends that the sand and gravel here is a material of "dreary
ordinariness, suited only for the uses of the general run of deposits of
this kind," and that the fact it may have commercial value does not
mean it is an uncommon variety, as the Materials Act presupposes that
common varieties may be valuable for they are subject to sale by the

Secretary.
Appellant lays a great deal of stress upon the marketability of the
sand and gravel and appears to take the position that if marketability
is shown this is all that need be shown to validate the claim. It refers
to a discussion of the "marketability rule" as applied to the law of
discovery in a Solicitor's Opinion, 69 I.D. 145, 146 (1962), saying that
1It
is noted that under section 5 of the contract with the Littlerock Aggregate Company, the lessor (appellant) agrees "to endeavor to obtain a cancellation of that certain
agreement with the State of California for the extraction of sand and gravel from the
leased premises."
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* * * The extreme example is probably sand and gravel, but in many areas
the available deposits far exceed the market In such cases we must insist that the
locator show that there is a market actually existing for his minerals. To validate
any sand and gravel claim proof of present marketability must be clearly shown.

Obviously appellant has confused the issue here with the test as to
what constitutes a valid discovery of a "valuable mineral deposit"
within mining claims. Itihad nothing to do with the meaning of the
term "common varieties" used in section 3 of the act of July 23, 1955,
as amended, 30 U.S.c. sec. 611 (1964). Appellant seems to labor under
the misconception that a common variety of minerals is one that is not
marketable therefore; if a mineral is marketable it is not a common
variety. This, of course, is completely wrong.
Under the mining laws, a valid mining claim exists only when the
claimant has discovered a "1valuable nineraldeposit" within the limits
of: the claim, 30 U.S.C. secs. 22, 23 (1964). O ver 73years ago the
Department defined what constitutes a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit:* [w] here minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further
expenditure of his labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success, in
developing a valuable mine, the requirements of the statute have been met.
Castle v. Womble, 19 L.D. 455, 457 (1894).

In this terse general form the prudent-man test sufficed for mally years
when the mineral involved consisted of gold or silver or some other
intrinsically valuable mineral. But when discoveries were claimed for
far more commonly occurring minerals, such as building stone, sand
and gravel, an elaboration of the prudent-man rule to identify more
precisely the factors that a prudent man would consider in determining
whether to commence development of a mine was natural or inevitable.
This elaboration or refinement became known as the marketability rule.
Its essence was that no prudent man would.be justified in expending his
labor and means to develop a mineral deposit unless the mineral could
be extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit.
The marketability test was attacked as an improper standard and as
ail unauthorized departure from th6 prudent-man test. It was to answer
this attack that the Solicitor's Opinion of September 20, 1962, supra,
was issued. The opinion pointed out that the marketability rule was
merely one aspect of the prudent-man test. This view has recently been
confirmed by the United States Supreme Court in United States v.
Coleman, 390 U.S. 599 (1968).
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The marketability rule, like the prudent-man rule, has nothing to do
with the question of "comnon varieties." This is at once obvious in that
the modern expression of the marketability test was enunciated in the
sand and gravel case of Layman et al. v. Ellis, 52 L.D. 714 (1929),
almost 26 years before enactment of the act of July 23, 1955, supra.
Prior to the latter date there were deposits of ordinary sand and gravel
which satisfied the marketability test; and were therefore subject to
valid mining location. There -were probably many more deposits of
ordinary sand and gravel which did not meet the marketability test and
which therefore could not be' validly located under the mining laws.
No legislation was necessary to exclude from mining location deposits
in the second category; legislation was needed only to exclude from
location deposits in the first category; i.e., deposits of ordinary sand and
gravel which satisfied the marketability test. This was the purpose of
section 3 of the act of July 23,1955, 69 Stat. 368, which provided thatA deposit of common varieties of sand, stone, gravel * * * shall not be deemed
a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of the mining laws of the United
States so as to give effective validity to any mining claim hereafter located under
such mining laws-* * *.2

Thus the statute clearly barred from location after July 23, 1955,
deposits of common varieties of sand and gravel which would satisfy
the marketability tst. It is not enough then for appellant to show that
the material on its claim is marketable. See United States v. E. A.
Johnson et al., A-30191 (April 2, 1965).
Section 3 of the act of July 23, 1955, provides that common varieties
do not include deposits of such materials "which' are valuable because
the deposit has' some property giving it distinct and special value."
Therefore, as to claims for sand and gravel located after this act, it is
not only necessary to show marketability, but in addition that the
deposit has a property which gives it a "distinct and special value."
In contending' that the deposit is not a common variety of sand and
gravel, appellant refers to its brief to the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, and to testimony' by its witnesses that the material within
the claimnmeets the standards listed in the Department's regulation
43 CFR 3511.1 (b). It emphasizes that portion of the regulation which
reads as follows:
e * * Mineral materials which occur commonly shall not be deemed to be
"common varieties" if a particular deposit has disitinct and special properties
making it commercially valuable for use in a manufacturing,'industrial, or proeessing operation. In the determination of commercial value; such factors may be
considered as quality and quantity of the deposit,.geographical location, proximity
to market or point of utilization, accessibility to transportation, requirements
2

Amended without change in substance by the act of September 28,

§ 611 (1964).

1962, 30 U.S.C.
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for reasonable reserves consistent with usual industry practices to serve existing
or proposed manufacturing, industrial, or rocessing facilities, and feasible
methods for mining and removal of the material. * *
Appellant and its witnesses at the hearing particularly emphasized
the facts regarding the location of the claim and proximity to a market
and the fact that there is a sizable quantity of the sand and gravel as
satisfying the requirements of this regulation. However, the regulation
only indicates that these are factors which may be considered in determining commercial value. They are not the factors which determine
whether the deposit "has distinct an'd special properties." In other
words, the regulation speaks of two different things that are necessary
to make a deposit locatable as an uncommon variety: (1) it must have
distinct and special properties, and (2) those properties must make it
commercially valuable. The factors of quality and quantity, proximity
to market, accessibility to transportation, etc., merely go to establishing
commercial value, and they are substantially the same factors that are
to be considered in determining whether a deposit is marketable. The
factors of marketability required to be shown by a claimant are set
forth as follows in a Solicitor's Opinion of September 21, 1933:
* *

*

the mineral locator or applicant, to justify his possession, must show

that by reason of accessibility, bona fides in development, proximity to market,
existence of present demand, and other factors, the deposit is of such value that
it can be mined, removed and disposed of at a profit.. 54 I.D. 294, 296 (1933).
This is the language quoted in Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836 (D.C.
Cir. 1959), in the court's discussion and approval of the marketability
test. The factors listed as pertinent to determine marketability are
substantially identical with those enumerated in the regulation for
determining commercial value.
Appellant mistakenly assumes that establishing commercial value
ipso facto establishes the existence of special and distinct properties.
Thus it argues that:
* * * commercial value implies trade and bargaining in market place for
things of special value. The raw material such as sand and gravel acquires
commercial value in the sale by the price paid by the buyer to the claim owner
for the material acquired. It acquires additional commercial value when it is
processed from its raw state through the sand and gravel equipment by washing
it free of clay, separated into particular sizes required for special uses according to specifications for the various layers of aggregate and concrete in
highway construction in accordance with adopted plans. It may be sold after
processing to some industry for further processing or manufacturing. The variety
of uses of the material is beyond his control and power to determine after the
claim owner parts with its ownership. Contestee as owner of the mining claim
cannot and is not required by the mining regulations to do the processing or
the manufacturing for industrial uses of the sand and gravel materials.
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To make it marketable, Contestee is not responsible for any use or misuse
of the material after sale to a buyer, and the mining law cannot direct or dominate its use. It is his property to hold or sell or use as he will, whether in
the raw state, processed, or manufactured into some other ultimate product.

It is true that the value of a raw material is determined in the
market place by the price that it can command. However, the fact
that it sells for a price does not necessarily establish that it has distinct
and special properties. The pertinent criteria which must be colsidered were recently discussed in: United States v. U.S. MieraZs
Development Corp., 75 I.D. 127, 134 (1968), as follows:
* :'the Department interprets the 1955 act as requiring an uncommon
variety of sand, stone, etc., to meet two criteria: (1) that the deposit have a
unique property, and (2) that the unique property give the deposit a disinct
and speciai value. Possession of a unique property alone is not sufficient. It
must give the deposit a distinct and speeial value. The value may be for some
use to which ordinary varieties of the mineral can not be put, or it may be
for uses to which ordinary varieties of the mineral can be or are put; however
in the latter case, the deposit must have some distinct and special value for
such use. For 6xample, suppose a deposit of gravel is found which has magnetic
Jpropertids. If the gravelcan`be used for some purpose'in which its magnetic
properties are utilized, it would be classed as; an uncommon variety. But if the
gravel has no special use because of its magnetic properties and the gravel
has no uses other than those to which ordinary nonmagnetic gravel is put, for
exanple, in: anufacturing concrete, then it is' not an uncommon variety because its unique property gives it no special and 'distinct value for those uses.
The question is presented as to what is meant by special and distinct value.
If a deposit of gravel is claimed to be an uncommon variety but it is used only
for the same purposes as ordinary gravel, how is it to be determined whether
the deposit in question has a distinct and special value? The only reasonably
practical criterion would appear to be whether the material from the deposit
commands a higher price in the malket place. If the gravel has a unique 'characteristic but is used only in making concrete and no oneis willing to pay more
for it than for ordinary gravel, it would be difficult to say that the material
has a special and distinct value.

Although appellant emphasizes evidence produced at the hearing
showing that construction engineers (of the State of California) and
its geologist took samples of the material and tested it, finding it
suitable for the construction of highways, tunnels and dams, this
evidence, considered with all of the evidence in the record, did not
establish that the material on the claimi had any special properties
which gave the deposit a distinct and special value. Indeed, it is
apparent that although it may be superior in some respects to some.
deposits in the area for certain uses in construction work, it may also
be less desirable than other deposits for such work. Nothing was shown
which established that it could be used for any purpose for which
other collmonly available sand and gravel could not be used.
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The weakness of appellant's case iS demonstrated by its reliance
at the hearing on a letter by the State of California right-of-way
agent to a forest ranger dated July 10, 1964 (part of Constestee's
Exhibit A, see Tr. 71-72), which stated in part that they:
intend to take principally aggregate base and concrete aggregates and obtain
the more common varieties (i.e. aggregate subbage and imported borrow) from
closer sitesto minumize [sic] our haul costs.

From this appellant insisted at the hearing that the sand and gravel
on the claim is not a common variety because of the references to
"nord oinnioh varieties and because the-material will be used for
concrete aggregates (Tr. 305-306). The State's engineer's comparison
of more cormmnon-varieties":certainly does not categorize this said
and gravel as being an uncommon variety, and in any event, even if
it did, his opinibln would not be binding when the facts demonstrate
otherwise.
His remarks do point out one of the most important factors to
a user of sand and gravel and that is its location with respect to the
construction site. A closer location would reduce hauling costs. The
proximity of appellant's claim to the cotistruction project, together
with the availability of a water supply which. appellant has shown,
should give an economric advantage in selling aild processing the materials from the claim over sites which are further-away and do not
have water. However, no physical property of the material itself has
been shown which demonstrates that it has a "special and distinct
value." There isl nothing to show that the material from the claim may
be sold at a significantly higher price than other materials used for
the same purposes, which is necessary to demonstrate that it has a
property giving it a distinct and special value. United.States.v. U.S.
;Iinerals Development Corp., ,,%pra;, United States v. R. W. Brubaker et al., A-30636 (July 24 1968). Indeed, there is some evidence
that it may receive a lower price as Contestant's Exhibit 14, which
contains the contract with the State of California referred to by appellant, shows a then-agreed upon royalty of 10 cents per ton. It also
contains a contract by the State with others for sand and gravel at a
royalty of 5 0 cents per ton-some 5 times oreater than that for appellant's material. In considering all of appellant's contentions with
the evidence it is clear that the sand and gravel within this claim is
a colmnon variety within the meaning of the act of July 23, 1955, and,
hence, the claim is invalid as to the sand and gravel.
The remaining discussion concerns appellant's allegations that because the claim contains some gold it is valid. In its. notice of appeal
appellant contends that the evidence at the hearing was uncontra-
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dicted that the gold on the claim could be mined profitably "if the
huge quantities of sand and gravel could be removed from the claim
site after processing rather than being stored on the claim which
would unnecessarily obstruct the gold recovery operations of the
yet unprocessed deposits." However, the "evidence" appellant relies
on is the opinion of its witness, a geologist. In considering his testimony in its entirety, together with his report of the examination of
the claim, it is apparent that his opinion as to the value of the gold
apart from the sand and gravel is based upon unsupported theory
as to a means of processing the gold economically from the claim,
and further falls back upon a reliance on a sand and gravel operation.
Appellant's own contentions are based upon the premise that the placer
mining claim is valid for the gold when it is mined in conjunction
with operations for the removal of sand and gravel. The information
in the record shows, in appellant's words, that the "flour-fine," and
also that its values .are too low to warrant a mining- operation for the
gold alone. Appellant refers to testimony by a government witness
regarding the value of placer material based upon a report by one
of appellant's witnesses, (Tr. 300-301); however, this was simply a
hypothetical response based upon hypothetical facts (Tr. 299). His
evaluation and determination of the value of that witness' samples
elsewhere indicated that the values of the gold are too low to warrant
development of the claim (Tr. 282-286, 288-290, 298, Ex. 17, 18).
The question relating to the gold pertains to that part of section 3
of the act of July 23, 1955, which provides as follows:
That nothing herein shall affect the validity of any mining location based
upon discovery of some other mineral occurring in or in association with such
a deposit [of a common variety of sand, stone, etc.].X

This provision refers to the discovery of some locatable mineral such
as gold occurring in a deposit of a common variety sand and gravel,
etc. Congress certainly did not intend that the presence of any gold
within such a deposit would validate the claim, but that there must
be a "discovery" of the gold within the meaning of the mining laws.
That is, the deposit of gold itself must satisfy the prudent-man test
of Castle v. WomIble, supra. There is nothing in the legislative history
of the act which would indicate that this rule would be altered at all.
Instead, the fact that the mineral such as gold occurred in a nonlocatable deposit of sand and gravel would not invalidate the claim
if it was otherwise valid because of the discovery of gold under this
standard. However, likewise, the value of the sand and gravel would
not be considered in evaluating the value of the gold to determine if
there was a valuable deposit of the gold. In other words, as indicated
in United States v. L. N. Basich, A-30017 (September 23, 1964), and
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cases cited therein, there -would have to be a discovery of gold which
jwould validate the mining claims independently of the value of the
sand and gravel..
It, is apparent that the evidence in this case shows that there has
not been a discovery of sufficient -gold to warrant a prudent man in
expending time and money to develop a mine, but at the most would
warrant only further exploration in an attempt to locate sufficient
gold for mining. A showing of mineral values that are only sufficient
to warrant further exploration rather than development work is not
sufficient to establish a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit. Con1
verse v. Udall,
F. 2d (No. 21, 697, 9th Cir., August 19, 1968);
C. F. Pruess, Executor v. Udall, Civ. No. 6-167 (D. Oreg., June
25, 1968).
Accordingly, pursuant to the athority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a); 24 F.IR. 1348),
the decision appealed from is affirmed.

F. HoM,
Assistant Solicitor.

ERNEST

THELDHA M. HOLBROOK ET AL.
A-30940

'Decided Septenbber 30, 1968
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Oil and Gas Leases: Extensions-Oil and Gas Leases: Drilling
The, post-termination activities' of a' lessee who claims to have earned an'
extension of an oil and gas lease by diligently.prosecuting actual drilling
operations at the end of its primary term can be evaluated to.,determine
whether his activities on' the last day of the lease were, undertaken in
good faith to carry the well-drilling operations to a conclusion and, where
it is determined that he was not proceeding in good faith, it is proper to
hold that the lease terminated as of the expiratioi of the primary term.
APPEAL

ROM THE BUREAU-OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Mrs. Thelma M. Holbrook, Edward J. Smith, and Elmer J. Smith
have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated
December 14, 1967, of the Chief, Branch of Mineral Appeals, Office
of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, which' affirmed a decision of the Wyoming land office holding that oil and gas
lease Evanston 021058, of which they are the lessees, had not earned
a right to a two-year extension and that as a result it had terminated

on January 31,1967.
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The lessees had sought an extension under the provisions of section
4(d) of the act of September 2, 1960, the Mineral Leasing Act Revision of 1960, 74 Stat. 790, 30 U.S.C. sec. 226-1(d) (1964), and Departmental regulation 43 CFR 3127.2. For a lease to qualify for such
an extension the statute requires that "actual drilling operations
were commenced prior to the end of its primary term and are being
diligently prosecuted at that time."'
The regulation provides:
(a) Any lease on which actual drilling operations, or for which under an
approved cooperative or unit plan of development or operation, actual drilling
operations were commenced prior to the end of its primary term and are being
diligently prosecuted at that time, shall be extended for 2 years and so long
thereafter as oil Or gas is produced in paying quantities.
(b) Actual drilling operations must be conducted in such a way as to be an
effort which one seriously looking for oil or gas could be expected to make in
that particular area, given existing knowledge of geologic and other pertinent
facts.
(c) As used in this section (1) "actual drilling operations" shall include
not only the physical drilling of a well but the testing, completing or equipping
of such well for the production of oil or gas; (2) "primary term" means all
periods in the life of the lease prior to its extension by reason of production of
oil or gas in paying quantities. 43 CPR 3127.2.

The lessees' attempt toexetd their leasetega - n January 11 1967,
with the filing of an application to drill a 700-foot well within the
limits of the lease. 'The application, as amended, was approved oh
January 19, 1967, by the Geological Survey's district engineer.
In a memorndum dated; February I, 1967,the district engineer
wrote the manager of the Wyoming land office:
Our records show that lease Evanston 021058 was due to expire on January 31,
1967. This' is to advise you' that drilling operations on the' ledsehold were commenced-on' January 31'and were being diligently conducted on the expiration
date, therefore, the lease is entitled to a 2 year' extension pursuant to' provisions
of 43 OFR 3127.2. This office is requesting that the extension of the lease due to
drilling operations be held in abeyance until such time that it can be determined
that the operator has made a bonafide effort to test for oil and/or gas production.

Despite the caveat, the land office issued a decision dated February 7,
1967, extending the lease for two years under the provisions of 43 CFR
31_27.2, supraX

Although not commented upon by the district engineer in his memorandum to the land office, it appears that the well was drilled at a
spot 170 feet west and 50 feet south of the site described in the approved
application.
'7The lease was originally issued on December 1, 1948, for a five-year term and thereafter its term had been extended under several provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act
so that it expired on January 1, 1967. Among its previous extensions were two granted
under the provisions of section 4(d), supra, for periods ending on January 31, 1965, and
January 81, 1967. Thus this is the third drilling extension that the lessees are seeking.
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Drilling operations for a time were hampered by bad weather and
illness and drilling ceased. After some exhortation from the district
engineer drilling operations were resumed on May25, 1967.. The acting district engineer approved the drilling of well at its actual position
on May 29, 1967.
In a memorandum dated June 27, 1967, the regional oil and gas
supervisor set out these facts and concluded:
A brief summary of the actual drilling completed thus far is that the well was
spudded on January 31 and as of June 12, the total depth of the well was 46
feet. The notice of intention to drill stated the well would be drilled to a total
depth of 700 feet.
In conclusion, it is our opinion that the operator did not fulfill all his obligations as required under 43 OFR 3127.2. Therefore, it is recommended that action
be taken to terminate the subject lease, the effective date of termination being
January 31, 1967.;

In its decision of July 3, 1907, the land' office terminated the lease
for the reasons given by the regional oil and gas supervisor.
The appellants say that they discontiniued operations i or about
June 12, i96t because of difficulties with the Wyoming State Oil and
Gas Commission That Commission, it appears, upon learning from
the acting district engineer, United States Geological'Survey, that
th wel location had been changed, informed the operator, Harold W.
Myers, that the new location was in violation of Rule 302 of 'its rules
and regulations and that before drilling could b carried out at'the
new site he would 'have to submit :an application f6rt an exception to
the well-spacing regulation. Shortly thereafter the Attorney General
of 'Wyoming wrote to the operator, calling attention to the spacing
regulation, the. supporting statute and; the penalties provided for its
violation. Although the appellants began in early June 1967 to attempt
to obtain an exception to the spacing regulation, it was not uitil De'
cember 15, 1967,' that one was granted. They say that they are now
willing and ready to complete their drilling plans in accordance with
their submissions to the State and the Geological Survey.
The Office of Appeals and Hearings considered the appeal while the
operator was attempting to obtain a well-spacing eiception. It pointed
out that the lessees could have obtained a timely exception if they had
acted diligently and it refused to accept the warnings from the State
regulatory commission as a justifiable reason for not drilling. It
then concluded that the lessees were not diligently prosecuting their
drilling operations and that the lease terminated as of January 31,
1967.
In their appeal to the Secretary, the appellants recite their drilling
operations and refer to the expenditures, some $15,000, made on two
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earlier wells. They then contend that when the land office found in its
decision of February 7,' 1967, that they had commenced drilling operations prior to January 31, 1967, and that the operations were being
diligently prosecuted at that time, the regulation (and statute) had
been satisfied and the lease had earned its two-year extension. They
also assert that their drilling plan and operations were consistent
with the requirement of the regulation that the drilling operation
must be a reasonable, serious, nd prudent search for oil in the area,
and that the delay should be excused in light of the-facts.
Before considering whether the circumstances justify a delay by
appellants in their prosecution of the drilling operations, we must
first determine whether events occurring after the termination date
of the lease are relevant and, if so, in what manner.
* The statute and the regulation speak only of conditions existing at
the time that the lease would otherwise terminate. They make no
allusions to a continuing examination of the lessee's performance to
judge whether he has carried on his operations diligently to a conclusion under penalty of having his lease held to have terminated retroactively.2 'There is nothing in the legislative history to indicate that
an extension earned under. this provision would be subject to a continuing assessment of performance.
The absence of a specific requirement that the lessee continue drilling does not, however, provide a final answer to the question of whether
he must-do so in order to-save "his lease. A leading authority in discussing the obligation of a lessee to continue drilling of a well once
commenced states:
In addition to the provision of the drilling and rental lauses of a lease requiring the lessee to commence the drilling of a well within a stated time to
escape the payment of delay rental or prevent termination of the lease, the
lease may further expressly provide that the drilling be continued to completion
with due diligence. [Footnote omitted.] In the absence of such express statement
requiring due diligence in completion of the well such duty would be implied
[footnote omitted], although it is not always necessary in reaching a proper
result to do so. If the lessee has not continued the drilling with due diligence,
this is evidence to show that the commencement of the well was not done in good
faith, hence he may lose his lease or be forced to pay delay rental. There may
2It
is interesting to note that the next paragraph of the oil and gas regulations, 43
CFR 3217.3, which deals with the continuation of a lease on termination of production,
plainly requires a lessee who desires to avoid the termination of the lease to continue
an activity begun on or before a fixed date. It reads:
'(a) A lease which is in its extended term because of' production shall not terminate
upon cessation of production if, within 6.0 days thereafter, reworking or drilling operations on the leasehold are commenced and are thereafter conducted with reasonable diligence during the period of nouproduction."
:3

*

S

43 CER 3127.3 (a) .
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of course be a good-faith commencement of a well coupled with a lack of due
diligence in its completion. Where this is so, the matter of diligence is a question
of fact to be determined from all of the circumstances. [Footnote omitted.] If
the lessor has undertaken to terminate the lease before the. lessee commenced
operations, or afterwards, the operation of the requirement to commence drilling
or to continue with due diligence, is postponed until the matter is settled. 2 Summers, Oil and Gas, Permanent Edition (1959), § 349, pp. 467468.

A common sense reading of section 4(d) makes it apparent that
post-lease termination activities may properly be considered in- determining whether the statutory requirements have been met. Indeed they
may afford the only basis for making this determination. Section 4(d)
requires that actual drilling operations be commenced prior to the
fend of the primary term. This means that a well can be spudded at
any time prior to midnight of the last'day of the lease term. Suppose
that actual drilling of a well was- begun at 11 :45 p.m. and diligently
continued for 20 minutes until 12:05 a.m. Then drilling was stopped
and the rig removed. Could it rationally be said that the post-midnight
activities could not be considered and that the lessee nust be held to
be entitled to an extension because he had commenced his drilling prior
to midnight and was diligently drilling at midnight? The statute cannot be so literally-andblindly-read as permitting so obvious a shan
and deception.
- Applying these precepts to the facts of this, case, we- now consider
whether the operator's activities on the last day of the lease constituted
"actual drilling operations" within the spirit and intent of the-statute.
In resolving this question we examine not only the procedures he was
following on that day but also his later performance to determine
whether' his "last day" activities were undertaken in good faith. The:
district engineer's memorandum of February 1, 1967, indicated that
the operator's activities on the lease on January 31, 1967, were of a.
nature to earn the lease an extension, if they were carried to completion.4 The memorandum said as much, and only asked that the extension be held in abeyance until it could be determined whether the
operator had made a bona fide effort to test for oil or gas. In other
words, the district engineer wanted to evaluate the "last day" operations in the light of the operator's later performance.
Cited in Butler v. Nepple, 354 P. 2d 239 (Calif. 1960).
' The Department has considered several cases arising under the same section of the
Mineral Leasing Act Revision of 1960. They, however, were concerned with what physical
activities amounted to actual drilling operations (Carl Losey et al., A-30153 (December 4,.
Michigan Oil Company, 71 I.D. 263 (1964)), and with whether a lease was:
1964)
extended by diligent compliance with an approved drilling plan which the Department
found could not be- accepted as a serious attempt to find oil or gas (Standard Oil Company
of Texas, 7 I.D. 257 (1964), reversed California Oil Cmpany v. Udall, Civil No. 5729
(D. N. Mex., January 21, 1965) Hondo Oil and Gas Company, A-30216 (January 11,.
1965)).
3
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About five months later the regional oil and gas supervisor, as we
have seen, notified the land office that after a warning and an extension
the operator had resumed drilling on May 2, 1967, but had stopped
again on June 12, 1967, and had not resumed drilling as of June 22,
1967. Since only 46 feet of a proposed 700-foot well had been drilled,
the supervisor concluded that the operator had not fulfilled his obligations as required by the regulation, supr, and recommended that the
leasebe terminated as of January 31, 067.:
The decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings, while recogniziiig that delay could be explained away, held that the lessees' attempt
to excuse their failure to complete their drilling plan was not acceptable. It found that the appellants, if they had been diligent, would
have been able to comply with the regulations of the State Commission
in time to allow them to continue drilling.
There is much to be said for this condlusion. That the appellants'
operator was aware of the well spacing requirements before the lease
term expired is shown by the district engineer's letter dated January 9,
1967, to him and his letter dated January 16, 1967, to the State Com-mission indicating that he would like to apply for an exception to
Rule 302. When it became apparent that there was not time enough
before January 31, 1967, to process an exception, he changed his well
location to an acceptable one. He then on the last day of the lease
began to drill at a location other than the one described in his application for a permit to drill. However, he notified neither the Geological
Survey nor the State Commission of his change in plans. Indeed it
was only after repeated requests by the district engineer extending
from at least February 28, 1967, to May 16, 1967,' that the operator
managed to file a notice with the Geological Survey showing his change
of drilling plans.
Despite the several notices from the Geological Survey and his prior
knowledge of Rule 302, the operator did not undertake to inform the
State Commission of his actual well location or seek to obtain an
exception until after the State Commission, having been informed of
the new well location by the acting district engineer, had again written
to him on June 1, 1967, about the limitation placed on drilling by
Rule 302 and his duty to submit an application for an exception to it.
The prolonged delay in drilling, when combined with the absence
of any attempt to satisfy the. State law, well supports the conclusion
that the operator was not pursuing his drilling plans with due diligence and had not intended to. He may indeed have been placed in a
dilemma by the conflict between his necessity to drill at some location
other than that described in his drilling' permit and his obligation to
obtain an exception from the State. He had, however, permitted four
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months to elapse without any attempt to resolve the problem and
cannot proffer a conflict of his own making to relieve himself of the
obligation imposed by a statute which was intended to grant extensions
only to one whose drilling plans are threatened by the termination of
his lease. It is difficult to conceive that the operator was drilling in
good. faith at the end of the lease term when, in the ensuing four
months, he was able, and then only after admonitions by the Geological
Survey, ito drill sporadically to. a depth of 46 feet and when, during
thle: same period,' he made no effort to secure State approval of his
drilling plan.
Accordingly, we conclude that the operator was not.drilling in good
faith on 'the last day of the lease. and that putative drilling operations,
conducted without a good faith intent to. carry them to a conclusion,
do-not constitute the actual drilling operations required to gain a lease
an extension.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4) (a) ; 24. F.R. 1348), the
decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings is affirmed.
ERNEST F. HoM,

Assistant Solicitor.X
160-ACRE WATER DELIVERY LIMITATIONS AS APPLIED TO PARENT
'AND SUBSIDIARY. CORPORATIONS

Bureau of Reclamation: Excess Lands
For the purpose of applying the excess land laws, a corporation which is a
:stockholder in another corporation is treated in the 'same' manner '.as an
individual: stockholder. A parent corporation is' the "beneficial owner of all
lands held by its wholly owned subsidiary and the two corporations are
limited, to 160 eligible acres in a water district. The fact, that the land was
transferred from subsidiary to parent for tax reasons rather than to avoid
the excess land laws does not permit more than 160 acres to receive project
water.

k-36755.

-October

7, 1968

Mr. RoBERT L.. PERCE, General Solicitor,i

Southern Paciftc Company
.
65 Market Street, Sn' Francisco, California 94105
DEAR MR. PIERCE:

-By your letters of July 22 and July 30,: 1968, the Southern Pacific
Company appealed a decision of the Bureau of Reclamation, Fresno,
that Southern Pacific and its wholly owned subsidiary, Southern
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Pacific Land Company, together are limited to a total of 160 non-excess
acres in a water district. Your claim that each corporation is entitled
to hold 160 acres is based on two poilnts:
(1) You interpret the "third rule" set out in Solicitor's Opinion,
756I.D. 115 (1968) as permitting both a parent and its subsidiary to
hold 160 acres if the land was transferred for a legitimate business
reason other than avoidance of the excess land laws. Here the justification given for the transfer from Land Company to Southern Pacific
is the reduction of taxes.
'
(2) Estoppel is alleged because of the initial determination by the
IBureau that each corporation could hold 160 non-excess acres. Relying'
on that decision, Southern Pacific entered into a contract involving
the use of 40 acres owned by each eomp'any. According to your petition,
Southern Pacific would be unable to fulfill this contract, which expires
in 1979, if the Bureau's original determination is reversed.
After reviewing the appeal, we conclude; that it must be denied
because the.beneficial ownership of Land Company must be attributed
to Southern Pacific. As 'a single own 5 , Southern Pacifie?'s total nonexcess holdings in the district are by law limited to 160 acres.
This test is developed in the :oicitor's Opioiion, spra:
* * * The second fundamental rule is that the corporate form can be disregarded and the land held in corporate ownership viewed as if held by its stockholders in order to determine whether any stockholder, as a beneficial owner of
a pro rata share of the corporate land holding, is holding land in excess of 160
acres.:

If Southern Pacific were a natural person, application of the second
rule would attribute the holdings of Land Company to Southern
Pacific because it is the sole stockholder. The question is whether
Southern Pacific should be treated differently because it is a corporation. In view of the policies of the excess land law, the answer must
be no.: Historically the law was designed to promote the interests
of the small lndowner and to prevent federal'subsidy of abseptee
owners. Corporations have' been found eligible to 'receive project
water hut that right has sprung from the right of the individual.
A corporation can obtain water "in the same manner as natural persons." Acreage Liintations Pollicy 14. If the beneficial ownership test
is not applied to corporations as stockholders then corporations could
receive a greater benefit than the individuals for whom the law
was written. Pyramiding corporations could accomplish what an
individual and his closed corporation canuot.
When a public corporation such as Southern Pacific is the stockholder of the land holding corporation, land is not further attributed
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to the individual stockholders of the parent company. The administrative difficulties of any such attempt are obvious. In such a case, the
share of land attributed to any one individual and the amount of control he exercises over that parcel are generally so small that the stricture against large accumulations cannot be said to be violated. It is
meaningless to attribute the beheficial ownership of Land Company
to the stockholders of Southern Pacific rather than to Southern

Pacificitself.L
The end result of applying the beneficial ownership test to corporations is to limit a parent-subsidiary combination to eligible 160 acres
in all cases. This is consistent with the plan of the excess land laws,
i.e. to prevent the use. of federally subsidized water on large tracts
held by. a single owner. Attributing allthe land held by Southern
Pacific and Land Company to one entity- is to regard the two companies as they regard themselves by filing a consolidated tax return.
As your petition readily admits, the land is held in different names
only b6cause'tax law formerly would not treat the two 'as one.
Even if it were proper to assume that only the'"third 'rule" applies,
you have interpreted it too-narrowly. Your analysis would permit
any business reason-no matter how slight or how irrelevant to the
present-to excuse a transfer of lands between parent and subsidiary.
The proper analysis is whether the transaction, taken as a whole, is
contrary to the policies of the: excess land laws. Although in some instances such a balancing test might be difficult to apply, no such
problems are presented by these facts. The Solicitor's Opinion makes
it clear that the burden of proof is on the water used to show a present
business purpose for the land transfer. In this case, you have shown
an historical tax reason for the transfer of the property, i.e., to offset
losses at a time when consolidated returns were not permitted. However, you have shown no justification for 'Southern Pacific's retention
of the land today.
You also fail to prove your claim of estoppel. If beneficial ownership of all the property is attributed to Southern Pacific, Southern
Pacific can designate the 8 acres involved in the Ciffen, Inc. lease
as part of its 160 non-excess acres. In the alternative, a recordable con-

tract will guarantee water to the leased land for ten years after its
execution.

Sincerely yours,
EDWAkRD WEINBERG,

Solicitor.

326-467-68
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UNITED STATES v. CLARE WILLIAMSON
A-30640

Decided October23,1968

Mineral Lands: Determination of Character of-Mining Claims: Placer
Claims
To establish the mineral character of land, now closed.to mining location,
embraced in a placer mining claim, it must be shown that known conditions,
as of a date when the land was open to mining location, were such as
reasonably to engender the belief that the lands contain mineral of such
quality and in such quantity as to render its extraction profitable and justify
;expenditures to that end. ,v

Mining Claims : Determination of Validity--Rules of Practice: Generally
The Secretary of the Interior may inquire into all matters vital to, the
validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the passage of
-legal title, and the fact that the validity of a portion of a contested mihing
* claim was hot challenged in a proceeding initiated by the Forest Service
does not preclude inquiry into the validity of that portion of. the claim by
this Department if, upon review of the record of the contest proceedings,
the Department is not satisfied that the claim is regular in all respects.

Mineral Lands: Determination of Character of-Mining Claims: DeterminaX tion of Validity-Rules, of Practice:,:Generally
Where the validity of a portion of a contested placer mining claim located
on land subsequently withdrawn from mining location is dependent upon
a finding that, at the effective date. of the withdrawal; the land was known
to be mineral in.character, but the contest complaint made no reference to
the date of the determination of mineral character, and no evidence'was
introduced by either party to the contest bearing upon known conditions at
the time of the withdrawal which related to the. mineral character f the
*land, and where there is reason for doubting whether the allegations of the
complaint accurately reflected the charges which the contestant proposed to
substantiate, the proceeding will be set aside to permit the filing of a new
complaint or amended complaint.
, a:

APPEAL FROM TE BUREAU, OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Glare Williamson has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a'decision dated March 31, 1966, whereby the Office of Appeals and
Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, -set aside: a decision of a
hearing examiner dismissing the charges in adverse proceedings
initiated against the unnamed placerrmining claim in sec. 30, T. 21 S.,
R. 13 E., Willamette' Men, Deschutes National Forest, Oregon, and
remanded the case for further hearing.
The record shows that the unnamed placer mining claim was located
on July 2, 1945, embracing 157.48 acres of land comprising lots 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7, T. 21 S., R. 13 E. Subsequently, this land was included in an
area withdrawn from mining location by the act of December 21, 1945,
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59 Stat. 622. On July 10, 1961, the appellant filed an application for
patent to the mining claim, alleging therein that she was the widow
and sole heir of Lloyd A. Williamson,,one of the original locators of the
claim, who was, at the time of his death on-July 29, 1958, sole owner of
the claim subject to the rights of the United States.
Upon the recommendation of the Forest Service, United States
Department of Agriculture, a contest complaint was filed in the Oregon
land office on June 26,1963, in which it was charged that:
A. As to lots 3,4, 5, 7 and the west half of lot 6.
1. Valuable minerals have not been found within 'the above-described'portion
of the claim so as to constitute a valid discovery within the meaning of the mining
laws.
2. No discovery of a valuable mineral has been made within the above-described
portion of the claim because the materials present cannot be marketed at a
profit and it has not been shown that there exists an actual market for these
materials.
3. The land withii the above-described portion of the claim is nonmineral in
character.
B. As to,* * * [a] portion of the east half of lot 6:
*

*

*

*

.*

*

At the time the mining claim was located, the
C C [described]
L
portion of
the east half of Lot 6 was not open for the location of as mining claim since it
had been appropriated to another use by the issuance of a special-use permit to the
Oregon State Game Commission dated December 6, 1932, which permit is still in
effect.

The validity of the claim was not challenged as to the remaining portion of lot 6, and a hearing on the stated charges was held at Portland,
Oregon, on June 17and'18,1964.
At the outset of the .hearing the hearing examiner questioned the
meaning of the. first charge of the complaint. In response to the-hearing
exaitiner'squery, counsel forthe contestant stated:
.
.
I thilk when the Conplaint was fitst prepared we weren't quite sure whether
the minerals were common variety pumice or the lump pumice that it now turns
out to be, and that acounts probably for the first two charges. I think we' can
agree the issue here is whether these lands that we -are talking about are mineral
in character. (Tr. 5.)

Thereafter the parties stipulated as to certain material facts,: including (1) the amount of mineral produced from the elaim (Tr. 14;
Ex. 2) (2)'the profitable hature of such production (Tr. 14), and (3)
the issuance 6f a special use permit covering a pottion: of lot 6 to the
State of Oregon'' prior: to location of the 'niining claim and the method
for determining the effect. of that permit in the, event a patent should
issue (Tr. 15 Ex. 3.).E
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It is undisputed that all of the legal subdivisions embraced in the
claim contain lump pumice which is useful ill a number of trades
and industries and that pumice taken primarily from two pits on the
uncontested portion of lot'6 has been successfully marketed.' The
Government's evidence at the hearing was directed primarily toward
showing that the uncontested portion of the claim (approximately 17
acres in the east half of lot 6) contains pumice in sufficient- quantity to
satisfy the demand for mineral from this particular deposit for a reasonable period in the future and that the remaining portions of the
claim are not valuable for the mineral which they contain because
there is no market' for it. The Government also introduced evidence
bearing upon the value of the land in the claim for recreational
purposes. Appellant's evidence, on the other hand, was directed toward
demonstrating the marketability of the mineral found on the claim
and, toward refuting. the Government's showing of over-abundant reserves in the uncontested portion of lot 6.
By a decisiondated January 6, 1965, the hearing' examiner dismissed the complaint as to charge B upon the basis' of the stipulation
between the parties with respect to the area covered by the special
use permit. He dismissed the complaint as to charge A.1 upon a finding that a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit in the east half
of lot .6 was established by the evidence presented at the hearing, as
well as by the admissions of the contestant, and that oly one discovery was required to support a placer location whether of 20 acres
or 160 acres. He found that charge No. A.2 was not supported by the
evidence developed at the hearing; pointing to testimony relating to
the profitable marketing of pumice taken from the claim, a small
part of which was extracted from lot 7, to testimony that there is
not only a present market for the material but that the market is expanding, to evidence that appellant had received repeat orders indicating that material from her claim was superior to pumice from
other deposits, and to testimony, unrefuted by the Government, that
there are large markets for the material for a variety of uses thathave not been tapped by appellant. Finally, the hearing examiner
found the testimony of witnesses for both parties to be conclusive that
block pumice was found on each of the subdivisions of the claim in
sufficient quantity to qualify the, land as mineral in character,- and.
he dismissed the complaint as to charge No. A.3, stating that he was
not convinced by contestant's argument that there exists such a quantity of pumice within the claim that as a consequence there is no,
present or prospective market. He concluded that, since the contestee
'A small quantity of pumice, probably not exceeding 5 percent of total production, wastaken from an area outside of the east half of lot 6 (Tr. 14, 250, 265-267).
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had shown by a preponderance of evidence that a discovery had been
made on the claim, that the mineral exists on every legal. subdivision
of the claim, and that it can be mined and disposed of at a profit, and
since the contestee had agreed that if a patent should be issued including the east half of lot 6 it would be issued in accordance with the
Regulations contained in 44 L.D. 513, ther complaint should be
dismissed.
The Forest Service appealed to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from the hearing examiner's decision, charging that the hearing examiner erred (1) in holdingthat the fact that minerals exists.
on each legal subdivision satisfies the legal requirements that each
subdivision must be mineral in character (2) in: assigning more weight
to the testimony of mining engineers who testified for the appellant
than he did to the testimony of the mining engineer who testified for the
contestant with respect to the extent of mineralization present on the
east half of lot 6, and (3) in applying a test of present or prospective
marketability as of the date of the hearings rather than as of the date
of the withdrawal in 1945, thereby failing to hold that the requirements of the mining laws of the United States must be satisfied in
total prior to the wirthdrawal of the land from mining entry in order
to vest a mining claimant with any rights against the United States.
The Forest Service noted in its brief to the Director that the east
half, of lot 6 was not contested because it; was believed that the 30 tons
of material removed from the land prior to its withdrawal from
mineral entry were sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the mining,
laws. However, in view of testimony adduced at the hearing showing
a very small tonnage removed and the fact that no material was removed from 1942 to 1946, it suggested that the failure. to contest the
entire claim may have been questionable.
In its decision of March 31, 1966, the Office of Appeals and Hearings found the evidence of record unconvincing that there was a discovery of valuable minerals on the claim prior to the withdrawal of
December 21, 1945. Noting that only 30 tons of material from the
claim were shipped prior to the withdraw al and that those 30 tons were
shipped in 1940-1941, prior to the location of appellant's claim, by
a stranger to the record, it found that there was no evidence that the
locators of the claim had a market for the material prior to the withdrawal. This lack of evidence on the issue of discovery, it surmised,
was possibly due to the failure of the contestant to charge lack of
discovery on the east half of lot 6. It concluded that the complaint
was erroneously drawn, inasmnuch as a correct finding of fact and law
with respect to a discovery on the east half of lot 6 was indispensable
to a proper determination of the validity, of the remaining portion
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of the claim, and it set aside the hearing examiner's decision and remanded the case to the Office of the Hearing Examiners to schedule a
further hearing on the issue of whether or not a discovery of valuable
minerals was made on the claim prior to 'the *1945 withdrawal.
Appellant has appealed from the Bureau's decision, charging that
mineral discovery on the uncontested half of lot 6 was not at issue
on appeal before the Director, that mineral discovery on the contested
portion of the claim was not an issue on appeal to the Director since
one discovery on an association placer claim is sufficient, that the sole
issue before the Director was the mineral character of the contested
portion of the claim, that the hearing examiner's decision is supported
by substantial evidence which the contestant did not deny, and that
the Office of Appeals and Hearings, in reversing the hearing examiner,
substituted its own false assumptions for the evidence of mining experts. In short; appellant is challenging the authority of the Bureau
to direct a hearing on a question of fact' not placed in issue by the
charges of the complaint.
The 'authority of this Departiment 'to determine the validity of nining.clainiis has been long recognized. The' Department of the Interior
has been granted plenary 'powers in the-administration of the public
lands, and, until the issuance 6of a patent, legal itle to 'a mining claim
remains in the Gbve'rnmefit, and the Department has the power, after
proper notice and upon adequate hearing, to-determine the validity
of the claim. C'anwroln v. United Sttes, 252'U.S. 450 '(1920) ;Bestv.
fMt boodt'Placer
ilining' Co.. 371; U.S. 334' (1963). 'In the exercise
of this 'power, the Department has held, the doctrine of res judicata:
has no "application- to proceedigs in th6'Department relating to the
disposition of public lahd' until legal' itle' passes, and; prior to that
time, findings of fact and decisions by the Secretary or his subordinates are subject to reexamination and revision in proper cases. United
States v. United States Borax yCopan 58 I.D. 426 (1944); United
States v. Eleanor A.; Gray, A-28710 (Supp. II) (April 6, 1965).
Moreover, the Department cannot recognize as'binding upon it any
stipulation entered into at a hearing by agents or attorneys for' the
parties in interest which may preclude the consideration in a mining
claim contest of any question-vital to the validity or regularity of the
claim involved. StanirlansElectricPower Co., 41L.D. 655, 661 (1912)
United States v. U.S. Minerals Development Corporation,75 I.D. 127,
136 (1968). Thus, it has been held that the fact that a question vital
to the determination of the validity of a mining claim was not put
in issue by the charges of a complaint does not preclude the Department from requiring proof or evidence of compliance with all of the
requirements of the applicable laws and regulations (StanislausElectric PowerCo., spra), that a mineral eamiiier's determination that
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there has been a discovery or the issuance of a final certificate after
approval of a mineral entry for patent does not preclude further inquiry into the validity of a mining claim (United States v. Stephen
B. Milisich, A-30720 (April 13, 1967) ; United States v. Consolidated
Mines and Smelting Co., Ltd., et al., A-30760 (September 19, 1967)),
and that a finding of validity by the Department itself after a hearing is not a bar to. further inquiry into the validity of a claim or to
reexamination of the conclusions previously reached (United States v.
United States Boraxs Company, supra; United States v. Eleanor A.
Gray, A-28710 (Supp.) (May 7, 1964) and (Supp. II), spra).
In light of the foregoing decisions we do not doubt that it is within
the province of this Department to inquire into the validity of the
uncontested portion of the claim now in question if the evidence presented in connection with the proceeding against the other portions
of the claim creates any degree of incertitude lvith respect to the souLndness of, the underlying presumption that a: discovery was made upon
the east half of lot.6, or to inquire into any otherinatter which it deems
pertinent to the ultimate question, whether or not such matter has been
put in* issue by the charges of the complaint. The plenary authority
of ItheDertent ii this :respect being well established, the question
is whether the occasion for its exercis~ is presented in this case and, if
it is, how the authority should be exercised. There is no doubt in our
mind
the
inind5 that exercis of the authority is requiredfor
f
5 ;-. reason
iao7:Ate that,
that:>
although booth parties appeared to recognze the critical issue involved
in the proceeding, neither party directed its proof to that issue.
As we have already noted, the uinnmd placer claim was located on
July 2;1945, and the land embraced in the claim was withdrawn from
mining location on December 21, 1945. Thus, it was incumbent upon
the mining claimant, in order to establish the existence of a right to
the land superior to that of the United States which would entitle her
to a patent to show'that, on December 21, 1945 () a valuable deposit
of mineral had been discovered within the limits of the claim and (2)
all of the land embraced in the claim was known to be mineral in
character.
So far as the present proceeding is concerned, the issue of discovery
was rendered mootby the failure ththe Forest Service to contest the
validity of the entire claim, in effect, an acknowledgement on the part
of the Forest Service that it was satisfied with the evidence of a discovery on the uncontested portion of the claim. The parties to the colltest were in apparent agreement at the hearing that the critical issue
was the mineral character of the contested portions of the claim. However, while the parties were in outward harmony in their recognition
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Of the central issue, there seems to have been some disagreement as to
what the test-for determining mineral character is.
'The test is that in order to establish-the mineral character of land
it must be shown that known conditions on the critical date (in this
case, December 21, 1945 were such as reasonably to engender the belief
that the land contained mineral of such quality and in such quantity as
to render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that end.
If they were not, the lands were not then known to be mineral in
character and were not excepted from the effect of a withdrawal
removing them from operation of the mining laws. See Diamond Coal
and Coke Co. v. United States, 233 U.S. 236 (1914); United States v.
Southern Pacific Company et al., 251 U.S. 1 (1919); United States
v. State of Californiaet al.. 55 I.D. 121 (1935) Southern Pacific Conparty, 71 I.D. 224 (1964).
The relationship of the issue of mineral discovery to that of the
mineral or nonmineral character of land was recently' discussed in
State of California v. E. 0. Rodeffer, 75 I.D. 176 (1968). In that case
we pointed out that the test of discovery and that for determining the
mineral character of land are very similar but are not identical, and,
while the issue of that case was substantially different from that
involved here, the discussion of the relationshiD of the tests in that
case is pertinent now.
As we noted there, the accepted standard for proof of a discovery
is whether minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a
character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the
further expenditure of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a valuable mine. The most obvious difference between the two tests, we pointed out, lies in the fact that a
discovery can' be demonstrated only by the physical exposure, within
the limits of a claim, of the mineral deposit on a6cout of which the
land is alleged to be valuable, whereas the mineral character of land
may be determined from geologic inference or from other less conclusive evidence than is required to demonstrate a discovery. Beyond
this difference in the degree of proof required to show the presence of
a mineral deposit, there is little, if any, substantive difference in the
two tests. That which is to be determined in either case is whether or
not exploitation of the minerals is believed to be economically feasible.
A review of early cases reveals that in many instances an identical
test was employed whether the issue was discovery or mineral character. See, e.g., John Downs, 7 L.D. 71 (1888); Walker v. Southern Pacific
P.R. Co., 24 L.D. 1T2 (1897); CataractGold Mining Co. et al., 43 L.D.
248 (1914), and cases cited.
Where the mineral character of land is in issue, however, it may not
be sufficient merely to show that the land is mineral in character at the
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present time. As we have already indicated, if the land has been withdrawn or otherwise closed to mining location, it must be shown that
the facts establishing its mineral character were known to exist prior
to the effective date of 'the withdrawal of the land from the operation
of the mining laws. Of course, failure to establish the mineral character
of land embraced in a placer claim at the time of the filing of patent
applicatiol would in any event preclude the issuance of patent. However, a showing that the land is presently mineral in character would
be insufficient to except the land from the effect of the withdrawal
if it could not be established that the land was known to be mineral
in character at the date of the withdrawal. Cf. Southern Pacific Company, supra,at 228-229. In other words, so far as this case is concerned,
appellant must show that she' would have prevailed in an inquiry into
the mineral character of. the land had it been made in 1945.
As we have observed, both parties have appeared to recognize that
the validity of appellant's claim is contingent upon a showing that
everything required to vest title in the mining claimant was accomplished prior to December 21, 1945 (See Tr. 52-53). Moreover, the
Government expressly charged in its appeal to the Director that the
hearing examiner erred in not holding that the requirements of the
mining laws of the United States must be satisfied in total prior to the
withdrawal of the land from mining entry in. order to vest a mining
claimant with any rights against the United States. However, despite
the manifestations of recognition of the importance of the date of the
withdrawal, neither party directed its proofs toward showing whether
the contested portions of the claim were known to be mineral in character as of that date.
Quite to the contrary. Contestant's efforts at the hearing were
directed to showing' that at that timie the uncontested portion of lot 6
contained such a large tonnage of marketable lump pumice as to make
the lump pumice on the contested portions of the claim valueless.
Appellant, on the other hand, attempted to deprecate the amount of
punice on the uncontested portion of lot 6 so as to establish the marketability of the pumice on the contested portions of the claim. Neither
party attempted to establish the existence or non-existence of lump
pumice in each 10-acre subdivision of the claim as of Decemnber 21, 1945,
in such quantity as would render its extraction profitable and justify
expenditures to that end.
Milvoy . Suchy, a mining engineer employed by the Forest Service, did. give estimates of substantial quantities of lump pumice on
lots 3, 4, 5, and the west half of lot 6 (Tr. 79-83). He had doubts as
to the amount in lot 7 (Tr. 82-83). His estimates, however, were based
upon conditions observed at the times of his examination of the claims,
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practically all of which conditions were nonexistent in 1945. Suchy
examined the claim on October 15 and 16, 1961, August 10, 13 and 14,
1962, August 14, 1963, and June 9, 1964 (Tr.' 17). He stated that he
found lump pumice in all of the ten-acre subdivisons within the claim,
although he found the least on lot 7 and was not sure whether or not lot
7 could be developed commercially (Tr. 33-34). He further stated that
at almost any point ol the east half of lot 6 he could dig down and get
Itlmp pumice (Tr. 36). By the use of seismic methods of the west half of
lot 6 he determined that uniform material continues from the surface
of the claim downward to a depth of at least 40 feet (Tr. 36-38). Suchy
estimated that there are; 50,000 to 60,000 tons of workable pumice in an
area of approximately 17 acres and a depth of 15 feet inthe east half
of lot 6, which excludes the area of a little more than an acre covered
by two pits from which pumice has already been mined. His estimate
was based upon a presumption that one third of the material to that
depth could be salvaged . 2
Suchy's opinion with respect to the mineral content of the land'in the
mining claim is pertinent to the inquiry into6'the conditions engendering
belief in 1945 that the land was valuable for its nineral content-only to
the extent to which his opinion was based upon facts. discernible in
1945. In part, his opinion was based upon his observati6n of lump
pumice exposed on the surface of every ten-'acre sbdivisio'n of the
claim, an observation which in 1945 would have revealed the quality of
the pumice present. But what of the quahtity? His estimate of the quantity of usable pumice (limited to the east half of lot 6) was derived from
a combination of (1) his observation of the srface (2) his examination of two pits which had been worked to a depth of approximately
15 f eet (3) the statement of an operator of the mine that approximately
one-third of the material removed after 1945 was usable punnice, and
(4) the results of seismic testing which indicated the continuity of uniform material down to a depth of at least 40 feet.
On December 21, 1945, so far as the evidence of record shows, only
30 tons of pumice had been removed and sold from the claim. See Ex. 2.
How much material was removed in order to get those 30 tons of pumice, how deep an excavation was made or whether the pumice was taken
from the surface of the claim rather than from a pit are all questions
left unanswered by the evidence of record. Most significantly, the evidence leaves wholly unanswered the question as to whether or not an
estimate of the quantity of usable pumice on the claim could have been
made upon the basis of evidence discernible n 945. Suchy's testimony
suggests such an estimate could not have been made. Thus, he said that
there was doubt as to how much lump pumice there was on some of the
2 An assumed workable depth of l15 feet was used, Suchy said, because that was the
approximate depth of present workings, but he believed the deposit to continue to a depth
of at least 40 feet (Tr. 39-40),
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10-acre subdivisions (Tr. 34) ; that, although "[y]ou can pick up an
awful lot of pumice" on lot 4, he did not know how much tonnage to
assign to the lot because he didn't "have much exposed" (Tr. 80) ; that
on lot 3 he didn't "have any depths there exposed to say how much
there is there" (Tr. 81).
Appellant did nothing to supply the want of evidence of a basis for
any inference in 1945 of the quantity of usable pumice on the claim.
Rather, the testimony of witnesses for the appellant was directed
largely toward discrediting the Government's estimate of quantity.
Testimony of witnesses for the appellant on the question of the quantity
of pumice present on; the claim was to the effect that an accurate estimate cannot be made even upon the basis of presently available data.
Thus, Leslie C. Richards, a consultin' mining engineer who examined
the claim between August 27 and 29, 1963, testified that he noted solid
outcrops of obsidian in lots 3 and 4 and that there was an area of five
or six acres south of lot 6 of solid rhyolite in place with no pumice on
it (Tr. 144), that although lump pumice of similar physical characteristics to that now being selectively mined on lot 6 is found on every
other lot that makes up the claim and that the ground in each lot is
of mineral character, it is unrealistic to attempt to estimate the amount
of marketable lump grade pumice minable from the claim (Tr. 149).
To arrive at any estinate of the tonnage of suitable lump pumice, he
stated, would require an extensive grid of test pitting (Tr. 10S; 151i53). He said that on the basis of the present work on the claim he
"could not and would not" make any "estimate of the tonnage of commnercial lump pumice" in the contested portions of the claim (Tr. 158).
Finally, when on cross-examination he was asked whether he felt
* * ithat you could advise a person on each one of these lots as to whether
or not they could operate the individual lot in such a way as to make money?
Is there sufficient pumice available to open a pit in each one- of these lots, or do
you feel you still haven't enough information to make that --

He replied:
I would say you haven't got enough information. You have the indications that
there is lump pumice there, certainly, but as to the quantity of it, you would have
to do some additional work. (Tr. 165.)

Elton M. Hattan, a consulting mining engineer who examined the
claim on August 27 and 28, 1963, and on June 9, 1964 (Tr. 203), testified on behalf of the appellant that the percentage of lump pumice
varied at different points along the face that was being mined and that
an average of about 35 percent of the material removed was suitable
lump pumice (Tr. 207-208). From his examination of the claim he concluded that pumice of the same value and quality as that occurring on
lot 6 was found on all of the lots, with the possible exception. of lot 3
which he did not eamine (Tr. 223). On cross-examination, he esti-
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mated that one portion of the-east half of lot 6, consisting of approximately one acre lying between pit No. 2 and the "Toe of steep slope"
contained reserves of approximately 5,700 tons of usable pumice (Tr.
229-231), but he declined to make any general estimate of the quantity
of pumice found on the claim or the volume of material that has been
mined or to say whether there is a reserve which would meet future
demands over any particular number of years (Tr. 221-222, 225, 226).
Apart from its failure to show what conditions known in 1945 would
have engendered a belief at that time that the land in question contamned pumice in such quantity as to render its extraction profitable
and justify expenditures to that end, we are unable to see wherein
appellant's evidence demonstrates the mineral character of the land
even at this date. Appellant's argument that the land is mineral in character appears to be based upon the propositions (1) that lump pumice
has been successfully mined and marketed from the claim for a period
of years.and (2) that lump pumice of similar physical characteristics
to that now being mined is found on every other part of the claim.
These two propositions, standing alone, could be interpreted as an
opinion that all of the subdivisions of the claim contain lump pumice
of similar quality and in similar quantity to that of the mined area.
This, however, would be inconsistent with appellant's subsequent argument that the quantity of lump pumice on the contested portions of the
claim cannot be estimated upon the basis of present data. The only
alternative interpretation of those propositions is that the presence of
any usable pumice on the contested area, regardless of its quality is
sufficient to establish the mineral character of the land. Such a view,
of course, represents a radical departure from the standard to which
we have already referred as the proper test of mineral character.
Were we to decide this matter solely upon the basis of appellant's
evidence, we would have to conclude that appellant has failed altogether to demonstrate that the contested land was known to be mineral
in character on December 21, 1945, and that there is no validity to her
claim to that land. However, for reasons which we shall now point out,
we do not find that the present record affords a proper basis for that
determination.

While appellant introduced no evidence bearing upon what we
deem to be the critical issue of this contest, neither the testimony of
Government witnesses nor the charges of the complaint were calculated
to elicit such evidence. The complaint itself charged! simply that the
contested land "is nonmineral in character" without any reference to
a point in time as of which the mineral or nonmineral character of
the land was to be determined. This is not necessarily a defect in the
complaint. If the contested land is not mineral in character, appellant's
claim to it has no validity, and it makes no difference whether it was
determined to be nonmineral in 1945 or at the present time. On the
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other hand, if the land should be determined to be mineral in character
at the present time, appellant must still show that its mineral character was known in 1945 in order to establish the validity of her claim,
in which event the stated charge would not reach the crucial issue. The
wording of the complaint may reflect no more than'an election on the
part of the Forest Service to attempt to show the invalidity of the
claim by demonstrating the nonmineral character of the land now
rather than through inquiry into the knowledge that may have-prevailed in 1945. However, in view of the allegation in the contestant's
appeal to the Director that the contestee's inability to demonstrate that
each legal subdivision of the claim was valuable for mineral prior to
passage of the act of December 21, 1945, constituted failure to show
compliance with the requirements of the mining laws, we cannot assume that such an election was intended. In short, we think that the
charges of the complaint did not define the issues involved -with sufficient clarity to facilitate full development of the available evidence
bearing upon those issues and that there is reason to doubt whether
they reflected accurately the facts which the Forest Service proposed
to establish.
Additional reason to question the objective of the complaint is found
in the treatment of the issue of discovery: As previously noted; the
charge of lack of discovery was dismissed by the hearing examiner as
being inconsistent with the adniission of a discovery on lot 6. On appeal
to the Director, the Forest Service suggested that' the failure to contest
the entire claim may have been questionable, and the Offic'e of Appeals
and Hearings, finding that it was questionable, remanded the case for
a hearing on the issue of'discovery on the uncontested portion of the
claim. In its answering belief, submitted in connection with'the present
appeal to the Secretary, the Forest Service defends the propriety of
the Director's action in remanding the case for further hearing, asserting that it appears that the Director is amending the complaint
to conform to the proof and that the amendclproceeding should be
remanded to take' additional evidence so that the Director will be
placed in a position to make a proper decision in regard to the merits
of the case. We are unable to tell, however, whether the Forest Service
is now affirmatively charging that there was not a discovery on the
east half of lot 6 prior to December 21, 1945, or whether it is merely
arguing that the Director had authority to make that charge himself.
We do not read the Bureau's decision as making the charge but, rather,
as aflording the Forest;Service an opportunity to substantiate a charge
already made.,
However this may be, after careful examination of the hearing
record and of the arguments 'of both parties in their appeal briefs, we
believe that the present record is not a satisf actory basis for determin-
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ing the validity of appellant's claim and that its deficiencies can best
be remedied by permitting the parties to the contest to proceed anew.
The appropriate procedure would appear to be to return the case to the
Bureau of Land Management to notify the Forest Service that it will
be allowed 60 days to recommend the amendment of its complaint
or the filing of a new complaint with charges appropriate in the light
of this decision; then the usual proceedings may ensue. In the event
that no action is taken by the Forest Service within the time allowed,
the Bureau of Land Management will act upon appellant's patent
application in such a manner as it deems appropriate.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a) ; 24 F.R. 1348),
the decisions of the hearing, examiner and of the Office of Appeals and
Hearings are set aside, and the case is remanded for further proceedings as directed-by this decision.

F. Hor,
Assistant Solicitor..
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Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Jurisdiction-Contracts: Performance
or Default: Impossibility of Performance-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Dismissal.
In a case where a contractor's claim for constructive change based upon practical impossibility had not been presented to the contracting officer prior to
the filing of the notice of appeal, the Board denies a Government motion
to dismiss such claim on the ground that in the circumstances presented a
stay of proceedings pending the issuance of a finding and the taking of a.
timely appeal therefrom would facilitate the orderly presentation and consideration of the claims involved in the appeal. The Board also denies a Government motion to dismiss portions of the appeal on the ground of lack of
specificity in the notice of appeal where it finds sufficient information in the
record to apprise the Government of the essential allegations of the appellant's case and thereby permit the Government to adequately prepare its
case for hearing.

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Jurisdiction-Contracts: Performance
or. Default: Excusable Delays-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal
Where there are fact questions common to the contractor's claims of excusable
delay and practical impossibility on the one hand and the Government's claim
of common law damages for late delivery on the other, the Board concludes
that it will retain jurisdiction over the latter claim pending the development
of a complete administrative record without prejudice, however, to the Government's right to file a motion to dismiss the claim for common law damages
at the time its post-hearing brief is submitted.
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The Government has moved for dismissal of portions of the instant
appeal on the grounds that the notice of appeal, (i) lacks specificity,,
and (ii) raises an issue as to practical impossibility, although that
question had not previously been presented to nor ruled upon by the
contracting officer.2 In the Statement of Position which accompanied
the Motion to Dismiss, the Government asserts that its claim for actual
damages, allegedly sustained when the appellant failed to make timely
delivery of the autotransformers called for by the contract is not
within the Disputes clause and is therefore not presently before the
Board. 3 No authority has been cited in support of the Government's
position that the Board lacks jurisdiction over its claim for common
law damages and presumably over the propriety of the withholding
action related to such claim.
At the Board's request the appellant has filed a response to the Gov*appellant contends that the
ernment's motions in which it states: "*'*
facts do not support;the Government's claims, that it is justly entitled
to the amounts specified in the contract 'Payment' provisions and that
it is entitled to a hearing to present evidence i support of. its contentions." 4 In support of its position' that the Board has jurisdiction to
review the assessment of. actual damages by the Government for late
delivery, the appellant (i) invokes, the provisions, of' the Disputes
clause, 5 (ii) calls' attention to the contractual obligations: assumed
under the delivery provisions and: (iii) cites cases to show that the
contracting officer's action is subject to review by the Board even if the
Government's claim is for common law damages and even if it were

to be assumed that the delay involved was not excusable.
I The motion requests "an order dismissing so much of the subject appeal as purports
to be '* * * an appeal from each and every aspect of the Contracting Officer's final
decision,' on the grounds and for the reason that such a purported. appeal lacks sufficient
specificity and reasons to permit a response to be made."
Department Counsel has also moved "for an order dismissing that part of the subject
appeal which purports to be based on a 'constructive change for practical impossibility'
on the grounds and for the reason that the Board of Contract Appeals lacks appellate
jurisdiction because this issue was raised for the first time on appeal."
Statement of Government's Position, pp. 4, 6 and 9.
4 Memorandum In Opposition' to the Government's Motion to Dismiss, p. 5.
5 "The 'Disputes' article grants appellant the right to a hearing to dispute the Government's. factual contentions regarding any damages caused by appellant's alleged late
delivery of the transformer units and the Government's right to refuse to make payment
in accordance with the contract payment provisions." (Memorandum, note 4, spra, p. .9).
*I "* * * the Government's damage assessment is based upon appellant's alleged failure
to fulfill the specific delivery obligations imposed upon appellant by the contract. * * *"
(Memorandum, note 4, stura, p. 12) .
7
* * Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that appellant is not entitled to
any extensions of the contract performance period, the Government bears the burden of
establishing its entitlement to the amounts which the contract payments provisions state
should be paid to appellant. * * *" (Memorandum, note 4, supra, pp. 2, 3).
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Lack of Speciflcity in the Notice of Appeal
The notice of appeal clearly puts in issue the question of excusable
delay as well as raising a question as to the appellant's right to a constructive change on the ground of practical impossibility. Subsequent
to the filing of the Government's motion to dismiss, the appellant subnitted a pre-hearing brief.9 This amplified to a considerable extent the
allegations made in the notic6 of appeal and raised a further issue as
to Government waiver of the contract delivery schedule.10 The information now available is considered to be sufficient to apprise the Government of the essential allegations of the appellant's case. With the
additional information to which we have referred, the Government
should be in a position to adequately prepare its own case for hearing,
in so far as the general obj ection that it had raised is concerned.Accordingly, the Government's motion to dismiss the appeal for lack
of specificity is denied.
Practical Izrpossibihty

In contesting-the Government's position that no issue as to practical
impossibility is presently pending before the Board, the appellant asserts (i) that the motion to dismiss appears to be an attempt by the
Government to prolong the adjudication and final disposition of the
claim '(citing NorairI-hgineering Corporation,GSBCA No. 2532, 68-1
BCA par. 6968), -and (ii) that appeal boards do not require parties
to perform vain and futile acts'. (citing: Imperial 'Van & Storage,
ASBGA No. 11462, 67-2: BCA par. 6621). Neither of the cited cages
is apposite.
'The question presented inwNorair was whether an appeal should be
entertained where the contracting officer had failed to notify the contractor that the decision was final but subject to appeal in accordance
with the requirements of applicable regulations. In denying the Government's motion to dismiss in these circumstances, the General Services Board emphasized (i) that the contracting officer had delayed
approximately seven months in issuing the decision despite repeated
requests by the contractor for a'final decision, and (ii) that the decision from which a timely appeal- was taken had clearly denied- the
contractor's claim'for additional compensation.' The principal point
at issue in Imperial was whether the issuance of a notice of termination
for default was a prerequisite to sustaining all excess cost assessment
where, as the Board found, the appellant had committed an anticipa.
aNotice of Appeal of January 31, 1968 (Item 90, Appeal File).
9,The Department Counsel reserved the right. to file a supplemental statement following
receipt of appellant's brief (tatement of Government's.Position, p. 11). No such statement, however, has been filed..
10 "* * * Bonneville waived the jdue dates originally specified in the contract, and appellant delivered the transformer units in accordance with the terms of the new delivery
dates established pursuant to Bonneville's December 2, 1966 insistence upon a reasonable,
enforceable delivers schedule." (Pre-Hearing Brief, p. 16).
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tory breach of its contract with the Governnellt.L In sustaining the
assessment despite the absence of a termination notice, the Armed
Services Board cited authority for the proposition that the law forces
no one to do a vain and futile act.
Appellant's counsel seems to imply that because the contracting
officer passed upon the question of impossibility of performance, he
must also have considered the question of practical production impossibility. The language employed in. the decision "- is construed as
negating any such inference. Assuming that the contracting officer in
fact gave no consideration to the question of practical impossibility in
reaching his decision, appellant's counsel apparently feels that he
should have done so, for he asserts: "When the contracting officer
rendered his January 9, 1968 final decision, he had available to him all
the facts alleged in appellant's prehearing brief.
*"' V It is clear
from the record that the contracting officer was well aware that the
contractor was encountering serious technical problems with respect
to. meeting the specification requirements for a corona-free transformer. It is not at all clear, however, why the contracting officer
should have been expected to place a complexion upon the events
which, in so far as the record discloses, had never been urged upon
him by the contractor at any time prior to the taking of the instant
appeal., It is noted that other claims the contractor had were asserted
during the course of contract performance.:1
As Department Counsel has shown by the numerous authorities
cited, we, have consistently adhered to the view that our jurisdiction is
of an appellate nature.' 4 It appears,, however, that a stay in the proceedings rather than the requested dismissal (note 2, spra) is the
proper course where, as here, such action would facilitate the orderly
presentation and consideration of the claims involved. 1 5 Accordingly,
the contracting officer is directed to issue a supplemental finding covering the question of whether on the basis of the facts of record (including such additional information as, may be submitted),. the
appellant has established its right to a constructive change based upon
practical impossibility. In the event that this question is answered in
the affirmative, the finding shall also include a determination of the
amount of the equitable adjustment in the delivery schedule and in
the contract price, if any, to which the appellant is entitled. Proceeding
1 "
* this is not, a situation of impossibility as you subsequently delivered acceptable equipment.
"
(Item 9, Appeal File).
'
"Memorandum, note 4, supra, p. 16.
i' The contractor did present two claims for extension of the delivery schedule specified
in the contract (see Items 71 and 84, Appeal File).
it Other decisions by the Board on this question include Urow(e1'
oenstruotion Co.,
IBCA-570-5-66 (December S, 1967), 67-2 BCA par. 6726 and authorities cited in. footnote
16; and iF. B. McKee Construction Co., IBCA-502-6-65 (December 28, 1965), 65-2 BCA
par. 5296.
25
Paul A. Teegardesn, IBCA-419-1-64 (April 17, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4189.

326-467-68
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in this manier will permit all issues involved in the appeal to be presented at the same hearing.
Gove inent Claim for Comnmon Law Damnages-008,262
In the decision of January 9, 1968, the contracting officer found (i)
that the delay of over 22 months in the delivery of transformers called
for by the contract was not excusable; (ii) that as a result of such
delay the Government sustained revenue losses totaling $899,414; and
(iii) that in an effort to mitigate damages attributable to such delay
the Government expended the sum of $8,848. So coinputed, the Govermnent's claim is in the aggregate amount of $908,262 of which $449,098 '6 has been withheld from moneys otherwise due to the appellant
under the terms of the contract.
Subsequently, by letter written to the Comptroller General dated
April 11, 1968, the authorized certifying officer at the Bonneville
Power Acministration forwarded a voucher in the amoLut of $449,098
in favor of the appellant. After noting that the voucher represented
the claim of the company for the balance of the purchase price for
auto-transformers delivered to the Government in April of 1967 and
after outlining the basis of the Govermnent's claim for damages allegedly occasioned by t'he late delivery, the certifying officer requested
the Comptroller General to advise whether a voucher in any amount
could be properly certified until such time as the amount recoverable
from the contractor was finally determined, 17 and, if so;, what amounts,
if any, should be withheld.
In Decision No. B-164070 dated June 7, 1968, the Comptroller
General stated in reference to the adverse finding by the contracting
officer on the contractor's claim of excusable delay: "While that decision has been appealed by the contractor, we find no compelling reason
in the record for the taking of administrative action not in consonance
with the contracting officer's decision until such time as that decision
is actually overruled or modified by the Department of the Interior
Board of Contract Appeals or a court of competent jurisdiction."
Pending a final decision on the instant appeal, the certifying officer
was instructed to continue to withhold from the balance due under
the contract such amount as was necessary to cover the Government's
reasonable estimate of damages resulting from the delay. In addition,
the Comptroller General (i) commented upon the foreseeability of the
15The figure used corresponds to the amount reported in Dec. Comp Gen. B-164070
(June 7, 1968), as nvolved in the withholding action. The lesser figure of $44fW98 shown
in the contracting officer's decision of January 9, 1968 apparently redects the total amount
withheld against contractor billings as of that date.
17 According to the Comptroller General's decision (note 16, supra), the letter from the
certifying officer had noted that none of the Government's claims is liquidated in the sense
that it is for an amount certain, agreed to by the contractor or supported by final administrative decision or legal judgment.
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damages claimed for by the Govermnent in this casela (ii) characterized the Government's claim as a claim for loss of proflits,19 and (iii)

noted that from the information available to him he was unable to
determine with certainty whether the sum claimed by the Government
as damages was the proper amount under the guidelines set forth in
the decision.20
Department Counsel make the following arguments in support of
their position that the Government's claim for damages attributable
to delayed deliveries is beyond the reach of the Board's jurisdiction:
(i) the question of actual damages is not within the disputes clause of
the contract; 21 (ii) the Government's claim .is not cognizable under
any provision contained in the contract but arises by operation of
law; 22 and the contracting officer did not purport to assess damages
against the contractor. 2 3
Central to the appellant's case are the following contentions:
".*
* e the Government's delay damages claim is precisely the type of
Government damages claim which this Board, as well as the other
major contract appeals boards, has consistently recognized as within
their jurisdiction. * * *' Appellant is entitled to a hearing on the
factual issues involved in the dispute and to a review by this Board
of the contracting officer's assessment of damages, even if the Government's characterization of its claim as one solely for common law
damages were upheld." 24
Appellant's counsel calls attention to various cases in which the
Armed Services Board-of Contract Appeals has retained jurisdiction

where Government claims for damages have been involved, even where
it has dcknowledged that the claims were not cognizable under any

provision contained in the contract. 25 In so concluding the Armed

18 " * 8
rwe
believe that the Government's actual loss which would result from delay
in delivery of the transformers is the kind of damage which was reasonably foreseeable and
should be considered to have been contemplated by the parties." (Comptroller General

Decision, note 16, spra).
19 "se 5
the rule appears to be that the measure of damages for delay in furnishing

machinery or equipment, in the absence of a rental value for the use of similar equipment
if available, is the loss of profits during the period of delay. ' i '" (Comptroller General
Decision, note 16, spra).
20 ""
` 5
Since it is stated in

your letter that (the Bonneville Power Administration), ;
5 suffered a loss in industrial sales in the amount of $99,414,
we are unable
to judge whether that figure represents lost profits within the meaning of the rule set
out above *;
2," (Comptroller General Decision, note 16, supra).
21 Statement of Government's Position, p. 4.
22 Statement of Government's Position, p. 6.
23 " *
The contracting officer did not assess damages against the contractor nor did
he make a finding that the contractor was obligated to pay such damages. The contracting
officer did find that the Government had suffered damages and that such damages were
a 'direct result of [Pennsylvania's] failure to timely deliver.' In any event the issue of
damages itself 48 * is not directly at issue in this appeal. The question of collection of
these common law damages has been referred to the proper disbursing officer for appropriate action." (Statement of Government's Position, p. 9).
24 Memorandum, note 4, supr-a, pp. 2, 15.
2
Parkside Clothes, Inc., ASBCA No. 4148, 60-2 BCA pars. 207 and 2760 at 14,140
("*
* The contract contained no liquidated damages clause, nor any provision pro-
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Services Board has had occasion to distinguish 26 the many cases in
which a contractor's claiin for breach had been dismissed because there
was no contract provision under which the claim asserted was cognizable. The fact that some of the cases involving Government claims
for idamages against contractors were decided' on the merits27 precludes the view that the Board was merely assuming jurisdiction for
the purpose of making findings not binding upon the parties under a
special. provision of its charter. 280 Despite the broad sweep of the

language used in some of the cases, however, it: appears that the
boards make a serious effort to find a claim for damages by the GovernInent to be cognizable under a contract provision whenever it is possible
to use such a ground as the basis for assumption of jurisdiction.25 Still
other cases emphasize that resolution of the dispute in favor of the
contractor under the terms of a particular contract may mean that
the question of the Government's claim for damages will never be
reached.2 0
.viding for- an equitable adjustment in contract price in the event of late delivery. If
the Government is entitled to the 13,810;52 here claimed it is not by virtue of any provision of the contract, but by virtue of the general rule of law that an aggrieved contracting
party is entitled to such damages as it can show were caused by a breach of the contract
by the other. * * I'). Accord: Hiouston-FearlessCorp., ASBCA No. 9160,1964 BCA par.
4159 ; Urban Construction Corp., ASBCA No. 10059, 65-1 BCA par. 4866 (Board sustains
Government's claim for additional inspection costs attributable to delayed performance,
even though the housing contract involved contained. no provision requiring the payment
of added inspection costs) and Burroughs Corp., ASBCA No. 10065, 65-2;BCA par. 5086,
at 23,973 (" * * the Board will review for correctness. a contracting officer's assessment
of damages against a contractor"). Cf. Frugal Comapany, GSBCA No. 2219, 67-2 BCA
par. 6581.
n See Pace Corporation, ASECA No. 5954, 60-2 BA par. 2698, at 13,607
the cases cited by the Government in which we- have held that this Board has no jurisdiction over claims for damages resulting from breach of contract involve situations in
which a 'contractor is claiming damages for alleged breaches of contract by the Government. This is not such a case. All this appellant seeks is a review of the contracting
officer's assessment of damages, alleging errors of fact and of law."). Accord: HoustonFearless Corp., note 25, spra; The B. F. Goodrich Co., ASBCA No. 9982, 65-1 BCA par.
4522.
=Parkside Clothes, note 25, supra (Government clahn denied as no showing that actual
damages were sustained) ; Houston-Fearless, note 25, supra (portion of appeal sustained
with balance remanded to contracting officer for determination of proper amount to be
deducted, if any, from the contract price); and Urban onstruction, note 25, supra.
'S See United States v Utah Construction & Mining Co., 384 U.S. 394, 408-412 (1966),
for a discussion of the manner in which the special charter provision has been utilized 'by
the Armed Services Board.
2?. B. Sonmer, ASBCA No. 5065, 58-2 BCA par. 2043, at 8561 ("We find that the
determination, assessment and withholding by the contracting officer were made not otqide the contract but on the basis of contractual authority and that the appeal presents
a dispute concerning questions of fact arising under the contract within the contemplation
of the 'Disputes' clause,"). Other cases where the boards have relied upon contract provisions in passing upon Government claims for damages include Pace Corporation, note 26,
supra; B. F. Goodrich Cb, note 26, supra; Frugal Conpansy, note 25, supra; and Markcowitz
Brothers, Inc., FAACAP No. 67-34, 68-1 BCA par. 6765.
s E g., Monsanto Chensical Co., ASBCA No. 6173, 61-1 BCA par. 3039, at 15,745
("*
* It is conceivable that appellant may prevail in its appeal, in which event the
problem of unliquidated damages arising from the breach will not be reached."); Pace
Corporation, note 26, supra, at 13,606 ("*
* if after the termination of a contract for
'default,' it is determined that the failure to perform was 'excusable,' there is no legal
liability for excess costs, or for 'common law damages' as a result of the failure to perf6rm
underlying the termination. * * *").
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Neither the cases: cited by the appellant 31 nor our own research has
disclosed any instance where this Board has had occasion to pass upon
a Government claim for damages in the absence of a specific contract
provision or provisions under which it was considered to be Cognizable.
It is true that the contract clauses relied upon for the assertion of our
jurisdiction did not express]y name the contracting officer as the one
who would determine in the first instance whether the contractor was
liable to the Government for the claims asserted thereunder; nor did
they otherwise indicate by their terms that te disputes process would
be invoked for the settlement of such Clain-s. From an early date in the
Board's history, however, we have onsidered that a provision for
contractor liability to, the Government. in specified circumstances was
sufficient warrant for us to assume jurisdiction2 Tle assumption of
jurisdiction in such cases would appear to e simply a concomitant
of the fact that the clauses providing for liability to the Government in
specified circumstances have been inlludedin a contract expressly
providing for the resolution of disputed questions of fact in accordance
with the procedures prescribed in the Disputes clause.3 3
The fact that the contract imposed specific delivery obligations upon
the contractor and the fact that the Payments clause imposed certain
obligations upon the Goverimient are not regarded as equatable with
the. cases in which we have assumed jurisdiction. This is because none
of the provisions relied upon cover or even purport to cover the consequences of the parties failing to discharge their respective obligations.34 Contrary to what appears to be the appellant's position.35 this
seriously undermines any attempted analogy between monetary claims
for delay asserted by the Government under the standard construction
Uparber
Pickett Contractors, Ihc., IBCA-591-9-66 (March 15, 1967), 74 I.D. 70, 73
67-1 BCA par. 6190, at 2,678 ("* * Here the provisions of the contract clearly spell
out the appellant's liability for damage to the Government's property. * * "), General
Blectric Co., IBCA-442-6-64 (July 16, 1965), 72 I.D. 278; 23,
65-2 BCA par. 4974, at
23,456 ("a
* We do not hesitate to conclude that the defect in the contract support
bracket was 'latent' within the meaning of that word as used in the Inspection clause.")
and Paul . Hlelmick Co., IBCA-39 (Supp.) (August 21, 1958), 65 I.D. .355, 356; 65-2
BCA par. 18S7, at 7617-18 (contracting officer's determination that contractor liable for
damages caused by forest fire "made pursuant to Paragraph 603A of the specifications * *
providing as follows: * * * The contractor shall pay * * * the suppression costs and damages resulting from any fires caused by his operations. * *"3.
82
Paul C. J7c
Hlmick Co., IBCA-39 (July 31, 1956), 63 I.D. 209, 242-245, 56-2 BCA
par. 1027, at 2221-24.
33-Paul C. Helinick Co., note 32, spra, 63 I.D. at 244, 56-2 BCA par. 1027, at 2223
("* *
the Comptroller General took the position that the dispute was a subject for
determination under Article 15, the disputes clause of the contract, and instructed the
contracting officer to determine the question of fact whether the forest fire had been
caused by the contractor's operations. 5 **").
. I I
: E)
- 51 The provisions of the Default clause are clearly inapplicable
to the circimsitafices
present here; i.e., te contractor completes the contract, although not within the time
specified.
1s Memorandum, note 4, spra,pp. 14, 15,
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contract (Form 23A) 36 and those where, as here, the claim is made under a contract incorporating the standard supply contract form (Form
32). This distinction has been explicity recognized by the Department
of Transportation Contract Appeals Board in the recent case of GMC6
Tmck & Coach Division GeneraZ Motors Corporation,3 ' involving a.
Government claim for damages for delayed performance under a supply contract.
The GMC case is also notable for the fact that despite the presence
of specific contractual provisions establishing delivery obligations on
the part of the contractor and payment obligations on the part of
the Government, the Transportation Board found that it had no authority under the contract to decide the dispute on the merits.39 The
Board concluded, however, that pending resolution of the dispute in a
proper forum, the contracting officer had authority to withhold a reasonable amount as all offset against the Government's claim for damages and that incident to the general authority possessed by the Board
as the representative of the Secretary of Transportation, it would
examine into and pass upon the question of the reasonableness of the
amounts so withiheld from moneys otherwise due to the contractor. 4 0
As will be clear from the foregoing discussion, there are substantial
differences among the major contract appeals boards with respect to
the nature of their jurisdiction over Goverment claims for common
law damages. This is true even in cases where the Government is withholding sums from moneys otherwise due the contractor as an offset
against the amount of the Government's claim.
'While our general authority as representative of the Secretary of
the Interior may be a sufficient basis for determining in a particular
case whether a withholding is warranted pending resolution of the-dispute in a different forum, the need for such action appears to have
been obviated in this case by submission of that question to the ComplfMarkcwitz Bretoters, Inc., note 29, s5upwa; B B Constructors, Dc., IBCA-526-1l-65
and IBCA-550-3-66 (March 30, 1967), 67-1 BA iar. 6239 ; Vaca outruction, Inc.,
ASBCA No. 9666, 1964 BOA par. 4160; J. W. Batesoos Co., Inc., ASBCA Nto. 5300, 59-2
BCA par. 2281; Samuel B. Ilarpoer, Jo. end Sigmund it.
forsheim, ASBCA No. 4959, 59-1
BOA par. 2186.
ST68-2 BOA par. 7114, at 32,957 ("Moreover, it should be noted that this contract
contained no provision for the assessment of either liquidated damages or actual damages in
the event of a contractor's failure to complete in time. The absence of such a contractual
remedy here stands In

marked contrast
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troller General. 1 Since the Comptroller General's decision was made
ex parte, however, we would not be precluded from deciding the Govi
ernment's claim for damages on the basis of evidence introduced at the
hearilg,42 assuming, of course, that we were to find that such claim was
within our jurisdiction.
There is an entirely different approach to the question presented,
however, and one to which we think this case is particularly susceptible. Here the Government acknowledges, as did the Comptroller General, that the Board has jurisdiction over the contractor's claim of
excusable delay; nor has the Government contested the fact that the
Board has jurisdiction over the claim' of constructive change based
upon practical impossibility, so long as the contracting officer has been
afforded an opportunity to pass upon the claim. Moreover, the Government admits that a determination favorable to the appellant on
the excusable delay claim could directly affect the Government's claim
for common law damages.4 3 I short, there are questions of fact common to the several claims.
Even prior to the Utah 4 and race 4:decisions, this Board had deternnined that in a case where it unquestionably had jurisdiction over
some claims and had doubts as to its jurisdiction over other claims, the
mandate of Bianchi 46 required holding a hearing on the entire matter,
irrespective of the manner in which the question of jurisdiction might
ultimately be resolved. 4 7
The Utah 48 decision and the Jlorrison-Knudsen49 decision cited
Notes 17-20, sura, and accompanying text.
2Richard J. Neuta and Robert E. Alexander, IBCA-408 (October 16, 1964), 71 I.D.
375, 1964 BCA par. 4485; Merritt-Chapmban Scott Corpo ration, IBCA-240 (November 9,
1961) ; on reconsideration, 68 I.D. 363, 61-2 BCA par. 3194; considered by the Comptroller
General in Dec. Comp. Gen. B-142040 (April 2, 1962). Accord: Burroughs Corp., note 25,
supra, at 23,971-972 ("* * 5 where the Comptroller General's authority is less precisely
defined or not patently superior, this Board has not hesitated to act notwithstanding a
position already taken by the General Accounting Office. * * ").
43Statement of Government's Position, p. 10 ("* * * if the Board's findings are that
the delivery was 'timely' due to causes of delay excusable under the contract the basis for
Al

4

damages could disappear. * *
44Note 28, supra.

').

45United States v. Anthony Grace & Sons, Inc., 384 U.S. 424 (1966).
MUnited States v. Bianchi, 373 U.S. 709 (1963).
7Peter Kiezcit Sons' Co., IBCA-405 (March 13, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4141, at 20,176
("* * * since a hearing has been requested, the Bianchi decision requires, in cases such
as the present one, the production of a full administrative record."). Cf. American Cement
Corporation, IBCA-496-5-65 and IBCA-578-7-66 (September 21, 1966), 73 I.D. 266, 66-2
BCA par. 5849, on reconsideration, 74 I.D. 15, 66-2 BCA par. 6065.
41 Note 28, supra, 384 U.S. 419 ("* * * It would disregard the parties' agreement to
conclude * * * that because the court suit was one for breach of contract which the
administrative agency had no authority to decide, the court need not accept administrative findings which were appropriately made and obviously relevant to another claim
within the jurisdiction of the board.").
"Alorrison-Knudsen Costpan, Inc. v. United States, 170 Ct. Cl. 757, 762 (1965)
("* * * in the Bianchi case, the Supreme Court has instructed us on at least one facet
of the scope of trial, i.e., when an issue of fact has been administratively decided on a
dispute arising under the contract and within the scope of the Disputes clause, a de novo
trial may not be held on the facts thus determined. We believe that efficiency and economy
dictate that a complete record be made before the administrative tribunal which, under
the contract, is authorized to decide the particular dispute. * *
).
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therein have underscored the crucial significance of findings by the
Board on factual qestions ecessary to the decision reached. Findings
of this nature afiect not only claims over which the Board had jurisdiction out: ev'ei claims clearly beyond the reach of its jurisdiction, in
so far as the later claims involve common fact questions ol which findinlgs have properly been made.
For the reasons indicated, the Board concludes that the question of
our jurisdiction over the Government's claim for common law damages can best be determined on the basis of a complete administrative
record. It appears that such a record will greatly facilitate the presentatiOni of the respective positions of the parties in their post-hearing
briefs. If, following the hearing, we conclude that the Board has jurisdiction over the claim in question, we will be in a position to decide all
phases of the case on the merits in reliance upon the record so made.
On- the other hand, if we conclude that we are without jurisdiction in
the matter, the complete record will be available for use in any subseqLent court proceedings which may ensue.
1. The Government's motion to dismiss a portion of the appeal on
the general ground of lack of specificity is denied.
' 2: The appellant's claim for a constructive change based upon practical. impossibility is remanded to the contracting officer for the issuance of a finding thereon within 45 days.from the date hereof. Pending
the issuance of-such finding and the receipt of a timely appeal therefrom,' further proceedings with respect to the instant appeal will be
stayed.
-.
3. All issues ivolving the Governmient's claim for common law
damag'es because'of delayed performance of the contract shall be presented to lthe' Board when the oral heading on the appeal is held, subject to any stipulation the parties may enter into respecting the
question of quantum and without prejudice to the Government's right
to file a motion for dismissal 'of the claim for common law damages at
the time-its post-hearing brief is submitted.'
D

WILLIAMAi F. MCGRAW, Member.

I CONCUR:
SHERMAN

.-KIMBALL, Member.

Mr. Dean F. Ratzman, Cairman,disqualified himself from consid-

eration of this appeal, pursuant to 43 CFR 4.3.
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Mining Occupancy Act: Principal Place of Residence..
A cabin which is used intermittently or sporadically for brief periods
while regular residence is concurrently maintained elsewhere does not
constitute a principal place of residence withinthe meaning of section 2 of
the act of October 23, 1962, and an application for the conveyance of land
based upon such use is properly rejected.

Mining Occupancy Act: Qualified Applicant
In order to demonstrate his qualifications for relief, an applicant for the
conveyance of land under the act of October 23, 1962, must show the existence
of such facts as will warrant the.conclusion-that the improvements placed
upon a mining claim constitute a principal:place of residence for the applicant within the meaning of the act; broad statements that applicants have
resided on a mining claim site for at least two months of each year, plus
vacations and holidays, that the mining claim has been the applicants' "only
place of residence" in a particular county, and that it has been used only as
a "principal place of residence and mining claim" do not constitute statements of the facts sufficient for a. determination that the applicants are qualified, especially where the application is filed jointly by two persons who maintain their respective separate residences in a different county from the one
in which the mining claim is situated and whose individual residential use
of the property is unexplained, where the only evidence- of record indicates
that use of the property has been casual or intermittent, and where the appli.
cants own statements do not suggest otherwise.
APPEAL

ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Robert A. and George C. Johnson have appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior from a decision dated January 30, 1968, whereby the
Office of Appeals and. Hearings, Bureau of Land Management,
affirmed a decision of the Sacramento, California, land office rejecting their application, Sacramento 967, filed pursuant to the Mining
Claims Occupancy Act of October 23, 1962, as amended, 30 U.S.C.
secs. 701-709 (1964); to purchase a portion of the Rifle Barrel placer
mining claim described as the S/2NE1/4 SE1/4SEl/ 4 sec. 1, T. 3 S., R. 15
E., M.D.M., Mariposa County, California.
i
The record shows that the Rifle Barrel mining claim was declaried
to be null and void on July 17, 1964, in a decision affirmed by the Department on October 25, 1966 (United States v. George C. Johnson and
Robtrt A. JohltAon, A-30606). It also shows that the appellants filed
applications Sacramento 059501 and 0535, pursuant to the Small
Tract Act of June 1, 1938, as amended, 43 U.S.C. secs. 682a-682e
75 I.D. No. 11
828-038-68-1
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(1964), for parts of the Rifle Barrel mining claim, including the tract
now in question, which applications were rejected by the land office
in a decision dated March 9, 1967.1 On September 27, 1967, appellants
filed their application for the conveyance of land under the Mining
Claims Occupancy. Act, alleging therein that they acquired the claim
on April 7, 1951, that improvements (consisting of a house commenced
prior to 1951 and finished in 1952 and two outhouses built prior to
1951) have been constructed upon the land and that there has been
occupancy since 1951 and continuous mining. At the same time they
filed a conditional relinquishment of the mining claim.'
By a decision dated November 7, 1967, the land office rejected appellants' application, stating that a field investigation had been made
which showed that the applicants' use of the site had been limited to
occasional weekends and vacation periods,3 and it concluded that such
use did not qualify appellants as applicants for relief under the act.
In appealing to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from
the decision of the land office, appellants alleged in general terms that
the premises applied for have been used as one of the principal residences of the applicants and have been so used since 1951, that appellants have resided on the claim for at least two months out of each
year, plus vacations and holidays, and that appellant George C. Johnson is retired and spends larger portions of his time on the premises.
Appellants did not elaborate on these allegations but requested a hearing to present their proofs.
The Office of Appeals and Hearings, after quoting the definitions
of a "qualified applicant" and of "a principal place of residence," as
'An appeal from the rejection of appellants' small tract applications was dismissed by
the Office of Appeals and Hearings on May 1, 1967, for failure to file a timely statement of
reasons, and the dismissal was affirmed by the Department on July 25, 1967 (obert A.
Johnson et al., A-30830).
2
Inasmuch as the claim had previously been found invalid in appropriate Departmental
proceedings, the filing of the relinquishment was without legal effect.
'I The report of field investigation, dated November 2, 1967, disclosed that both applicants
have maintained residences in San Jose, California, at least since 1955, that both have
voted in all elections and have maintained continuous registration in Santa Clara County
at least since April 1958, that children of Robert A. Johnson, born in San Jose in 1943 and
1946, attended school continuously in San Jose and graduated from Del Mar High School in
San Jose in 1961 and 1964, that the post office in San Jose reportedly has delivered mail to
appellants' San Jose addresses since 1955 and has no record of orders for forwarding mail
to the area of the claims, that local residents indicated that appellants occupied the mining
claim site on periodic weekends and during vacation periods, and that an employee of
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, who has been reading appellants' meter at the claim
for over 15 years, stated that the meter usually showed some consumption but the report
stated that average monthly consumption of electricity was approximately 38 kilowatt
hours, as compared with average monthly residential use in the area of approximately 340
kilowatt hours, which 38 kilowatt hurs would be somewhat less than that required by a
refrigerator alone.
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set forth in the statute and in the Department's regulations, 4 found
that, although they had had ample opportunity, appellants had provided no evidence to dispute field reports that they and members of
their families had made only limited and periodic use of the claim site,
their own statement that they "have resided on said premises for at
least two (2) months out of each year, plus vacations and holidays,"
tending to confirm the conclusions of*the report.
The objective of appellants' present appeal is not clear. Although
this is an appeal to the Secretary from the Bureau's decision of Janu:ary 30, 1968, affirming the rejection of appellants' mining claim occupancy application, the heading of the notice of appeal refers to the
"Matter of the Application of Robert A. Johnson and D. Irene
Johnson, under the Act of 1 June 1938," Sacramento 059501, and the
"Matter of the Application of George C. Johnson and Nellie C. Johnson, under the Act of 1 June 1938," Sacramento 059535. From the
argument which follows it is not entirely clear whether appellants are
attempting to appeal jointly from the rejection of their mining claim
occupancy application-and from the earlier rejection of their small
tract applications as well or whether they are contending that, because
of the provisions of the Small Tract Act, they are entitled to relief
under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act. Whatever may be the
,explanation for this unusual approach, the issues properly before us
are not so broad as those which appellants seemingly seek to raise.
As previously noted, appellants' appeal to the Director from the
rejection of their small tract applications was dismissed on procedural
grounds. The Department's decision of July 25, 1967, affirming that
disnissal represented the final administrative decision in the matter,
from which there is no further appeal in the Department, although, as
long as the Secretary of the Interior has jurisdiction over land he also
retains supervisory authority over any case involving that land and
may, where the circumstances warrant, reopen such case or reconsider
any decision affecting the land. See B. E. Burnaugh, 67 I.D. 366 (1960).
4 Relief under the act is authorized only for qualified applicants, and the act defines
a "qualified applicant" as
"* * * a residential occupant-owner, as of October 23, 1962, of valuable improvements
In an unpatented mining claim which constitute for him a principal place of residence and
which he and his predecessors in interest were in possession of for not less than seven
years prior to July 23, 1962." 30 U.S.C. §§ 701, 702 (1964).
The Department's regulations define "a principal place of residence" as
"an improved site used by a qualified applicanlt as one of his principal places of residence
except during periods when weather and topography. may make it impracticable for use.
The term does not mean a site given casual or intermittent residential use such as for a
bunting cabin or for weekend occupancy." 43 CFR 2215.0-5(d).
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Appellants do not, however, appear to seek reconsideration of the

Department's decision of July 25, 1967, and they have not attempted
to point out any error in that decision. Their apparent attempt to
revive their defunct small tract: applications is premised upon an entirely different concept, and they argue that:
On or about 1959, said Appellants, and each of them, applied for the respective
parcels involved in this litigation under the said Small Tract Act. Said Act
requires that their application be either rejected or affirmed within two years. It
is respectfully submitted that no such action, required. by the Government, has
been forthcoming within the period allowed by said Act. The Appellants contend
that the failure of the Government to take the urrent action within the time
allowed by said Act, deprives the Goverhment of its right to reject the Appellants'
claim at this late date.
* *

The short answer to appellants' contention is that there is no such
provision in the Small Tract Act as that upon which they rely.5
Moreover, the Government is not, "at this late date;" rejecting appellants' small tract applications. The only question now before the Department is whether or not appellants are qualified applicants under
the Mining Claims Occupancy Act. The provisions of the Small Tract
Act and the fact that appellants previously filed applications under
that act have no relevance in -answering that question.
In challenging the Bureau's finding that appellants' mining claim
cabin site has not been used as a principal place of residence, appellants assert that:
* * * The Rifle Barrel mining claim has been the only place of residence of
the Appellants from the date the Rifle Barrel mining claim was instituted to the
present time in the County of Moriposa, State of California. [Emphasis added.]
It was certainly a principal place of residence in that regard. The opinion
overlooks the fact that this mining claim has been actively worked for a number
of years. This property was not limited to a site given casual or intermittent
residential use, such as for hunting or weekend occupancy. Certainly it was used
for those purposes, but for many others as well. The mining claim was not the
only place of residence of the Appellants, because the Appellants had residences
in Santa Clara County, California, but it was certainly a principal residence of
Appellants at all times. The only use to which the land has ever been put to during the past many years is that use given it by Appellants-that of principal
residence and mining claim. * * *.
G Presumably, appellants refer to section 7 of the act of March 3, 191 (26 tat. 1095),
as amended, 43 U.S.C. 1165 (1964), which provides in part:
"*
* That after the lapse of -two years from the date of the issuance of the * * *
[receipt of such officer as the Secretary of the Interior may designate] upon the final
entry of any tract of land under the homestead, timber-culture, desert-land, or pre-emption
laws, or under this act, and when there shall be no pending contest or protest against
the validity of such entry, the entryman shall be entitled to a patent conveying the land
by him entered, and the same shall be issued to him; but this proviso shall not be construed
to require the delay of two years from the date of said entry before the issuing of a patent
therefor.
This provision, however, has no applicability to an application under the Small Tract
Act.
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The fact that appellants have only one "place of residence" in
Mariposa County does not establish that the claim is a principal place
of residence within the meaning of the statute. Also, the mere fact that
appellants may have "actively worked" the claim "for a number of
years" does not establish that the claim is a principal place of residence. These statements fall far short of the showing of specific facts
which would warrant the conclusion that the mining claim has been
used by appellants as "a principal place of residence," a failure that is
compounded by the fact that they have not related their concept of "a
principal place of residence" to the meaning of that term as it is used
in the act of October 23, 1962.
In the case of Eveline and John Anthony Schaefer, A-30901
(May 21, 1968), where applicants for relief under the Mining Claims
Occupancy Act, in language similar to that employed by appellants
here, stated that they "went into immediate occupancy of the premises"
upon their acquisition of mining claim property and that they "have
continuously occupied the residence as a principal residence" since
that time, we found that such an allegation did not constitute a statement of the facts necessary for a determination of an applicant's
qualifications. In pointing out what was required to be shown, we
stated in that case:
What is "a principal place of residence"? As we recognized in * * *[Ola N.
McCulloch Sibley, 73 I.D. 53 (1966) , the term has been given no precise meaning
by judicial interpretation. The statute itself does not define it, and the definition
can be found at this time only in the legislative history of the act, the regulations
of this department, and the departmental decisions construing the statute. The
essence of the Department's rulings in giving practical effect to this singular
term has been that intermittent or sporadic use or occupancy for any purpose
while concurrent residence is maintained at a regular place of residence or
domicile, as distinguished from occupancy for at least a substantial part of each
year to the exclusion of the maintenance of regular residence elsewhere during
the same period, is not qualifying under the act. * *
*

..

*

C*

*

*

.*

*

What facts must be known to determine the qualification of an applicant?
At the minimum, it is necessary to know the approximate periods of time spent
at the mining claim site during the qualifying period, the suitability of the improvements constructed on the claim for normal residential use, and limatic
factors Which might limit occupancy to certain seasons of the year. * *

Appellants' statements fall far short of providing that minimum
information. The only statement appellants have made concerning the
nature or extent of their residence at the dlim site is that they hav6
resided there for "at least two (2). months out of each year, plus vacationsand liays." '
'
:.:
What was the nature of the claimed residence? This is a joint application filed by the heads of two families who maintain their separate
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regular residences in another county. Did both families, or did the two
applicants, jointly occupy the mining claim property for a continuous
period of two months during each year of the qualifying period in
addition to spending vacations and other brief periods there, or did just
one of the applicants occupy the site for such periods while the other
made occasional visits, or did each of the applicants, at different times,
occupy the premises for a'coiitinuous two-monthl period, thus making
a total of four months' use of the cabin per year, plus vacations and
holidays, or did the two months' residence claimed each year represent
a cumulation of the time spent by several different members of the
two families at the claim throughout the year, consisting largely of
weekends? 7 Is the nature of the improvements constructed upoll the
claim site such as to accommodate normal, full-tine residence throughout the year or during such portions of the year as access to the claim
may be had, or is the cabin only suitable for occupancy during brief
stays in mild weather? Are the short periods of occupancy claimed
attributable to conditions of weather or topography which preclude
residence for inore than a few months each year, or must we look elsewhere for an explanation of the limited use of the cabin ?
The failure of appellants to allege facts which would afford a basis
for answering any of these questions is a failure to show that they are
qualified applicants for the relief which they seek. Thus, while the
report of field examination previously referred to is not a conclusive
finding of fact and would not be relied upon in the face of a direct
challenge without giving the challenging party an opportunity to
establish the truthfulness of his assertions of fact, there is nothing in
appellants' statements that specifically refutes any of the findings
6 Only the period from July 23, 1955, to October 2, 1962, will be considered in determining the qualifications of an applicant. If a mining claim site was not used as a
principal place of residence during that period, an applicant cannot be aided by any use
of the property prior to or subsequent to that time. See H. T. Crandell, 72 I.D. 431 (1965);
Coral V. Funderbarg,A-30514 (June 14, 1966), affirmed in Funderbergv. Udall, 396 1. 2d
638 (9th Cir. 1968); Henry P. and Leoda M. Smith, 74 I.D. 378 (1967).
7 In order to constitute "a principal place of residence" within the meaning of the act,
a mining claim site must have been a principal place of residence for the applicant, and
a site cannot qualify as a principal place of residence upon the cumulative use of a number
of applicants, none of whom has used it as a principal place of residence. Cora Praett et al.,
A-30524 (April 28, 1966).
The file contains a copy of a letter dated December 5, 1966, from the Department of
Housing and Community Development, State of California, to the district manager, Folsom
District Office, Bureau of Land Management, in which reference is made to inspections of
two dwellings described in a letter of November 3, 1966, from the district manager, with
respect to which dwellings it was stated that:
"These inspections revealed both dwellings to be sub-standard to the extent they are
not considered suitable for human habitation. All structural, electrical, plumbing and
sanitary installations were found to be far below acceptable or minimum code standards."
Presumably, appellants' cabin is one of the dwellings referred to, although there is nothing more than the fact that the letter is contained in the case file to establish a relationship between the reported inspection and appellants' cabin.
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reported by the Bureau's field examiners, which findings constitute the
only evidence in the record as to the nature of appellants' use of their
cabin site. That evidence supports a finding that appellants' cabin
was used only intermittently while regular residence was maintained
elsewhere, and it affords no basis for concluding that the Rifle Barrel
mining claim was, on October 23, 1962, or prior thereto, a principal
place of residence for either of the appellants.
As a final word, it must be stressed again that the purpose of the
1962 act was to preserve homes for qualified occupants of mining
claims, places where they have lived for years and from which their
forced removal because of the invalidity of the claims would be a real
hardship. As the court recently said in Funderberg.v. Udall, supra
fn. 6:
* show
that the Act of October 23, 1962, was a
* * * The Hearings *
't

statute. to relieve the hardship which would be visited upon persons who were
living on their unpatented claims, but would be evicted under the 1955 statute,
supra, [30 U.S.C. §§ 601-7615 (1964) ], and would "have no place to go" if the relief
proposed in the 1962 bill was not granted. (396 F.2dat 640.)

*Certainly appellants do not qualify on this score even if all their
general allegations are accepted. The rejection of their application does
not mean that they "have no place to go." They have their comfortable
homes in San Jose where they have been living at least since 1955.
Therefore, pursuant toth6 authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a) ; 24 P.R. 1348), the
decision appealed from is affirmed.
ERNEST F.

Homr

Assistant Solicitor.
UNITED STATES
V.

A. SPECKERT
A-30917

Decided November 09, 1968,

wining Claims: Surface Uses-Surface Resources Act: Generally
Since Congress limited the effect of a proceeding under section 5 of the
Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, to determine the rights of the
Government and a mining claimant as to the surface resources of a mining
claim, a claim is not declared null and void as a result of such a proceeding
decided in favor of the Government, and the claimant may continue to engage
in mining activities although he is not entitled to the use and management of
the surface resources for other than mining purposes prior to issuance of
patent for the claim.
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Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Surface Resources Act: Generally
In a proceeding under section 5 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23,
1955, to determine, the rights of the Government and a mining claimant as
to the surface resources of a mining claim prior to patent, the Government
will prevail if it is shown that there was not a discovery of a Valuable
mineral deposit as of the'date of the act even if such a discovery is subsequehtly made, and it will also prevail if a discovery existed as of the- date
of the act but it is determined that thereafter a valuable mineral deposit
does not exist within the claims because of a change in conditions.

Surface Resources Act: Generally
A mining claimant is not prejudiced if in a proceeding under section 5 of
the Surface Resources Act the only issue stated at the hearing is whether
at the time of the hearing, rather than on July 23, 1955, a discovery has been
made on his claim and he submits evidence on that issue.

Mining Claims: Discovery
.In applying the prudent man test of discovery to determine whether there
has been a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within a mining claim,
the marketability at a profit of low-grade deposits of manganese ore is a
determinative factor.

Mining Claims: Discovery-Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Surface Resources Act: Generally
Mining claims containing an unknown quantity -of low-grade manganese
ore are properly declared subject to the limitations under section 4 of the
Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, where the evidence shows that a
prudent man could not now expect to develop a valuable mine because there
is no market for the ore, regardless of whether under more favorable market
conditions created primarily by a Government stockpiling program paying
incentive prices prior to the date of that act the prudent man would have
had more basis for anticipating that such ore could be mined and sold.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

A. Speckert has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a
decision of the Chief, Branch of Mineral Appeals, Office of Appeals
and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, dated October 10, 1967,
affirming a decision of a hearing examiner dated January 25, 1967,
which declared the Sunsdt, Sunset Nos. 1-13, inclusive, and Alpha lode
mining claims to be subject to the limitations and restrictions specified
in section 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C.
sec. 612 (1964). The Office of Appeals and Heaiings also denied Speckert's request for a furtherhearing, oli the grounds that there is no
equitable basis for having a new hearing and that no error was found

in the first proceeding.
Section 4 of theact of July 23, 1955, provides that anyimining claim
"hereafter located' shall not be' used, prior to issuance of patent, for
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other than mining purposes and; as to such claims reserves to the
United States the right to manage and dispose of the surface resources.
Section 5 of the act, 30 U.S.C. sec. 613 (1964), provides, as to claims
located prior to the date of the adt, a procedure whereby the right of
the claimants to the use of the surface resources. may be determined.
All of the mining claims in this case were located prior to the act of
July 23,,1955, and proceedings ulder section 5 of the act were instituted at the request of the Forest Service, United States Department
of Agriculture, culminating in a hearing. As relevant to this appeal
the notice of the hearing indicated two issues upon, which evidence
would be submitted by the Government to prove that:
(a) The lands included within the' claims, prior to patent, are subject to use
and management by the United States in accordance with the' provisions of
section 4 of the act of July 23, 1955.
(b) A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has not been made within the
limits of any of the claims:

Basically, the hearing examiner ruled that there was not a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit as would justify or sustain a
patent application and that therefore all of the claims' prior to patent
are subject to the provisions of section 4-of the act of July 23, 1955.
He based this ruling upon all application of the prudent man test of
discovery as set forth in Castle v. Wo'nble, 19 L.D. 455 (1894), and
*Chrinsman v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313 (1905), finding that the mineral for
which the claims were located, 'manganese, had not been fofnd within
the claims in such quantity and quality that a prudent man would expend further time and effort 'with the hope of developing a paying
mine, but that only further prospecting might be warranted, which is
not sufficient under the prudent man test. He expressly stated that his
ruling was not upon the validity or invalidity of the claims and that
the mining claimant was free to explore and prospect the lands so long
as they remain open under the mining laws.
In upholding the hearing examiner's decision, the Office of Appeals
and Hearings stated that in a proceeding uder section 5 toletermine
the rights of a mineral claimant to the surface resources of Sais mining
"claims, the claims are properly subject-to the terms and limitations of
section 4 of the act unless it is shown that there was a valid discovery
within the meaning of the mining lawswithin the limits of each claim
prior to the date of'the' act. The decision concluded that te evidence
-shows the presence of manganese cres on ..the claims but that "further
l Three other issues were listed in the notice and evidence bearing on ,them was submitted at the hearing. However, as the hearing examiner'dismissed the charges without
prejudice and as-the Forest Service has no6t raised any issues on appeal as to that action
and appellant wasnot injured by that action, no' mention of .them.will be made in. this
decision.
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exploration is required to determine whether a valuable deposit of
manganese does exist within the limits of the claims, and that the
values of 'the manganese shown do not demonstrate that there has been
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit prior to July 23, 1955, within
the meaning of the mining laws." The decision emphasized that so long
as the land is open to mining the appellant is free to engage in mining
activities within the claims, but his use of the land is limited to mining
and uses incidental to mining, and that until he obtains a patent under
-the mining'laws the United-States has the right to manage and dispose
of'surface resources of the claims.
Despite the express statements in both decisions that appellant could
continue to engage in mining activities on the claims so long as the
land remains open to mining, appellant contends that the decisions
effectively declared his locations null and void contrary to the clear
intent of the act of July 23, 1955. He reaches this conclusion by the
following reasoning: First, he contends that the issue presented at the
hearing by the hearing examiner was whether. there was a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit measured at the present time and that
evidence was offered on this issue. Next, he contends that the determinative issue was whether there was a discovery prior to the July 23,
1955, date of the act, and that he was not apprised that this was the
determinative issue until the decision of the Office of Appeals and
Hearings of October 10, 1967. He then contends that because the hearing examiner's decision and the issue at. the hearing were based on an
erroneous legal theory-that he must show a discovery measured as
of the time of the hearing-he was "not put on notice that the proceedings would determine the entire validity of his claim, and was
misled into believing himself secure to the contrary." Nevertheless, he
contends further that under the'proper application of the prudent
man test of discovery there is a valid discovery within the claims, and
that the evidence establishes such a discovery prior to July 23, 1955.
Appellant has admitted that he presented evidence to show that
there was a discovery as of the time of the hearing; therefore, it is difficult to see how he could have been hurt in any way by the way the
issue was posed at the hearing. In fact, as will be seen, if anything,
appellant was helped rather thanihurt by the way the issue was presented at the hearing. Appellant's brief; on this appeal is predicated
on the assumption that in a proceeding under section of the act of
July 23, 1955, the only question presented is whether there was a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit prior to the date of the act. However, this question is only one of two issues that may be involved in such
a proceeding.; Let us consider the entire act briefly. One of the purposes of Congress was to eliminate some of the abuses that had oc-
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curred under the mining laws whereby mining claims were located by

claimants to acquire the timber thereon or to obtain the claims for
recreational, business, or other purposes unrelated to mining activities.
See Converse v. Udcll, 399 F.2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968). Therefore, section 4 of the act reserved the right of the United States to manage
and dispose of surface resources of claims located after the act, and
section 5 established a procedure whereby United States governmental
agencies could have a determination made as to the respective rights
of the United States and of a mining claimant as to the surface resources of a mining claim located prior to the date of the act. Section
7 of the act, 30 U.S.C. sec. 615 (1960), expressly provided that nothing
in the act would constitute a limitation of the existing rights of any
claimant except as they were limited or restricted as a result of such
a proceeding or of a waiver and relinquishment under section 6 of the
act, and that the act would not limit the rights under any patent to be
issued for a mining claim. Thus, this Department has emphasized that
the only ultimate legal effect of such a proceeding is the limitation
prior to patent as to the management and disposition of vegetative
surface resources and management of other surface resources. Arthur
L. Rankin, 73 I.D. 305 (1966). The proceeding cannot result in a declaration that the claims involved are null and void as the 1955 act strictly
limits the effect of such a proceeding.
However, there is nothing in the 1955 act which would preclude the
United States from contesting a mining claim after proceedings have
been held under the 1955 act if it wishes to have the claims declared
null and void. Or, a contest can be initiated to have the claims declared
null and void in lieu of having a proceeding under section 5, which
permits only a limited determination to be made. In either type of proceeding, the test is the same, namely, whether or not there has, been
a valid discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the meaning of
the mining laws. Arthur l. Rankcin, supra; United States v. Clarence
E.Payne, 68.I.D. 250 (1961).
In a proceeding under section 5 of the 1955 .act, however, there is an
additional factor. In order for the claimant to assert rights to the
surface superior to those of the United States he must show at a minimum that there was a discovery as of the date of the act. Converse
v. UdaZc, supra. The reason for this is that the limitations and restrictions of section 4 of the act are not applicable to valid mining
claims located prior to the date of the act. However, the fact that a
claim is valid on the date of the act does not mean that the claim, or
the land in the claim, is forever freed of the limitations imposed by
section 4 of the 1955 act, It is free from those restrictions only so long
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as the claim remains valid. If the claim becomes invalid and thereafter
a new claim arises in its stead, the new claim is subject to the limitations of section 4. It is therefore incumbent upon the holder of a claim
located prior to July 23, 1955, when his rights to surface resources are
challenged, to show that his claim was not only valid as of that date
but has continuously remained valid since that date.
The Department so stated in United States v. Independent Quicke
Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965), affrmed Converse v. Udall, 262 F. Supp.
583 (D. Ore. 1966) .2 In the Department's decision in that case it was
pointed out that the two basic questions to be. resolved in a 1955 act

proceeding are, first, whether there was a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit as of the date of the act and, second, whether the
mining claim is still valid when the verified statement is filed asserting a right superior to the United States. The decision emphasized
that this latter question or test "must be considered if there is any
doubt about the continuing validity of a claim for any reason such as
having been worked out, or the mineral deposit becoming invaluable
because of a change in economic conditions. See United States v. Irving
Band and John M. Baliet, A-30036 (October 19, 1964)." The second
question, however, becomes pertinent only if the answer to the first
question is determined or assiuned to be in the affirmative.
Language in the court's decision at 262 F. Supp. 593 suggesting
that the issue was whether there was a discovery prior to the date of
the act rather than at the date of the hearing must be understood in
the context in which the issue was raised. The plaintiffs (mining claimants) in that case had contended that the hearing examiner improperly
allowed the Government to submit samples taken after the act, but not
the plaintiffs. However, it is clear that the plaintiffs were attempting
to show mineralization as of July 23, 1955, by evidence of miieralization which had not been exposed until after the date of the act whereas
the Government was attempting to show the extent of the mineralization in workings exposed prior to the date of the act. The court simply
emphasized in that context that the discovery of mineralization must
have been made prior to the act and that it was not proper to consider
evidence of workings made after the act.

In short, in a proceeding under the 1955 act, the question of whether
there is a valuable mineral deposit at the time the surface Tights are
being. determined may not be pertinent if it is shown that there was
not a discovery of such a deposit prior to the 1955 act because even if
2This
decision also affirmed the Departmental decision, United States v. Ford M. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965). The Independent Quick Silver Company did not prosecute an
appeal from the District Court's decision. However, Converse did, resulting in the Converse V. Udall decision by the United States Circuit Court for the 9th Circuit, cited
previously, which affirmed the District Court's decision in that respect.
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there was'a discovery after the date of the act, the claim would be subject to the limitations of section 4 of the act. Howeverj if it is shown
or assumed that there was a valid discovery prior to the act, then-the
question of whether there is still a discovery of, a. valuable. mineral
deposit is crucial.
In this case, it appears that the evidence was not directed to any
particular date but it was largely related to a period preceding the
hearing and occurring after July 23, 1955. This- was not prejudicial
to the-appellant if it is considered that it was assumed that a.discovery
existed: as of July 23, 1955, thus answering the first, and, primary,
question in appellant's favor.
A procedural objeotion might be raised, that a proceeding under the
1955 act, is limited to determining whether a discovery existed as of
July 23, 1955 and that if it is determined that a discovery existed on,
that date but it is believed that the discovery was lost or disappeared
after that date, this belief can be tested only in, a subsequent contest
brought under the general authority of the Secretary to determine the
validity of mining claims and'not under his 1955 act' authority. But
this would appear to be interposing form for substance. We camliot
see how a claimant would be prejudiced by having the issue of a post1955 discovery litigated in a 1955 act proceeding instead of under a
regular contest. proceeding.3 If anything, prej udice would more likely
be visited on the claimant if he was, subjected to two diferent. proceedings to resolve the two issues of discovery..
In any events appellant: did not object to the issue raised at the
hearing but presented evidence on that issue, It is too late for him to
challenge the hearing. now. See A dams v. Witmer, 271 F. 2d 29 (9th
Cir. 1958), rehearingden. 271 F. 2d 37 (1959).
Appellant next contends that the Government failed to establish a
prima facie case because its evidence was based upon an erroneous
interpretation of the prudent man test and that the decisions below
are erroneous because they are 'based upon a misconstruction of the
prudent man rule.- Appellant asserts that the decisions here require
present marketability or that paying ore be exposed, both of which he
contends are not proper, citing Denison v. Udall, 248 F. Supp. 942 (D.
Ariz. 1965') and Henazlt Mining Company v. Tysk, 271 F. Supp. 474
(D. Mont. 1967). Although the Denison case' questioned the Department's'application of the marketability rule to metallic minerals, it
3 Particularly is this so in view of the provision in section 5 of the 1955 act that the
"procedures with respect to notice of such a hearing and 'the conduct thereof, and in
respect to appeals shall follow the then established general procedures and rules of practice
of the Department of the Interior, in respect to contests or Protests affecting public lands
of thetUnited States:- 30 U.S.C. § 613(c) (1964).
':
'':
.
'.
i>
'
'
'
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did not make an express legal ruling on this point but remanded the
case to this Department for further proceedings, which have not yet
been finalized by Departmental action. The Henault case has been appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit;
therefore, the District Court opinion does not represent a final ruling
in that case.
In any event; the applicability of the marketability at a profit test
to a mineral such as manganese has clearly been established by' the
9th Circuit's ruling in Converse v. Udall. supra, and by application of
the reasoning of the Supreme Court in United States v, Coleman,
390 U.S. 599 (1968). In the Coleman case the Supreme Court made it
amply clear that consideration of the marketability of a mineral is a
facet of the prudent man test with regard to all types of minerals locatable under the mining laws. See also United States v. Theodore R.
Jenkins, A-30786 (September 26, 1968), which held that mining
claims containing an unknown quantity of low grade :manganese for
which there is no market or reasonable prospect for a market are. not
valid simply because some patents may have issued for similar-type
claims during World War II and during a period where an artificial
market for low grade ores was created by a government stockpiling

program giving an incentive price for ores. Since the test for determining whether there is a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is
the same in a proceeding under section 5 of the 1955 act as in contest
proceedings challenging a mineral patent application or otherwise
challenging the validity of a mining claim, there is no reason why the
marketability of the mining product and other economic factors may
not be considered in this case.
Appellant is aware that economic factors are relevant in this case as
he contends that the Government's witnesses were not properly qualified because they had no special knowledge as to what a prospector of
ordinary prudence would or would not do in developing a manganese
mine in that area, and because they have no expert knowledge of or
skill in economics. Appellant apparently would not accept any Government witness unless he was an "ordinary prospector" but he does
not give the criteria as to the experience or training, if any, that such
a prospector would have to have except perhaps some experience in
mining in that particular area.4 Appellant would also insist, however,
that the witness be qualified as an expert in economics, but he does not
indicate what such qualifications must be. Appellant's contentions relate to the value of the witnesses' opinions. However, the decisions
below do not rest upon their acceptance of the witnesses' opinions as
AAppellant relies upon Snyder v. Udall, 267 F. Spp. 110 (D. Colo. 1967), but this decision was reversed on appeal, Uda71 v. Snyuder, . 2d -(No. 9671, 10th Cir.,

May 24, 1968).
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much as upon their discussion of therelevantfacts in this case. Both of
the Government's witnesses have college degrees in mining geology or,
mining engineering and have experience as mining engineers. They
were amply qualified to examine the claims and to testify as to the
worth of the claims upon the basis of their observations of the mineralization exposed on the claims, their sampling, and their review of
documentary evidence, such as a Bureau of Mines Bulletin on manganese generally and a report on manganese mining in California (Exs.
6 & 7).
The question to be determined now is whether the conclusion
reached in the decisions below that there was not a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit is supported by the facts. Since the decisions
below have rather extended discussions of much of the evidence presented in this case, it is not necessary to discuss it in any great detail
and the discussions in the decisions below are adopted for this purpose.
Only a few comments will be made in answer to appellant's contentions. Generally, this evidence shows that some low-grade manganese
has been exposed on some of the claims. 5 Some samples of ore show
higher grades but these were generally handpicked or handcobbed
pieces selectively chosen and not reflective of the general quality of the
manganese throughout the claims which could be effectively mined
(see Tr. 17, 18, 102, 116, 118, 153, and Ex. D, p. 7, report of appellant's
expert witness which says that although such exploration work has
been done it is still insufficient to determine accurately the extent
of ore bodies and that selective mining with sorting of ore is necessary
to produce a gradwof 35 % or better). It is apparent that in any mining operation where the ore is hand picked rather than mined by
machine as necessary for any large scale operation, the handpicked
ore which is selectively mined will contain a much higher percentage,
of manganese than the machine-mined ore. Lentz v. United States,
346 F. 2d 570, 574 (Ct. of Claims, 1965). The evidence also showed that
most of the ore would have had to be upgraded in order to have beensold in the past and would require upgrading to be sold at this time
and that the cost to do so is prohibitive (Tr. 48, 153, 154, Ex. ID). The
evidence also shows that there is no market for the manganese ore on
these claims because higher-grade ore is being imported at lower
prices than those at which the ore on the claims could economically be
sold.
r Even aipellant's expert witness, J. F. Siegfried, appears to concede that there has not
been adequate exposure of mineralization on the Sunset Numbers 5 through 8 claims to
constitute a discovery (see Tr. 111-113). He also said that there were no locations where
exploration work had been performed on Numbers 6, 7, 9, and 13 (Tr. 94).
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Although appellant has attempted to discount the evidence submitted by the Government witnesses, he has failed to do so. Indeed. much
of' th testimony from his own witnesses demonstrates that the ore
is of a low grade which requires beneficiation; that there is no mill
in the area or economical processes to upgrade the ore, and that evien
the higher grade ores cannot be sold (see, e.g., the testimony of' one
of his witnesses who has a mine in the area which he insisted contains a
high-grade ore, but who said that' he can't find anyone who will purchase it and that there is not a benefidiating plant in the area, Tr. 143,'
148). Appellant contends that the significance of the samples "is not
whether they"are economically marketable but whetherthey disclose
a valuable mineral deposit." 1-e admits that his samples, if averaged,
do not show a 'high manganese content but'says that "they were taken'
for the purpose of indicating the structure of the' mine, what was
geologically dHslosed." however, the point is that if there is not ore
of a grade and quantity which 'can be mined and processed and sold
in commerce then he value of the deposit is not a real value but is
only. speculatfive. A speculative value is not 'adequate. United States v.

Theodore . Jenlkins supra.
'Appellant also attempts to make imuch of the fact that the Government witnesses did not examine other manganese mein
'the area
for comparison and he refers to the'testimony concerning these mines
by his witnesses. Even if his mining claims are comparable to the
6ther; mines, which 'has not been conclusively shown, it is significant
that the ores from these 'mines cannot be sold as there is no market for
them. Generally' specific testimony as to those mines gave higher
values for the 'ore in them than for the ore in appellant's claims.
Finally, 'appellant' insists that a preponderance of the evidence
demionstrates that a valid discovery had been made on the Sunset claims
prior to 1955. The evidence is not clear as to which'of the claims may
have had workings exposed prior to'the date.of the 1955 act. Appellant's witnesses blame this upon logging activities authorized by the
Forest Service on the. claims which may have disrupted or covered
workings. There is evidence' in a Government publication, Bureau of
Mines Report of Investigations 5579,. Reconnaissance, of California
Manganese Deposits, by Russell R. Trengove '(Ex. 7, p. 3), that a
small quantity of 'low-grade manganese ore as hipped from-n the
Sunset mine to the 'Columbia-Geneva Steel Division,' United States
Steel Corporation, under a purchase program it had from 1949 to 1955
when it accepted low-grade siliceous manganese ore. A Government
witness testified that he-had heard that approximately 222 tons averaging 18% manganese had .beenmined from the Sunset #2 around 1950
(Tr. 38). The Bureau of Mines report (at pages 12-13) described the
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Sunset claims in Plumas County and stated that the three known de,
posits were low grade, with a high silica and iron content, and&that the
narrow claybands containing nodular material comprised a very small
part of the deposits. The nodular material is generally the higher
grade material. The report described some workings on the Sunset
Extension. and Sunset. Nos. 2 and 3 claims. It also described work done
on the claims by the Bureau of Mines in 1949 in its program of exploring mineral deposits. Workings were explored and' clea ed out
and new trenches were excavated with 22 samples being taken. The
report concluded as follows:
This work was inadequate to determine the size of the ore bodies or to

estimate the ore reserve. However, it indicated that selective mining, together
with careful sorting and cobbing, is necessary to produce shipping-grade ore.
Ex. 7, p. 13.

Appellant contends that this evidence plus the fact that there was
a Government stockpiling program in existence from 1952 to 1959,
demonstrating the Government's desire for the ore with a willingness
to upgrade it, establishes that there was a discovery. This evidence at
the most, however, discloses that there were some workings on three
of the 'claims with an unknown quantity of manganese ore at a generally low grade, and that a very limited amount of ore was sold from
one of the claims to a private'company. Despite the fact that theGovernment did have a stockpiling program paying incentive prices at a
much higher rate than the prevailing commercial prices for even lower
grade manganese ores, there is no evidence that any ore from these
claims was ever sold to the Government. Certainly as to most of the
claims, there is not enough evidence to show that there was known to
be sufficient mineral of sufficient. quality so that a prudent man, even
under the much more favorable market conditions existing immediately prior to the 1955 act, could anticipate.that he coulddevelop a
valuable mine.
Furthermore, as has been discussed previusl, even if 'one could
agree with appellant that there mit have been a iscovery.on one or,
at the most, three of the claims prior to the 1955 act,. this.does not mean
that the. mining claimant must prevail where the Government shows
that, under conditions existing at the time of the .roceedings-under section 5 of the act, the deposit .is not a valuable mineral deposit under the
prudent man test. Thishas been shown in'this ase and nothing-that
'appellant 'has shown overcomes the Government's' evidence- in this
respect;' instead, most of the factual evidence supports it. Basically,
what appellant's case relies on is the -testimony of. his witnesses. that
the claims should be held in the anticipation that in the event. of an
international emergency whereby the imports are cut off the ore from
328-038-68
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these claims might be economically mined if more favorable processing methods are.. discovered. All concede that marketing the ore at a
profit is impossible at this time and has been at least since the cessation
of the Government stockpiling support program, and there, is little
to indicate that even during that time a prudent' man could have
expected to develop a valuable mine on these claims based on the
higher prices created by the Government market. The mining laws
were designed to promote mineral development not land speculation.
They were not designed to enable individuals to hold large tracts
of land for future possible development (or for purposes other than
mining) where the deposits have no present economic value. af. United
States v. Theodore R. Jenkins, upra. Here it is clear that the claims
have no present value for mining. Should the United States be prevented from contracting timber sales and otherwise managing the surface resources, although the mining claimant may continue mining
exploration effort in any event, simply because the claimant has the
hope that a favorable market condition may exist in the unforeseeable
future? We think not and contrary to appellant's contentions we believe that the evidence supports the findings below and that the claims
were properly declared subject to the limitations and restrictions of
section'4 of the act of July 23, 1955...

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the hiterior (210 DM 2.2A(4) (a)'; 24 F.R. 1348),
thedecisionappealed'from is affirmed.

ER ST F.,HoM,
A sEstantSolicitor.
APPEALS OF AMERICAN CEMENT CORPORATIO'T

IBCA-496-5-65 and IBCA-578-7 66

Decided December S, 1968

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Actions of Parties-Contracts: Con.

struction and Operation- Changes and Extras-Contracts: Construction

and Operation:' Estimated Quantities-Contracts: 'Construction and

Operation: Notices'
Giving great weight to the practical construction the parties had placed
:,upon the terms of a contract that the appellant acknowledged to be ambiguous
and noting that approximately five years elapsed before the contractor advanced an interpretation of the contract at variance with what appeared to be
the mutual understanding of the parties as to the nature of the contractual
obligations assumed by them, the Board finds that the contract for delivery
of cement for the Glen Canyon Dam was a requirements contract and that the
appellant was not entitled to additional compensation for the) 87,691 barrels
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of cement delivered in excess of the estimated requirement of 3,000,000
barrels.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: General Rules of ConstructionContracts: Disputes and Remedies: Burden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equitable Adjustments
'The Board denies a claim for "Unnecessary Accelerated Construction
Costs" where it finds (i) that the appellant has failed to offer any convincing
evidence to show that a particular letter from the contracting officer relied
upon by the appellant could be properly construed as an order for the delivery of cement thereby furnishing a predicate for the recovery of the costs
claimed under the "Suspension of Deliveries" clause when cement was not
called for during 1959; and (ii) that the appellant also failed to show by a
preponderance of the evidence that the action of the contracting officer in
refusing to agree in advance to pay a portion of a suggested wage increase
under a related contract (the prime contract for the construction of the
dam) prolonged a strike needlessly and thereby resulted in the incurrence of
a portion of the costs for which the claim was made.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Hearings-Rules-of Practice: Evidence-Rules
of Practice: Witnesses
Noting the general rule that counsel representing litigants, should not be
called as witnesses in trials involving those litigants if such testimony can be
avoided consonant with obtaining justice, the Board finds that the testimony
of a Government witness who also participated in presenting the Government's case at the hearing should be treated as oral argument. Preparation by
'the same counsel of one of the flndings of fact was not found to be a violation
of the provisions of the Wunderlich Act where there was no showing that the
decisions reflected in such findings were other than those of the'contracting
officer and where the Board noted (i) the absence of a request for a remand
to the contracting officer, and (ii) the fact that in the circumstances of the
particular case a remand would apparently serve no useful purpose;
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS-

On April 3, 1958, appellant was awarded a contract to supply cement
for the construction of Glen Canyon Dam and Powerhouse at a site
near Page, Arizona. Situated on the Colorado River in a remote and
isolated area in the northern part of the state, this was one of the
Bureau of Reclamation's largest dam projects.
The prime contract for the construction of the dam and powerhouse
had previously, on April 9, 1957, been awarded to Merritt-Chapman
& Scott Corporation. Construction commenced on June 12,1957.
At the time of the award, appellant, one of the world's major cement
producers, had no manufacturing facilities in the State of Arizona.
Its nearest two plants were situated in southeastern California, of
which the one at Oro Grande was a possible source of supply for this
project. However, the appellant had previously made tentative plans
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to construct a plant at Clarkdale, Arizona, and, in the contract showed
this as the shipping point.
Following the award of the contract, appellant revamped its tentative plans and got construction of its $15,227,726.77 "plant under way,
with the aim of having the plant in production by the anticipated
initial date for deliveries2 Deliveries did not commence for some
.rnonths thereafter.
In a petition filed in the Court of Claims the -contractor seeks
recovery against the United States in- the aggregate sum of $3,677,488.88. The five claims, numbered and designated as in an earlier
opinionl, areas follows:
_ _ $, 508, 824. 88
1. Cost of Idle Capacity_
2. Loss from Delay in Payments -_288, 296. 00
3. Amounts Not Heretofore Paid on Barrels in Excess of 3,000,000
_
---------104, 352. 00
830, 316.00
4. Unnecessary Accelerated Construction Costs _
5. Loss of Commercial Business _----_- 945, 700. 00
TOTAL,
-------------------------_I
$3, 677,488.88
In a complex proceeding involving two separate Findings of Fact
and three prior opinions of this Board,5 the matters presently before
the Board have'been narrowed to Claim No. 3 (for decision on the
merits) and Claim No. 4 (for decision on the merits if claimifound to
be cognizable- under the contract). Oral testimony was taken on four
occasions as follows:
Phoenix, Arizona
1. February 28-March 2, 1967
_-_____-Camden, New Jersey
2. May 12, 1967 ___--__-New York, N.Y.
3. October 3, 1967 Phoenix, Arizona
4. November 8, 1967-___- For convenienice, the transcripts of these hearings will be identified as
'"Ariz. tr.," "N:J. tr'," N.Y. tr,' and "2d'Ariz. tr.," respectively
Althotugh bothl parties have ontinued to contest different portions
of the Board's earlier decisions respecting the scope of its authority,
the Board ruled at the commeiicement of the oral hearing, with at least
tacit acquiescence by the parties, thatno evidence would be-introduced
'Appellant's'Exhibit

c.

As late as May 15, 1959, this was 'atill considered to,'be'August 15, 1959 (Appellant's
Exhibit D).
3 Petition No. 215-65, dated July 6, 1965.
4 American Cement Corporation, IBCA-496-5-65 and IBCA-578-7-66 (September 21,
1966), 73 I.D. 266, 66-2 BCA par. 5849, on reconsideration, 74 I.D. 15, 66-2 BA par.
6065 (January 10, 1967).
GAmerican Cem,ent Corperation, IBCA-496-5-65 (January 6, 1966), 65-2 BOA par.
2

5303; American Cement Corporation, note 4, spra.
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on Claimn. Nos. 1, 2 and 5, except as a necessary or proper- incident to
the. proofs relating to Claim Nos.3 -and 4.6 Both parties expressly reserved the right to renew objections about the jurisdiction of the Board
before the Court of Claims, In fact, the Government again has asked
that we. reconsider your prior- opinions ,and, accept jurisdiction of
Claim No. 5. There is -nothing in the testimony presented, however,
which persuades us that our prior holdings were in error.
At the outset we are confronted with questions as to (i) the testimony of.Mr.,Palmer King, one of the counsel for the Government,
and (ii) the consequences of Mr. Kllg's having prepared the second of

the

findings

of fact. Over the strenuous objections of appellant's

counsels the Board allowed Mr. King to testify, reserving for. later
decision the weight to be given to such testimony.- As a general rule
consel representing litigants should not be called as witnesses in
trials involving, those litigants if such testimony can be avioided consonant with obtaining justice. This rule applies to, Government attorneys.9 This is partly based upon ethical grounds, but such testimony
also entails serious practical problems.
Although appeal: boards are not required to adhere strictly to the
rules of evidence, we permitted the Government counsel to testify
principally because it- appeared likely that this evidence could not be
-obtained elsewhere. The facts giving rise to these appeals cover many
years in time, posing a serious problem to both sides in giving a coherent recital. Aparently for this-reason, both partieshave referred
frequently to Mr. King's testimony in- their post-hearing briefs.'
Even though Mr. King was probably the Government employee in
the best position to tell about the Government's actions from the beginning until the end, little was contained in his testimony that did not
eventually appear,-elsewhere. At most, his testimony accomplished
only two things: (1) a chronological organization of the Government's
case, duplicating the purposes of briefs and argument, ,and (2) it
afforded him an opportunity to ffer evidence designed to prove that
the actions of the responsible Goverlnlent officers were in good faith.
The evil of which appellant's counsel complained, however, became
readily apparent-fact was irretrievably mingled with argument. 6 Aris. tr. pp. 12-1S.
7 Note 4, swpra. '
'
Bt"*
e The Contractor contends that in a case such as this, in which the purported
Contracting Officer is also the Interior Department's major witness, as well as the attorney
in charge of the proceedings before the Board, it is absolutely impossible te suppose. the
Findings represent a fair and impartial,evaluation of the circumstances. In short, as the
terms are used in the wunderlich Act, the Contractor contends the Findings -to be. fraudulent, capricious and arbitrary. and t have been prepared in bad faith. Thus, the Findings
should not be accorded any evidentiary weight, much less considered binding on the. Contractor " (Appellant's IPost-Hiearing. Opening Brief,. pp. 45, 46.)9United States v. Atl, 246 P. 2d 29 (d Cir. 1957).
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For this reason, we have treated Mr. King's testimony for what it
was, an oral argument. Under these circumstances, appellant's counsel
had an opportunity to cross-examine his opponent about his argument,
and did so at great length, a privilege seldom afforded an attorney.
It does not seem desirable to make a flat prohibition against counsel
for either side testifying in matters where he is. also trying the case,
for situations may occur where it is justified. Nevertheless, such procedure should be avoided except in the most difficult or unusual circumstances and for the sole purpose of avoiding an unjust result.
This leads to the appellant's complaint concerning the related
question of Mr. King's part in the preparation of the second Findings
of Fact. Unlike John A. Johnson Contracting Corp. v. United States,
132 Ct. C1. 645 (1955). the contracting officer's decisions were made before these Findings were put on paper.1 In Johnson Contracting the
contracting officer first abdicated his responsibility to his superior,
then failed to follow the course of action he had contemplated because
of the advice received from Army lawyers. The Findings of Fact in
question is a 48-page document with 20 exhibits attached and closely
resembles a Statement of Position. Mr. King's part was that of
scrivener and advocate on behalf of the chief engineer of the Bureau of
Reclamation, who, was the contracting officer. It might have been more
desirable to have let the contracting officer speak in this own words
but there is no indication that the decisions made were other than those
of the contracting officer. Appellant had the opportunity to take the
testimony of the present contracting officer," but did not choose to
do so. In any event, appellant has not asked for a remand to the contracting officer,12 nor does it appear that any useful purpose would

be served by remanding the case to him.
The Requiremnents Contract Question
Consideration of the third claim (Amounts Not Heretofore Paid
on Barrels in Excess of 3,000,000) requires not only close scrutiny of
the contract but also examination of the conduct of the parties with
15 This is brought out in the extended

cross-examination of Mr. King (Ariz, tr. pp.

354-533). In any matter as complex as this, the contracting officer must rely in part on
documents, file information, information from other Government employees, and information from the contractor (see Ariz. tr. p. 358). As successor contracting officer, Mr.
Bellport obviously could not have had first-hand information on all that had transpired
during the administration of his predecessor.
na Mr. B. P. Bellport
(who succeeded the original contracting officer during the course
of contract performance) issued the indings from which the instant appeals were taken.
'2 "If the Board should be inclined to view the Pindings as anything more than argument,
then the Contractor contends that the Wunderlich Act should be considered. * * "
(Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, p. 45.), Where, as here, a hearing is held, it Is
the evidence of record that will be relied upon by the Board in reaching its decision, in so
far, at least, as contested issues are concerned. C. Bendix Field ngineering Corporation,
ASBCA No. 10124 (November 8, 1966), 66-2 BCA par. 5959 at p. 27,570.
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relation to it. It was stipulated that the amount of cement delivered
by appellant to the Government for use in the Glen Canyon Dam
project was 3,087,691 barrels, or 87,691 barrels more than the "estimiated" amount.' The three millionth barrel was delivered during
May 1963; 14 after this, shipments continued through December l964.'5
The price established by the contract for the cement was $3.2473 per

barrel ($2.2321 'f.o.b: Clatkdale plalt). The additional 87,691 barrels
werer
paid for at the contract price, which had been escalated to $2.26
per barrel, f.o.b. Clarkdale plant. Appellant's contention is undisputed
that the open market commercial price in 1963-1964 was $3.45 per
barrel, f.o.b. Clarkdale planlt. 6
Asserting that the 87,691 barrels in question were not covered by
the terms of the supply contract, the appellant contents that it is entitled to be compensated therefor at the fair market value of $3.45 per
barrel

Appellant acknowledges, however, that if the 87,691 barrels

were found to come within the scope of the "Extras" clause, the
amount payable therefor would be substantially reduced.' 8
The problem presented by Claim No. 3 has its inception in the
fact that the contract never clearly designates the agreement as a requirements contract or otherwise, and it appears, as appellant claims,
that it has some provisions that are not entirely consistent with such
a contract. Although some pertinent provisions of the contract have
been setout in prior opinions, it is necessary to refer to them again for
an understanding of the problem. Paragraph B-1 provides:
B-1. The requirement. It is required that there be furnished and delivered in
accordance with this invitation, an estimated total quantity of 3,000,000 barrels
of portland cement in bulk, for the construction of Glen Canyon Dam, Glen Canyon Unit, Arizona-Utah, Middle River Division, Colorado River Storage Project.
All cement, of the type described and identified in this invitation, needed by
the Government in connection with the construction of Glen Canyon Dam and
Powerplant, Glen Canyon Unit, Middle River Division, Colorado River Storage
Project, Arizona-Utah, to and including December 31, 1964, will be purchased
13Ariz. tr. p. 4. This is appellant's figure which differs slightly from the amount shown
by the Government.
14 Findings of Fact of March 19, 1965, Exhibit No. 1 (Claim letter of December 29, 1964).
15 The claim letter, note 14, supra, shows deliveries through October 1964. However, Mr.
Lambert testified for appellant that another shipment was made about December 964
(Aria. tr. p. 36); this conforms to the Government tabulation (Appellant's Exhibit H)
and to the Government's schedule of payments showing the last payment was made in
January 1965 (Government's Exhibit III 47).
16 Ariz. tr. p. 73 p 1.
-1 E.
'7 Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, p. 23.
Is "* * * the existence of at least one extra clause is understandable in that it could be
viewed as making it possible for the government to purchase in excess of 3,000,000 barrels
and to do so in 1964 e * t If the Contracting Office had concluded that the Contractor
was entitled to only its costs plus 15%, the price that would have been payable for the
extra cement sold in 1963 would have been $2.78 per barrel and in 1964 the price would
have been $3.20 per barrel or $36,507.78 and $18,878.96, respectively, more than the
escalated contract price." (Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, pp. 25, 26.)
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and ordered in releases under the contract or contracts let pursuant to this invitation: Provided, That if the Government should at any time during tlie construction of the foregoing described work, rquire in excess of 120,000 barrels of
ceinent per month, and if the contractor or contractors under this invitation cannot furnish cement in excess of the specified monthly quantity, the Government
reserves the right to obtain. from other sources any cement required in excess of
the specified monthly quantity. No orders for releases will be placed subsequent
to December 31, 1964. If the estimated quantities secified in this invitation have
notbeen ordered by releases within the period above specified, the -contract or
dontracts shall be considered as terminated without liability to the contractor
or contractors or the. Government.. .
Paragraph B-1 'reads in part:

B-10. Deliveries. The estimated maximum monthly delivery of cement required nder this invitation is 120,000 barrels. The following tabulation shows
an estimated distribution, by calendar years, of the total estimated quantity required under the schedule and the total estimated maximum quantity that will be
ordered for each year:
Year

.

1959

1960
1961
1962
1963

-

-

_

Alaximum requirements,
barrels

150, 000
960, 000
000
000
000

300, 000
1, 440, 000
1, 440, 000
1 300, 000
100, 000

_

-

Estimatedrequirements,
barr

I

_

_

_ _
-

-960,
-900,
-30,

.

The contractor shall, if required by the contracting officer, ship at the rate
of 20,000 barrels of cement per month for each unit of 500,000 barrels for which
he has been awarded a contract. Deliveries will be ordered by the contracting
officer at least 15 days before delivery at the site is required and willbe ordered
in not less than carload lots. Deliveries of cement will not be required prior to
August 1, 1959.

The bidding schedule states in part:
* Award will be based on an estimated total quantity of 3,000,000 barrels
of cement * * *
*.* *

The schedule shows the "Articles or Services" as follows:
* Portland cement in bulk as needed for construction of Glen Canyon Dam: and
Powerplant * a
in accordance with this invitation

Standard Form 32, November 1949 Edition, is attached and: contains the standard paragrapls.including, Clause 2, Charges; and
Clause 3, Extras.
As noted in our opinion of September 21, 1966, the appellant views
the contract as having been for a fixed amount of 3,000,000 barrels of
cement and asserts that any cement ordered in excess of that amount
or during 1964 would be within the purview of Clause A-D2 Extras,
of the Special onditions.a The' contracting offier 'viewed the con"Assuming the claim is one arising underthe.terms of the contract
.
.
20See American.Cement Corpoeration, IBCA-496-5-65. and IBCA-578-7-66 (September
21, 1966), 73 I.D. 266 atp.. 274,. fn. 28, 66-20 BOA par. 549. at p. 27,154,, for the terms of
the clause.
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tract as a "requirements contract and the: Goverlunent has consistently adhered to this position.
App ellant does not dispute the Governueinlt's right and authority
to enter into a requirements contract. Mr. Lambert, finance director
and treasurer for appellalt, testified that a requirements type of
contract is the normal way of doing business between a cement manufacturer and a contractor on a long term construction job.21 He stated,
lvowever, that in his opinion aln unusual method of doing business was
justified in this instance, because an investment of the magnitude
required' for supplying such an enormous quantity of cement could be
made- only on a fixed price, fixed amount contract; moreover, as a
result of such a contract the Government received a better pce.22
Both parties have cited a substantial number of decisions relating
to requirements contracts, and the Board has considered many more.23
Unfortulliately, the cited cases do not resolve the question because each
was determined largely upon its own facts and dircumstances.
Paragraphs B-1, B-10, and some other sections of the contract
indicate that the contractor was agreeing to supply, at the bid price,
the cement requirements for the Glen Canyon Dam project. On the
other hand, contracts often set forth the requirements nature. of the
obligation more clearly than did the instant contract.2 4 As has been
pointed out, the "Extras" clauses do seem to conflict with the basic
concept of a requirements contract. The Government notes, however,
that such clauses could conceivably have been used.to cover the placement of orders in excess of the annual maximum requirements or
after December 31, 1964.25
Although the question is not entirely free from doubt, we believe it
would be reasonable to construe the language employed as establishing
a requirements contract. It is not necessary for us to base our decision
on that ground, however, since the evidence is overwhelming that from
21 Ariz. tr. pp. 29-31, 71-72.

Ariz. tr. p. 91.
Important decisions considered by the Board include, inter ea, Brawley v. United
States, 96 U.S. 168 (1877); Shader Contractors, Inc. v. United States, 149 Ct.: Cl. 535, 545
(1960) ("C *. * The figures given as. estimates were that and nothing more. They were not
guarantees or warranties of quantity, but figures which the bidders might reasonably
employ so as to make realistic quotations. * * *") and N. S. Sherman Jtachiae 1Iron
Works v.- Carey, Lombard, Young S Co. (Okla. 1924), 227 Pac. 110, 112 (" * where the
purchase is * * * to be used for a certain and definite purpose,: all of which facts are
made known to the seller. and especially in contracts * *
wherein the purchasers agree
to use no other brand of cement in the construction of the plant which he has agreed to
build than that brand of cement manufactured o furnished by the seller, then the amount
of material necessary to complete the job or contract of the purchaser becomes- the esseiice
of the, contract, rather than the specification, wherein a certain amount of material is
designated, more or less.: * * "),
.
E
.
';
X
:
2- Appellant's Exhibit No, 5 was introduced into evidence as anexample of the clarity
with which the obligation can be stated in a requirements type contract.
-:
25Government's Post-Eearing Brief, P. 43.
22
2
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1959 until December 29, 1964,: both parties consistently treated the
contract as a requirements contract.
Central to the appellant's case is its contention that the contract
is for a fixed amount of 3,000,000 barrels with the schedules in paragraph B-40 constituting minimum and maximum amounts which
could be ordered in any one year. This view requires reading the term
"Estimated requirements" in paragraph B-10, supra, as being the
equivalent of "minimum requirements." 26 Acknowledging that the contract is ambiguous, the appellant calls attention to the importance
which should be ascribed to the conduct of the parties in determining
their intent. 2 7 To establish such intent the appellant's case is largely
dependent upon the testimony of its Mr. Lambert.
Initially, appellant's view runs headlong into two difficulties. For
one, the warrant for reading the word "estimated" in paragraph B-10
as "minimum" is highly tenuous. For another, paragraph B-i states
"No orders for releases will be placed subsequent to December 31, 1964'8
(italic added), whereas the schedule in paragraph B-1 shows nothing
beyond 1963. Mr. Lainbert, on cross-examination, gave the following
testimony:
Q. Mr. King:
* This is what I had in mind, that you had difficulty in reconciling the difference between paragraph B-10, the schedule setting forth deliveries, and estimated and maximum quantities during specific years, and a provision that permitted the Government to order cement up until December 31, 1964.
A. I think I testified that I felt there was a conflict.
Q. Now, did American Cement Company attempt to resolve this conflict before
the bids were opened?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Do you know if any request was ever made to the Government during the
life of the contract as to whether there was such a conflict?
A. I don't think we even recognized that the conflict existed until sometime
in 1964, or later than that, perhaps.
Q. You did, in fact, deliver cement in 1964?
A. Yes, we did.2

Later, called as a witness by the Government, Mr. Lambert testified:
I did state that I was aware of the conflict between the schedule which didn't
call for any deliveries beyond 1963, and the language that indicated that the pos2 "* * * The word 'estimated' was understood to mean that the actual amount of
cement that the government might order in any particular year could be greater and,
possibly, go all the way up to 1,440,000 barrels of cement but not that the government could
order less than the minimum stated, r. 86, 87. * * * Also, the obligation to purchase
cement was an annual obligation; nothing had to be purchased in any single month."
(Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, pp. 6, 9.)
W7 ar* * * The proper classification of the contract is a question of law, but the testimony
and documentary evidence would seem of value since in construing an ambiguous contract
the conduct of the parties is generally of great significance, e.g., Toplff v. Topliff (1887), 122
U.S. 121." (Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, p. 2.
a Ariz. tr. p. 79.
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sibility of shipments in 1964, and I felt it was a conflict and I never did give any
great deal of thought to what it meant."

As has already been noted, according to appellant's records the
3,000,000th barrel was delivered to the Government in May 1963. Thereafter, cement was delivered in every month through December 1964, except for October and November 1964.80 These deliveries were smaller
than those in many prior months but were nevertheless substantial in
amount, as more than two thousand barrels were delivered in 12 of
the 19 months between May 1963, and December 1964. All of these
deliveries were billed at the escalated contract price, and payment was
made at this price. At no time during this period did appellant raise
any question or voice any complaint. It cannot be said that appellant
was not concerned with the contract, however, or that appellant was
unaware of its contents. Mr. Lambert testified (i) that as early as
the early part of 1960 appellant's officers were worried over and discussing the problems which had arisen under the contract during 1959
as to the timing of the Government's orders, and (ii) that each year
thereafter until December 1964 the company realized new problems
were developing under the contract.3' The lack of any complaints to
the Government during a period of approximately' five years was
attributed by appellant's witnesses to a fear of jeopardizing its rights
under the contract."We find difficulty, however, in accepting this testimony at face value.
In the Board's opinion men as competent and experienced as Mr. Lambert and the other officers of appellant who testified would scarcely
have been unaware that the contract was a binding obligation on the
Government regardless of any6ie's personal feelings. That the reluetance to raise questions about the problems pertaining to the contract
would extend to billing by the appellant at a price deemed improper
by its officials strains credulity to the utmost.
According to the testimony offered by the appellant, the contractor
was unaware of the date when the 3,000,000th barrel was shipped. 3
In view of the great concern reportedly felt by the contractor's officers
since early 1960,84 it would appear to be an anomaly for the appellant
(i) to believe that this was not a requirements contract, and (ii) to
fail to flag its records so as to be aware of when the 3,000,000th barrel
of cement.was' shipped. Not only would such rudimentary precautions
have insured the prompt submission of a demand for revised prices
for all deliveries made in excess of 3,000,000 barrels, but some of the
X Ariz. tr. p. 327.
X Appellant's Exhibit

Ariz. tr. pp.
Ariz. t. pp.
33 Ariz. tr. pp.
3' Aris. tr. pp.
t3

H.
2-833, 67-68.
33, 47. 66.
36-37.
32-34, 67.
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other claims totaling in excess of three and one-half million dollars
could'have been filed at a much earlier time.3i'
Appellant also excuses its delay in making any complaint upon'the
ground that it'had no' house counsel until'1964, although it acknowl'edged that it employed attdriieys in many cities.36 Appellant's officers,
however, were not without a high degree of business expertise. Mr.
Lambert testified that the claim had. developed in the following way:
Q. Do you recollect when you first started talking to lawyers about your
claims?
A. My first recollection is I brought it up at lunch one day with a lawyer -who
was an expert on water law, and- I think that was about 1963. I don't feel that
I really was talking to him about this problem, but I -think the first real consideration of this potential litigation matter arose through the fact that we hired
a house counsel in 1964, and it became something of a matter of discussion with
him and others at that timew

In ascertaining the manner in which the parties interpreted the contract during the course of contract performance,3' we have also given
consideration to the so-called "champagne letter." This letter,39 dated
July 19, 1961, was from Mr. . R. Adams (the man then in charge of
appellant's over-all'operations at the Clarkdale plant) to Mr. Price,
an official of the Bureau of Reclamation. The occasion for the letter
was the shipment of the millionth barrel of cement at 10 :30 a.m. on
that date. The letter says in part:
C * * To me and to our organization this shipment of approximately onethird of our Dam requirements marks a milestone in the wonderful cooperative
effort you -have made with us. Because of your understanding of the little prob-

The effect of a contractor's failure to give notice of its claim within a reasonable time
has been discussed in numerous cases including J. A. Ross & Company V. United States,
126 Ct. C1. 323, 329 (1953) ("* k * It is basic in all Government contracts that the
plaintiff cannot do work which it is not required to do by the contract, without registering
a protest against being required to do it, or securing an order for extra work, and then
later make a claim against the Government for additional' compensation"); Univeirsal
Transistor Prodacts Corp. v. United States (D.C., N.Y. 1963) 214::F. Supp. 486, 488
(" * * While delay alone is not sufficient to bar the claim, prejudice to the Government
resulting from such delay may be a defense. * * e") Futcronics, Inc., DOT CAB No.
67-15 (June 17, 1968), 68-2 BOA par. 7079 at p. 32759 ("In addition to the procedural
question of timeliness, the continued failure to assert this claim reflects on its substantive
validity"); and ggers &Hfiggins, et al., VACAB No. 537 (April 20, 1966), 66-1 BOA par.
5525, on reconsideration, 66-1 BCA par. 5673 (For lack of timely notice, Board upholds contracting officer's refusal to consider an acceleration claim filed five and one-half years after
occurrence of events' upon which claim was based).
Ariz. tr. p. 80.
"Ariz. tr. p. 68.

See Foctnronics, Inc., note 35, supra ("* "* The interpretation of a contract by the
parties to it before it-becomes.the subject of controversy is deemed by the courts to be of
great, if not controlling, weight. a
'")
and Pan? . Heimickc Co., IBCA-39 (July 31,
'1956), 63I.D. 209,i229, 56i2 BOA par. 1027 at-p. 2205 ("'Th e * In view of the familiar
cannon that the practical construction which the parties to an ambiguous contraet.have
given to its provisions is entitled to great weight, the Board is constrained to accept-this
construction.").
3 A copy is attached as Exhibit 16 to Exhibit 39, Findings of. Fact. Freqient reference
was made to the letter by the witnesses.
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lems involved in the manufacture, testing and movement of this million barrels
of cement, we were able to concentrate on our main problem of furnishing you
with a dependable product.

Appellant's Mr. Cloninger, who during the pertinent years w orked
under Mr. Adams, explains this letter as a part of Mr. Adams'' public
relations efforts.4 0 In terms, however, it ot only directly conflicts
with appellant's present position (e.g., that the contractor believed
in early 1960 that the Government had materially breached the contract by failing to order any cement in 1959); it also indicates that
Mr. Adams viewed the contract as one for the requirements of. the dan.
The specificity with which this particular shipment was identified
(day and hour, as well as the make and license number of the truck
involved) is in marked contrast to the appellant's claimed inability
for more than a year and one-half to identify when the'3,000,000th
barrel was shipped.
Upon the basis of the conduct of the parties, we find that they
deemed this to be a requirements contract and that throughout virtually the entire period of contract performance they both treated
it as one. Claim No. 3 for "Amounts not Heretofore Paid on Barrels
in Excess of 3,000,000" is therefore denied.Claim for Unnecessary Aceelerated Constrution Costs
Claim No. 4 in the amount of $830,316 41 is for "Unnecessary
Accelerated Construction Costs." It is. not an easy one to categorize.
In our opinion of September 21, 1966,42 we stated that the claim is
not one for acceleration of deliveries under the contract but rather
for the failure of the Government to order any cement in 1959. The
appellant considered this failure to be a breach of the contract rendering the Government liable for all the extra costs appellant incurred
in -accelerating construction of its Clarkdale plant to be ready to make
deliveries in August 1959. From the record at the time of our prior
opinion it was not possible to determine whether this claim was one
for which a remedy was available under the contract. We noted that
if the theory was that the contracting officer, with knowledge of the
strike, insisted that the cbiltracfor adhere to the Performance time
specified in the contract, thereby increasing its costs over what they
would have been if the contractor had been granted an appropriate
40 Ariz. tr. 109-113, 177-179, 199-200.

41This is the amount claimed for this item in the petition filed in the Court of Claims
as reported in our decision of September 21, 1966, note 4, su/pra. Perhaps inadvertently the
claim is elsewhere said to be in, the amount of $930,352.0. (Appellant's Post-Hearing
.
::
.
. .
.
Opening Brief, p. 15.)
42 Note 4, spra.
"
i'
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extension of time, then the wrong could be redressed under the
contract.
The supposition specifically mentioned in connection with our retention of jurisdiction over Claim No. 4 turned out not to be supported
by the evidence adduced at the hearing.s Testimony was offered at the
hearing, however, which was designed to show that the Governient's
letter of May 18, 1959,44 could be construed as an order for the delivery

of cement in August of 1959 and that the contractor had so construed
it.45

In pertinent part the letter provides: "We have been advised by

the Project Construction Engineer that the prime contractor for
construction of Glen Canyon Dam and Powerplant expects to be ready
to place the initial concrete by August 15, 1959. * * * " The appellant
argues that "The government's subsequent failure to purchase cement
at the indicated time would have required a suspension of delivery
order, which, of course, was not given." 6 It is true, of course, that
relief would be available under the contract for costs related to the
suspension of deliveries occurring after the placement of orders pursuant to Paragraph B-10.4 7

The insurmountable difficulties from the appellant's standpoint are
twofold: (i) the language employed clearly shows the letter to be
merely a report to the contractor of the expectations of the prime
contractor for the dam respecting future operations with the Government serving merely as a conduit for the information passed on; and
(ii) neither quantities nor times of shipment for the required cement
are specified, as would almost certainly have been the case if the letter
in question had been intended as an order.4 8
We find, therefore, that the appellant has failed to show that the
costs covered by Claim No. 4 are attributable to a suspension of deliveries-either actual or constructive-relating to an order' or orders
for cement previously placed, as would be required for the payment
of costs incurred under the authority of Paragraph A-5, Suspension
of Deliveries of the Special Conditions.
The appellant's principal argument for Government liability, how4s There was no showing that during the period of the strike in the plant of the contractor, or following its termination, the contracting officer insisted upon the contractor
adhering to the time for performance indicated in the contract or that he refused a request
by the contractor for a time extension.
" Appellant's Exhibit D.
4i Ariz. tr. 210.
4s Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, pp. 22-23.
47 See Paragraph A-5, "Suspension of Deliveries of the Special Conditions.
18Assuming erguendo that the appellant's position is correct, the Government could
have ordered the shipment of between 150,000 barrels and 300,000 barrels of cement at
any time during the year 1959, subject only to the limitation that the appellant could not
be required to furnish more than 120,000 barrels in any one month. (See note -26, supra,
and the provisions of Paragraphs B-1 and B-10 quoted in text.)
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ever, proceeds along the following lines: the supply contract was
awarded April 3, 1958; the Government was authorized to order
cement commencing August 1, 1959; the Government was aware that
the contractor would construct a plant at Clarkdale for the purpose
of supplying the cement; the Government was aware that an accelerated building program would be required for the contractor to get
its plant completed in time to meet the August 1, 1959 delivery date;
the Government: did not order cement until early 1960 because of the
:strike against Merritt-Chapman & Scott (the prime contractor at the
Dam) ; the Government failed to notify the contractor that no orders
would be placed in 1959; and the contractor in fact incurred excess
costs in overtime, standby and extra engineering costs and the necessity of issuing a cost-plus contract. As a corollary to its position, and
one toward which most of the evidence was directed, contiacto r alleges
that the strike against Merritt-Chapman & Scott was prolonged by
the Government because the contracting. officer declined to agree prior
to a settlement of the strike that the Government would pay 85 percent
of a wage increase proposed to be paid by Merritt-Chapman & Scott.49
The damages claimed are arrived at primarily from the testimony
'of Mr. Fisher, 5 the head of the firm that built the Clarkdale plant,
and from an estimate 5' prepared by him, which showed that the excess
cost incurred in attempting to meet the August 1, 1959 date instead of
December 1959, was $1,162,941. Because the most that the Government
could order was 80 percent of the plant's capacity, appellant assesses
80 percent of the excess costs against the Government, or $930,352.80.52
The date the plant became operable is disputed. The contractor set
it up on its depreciation schedules about October 1, 1959 (i.e., about
two months after the August 1, target date), and appellant claims this
was the date the plant was completedAs Whether it could at that time
actually have delivered cement of a quality meeting the requirements
of the Glen Canyon Dam project was not.made clear, because someproblems were encountered on initial operation, and appellant has
not presented, evidence from which it can be. determined with any degree of certainty just when the initial problems were worked out.
The basic fallacy of appellant's position, however, is that there was
never any agreement between appellant and the Government for
the construction of the Clarkdale plant, and the timing of that conAppellant's Closing Brief, p. 16.
Ariz. tr. p. 157.
T1 Findings of Fact of May 18, 1966, Exhibit No. 4, p. 15.
52 The figure used corresponds to the amount shown in Appellant's Post-Rearing Opening
Brief at page 15. See, however, note 41, spra.
6 Appellant's Post-Hearing Opening Brief, pp. 28-29.
49
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struction was solely the responsibility of the contractor itself. The contractor could have supplied cement from its Oro Grande plant in
California; in fact, had Government orders been placed in. August
and September 1959, it presumably would have done so.The contractor
complains, nonetheless, that although the. Government knew the contractor was building a plant at Clarkdale, the. Government failed to
give any notice when the strike began against Merritt-;Chapman &
Scott on July 6, 1959. Even if such notice had been given, the appellant
concedes that the possibilities for mitigation of damages were. only
nominal, since most of the construction was already completed. No
claim is made that the Govermnent caused the strike or could have
done anything to avoid it.
Considering that the contractor's construction of the Clarkdale plant
was not the result of a direct contractual obligation owed to the Government and that this plant and the timing of it were its own idea
(both to avoid the incurrence of transportation costs from Oro Grande
and to have a modern plant in a new marketing area), it is difficult
to see how the contractor can find any obligation, other than possibly
a moral one, for the contracting officer to notify contractor of the work
stoppage. Even a moral obligation fades when this strike is put into
perspective.
The work stoppage against Merritt-Chapman & Scott was of tremendous economic consequence to the State of Arizona and all those in
the construction business and their suppliers in that part of the country. There was a great deal of publicity attendant to it. Mr. Fisher
stated that everybody in the construction industry knew about the
strike.5- There is no doubt that appellant's officers knew about it. There
was certainly no element of deception. Moreover, in the early weeks of
the strike, at least, any statement by the contracting officer as to the
probable duration would have been purely conjecture and no better
than appellant's guess.
This brings us to the point in the case which was the subject, of the
larger part of the testimony and of the exhibits from both parties:
the length of time the strike against Merritt-Chapman & Scott by the
five basic crafts unions continued, and why. A ellant bases a good
part of its case upon 'the proposition that the Government, by its actions or failure to act, prolonged this strike needlessly. It contends that
instead of ending on December 22, 1959, the strike could and should
have been settled some months earlier by the contracting officer agreeing in advance to pay escalation for a suggested wage increase.d
*No useful purpose would be served by going into all the ranificas Ariz. tr. pp. 162-163.
Note 49, 8upra.
N
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tions of this matter. Based Upon careful consideration of the entire
record, we find that there is no evidence to show that the actions of
the contracting officer were in bad faith or otherwise culpable. We
further find that the appellant has failed to show by the preponderance of the evidence that the contracting officer's action in refusing
to make an advance commitment on escalation actually prolonged the
strike.
Briefly, the Merritt-Chapman & Scott contract provided that the
Government would pay 85% of any wage increase on the project.ee
The strike occurred when Merritt-Chapman & Scott ceased paying
subsistence at a specified rate per day to the workmen at Glen Canyon
Dam; as provided for by the statewide agreement between the unions
and the construction industry. During the next several months there
were varying wage proposals to settle the strike. The prime contractor
was obviously concerned with whether the Government w6uld pay a
share of this increase, and from September on there were discussions and letters as to the portion of the increase, if any, that the Govermnent would pay. Those discussiois and the correspondence were
only between the Government and Merritt-Chapman & Scott, however, and there is no evidence indicating that the Government had
first-hand knowledge of the Union position at any time during the
protracted and complex labor negotiations. The contracting officer declined to give an advance agreement concerning escalation, stating that
the proposed increase (50 cents per hour for most employees) appeared
to be a payment in lieu of subsistence rather than a wage increase.
After the eventual settlement of the strike, the contracting officer
again took the position that the 50 cents per hour wage increase finally
agreed upon was not within the escalation clause. The Comptroller
General concurred that the Government was not liable as a matter
of law for escalation on the full amounts of the increases in the
nominal wage rates, if in fact the increased rates included elements
of subsistence or other items excluded from escalation under the applicable paragraph.e7 The effect of three Board opinions 8 was to
5 Paragraph 19 provided in part: "The amounts due under the contract will be adjusted
by the amount of eighty-five percent (85%) of the difference between the total amount of
wages actually paid to laborers and mechanics employed under the contract or any construction subcontract, and the total amount of wages that would have been paid if computed
at hourly base rates determined as follows: * *
"In computing the adjustment in compensation to be made under this paragraph, * * *
payments in the form of bonuses, incentive payments, or gratuities, subsistence payments,
and travel allowances; * * * will not be considered."
6739

Comp. Gen. 668.

sMerritt-Chapman &-Scott

orporation, IBCA-240 (January 4, 1961), 68 I.D. 1, 61-2
BCA par. 3193; IBCA-240 (November 9, 1961), 68 I.D. 368, 61-2 BCA par. 3194; and
IBCA-240 (March 15, 1962), 69 I.D. 11, 1962 BCA par. 3321.
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overturn the findings of the contracting officer and to determine that
the escalation must be paid, with some modification. The Comptroller
General then accepted this Board's findings?9 The matter was bitterly
contested and there was substantial factual evidence presented for
both positions.
It is true that five regular or alternate members of the Board were
in agreement at the various stages of the Merritt-Chapman & Scott
appeals that the contractor was entitled to reimbursement under the
escalation provisions for the major portion of the disputed amounts;
however, the Board rejected the contractor's assertion that all of the
electricians' increase should have been treated as wages subject to
escalation under paragraph 19 of the contract6 A similar reduction in
the amounts claimed by the contractor was made in a later decision
relating to increases received by four specialty crafts. 61 In its partial
reversal of the contracting officer's findings the Board was not implying that he acted other than in goodfaith.
On the basis of the record in these proceedings, we are unable to
conclude that in September, October or November of 1959, there-was
a legal obligation upon the contracting officer to agree to accept escalation of a tentative wage offer on behalf of the Government. Obviously,
the Government would have an obligation not to interfere with the
performance of either contract by intentionally and unnecessarily prolonging the strike. It is equally obvious that the Government itself had
a substantial economic interest in the termination of the strike because
of the cost of the strike in administrative expenses and potential loss
of power revenues.
The Government was not a party to- the strike, nor was it privy to
the negotiations. Its information came principally from Merritt-Chapman & Scott and from the press. From the information available to
the contracting officer, there were other issues involved besides sharing
a portion of the cost of escalation. Particularly difficult was the socalled "favored nation" clause in the Arizona Master Labor Agreements, to the effect that contractors would not be required to pay
higher rates of wages or be subject to more unfavorable working rules
than those established by the respective unions for any employer
engaged in similar work in Arizona. The unions, as a condition of
entering into a compromise agreement with Merritt-Chapman & Scott,
insisted upon assurance from the Arizona Chapter of the Associated
M Decision No. B-142040, dated April 2, 1962 (unpublished).
6° 68 D. 363, 367, 61-2 BOA par. 3194 at p. 16,559.
nMerritt-Choapman
Scott Corporation, IBCA-365 (April 8, 1966), 73 I.D. 86, 94,
66-1 BCA par. 5502 at pp. 25, 774-775.
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General Contractors that the "favored nation" clause would not be
invoked against them. The evidence as to whether this obstacle would
have prevented a settlement regardless of the contracting officer's
position on escalation is conflicting.
Only two witnesses who were directly involved in the strike negotiations, both Merritt-Chapman & Scott officers at the time of the strike,
wqre called by either party in this matter. These were Claire Helmer 62
and Richard Mynatt.6- Other witnesses, such as Richard Kleindienst 64
and Jack Grady, 6 5 add some light.
Mr. Mynatt and Mr. Helmer disagreed as to the extent to which
the "favored nation" release and other issues may have held up the
settlement of the strike. Mr. Mynatt's testimony indicates a belief
that the "favored nation" clause was a serious stumbling block. Mr.
Helmer stated that in his opinion money was the only major issue and
that the other matters were more of a smoke screen than of substance.
There is no reason to doubkt the complete truthfulness of either man,
although both were obviously at a disadvantaged in having to recall
details many years after the fact.
It appears undisputed that initially the unions showed little interest
in negotiation or compromise, as other employment for the craftsmen
involved was readily available. Both witnesses agree that issues other
than wages were negotiated and publicized; however, Mr. Helmer
testified that he believed that at any time after about the middle of
September 1959, if the wage issue had been settled, the strike would
have ended. 6 6 He claims that events bore out his belief, although he
does concede that two of the five unions were more reluctant to settle, for reasons that are subject only to conjecture.67
A satisfactory resolution of this difference of opinion is impossible,
as both. men could only guess as to the state of mind of the union representatives involved in the labor negotiations. Neither side; called a
union member as a witness. The correspondence from Merritt-Chapman & Scott to the contracting officer 68 and the testimony of Mr.
Grady 69 tend to support the testimony of Mr. Mynatt, as does the
testimony of Mr. Kleindienst, in so far, at least, as the union representatives gave the impression that resolution of the "favored nation"
62 N.J.

tr.

63 N.Y. tr.

6 2 Ariz. tr.
65 A'4z. tr. p. 273, et seq.
MN. J. tr. pp. 15, 70, 76.
17 N. . tr. p. 51.
68 Letters dated October 28, 1959 and December 4, 1959.
e9 Ariz. tr. . 274 et seq.
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clause question involved an important issue In any event, it seems
clear that as far as the contracting officer knew-the union demands respectihg the "favored nation" clause were of a substantive nature.
While it is true that the contracting officer 'Was asked for an advance
commitment to escalation, there is nothing in the evidenee to indicate
that he was aware that this commitment was all that was needed for
settlement of the strike, if, in fact, such was the case.
Moreover, it is clear and undisputed that the appellant was well
informed about the strike,' and that it could estimate the probable
duration about as well as the Government could. Further, by the time
the strike occurred, appellant's plant was virtually completed Even
if the appellant had been informed by the Government in August or
Septeiber to slow down: the construction of its plant, it would
havemade little diflerence.7' The nearest thing to acceleration by the
contracting officer was the letter'dated May 18, 1959,72 indicating that
the first cement'would be needed i August.' After commenement of
the strike in July, of which the appellant had actual knowledge, further
conuunication would-have been superfluous";
Conelusion

For the reasons set forth, Claims Nos. 3 and 4 are denied.
EDWARD E. GRANT, A71ternate Member.

I CoNCli:
WITLLIAm

F. MCGRAW, Member.

I CONCUR:
DEAN F. RATZMAN, Chairman.
7C 2d

Ariz. t. p. 7 et seq.
Ariz. tr. pp. 117-118,121, 129.
71 Appellant's Exhibit D.
7G The denial of Claim No. 4 could also have been predicated upon our finding that the
instant contract was a requirements contract. The reason that we have not based our
decision on that ground is that the claim is not regarded as meritorious even if a different
conclusion had been reached on the requirements contract question.
7
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'Oil Shale: Mining Claims
Mining claims located on lands known to be valuable for minerals subject
to. disposition under the Mineral Leasing Act convey no rights tot Leasing
Act minerals since those minerals are reserved to the United States by virtue
of section 4 of the MultipleMineral Development Act.

Oil Shale: Mining Claims
The Multiple Mineral Development Act, though allowing the location of miming.claims on lands known tobe valuable for Leasing Act minerals, did not
authorize the location of claims for minerals whose minin'g or extratiol'
would significantly damage' or. disturb Leasing Act:mineralsi such. as oil
shale or sodium.e

Decener4, 1968

M-36764.4357
To:

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

SUBJECT: MINING CLAIMS-RIGHTS TO LEASABLE MINERALS.
The Department' of the Interior has announced that three tracts of
public land in Colorado contaiiig deposits of oil shale and other
minerals will be'offered for lease on December 20, 1968, on a competitive basis. A humber of mining claims allegedly 'were located iin1966
onportions of the threetractsinvlved.

-

Contests against all the' claims filed on 'the tracts -hi
iows bdn
initiated by the Bureau of Land Mal'ageineiit. Based 'on thd advicd
'of this Office,' the Department stated in its- inifornation release'of
September 10, 1968, that:
'
The existence of these claims, even if subsequently detbrmied to be valid, need
not interfere with the leasing of the lands for oil shale development. Under a
1954 act, of Congress-the Multiple Mineral . Development Actinng claims
located thereafter do not carry with them, rights to leasable minerals including
oil shale.':
You have requested that I docullent the basis for that condlusion.
'This melnorandum is responsive to that request'

At the outset let it be clear that I do not here examinethe question of
whether the* alleged claims meet the requirements of the mining lavws.
This is the issue raised'in the pending contests and I do not prejudge
it here. It should also be noted that I have heretofore concluded that.
dawsonite, a carbonate of sodium, is subject to disposition exclusively
under the Mineral Leasing Act and is therefore not subject to lcation
under the mining laws. Wolf Joint Venture et al., 75 I.D. 137 (19'68).
I deal here only with the question of whether and to what extent the
individual clains, if valid, affect minerals subject to disposition ex75 I.D. No. 12
330-088-69

1
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elusively under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 41 Stat. 437 (1920),.
as amended, 30 U.S.C. secs. 181-287 (1964). Among those minerals are
oil shale, and all carbonates of sodium, including dawsonite and nahcolite, another sodium carbonate.
Three premises underlie the conclusion expressed in the abovequoted statement from the September 10 information release.
First, between February 25, 1920, the effective date of the Mineral
Leasing Act, and the enactment of the Multiple Mineral Development
Act of 1954, 68 Stat. 08, 30 U.S.C. secs. 521-541 (1964) the lands in.
question, being known to be valuable for oil shale, a leasable mineral,
were not subject to entry or location under the mining laws;
Second, the Multiple Mineral Development Act, while opening lands:
known to be valuable for leasable minerals to location under the
mining laws, reserved the leasable minerals themselves from disposition under such locations; and
Third, only those deposits of locatable minerals found in lands;
known to be valuable for leasable minerals which are physically separate from the deposits of leasable minerals were opened to location
and patent under the mining laws by the 1954 Act.
From the enactment of the Mineral Leasing Act, 41 Stat. 437 (1920),.
as amended, 30 U.S.C. secs. 181-287 (1964) on February 25, 1920,.
until the enactment of the Multiple Mineral Development Act on
August 13, 1954, 68 Stat. 708 (1954), 30 U.S.C. secs. 521-541 (1964),
public lands known to be valuable for minerals subject to disposition
under the Mineral Leasing Act were not open to the location of mining
claims." All such claims were void ab initio. Joseph . MoClory, 50.
L.D. 623 (1924). See also 50 L.D. 650 (1924). As explained in Jebson v..
Spencer, 61 I.D. 161 (1953)
Shortly after the passage of the Mineral Leasing Act, the Department held
that there could be no room for the contemporaneous operation of the mining
laws and the Mineral Leasing Act with respect to the same lands; and that if an,
attempt were made, after the enactment of the Mineral Leasing Act, to locate a
mining claim on land * * * known at the time of the attempted location to. Be
valuable for any of the minerals mentioned in the Mineral Leasing Act, the De-partment would not recognize the attempted location. * * 61 I.D. at 164.

Thus, all lands known to be valuable for Leasing Act minerals were,
segregated from the operation of the mining laws by enactment of the
Mineral Leasing Act. Not until significant deposits of locatable
uranium were discovered on lands segregated from location did serious
concern arise regarding the incompatibilty of the Mineral Leasing
Act and the mining laws. The need for uranium in the interest of naA stopgap measure, Public Law 250, 67 Stat. 539 (1953), 30 U.S.C. §§ 501-505 (1964)'
bad provided for the perfection of mining claims located between July 31, 1939, and Jan. 1,.
1953, on public lands containing leasable minerals. However, unlike the Multiple Mineral
Development Act, no provision was made for the location of future mining claims on.
such lands.
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tional security prompted the initiation of remedial legislation. The
culmination of these efforts was the- Multiple Mineral Development
Act of 1954, which authorized the location of mining claims on-public
lands.which previously had heen segregated from mineral entry by
the Mineral Leasing Act.
The principal concern which prompted passage of the Act was the
fact that large areas of public domain known to contain oil-and gas
deposits or encompassed by oil and gas applications, permits or leases
had been closed to mining location because of the segregative effect
of the Mineral Leasing Act. See Hearingson S. 3344 before a Subommittee on Public Lands of the Senate Commnittee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., May 1-18, 1954.
In order to facilitate the concurrent development of deposits such
as uranium and oil and gas, section 5 of the Multiple Mineral Development Act authorized the location of mining claims on lands known to
be valuable for Leasing Act minerals,2 and section .4 specifically reserved all Leasing Act minerals in such lands to the United States.
68 Stat. 10 (1954), 30 U.S.C. secs. 524-5251(1964). The language of
the reservation is absolute:
Every mining claim or millsite*

:

*

*

*5

*:

(2) located under the mining laws of the United States after August 13, 1954
shall be subject, prior to issuance of a patent therefor, to a reservation to the
United States of all Leasing Act minerals and of the right (as limited in section
526 of this title of the United States, its lessees, permittees and licensees to
enter upon the land covered by such mining claim or millsite and to prospect for,
drill for, mine, treat, store, transport, and remove Leasing Act minerals and to
use so much of the surface and subsurface of such mining claim or millsite as
may be necessary for such purposes, and whenever reasonably necessary, for
the purpose of prospecting for, drilling for, mining, treating, storing, transporting, and removing Leasing Act minerals n and from other lands; and any
patent issued for any such mining claim or millsite shallcontain such reservation
as to, but only as to, such lands covered thereby which at the time of the issuance
of such patent were(a) included in a permit or lease issued under the mineral leasing laws, or
(b) covered by an application or offer for a permit or lease filed under the
mineral leasing laws; or
(c) known to be valuable for minerals subject to disposition under the mineral
leasing laws.

Throughout the consideration of S. 3344, which was to become the
Multiple Mineral Development Act, and a companion measure, H.R.
8896, the focus of the legislative debates related solely to physically
separate deposits of locatable and leasable minerals. See, e.g., 100
Cong. Rec. 10019-10030; 10938-10951 (1954).
It is apparent from the absolute reservation of leasable minerals
2 As well as upon lands included in a permit or lease issued under the mineral leasing laws;
and upon lands covered by an application or offer for a permit or lease.
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prescribed by section 4 that the Act could not have been intended to
authorize theilocation of minerals 'contained in comningled deposits
from which the locatable minerals 'could be removed Qn ly by removal
of or significait damage to the leasable inrals. To read the Act as
so intendig would be o nhllify the absolute and specific reservation
,of leasable minerals mandated by the Congress in section 4.'
The few direct references in the legislative' history of the Act to

this specific issue confirm thie conclusion that it did not terminate the
segregative effect of the Mineral Leasing Act except as to deposits of
locatable minerals separate and distinct from deposits of leasable
minerals.
Senator Watkin's, in commenting on S. 3344 and suggesting that
locations be allowed on the Naval oil shale reserves as well as'on the
public lands stated that:'
The closing to further public entry of public lands embraced within an oil
shale reserve for the Navy, may preclude the discovery and development of an
oil reservoir or uranium hody that may undertie the oil shale strata. Suchexploration could be ermitted and the' other minerals removed from this area without
affecting the. reserved mirerat deposit, just as. ste are providing for multiple use
of mineral lands in S. 3344. Hearings on S. 8344, before the.Subcomittee on
Pblic Lands of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Sd Cong.,
2d Sess., May 17-18, 1954, at 54-55 (italics added).

In a legal brief prepared by Mr. William G. Waldeck, a Colorado
attorney, at the request- of Senator Johnson, one of the coauthors of
S. 3344, ad included as Appendix 'A to the Senate' Hearings on the
bill it was stated that
'
Although carnotite uranium ore and oil and gas probably exist in the same
area, still the deposits of each are lying, undoubtedly, at widely separate stratfgraphic levels. There accordingly 'seems to be no reason why the same land, area
cannot be operated and used simultaneously for the production of oil and gas,
as well as for uranium. For that reason the oil 'and gas lessees have not opposed
the. exploration of their leaseholds by the uranium miners, nor have they contested the validity of the claims staked by the miners. The primary interest of
such leaseholders remains that their rights under the respective oil and gas
leases be not abridged or impaired. Senate Hearingsat 18
;

The conclusion that the Multiple Mineral Development Act does not
authorize the location of mining claims for minerals Which are physically associated with Leasing Act minerals, or which may be mined
and extracted only by significantly damaging or disturbing the Leasing
Act minerals is confirmed by the legislation subsequently enacted by
Congress dealing with uraniferous lignite.
Shortly after'the enactment of the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, deposits of uranium were discovered in South Dakota. In numerous instances the uranium was found on public lands classified as
valuable for lignite coal. Normally, therefore, the Multiple Mineral
Development Act' would have permitted the location of uranium
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claims on. these lands. However, in many cases the uranium occurred
not only on lands valuable for lignite coal, but also as intermixed or
commingled deposits with the coal.
The latter situation presented directly the question whether uranium
was subject to location in situations where its mining and extraction
would also involve the extraction or disturbance of lignite coal, a
mineral reserved to the United States by the Multiple Mineral Development Act. Senator Case of South Dakota, who introduced S. 2629, a
companion measure to H.R. 6994 which was later enacted as the Uraniferous Lignite Act of 1955, 69 Stat. 679 (1955) ; 30 U.S.C. sec. 541
(1964), accepted the view that uranium was not subject to location in
such situations. Quoting from the report on the bill presented by the
Department of the Interior, Senator Case stated, "There is no statutory
provision governing the mining of uranium-bearing lignite." 101
Cong. Ree. 1030 (1955) remarks of Senator Case).
In its report on H.R. 6994 the Department of the Interior took the

position that the Multiple Mineral Development Act did not authorize
the location of mining claims for minerals which occurred in physical
association with minerals reserved to the United States. The report
stated that:
The Act of August 13, 1954, and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 established a
policy to promote the exploration of fissionable source materials. In certain
areas, particularly in North and South Dakota, uranium has been found in
deposits of lignite and, following those discoveries, there has been a rush to
stake claims. Although the two statutes cited above did establish a general
policy, there is no statutory provision governing the mining of uranium-bearing
lignite. Since we understand that methods are being developed by which lignite
can be economically processed for the recovery of uranium, and since there is
a pressing national need for uranium, we believe it essential that H.R. 6994 be
enacted * s @ Report of the Department of the Interior on S. 2278, 84th Cong.,
1st Sess., July 26, 1955. See also, Report of the Atomi, Energy Commission on
S. 2278, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., July 30, 1955.

In reporting the legislation to the Congress the House Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs stated:
In the specific instance, valuable deposits of uranium have been discovered in
deposits of lignite coal in the public lands of the United States classified as or
known to be valuable for coal subject to disposition under the mineral leasing
laws and which are open to location and entry subject to the conditions and provisions of the Act of August 13, 1954 (68 Stat. 708), also known as Public Law
585 (83d Cong.) [the Multiple Mineral Development Act]. H.R. Rep. No. 1478,
84thCong., 1st Sess. 2 (1955).

The report then expressly adopted the position taken by the Department of the Interior, stating:
Neither the mining laws of the United States, as amended, nor the mineral
leasing laws provide specific authority for the disposal of either mineral where
one is host to the other.Ibid.
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The bill reported was enacted as the Uraniferous Lignite Act of 1955,
69 Stat. 679 (1955) ; 30 U.S.C. sec. 541 (1964), and authorized the
location of mining claims for uranium commingled with lignite coal,
while requiring the mining claimant to pay a royalty of 10 cents per
ton on all coal stripped or mined in conjunction with the mining of
uranium. By authorizing the location of claims for uranium coinmingled with lignite coal, the Congress expressly approved this
Department's conclusion that, absent such special legislation, valid
locations could not be made for locatable minerals which are physically associated with leasable minerals.
The courts long have recognized the power of Congress to legislate
by acquiescence or implication as well as by specific legislation. Zem'el
v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 11 (1965); Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. V.
United States, 288 U.S. 294, 313-315 (1933); Costano v. Tillinghast,
287 U.S. 341, 345 (1932); United States v. Midwest Oil Co., 236 U.S.
459, 472-473 (1915); Brennan v. Udall, 379 F. 2d 803, 806-807
(loth Cir. 1967). Indeed, in the present situation, Congress has not
only acquiesced in the Departmental interpretation, but has enacted
that interpretation in' the Uranif erous Lignite Act.
No similar legislation has authorized the location of valid mining
claims for locatable materials occurring in physical association with
oil shale deposits; and the Department of the Interior has continued
to hold the view that, without authorizing legislation similar to the
Uraniferous Lignite Act, mining claims located for minerals in physical association with oil shale are invalid. Replying to a question
posed by' Senator Mansfield in 1958 regarding the locatability of
uranium associated with oil shale, Mr. Edmund T. Fritz, then the
Deputy Solicitor of the Department, answered that:
The act of August 13, 1954 [the Multiple Mineral Development Act], provides

for the location of mining law minerals, including uranium, when they oecur in
lands which also contain leasable minerals. H1owever, since it expressly authorizes both the location and the leasing of such lands to different persons and provides for concurrent development by locators and lessees and the settlement of
disputes between them, it is and has been the Department's view that where the
locatable minerals and leasable minerals are combined in a single deposit so
that the mining of the one necessarily involves the mining of the other, that
law does not apply. That was the position which the Department took and
with which Congress agreed with respect to commingled lignite coal and
uranium, as the result of which the act of August 11, 1955 (69 Stat. 679; 30
u..0. § 541), provided for the location of such deposits, the locator to pay the
United States a royalty on all coal extracted in the uranium mining operations.
(Letter of Deputy Solicitor Fritz to Senator Mansfield, October 30, 1958.)

The oil shale lease form to be used in the competitive lease sales
authorizes the leasing of "oil shale" and "associated minerals." The
lease form defines those terms as follows:
Oil Shale. As used herein the term Oil Shale means sedimentary rock containing organic matter which yields substantial amounts, as determined by the See-
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retary, of oil or gaseous products by destructive distillation. The term includes all
-the minerals which are components of the rock, but does not include: (1) de:posits of minerals which may be interbedded with the' said rock and which
-the Secretary determines can be mined (i) without removal of significant
.amounts of organic matter and (ii) without significant damage to or disturbance of Oil Shale; and (2) deposits subject to lease as oil and gas, asphaltie
materials, or coal.
Associated Minerals. As used herein the term Associated Minerals means deposits of minerals which, while not Oil Shale as herein defined, are interbedded or
closely physically associated with the Oil Shale, other than oil and gas, asphaltic
-materials, or coal, which the Secretary determines fall within the provisions
,of this lease. The term also includes those minerals which are components of Oil
.Shale as herein defined but are not Shale Oil as herein defined.

In summary, I conclude that the mining claims which have been pur-portedly located on the lease sites, even if their validity is assumed,
convey no rights to leasable minerals nor to locatable minerals which
-camot be mined without extracting or disturbing the leasable minerals.
Consequently, future mining operations on the lease sites for locatable

-minerals need not interfere with the mining and processing operations
?being conducted on oil shale and associated minerals. To the extent
that minor incompatibilities may arise because of the mining of physically separate deposits of locatable and leasable minerals, these may
be resolved by the procedures prescribed in section 6 of the Multiple
Mineral Development Act, 68 Stat. 710-711 (1954), 30 U.S.C. sec.
7526 (1964).
EDWARD WEINBERG,

Solicitor.
BONEVIILE POWER ADMINISTRATION
HIYDRO-THERMAL POWER PROGRAM
Bonneville Power Administration: Generally-Power: Purchase- of for
Resale
In

'implementing an integrated hydro-thermal power program for the
Pacific Northwest, the Bonneville Power Administrator may enter into
contractual arrangements, including the acquisition by purchase or exchange
of thermal power, which are reasonably related to the statutory objective
of providing the most widespread use of and benefit from the existing and
authorized Federal: power investment at the lowest practical cost.

IM-36769
'To:

December 18,1968

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

;ESUJBJECT: AUTHORITY OF BONNEVHL;E POWER ADMINISTRATION TO PAR-

TICIPATE IN AN INTEGRATED HYDRO-THERIAL POWER PROGRAM FOR
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST..

On October 18,1968, the Administrator, Bonneville Power Adminis-
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tration, transmitted for your information a draft of "A Ten-Year
IHydro-Thermal Power Program for the Pacific Northwest." The
transmittal memorandum outlined the proposed role of the Bonneville
Power Administration in the initial implementation of the program,
and requested your approval, which you gave on October 22.
This will confirm and explain the oral advice which we furnished to
you and the Administrator at that time that Bonneville's participation
in the proposed hydro-thermal power program generally as outlined
in the memorandum is within the authority conferred by existing law.
The Pacific Northwest is a region of abundant hydroelectric power
resources. At the present time some 97 percent of its generating capability comes from this source. The region, like all other areas of the
country, however, is experiencing a steadily increasing demand for
electric power. In the next decade it is estimated that regional peak
loads will double from about 15,000 mw in 1967-68 to more than 30,000
mw in 1977-78. This demand soon will outreach the supply from
hydropower resources alone.
Today, a major coal-fired steam generating plant is under construction at Centralia, Washington, to meet the initial deficit. Power experts
representing all of the major systems in the region, working through
the Joint Power Planning Council, calculate that in the decade of the
1970's the region will also require about five 1,000-megawatt thermal
plants, probably nuclear, to supplement existing and projected public
and private hydro capability. These new thermal plants will be constructed and operated separately or jointly by private and nonfederal
public utility systems utilizing financial and engineering resources
available to them.
For more than thirty years the Federal Government has been the
major producer of hydroelectric power in the region, and this relative
-position in the hydro field will continue. The Federal Government also
maintains a high-voltage regional transmission grid which interconnects all of the principal public and private generating resources with
the maj or load centers. The Administrator's memorandum is addressed
to the maimer in which this Federal Columbia River Power System
will cooperate with other utility systems to integrate the new thermal
generation into the regional power supply picture, having due regard
for the proper roles of all segments of the power industry.
The hydro-thermal program is based on the fact that the most economic use of the region's hydropower and the thermal generation
which will be developed, is by combining their operation, so that the
large-scale thermal generating units are operated principally to supply
'base, or round-the-clock, loads, and the hydro units are operated to,
serve the variable or peak loads and to provide reserves for emergencies
and scheduled outages. The program also recognizes the advantages
that all participants derive from pooling needed increments in gen-
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erating capacity, pooling reserves to meet outages. and unanticipated
load growth, and pooling transmission requirements.
The Administrator's memorandum outlines a variety of contractual
arrangements by Bonneville with the owners of the thermal plants,
all such arrangements having the common objective of distributing
widely throughout the region the benefits of the steam-hydro
partnership.
Bonneville proposes to supply peaking, reserve and transmission
services to privately owned steam plants, for which it would be compensated either in energy or money. It also proposes to acquire on a
short-term, time exchange basis a declining percentage of. the output
of each such plant. This will enable the plants to be scheduled on the
basis of regional-needs rather than just the needs of the owners, thereby
achieving a more economical regional power supply. Bonneville
further expects to acquire on a long-term basis at cost the output of a
plant or of portions of plants attributable to public agency ownership.
It will meld all the acquired power with that produced by federal
hydro plants and market this combined -product to its customers at
uniform rates.
The authority of the Bonneville Power Administrator, under the
'supervision and direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to dispose
of the output of Federal hydroelectric projects in the Pacific Northwest derives primarily from the Bonneville Project Act of 1937, as
:amended, 16 U.S.C. secs. 832 et seq., together with the Reclamation
Laws as amended and supplemented (particularly section 9 (c) of the
'Reclamation Act of 1939, 43 U.S.C. sec. 485h (c) ) and section 5 of the
Flood Control Act of 1944, 16 U.S.C. sec. 825s. All of these acts have a
common purpose and should be read in par materia to ascertain the
intent of Congress. 41 Op. Atty. Gen. 236 (1955), in re disposition of
power from Clark Hill project; letter of Secretary Udall to-Chairman
Aspinall, May 15, 1965, in re basis for establishing power rates for the
Colorado River Storage Project.
to acquire
agencies
power
marketing
The authority of Interior's
in order
as
exchange
purchase
as
well
energy
by
power
and
thermal
more effectively to utilize the Federal hydro capability to serve Cstonier requirements in accordance with the mandate of these statutes,
is well establisherd. Such purchase programs have been carried on for
many years by the Bureau of Reclamation as part of the Central Valley
and Missouri River Basin Project operations, by the; Southwestern
Power Administration, and by the Southeastern Power Administration. Funds for such purchases are regularly appropriated to these
agencies in annual appropriation acts. The precedents affirming this
authority have most recently been discussed in the January 2, 1968
memorandum of the Assistant Solicitor, Power, reviewing the con-
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tract by Bonneville and the Bureau of Reclamation to purchase power
from the Centralia coal plant, and the February 19, 1962 memOrandun
of the Regional Solicitor, Portland, discussing the authority of the
Bonneville Power Administration to purchase energy from the new
production reactor at the Hanford project of the Atomic Energy Commission. There is no need to repeat here what was said in thosememoranda.

The principal legal question posed by the Administrator's mem-orandum, therefore, is not whether the Bonneville Power Adminis-tration has authority to purchase power generated at nonfederal steam
plants, but whether the contractual arrangements outlined therein foreffecting such purchase constitute a proper exercise of this authority.
For the reasons set forth herein, we conclude that they do.
The power marketing statutes under which Bomeville operates lay
down a number of marketing policies to assure that the electric powerand energy from the Federal projects will be used to enhance theeconomic welfare of the Pacific Northwest and the general publicthereof. Thus section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944 directs the
Secretary, subject to the requirements for repayment of Federal construction and operating costs, and giving preference to public bodies
and cooperatives, to transmit and dispose of the power and energy of
Federal reservoir projects "in such manner as to encourage the most
widespread use thereof at the lowest possible rates to consumers con-sistent with sound business principles." The Bonneville Project Act
imposes a similar directive in a number of places: Section 2(b) an-thorizes the construction of transmission and intercomection facilities'
in order "to encourage the widest possible use of all electric energy that
can be generated and marketed and to provide reasonable outletstherefor, and to prevent the monopolization thereof by limited
groups;" section 4(a) directs that preference in the disposition of electric energy be given to public bodies and cooperatives in order "to
insure that the facilities for the generation of electric energy at theBonneville project shall be operated for the benefit of the generaL
public, and particularly of domestic and rural consumers;" and section
6 provides that rate schedules "shall be fixed and established with a.
view to encouraging the widest possible diversified use of electric'
energy" and to "encourage the equitable distribution" of Bonneville
energy.

The Administrator has concluded that in the future the best use of
the Federal hydro power generating facilities would be to operate
them in concert with huge thermal base-load facilities in order that
the total electric needs of the region can be supplied at the lowest
possible cost to the ultimate consumer. The hydro power resource of
the region is no longer adequate to meet the forecasted electric energy
needs of the region. If these Federal facilities are to make their-maximum contribution to the region's welfare and economy in the future
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as they have in the past, then their method of operation will need to
change with the changing conditions confronting the region. If the
entire region is to benefit equitably from this Federal investment in
facilities, these facilities must make their contribution to supplying
the energy needs of the region in a manner which properly and econoinically blends their output and capacity with that of the proposed
thermal plants. The Administrator has determined that the contractual arrangements, outlined in the memorandum will accomplish
these results.
There are many ways in which the output of the Federal system
could be marketed. But within such limits as may be prescribed by
Congress, the Administrator is free to select the various means which
he believes will achieve Congressional objectives. This general rule of
law is expressly confirmed in section 2 (f) of the Bonneville Act, which
confers upon the Administrator, subject to the provisions of the Act,
broad authority to negotiate and enter into such contracts,; agreements and arrangements as he finds necessary or appropriate to carry
out the purposes of the Act.' Under this provision, the Administrator
has wide discretion regarding the terms and purposes of contractual
arrangements, similar to that necessary in the conduct of private business operations. See Solicitor's Opinion, M-35012 (Supp.) (December 17, 1947); Dec. Comp. Gen. B-105397 (September 21, 1951) ; Dec.
Comp. Gen. B-149016, B-149083 (July 16, 1962).
The contractual arrangements proposed by the Administrator in
the exercise of this broad discretion are reasonably related to the
statutory objective of promoting the most widespread use of and
benefit from the existing and authorized Federal power investment at
the lowest practical cost. We conclude, therefore, that the program
outlined in the memorandum is authorized by law.
EDWARD WEINBERG,

Solicitor.
I

CONCUR:

STEWART

L.

UDALL,

Secretary of Interior.

MARVEL MINING COMPANY v. SINCLAIR OIL AND GAS COMPANY
ET. AL. UNITED STATES v. MARVEL MINING COMPANY
A-30871

Decided December 30, 1968

Mining Claims: Discovery
To constitute a valid discovery upon a lode mining claim there must be

exposed within the limits of the claim a lode or vein bearing mineral which
'The authority of the Administrator under the act was transferred to the Secretary by
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of i950, 64 Stat. 1262, and has been delegated to the Administrator by Secretarial Order No. 2860, 27 F.R. 591, as amended.
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would warrant a prudent man in the expenditure of his labor and means,
with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a valuable mine; it is
not sufficient that there is only a showing which would warrant further
exploration in the hope of finding a valuable mineral deposit.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Rules of Practice: Evidence
Where the validity of a mining claim as of a date prior to examination of
the claim to determine its validity is at issue, the date of the exposure of a
mineralized area, not the date of the sampling of the mineralization, is
determinative of the admissibility of assay reports and other data as evidence that there was or was not a discovery upon the claim at the critical
date; where a witness in a mining contest fails to distinguish between
mineralization exposed prior to the crucial date and that exposed thereafter
and to explain the significance of each as it relates to the vital issue, his
opinion that there is a discovery at the present time is of little or no value
in establishing the date of the alleged discovery.

Contests and Protests: Generally-Mining Claims: Contests:-Rules of
Practice: Private Contests
In a private contest initiated by a mining claimant to determine, as
between himself and an oil and gas lessee, the right to leasable minerals
within the limits of a mining claim, it is incumbent upon the mining claimant
to show that a discovery was made upon the claim at a time when such
discovery would vest in him a right to the leasable minerals, and if he is
unable to sustain this burden, the contest is properly dismissed notwithstanding any acknowledgment on the part of the United States of a present
discovery on the claim.

Mining Claims: Patent-Patents of Public Lands: Reservations-Multiple
Mineral Development Act: Applicability
Where a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits of a
mining claim prior to the filing of an oil and gas lease offer covering the
land embraced in th6 elaim is not established in a private contest instituted
by the claimant for the purpose of determining his right to the leasable
minerals, a patent to the mining claim issued after August 13, 1954, must
contain a reservation to the United States of all leasing act minerals to the
extent required by the act of August 13, 1954.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Rules of Practice: Generally
The Secretary of the Interior may inquire into all matters vital to the
validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the passage of
legal title, and the failure of the Government to contest a mining claim after
its mineral examiner has examined the claim in response to an application for patent and has recommended that the claim not be contested is not
a bar to further inquiry into the validity of the claim if, upon further
review of the case, it appears that there has not been a discovery.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Marvel Mining Company has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated July 20, 1967, whereby the Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, affinmed a decision
of a hearing examiner dismissing its private contests Colorado 295,,296

and 297 against the record title holders of oil and gas leases Denver
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054529, Colorado 015656 and Colorado 050488, rejecting its patent
application Colorado 065583 as to the Winner and Silvertone Nos. 1,
4, 5 and 6 lode miining claims in Ts. 44 N., Rs. 19 and 20 W., N.M.P.M.,
Cobo., and declaring those claims null and void pursuant to Government contest Colorado 313.
The record shows that the Winner and Silvertone Nos. 1 through 6
lode mining claims, embracing portions of sec. 30, T. 44 N., R. 19 W.,
and secs. 25 and 26, T. 44 N., R. 20 W., were located on September 14,
1940, by George W. Snyder and John T. Dunning, predecessors in
interest of the appellant, and that amended locations of the same claims
were made by the appellant on August 20, 1960. Between the dates of
the original and amended locations the lands covered by the mining
claims were withdrawn from appropriation under the mining laws
by Public Land Order No. 459 of March 25, 1948 (13 F.R. 1763), and
were restored to entry by Public Land Order No. 698 of February 12,
1951 (16 F.R. 1638).
On June 20, 1961, appellant filed application Colorado 065583 for
patent to the lands embraced in its claims, stating therein that the
claims were valuable for copper, silver, vanadium and uranium' By
a decision dated June 29, 1962, the Colorado land office advised appellant that the portion of the Winner mining claim lying in the
W1/2NE/ 4 and SE/ 4 sec. 26, T. 44 N., R. 20 W., conflicted with oil
and gas lease Colorado 050488, issued as of February 1, 1956, pursuant
to an offer filed on October 18, 1955, that the portions of the Winner
and Silvertone Nos. 1 and 2 claims lying in the E/2NE/4 sec. 26 and
W½2NWA sec. 25, T. 44 N., R. 20 W., conflicted with oil and gas lease
Colorado 015656, issued as of November 1, 1956, pursuant to an offer
filed on Octdber 15, 1956, that those portions of the Silvertone Nos. 2
to 6 claims lying in the E/2NW/4 and E1/ 2 sec. 25, T. 44 N., R. 20 W.,
and in sec. 30, T. 44 N., R. 19 W., conflicted with oil and gas lease
Denver 054529, issued as of November 1, 1948, pursuant to an offer
filed on October 30', 1946, that the records of the Geological Survey
show that lease Denver 054529 contains valuable deposits of natural
gas and that the nineral patent applicant would be required to resolve
the conflict either by relinquishing all claim to any leasing act minerals
within the limits of the claims or by establishing in itself inchoate
rights to such minerals superior to the rights of the lessees by bringing
private contests against the lessees.
Appellant elected to establish its right to the leasable minerals, and,
oil August 6, 1962, it initiated contest No. 295 against Sinclair Oil
'That is, according to the land office decision of June 29, 1962, the hearing examiner's
decision, and the Bureau's decision of July 20, 1967, the appellant filed its application
for patent on June 20, 1961. A copy of appellant's patent application contained in the record
(Ex. 9) bears the date of July 28, 1961. The relationship between the two dates is not
explained.
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and Gas Company and Pan American Petroleum Corporation, coowners of. lease Colorado 015656, contest No. 296 against California
Phil Company, owner of lease Colorado 050488, and contest No 297
against Belco Petroleum Corporation, Reynolds Mining Corporation,
Delhi-Taylor OilC
Corporation, Western Natural Gas Company, John
K. Schemuer, Roland Houck and Harold T. White, Jr., owners of
-lease Denver 054529. On April 11, 1963, while the private contests
Vere still pending, the Government filed a contest complaint against
the Winner and Silvertone Nos. '1,4, 5 and 6 claims in which it charged
that no valuable mineral deposits had been discovered on those claims.
By a hearing examiner's order of July 5, 1963, all of the contests were
consolidated for hearing purposes, and, on September 9, 10, and 11,
1963, a hearing was held at Salt Lake City, Utah, for the purpose of
receiving evidence bearing upon the issues raised by the complaints. 2
The testimony presented at the hearinghas been summarized at consideraible length in the decision of the hearing examiner and on a more
modest scale in the decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings..
It will not be repeated here except to the extent to which reference to
poi tionsof the testimony may be useful in clarification of the points
which are discussed.
At the outset of his decision dated May 10,1965, the hearing examiner
explained the basic requirements of the mining laws which were deter-.
minative of the rights of the respective parties, pointing out that the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is essential'to the -validity
of a lmining claim, that prior to making a discovery any qualified person mnay enter on public lands .to explore for a valuable deposit, that
while he remains in possession, diligently working toward a discovery,
he is entitled to be protected for- a reasonable time against 'forcible,.
fraudulent and clandestine intrusions upon his possession but that,
prior to discovery. the locator's right is limited to such rights as mayV
be upheld against a mere intruder or against one having no higher

or better right than his own and that he acquires neither a right of
possession nor any' other right which may be sucessfully asserted
against the paramount title of the United States. He then set forth
the elements of a discovery of a lode deposit as prescribed in Castle v.
2 Belco Petroleum Corporation, Reynolds Mining Corporation, Western Natural Gas
Company, John K. Schemmer, Roland Houck, and Harold T. White, Jr., named as contestees in contest No. 297, did not respond to the complaint, and, in a decision dated June
12, 1963, the hearing examiner took the allegations of the complaint as confessed as to each
of those parties and closed the case to that extent. In the same decision the hearing
examiner denied Delhi-Taylor's motion to dismiss that contest.
-No appearance was made in behalf of Pan American Petroleum Corporation, it having
been agreed by stipulation that the questions of law and fact in contest Nos. 296 and 313
were identical and that it should not be necessary for either the contestant or the contestee
in No. 296 to make an appearance or to offer any evidence in that contest. Sinclair and
Delhi-Taylor were represented at the hearing by counsel.
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IVomble, 19 L.D. 455 (1894), and-Jefferson-Honta a Copper Mines
Vopauy, 41L.D. 320 (1912)
The hearing examiner considered first the respective rights of the
parties to the private contests. As to such rights, the hearing examiner
.3

found that it.was necessary for the mining.claimant to show a dis-

covery prior to October 30,1 1946, the date of filing of lease offer
Denver 054529, in order to establish the superiority of its claim to the
leasable minerals in the land involved in contest No. 297 and that it
was necessary to show a discovery prior to March 31, 1948, the effective
date of Public Land Order No. 459, on each* of. the claims involved in
contests Nos. 295 and 296 in order to demonstrate superior claim to the
disputed minerals in the land embraced in those claims.4
With, respect to. contest No. :297. (Silvertone Nos. 2 through 6) the
hearing examiner found that the only testimony relative to the period
prior to October 30, 1946, was that of George W. Snyder, one of the
two original locators of the claims. Snyder, he noted, testified to a
discovery shaft on each claim where showings of copper, silver and
vanadium and some small showings of uranium were found, but he
-stated that no samples of ore or rock were taken out of the discovery
shafts,- that, other than possibly an assay on the bedded deposit of
-vanadium on the Silvertone No. 3 claim, the claims were never assayed
'while he held them (from 1940 to 1953), and. that he "really didn't
know what was7.on the claim" . (Tr. 285, 287, 289, 320-322). While
-Snyder testified that ore was shipped from the Silvertone No. 3 by his
-son-in-law, 11. H. Rutledge, the hearing. examiner observed, he did
slot see it shipped, and his estimate of the quantity of ore removed was
'based on his observation of the place from.which it was taken. Moreover, whereas Snyder estimated that 800 tons of ore were removed, the
identified shipments of ore, he found, aggregated less than 30 tons. The
hearing exaiiner concluded that Snyder's testimony fell far short of
establishing a discovery before October 30, 1946, that there was no
3"[W]here minerals have been found, and the evidence is of such a character that a
person of ordinary prudence would be: justified in the further expenditure of his labor and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a valuable mine, the requireInents of the statute have been met." 19 L.D. at 457; Chrismnaa v. Ml1iller, 197 U.S. 313,
322 (1905); Best v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334, 335 (1963): United States
-v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599, 602 (1968).
Where-the location is of minerals in a lode or vein,
"1. There must be a vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place;
"2. The quartz or other rock in place must carry gold or some other valuable mineral
'deposit;
"3. The two preceding elements, when taken together, must be such as to warrant a
'prudent man in the expenditure of his time and money in the effort to develop a valuable
mine." 41 L.D. at 323.
4The hearing examiner explained that the withdrawal-,of the land under Public Land
Order No. 459 had the effect of extinguishing al invalid mining claims within the withdrawn area and that the subsequent revocation of the withdrawal by Public Land, Order No.
698 made possible the subsequent location of newmining claimsbut did not revive any
rights under mining claims that were extinguished by the withdrawal by reason of lack

'of discovery on the effective date of the withdrawal.
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probative evidence in the record that the claims involved in contest
No. 297 were valid as of that date, and that the private contest must
therefore be dismissed as to such claims.
For the same general reasons he concluded that no discovery was;
shown on the remaining claims prior to March 31, 1948.
In considering the merits of the Government's contest the hearing
examiner outlined the testimony of each of the witnesses appearing
at the hearing, from which testimony he concluded that it was clear
that the evidence warranted nothing more than the further exploration of the contested mining claims for evidence of valuable mineralization. This, he held, was not enough to satisfy the requirements of a
discovery. In--reaching this conclusion he distinguished between exploration'for minerals and the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, pointing out that exploration work is that which is done prior to
discovery in an effort to determine whether the land contains valuable
mninerals, that where minerals are found it is often necessary to do
further exploratory work to determine whether those minerals have
value, that where the minerals are of low value there must be further
exploration to determine whether those low-value minerals exist in
such quantities that there is a reasonable prospect of success in developing a paying mine, and that it is only when the exploratory work
shows this that a prudent man would be justified in going ahead with
his development work and that a discovery has been made.
Throughout the hearing, and in its appeals to both the Director,
Bureau of Land Management, and the Secretary, appellant has challenged the propriety of the test of discovery imposed by the hearing
examiner. In essence, appellent argues that there is no valid distinction
between exploration and development as they relate to discovery underthe mining laws, that proof of present economic feasibility is not a
part of the prudent man test of Castle v. Womble, supra, and that
all of the seven claims in question are on the same formation and comprise parts of a group which, for proper development, should be
patented and developed as a unit.
In attacking the distinction between exploration and development,
appellant has contended from the outset that no clear line can be drawn
between that which constitutes exploration and that which constitutes
development. If the present showing of mineralization does not justify
a person in the expenditure of further money in a reasonable expectation of developing a valuable mine, appellant asks, how can it possibly
be said to justify further exploration? Since the Government's expert
witnesses concede that further exploration is justified, appellant
argues, it must follow that there is a reasonable expectation that such
exploration will lead to the development of a valuable mine.
Appellant's argument is not new, however, and the hearing examiner's distinction between exploration for minerals and the discovery
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of a valuable mineral deposit is in accord with a long line of Departmental decisions, recently affirmed by the courts, which have held
that evidence of mineralization which may justify further exploration
in the hope of finding a valuable mineral deposit is not synonymous
with evidence of mineralization which will justify the expenditure of
labor and money in attempting, with a reasonable prospect of success,
to develop a valuable mine and that only the latter constitutes "dis-

covery." See, e.g., United States v. Ameol Mining and Milling Company, A-28405 (June 27, 1960); United States v. Clyde R. Altman
and Charles M. Russell, 68 ID. 235 (1961); United States v. Edgecwr'be Emploration Company, Inc., A-29908 (May 25, 1964); United
States v. FordM. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965), affirmed in Converse v.
Udall, 399 F. 2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968); United States v. Lucille Lundy,
A-30724 (June 30, 1967); United States v. Kenneth 0. Watkins and
Harold E. L. Barton, A-30659 (October 19, 1967); United States v.
Ralph Fairchild,A-30803 (January 19, 1968); United States v. Jesse
W. Crawford, A-30820 (January 29, 1968).
The propriety of this distinction was recently expressly recognized
in Converse v. Udall, supra, in which the court stated:
Converse attacks the Secretary for drawing a distinction between "exploration,"
"discovery," and "development." But the authorities we have cited show that
there is a difference between "exploration" and "discovery." * * * If the latter
word were taken literally, then the finding of any mineral would be a "discovery."
Webster, 2d Ed., defines "discover" as "to make known the identity of, * *
by laying open to view, as a thing hidden or covered, to expose; to disclose;
to bring to .light." But, as we have seen, that alone is not enough. On the other
hand, Webster defines "explore" as "to seek-for or after, to strive to attain by
search." This is exactly what a prospector does, both before he finds the first
"indications * * * of the existence of lodes or veins" (United States v. Iron

Silver Miming Co., supra, 128 U.S. at 683, 9 S. t. at 199) and thereafter until
he finds enough mineralization to meet the legal test of a discovery. It is true
that some, of the cited cases say that "development" and "exploration" mean
the same thing (Charlton v. Kelly, supra, 156 Fed. at 436), or speak of "exploration" after discovery (Lange v. .Robinson, supra, 148 Fed. at 804). But in each
of these cases, the court was talking about further work to be done after a sufficient discovery had been made, work which could be called "exploration" or
"further exploration," or could also be called "development." They do not support
the attack here made upon the distinction between the exploration work which
must necessarily be done before a discovery, and the discovery itself, which is
what the Secretary talks about when he distinguishes between "exploration"
and "discovery." The real question here is not whether there is such a distinction,
but whether Converse's exploration had resulted in a legal discovery. (399 p.
2d at 620-621; emphasis in original.)
We are not entirely sure what appellant means when it says that
"proof of present economic feasibilty" is not a competent condition

which attaches to the prudent man test of discovery. If appellant
means that the prudent man test does not require proof that actual
330-088-69
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mining will positively result in a profitable operation, it is quite
correct, and it will find nothing to the contrary in the decisions of this
Department. If. appellant means that the practical e6conomics Of a proposed nining venture. are immaterial to the determination of the
validity of a mining claim; it is plainly in error, for the prudent man
test is, in essence, a test of economid feasibility. As the Supreme Court
recently observed United States v. Colemnan, aipra, fn 4.
*C * Congress has made public lands available to people for the purpose of
mining valuable mineral deposits and not for, any Other purpose. [Footnote
omitted.] The obvious intent was to reward and encourage the discovery of
minerals that are valuable in an economic sense. Minerals which no prudent man
will extract because there is no demand for them at a price higher than the costs
.of extraction and transportation are hardly economically valuable. Thus, profitability is an important consideration in applying the prudent-man test, and.
the marketability test which the Secretary has used here merely recognizes
'this fact. (390 U.S. 'at 602-603.)

That the test of profitability is applicable to all minerals, and not
just to minerals of wide-spread occurrence has been expressly recog-nized in Converse v. Udal, supra, in which the court said:
We think it clear that the marketability test is applicable to all mining claims.
We do not agree with Converse's argument that the last sentence that we have
quoted [from United States v. Coleman, supra] means that marketability has no
relevance in a case where the discovery is of precious metals. Such a holding would
be contrary to Mr. Justice Field's rationale in United States v. Iron Silver Mining
Co., supra (128 U.S. at 683, 9 S. Ct. 195) and to the rationale of the prudent
man test itself. It, too, concerns itself with whether minerals are "valuable in
an economic sense." And that is the way that courts have long interpreted-it. * * *
* * * Perhaps we could phrase the test this way When the claimed discovery
-is of a lode or vein bearing one or more of the metals listed in 30 U.S.C. § 23, the
fact finder, in applying the prudent man test, may consider evidence' as to the
cost of extraction and transportation as bearing on whether a person of ordinary
prudence would be justified in the further expenditure of his labor and means.
But this does not mean that the locator must prove that. he will in fact develop a
profitable mine. (399 F. 2d at 621-622.)

As we pointed out recently in United States v.
A-38068 (September 27, 1968):

. S. Pekovich.

The Department does not require * * * a mining claimant to prove the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit by showing that he is actually'engaged in
profitable mining operations or even that profitable operations are assured.
It does, however, require a showing of a prospect of profit which is sufficient
to induce reasonable men to expend their means in attempting to reap that
profit by extracting and marketing the mineral. In other words, a distinction
is made between that evidence of value which will induce men to exploit the
mineral wealth of land and that which will entice them to invest their money
only in gaining control over land in the hope or expectation that at a future
date the land will become valuable for the minerals which it contains. * * *

While appellant vigorously attacks the test of discovery that was
employed by the hearing examiner, it does not appear to argue that
Lunder the criteria which we' have determined to be the proper measure
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of discovery the hearing examiner, should have found the claims valid.
Indeed, it is difficult to see. how the hearing examiner might have
reached a different conclusion from that which he did reach upon the
basis of the evidence of record.
Assay reports for 21 mineral samples taken from' the claims by wit:nesses for the Government showed mineralization ranging from no
imeasurable quantity- to an isolated high of T.70 ounces of silver per
ton of naterial (the next highest sample being 3.30 ounces), from
.01 to 1.15 percent copper, and from zero to,1.62 percent vanadium
pentoxide, as well as insignificant amounts of uranium oxide (Exs. 13
and 25). Assay; reports for 78 mineral samples taken by witnesses for
the appellant disclosed mineral content ranging as high' as 10 ounces:
vof silver per ton,: 5.45 percent copper and 2.58 percent vanadium
pentoxide (Exs. E through M).5
What is the significance of the results obtained from this sampling?
In United States v. Frank Coston, A-30835 (February 23, 1968) where
witnesses for the mining claimant were far more explicit in explaining
*the economics of the mining venture which they supported than were
appellant's witnesses in this case, we stated:
In contemplating the removal of ore from a vein buried in the earth,
it will obviously be necessary to have some estimate of the. extent and
quality of the ore body before it can be determined that the commencement of
mining operations is economically justifiable. Thus, where a vein bearing ore of
.a minable quality has been found, geologic inference may be relied upon to es!tablish its extent and its likely potenial value, but, where the quality of the
-vein exposed is erratic or uncertain, the quantity of the material contained therein
-is meaningless, and there is no basis for a reasonable estimate of its value.
The basic problem here lies in the failure 'of the claimant to establish the
quality of any ore the quantity of which may be 'estiated; Appellant's expert
witness believed that there are many thousands of tons of ore in the claim
'richer than the best 'sample thus far obtained, but he could not give any estimate
-as to the quantity of $18.20-a-ton ore or of any other quality ore that may be
containedintheexposedveins.
*

* h

5 Twelve samples taken by the Government's witness, Daniel Y. Meschter (Ex. 13) showed
-generally higher values than did nine samples taken by the Government's witness, James
McIntosh. Meschter's best sample, taken from the Silvertone No. 3 claim, had a silver
content of 7.70 ounces per ton, while the highest silver content reported by McIntosh
(for a sample taken from the Silvertone No. 4 claim) was 2 ounces. The difference between
-the values that they found may be attributed in some measure to the fact that Meschter
-was accompanied in his examination of the claims by Duncan E. Harrison, an officer of, and
-mining superintendent for, appellant Marvel Mining Company, who observed his sampling
.and had an opportunity to indicate points from which samples should be taken (Tr. 100-110, 161-162), whereas McIntosh was unaccompanied when he made his examination
of the claims (Tr. 239).
Although appellant reported several samples assaying higher in copper values than
any taken by the Government's witnesses, only two of sixty samples which appellant had
assayed for silver and copper (Exs.
through .K and M) showed higher silver values
'than Mesebter's 'best sample, and appellant's next best sample contained approximately
'half as much silver as the first two. Analysis of the results of all of the sampling conducted
!by both parties reveals evidence of mineral values that is consistent within tolerable
-limits of variance.
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The same problem exists here, perhaps more acutely. The following
testimony of appellant's witness, Harrison, is illustrative of the difficulty encountered in attempting to make any determination of the
economic feasibility of the development of these claims:
Q. [by Mr. Meach, counsel for the Government] Do you-does Marvel have any
figures representing the average grade or the average values of a ton of this
material that is going to be mined within the fault zone ?
A. No.
Q. Now, I may-as with many of these questions, I may be off base, but how
does Marvel or how would anyone reach any decision concerning the expenditure
of time and money in an attempt to develop a paying mine without having some
figures on the average grade or values of the materials that they were going to
mine?
A. We just haven't progressed that far; we haven't started that phase of our
study on the property yet.

Q. Would you do that-you would, I suppose, make that study before you
actually started mining?
A. I'm-yes, of course we would, and I'm getting more and more convinced
that it is very feasible to take these very low grade properties and make money
on them.
*

:c*

0

*

*

*E

.

*

*

Q. Then, of course, you wouldn't [sic] have any figures on the quantity of the
material within these claims containing an average or representative grade or
value.
A. No.
Q. And, again, I assume you would want to get those figures before you
actually started mining?
A. No; I think those figures would come after we have developed the mine.
*

*

*

*

*.

.

*

Q. * * * If a reasonable prudent man was going to spend some time and
money in an effort to develop a paying ming [sic] on these properties, wouldn't
he want to know the type of mining operation that could be used there?
A. No, I don't think so, not until he knows whatQ. Until he knows what is there?
A. No, until he knows what his plans are, what he is going to do.
Q. And do you have any figures, does Marvel have any figures on the number
of tons of material that will be mined per day from these claims?
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A. Well, I'll say this is way far-fetched, way beyond
Q. Well, can you actually say that "we haven't given it any consideration as
yet"?
A. Why, no, we haven't given it any consideration as yet.

Q. All right. Then, of course, you wouldn't be able-or, you haven't given
any consideration to the costs of mining, both direct and fixed, or costs of transportation, or costs of milling, I suppose?
A. No.
Q. That would be something that would follow after you considered the type
of mining operation?

A. Well, can you tell me of any mine that has those figures before-at the
stage we are at now? Tr. 92-96.
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The only testimony given at the hearing bearing directly upon the
economic feasibility of development of appellant's claims was that of
the Government's witnesses.- The Government's witness, Meschter, estimated the cost of mining to be $12 to $15 per ton of raw material
removed and the cost of hauling the material to-the nearest railroad to
be approximately $4 per ton (Tr. 197), while his estimate of the value
of the, ore found on the claim, based upon the weighted average of
6 samples taken from the Silvertone vein was $9.94 per ton (Ex. 14;
Tr. 173-176). The Government's witness, McIntosh, estimated the
value of the ore with a mineral content equivalent to that of his best
sample to be $10.11 per ton of material, and he estimated the cost of
mining that material to be $10 per ton (Tr. 257). This did not include
transportation costs.
At the hearing appellant challenged the soundness of the Government's estimates of mining costs. Appellant's witness, Harrison, denied
that the method of mineral extraction assumed by the Government's
witnesses in their estimates of mining 'costs was contemplated. He
stated that the proposed method of mining the claims would involve
the use of a new leaching system which would yield a product having a
higher value in copper than that envisioned by the Government's witnesses and which would also permit recovery of the silver and vanadium present without milling (Tr. 379-384). However, while quoting
market prices for the end products of the leaching system, Harrison
gave no estimate of the costs to be anticipated in obtaining those
products.6 Thus, there is in the testimony of appellant's witnesses no
refutation of the basic assertion of the: Government that a basis has
not been shown for contemplating the development of a mine on any
of the claims contested by the Government.
It is axiomatic, we believe, that prudent men do not invest their
money in attempting to develop a mine without an idea of the costs
to be anticipated and without some evidence that the mineral which
In his most elaborate discussion of mining costs, Harrison testified as follows:
"Q. [by Mr. Waldeck, counsel for the mining claimant] From your knowledge of this
technology for the recovery of values, mineral values on this property, from your knowledge
of the deposits that are In evidence on these claims, from your knowledge of the costs
of mining and the costs of doing these things, do you believe that you have a reasonably
good prospect for success, economic success, in this venture?
"A. I certainly do.'
"Q. You are. are you not, acquainted with costs of mining in the area?
"A. Yes.
"Q Do you know of transportation costs?
"A. Yes.
"Q. I presume you are acquainted with weather conditions, working conditions ?
"A. Yes."Q. Have all of these factors been considered by you in reaching your opinion?
"A. Yes." Tr. 383-384.
Apart from the fact- that the witness revealed nothing with respect to the costs and
conditions with which he claimed familiarity, his testimony does not seem altogether
consistent with earlier testimony, supra, which he gave as an adverse witness for the
Government.
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they seek to exploit exists in such quality and quantity as to permit.
the recovery of their capital outlay with a profit. Adventurous men, of
course, do risk their resources in exploring for minerals with great.
hopes of an abundant return, even though the assurance may be nil.
This initial risk is as vital to the continuity of the mining industry as.
any other step taken toward production, but, as we have already made
clear, it is not until exploration has progressed to a point where a.
claimant is prepared to take steps which the appellant has indicated.
it has no present reason to contemplate that a discovery has been made
and that the claimant acquires a right in the land superior to that of'
the United States.7 Thus, we find that the evidence fully supports the
hearing examiner's finding that "the evidence presented by the-contestee warrants nothing more than the further exploration for a,
valuable deposit," and we find the conclusion unavoidable that a discovery has not been demonstrated on the Silvertone Nos. 1, 4, 5 or 6
or the Winner mining claims so far as the Government contest is.
concerned.
7 When questioned with respect to proposed development of the claims, appellant's
witness, Harrison, testified as follows:
"Q. [by Mr. Waldeck] What plan of development would you have for these-or, do
you have for these claims?
"A. Well, as I explained here one day, I am a firm believer in going down underground
and having a look to see what Is there. My plan of development would be to sink a shaft"Q. And where would you sink the shaft?
"A. I would sink on Silvertone No. 3-it's"Q. Would you follow the vein in sinking the shaft?
"A. Yes.
"Q. Now, do you have mineral that you would follow from the time you started sinking
the shaft?
"A. Yes. That is one of my philosophies of mining, following the mineral, stay with it.
If it comes outside and goes up a tree, go after it.
"Q. Do you know of let's say this: Is there a showing of mineral on the No. 3
claim that you feel is worthwhile to follow?
"A. Yes, both copper and silver, a very-and vanadium, both of them.
"Q. Do you think that following this mineral will give you a reasonable expectation of
developing pay ore?
"A. Yes.
*

*

e'

*

L*

*

*

"Q. All right. Now, after you sank the shaft to the depth on Silvertone No. 3-and I
presume you would be going for the zone of secondary enrichment"A. Right.
"Q. -what would you do after you bottomed your shaft?
"A. We would drift. We would drift both directions, start driving drifts both directions
from the bottom of that shaft.
"Q. If this drift was continued in both directions far enough, would, it, following the
vein and area of secondary enrichment, cover all or a portion of these claims?
"A. I would say the drift starting from No. 3 going in an easterly direction, that we
wouldn't push that one too far, because it probably would be more advantageous to go
over on 'Silvertone No. 5 and sink another shaft over there. Our drifting from the one on
No. 3 would be mostly in a westerly direction. If at this time it looked encouraging, I
would advocate going over and sinking another haft on No. 5, and drifting westerly from
it, and easterly under Silvertone No. 6.' Tr. 376-37&.
Although the witness described the proposed activity as "development" (Tr. 379), the
purpose of such activity clearly would be to ascertain whether or not the vein traversing
the claims contains mineral of such quality and in such quantity as to justify further
expenditure in attempting to develop a valuable mine. This is exploration.
8 The Office of Appeals and Bearings properly, held that there must be a discovery upon
each mining claim for which patent is sought and that a discovery on one claim does not
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Since the Silvertone Nos. .2 and 3 claims were not included in the
Government contest, they are of concern here only in connection with
the private contests involving those claims, i.e., Contests Nos. 295 and
297. Contest No. 295 involved the conflict of a portion of the Silvertone No. 2 with oil and gas lease Colorado 015656, applied for on October 15, 1956, and Contest No. 297 the conflict of the remaining portion
of the Silvertone No. 2 and all of the Silvertone No. 3 with oil and gas
lease Denver 054529, applied for on October 30, 1946. The issue in these
contests was whether or not a discovery had been made upon the claim
or portion thereof involved prior to removal of the land from the operation of the mining laws either by the withdrawal order of March
25, 1948, or by the earlier filing of oil and gas lease offer Denver 054529
on October 30, 1946, as the case might be. 9 We turn to examination of
the evidence bearing upon that question.
The hearing examiner's conclusion that a discovery on the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 claims prior to October 30, 1946, was not established
appears to have been premised upon his finding that the only testimony relative to the period prior to the filing of oil and gas lease offer
Denver 054529 on that date was that of George W. Snyder, previously
cited, which testimony failed to reveal adequate knowledge of the mineral values found on the claims to sustain a finding that there had been
a discovery. Because there is possibly some ambiguity in this finding,
we deem it appropriate to elaborate somewhat more upon this point.
In United States v. Ford M. Converse, spra, we considered the

problem which arises in determining the admissibility of evidence of a
discovery where mineral saniples are taken several years after the
date as of which a discovery must be shown. In upholding the propriety of the hearing examiner's admission of assays of ore samples taken
by the Governnent after July23, 1955, the critical date in that case,
inure to the benefit of an adjoining claim. Thus, in the absence of the exposure on the
Winner and Silvertone Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 6 claims of mineralization sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of a discovery, it is immaterial, so far as those claims are concerned, whether
or not there has been a discovery on the Silvertone No. 2 or No. 3 claim. See United States
v. Kenneth 0. Watkins and Harold . L. Barton, supra; United States v. Frank Coston,
supra; United States v. George A. and Dorothy Belyea, A-30909 (June 25, 1968).
9 All of the land in the Silvertone No. 3 and part of that in the Silvertone No. 2 were
closed to mining location after October 80, 1946, as indicated earlier. The land in the
remaining portion of the Silvertone No. 2 was closed to mining location after March 25,
1948, but was restored to such entry in 1951 by Public Land Order No. 698, and a valid location could have been made on that portion of the claim at any time thereafter. However, no
new location of the Silvertone No 2 was, purportedly. made until August 20, 1960. By
that time the act of August 1 1954, had been enacted, section 4 of which provided that
every mining claim located thereafter should be, prior to issuance of a patent, subject
to a reservation of all leasing act minerals to the United States. 30 U.S.C. § 524 (1964).
The amended location of August 20, 1960, could therefore have had no effect on oil and gas
lease Colorado 15656, aside from the fact that the lease had been issued before the
amended location was made. Therefore, in order to vitiate the lease, a discovery must be
shown to have been made on the Silvertone No. 2 prior to March 25, 1948.
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from sources exposed prior to that date and his refusal to admit the
assays of ore samples taken by the mining claimant from sources not
exposed until after July 23, 1955, we stated that it is '"the date of exposure of the source of the ore sample and not the date of the taking
of the sample" that determines whether or not a sample is proper
evidence. 72 I.D. at 146. The proper question here, then, is not whether
the testimony of witnesses familiar with the claims in 1946 is sufficient
to show a discovery, but it is whether, on the basis'of mineralization
exposed in 1946, it can now be determined that there was then a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit. It is appropriate, therefore, to
consider not only the testimony of Snyder buLit that of expert witnesses
who examined the claims long after the critical' dates insofar as that
testimony may relate to evidence of mineral values which could have
been observed in 1946.
To the extent to which the' assertion of discoveries on the Sielvtrtone
Nos. 2 and 3 claims is based upon evidence of the same character as
that which we have held to' be insufficient to demonstrate a discovery
on the Silvertone Nos. 1, 4,. 5 and 6 and Winner claims, we must
similarly deny the adequacy of the showing With respect to the Nos.
2 and 3 claims.' Apeilant, however, plitces additional 'reliance upon
two factors which di'stinguish the Silvertone Nos. 2' and 3 claims from
the other claims. These are (1) the fact that vanadium ore was mined
from the bedded deposit on the Silvertone No. 3 claim and marketed
in about 1941 (Tr. 40, 45, 290-311; Exs. B,'C and D and 2) the
fact that the Government's witness, Meschter, was satisfied that showings of minerals on the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 claims were "sufficient
to meet the prudent man test." (Tr. 527).
Appellant finds more evidence of the disposition of minerals from
the claims than we are able to discern,L and it accords that evidence
10For example, Louis W. Cramer, a geologist who testified in behalf of the appellant,
stated:
"The mineralization on the No. 2 is strung out a little longer and a little better than on
the No. 1, and I believe that that justifies more development.
:*

*

*

*

*
8:

,

.*e

.

e

"No. 3 definitely justifies more development." Tr. 461.
Careful review of Cramer's testimony is. persuasive that that-which he termed "develop,
ment" falls into the category of activities which we have previously found to constitute
"exploration." See Tr. 466472, 47543.E
Appellant argues in its current appeal that:
"8 * * At the time this Oil and Gas Lease offer [Denver 0545291 was filed October 30,
1946, vanadium had been found in place on Winner and on Silvertone Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,: 5 and
'6 (Exhibits , K, L. M, N and 13) and within three to four years prior to that some
SOO tons of ore had been shipped from ilvertoneNo. 3 with No. 2 inicluded as the area
was right on the line between No. 2 and No. 3, and 100 tons or so shipped from Silvertone
No. 4 and something less than 100 tons from Silvertone No. 5. The excavations on these
three claims, Silvertone Nos. 3, 4 and 5, stand as mute, irrefutable: evidence of the shipment of approximately 1,000 to 1,200 tons of ore. These estimates are based on measure-ments, Silvertone No. 3 (Tr. 357) Silvertone Nos. 4 ad 5. The ore was not shipped to
'dump at random, it was sold. There could have been no purpose or reason for mining it
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more significance than that to which it is entitled. There is no persuasive inference of discovery arising from the sale of some material from
the Silvertone No. 3 claim more than 25 years ago. While the fact
that, apparently, no mining has been done on the claims for more
than a quarter of a century does not necessarily mean that the minerals
which have been disclosed thereon do not justify the expense and effort
required to extract and market them, it assuredly is not persuasive
evidence that a prudent man would be justified in the further expenditure of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in
attempting to develop a valuable mine. The natural inference to be
drawn is that the mining operations once commenced were abandoned
because the evidence of mineralization did not induce men to expend.
further money and labor in extracting the minerals. See United States
v. Frank Cston, supra. In the absence of other persuasive evidence,.
then, especially evidence of sales at a profit, we find no particular
significance in the possible sale of some minerals from the Silvertone
No. 3 claim.
Turning to the second factor distinguishing the Silvertone Nos. 2
and 3 from the other claims in question, the acknowledgment of a dis-'
covery by the Government's witness, Meschter, it is clear from the
record that Meschter's opinion with respect to the validity of these
claims was based solely upon his observation of the bedded deposits of
vanadium exposed on the claims (Tr. 527). Meschter testified that he
observed bedded deposits of vanadium on the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3
and that he found a weak indication of a bedded deposit of vanadium
on the Silvertone No. 5 (Tr. 152), that the bedded vanadium deposits
are complete mineral deposits separate from the vein and fault zone
which extend across the length of all of the claims (Tr. 155), and that
except to sell it and indeed the limited funds of those who mined it could not sustain or'
tolerate any other basis, and the ore has obviously been removed from the claims. e
"
(Brief, p. 6.)
Appellant's assertions embody conclusions which are not established by the evidence'
as facts, as well as some which are directly contradictory to the testimony of appellant's
own witnesses.
- The. Government's witness, Meschter, stated that he found "several workings on the
Silvertone No. 3 and the Silvertone No. 4 from which mining for minerals for marketing'
purposes might have een done, and conceivably bt not likely on Silvertone No. 5," that
if the entire volume of the workings on the Silvertone No. 4 had been shipped and marketed'
it "could not. have amounted to' more than 100 tons or so," and that the volume removed
from the Silvertone No. 5 was "probably even less." (Tr. 118; italics added.) Appellant's
witness, Harrison, stated that,'to the- best of his knowledge, there had been no extraction
of material from the ground and placing of the material in market since 1940 from any of'
the claims other than the bedded deposit of vanadium on the 'Silvertone No. 3 (Tr. 40. 42).
Similarly, appellant's witness, Snyder, who estimated that approximately 800 tons of orewere shipped. from the claims (Tr. 03), stated that he did not know of any ore shipped
from a claim other than the Silvertone No. 3 (Tr. 320). The only purported evidence ofactual sales of material from the claims consisted of settlement sheets for the sale of a.
little more than 18 tons of ore (Exs. B, C and D).
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he did not believe the existence of bedded vanadium deposits on the
other claims could be inferred (Tr. 155-158).
Why would a prudent man, upon the basis of the bedded vanadium
deposits, be justified in the expenditure of his means in attempting to
develop a mine on the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 claims ? This is a question
not easily answered upon the basis of information contained in the
record.
What quality vanadium ore is required to sustain a profitable mining
operation? how much ore of that quality is believed to exist within
the limits of the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 claims? These questions, the
answers to which are indispensable to an evaluation of the prospects
for development of the claims, are left unanswered by Meschter's
testimony, as well as by the testimony of appellant's witnesses. Moreover, Meschter's testimony with respect to the market for vanadium ore
raises additional questions about the value of these deposits for mining purposes, questions which again are left unanswered.' 2
In opposition to the opinion of Meschter with respect to the validity
of the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 claims was that of the Government's
mineral examiner, McIntosh, who, as a witness for the contestees in the
private contests, expressed his belief that a prudent man would not be
justified in expending more time and effort in attempting to mine the
bedded vanadium deposits disclosed on those claims. His opinion was
based upon:
(1) The small aount of mining which was done about 1942,
coupled with the fact no further mining was done in the 20 or so years
after that;
(2) Consideration of the grade and quantity of the material removed from the claim and of the grade of what he believed to be the
material remaining to be mined;
(3) Probable mining costs;
(4) The fact that extensive drilling had been done on the bedded
deposits, coupled with the lack of assay results, implying to him that
results of the drilling were negative; and
(5) The known spotty, irregular and discontinuous nature of the
uranium-vanadium bedded deposits on the Colorado Plateau (Tr. 512515).
It is readily to be observed that the testimony of the foregoing witnesses pertains to the question of a present discovery, for neither witness attempted to distinguish between the evidence of mineral values
disclosed in 1946 (or 1948) and that which may have been revealed as
12 -Meschter stated that his inquiries revealed that one potential purchaser of vanadium
ore bought vanadium ores only as uranium ores with' byproduct vanadium in them, that
another bought ore principally valuable for vanadium only under special agreement.
and that he knew of no smelting company that would pay for the vanadium in ore
principally valuable for its silver and copper content (Tr. 1S7-SS).
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a result of recent exploratory activities or'to relate the evidence of
values discernible in 1946 (or 1948) to the prospects of mineral developmeit at that time. If this testimony leaves the fact of a present
discovery on the Silvertone No. 2 or No. 3 claim in substantial doubt,
and we find that it does, it fails altogether to establish a basis for concluding that there were discoveries on those claims prior to the actions
which prevented the vesting of rights to the leasable minerals in the
mining claimant..

The burden of proof was on appellant as the moving party in the
private contests to show that discoveries were made upon the claims at
the times when such discoveries would have precluded the subsequent
issuance of oil and gas leases to. the claimed land. United States v.

Ruddock, 52 L.D. 313 (1927) ;. Minerva L Jones Starks v. Frank P.
Mackey, 60 I.D. 309 (1949); Ohio Oil Company et al. v. W. F. Kissinger et al., 60 I.D. 342 (1949); Percy Field Jebson et al. v. Emmtet F.

Srencer et at., 61 I.D. 161 (1953). We cannot conclude from the record
before us that appellant has sustained that burden. Accordingly, we
concur in the dismissal of the private contests as to the Silvertone Nos.
2 and 3 claims.
We do not find it necessary at this time to determine whether or not
there have been discoveries upon the Silvertone Nos. 2 and 3 laims
which entitle appellant to a patent to the land embraced in those claims.
Having concluded that appellant failed to show a discovery on either
of those claims at a time when discovery would have vested title in it
to the leasable minerals, we have disposed of the question that is before
us. It should be understood, however, that the failure of the Government to contest those claims in this proceeding was not a determination
of the validity of the claims. If, prior to the issuance of patent, the
Bureau of Land Management is persuaded by the evidence of record
or other evidence that no discovery has been shown on either claim,
the previous failure to contest the claims is not a bar to further inquiry
into their validity. See United States v. Clare WVilliamson, T5 I.D. 338.
In the event, however, that: adverse proceedings are not initiated
against those claims by the Government, the patent issued in response
to appellant's application must contain a reservation to the United
States of all leasing act minerals to the extent required by section 4 of
the act of August 13, 1954, supra...
Therefore, pursuant to the authority 'delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (210 DM 2.2A (4) (a); 24 F.R. 1348), the
decision appealed fromis afrmed
ERNEST F. Hom,

Assistant Solicitor.
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APPEAL OF DESERT SUN ENGINEERING CORPORATION
IBCA-725-8-68

Decided December 31, 1968

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Intent of Parties-Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Damages: Liquidated Damages-Contracts:
Performance or Default: Breach
Where a negotiated contract for engineering services contained a liquidated
damages provision that incorporated a schedule of amounts (per day) to be
paid by the contractor if five designated parts of the contract were not completed within time periods fixed therein, the Board disapproved the Government's attempt to construe another general contract clause (relating to the
contractor's responsibility for damages incurred because the contractor did
not meet the requirements of the contract) as allowing the assessment of
actual damages that allegedly were caused by inadequate or inaccurate surveying work which was (i) detected and corrected prior to completion of the
project; (ii) accepted by the Government as its responsibility under an agreement which deleted work from the contract and established a substantial
completion date, or (iii) a contributing cause of the contractor's failure to
deliver one item on time, for which an assessment of liquidated damages was
made (the contractor met its obligations under the other four parts of the
liquidated damages provision). The Board based the disapproval upon its
conclusion that, in the circumstances, the Government was improperly attempting to recover both actual and liquidated damages.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government and Desert Sun Engineering Corporation have
continued the contest over the amount that should be paid in order to
close out a negotiated contract for engineering services that was entered
into in the fall of 1961. In an earlier appeal by Desert Sun, IBCA470-12-64,1 the Board increased the contracting officer's allowance for
a contract change from $55161.08 to $69,600 and reduced a liquidated
damages assessment from $46,400 to $27,000. In findings issued on
June 21, 1968,2 the contracting officer listed the additional amounts due
under the earlier Board decision, plus other increases in contract earnings that are conceded to be' due by the Government, and determined
that $72,906.73 is the net amount due to the appellant. However, the
contracting officer refused to pay this sum, asserting (i) that the Government's transmission line construction contractor filed a claim in
excess of four million dollars against the Government; (ii) that certain
unacceptable and useless surveying work performed under the Desert
Sun contract " * * had a substantial effect on the relationship between the Government and its construction contractor * * * (iii)
'Decided October 25, 1966, 73 .D1.916, 66-2 BOA par. 5910.
'Exhibit

110, Appeal File.
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that the principal portion of a Government allowance of $1,215,470
in settlement of the construction contractor's claim would be disregarded. in theV Governmelt's effort to apply the charges over against
Desert Sun ;(allowances..for acceleration, out-of-sequence .towers and
footings, and wire stringing moves were not charged against, Desert
Sun); and (iv). that the construction contractor's claims which were
based upoh steel fabrication expense, increased transportation expense,
and program disruption were caused by Desert Sun's failure to conduct
the surveying operation in accordance with accuracy standards specified in the contract. 'The contracting officer concluded.:
In reaching my decision in this 'ease, I have given'cdhsideration to the fact that!
this contract contained liquidated damage provisions for the failure of the
,contractor to furnish data within the specified completion times under the contract. In addition, I have given consideration to the provisions of- Order for
'Changes No. A, wherein the, Government took over and completed the work
remaining as of June 15, 1963, for a stated consideration. However, I have concluded that the contractor did not comply with his responsibilities under Paragraph 5 of the invitation and. that the Government is entitled to recover thereunder in addition to its other remedies under the contract, as amended by Order
for Changes No. 4...I have further determined that the Government suffered damages and excess costs which were incurred incident to and arising out of the
failure of the coitractor to meet the requirements. These damages and excess costs
consisted of the amounts paid to the construction contractor under tha 'items
for increased steel fabrication expense, increased transportation costs, and program disruption which are set out. above in Paragraph 8 which total $203,042
with the proportionate share of the overhead allowance, $26,943, added. I therefore find that this sum is properly' chargeable to Desert Sun Engineering Corporation under the: provisions of Paragraph 5 of this contract and is due 'and
owing the Government thereunder.

Clause 5 of the contract provides:
The Contractor shall be responsible to the Governm ent for any damages or
'excess costs: which may be incurred by it incident to or arising out of the failure
,of the Contractor to meet the requirements of this contract, including, but not
limited to, the:accuracy requirements'specified herein.

The appellant in opposing the Government's attempt to obtain reimbursement from the appellant of part of the amount paid in settlement to the construction contractor, points to the Government's success
before the Board in I-BCA-420-12-64 in defending the survey contract's liquidated damages provisions and recovering a substantial sum
that was calculated under those provisions. Desert Sun's counsel asserts that the Government is barred from: withholding the remI'iaining
contract arnings either under the res judicata doctrine or under the
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rule of law that both actual and liquidated damages cannot be
recovered.'
We will not analyze the requirements of the res judicata doctrine,
because we have concluded that the appellant is entirely correct in condemning the attempt to collect both actual and liquidated damages.
The liquidated damages provision, tailored to the Government's
requirements, reads as follows (unnumbered, in "Conditions of
Performance," p. 16)
Failure to complete within the contract time-If the contractor fails to complete

any part of the contract within the contract time, he and his sureties shall be
liable as follows for fixed, agreed, and liquidated damages for each calendar
days of delay until the work under each part is completed and accepted:
Part

1. Furnishing prints of aerial photography---- I
_
2. Furnishing punch cards of profile data, key maps, and planprofile sheets_ __--__
---3. Furnishing ownership map and communication map
4. Furnishing right-of-way-plots and descriptions--_-__-_-_-__
5. Staking center of towers and determining leg extensions after
plan-profile sheet with structure locations furnished to contractor-.

Liquidated
Damages

$100
200
40
200
40

In addition, the Desert Sun contract contained a "Termination for
default-Damages for delay-Time extensions" provision (Clause 9),
that was patterned generally after the standard provision. covering
those areas contained in Standard Form 23A (April 1961 Edition),
granting (i) a right in the Government to terminate for the contractor's failure to complete the work within the time specified in the contract, or the failure or refusal to prosecute it with such diligence as
would have insured its completion within such time; (ii) a right in the
Government to liquidated damages in the amount set in the Conditions of Performance (quoted above), such right to continue after a
termination for default for "such reasonable time as may be required
for the final competion of the work," and (iii) the contractor's right
to extensions of time for unforeseeable causes beyond his control and
without his fault or negligence. The contract references are to failure
to "complete said work," and to failure to "complete any part of the
contract" within the time allowed by the contract-the liquidated
damages are tied to the described f ailures.
The Hornbook gives this rule as follows: "If the court finds that the clause in question
is one which properly provides for liquidated damages, it fixes any recovery for damages
at that amount. The injured party, though his actual damages may exceed the agreed sum,
can recover no more, and his recovery cannot be diminished by showing his actual loss
was less." McCormick, Handbook of the Law of Damages, p. 613 (1985). In urging the
proposition that both actual and liquidated damages cannot be recovered, appellant's
counsel refers to the plethora of cases supporting it in 25 C.JKS. Damages, sec. 116 p.
1104, and in McBride & Wachtel, Goversnment Contracts, vol. 5, sec. 34.120, pp. 34-45
(1968).
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Many of the survey inadequacies and deficiencies that have led to the
Government's withholding action were discovered in the fall of 1961,
and the spring of 1962, as the; result of Government office reviews of
submittals by Desert Sun, or by a ground check in the summer of 1962.4
In the fall of 1962, a subcontractor, the American Engineering
Company, agreed to complete the survey and engineering work that
remained to be performed under the contract. Because the amount
of work that had to be corrected exceeded American Engineering's
original expectations, that concern in the late spring of 1963, indicated an unwillingness to proceed further. At that point, the Governinelt and Desert Sun executed Order for Changes No. 4, under which
the Bureau of Reclamation agreed "at the close of business on June 17,
1963, to take over and complete all remaining work to obtain correct
data: ibtingthe
requirements of this contract." Reflecting this deletion of work, the amount due under the contract was decreased by
$10,000. The effect of that change order was to establish June 17,
1963 as the actual completion date for Item
profile, key maps and plan and profile"

-B,

"Punch cards for

(the item as to which the

liquidated damages were assessed) .5
d References to the consequences of the erroneous and deficient surveying work, as they reiate to the transmission line construction
cohtract, are to be found in the Government's Statement of Position:
7. As a result of Desert Sun's failure to properly complete the surveying as
was ascertained in August of 1962, the Government could not furnish [the construction contractor] with survey and quantity data for the completion of the
southern half of the transmission line.
8. The construction contractor decided to commence his construction of the
transmission line at Glen Canyon and proceed south toward Flagstaff.
* k * In addition, both the construction contractor * * * and its supplier
(Anchor Metals) were demanding details for the southern portion of the line.
These were eventually supplied in segments ending approximately October 7,
1963 [between three and four months after the Government took over the work
and agreed to complete it under Order for Changes No. 4].
*
. .

*

*

*

*

*

*

13. [The construction contractor] was required to both supply the steel towers
and erect them. Anchor Metals ' * * was their supplier for tower steeL Anchor
Metals made several "runs" for'each of the several different tower types because
of the late and inaccurate transmittal of Desert Sun's information.
"e

4 Page 8, Statement of Position filed by Department Counsel, November 27, 1968.
* * all of the contractor's plots were returned to it for redoing as they were checked

and found to be deficient."
6 This finding, made in the earlier Desert Sun appeal, is cited in footnote 1 (the actual
completion data for Item 1-b is discussed in 66-2 BCA par. 5916, pp. 27,440, 27,441).
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14. Desert Sun's late and inaccurate data also caused a disruption of, the
on-ite activities [of the construction contractor] in some parts of the FlagstaffPinnacle Peak portion of the. line. esulting in costly iefficiencies.-

The Government counsel also explains il his Statementi of Position:
It is to be emphasized at all times that the principal projlem with all of
Jesrt' Sun's survey was not timely submission. The record in the previous
case shows that submittals' Were-' nearly always on' time. This is to say,
pieces of paper containing survey information were sent to the Government:
However, any resemblance between the topography shown thereon and the
actual site conditions was a mere coincidence in a greatmany.cases. Inaccurate Survey* data in most cases is worse than none at all. Thus the time when
a particular bid item was substantially complete for liquidated damages purposes-.is largely irrelevant. If the data (even if it is purportedly all in) is
inaccurate to. any degree at all, it is unusable.:
It is submitted it is. plain that damages connected with "time" but Unrelated
to liability for liquidated damages under Paragraph 9 and page 16 of the "Conditions of Performance, or susceptibility to termination for default thereunder
were obviously possible. Hence, the contract contained both Paragraph 5 d
Paragraph 9 and Page 16 of the conditions of Performance."
Acceptance of the Department Counsel's argument would run contrary to practice and tradition in'the field of Government contracts.

In his Statement of Position. in the earlier Desert Sun appeal, the

Department Counsel advised the Board:
The second contention by the contractor is that the imposition of the liquidated
damages in this case' amounts to a penalty. * * * The contractor has introduced
no evidence to substantiate his contention that the imposition of the $200 per
day. liquidated damages; was not a reasonable approximation: of the damages
the Government could suffer in the event of, appellant's breach of the delivery
requirements, judged as of the date of the ,coiftradt. .A* * As is: evident- to the
Board from the fact that the, transmission ine was ultimately constructed on
the alinement which. the ontractor attempted to survey, any .delay in transmission of drawings and data from the contractor under this contract would have
the effect of not only delaying the construction contractor (with the possibility
of the claim for delays by the contractor) batalso in the transmission of eleetrical
energy. ' * * *
[Calculations follow' showing that there was a potential $28,560.00 per day
minimum power revenue loss for eachl day of noncompletion of the transmission
line.]
* * The calculations above are based upon information which would have
been readily available to the contractor when he submitted his prices in September of 1961. These are minimum figures and the actual loading is even higher.
The Board has held that rates of liquidated damages are, enforced if they
represent a good faith attempt to estimate the probable damages to be suffered
on account of non-performance viewed from the date the contract was awarded.
It does. not matter that no damages were actually suffered by the Government
or that the imposition thereof would cause a hardship t the appellant. * * *
Here the potential, delay to the construction contractor, the potential loss of
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power revenue, the increase in the length of time for Government inspection
5
and superintendence are more than ample justification for the $200 figure used.

The Government strongly urges that its view of this matter should
be adopted under the rule that a contract should be interpreted so as
to give a reasonable meaning to all of its parts. However, Clause 5
extends a right to the Governiment in general terms, and could cover
damages resulting from breaches other than those covered by liquidated damages, including improper survey or engineering work not
discovered until after the Government's declaration of substantial
completion and acceptance. The Board is aware of several instances
under other contracts where the Government has made post-acceptance
claims, asserting that because alleged improper engineering work was
covered up or "fudged," it was not possible. to detect such work until
after the contract had been deemed to- be complete, and liquidated
damages were no longer ruming. Thus, there is an area in which
Clause 5 can operate without the need to utilize it in the unprecedented
manner urged by the Government.
In our decision in the earlier Desert Sun appeal 7 the Board found
that even for the performance of work on the originally proposed
alignment (which was not as rough and steep as the one eventually
selected by the Government), Desert Sun: "was underfinanced, illequipped and barely qualified." We are unable to conclude that the
Government, in electing to award an important transmission line
surveying contract to a small contracting organization, and Desert
Sun in making its ill-fated attempt to "step up in class," intended
Clause 5 to give the Government, in addition to the right to collect
liquidated damages under the detailed five-part schedule of liquidated
damages, the right to exact actual damages for "incompetent and
unprofessional surveying accomplishments" which were detected and
corrected prior to completion of the project. '(or by the Government
under Order for Changes No. 4), or which were the' principal causes
of the appellant's failure to deliver Itei 1-b on tne (and the resulting liquidated damages assessment).
Desert Sun's identifiable breach, after all, is the delivery of Item
1-b 135 days late. The contract provides that $200 per day will be
assessed for such failure,. which assessment has been made. The Govermnent's withholding action, if' it were Iap roved, would be on the
8

6 Statement of Position, August 2, 1966, IBCA-470 12-64, pp. 14-16. At this point
it should be noted that the Department Counsel. in the earlier appeal is serving in that
capacity in'this appeal.
Cited in footnote No. 1.
8Page 13,'Statement of the Government's Position.

330-088-69-3
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basis of an additional assessment amounting to more than $1,500
per day.
Tie Government on the one hand attempts to separate the causes
for failure to "complete said work" or for failure "to complete any
part of the contract" within the established time and assess actual
damages related to those causes (inadequacy, inaccuracy, etc.). On the
other hand it has successfully maintained and enforced the plan providing for assessment of liquidated damages. To allov both actions
would in the Board's opinion bring all concerned into a contract
administration morass. 9 A contractor ordinarily keeps his eye fixed
upon the date or dates when his "free time" ends, and anticipates that
errors or deficiences discovered and corrected prior to a designated
completion date will not subject him to the assessment of damages. A
Government defense against a multitude of serious errors is not lacking, since if the contractor fails to prosecute the work, or a separable
part thereof, with such diligence as will insure its completion within
the specified time, the Government has the right under the contract to
terminate and take over the work (or separable part) that has been
terminated and assure its proper completion by other means.
The Board is aware that in a post-termination situation both liquidated damages and actual damages may be collected. The current
forms incorporating "General Provisions" for both construction contracts and supply contracts do state in direct and unmistakable fashion
that when a contractor's right to proceed has been terminated, the
Government's damages will consist of liquidated damages that may
have been specified for the reasonable period as is required for w ork
completion plus any increased costs occasioned the Government in
completing the work, or in obtaining similar replacement supplies
or services. However, language is not to be found in Clause of the
Desert Sun contract that fairly could be said to place a contractor
on notice of the interpretation advanced by the Government in this appeal. Instead, we believe, a contractor would have concluded that the
Government had taken the traditional approach which currently is
mirrored in an FPR instruction applicable to construction contracts:
(c) The minimum amount of liquidated damages should be based on the
estimated cost of inspection and superintendence for each day of delay in
The opposite side of the coin is, of course, a contractor's effort to deliver work or
products that do not meet the contract requirements, seeking by such action to stop the
accrual of liquidated damages. The Bureau of Reclamation recently established that, under
a supply contract, a contractor had failed to perform under a liquidated damages clause
when it had shipped goods that did not meet the specifications. Decision No. B-162057
(November 13, 1967), 47 Comp. Gen. 263. The Government has indicated that it recognizes
that the damages now claimed from Desert Sun "may superficially resemble damages
for delay since time is an important element therein" (Page 13, Statement of Government's
Position). The elements being considered-rl adequacy. of performance and timeliness of
performance-cannot easily be separated, being necessarily interrelated in the accomplishment of a single undertaking.
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completion. Whenever the Government will suffer other specific losses due to
the failure of the contractor to complete the work on time, such as the cost
of substitute facilities, the rental of buildings, or the continued payment of
0
quarters' allowances, an amount for such items should also be allowed

Desert Sun's subcontractor, American Engineering (supported by
an assignee bank) agreed to continue the Desert Sun contract work
in the fall of 1962 even though a great deal of the surveying that had
been performed by the prime contractor's own forces had been determined by the Government to be unacceptable. American Engineering's decision to proceed with the investmnent of funds and labor came
after it inquired concerning the amount of contract earnings remaining to be paid on the project. This was done at an October 5 1962
meeting, in which officials of Desert Sun and the contracting officer's
authorized representative participated and provided information to
the subcontractor on the expected future contract "draw." An account of the October 5, 1962 meeting is given in the Board's earlier
Desert Sun decision11 under the heading "Claims Arising From Alleged Misrepresentation or Concealment by a Government Representative." The subjects of (i) deficient Desert Sun work, (ii) anticipated
contract earnings, (iii) issuance of additional invoices for payment
under the contract, and (iv) the retention of liquidated damages were
thoroughly considered at the October 5 meeting and in a letter dated
October 8, 1962, in which the authorized representative provided revised information respecting status of payments, progress and acceptability of work.
The construction contract had been entered into on June 22, 1962,
and the Government acknowledges that in early August it began to
be aware that Desert Sun's work was inadequate.12 Although written
complaints relating to delay in receiving data and requesting additional compensation were not transmitted by the construction contractor until the following summer, the Government knew in the
late summer and early fall of 1962 that it was not furnishing complete
and accurate tower quantity details and leg extension quantities to
that contractor. It is a common matter for construction contractors
to assert claims against the Government for additional costs sustained
because the latter has failed to provide necessary data on time. HowIOFPR. Subsection 1-18-110(c), 2d Ed., PR. Amendment 48 (September 1968). This
subsection was taken from the Armed Services Procurement Regulations.
e IBCA-470-12-64 (cited in footnote 1).
12"Approximately at the same time that the [construction] contractor started work
under the contract [August 7, 1962], the Government learned for the first time of the
tremendous deficiencies in. the Desert Sun Engineering.. While the work submitted purported to be nearly complete, it was filled with errors of major consequence. * * *" From
a Memorandum to the Files of the Bureau of Reclamation (providing details of the
settlement with the construction contractor), dated September 6, 1967, Exhibit 109 in
the Appeal File.
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ever, the Government seems to have given no hint of its extreme interpretation of Clause 5 in October 1962. Instead, the authorize representative took into account only the anticipated liquidated damages
assessment when he estimated what the contract "draw" would be.
Almost certainly if at that time the interpretation now advanced
by the Government (considering transitory pre-acceptance errors as
individual breaches to which consequential losses claimed by the construction contractor would be tied) had been adopted and proclaimed
by it, there would have been no further work by the subcontractor
and no financing by the assignee bank.
The appellant has moved for a summary judgment in this proceeding, which has prompted the Departmeilnt Counsel to cite our line of
decisions holding that the Board will not entertain such rnotions.13
The motion for summary judgment as such will not be granted; however, neither will the Government's request for a hearing be approved.
If every finding made by the contracting officer, and every conclusion
or allegation made either by the contracting officer or the Department
Counsel were to be substantiated at an oral hearing, the Government
nonetheless would fail before the Board, because the Government is
improperly attempting to collect both actual and liquidated damages.14
The question of the authority of a contract appeals board to assume
jurisdiction over a dispute arising from the Government's withholding
of contract earnings has been reviewed extensively in recent mnonths. 15
Neither of the parties to this dispute has taken issue with the Board's
authority to review and rule upon it. The parties have been in disagreement for a long time, and there is an obvious need for a final
disposition of the matter in this Department. For the reasons stated
herein, the Board has reached the following conclusion:
The contracting officer's interpretation of Clause 5 of the contract
is not tenable. Therefore, the withholding of $72,906.73 of contract
earnings, which is based upon that interpretation, is disapproved.
DE AN
I coNcuR:
WILLIAM F. MCGRAW,

F.

RATZ121AN,

Chairman.

Menbber.

'3 Ralph Child Construction Co., IBCA-481-2-65
(September 28, 1965), 65-2 BCA par.
5115; VBrie Controls, Inc., IBCA-350 (November 7, 1963), 1963 BA par. 3924; BaldwinLima-Hamilton .Corporatioun IBCA-329 (September 20, 1963), 70 I.D 426, 1963 BCA
par. 351; Korshof Construction Co., IBCA-821 (August 27, 1963), 1963 BCA par. 3848.
" The Board will not set an appeal for hearing wheret no useful purpose will be served
by such action. Lloyd E. Tll, Inc., IBCA-574-6-66 (February 15, 1967), 67-1 BCA par.
6137; see Bateson-Cheaes Cosntruction C., IBCA-670-9-67 (Reconsideration October 8,
1968), 68-2 BCA par. 7289.
15 IcG'avw-Bdison Company, IBCA-699-2-68 (October 28, 1968), 68-2 BCA par. 7335;
Lane, Administrative Resolution of Government Breaches-The Case for an All Breach
Clause, 28 Fed. B.J. 199, 227 (footnote 107), 1968.
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ACT OF JULY 14, 1960
1. Lands withdrawn for a harbor improvement project which are execss
to the project are not "surplus property" subject to sale under
section 108, Act of July 14, 1960, 33 U.S.C. sec. 578, until after
the Secretary of the Interior determines that the lands are not
suitable for return to the public domain-_____-_-____
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ACT OF JULY 2, 1964
1. The Department of the Interior was authorized' to withhold funds
accruing under the' Refuge Revenue Sharing Act during the
pendency of Administrative compliance proceedings under the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 7 Stat. 252 (1964), 42 U.S.C. sec.
2000d (1964), particularly where the local agency responsible for:
,public schools had failed to execute an assurance of compliance
with the Civil Rights Act of 1964
_…
…
-------- -_--__289
2. Funds accuring under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act must continue
to be withheld from a county or parish until adequate assurance
is received from both the local agency responsible for public
schools and the loeal agency responsible for roads that they are
in compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ___-_-_
289
ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE

1. When mail is properly addressed and deposited in the United States
mails, with postage thereon duly prepaid, there is a rebuttable
presumption that it was received by the addressee in the ordinary
course: of mail -8
I
_-----____-- _-2. Delivery by post office of a document to a land office by the placement
of mail in a post office box, where the land office customarily receives its mail, during the hours in which the land office is open
to the public for the filing of documents constitutes delivery to and
_
receipt by the land office of the document--8

37

37

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT.
HEARINGS

1. Applicants for sodium preference-right leases will be afforded an
opportunity to present evideneo'at a hearing inI accordance with;
the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act where'there
may be questions of fact as to the extent and nature of the occurrence of the minerals in the deposits and as to the feasibility of
the development of the deposits
432
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Page

HOMESTEADS

1. An application for a homestead entry in Alaska is properly rejected
where it is filed after a selection by the State under its Statehood
Act, although the selection application was originally filed while
the selected lands were withdrawn but was subsequently reasserted by amendments to the application after revocation of the
withdrawal, and where alleged acts of settlement were also subsequent to an amendment of the State's selection application which
had the effect of segregatingithe land, from appropriation by
application or settlement and location ---------_7_---_--------297
LAND GRANTS AND SELECTIONS

Applications
1. An application for a homestead entry in Alaska is properly rejected
where it is filed after a selection by the State under its Statehood
Act, although the selection application was originally filed while
the selected lands were withdrawn but was subsequently reasserted
by amendments to the application after revocation of the with-.
drawal, and where alleged acts of settlement were also subsequent
to an amendment of the State's selection application which had the
effect of segregating the land from appropriation by application
-_
__=_
-__-_____-__
_
_
or settlement and location

297

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES
FILING

1.. When mail is properly addressed and deposited in the United States
mails, with postage thereon duly prepaid, there is a rebuttable
presumption that it was received by the addressee in the ordinary
_
_7
_
_
_
course of mail-_8___
2. Delivery by post office .of a document to a land office by the placement
a
of mail in a post office box, where the land office customarily
receives its mail, during the hours in which the land office is open
to. the public for the filing of documents constitutes delivery to
and receipt by the land office of the document -8-------------

37

SEGREGATIVE EFFECT

1. An application for a homestead entry in Alaska is properly rejected
where it is filed after a selection by the State.under its Statehood
Act, although the selection application was originally filed while
the selected lands were withdrawn but was subsequently reasserted by amendments to the application after revocation of the
withdrawal, and where alleged acts of settlement were also subsequent to an amendment of the State's selection application which
bad the effect of segregating the land from appropriation by
application or settlement and location…-----------------BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

297

.

GENERALLY

1. In implementing an integrated hydrothermal power program for the
Pacific Northwest, the Bonneville Power Administrator may enter
into contractual arrangements, including the acquisition by purchase or exchange of thermal power, which are reasonably related
te the statutory objective of providing the most widespread use
of and benefit from the existing and authorized Federal power
…_______-___-__________-403
investment at the lowest practical cost
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
EXCESS LANDS

Page

1. The excess land provisions of reclamation law place limitations on the
delivery of project water to land owned by corporations. Corporate
ownership of land may not be used as a device to avoid the excess
land laws. The corporation land may also be attributed to stock.,holders for the' purpose of ascertaining the amount of eligible
land a stockholder may claim as an individual__ __ 115, 119, 122
2. For the purpose of applying the excess land laws a corporation which
is a stockholder in another corporation is treated in the same
manner as an individual stockholder. A parent corporation is the
beneficial owner of all lands held by its wholly owned subsidiary
and the two corporations are limited to 160 eligible acres in a
water district. The fact that the land was transferred from subsidiary to parent for tax reasons rather than to avoid the excess
land laws does not permit more than 160 acres to receive project
water…8
__-__-_-____-__-_-_-___-__
335
BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE REFUGES

1. The assistance of "public schools and roads" under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, 40 Stat. 383 (1935) as amended, 16 U.S.C. sec.
715s (1964), is a single Federal assistance program
… _
289
2. Under the terms of the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act by which the
Secretary of the Interior is required to pay funds for "public
schools and roads," he is without authority to pay funds for the
use of roads alone…
_
___--_-___-_-__-__-_-_-__-_-289
3. The Secretary of the Interior under the Refuge Revenue Sharing. Act,
is without authority to allocate funds between local agencies
responsible for public schools: and roads… ____ _ _289'
4. The Department of the Interior was authorized to withhold funds
accruing under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act, during the
'pendency of Administrative compliance proceedings under the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252 (1964), 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000d
(1964), particularly where the local agency responsible for public
schools had failed to execute an assurance of compliance with the
Civil Rights Act of 1964-_-__-___
-__-__ -_-289
5. Funds accruing under the Refuge Revenue Sharing Act must continue
to be withheld from a county or parish until adequate assurance
is received from both the local agency responsible for public
schools and the local agency responsible for roads that they are in
compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964----_
289
CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

'

GENERALLY

1. In a private contest initiated by a mining claimant to determine, as
between himself and an oil and gas lessee, the right to' leasable
minerals within the limits of a mining claim, it is incumbent upon
the mining claimant to show that a discovery was made upon the:
claim at a time when such discovery would vest in.him a right
to the leasable minerals, and if he is unable to sustain this burden,
the contest is properly dismissed notwithstanding any acknowledgment on the part of the United States of a present discovery on
the claim ----------------------------------------------------
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Actions of Parties
1. Where under acontract for the erection of transmission line towers
of a new type the specifications required that the guy lines supporting the towers be drawn "snug but not excessively tight"
and that thereafter there should be "no visible deformation of the
tower," and where early in contract performance the parties by
.their conduct evidenced agreement that bringing the guy lines to
a tension of 7,000 pounds would satisfy the requirements imposed
by the general language of the specifications but subsequently the
Government increased the tension requirements to 12,000 pounds,
the Board finds that the imposition of the latter requirement constituted a constructive change and, pursuant to a stipulation of
the parties, remanded the case to the contracting officer for determination of the amount of the equitable adjustment-_______2. Giving great weight to the practical construction the parties had
placed upon the terms of a contract that the appellant acknowledged to be ambiguous and noting that approximately five years
elapsed before the contractor advanced an interpretation of the
contract at variance with what appeared to be the mutual understanding of the parties as to the nature of the contractual obligations assumed by them, the Board finds that the contract for delivery of cement for the Glen Canyon Dam, was a requirements:
contract and that the appellant was not entitled to additional compensation for the 87,691 barrels of cement delivered in excess of
----------the estimated requirement of 3,000,000 barrels- Changed Conditions
1. A contractor under a contract to clear a reservoir of trees, brush and
debris in connection with the construction of a dam in mountainous country who encountered heavy quantities of down and dead
debris was not entitled to relief under- section (a) of the Changed
Conditions clause, on the ground that the material was concealed
and constituted a latent condition, where the existence of such
down and dead debris was clearly indicated in the contract and
the Government had made no representation as to the amount
thereof that might be found __--__-__-__-_-_-__
2. Where a reasonably careful pre-bid investigation by the contractor
would have* disclosed the existence of large quantities of down
and dead debris, the presence of such quantities of down and dead
debris at high elevations above the water where timber is no
longer found standing was not uncommon in the area, and the contractor had seen some such debris in his investigation, the existence of such down and dead debris was not an unknown condition
:of an unusual nature within the mneaning of section (b) of the
Changed Conditions clause -__------_--_---_-__-_-_ __-__Changes and Extras
1. Where under a contract for the erection of transmission line towers
of a new type the specifications required that the guy lines supporting the towers be drawn "snug but not excessively tight" and
that thereafter there should be "no visible deformation of the
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tower," and where early in contract performance the parties by
their conduct evidenced agreement that bringing the guy lines to
a tension of 7,000 pounds would satisfy the requirements imposed
by the general language of the specifications but subsequently the
Government increased the tension requirements to 12,000 pounds,
the Board finds that the imposition of the latter requirement constituted a constructive change and, pursuant to a stipulation of
the parties, remanded the case to the contracting officer for determination of the amount of the equitable adjustmtnt..-. .---2. Under a contract to clear a reservoir of trees, brush, and debris in
mountainous country at elevations (1) below 7,388 feet and (2)
between 7,388 and 7,519.4 feet, by. February 8, 1966, which provided
that storage in the reservoir would begin "about November 1,
1965," and which required operations to be conducted so that
clearing was completed in advance of water being impounded by
a dam, a contractor, who encountered abnormally high water
from sources other than the dam but who proceeded by increasing
the size of his crew and substituting manual labor for mechanical
operations in order to comply with such provision, and who completed all work on November 19, 1965, was not entitled to additional compensation on the ground that his performance was accelerated, where. (i) he did not request the Government to extend his
time to perform or delay closing the dam; (ii) there is no proof
of any Government conduct equivalent to an order to accelerate;
(iii) he could have continued to perform some clearing both
below and above 7,388 feet through February 8, 1966; and (iv)
the contractor planned from the outset to complete all work by
November -------
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3. The Board denies the. Government's motion to dismiss an appeal as
beyond the purview of its jurisdiction where it finds: (i) that a
delay of approximately 30 days in supplying a contractor with
Government-furnished steel had no significant impact upon the
overall performance of the contract; and (ii) that the Government's action in furnishing:large quantities of misfabricated'steel
not only disrupted the contractor's assembly and erection program
as had been recognized by the contracting officer in a proposed
amendment to the contract but on a rather short' schedule job
necessarily disrupted the succeeding program of conductor stringing as well, with the result that the costs shown to be attributable
to the Government's action were found in both instances to stem
from a constructive change_ ----4. Under a contract for construction of a road', the Board finds that rejection by the contracting officer's representative of the subbase,
following a visual inspection, after it was ready for application of
the base course, and his direction to reprocess the subbase, were
based upon an erroneous interpretation of the specifications' and
constituted a constructive change entitling the contractor to an
equitable adjustment; but such adjustment may not include the
contractor's cost of utilizing a commercial testing laboratory to
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establish that the Government's rejection was -unjustified, since
such a charge is an expense for preparing and prosecuting a claim
and is unauthorized----------------________
5. Where a road construction contract called for 310 tons of RC asphalt,
which is not readily available, to be used as prime coat, and the
contractor procured the entire supply necessary in advance, and
the contracting officer thereafter changed the type to MC asphalt,
the contractor was entitled to recover the cost of converting
the unused RC asphalt to penetration asphalt (the most economic
means of disposing of the excess)L ________-___________-___
6. Where a contractor under a road construction contract in which a
certain pit was designated as the source of specified material was
directed to blend the material produced with blow sand (it having
been ascertained that the material produced did not comply with
the specifications), an adjustment made by the Government to compensate, the contractor therefor was inadequate in that the contractor was paid only at the unit price rate for the items blended
and should also have received compensation for the cost of increased crushing and other difficulties in meeting the requirements
of the specifications resulting from the blending -____-__-___
7. Where the total amount of cover aggregate required by the Government was 1,272.7 tons' instead of the 2,230 tons estimated in the
bid schedule, under a road construction contract providing for
payment at unit prices only for work that was actually performed,
and further providing for an adjustment of contract price in the
event of increase or decrease in quantity only in several specified
circumstances, in. the absence of a showing that the exceptions
are applicable, a contractor who overproduced cover aggregate was
not entitled to be compensated therefor, since the possibility of an
underrun was foreseeable and it appeared that the overproduction
resulted from the contractor's inability to control production --8. In a dispute over the quantity of unclassified excavation performed
under a road construction contract, where the contractor's meas.urement was based upon the average-end-area method required
by the contract, but was made after subbase material was ln place,
and the Government was unable to prove that it utilized that
method, in the absence of a showing that the presence of the subbhase resulted in an error in the contractor's calculation, the Board
finds that the contractorestablished its claim by a preponderance
of the evidence;-however, contractor is not entitled to recover the
* cost of employing an independent engineering firm to perform
the measurement, since such a charge is an expense of preparing
and prosecuting a claim and is unauthorized -__-____-_--9. Where a contractor under a contract calling for the construction in
90 days of an underground electrical distribution system, promptly
submitted its proposed equipment list to the Government for ad- vance approval and conditioned its orders upon such approval,
as required by the contract, and the Government, having knowledge that delivery in compliance with the contract performance
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Page
period was uncertain (because the contractor's supplier would not
commence production until all details were approved) delayed in
acting on such list and instead issued a change order changing
the switches on transformers to be installed, without changing
the contract completion date, the burden of the uncertainty of delivery was shifted to the Government and the contractor was entitled to an equitable adjustment extending the time of performance which reflected the full consequences of the change, including
an allowance for the ensuing delay in delivery of the equipment,
.no showing having been made that the equipment could have been
____-_________-____
248
obtained more expeditiously elsewhere-10. Giving great weight to: the practical construction the parties had
placed upon the terms of a contract that the appellant acknowledge to be ambiguous and noting that approximately five years
elapsed before the contractor advanced an interpretation of the
contract at variance with what appeared to be -the mutual understanding of the parties as to the, nature of the contractual
obligations assumed by them, the Board finds that the contract for
delivery of cement for the Glen Canyon Dam was a requirements
contract and that the appellant was not entitled to additional compensation for the 87,691 -barrels of cement delivered in excess of
378
the estimated requirement of; 3,000,000 barrels ------Drawings and Specifications
: :
1. Where under a contract for the erection of transmission line towers
of a new type the specifications required that the guy lines sup-porting the towers be drawn
"sng but not excessively tight" and
that thereafter there should be' "no visible deformation of the
tower," and where early in contract performance the parties by
their conduct evidenced agreemhent that bringing the guy lines to
a tension of 7,000 pounds would satisfy the requirements imposed
by the general language of the specifications but subsequently the
:Government inereased the tension requirements to 12,000 pounds,
the Board finds that the imposition of the latter requirement
constituted a constructive change and, pursuant to a stipulation
of the parties, remanded the case to thecontracting officer for determination of the amount of the equitable adjustment ___2. Under a contract for construction of a building and an adjoining
open plaza, where the specifications require the use of an asphaltic
lightweight concrete insulating fill for the plaza and roof similar
to a brand-name material conforming to specifications supplied by
a -producer of the brand-name product, followed by a list of the
required properties and characteristics 'of the material, and
method of application, the contractor must establish by a preponderance. of the evidence that the contracting officer erroneously
determined that a different brand-name material offered as a substitute was not substantially equal to the material named in the
contract, as required by other provisions of the contract ---- -
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.
3. Where the provisions of an invitation for bids clearly and explicitly
require the bidder to furnish a material similar to a brand-name
product, or a substitute material determined by the contracting
officer to be equal thereto, the. contractor, having remained silent
during the bidding period without protest and having made no
inquiry of the contracting officer .as to the availability of such
brand-name material, or of a material substantially equal to it,
Is not entitled after award.to assert that the specification requirements are invalid for requiring the contractor to procure the material from a sole source (the contractor's post-award allegation
being that it was unable to find a different source for a similar
material)

…__--____----_______----___
_-_-_____-___-_-
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4. The use of a "brand name or equal" type of specification does not constitute a representation by the Government regarding the existence
of acceptable substitutes for the brand-name product, nor does it
constitute a representation that an existing substitute would re-

ceive approval prior to the submission by the contractor of data
establishing the equality of such substitute…
_______ _

89

Estimated. Quantities
1. Where the total amount of cover aggregate required by the Government was 1,272.7 tons, instead of the 2,230 tons estimated in the
bid schedule, under a road construction contract providing for

payment at unit prices only for work that was actually, performed, and further providing for an adjustment of contract
price in the event of increase or, decrease in quantity only in
several specified circumstances, .in the absence of a showing that
the exceptions are applicable, a contractor who overproduced

cover aggregate was not entitled to be compensated therefor,
since the possibility of an underrun was foreseeable and it appeared. that the overproduction resulted from the contractor's inaility to control production-_
_ _
--------------------2. Giving great weight to the practical construction the parties had

208

placed upon the terms of a contract that the appellant acknowledged to be ambiguous and noting that approximately five years
elapsed before the contractor advanced an interpretation of the
contract at variance with what appeared to be the mutual understanding of the parties as to the nature of-the contractual obli-

gations assumed by them, the Board finds that the contract for
delivery of cement for the Glen Canyon Dam was a requirements

contract and that the appellant was not entitled to additional
compensation for the 87,691 barrels of cement delivered in excess
of the estimated requirement of 3,000,000.barrels
__-_-_-_-___
…

378

General Rules of Construction

1. The use of a "brand name or equal" type of specification does not
constitute a representation by they Government regarding the
existence of acceptable substitutes for the brand-name product,
nor does it constitute a representation that an existing substitute
would receive approval prior to the submission by the contractor
of data establishing the equality of such substitute _____
-
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2. The Board: denies a claim for "Unnecessary Accelerated Construction
Costs" where it finds (i) that the appellant has failed to offet any
convincing evidence to show that a particular letter from the contracting officer relied upon by the appellant could be properly
construed as an order for the delivery of cement thereby furnishing a predicate for the recovery of the costs claimed under
the "Suspension of Deliveries" clause when cement was not
called for during 1959; and (ii) that the appellant also failed to
show by a preponderance of the evidence that the action of the
contracting officer in refusing to agree in advance to pay a portion of a suggested wage increase under a related contract
(the prime contract for the construction of the dam) prolonged
a strike needlessly and thereby resulted in the incurrence of a
portion of the costs for which the claim was made_-----------
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Intent of Parties
1. Where a negotiated contract for engineering services contained a
liquidated damages provision that incorporated a schedule of accounts (per day) to be paid by the contractor if five designated
parts of the contract were not completed within time periods fixed
therein, the Board disapproved the Government's attempt to construe another general contract clause (relating to the contractor's
responsibility for damages incurred because the contractor did not
meet the requirements of the contract) as allowing the assessment
of actual damages that allegedly were caused by inadequate or
inaccurate surveying work which was (i) detected and corrected
prior to completion of the project; (ii) accepted by the Government as its responsibility under an agreement which deleted work
from the contract and established a substantial completion
date, or (iii) a contributing cause of the contractor's failure to
deliver one item on time, for which an assessment of liquidated
damages was made (the contractor met its obligations under the
other four parts of the liquidated damages provision). The Board
based the disapproval upon its. conclusion that, in the circumstances, the Government was improperly attempting. to recover
both actual and liquidated damages- _ __

424

Labor Laws;
1. Where a contract for the construction of-a road required a contractor
to "observe and comply with all Federal, State and local laws,"
but did not specifically provide for compliance with the Fair
Labor Standards Act, and the contractor was ordered by the '
U.S. Labor Department to pay overtime wages under the FLSA,
a claim by the contractor for reimbursement of such overtime
wages paid, grounded upon an alleged misrepresentation by the
procuring agency of the applicability of the ELSA'to the work
will be dismissed as outside the jurisdiction of the Board
…_-__-207
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Notices
1. A claim based upon an allegation that a Government project supervisor required the work force of a construction contractor to stand
aside and give first priority to the activities of another Government. contractor in a project area containing limited working
space was denied because it was made for a claim period during
which the appellant gave no notice that a constructive suspension
of work had been caused by the acts of a Government representative-as to one portion of the claim period the appellant provided no notification of any kind as to alleged acts of the Government causing delays, hindrances, interferences or suspension, and
as to the remainder it had requested time extensions only. Because a supplemental agreement provided for the acceleration of
work during the claim period, it was of particular importance
that the contracting officer be given notice in order to afford him
an opportunity to investigate whether a reasonable program of
coordination of the activities of the two contractors had been
worked out, and to attempt to remedy any unfair scheduling---2. Notification of a monetary claim that is given under a provision such
as the Changes clause, Changed Conditions clause, or an Extra
Work clause may in some circumstances be treated as a proper
notice under the standard construction contract Suspension of
Work clause (which clause bars claims for costs incurred more
than 20 days prior to the contracting officer's receipt of notice
of a constructive suspension of work); however, an appellant's
notification of a claim for an extension of time based upon delays
resulting from the operations of another contractor (or the Government's grant of such extension) will not constitute a notice
under the Suspension of Work clause--_-_-_-_______-__-__
3. Giving great weight to the practical construction the parties had
placed upon the terms of a contract that the appellant acknowledged to be ambiguous and noting that approximately five years
elapsed before the contractor advanced an interpretation of the
contract at variance with what appeared to be the mutual understanding of the parties as to the nature of the contractual obligations assumed by them, the Board finds that the contract for delivery of cement for the Glen Canyon Dam was a requirements
contract and that the appellant was not entitled to additional cornmpensation for the 87,691 barrels of cement .delivered
in excess
of the estimated requirement of 3,000,000 barrels
_ _-_-_
.
.
Protests
1. Where the provisions of an invitation for bids clearly and explicitly
require the bidder to furnish a mhterial similar to a brand-name
product, or a substitute material determined by the contracting
officer to be equal thereto, the contractor, having remained silent
during the bidding period without protest and having made no

inquiry of the contracting officer as to the availability of such
brand-name material, or of a material substantially equal to it, is
not entitled after award to assert that the specification require-
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-Page
ments are invalid for requiring the contractor:to procure the material from a sole source (the contractor's post-award allegation
being that it was unable to find a different source for a similar
material) -______
_
---

89

Subcontractors and Suppliers
1. Under a contract for supplying four gate hoists for a dam, and providing as to each hoist for assessment of liquidated damages for
each day of delay, where the contractor and its first-tier subcontractor were tardy in ordering steel from a second-tier supplier,
such delays in purchasing will be taken into account and deducted
from extensions of time for performance that are otherwise allow-.
able because of delays in delivery of steel due to the fault of the
second-tier supplier (pursuant to the decision in Schwceigert, Inc. v.
United States, Ot. Cl. No. 26-66, December 15, 1967) -___-__-_

72

Waiver and Estoppel
1. Where the provisions of an invitation for bids clearly and explicitly
require the bidder to furnish a material similar to a brand-name
product, or a substitute material determined by the contracting
officer to be equal thereto, the contractor, having remained silent
during the bidding period without protest and having made no
inquiry of the contracting officer as to the availability of such
brand-name material, or of a materialsubstantially equal to it, is
not entitled after award to assert that the specification requirements are invalid for requiring the contractor to procure the
material from a sole source (the contractor's post-award allegation being that it was unable to find a different source for a
similar material)… _____________________--___
---_-_-___-

89

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES

Generally
1. Adhering to principles enunciated in a: prior decision, the Board
finds that a memorandum from a Government employee to his
superior containing a recommendation as to settlement of a claim
constituted a privileged communication to which the appellant
was not entitled, insofar as the nonfactual portions of such memorandum are concerned-"

185

Burden of Proof
1. Under a contract for construction of a building and an adjoining
open plaza, where the specifications require the use of.an asphaltic,
light-weight concrete insulating fill for the plaza and roof similar
to a brand-name material conforming to specifications supplied by
a producer of the brand-name product, followed by a list of the
required properties and characteristics of the material, .and method
of application, the contractor must establish by a preponderance'
of the evidence that the contracting officer erroneously determined
that a different brand-name material offered as a substitute was
not substantially equal to the material named in the 'contract, as
required by other provisions of the contract--________________
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2. In a dispute over the quantity of unclassified excavation performed
under a road construction contract, where the contractor's measurement was based upon the average-end-area method required
by the contract, but was made after subbase material was in place,
and the Government was unable to prove that it utilized that
method, in the absence of a showing that the presence of the subbase resulted in an error in the contractor's calculation, the Board
finds that the contractor established its claim by a preponderance
of the evidence; however, contractor is not entitled to recover the
cost of employing an independent engineering firm to perform the
measurement, since such a charge is an expense of preparing and
prosecuting a claim and is unauthorized-________-___
3. The Board denies a claim for "Unnecessary Accelerated Construction
Costs" where it finds (i) that the appellant has failed to offer any
convincing evidence to show that a particular letter from the contracting officer relied upon by the appellant could be properly construed as an order for the delivery of cement thereby furnishing
a predicate for the recovery: of the costs claimed under the "Sitspension of Deliveries" clause when cement was not called for
during 1959; and (ii) that the appellant also failed to show by a
preponderance of the evidence that the action of the contracting
officer in refusing to agree in advance to pay a portion of a suggested wage increase under a related contract (the prime contract
for the construction of the dam) prolonged a strike needlessly and
thereby resulted in the incurrence of a portion of the costs for
which the claim was made -_--_______--_--___-_-__-_-_I_-_
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379

DAMAGES

Liquidated Damages
1. Under a contract for supplying four gate hoists for a dam, and providing as to each hoist for assessment of liquidated damages for
each day of delay, where the contractor and its first-tier subcontractor were tardy in ordering steel from a second-tier supplier
such delays in purchasing will be taken into account and deducted:
from extensions of time for performance that are otherwise allowable because of delays in delivery of steel due to the fault of
the second-tier supplier (pursuant to the decision in Schweigert;
Inc. v. United States, Ct. Cl. No. 26-66, December 15, 1967) __
2. Where a contractor under a contract calling for the construction in
90 days of an underground electrical distribution system, promptly
submitted its proposed equipment list to the Government for advance approval and conditioned its orders upon such approval,
as required by the contract, and the Government, having knowledge that delivery in compliance with the contract.performance
period was uncertain (because the contractor's supplier would
not commence production until all details were approved) delayed
in acting on such list and instead issued a change order changing
the switches on transformers to be installed, without changing the
contract completion date, the burden of the uncertainty of delivery
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Page
was shifted to the Government and the contractor was entitled to
an equitable adjustment extending the time of performance which
reflected the full consequence of the change, including an allowance
for the ensuing delay in delivery of the equipment, no showing
having been made that the equipment could have been obtained
more expeditiously elsewhere____
__ _
_-_-__-_-_-24S
3. Where a negotiated contract for engineering services contained a liquidated damages provision that incorporated, a schedule of accounts
(per day) to be paid by the contractor if five designated parts of
the contract were not completed within time periods fixed therein,
the Board disapproved the Government's attempt to construe
another general contract clause (relating to the contractor's responsibility for damages incurred because the contractor did not
meet the requirements of the contract) as allowing the, assessment
of actual damages that allegedly were caused by inadequate or
inaccurate surveying work which was (i) detected and corrected
prior to completion of the project; (ii) accepted by the Government as its responsibility under an agreement which deleted work
from the contract and established a substantial completion date,
or (iii) a contributing cause of the contractors failure to deliver
one item on time, for which an assessment of liquidated damages
was made (the contractor met its obligations under the other four
parts of the liquidated damages provision). The Board based
the disapproval upon its conclusion that, in the circumstances,
the Government was improperly attempting to recover both actual
and liquidated damages--_----__------___---_-_-_-_424
Measurement
1. Finding that the claims involved had been submitted on a total-cost
basis and that the record shows the contractor to have been responsible for a significant portion of the costs for which claims
had been made, the Board determines the equitable. adjustmept
to which the appellant is entitled by resort to the so-called "juryverdict"- approach __
--------__--_----_-__=-__-_-__:-185
Equitable Adjustments
1. Finding that the claims involved had been submitted on a total-cost
basis and that the record shows the contractor. to have been
responsible for a siguificant portion of the costs for which claims
had been made, the Board determines the equitable adjustment
to which the appellant is entitled by resort to the so-called "juryverdict" approach -__--_--_______
-----__--__=-__-_-_
185
2. Where a contract for the construction of a road required a contractor
to "observe and comply with all Federal, State and local,laws,"
but did not specifically provide for compliance with the Fair.
Labor Standards Act,, and the contractor, was ordered, by -the,
U.S. Labor Department to pay overtime wages under the, FLSA,
a claim by the contractor for reimbursement of such overtime
wages paid, grounded upon, analleged misrepresentation.,by the,
procuring agency of the, applicability of the FLSA to the work
will be dismissed as outside the jurisdiction of the Board _-__-_-207
…
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3. Under a contract for construction of a road, the Board finds that rejection by the contracting officer's representative of the subbase,
following a visual inspection, after it was ready for application
of the base course, and his direction to reprocess the subbase,
were based upon an erroneous interpretation of the specifications
and constituted a constructive change entitling the contractor
to an equitable adjustment; but such adjnstment may not include
the contractor's cost of utilizing a commercial testing laboratory
to establish that the Government's rejection was unjustified, since
such a charge is an expense for preparing and prosecuting a claim
and is unauthorized-___-- ______------_---____---------207
4. Where a road construction contract called for 310 tons of RC asphalt, which is not readily available, to. be used as prime coat,
and the contractor procured the entire supply necessary in advance, and the contracting officer thereafter changed the type to
MC asphalt, the contractor was entitled to recover the cost of
converting the unused RU asphalt to penetration asphalt (the
most economic means of disposing of the excess) -___-_____
207
5. Where a contractor under a road construction contract in which a
certain pit was designated as the source of specified material
was directed to blend the material producedwith blow sand (it
having been ascertained that the material produced did not comply with the specifications), an adjustment made by the Government to compensate the contractor therefor was inadequate
in that the contractor was paid only at the unit price rate for the
items blended and should also have received compensation for
the cost of increased crushing and other difficulties in meeting
the requirements of the specifications resulting from the
blending -_
___ _____
_
207
6. Where the total amount of cover aggregate required y the Government was 1,272.7 tons, instead of the 2,230 tons estimated in the:
bid schedule, under a road construction contract providing for
payment at unit prices only for work that was actually performed, and further providing for an adjustment of contract
price in the event of increase or decrease in quantity only in.
several specified circumstances, in. the absence of a showing
that the exceptions are applicable, a contractor who overproduced
cover aggregate was not entitled to be compensated thereforsince the possibility of an underrun was. forseeable and it appeared that the overproduction resulted from the contractor's
inability to control production--__
__ _
208
7. In a dispute over the quantity of unclassified excavation performed
under a road construction contract,. where the contractor's measurement was based upon the average-end-area method required.
by the contract, but was made after subbase material was in
place, and the Government was unable to prove that it utilized
that tmethod, in 'the absence of a showing that the presence of
the subbase resulted in an error in the contractor's calculation,
the Board finds that the contractor established its. claim by a pre-
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Equitable Adjustments-Continued
ponderance of the evidence; however, contractor is not entitled
to recover the cost of employing an independent engineering firm
to perform the measurement, since such a charge is an expense
of preparing and prosecuting a claim and is unauthorized_-___
208
8. Where a contractor under a contract calling for the construction
in 90 days of an underground electrical distribution system,
promptly submitted its proposed equipment list to the Government for advance approval and conditioned its orders upon such
approval, as required ,by the contract, and the Government, having knowledge that delivery in compliance with the contract
performance period was uncertain (because the contractor's supplier: would not commence production until all details were
approved) delayed in acting on such list and instead issued a
change order changing the switches on transformers to be installed, without changing the contract completion date, the burden of the uncertainty of delivery was shifted to the Government and the contractor was entitled to an equitable adjustment
extending the time of performance which reflected the full consequences of the change,: including an allowance for the ensuing
delay in delivery of the equipment, no showing having been
made that the equipment could have been obtained more expeditiously elsewhere__ ___
---------------_
248
9. The Board denies a claim for "Unnecessary Accelerated Construction
Costs" where it finds (i) that the appellant has failed to offer any
convincing evidence to show that a particular letter from the contracting officer relied upon by the appellant could be properly construed as an order for the delivery of cement thereby furnishing a
predicate for the recovery of the costs claimed under the "Suspension of Deliveries" clause when cement was not called for during
1959; and (ii) that the appellant also failed to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the action of the contracting officer
in refusing to agree in advance to pay a portion of a suggested
wage increase under a related contract (the prime contract for
the construction of the dam) prolonged.a strike needlessly and
thereby resulted in the incurrence of a portion of the costs for.
which the claim was made _ __
---------379
Jurisdiction
.
.
.
1. The Board denies the Government's motion to dismiss an appeal as
beyond the purview of its jurisdiction where it finds: (i) that a
delay of approximately 30 days in supplying a contractor with
Government-furnished steel had no significant impact upon the
overall performance of. the contract; and (ii) that the Government's action in furnishing large quantities of misfabricated steel
not only disrupted the contractor's assembly and erection program as had been recognized by the contracting officer in a proposed amendment to the contract but on a rather short schedule
job necessarily disrupted the succeeding program of conductor
stringing as well, with the result that the costs shown to be
attributable to the Government's action were found in both instances to stem from a constructive change __________________
185
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2. Where a contract for the construction of a road required a contractor
to "observe and comply with all Federal, State and local laws,"
but did not specifically provide for compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act, and the contractor was ordered by the U.S. Labor
Department to pay overtime wages under the FLSA, a claim by
the contractor for reimbursement of such. overtime wages paid,
grounded upon an alleged misrepresentation by the procuring
agency of the applicability of the FLSA to the work will be dismissed as outside, the jurisdiction of the Board…
…___
3. In a case where a contractor's claim for constructive change based
upon practical.impossibility had not been presented to the contracting officer prior to the filing of the notice of appeal, the Board
denies a Government motion to dismiss such claim on the ground
that in the circumstances presented a stay: of proceedings pending the issuance of a finding and the taking of a timely appeal
therefrom would facilitate the-orderly presentation and consideration of the claims involved in the appeal. The Board also denies a
Government motion to dismiss portions of the appeal on the ground
of lack of specificity in the notice of appeal where it finds sufflcient information in the record to apprise the Government of the
essential allegations of the appellant's case and thereby permit
the Government to adequately prepare its case for hearing--4. Where there are fact questions common to the contractor's claims of
excusable delay and practical impossibility on the one hand and
the Government's claim of ommon law damages for late delivery
on the other, the Board concludes that it will retain jurisdiction
over the latter claim pending the development of a complete administrative record without prejudice, however, to the Government's right to, file a motion to dismiss the claim for common law
damages at the time its post-hearing brief is submitted --------
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350

350

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Bid and: Award
1. Where the provisions of' an invitation for bids clearly and explicitly
require the bidder to furnish a material similar to a brand-name
product, or a substitute material determined by the contracting
officer to be equal thereto, the contractor, having remained silent
during the bidding period without protest and having made no
inquiry of the, contracting officer as to the. availability of such
brand-name material, .or of a. material substantially equal to it,
is not entitled after award to assert that. the specification requirements are invalid for requiring the contractor. to procure the
material from, a sole, source -(the contractor's post-award allegation being.that it was unable to find a different; source for a similar
material)
------------------------------…S_
2. A mere statement by a Departmental officer at an- opening- of bids for
competitive. leases that an unnamed .bid is unacceptable because
it is unsigned does not of itself constitute a rejection of that bid,
binding on the United States =_
I
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3. An opening of bids for competitive leases is simply a public opening
and reading of bids which have been submitted. Bids are not
ordinarily subject to final acceptance or rejection at that time---4. The casbing of a check, which has been submitted in conjunction with
a bid for a competitive lease, and, the placing of the funds in a
suspence account do not in any way constitute an acceptance of
the bid-5. An unsigned. bid for a competitive lease may be accepted when it is
accompanied by documentary evidence of the intent to submit
the bid-____
_--_--------_-__-_
-____-
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147

Implied and Constructive Contracts
1. Under a contract for construction of a road, the Board finds that
rejection by the contracting officer's representative of the subbase,
following a visual inspection, 'after it was ready for application
of the base course, and his direction to reprocess the subbase,
were, based upon an erroneous interpretation of the specifications
and constituted a constructive change entitling the contractor to
an equitable adjustment; but such adjustment may not include
the contractor's cost of utilizing a commercial testing laboratory
to establish that the Government's rejection was unjustified,
since such a charge is an expense: for preparing and prosecuting
*a claim and is unauthorized-.-------_-_-_-

207

PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT

Acceleration
1. Under a contract to clear a reservoir of trees, brush and debris in
mountainous country at elevations. (1) below 7,388 feet and (2)
between 7,388 and 7,519.4 feet, by February 8, 1966, which provided that storage in the reservoir would begin "about November 1,
1965," and which required operations to be conducted so that
clearing was completed in advance of water being impounded by
a dam, a contractor, who encountered abnormally high water from
sources other than the dam but who proceeded by increasing the
size of his crew and substituting manual labor for mechanical
operations in order to comply with such provision, and who completed all work on November 19, 1965, was not entitled to additional compensation on the ground that his performance was aecelerated, where (i) he did not request the Government to extend
his time to perform or delay closing the dam; (ii) there is no
proof of any Government conduct equivalent to an order to accelerate; (iii) he could have continued to perform some clearing
both below and above 7,388 feet through February 8, 1966; and
(iv) the contractor planned from the outset to. complete all work
by November-------_--,--_-_-__
Breach

1. Where a negotiated contract for engineering services contained a
liquidated damages provision that incorporated a schedule of
accounts (per day) to be paid by the contractor if five designated
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parts of the contract were not completed within time periods
fixed therein, the Board disapproved the Government's attempt
to construe another general contract clause (relating to the contractor's responsibility for damages incurred because the contractor did not meet the requirements of the contract (as allowing the assessment of actual damages that allegedly were caused
by inadequate or inaccurate surveying work which was (i) detected and corrected prior to completion of the project; (ii)
accepted by the Government as its responsibility under an agreement which deleted work from the contract and established a substantial completion date, or (iii) a contributing cause of the contractor's failure to deliver one item on time, for which an assessment of liquidated damages was made (the contractor met its
obligations under the other four parts of the liquidated damages
provision). The Board based the disapproval upon its conclusion
that, in the circumstances, the Government was improperly attempting to recover both actual and liquidated damages_-------Excusable Delays
1. Under a contract for supplying four gate hoists for a dam, and providing as to each hoist for assessment of liquidated damages for
each 'day of delay, where the contractor and its first-tier subcontractor were tardy in ordering steel from a second-tier supplier,
such delays in purchasing will be'taken into account and deducted
from extensions of time for performance that are otherwise allowable because of delays in delivery of steel due to the fault of
the second-tier supplier (pursuant to the decision in Schweigert,
Inc. v. United States, Ct. Cl. No. 26-66, December 15, 1967) -----2. Where a contractor under a contract calling for the construction in
90 days ofan underground electrical distribution system, promptly
submitted its proposed equipment list to the Government for
advance approval and conditioned its orders upon such approval,
as required by the contract, and the Government, having knowledge that delivery in compliance with the contract performance
period was uncertain (because the contractor's supplier would
not commence production until all details were approved) delayed
in acting on such list and instead issued a change order chancing
the switches on transformers to be installed, without changing the
contract completion date, the burden of the uncertainty of delivery
was ,shifted to the Government and the contractor was entitled
to an equitable adjustment extending the time of performance
which reflected the full consequences of the change, including an
allowance for the ensuing delay in delivery of the equipment, no
showing having been made that the equipment could have been
obtained more expeditiously elsewhere--_______-__-_
3. Where there are fact questions common to the contractor's claims of
excusable delay and practical impossibility on the one hand and
the Government's claim of common law damages for late delivery
on the other, the Board concludes that it will retain jurisdiction
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Page

over the latter claim pending the development of a complete
administrative record without prejudice, however, to the Government's right to file a motion to dismiss the claim for common law
damages at the time its post-hearing brief is submitted--------

350

Impossibility of Performance
1. In a case where a contractor's claim for construotive change based
upon, practical impossibility had not been presented to the contracting officer prior to the filing of the notice of appeal, the
Board denies a Government motion to dismiss such claim on the
ground that in the circumstances presented a stay of proceedings
pending the issuance of a finding and the taking of a timely appeal
therefrom would facilitate the orderly presentation and consideration of the claims involved in the appeal. The Board also denies a
Government motion to dismiss portions of the appeal on the ground
of lack of specificity in the notice of appeal where it finds suffl.cient information in the record to apprise the Government of the
essential allegations of the appellant's case and thereby permit
the Government to adequately prepare its case for hearing
-

850
3a0

Suspension of Work
1. A claim based upon an allegation that a Government project supervisor required the work force of a construction contractor to stand
aside and give first priority to the activities of another Government contractor in a project area containing limited working space
was denied because it was made for a claim period during which
the appellant gave no notice that a constructive suspension of work
.had been caused by the acts of a Government representative-as to
one portion of the claim period the appellant provided no notification of any kind as to alleged acts of the Government causing
delays, hindrances, interferences or suspension, as to the remainder it had requested time extensions only. Because a supplemental
agreement provided for the acceleration of work during the claim
period, it was of particular importance that the contracting officer
be given notice, in order to afford him an opportunity to investigate whether a reasonable program of coordination of the activities of the two contractors had been worked out, and to attempt to
_41
remedy any unfair schedulinig_
2. Notification of a monetary claim that is given under a provision such
as the Changes clause, Changed Conditions clause, or an Extra
Work clause may in some'eircumstances be treated as a proper
notice under the standard construction contract Suspension of
Work clause (which clause bars claims for costs incurred more
than 20 days prior to the contracting officer's receipt of notice of a
constructive suspension of work) ; however, an appellant's notificacation of a claim for an extension of time based upon delays resulting from the operations of another contractor (or the Government's grant of such extension) will not constitute a notice under
__-___
the Suspension of Work clause--_---_-_-_-__-__-
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CONVEYANCES
GENERALLY

1. Where a deed from the United States describes the land as being in a
particular section and township, and there are, at the time of the
conveyance, two tracts of land which have been designated by
official surveys of the United States as constituting that section
and township, but it is clear from the nature and the language
of the deed that the description refers to the earlier survey, the
deed will be interpreted by reference to that survey, even though
the description of land in a conveyance from the United States is
------------_
ordinarily governed by the latest official survey…

Page
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FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS
AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT

1. A mere statement by a Departmental officer at an opening of bids for
competitive leases that an unnamed bid is unacceptable because
it is unsigned does not of itself onstitute a rejection of that bid,
binding on the United States--_---_-___-_-_-_____-______
2. The United States cannot be deprived of its right to receive all of the
royalty payments due under the terms of an oil and gas lease and
the applicable statutory provisions by the unauthorized acts of its
employees, and the failure of the Geological Survey- to collect all
the royalty due by tacit'acceptance of the lessee's determination
of its royalty obligation for 13 years does not waive the right of
the United States to receive full royalty payment in accordance
with the lease terms or estop it from demanding payment of the
balance due under those terms
_
-_-_-_-_-____-_-__-155
…

147

FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ACT
1. Withdrawn public domain lands do not become "surplus" within the
meaning of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act,
40 U.S.C. see. 471 et seq., until after a determination by the Seeretary of the Interior and concurred in by the Administrator of
General Services, that the lands are not suitable for return to the
___--_
…_-_-_-__-_-____-____-245
public domain…
GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES
ADJUDICATION

1. The applicability of regulation 43 OFR 4115.2-1 (e.) (13) (1) precluding the, right of a licensee or other user of the range to demand
a readjudication of grazing privileges after they have been held
for a period of three years is not limited to situations where an
adjudication of the unit has been made as set out in 43 CFR
4110.0-5(r), but is also applicable where adjudications of licenses
in the unit have been made over a long period of time on the basis
of information available and not challenged by other licensees___
2. Although other licensees may have lost their right to have their or
anyone else's license readjudicated, the Bureau of Land Management retains discretionary authority to make adjustments in a
license at anytime when necessary to comply with the Federal
Range Code for Grazing Districts, and thei Bureau properly
exercises that authority to cut licenses in a unit by 50% where
such a reduction has been ordered by the Department for all users
in the unit and only some of the,users have suffered the reduction_.
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1. An applicant for a grazing license or permit who, after proper notification, fails to protest or appeal a decision of a district manager
within the period prescribed in the decision is barred thereafter
from challenging the matters adjudicated in such decision, and an
appeal to a hearing examiner from a district manager's partial
rejection of an application for grazing privileges is properly dismissed where the appeal is, in fact, an appeal from an earlier
adjudication which is no longer subject to appeal_--------_-_2. The applicability of regulation 43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (13) (i) precluding
the right of a licensee or other user of the range to demand a
readjudication of grazing privileges after they have been held for
a period of three years is not limited to situations where an
adjudication of the unit has been made as set out in 43 CFR
4110.0-5 (r), but is also applicable where adjudications of licenses
in the unit have been made over a long period of time on the basis
of information available and not challenged-by other licensees--3. Although other licensees may have lost their right to have their or
anyone else's license readjudicated, the Bureau of Land Management retains discretionary authority to make adjustments in a
license at anytime when necessary to comply with the Federal
Range Code for Grazing Districts, and the Bureau properly exercises that authority to cut licenses in a unit by 50%e where such
a reduction has been ordered by the Department for all users in
the unit and only some of the users have suffered the reduction-.
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HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY)
LANDS SUBJECT TO

1. An application for a homestead entry in Alaska is properly rejected
where it is filed after a selection by the State under its Statehood
Act, although the selection application was originally filed while
the selected lands were withdrawn -but was subsequently reasserted
:by amendments; to the application after revocation of the with..drawal- and where alleged acts of settlement were also subsequent to. an amendment of the State's selection application which
had the effect.of segregating the land from appropriation by application or settlement.and location
_- __
…
MINERAL LANDS
DETERMINATION OF.CHARACTER OF

297

E

1. To establish' the mineral character of lands sought by a State, either
in exchange for other lands or -as indemnity for lost school lands,
it must be shown that known'conditions are such as reasonably to
engender the belief that the lands contain mineral of such quality
and in -such: quantity as- to- render its extraction profitable and
justify expenditures to that end.

_-__

-

--------

--

176

2. The mineral character of land'may 'be established by inference with-out actual exposure of the mineral deposit for-which the land
is supposed to be valuable, but the inferred existence of a deposit
of high-quality limestone at unknown depth does not establish the
mineral character of land in the absence of evidence that extraction of the limestone is economically feasible, thereby giving
the land a practical value for mining purposes…
____-176
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3. To establish the mineral character of land,! now. closed to mining
location, embraced in a placer mining claim, it must be shown that
known conditions, as of a date when the land was open to mining
location, were such as reasonably to engender the belief that the
lands contain mineral of such quality .and in such quantity as
to render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that
---------------_
__
end
4. Wphere the validity of a portion of a contested placer mining claim.
located on land subsequently withdrawn from mining location is
dependent upon a finding that, at the effective date of the withdrawal, the land was known to be mineral in character, but the
contest complaint made no reference to the date of the determination of mineral character, and no evidence was introduced by
either party to the contest bearing upon known conditions at the
time of the withdrawal which related to the mineral character
of the land, and where there is reason for doubting whether the
allegations of the complaint accurately reflected the charges which
the contestant proposed to substantiate, the proceeding will be
set aside to permit the filing of a new complaint or amended
complaint -_____--_--_--_----_-----______________--__
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MINERAL LEASING ACT
APPLICABILITY

1. Substances of sodium enumerated in section 23 of the Mineral Leasing Act, whether simple, double or complex compounds of sodium,
are subject to disposition only under the provisions of the Mineral
…---------------------------Leasing Act

137

MINING CLAIMS
COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

1. The act of July 23, 1955, had the effect of excluding from the coverage
of the mining laws "common varieties" of building stone, but
left the act of August 4, 1892, authorizing the location of building
stone placer mining claims effective as to building stone that has
__-____-_
"some property giving it distinct and special value."
2. To determine whether a deposit of building stone or other sbstance
listed in the act of July 23, 1955, is of a common or uncommon
variety, there must be a comparison of the deposit with other deposits of similar type minerals in order to ascertain whether the
deposit has a property giving it a distinct and special value. If the
deposit is to be used for the same purposes as minerals of common
occurrence, then there must .be a showing that some property of
the deposit gives it a special value for such use and that this value
is reflected by the fact that the material commands a higher
price in the market place. If, however, the stone or other mineral
has some property making it useful for some purpose for which
other commonly available materials cannot be used, this may
adequately demonstrate that it has a distinct and special .value __
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
3. A stipulation between the Governmient's attorney and the mining
claimant's attorney at a hearing to determine whether a building
stone is of a common or uncommon variety under the act of July
23, 1955, that the stone is marketable, does not preclude a further
hearing to consider whether the facts relating to the marketajbility demonstrate that the stone has some property giving
it a distinct and special value over other stones used for the same
purposes which are also marketable but are considered to be of a
common variety---_
127
4. A deposit of limestone cannot be characterized as a deposit of an
uncommon variety of limestone when the claimant fails to show
what particular quality or use of the limestone makes it an
uncommon variety------------------ _
255
5. Even if a deposit of limestone meets all other requirements necessary
to constitute it an uncommon variety of stone it is not a valuable
mineral deposit within the mining laws if the claimant cannot
show that it is marketable at' a profit255
6. The act of July 23, 1955, excludes from mining location only comimon varieties of the materials enumerated in the Act, ie., "sand,
stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or cinders"; therefore, a material
must fall within one of those categories before the issue of whether
it is a common variety becomes pertinent…
------270
7. Where a stone containing mica can be ground and used as a whole
rock for certain purposes, the issue may properly arise as to
whether the particular stone is a common variety which is excluded from. mining location by the act of July 23, 1955; but if the
interest in the stone is simply for the mica to be extracted from
the stone and value is claimed only for the mica, the issue presented is not whether the stone is a common variety of stone but
wheher the mica constitutes a valuable mineral deposit which is
locatable irrespective of the 1955 Act-_______-_- _270
S. Where a deposit of sand has an allegedly valuable mica and feldspar
content, its locatability may depend upon either whether the sand
is locatale as an uncommon variety of sand because of its mica
and feldspar content or whether the mica or feldspar constitute
valuable minerals subject to location as mica or feldspar
…
270
9. Lack of discovery is properly found in the case of deposits of common varities of limestone, aplite, and mica schist where credible
evidence is lacking that materials from the deposits could; have.
been marketed at a profit as of July 23, 1955; evidence that a
general market for the materials, existed as of that date and
purely theoretical evidence as to profitable operations are not
sufficient to show a dicovery where the credibility of the evidence
is open to question --______--_______--_-_-_______-_-__-_-271
10. Lack of discovery is properly found in the case of deposits of mica
and feldspar where credible evidence is lacking to show that the
minerals can be marketed at a profit -__-_-_-___-=___ ____
271
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11. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim
located for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23,
1955, on land withdrawn from mining location after February 10,
1948, it must be shown that the materials within the limits of the
claim could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit
before the effective date of the withdrawal, and where the evidence
shows that prior to that date no sales were made, the minor
quantities of material were removed from the claim by the
claimant for his own use and by others, with the claimant's consent
and without any charge, and that no steps were taken before or
after the withdrawal. of the land to develop the claim as mining
property, the fact that sand and gravel of similar quality were
extracted and sold from other property in the vicinity of the claim
is insufficient to show that material from the claim could have.
been profitably removed and marketed at the same time, and the
____-_-___-___
claim is properly declared null and void-__
12. The marketability of sand and gravel from a claim located after the
act, of July 23, 1955, for sand and gravel is not sufficient to validate;
the, claim if the deposit has no property giving it a distinct and
special value since under that act common varieties of sand and
gravel must be disposed of under the Materials Act and are not
__________----- -_locatable under the mining laws… _
13. A sand, and gravel deposit which may have the necessary qualities for
road, tunnel, and dam construebion projects nearby and is marketable but has no, property giving: it a distinct and special value
for such purposes or for other purposes for which other commonly
available deposits may be used is; a common variety within the
meaning of the act of. July 23, 1955, and, therefore, is not locatable
_
_ ___
under the mining laws ------14. Where- a mining claim containing common varieties of sand and
gravel not locatable under the mining laws- also contains slight
values of fine gold which the mining claimant alleges may profitably be extracted in connection with the removal and sale of sand
and gravel from the claim, in order for the claim to be valid
there must be sufficient gold of a quantity and quality to satisfy
the prudent man test of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
independently at the value of the sand and gravel -----------CONTESTS

1. Where a Government contest is brought against a limestone placer
mining claim located prior to July 23, 1955, charging that no discovery has been made because the minerals cannot be marketed at
a profit and that an actual market has not beon shown to exist,
the charges cannot' be properly construed as raising the issue
of whether a valid discovery of a common variety of limestone
had been made prior to July 23, 1955, where no evidence was offered on that issue at the hearing, where that' issue was not adverted to by either party, and where the contestee asserts that he
can prove that the deposits could have been marketed at a profit;
however, where the contestee's offer of proof is insufficient to
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show that the materials could have been marketed at a profit as
of July 23, 1955, the case will not be remanded for a further hearing on this issue in the absence of an offer of meaningful proof__
2. The fact that a charge in a mining contest complaint may not adequately raise an issue does not vitiate a decision which rests upon
that issue where the contestee examined and cross-examined witnesses on it, the record demonstrates that he was aware that the
issue was important to the resolution of the contest, and he has
not demonstrated that he has been prejudiced by the inartistic
…270I ----------allegations of the complaint… _ _
3. In a private contest initiated by a miming claimant to determine,
as between himself and an oil and gas lessee, the right to leasable
minerals within the limits of a mining claim, it is incumbent upon
the mining claimant to show that a discovery was made upon the
claim at a time when such discovery would vest in him a right to
the leasable minerals, and if he is unable to sustain this burden,
the contest is properly dismissed notwithstanding any acknowledgment on the part of the United States of a present discovery on
-_
---- __---_------_
the laim -__--------__

255

408

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

1. Where a hearing examiner has declared a mining claim to be null and
void for lack of. a discovery, his determination of the invalidity of
the claim is a reasonable interpretation of the evidence presented
at the hearing, and the mining claimant makes no attempt to show
error in that particular finding in subsequent appeals from the
hearing examiner's decision, the hearing examiner's, conclusions
_------_--____--__-_-_-_-_-___will not be disturbed 2. To determine whether a deposit of building stone or other substance
listed in the act of July 23, 1955, is of. a common or uncommon
variety, there must be a comparison of the deposit with other
deposits of similar type minerals in order to ascertain whether the
deposit has a property giving it a distinct and special value.
If the deposit is to be used for the same purposes as minerals of
common occurrence, then there must be a showing .,that some property of the deposit gives it a special value for such use and that
this, value is reflected by the fact that the material commands a
higher price in the market place. If, however, the stone or other
mineral has some property making. it useful for; some purpose
for which other comnmonly available materials cannot be used, this
may adequately. demonstrate that it, has a distinct and special
value

__

__

__

___=

_

14

_12T

3. The rejection of a state indemnity selection for a tract. of land for
the reason that a field report shows that the, land is in an "apparently valid",mining claim does not constitute a binding.determination as to the validity.of the claim or foreclose a subsequent
contest of the claim when the claimant- later applies for a
patent -____--___--_----____________--__--__----_--___--_-_
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4. A prudent man could not reasonably expect to develop a profitable
mine for manganese where the deposit within the mining claims
is unknown, and it appears to contain only low grade ores for
which there is no market, or reasonable prospect for a market,
therefore, there has not been a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit within the meaning of the mining laws and the claims are
properly declared null and void and a mineral patent application
___________-____=___
for the claims is properly rejected…8
5. There is no justification to issue a mineral patent for mining claims
containing an unknown quantity of low grade manganese simply
because some patents may have issued for similar-type of claims
during World War II and during a period where an artificial market for low grade ores was created by a government stockpiling
program giving an incentive price for ores, where there is now no
market for such ores and no reasonable prospect of such a market_
6. The Secretary of the Interior may require into all matters vital to
the validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the
passage of legal title, and the fact that the validity of a portion of
a contested mining claim was not challenged in a proceeding
initiated by the Forest Service does not preclude inquiry into the
validity of that portion of the claim by this Department if, upon
review of the record of the contest proceedings, the Department
_____
…
is not satisfied that the claim is regular in all respects
7. Where the validity of a portion of a contested placer mining claim
located on land subsequently withdrawn from mining location is
dependent upon a finding that, at the effective date of the withdrawal, the land was known to be mineral in character, but the
contest complaint made no reference to the date of the determination of mineral character, and no evidence was introduced by
either party to the contest bearing upon known conditions at the
time of the withdrawal which related to the mineral character of
the land, and where there is reason for doubting whether the allegations of the complaint accurately reflected the charges which
the contestant proposed to substantiate, the proceeding will be
set aside to permit the filing of a new complaint or amended

312

313

338

_-_-_-__-_______-_-__

338

8. Where the validity of a mining claim as of a date prior to examination
' of the claim to determine its validity is at issue, the date of the
exposure of a mineralized area, not the date of the sampling of the
mineralization, is determinative of the admissibility of assay reports and other data as evidence that there was or was not a
discovery upon the claim at the critical date; where a witness
in a mining contest fails to distinguish between mineralization
eiposed prior to the crucial date and that exposed thereafter and
to explain the significance of each as it relates to the vital issue,
his opinion that there is a discovery at the present time is of little
or no value in establishing the date of the alleged discovery -___
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9. The Secretary of the Interior may inquire into all matters vital to
the validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the
passage of legal title, and the failure of the Government to contest a mining claim after its mineral examiner has examined
the claim in response to an application for patent and has recommended that the claim not be contested is not a bar to further
inquiry into the validity of the claim if, upon further review of
the case, it appears that there has not been a discovery--------

Page

408

DISCOVERY

1. To satisfy the requirement that deposits of minerals of widespread
occurrence be "marketable" it is not enough that they are capable
of being sold but it must be shown that the mineral from the particular deposit could have been extracted, sold, and marketed
at a profit-_
_____
2. Lack of discovery is properly found in the case of deposits of common
varieties of limestone, aplite, and mica schist where credible evidence is lacking that materials from the deposits could have been
marketed at a profit as of July 23, 1955; evidence that a general
market for the materials existed as of that date and purely theoretical evidence as to profitable operations are not sufficient to
show a discovery where the credibility of the evidence is open to
question -_--___--__-----3. Lack of discovery is properly found in the case of deposits of mica and
feldspar where credible evidence is lacking to show that the minerals can be marketed at a profit--_-__-_-_-_-_______-_____
1. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim
located for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23,
1955, on land withdrawn from mining location after February 10,
1948, it must be shown that the materials within the limits of the
claim could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a
profit before the effective date of the withdrawal, and where the
evidence shows that prior to that date no sales were made, that
minor quantities of material were removed from the claim by the
claimant for his own use and by others, with the claimant's consent and without any charge, and that no steps were taken before
or after the withdrawal of the land to develop the claim as mining
property, the fact that sand and gravel of similar quality were
extracted and sold from other property in the vicinity of the claim
is insufficient to show that material from the claim could have been
profitably removed and marketed at the same time, and the claim
is properly declared null and void -8_____ _-_-_-_-_-____-_
5. A prudent man could not reasonably expect to develop a profitable
mine for manganese where the deposit within the mining claims
is unknown, and it appears to contain only low grade ores for
which there is no market, or reasonable prospect for a market,
therefore, there has not been a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit within the meaning of the mining laws and the claims
are properly declared null and void and a mineral patent application for the claims is properly rejected…8 ___-__
-_
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6. There is no justification to issue a mineral patent for mining claims
containingian unknown quantity of low grade manganese simply
because some patents may have issued for similar-type of claims
during World War II and during a period where an artificial
market for low grade ores was created by a Government stockpiling program giving an incentive price for ores, where there is
now no market for such ores and no reasonable prospect of such
a m arket…-- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - --I- -- - 313
7. The marketability of sand and gravel from a claim located after the
act of July 23, 1955, for sand and gravel is not sufficient to validate
the claim if the deposit has no property giving it a distinct and
special value since under that act common varieties of sand and
gravel must be disposed of under the Materials Act and are not
locatable under the mining laws
…___=_-____-_-___-_-_ 320
8. Where a mining claim containing common varieties of sand and gravel
not locatable under the mining laws also contains slight values of
fine gold which the mining claimant alleges may profitably be extracted in connection with the removal and sale of sand and gravel
from the claim, in order for the claim to be valid there must be
sufficient gold of a quantity and quality to satisfy the prudent man
test of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit independently at
the value of the sand and gravel -_-_-___-_-___-_-_-_
321
9. A showing of mineral values which might warrant further exploration
for minerals within a mining claim but would not warrant development of a mine is insufficient to establish a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws -_____-_-_-_-_
321
10. In applying the prudent man test of discovery to determine whether
there has been a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within
a mining claim, the marketability at a profit of low-grade deposits
of manganese ore is a determinative factor… ___-_-_-__-____-__…368
11. Mining claims containing an unknown quantity of low-grade manganese ore are properly declared subject to the limitations under
section 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, where the
evidence shows that a prudent man could not now expect to develop
a valuable mine because there is no market for the ore, regardless
of whether under more favorable market conditions created primarily by a Government stockpiling program paying incentive
prices prior to the date of that act the prudent man would have
had more basis for anticipating that such ore could be. mined
and sold--_----_-_____-- __--_-- _____________--_--_-__
368
12. To constitute a valid discovery upon a. lode mining claim there must;
be exposed within the limits of the claim a lode or vein bearing
mineral which would warrant a prudent man in the expenditure
of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success,
in developing a valuable mine; it is not sufficient that there is only
a showing which would warrant further exploration in the hope
of finding a valuable mineral deposit -__
-------------407
HEARINGS

1. A stipulation between the Government's attorney and the mining
claimant's attorney at a hearing to determine whether a building
stone is of a common or uncommon variety under the act of July 23,
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1955, that the stone is marketable, does not preclude a further
hearing to consider whether the facts relating to the marketability
demonstrate that the stone has some property giving it a distinct
and special value over other stones used for the same purposes
,which are also marketable but are considered to be of a common
----------------_
_=
__
_____ _
variety--

Page

127

LANDS SUBJECT TO
1. Lands which were reserved from mining location by reason of nclusion in an application for a power project filed prior to August 11,
1955, and which were opened to location by section 2 of the act
of August 11, 1955, become closed to location thereafter if they
come under examination and survey by a prospective licensee holding an uncanceled preliminary permit issued by the Federal Power
Commission after August 11, 1955, and mining claims on such
lands located thereafter are void ab initio
_
_-_-33
…_2. Mining claims located on land in a first form reclamation withdrawal
33
are properly declared to be null and void a initio-3. A classification of land by Bureau motion for disposition under the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act segregates the land from
mineral locations even if the classification is not published in
newspapers or the Federal Register and is only noted on a land
office supplemental plat, and it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Management to declare a mining claim null and void a intio
…------ _-___-140
because of the classification
4. Although the Recreation and Public Purposes Act and regulations
thereunder provide in effect that if no application is filed for lands
classified on Bureau motion for disposition under that act within'
18 months from the classification then the Secretary shall restore
the land for appropriation under other public land laws, such a
provision is' not self-executing and the lands remain segregated
from mineral location after the 18-month period where no action
has been taken to restore the lands to appropriation under the
I---------…_
_
140
…
mining laws
'
PATENT

1. Where a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits of
a mining claim prior to the filing of. an oil and gas lease offer
covering the land embraced in the claim is not established in a
private contest instituted by the claimant for the purpose of de'termining his right to the leasable minerals, a patent to the mining claim issued after August 13, 1954, must contain a reservation
to the United States of all leasing act minerals to the extent re_- __- _=-_-__
quired- by the act of August 13, 1954--

408

PLACER CLAIMS

1. To establish the mineral-character of land, now closed to mining location, embraced in a placer mining claim, it must be shown that
known conditions, as of a date when the land was open to mining
location, were such as reasonably to engender the belief that the
lands contain mineral of such quality and in such quantity as to
render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that
_ _ __
end -=__
330-088-69
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1. Lands which were reserved from mining location by reason of inclusion in an application for a power project filed prior to August 11,
1955, and which were opened to location by section 2 of the act of
August 11, 1955, become closed to location thereafter if they come
under examination and survey by a prospective licensee holding
an uncanceled preliminary permit issued by the Federal Power
Commission after August 11, 1955, and mining claims on such
lands located thereafter are void ab initio…
________-______-

Page

33

SPECIAL ACTS

1. The act of July 23, 1955, had the effect of excluding from the coverage
of the mining laws "common varieties" of building stone, but left
the ct of August 4, 1892, authorizing the location of building
stone placer mining claims effective as to building stone that has
…__-______-__-127
"some property giving it distinct and special value"
SURFACE USES

1. Since Congress limited the effect of a proceeding under section 5 of the
Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, to determine the rights of
the Government and a mining claimant as to the surface resources
of a mining claim, a claim is not declared null and void as a result
of such a proceeding decided in favor of the Government, and the
claimant may continue to engage in mining activities although he
is not entitled to the use and management of the surface resources
for other than mining purposes prior to issuance of patent for
the claim-_
_-- _-_-- _____----_-___-_-_-367
2. In a proceeding under section .5 of the Surface Resources Act of July
23, 1955, to determine the rights of the Government and a mining
claimant as to the surface resources of a mining claim prior to
patent, the Government will prevail if it is shown that there was
not a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit as of the date of the
act even if such a discovery is subsequently made, and it will also
prevail if a discovery existed as of the date of the act but it is
determined that thereafter a valuable mineral deposit does not
exist within the claims because of a change in conditions 368
3. Mining claims containing an unknown quantity of low-grade manganese ore are properly declared subject to the limitations under seetion 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, where the
-evidence ,shows that a prudent man could not now expect to develop a valuable mine'because there is no market for the ore,
' regardless: of whether under more favorable market conditions
created primarily by a Government stockpiling program paying
incentive prices prior to the date of that act the prudent 'man
would have had more basis for anticipating that such, ore could:
368
__ __
be mined and sold-WITHDRAWN LAND

1. Lands which were reserved from mining locatioziby reason of inclusion
in an application for a power project filed prior' to August 11,
1955, and which were' opened to location by section 2 of the act of
August 11, 1955, become closed to location thereafter if they come
under examination and survey by a prospective licensee holding an
uncanceled preliminary permit issued by the Federal Power. Coi-
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mission after August
located thereafter are
2. Mining claims located on
are properly declared

11, 1955, and mining claims on such lands
void ab initio…
__________-________-__land in a first form reclamation withdrawal
to be null and void a initio8 ___-__-_-_-_

Page

33
33

MINING OCCUPANCY ACT
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE

1. A cabin which is used intermittently or sporadically for brief periods
which regular residence is concurrently maintained elsewhere does
not constitute a principal place of residence within the meaning of
section 2 of the act of October 23, 1962, and an application for the
conveyance offland based upon such use is properly rejected _

361

QUALIFIED APPLICANT

1. In order to demonstrate his qualifications for relief, an applicant for
the conveyance of land under the act of October 23, 1962, must
show the existence of such facts as will warrant the conclusion
that the improvements placed upon a mining claim constitute a
principal place of residence for the applicant within the meaning
of the act; broad statements that applicants have resided on a
mining claim site for at least two months of each year, plus vacations and holidays, that the mining claim has been the applicants'
"only place of residence" in a particular county, and that it has
been used only as a "principal place of residence and mining
claim" do not constitute statements of the facts sufficient for a
determination that the applicants are qualified, especially where
the application is filed jointly by two persons who maintain their
respective separate residences in a different county from the one
in which the mining claim is situated and whose individual residential use of the property is unexplained, where the only evidence
of record indicates that use of the property has been casual or intermittent, and where the applicants own statements do not suggest
_ __--_--___-__-__-_-__
- otherwise.

8
361

MULTIPLE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT ACT
APPLICABILITY

1. Where a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits
*
of a mining claim prior to the filing of an oil and gas lease offer
covering the land embraced in the claim is not established in a private contest instituted by the claimant for the purpose of determining his right to the leasable minerals, a patent to the mining
claim issued after August 13, 1954, must Iontain a reservation to
*- :
the United States of all leasing act minerals to the extent equired
_--___-_-_by the act of August 13, 1954
NOTICE
1. A classification Of land by Bureau motion for disposition under. the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act segregates the land from
mineral locations even if the classification is not published in
newspapers or. the Federal Register and is only noted on a land
office supplemental plat, and it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Management to declare a mining claim null and void ab initio
_140
because of the classification…
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1. An application for a permit to drill a well on the outer continental
shelf pursuant to a validated State oil and gas lease is properly
rejected when it is determined that in validating the lease under
section 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act the extent of
the lease into the Gulf of Mexico was measured from, the shoreline of an island and the adjacent mainland, and the site of the
proposed well is outside that area. The fact that another line had
been adopted by the United States in other litigation to establish
"the coast line" for purposes of the Submerged Lands Act does
not vary the external boundaries of the lease as validated although
it may affect the proportions of Federal and State lands included
within those boundaries by changing the location of the State
boundary, which separates those areas-S
=

8

APPLICATIONS

Sole Party in Interest
1. Where an oil and gas lease offeror's statement of interest and qualifications, addressed to the land office at its post office box address
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, was postmarked in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
on May 8, 1967, and it is established that in the ordinary course of
mail it would have been delivered to the land office at its
post office box prior to 4 p.m..on the following day, the last hour
for the filing of such statement, but that mail placed in the box
after 1 p.m. would not have been picked up by the land office until
a day later, the statement of interest is presumed to have been
filed on May 9 even though the date and time stamp of the land
office indicates that it was not received until May 10-___-__-

37

COMPETITIVE LEASES

1. A mnere statement by a Departmental officer at an opening of bids for
competitive leases that an unnamed bid is unacceptable because
it is unsigned does not of itself constitute a rejection of that bid,
binding on the United States-__-__________-__
-_-__
147
2. An opening of bids for competitive leases is simply a public opening
and reading of bids which have been submitted. Bids are not:
ordinarily subject to final acceptance or rejection at that time-147
3. The cashing of a check, which.has been submitted in conjunction
with a bid for a competitive lease, and the placing of the funds in a
suspense account do not in any way constitute an acceptance
of the bid- - -.__-- ____-- __-- ___--_--_--___-____-147
4. An unsigned bid for a competitive lease may be accepted when it is
accompanied by documentary evidence of the intent to submit
the bid __
----------------------------------------147
DRILLING

1. The post-termination activities of a lessee who claims to have earned
an extension of an oil and gas lease by diligently prosecuting
actual drilling operations at the end of its primary term can be
evaluated to determine whether his activities on the last day of
the lease were undertaken in good faith to carry the well-drilling
operations to a conclusion and, where it is determined that he
was not proceeding in good faith, it is proper to hold that the lease
terminated as of the expiration of the primary term
_______
-
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1. The post-termination activities of a lessee who claims to have earned
an extension of an oil and gas lease by diligently prosecuting
actual drilling operations at the end of its primary term can be
evaluated to determine whether his activities on the last day of
the lease were undertaken in good faith to carry the well-drilling
operations to a conclusion and, where it is determined that he was
not proceeding in good faith, it is proper to hold that the lease
terminated as of the expiration of the primary term_--______ --

'Page
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RENTALS

1. When a producing oil and gas lease is partially'committed to a unit
agreement, it is segregated into two leases-one covering the unitized portion and the other the nonunitized portion-and the rental
obligations of each lease are those set by the statute, regulation
and lease, even though there is no formal notification to the lessee
of the segregdtidn and the rentals du& on each lease. -'-__- 2. When a producing lease is segregated into two leases upon partial
commitment to a unit, the nonunitized portion, which does not
contain a producing well, does not remain in a minimum royalty.
statusbut reverts to a'rental basis which is determined by its own
=-------------------situation
3. The automatic termination provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act; as
amended, do not apply to a lease issued prior to July 24, 1954,
unless the lessee consents to have the lease made subject to them,
and the consent cannot be made effective as of a date prior to its
filing even though rentals have accrued on part of the lease
as a result of the segregation of the lease into two leases by unitization by a procedure which the lessee says deprived him of a
timely opportunity to prevent the accumulation of several years
….
I
I__________
rental…
4. Oil and gas lease rentals cannot be reduced or waived under section 39
of the Mineral Leasing Act where such action has no relation to
encouraging production or the conservation of natural resources-5. Where part of a unitized oil and gas lease Is eliminated from a unit
agreement it remains part of the unitized lease and the annual
rental for that part is $1 per acre if any portion, of the lease is
within the known geologic, structure of a producing oil and gas
fieldi ------ ----------------------6. Where notice that part of a lease is on the known geologic -structure
of a producing field has been given while the lease was undivided,
the fact that it is later. segregated into two leases as a result
. oflunitization does not require that a new notice be given before the
increased rental applicable to leases which have lands on a known
_-_-_-.-_-_-81
…
geologic structure, becomes due
ROYALTIES

1. When a prodUcing lease: is segregated into two leases upon partial
commitment to a unit, the nonunitized portion, which. does not
contain a producing well, does not remain in a minimum royalty
status but reverts to a rental basis which is determined by its own
situation…
_ _ _81
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2. Where a portion of the land in an oil and gas lease lids within. the,:
horizontal limits of an oil or gas deposit which was. known to
be productive on :Aug. 8, 1946, the lessee is not entitled under item
(1) of section 12 of the act: of Aug. 8, 1946, to a flat royalty
rate of 12%2; percent on production later obtained from deeper
zones underlying the same horizontal limits, which deeper zones
were discovered, by wells drilled outside the lease. boundaries
155
subsequent to Aug. 8, 1946__
3. The United States cannot be deprived of its right to receive all of the
royalty payments due under the terms of an oil and gas lease and
the applicable statutory provisions by the unauthorized acts of
its employees, and the failure of the Geological Survey to collect
all the royalty due by tacit acceptance of the lessee's determination of its royalty obligation for 13 years does not waive the
right of the United States to. receive full royalty payment in accordance with the lease terms or stop it from demanding pay155
-ment of the balance due under those terms ____TERMINATION
1. The automatic termination provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act,
as amended, do not apply to a lease issued prior to July 24, 1954,
unless the lessee consents to have the lease made subject to them,
and the consent cannot be made effective as of a date prior to
its filing even though rentals have accrued on part of the lease as
a result of the segregation of the lease into two leases by unitization by a procedure which the lessee says deprived him of a
timely opportunity to prevent the accumulation of several years
rental

__-- __I- __------

_-- ___-- ________ ---------

UNIT AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

1. When a producing oil and gas lease is partially committed to a unit
agreement, it is segregated into two leases-one covering the
unitized portion and the other the nonunitized portion-and the
rental obligations of each lease are those set by the statute,
regulation and lease, even though there is no formal notification'
to the lessee of the segregation and the rentals due on each lease__
2. When a producing lease is'segregatedinto two leases upon partial
commitment to a unit, the nonunitized portion, which does not
*
contain a producing well, does not remain in a minimum royalty
status but reverts to a rental basis which is determined by its own
I -- _ -- --- ----- ---_situation
……__
3. Where part of a unitized oil and gas lease is eliminated from a unit
agreement it remains part of the unitized lease and the annual
rental for that part is $1 per acre if any portion of the lease is
within the known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas
field ----------------------------

81

V

-

-

-

-

4. Where notice that part of a lease is on the known geologic structure
of a producing field has been given while the lease was undivided,
the fact that it is later segregated into two leases as a. result of
unitization does not require that a new notice be given before the
increased rental applicable to leases which have lands on a
……
_______-- _-________known geologic structure becomes due
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1. Mining claims located on lands known to be valuable for minerals sub-

ject to disposition under the Mineral Leasing Act convey no rights
- to Leasing A-ct minerals since those minerals are reserved to the
United States by virtue of section 4 of the Multiple Mineral
* Development Act8
2. The Multiple Mineral Development Act,; though allowing the location

of mining claims on lands known to be valuable.,for. Leasing Act
minerals, did not authorize the location, of claims for minerals
whose mining or extraction would significantly damage or disturbed Leasing Act minerals such as oil shale or sodium -8 -

397

397

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT
BOUNDARIES

1. An application for a permit to drill a well on the outer continental
shelf pursuant to a validated State oil and gas lease is properly
rejected when it is determined that in validating the lease under
section 6. of the Outer -Continental Shelf Lands. Act the extent
of the lease into the Gulf of Mexico was, measured from the
shore line of an island and the adjacent mainland, and the site of
the proposed well is outside that area. The fact that another line
had been adopted by the United States in other litigation to establish "the coast line" for purposes of the Submerged Lands Act
does not vary the external boundaries of the lease as validated
although it may affect the proportions of Federal and State lands
included within those boundaries by changing the location of the
State boundary, which separates those areas -- _-__
-_-

8

OIL AND GAS LEASES

1. A mere statement by a Departmental officer at an opening of bids for
competitive leases that an unnamed bid is unacceptable because
it is unsigned does not of itself constitute a rejection of .that.bid,.
binding on the United States_--

_____

__

___

X--.

2. An opening of bids for competitive leases is simply a public opening
and reading of bids which have been submitted. Bids are not ordinarily subject to final acceptance or rejection at that time-, _-_
3 The cashing of a check, which has; been submitted in conjunction with
a bid for a competitive lease, and the placing of the funds in a
suspense account do not in any way, constitute an acceptance of
the bid __ _
4. An unsigned bid for a competitive lease may be accepted when it is
accompanied by documentary evidence of the intent to submit
the bid -----------------------------------STATE LEASES

Generally
1. An application for a permit to drill a well on the outer continental
shelf pursuant to. a validated State oil and gag lease is properly
rejected when it is determined that in validating the lease under
section 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act the extent of
the lease into the Gulf of Mexico was measured from the shore
line of an island and the adjacent mainland, and the site of the
proposed well is outside that area. The fact that another line had
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147
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OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT-Continued
STATE LEASES-Continued

Generally-Continued
been adopted by the United States in other litigation to establish
"the coast line" for purposes of the Submerged Lands Act does not
vary the external boundaries of the lease as validated although it
may affect the proportions of Federal and State lands included
within those -boundaries by hanging the location of the State
boundary, which separates those areas___-_S'___'_______________

Page

8

PATENTS OF PUBLIC LANDS
GENERALLY

1. Where, subsequent to the issuance of patent to sec. 3, T.-28 S., R. 34
E., a resurvey was made which resulted in a determination that
the area so patented lay within the limits of a different town-'
ship and in the designation of a different area as sec. 88, T. 28 S.,
R. 34' HEft,and where the jurisdiction of the United Statesiover a
part of the and 'now designated'as section" 3is challenged on the
premise that the title to thb area in question passed from the
United States by virtue of the pat6it, the lack of 'jurisdiction
over the 'land can be dmonstrated only 'by showing that the
disputed area is within the limits of the origiiial section 3 as it
was 'surveyed on the ground, and any showing 'of error in either
the original plat of survey or the plat of resurvey is immaterial
if it fails to establish that fact…
___-_-_-_-_-__-_-_2. A patentee of public land takes according to the actual survey on the
ground, even though the official survey plat may not show the
tract as it is located on the ground, and the Federal Government
is without power to affect, by means of any subsequent survey,
'the property rights acquired under an official survey _-__-___-__-

'

14

14

RESERVATIONS

1. Where a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits
*ofa mining claim prior to the filing of an oil and gas lease offer
covering the land embraced in the claim is not established in a
private contest instituted *by the claimiant 'for the purpose of
determining his right to the leasable minerals, a patent to the mining dla issued after August18, 1954, must contain a reservation
to the United States of all leasing act' minerals to the extent
..
required by the act of August 13, 1954_
POWER
PURCHASE OF FOR RESALE

1. In implementing an integrated hydro-thermal power program for the
Pacific Northwest, the Bonneville Power Administrator may
enter into contractual arrangements, including the acquisition by
purchase o'exchange of thermal power, which are reasonably
related to' the statutory objective of providing the most widespread use of and benefit from the existing and authorized Federal
power investment at the lowest practical cost
…_-_-'-408-.

408
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1. Withdrawn public domain lands cannot become "surplus" until after
determination by the Secretary of the Interior that the lands are
not suitable for return to the public domain--_____-_

245

CLASSIFICATION

1. A classification of land, by Bureau motion for disposition under the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act segregates: the land from
mineral locations, even if the classification is. not published in
newspapers or the Federal Register and, is only noted on a land
offic&esupplemental plat, and it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Mdanagement to declare a mining claim null-and void ab. initio
because of the
…140
-lassiicationm
2. Although the Recreation and Public Purposes Act and regulations
thereunder provide in effect that if no application is filed, for lands
classified on Bureau motion fo, disposition under that act within
18 months from the classification theni the-Secretary shall restore
'the land for appropriation. under other publicl-and laws, such a
;.provision is not self-executing and the lands remain segregated
from mineral location-after the 18-monthi period, where no action
has been taken: to restore the lands to! appropriation under the
mining laws
--------------140
RECREATION AND PUBLIC PURPOSES ACT
1. A classification of land by Bureau motion for disposition under the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act segregates the land from
mineral locations even if the classification is not published in
newspapers or the Federal Register: and is only noted on a land
office supplemental plat, and it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Management to declare a mining claim null and void ab initio
because of the classification
_140
…
…__
2. Although the Recreation. and Public Purposes Act and regulations
thereunder provide in effect that if no application is filed for lands
classified on Bureau motion for disposition under that act within
18 months from the classification then the Secretary shall restore
the land for appropriation under other public land laws, such a provision is not selftexecuting and. the lands -remain segregated
- from mineral location after the 18-month period where no action
has, been taken to restore. the lands to appropriation under the
- mining laws _
*_ ._-*_

140

RULES OF PRACTICE
GENERALLY

'

"

i

-

1. The Secretary of the Interior may inquire into all matters vital to the
validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the
passage of legal title, and the fact that the validity of a portion
of a contested mining claim was not challenged in' a proceeding
initiated by the Forest Service does notipreclude inquiry into the
validity of that portion of the claim by this Department if, upon
review of the record of the contest proceedings, the Department
- is not satisfied that the claim is regular in all respects
…
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2. Where the validity of a portion of a contested placer mining claimi
located on land subsequently withdrawn from mining location is
dependent upon a finding that, at the effective date of the withdrawani, the land was known t obe mineral in' character, but the
contest complaint made no reference to the date of the determina'
tion of mineral dharacter, and no; evidence Was introduced by
either. party. to the contest bearing upon known conditions at the
time of 'the withdrawal which related to the mineral character of
the land, and where there-is reason for doubting whether the allegations of the complaint accurately reflected the charges which
the contestant proposed to substantiate, the proceeding will be
set aside to permit the filing of a new' complaint or amended
complaint----I-------------------3. The Secretary of the Interior may' inquire into all matters vital to the
. validity or regularity of a mining claim at any time before the
passage of legal title, and the failure of the Government to contest a mining claim after its mineral examiner has examined the
claim in response to an application for patent and has, recommended that the claim not be contested is not a bar to further inquiry into the validity of the claim if, upon further review of the
case, it appears that there has not been a discovery - __

Page

338

408

APPEALS

Dismissal
1. The Board denies the Government's motion to dismiss an appeal as beyond the purview of its jurisdiction where it finds: (i) that a
delay of approximately 0 days in supplying a contractor with
Government-furnished steel had no. significant impact upon the
overall performance of the contract ; and (ii) that the Governiment's action in furnishing large quantities of misfabricated steel
not only disrupted the contra'etor's assembly and: erection program as had- been recognized by the contracting officer in a proposed amendment to the contract but on. a rather short schedule
job necessarily disrupted the succeeding program of conductor
stringing as well, with the result that the costs shown to be attributable to the govetnment's: action were found in both instances
to stem from a constructive changeL
__
_-__- __
2. Where a contract for the-construction of a road required a contractor to "observe and comply with all Federal, State and local laws,"
but did not specifically provide for compliance with the Fair
Labor Standards Act, and the contractor was ordered by the U.S.
Labor Department to pay overtime wages under the FLSA, a.
claim by the contractor for reimbursement of such overtime wages
paid, grounded. upon analleged misrepresentation by the procuring
agency of the applicability of the FLSA to the work will be dismissed as outside the jurisdiction of the Board… _-_-__-____3. In a case where a contractor's claim for constructive change based
upon practical impossibility had not. been presented to the contracting officer prior to the filing of the notice of appeal, the Board
denies a Government motion to dismiss such claim on the ground
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that in the circumstances presented, a stay of proceedings pending
the issuance of a finding and; the taking of a timely appeal therefrom would facilitate' the orderly.presentation and consideration
of the claims involved in the appeal. The-Board: also denies a:
Government mdtion to dismiss portions.ofthe appeal on the ground
of lack of specificity in the notice of appeal where it finds sufficient
information in the record to apprise the Government of the essential allegations of the appellant's case and thereby permit the
Government to adequately prepare its'case for hearing_------350
4. Where there are fact questions common to the contractor's claims of
excusable delay and practical impossibility on the one hand and
the Government's claim of common law damages for late delivery
on the other, the Board concludes that it will retain jurisdiction
over the latter claim pending the development of a complete administrative record without prejudice, however, to the Government's right to file a motion to dismiss the claim for common law
damages at the time its post-hearing brief is submitted
…___-350
Hearings
1. Noting the general rule that counsel representing litigants should not
be called as witnesses in trials involving those litigants if such
testimony can be avoided consonant with obtaining justice, the
Board finds that the testimony of a Government witness who also
participated in presenting the Government's case at the hearing
should be treated as oral argument. Preparation by the same counsel of one of the findings of fact was not found to be a violation of
the provisions of the Wunderlich Act where there was no showing
that the decisions reflected in such findings were other than those
of the contracting officer and where the Board noted (i) the: absence of a request for a remand to the contracting officer, and
(ii) the fact that in the circumstances of the particular case a
remand would apparently serve no useful purpose
…_-_----- 379
EVIDENCE

1. Adhering to principles enunciated in a prior decision, the Board finds
that a memorandum from a Government employee to his superior
containing a reconimendation as to settlement of a claim constituted a privileged communication to which the appellant was not
entitled, insofar as,'the nonfactual portions of such memorandum
are concerned_ _
_ _
_______-185
2. Noting the general rule that counsel representing litigants should
not be called as witnesses in trials involving those litigants if such
testimony can be avoided consonant with obtaining justice, the
Board finds that the testimony of a Government witness who also
'participated in presenting the Government's case at the hearing
should be treated as oral argument. Preparation by the same counsel of one of the findings of fact was not found to be a violation
of the provisions of the WNunderlich Act where there was no showing -that the decisions reflected in such. findings were other than
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those of the contracting officer and where the Board noted (i) the
absence of a request for a remand to the contracting officer, and
(ii) the fact that in the circumstances of the particular case a
remand would apparently serve no useful purpose_-----____
3. Where the validity of a mining claim as of a date prior to examination of the claim to determine its validity is at issue, the date of
the exposure of a mineralized area, not the date of the sampling
of the mineralization, is determinative of the admissibility of assay reports and other data as' evidence that there was .or. was not
a discovery upon the claim at the critical,'date; where a witness
in a mining contest fails to distinguish-between mineralization
exposed prior. to the-ckucial date and that exposed thereafter and
to. explain the significance of' each as it relates to the vital issue,
his'opinion that there is .a discovery .at the present time is of little
or no value i establishing the date of the alleged discovery
__
HEARINGS

'

379

408

'

1. A stipulati n between the G overnmeiints attorney and the hi ning claimant's attorney at 'a hearing to determine whether a building stone
is of a common or uncommon variety under the act of July 23,
1955, that the stone is marketable,, does not preclude a.further
hearing to consider whether the facts relating to the marketability
demonstrate that the stone. has some property giving it a distinct
and special value over other stones used for the same purposes
which are also marketable but are considered to be of a common variety -------- I
_-- _--_____---127
2. Applicants for sodium preference-right leases will be afforded an
opportunity to present evidence at a hearing in accordance with
the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act where there
may be questions of fact as to the extent and nature of the occurrence of the minerals in the deposits and as to the feasibility of the
development of the deposits.… __--___-_-_____-___-__-137
PRIVATE CONTESTS

1. In a private contest initiated by a mining claimant to determine,
,as between himself and an oil and gas lessee, the right to leasable
minerals within .the limits-of a mining claim, it is incumbent upon
:the mining claimant to ,show that a discoverywas made upon the
claim at a time when such discovery would vest in him a right to
to the leasable minerals, and if' he,. is unable to sustain this
burden, the contest is properly dismissed notwithstanding any
acknowledgment on. the..part of .the United States of a present
discovery onthe~claim --- - --- -WITNESSES

.

.

'

.

.

"

1. Noting the -general rule that counsel representing litigants should not
'be'called as witnesses in trials involving those litigants if such
testimony can be avoided consonant with obtaining justice, the
Board finds that the testimony of a Government witness who also
participated in presenting the Government's case at the hearing
should be "treated as oral argument. Preparation by the same
counsel of one of the findings of fact was not found to be a violation
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of the provisions of the Wunderlich Act where there was no showing that the decisions reflected in such findings were. other than
those of the contracting officer and where the Board noted (i) the
absence of a request for a remand, to the contracting officer, and
(ii) the fact that in the circumstances of the particular case a
remand would apparently serve no useful purpose.--------------
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SCHOOL LANDS
MINERAL LANDS

1. To establish the mineral character of lands sought by a State, either
in exchange for other lands or as indemnity for lost school lands,
it must be shown that known conditions are such as reasonably
to engender the belief that the lands contain mineral of such
quality and in such quantity as to render its extraction prolitable
and justify expenditures to that end.2. The mineral character of land may be established by inference without
actual exposure of the mineral deposit for which the land is supposed to be valuable, but the inferred existence of a deposit of highquality limestone at unknown depth does not establish the mineral
character of land in the absence of evidence that extraction of the
limestone is economically feasible, thereby giving the land a practical value for mining purposes. __
__

176

176

SODIUM LEASES AND PERMITS
GENERALLY

1. Substances of sodium enumerated n section 23 of the Mineral Leasing Act, whether simple, double or complet compounds of sodium,
are subject to disposition only under the provisions of the Mineral
Leasing Act-I
_
_
2. Applicants for sodium preference-rights leases will be afforded an
opportunity to present evidence at a hearing in accordance with
the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act where there
may be questions of facts as to the extent and nature of the occurrence of the minerals in the deposits and as to the feasibility
of the development of the deposits
… I---------…137

137

STATE EXCHANGES
GENERALLY

1. To establish the mineral character of lands sought by a State, either
in exchange for other lands or as indemnity for lost school lands,
it must be shown that known conditions are such as reasonably
to engender the belief that the lands contain mineral of such
quality and in such quantity as to render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that end -_-_-____-__

176

STATE SELECTIONS
1. To establish the mineral character of lands sought by a State, either
in exchange for other lands or as indemnity for lost school lands,
it must be shown that known conditions are such as reasonably
to engender the belief that the lands contain mineral of such
quality and in such quantity as to render its extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that end-__
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SURPLUS PROPERTY
1. Withdrawn public domain lands do not become "surplus" within the
meaning of the Federal Property and Administrative Services

Act, 40 U.S.C. sec. 471 et seq., until after a determination by the
Secretary of the Interior and concurred in by the Administrator
of General Services, that the lands are not suitable for return
____-_-_______
to the public domain
SURFACE RESOURCES ACT

Page

245

GENERALLY

1. Since Congress limited the effect of a proceeding under section 5 of
the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, to determine the rights
of the Government and a mining claimant as to the surface resources of a mining claim, a claim is not declared null and void
as a result of such a proceeding decided in favor of the Government, and the claimant may continue to engage in mining activities although he is not entitled to the use and management of the
surface resources for other than mining purposes prior to issuance
of patent for the elaim…
_367
…
2. In a proceeding under section 5 of the Surface Resources .Act of
July 23, 1955, to determine the rights of the Government and a
mining claimant as to the surface resources of a mining claim
prior to patent, the Government will prevail if it is shown that
there was not a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit as of the
date of the act even if such a discovery is subsequently made,
and it will also prevail if a discovery existed as of the date of the
act but it is determined that thereafter a valuable mineral deposit
does not exist within the claims because of a change in conditions--_
___
3. A mining claimant is not prejudiced if in a proceeding under section
5 of the Surface Resources Act the only issue stated at the
hearing is whether at the time of the hearing, rather than on
July 23, 1955, a discovery has been made on his claim and he
submits evidence on that issue_ __ _ __
I--4. Mining claims containing an unknown quantity of low-grade manganese ore are properly declared subject to the limitations under
section 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955,-where
the evidence shows that a prudent man could not now expect
to develop a valuable mine because there is no market for the
ore, regardless of whether under more favorable market conditions
created primarily by a Govertment stockpiling program paying
incentive prices prior to the date of that act the prudent man
5 would have had more basis for anticipating that such ore could
be mined and soldSURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS
GENERALLY

1. Where, subsequent to the issuance of patent to sec. 33, T. 28 S., R.
34 E., a resurvey was made which resulted in a determination that
the area so patented lay within the limits of a different township
and in the designation of a different area as sec. 33, T. 28 S.,
R. 34 E., and where the jurisdiction of the United States over a
part of the land now' designated as section 33 is challenged'on
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the premise that title to the area in question passed from the
United States by virtue of the patent, the lack of jurisdiction
over the land can be demonstrated only by showing that the disputed area is within the limits of the original section 33 as it was
surveyed on the ground, and any showing of error in either the
original plat of survey or the plat of resurvey is immaterial if
it fails to establish that fact…
____-__________-_____________2. A survey of public lands creates, and does not merely identify, the
boundaries of sections of land, and public land cannot be described or conveyed as sections or subdivisions of sections unless
the land has been officially surveyed--_______
3. When the locations of corners established by an official Government
survey are identified, they are conclusive, and the corner of a Government subdivision is where the United States surveyors in fact
established it, whether such location is right or wrong…_______-_
4. A patentee of public land takes according to the actual survey on the
ground, even though the official survey plat may not show the
tract as it is located on the ground, and the Federal Government
is without power to affect, by means of any subsequent survey,
the property rights acquired under an official survey _____-____
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WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS
POWER SITES

1. Lands which were reserved from mining location by reason of inelusion in an application for a power project filed prior to
August 11, 1955, and which were opened to location by section
2 of the act of August 11, 1955, become closed to location thereafter if they come under examination and survey by a prospective
licensee holding an uncanceled preliminary permit issued by the
Federal Power Commission after August 11, 1955, and mining
claims on such lands located thereafter are void ab indtio------
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